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Dr. Richard Ponsonby Fane

In attempting to analyze the character of Dr. Richard Ponsonby Fane I am conscious of doing
something which he would very strongly have objected to. In his principal characteristic was a
refined fastidiousness which among other things disliked all invasions of privacy. In that fastidious
ness there was no element of weakness; no one could take liberties with Ponsonby, and he went his
own way serenely, indifferent to, and probably unconscious of, blame or applause. Next to his
horror of pushfulness and intrusion, one may rank his pervasive humour and his extreme goodness

of heart. The way in which he put his great resources in the quietest and most delicate fashion, at
the service of those in whose careers he took an interest, was a lesson in true philanthrophy. There
must be not a few of the younger generation in japan who have cause to regard him as the architect
of their fortunes. But his was not a lazy or sentimental philanthrophy. It was a reasonable and
thoroughly discriminating virtue. Ponsonby was by no means easy to delude; and his brilliant in
tellect was a thoroughly practical one.

As the writer has said elsewhere, the motive which led him to spend his years in japan was surely
that he found here real religion, real devotion to the ideal, and the ever-present consciousness of
the Divine. In a world sunk in U hear-says" and agnostic isms, the universal devotion shown in
Japan to the Imperial idea and to the Imperial Ancestor drew him like a magnet; and he was happier
among the palaces and memories of the Miaco than in the midst of the drifting stir of life in
England, where no verity passes unquestioned, no virtue uncontradicted, In japan, whether one
prefers it Old or New, there is still accepted on all hands a Universal Reality.

This is not to say that Ponsonby was not a Christian. He was, and an uncompromising High
Churchman. How far he accepted the attractive theories according to which Amaterasu-no-Omikarni,
the Sun Divinity, is identical with the Sun of Righteousness, one does not know; and one would
never have ventured to ask. At least. his attitude to the system of Sintau was never condescending
or proselytizing, It was enough for him that it was real Religion; sincere Religion, and vivid and
unifying Religion. Heartfelt, genuine Sintau, he seems to have felt, was better than a watery and
meaningless Christianity whose doctrines rest on the sandy foundation provided by commissions and
Archbishops. Yet he never turned to the authoritarianism of the Vatican, but remained settled in
the Anglo-Catholic Church.

And, lest we should fall into the error of taking this religious, royalist, benevolent student for a
weakling, Jet us recall his vigorous love of another not less English institution--the game of cricket!
Too slow for the bustling, too dangerous for the slack, cricket has something essentially English
about it. I think it must have been a grief to our friend that it has never become acclimatlzed
here! Nor did Ponsonby ever tire of the most toilsome journeys in pursuit of material for his
.Magnum Opus-the investigation of the history of the Imperial Hause of Japan.

Unlike Dr. Scherer. he did not find in Buddhism the key to all the art and culture of the country.
It had its place; but it was in Imperial Sintau that Ponsonby found the open secret of Nihon.

No more constant friend, no more high-minded thinker, no more encyclopaedic worker, ever
landed on these shores.

Thomas Baty

Tokyo: April, 1938
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PREFACE TO THE REVISED EDITION

More than ten years have passed since we published this
"STUDIES IN SHINTO AND SHRINES" in 1942 com
memorating the fifth anniversary of the author and presented
only to a small circle ofhis friends and acquaintances living within
this country, not even a single copy of it being sent beyond the
seas inasmuch as it was issued during the war.

We have therefore decided to bring out this revised edition,
partly because we wish that the results of his unique study of
Japan should be known and appreciated widely in the world,
and partly because we believe that the publication would be of
great service to those foreigners who want to know about the
history of Japan, especially that of Shinto and shrines.

Only a few words now remain to be said with regard to how
the present revised edition differs from the first. (I) several
passages having been crossed out by censorship on the occasion
of the first impression have now been supplemented; (2) a great
number of errata occuring throughout the pages have been
corrected; (3) to the former illustrations several more have
been added; (4) it must be specially mentioned that, we, taking
this opportunity, have rewritten the whole of the PREFACE
to the first edition, and also about two-thirds of the author's
BIOGRAPHY.

THE EDITORS.

Kyoto: December, 19S3.
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PREFACE

There have been not a few foreign scholars and men of
letters who have studied the art and culture of Japan and in
troduced them abroad. Prominent among them are Satow,
Aston, Chamberlain, Sansom and Waley, the first three of whom
joined the majority, but the last two are still alive and active in
their respective fields. But our friend the late Dr. Richard
Ponsonby-Fane, the writer of the papers contained in this book
is known but to a small circle of his friends and acquaintances,
when his great contribution to this line should probably be well
compared with those of his seniors. Why is it that his name
is not so well-known as the others? Is it owing to his posi
tivistic method of study? Is it because the subjects of his
study were confined to the comparatively unattractive sides of
Japanese history or culture? Is it ascribable to his indifference
to fame and profit? Is it due to his devotion to the study of
his favourite subjects living at an out-of-way place in Kyoto?
Whatever the reason may be, it is a matter of regret that his
works have not been appreciated by a greater number of people.

For his life and work readers are kindly requested to refer
to the short biography of the author and the list of his works
at the end of this book. In publishing this selection on the
occasion of his fifth anniversary we cannot help recalling mem
ories of him all the more now. Truly he was a Japanophile.
Few foreigners had so deep an attachment for Japan, nor lived
a Japanese life in such a thorough-going way in respect of food,
clothes and dwelling, as he did. Moreover, he was capable of
reading Japanese classics freely, and he had both time and means
enough to visit and investigate personally places of historical
interest allover Japan, so it is no wonder that he could obtain
splendid results in his research of historical facts of old Japan.
He was principally concerned with such subjects connected with
the Imperial House of Japan as the Imperial Lineage: Exiled
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PREFACE ii

Emperors, Abdication, Consorts, Enthronement Ceremonies,
Imperial Mausolea, and Capitals and Palaces of Japan, and only
the last few years of his life were devoted to the historical study
of Shinto shrines. His works reaching the total of more than
110 papers were either published in book form or contributed
to journals or transactions of various learned societies and
institutes, native and foreign, and from among them we have
selected eighteen mostly concerning the history of Shinto and
shrines for the contents of this book. His attitude of study
differs from that of other foreign students of Japan in that he was
so careful that in forming conclusions about even trifling things
he always referred to or consulted the views of the Japanese
scholars, ancient and modem, of the subjects, and scrutinized
them. We regret very much that his life work was left un
finished owing to his sudden death.

It is now full five years since he passed away, and during
this period of time the various works having been planned by
his friends and pupils in memory of the late Dr. Richard Ponsonby
-Fane have now been fairly under way, of which REMINIS
CENCES by his friends and pupils was edited and published
shortly after his death, and a MONUMENT has been erected
to him in the precincts of the Saihoji temple, at Nishi Kamo in
the north of the city of Kyoto, not far from the Jink6in temple
in the grounds of which there lived in seclusion the famous nun
and patriotic poetess Rengetsuni. It is our great pleasure that
we are now able to publish this selection under the title of
STUDIES IN SHINTO AND SHRINES, the publishing of
which has long been delayed for various reasons.

As has been stated above, this is not a complete book, but
a collection of papers, and accordingly it is not only unsystematic
but the same accounts, as the readers will notice, are repeated in
some place too minutely and in other too roughly. Moreover,
the author had an especial liking for Shinto rites and festivals
and shrine buildings, and this seems to have led him to such
detailed descriptions of them. As for the appendices, those at
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iii PREFACB

the end of the first paper THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND
SHINTO are by the author himself, and those at the end of this
book by the editors. For the misprints in the index as well as
in the text which we might have missed in proof-reading we are
responsible. We also fear that the papers are not so well ar
ranged as they should be. Nevertheless, we shall be very much
pleased if the readers of this book could find therein anything
of service for the study of the history of Shinto and shrines.

Very special thanks are due to the Jingii Shicho for their
courtesy in allowing us to insert in this book the photographs
of the Naikii and Gekii. Our hearty thanks are also due to his
old friends for their kind consent to reproduce herein some
valuable photographs owned by them. Finally, we tender our
best thanks to Messrs. S. Gorai, A. Naito and A. Tanaka for
the trouble they have taken in arranging and amending the
manuscripts, and in reading and correcting the proofs of this
book, nor must we omit acknowledgement to the printer Ken
kyiisha of Tokyo for the special service they have rendered in
printing this book.

THE EDITORS.

Kyoto: December, 1942-.
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO
~ ~ C ftiIl i1i:

INTRODUCTION

VERY few words of introduction are required to this paper, but
I should like to make it clear at the outset that it does not purport
to be in any sense a history of the Shinto religion. My object is
to show the very intimate connection that exists between the
Imperial House and the Gods of the Shinto pantheon and to re
cord the part played by the Emperor and his family in carrying
out the worship of the Deities. For this purpose I have briefly
rehearsed the facts which led up to the foundation of the Empire
and carried down the story until the close of the Keio period
(1868). The restoration of the personal rule of the Emperors
and the abolition of Shimbutsu-konko jjJ ~ ~ tt or mixture of
Shinto and Buddhism early in Meiji involved many changes and
seemed to me to call for separate treatment; and accordingly I
have decided to terminate the paper with the death of the Em
peror Komei,

The paramount importance of the Imperial Regalia (Sanshll
no shinki) as the outward and visible sign of the mandate of Heaven
and the connecting link between the national religion and its
rulers is clearly apparent, and I have therefore given as full details
of them as I could obtain, but it will be seen that the information
is disappointingly meagre. I have confined my consideration,
however, purely to the historical standpoint and have not entered
upon the esoteric side, as that concerns rather the religion itself
than the Imperial connection with it. But it may be stated here
that from the earliest times the Divine Emblems have been
regarded as the protectors of the dynasty and that with the
introduction of foreign faiths various doctrines have grown up
regarding them.
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.z THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

My sincere thanks are due to Professor Kato Genchi, who
has ungrudgingly put his wide knowledge of all things Shinto
at my disposal; and I have also to thank Mr. Sato Mitsuzo for
kindly copying several plans for me.

THE SHINTO TfiEOGONY

IN order to discuss the relations between the Imperial Family
and the Shinto religion it is necessary first to consider briefly the
principal beliefsand tenets of this religion. What may be regarded
as the Canon of Shinto is contained in the early books of the
Kojiki and the Nihonshoki and the Norito or rituals collected in the
Engi period (9°1-922), all of which are available in scholarly
English translations.' To these may be added the KJ9iki, which,
however, is of doubtful authenticity, and the Kogoshiii, though this
is more an exposition of certain points than a part of the Canon
itself. The large mass of literature on Shinto, such as the learned
commentaries of the great Revivalist scholars Kamo Mabuchi,
Motoori Norinaga and Hirata Atsutane, is entirely based on the
texts of the first-mentioned works.

From the point of view of the Western investigator Shinto
is burdened with an exceptionally large pantheon, as may be
gathered from a phrase frequently met with, Yaoyorozu no Komi
i\ 13~ iPIll, the Eight Hundred Myriads of Deities, and from the
fact that these deities bear a multiplicity ofdifferent names. More
over, though in general agreement on essential points, the Kojiki
and the Nihonshoki often differ considerably, and the latter book
frequently gives several versions of a story with widely divergent
details. Both open with an account of the spontaneous coming
into being of male deities, of whom the first is KUNITOKOTACHI
No-MIKOTO; and these are followed by pairs of male and female

I . W. G. Aston's translation of the Nilxmshold (" Written Records of Japan "), under
its shortened title of N ihongi, was published by the Society as a Supplementary Volume in
1896 (see p. iv).
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 3

deities ending with IZANAGI-NO-MIKOTO and IZANAMI-NO-MIKo
TO, who became the creators of the world. These deities are
known as Tenjin-shichidai or Seven Generations of Heavenly
Deities (see Appendix V). With the exception of the last-named
pair, these deities were not procreative and we cease to hear any
thing about them, except that TAKAMIMUSUBI-NO-KAMI plays a
very important role in subsequent events.

All the deities, however, are finally overshadowed by AMA
TERASU OMIKAMI who becomes the Queen of Heaven and from
whom the Imperial family is descended. There are two versions
regarding her birth. According to one, Izanagi no Mikoto
and Izanami no Mikoto having given birth to the islands of
Japan and all therein, determined to produce rulers for them,
and in turn AMATERASU Omikami, TSUKIYOMI no Mikoto and
SUSANOO no Mikoto were born; while, according to the other,
these deities came into being as the result of the purification
undergone by Izanagi no Mikoto after visiting his consort in
Yorni-no-kuni after her death. For our purposes the point is
immaterial. Amaterasu Omikami was appointed to rule the
heaven as the Sun; Tsukiyomi no Mikoto was to assist her as
the Moon; and Susanoo no Mikoto, being of a violent disposi
tion, was assigned to Ne-no-kuni (or Yomi-no-kuni), regarding
which term there are a good many conflicting opinions, though it
is generally translated as Nether Country or Hades; Hirata
Atsutane says" it is the country under the world." Tsukiyomi
no Mikoto practically drops out and little more is heard of him,
but Amaterasu Omikami ascends to Heaven, where she at once
takes premier place.

Before proceeding to his government, Susanoo no Mikoto
seeks out and obtains permission to pay his sister a farewell visit
and goes to Takamagahara, the Plain of High Heaven. The
great Goddess, knowing her brother of old, suspects his motives
and demands a proof that his heart is pure, whereupon between
them they produce eight deities, Susanoo no Mikoto three
females and Amaterasu Omikami five males, and this is taken as
a sign that Susanoo no Mikoto has no evil intentions. Though
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4 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

these children were not produced by the ordinary process of
nature and Susanoo no Mikoto was the father of the girls and
Amaterasu Omikami the mother of the boys, they may, I think,
for genealogical purposes be regarded as their joint off-spring.
The point is of some importance, for these deities are of particul
ar interest to our study: one of them, OSHIHOMIMI-NO-MIKOTO,
was the direct ancestor of the Emperors of Japan, and most of
them are heard of again.

In spite of the favourable issue of the trial, Susanoo no
Mikoto's subsequent behaviour is so abominable, that having
meekly suffered many outrages Amaterasu Omikami can stand
it no longer and finally retires into Arne no Iwato, the Heavenly
Cavern, of which she closes the door. At once the world is
plunged into darkness and the Eight Hundred Myriad Deities
are all in consternation, not knowing what to do. At this
juncture Takamimusubi no Kami takes command and assembles
the deities in Arne no Yasukawara, the Dry Bed of Heaven's
Tranquil (or Eight-sandbank) River, demanding what is to be
done. Then OMOIKANE-NO-MIKOTO, a son of Takamimusubi
no Kami, renowned for his deep knowledge, unfolds a plan.
The details of this plan and its execution differ slightly in the
accounts of the Kojiki and the Nibonsbaei, but they deserve
minute attention, for they form the basis of all Shinto worship.
Here, however, only a few salient points can be mentioned and
the work allotted to the various deities enumerated. To him
self Omoikane no Mikoto entrusted the task of collecting all the
singing birds and " made them utter their prolonged cry to one
another." ISHIKORIDOME NO MIKOTO (or, according to one
account, his father Ame-no-nukado no Kami ) was ordered to
obtain copper from the Heavenly MOWlt Kagu and fashion an
image of the Goddess, that is, to make a mirror. This he did,
but his first effort, though good, was not quite perfect, and ac
cordingly he had to fashion a second, which was entirely with
out flaw. The first, however, was preserved and is now wor
shipped in Hinokuma-jingu. NAGASHIRAHE-NO-KAMI was in
structed to make offerings of aonigite, blue hempen cloth, and
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 5

AMENOHIWASHI-NO-KAMI offerings of shiranigite, white paper
mulberry; while AME-NO-AKARUTAMA-ND-MIKOTO had to make
a string of jewels.

These preparations having been made and a great sakaki
tree (Cleyerajaponica) having been uprooted by AME-ND-KOYANE
NO-MIKOTO and the objects hung upon it, AME-NO-FUTOTAMA NO
MIKOTO was ordered to recite a divine liturgy and AME-NO
UZUME-NO-MIKOTO to dance and sing to the accompaniment of
music. Soon the air resounded with the cheers and laughter of
the Gods, and Amaterasu Omikami, piqued by this behaviour
and unable to restrain her curiosity to learn its cause, peeped out
of the cave and beheld her own radiant countenance reflected in
the Mirror. AME-ND-TAJIKARAO-NO-MIKOTO, however, had been
posted at the mouth of the cavern and on the appearance of
the Goddess immediately rolled away the great stone that closed
it. Ame-no-futotama no Mikoto ran a straw rope across the en
trance and all the Gods begged that Amaterasu Omikami would
never again retire.

In this scene we have portrayed for us the inauguration of
several of the most important Shinto rites. The collection of
the birds, which presumably were perched on gates facing the
cavern, explains the torii or archways. literally "bird-rests,"
which are now to be found in front of every Shinto shrine. The
aonigite and shiranigite were the forerunners of the gohei (folded
paper offerings); the use of the sakaki explains why this tree is
now regarded as sacred; the straw rope is the sbimenatsa, the
sign of a sacred object; the dance of Uzume no Mikoto was the
first kagura and the divine liturgy the first norito ; and. as will be
seen subsequently, the mirror of Ishikoridome no Mikoto and
the jewels of Ame-no-Akarutama no Mikoto were destined to
play a great part in the history of Japan. for they formed two
out of the three Sacred Regalia of the Empire.

With Amaterasu Omikami once more restored to them.
the deities turned their attention to the punishment of the cause
of all the trouble. Here again the narratives are worthy of
careful study. for the ceremonies observed are the basis of all
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6 THE IMPERIAL PAJrHLY AND SHINTO

the purification rites of Shinto; but for our purpose we must be
content with chronicling the fact that after undergoing various
heavy pains and penalties Susanoo no Mikoto was expelled from
Takamagahara. Purified and penitent, he had a farewell inter
view with his sister and then descended, according to some
accounts, first to Chosen (Korea) and then to the headwaters of
the river Hi in Izumo, There he encountered two earthly
deities, ASHINA.ZUCHI and his wife TENAZUCHI, who were
weeping bitterly. Enquiring the cause of their tears he was
informed that the Yamata no Orocbi, an eitht-headed serpent
which has already devoured seven of their daughters, was now
due to take their youngest and last remaining, rnADA-HIME-NO

MIKOTO. Susanoo no Mikoto, having stipulated that the damsel
should be given to him for wife, at once undertook to slay the
monster. He first caused a quantity of strong sake to be brewed
and this was poured into eight great vats, which when the
serpent saw he at once proceeded to drink from greedily with
his eight heads. As soon as the brute was inebriated, Susanoo
no Mikoto drew his great sword and started to cut off the heads.
but coming to the edge of the last his blade was nicked and on
examination another sword was found to be imbedded in the
monster's tail. This he extracted and finding it to be a " divine
sword" decided that he ought not to keep it for his own private
use, and so sent it to Takamagahara by AMA-NO-FUKTNE no
Mikoto, his descendant in the fifth generation. as an offering to
his sister. Probably from the clouds that always surrounded
the spot where the serpent was, this sword was named .Am« no
MurakJImo no Tsurugi. Heavenly Clustering Ooud Sabre, and
became one of the Sacred Regalia. Susanoo no Mikoto's own
sword, called Futsumitama no Tsurugi or .Ame-no-babaeiri no Tsuru
gi, was subsequently enshrined at Isonokami.

Susanoo no Mikoto then married Inada-hime and had a son
OKUNINUSHI (or ONAMUCHI)-NO-MIKOTO, who, however, accord
ing to some accounts, was only fifth in descent from him. He
finally passed over to the kingdom Ne-no-kuni originallyentrusted
to him. The story continues in Izurno and narrates the civilis-
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 7

ing work, particularly of afforestation, carried on by Onamuchi
no Mikoto and by SUKUNAHIKONA-NO-MIKOTO, a son of Takami
musubi no Kami. Presently it occurred to Amaterasu Omikami
that the Land of Central Reed Plains, i.e., Japan, was really a
part of her dominions and that Okuninushi no Mikoto had no
right to be ruling there. She therefore determined to send
down her own representative to govern the country. In some
accounts, Amaterasu Omikami, in all that follows, acts entirely
on her own responsibility, but in others Takamimusubi no Kami
is associated with her. Now, one of the sons born to Amaterasu
Omikarni as the result of the proof of spirit of Susanoo no
Mikoto above related, was AME-NO-OSHIHOMIMI-NO-MIKOro, and
it was on him that the choice fell. Having proceeded, however,
as far as the Floating Bridge of Heaven (Ame no Ukihashi), he
looked down and said "it is painfully uproarious" and forthwith
returned home. Thereupon a Council of the Gods was summoned
and it was decided that Ambassadors should be sent down first to
negotiate for the peaceful withdrawal of Okuninushi no Mikoto.
The ways of diplomacy were no quicker then than now; several
ambassadors were sent one after another, but they proved
faithless and did not return, though the first envoy was AMA
NQ-HOHI-NO-MIKOTO, elder brother of Oshihomimi no Mikoto,
(He settled in Izumo and was the ancestor of the Senge family,
who are still in charge of the Great Shrine of Izumo.)

Finally another council was held and it was determined to
send FUTSUNUSHI-NO-KAMI; and when the appointment was an
nounced, TAKEMIKAZUCHI-NO-KAMI claimed to be sent too.
These two deities arrived in lzumo and were given audience by
Okuninushi no Mikoto, who inquired in what way he could
serve them. On hearing, apparently for the first time, the wishes
of Amaterasu Omikami, he said that he must first consult his son
KOTOSHIRONUSHI-NO-MIKOTO. This deity raised no objection,
though his younger brother, TAKEMIN~KATA-NO-MIKOTO, at first
entirely refused to submit. Okuninushi no Mikoto then told the
heavenly messengers that he was willing to withdraw on condi
tion that a shrine was built for his worship, and we read in the

TAKEMIN~KATA-NO-MIKOTO,
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s THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

Kojiki: (C So in accordance with his word they built him an august
abode on the shore of Tagishi in the land of Izumo." (This
was the Great Shrine above referred to.) Okuninushi no Miko
to also sent up as a present to Amaterasu Omikami the spear
Ame no Hiroboeo, with which he had ruled the country, and some
jewels. (The genealogical tables in Appendix IT will show that
Okuninushi no Mikoto and Oshihomimi no Mikoto were not
only first cousins, but in a sense half-brothers.)

When the country had been pacified and it was time for
Oshihomimi, no Mikoto to descend, he intimated that a child
had been bom to him by TAKUHATA-CHICHI-HIME, a daughter
of Takamimusubi no Kami, and that he would prefer to remain
in Takamagahara and send this son NINIGI-NO-MiKOro in his
place; and to this no objection was raised. The story of the
descent of the Heavenly Grandchild Ninigi no Mikoto is recorded
in the Kojiki, the Nihonshokj (four versions), the Kogoshiii, and the
KNjiki, and as the event is of supreme importance it will be well
to study the versions carefully and give extensive quotations.

In the Kojiki Amaterasu Omikami and Takamimusubi no
Kami (here called Takagi-no-Kami) at the moment of parting
present the Heavenly Grandchild with three objects, namely,
Yasakani no Magatama, the jewels made by Ame-no-Akarutama
no Mikoto, Yata no Kagami, the mirror made by Ishikoritome no
Mikoto and Alfie no MJlrakumo no Tsurugi, the sword found in the
tail of the Yamata no Orocbi, In giving him the Mirror they
say: " Regard this mirror exactly as if it were our august spirit
and reverence it as if reverencing us." Here the action is ascribed
to Amaterasu Omikami and Takamimusubi no Kami jointly and
the three objects, henceforward known as =: f!i jjt is Sanshu no
Shinki, or, in pure-Japanese, Mikusa no Kandahara (" three divine
implements or treasures "), are clearly enumerated and instruc
tions given with regard to the Mirror, but nothing is said as to
the signification of the Sword and the Jewel.!

The first account in the Nihonshoki runs as follows (I quote

2. Strictly, of course, .. jewels."
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 9

Aston's translation): "Then Taka-rni-musubi no Kami took
the coverlet which was on his true couch, and casting it over
his August Grandchild Arnatsu-hiko-ho-no-ninigi no Mikoto,
made him to descend." It will be observed that the action is
attributed to Takamimusubi no Kami only and that no mention
whatever is made of the Regalia. The second account is too
long to quote in extenso, but it includes the following words:
"Therefore Amaterasu Omikami gave to Amatsu-hiko-ho-no
ninigi no Mikoto the three treasures, viZ. the curved jewel of
Yasaka gem, the eight-hand mirror and the sword Kusanagi.'
Here the action is all by Amaterasu Omikami and the Regalia
clearly enumerated, though nothing is said of their purpose or
meaning. The third account runs: "At this time Amaterasu
Omikami took in her hand the precious mirror, and, giving it to
Arne no Oshi-ho-mimi no Mikoto, uttered a prayer, saying:
, My child, when thou lookest upon this mirror, let it be as if
thou wert looking on me. Let it be with thee on thy couch
and in thy hall, and let it be to thee a holy mirror.' Moreover,
she gave command to Arne no Ko-yane no Mikoto and to
Futotama no Mikoto, saying: ' Attend to me, ye two Gods I
Do ye also remain together in attendance (in the hall") and guard
it well.''' Here we have direct mention of the Mirror and care
ful instructions as to its import given to Oshihomimi no Mikoto
and doubtless repeated to Ninigi-no-Mikoto. Neither the
Sword nor the Jewel is mentioned by name, but the passage ends
with a somewhat cryptic remark which Aston translates " She
gave him, moreover, the things belonging to his person, just as
above stated", and in a note says that the Regalia are doubtless
meant . Again the action is all by Amaterasu Omikami.

The fourth account in the Nibonsboei closely resembles the
first and need not therefore be quoted-the action is all by Taka
mimusubi no Kami and there is no mention of the Regalia. The
Kogoshm story is rather long, but the following is the important
passage (I quote from Professor Kate's translation (znd ed.,
1925, p. 27): "Then the Heavenly Ancestors presented the

3. Supplied from Aston's list of Errata.
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10 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

Heavenly Grandchild with i \ .R8 • 7ft. ...=fjl j!I. the two
Sacred Treasures, the Yata-no-Kagami (or Eight-hand-span
Mirror or Large Mirror) and the Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi (or
Herb-quelling Sword, i.e., the Divine Imperial Regalia), together
with the jewels and the spear, and said: 'Our child, whenever
you gaze upon this Sacred Mirror, let it be as if you were gazing
upon us. So regarding it, you will find it holy, and must there
fore reverently worship it, ever keeping it beside your couch and
in the privacy of your own room.'" The account then pro
ceeds to relate the instructions given to Ame-no-koyane-no
Mikoto, Futotama-no-Mikoto and Uzume-no-Mikoto as to the
duties assigned to them. Here we have the action attributed to
Amaterasu Omikami and Takamimusubi no Kami jointly, with
mention of the Mirror and the Sword, and instructions regarding
the Mirror, but entire silence as to the Jewel, unless this be
included in the phrase" together with the jewels and the spear" ;
but the spear is clearly the Ame no Hirohoko already described as
having been presented to Amaterasu Omikami by Okuninushi
no Mikoto. The !0'jiki account is practically a repetition of that
of the Kogoshiii, the two having clearly a common source, so I
do not quote it.

Then a curious and unaccountable thing happens, for the
Heavenly Grandchild descends, not, as might have been ex
pected, to the province of Izumo, but to Mt. Takachiho. The
exact locality of this mountain is disputed, but it is unquestion
ably in the province of Hyiiga, far from Izumo, of which latter
province nothing more is heard for a long time. With the
possible exception of the ordeal by fire voluntarily undergone
by KONOHANASAKUYA-HIME, also known as TOYO-ATA-TSU-HIME,
Consort of the Heavenly Grandson, there is little mention of
worship or religious ceremonies on earth during the [indai or
God Age proper, i.e., before the setting-out of the first Earthly
Emperor' Jimmu from Hyiiga eastward; though we have in
one account of the Nihonshoki the record of the first celebration
of the Oname-sai on earth by the Heavenly Grandchild. How

4. jinniJ A 9., in contradistinction to the Heavenly Sovereigns, Shimti jlfI iI.
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO II

long the [indai lasted it is not possible to say, but the same work
in one version mentions 1,792,47° years 1

It is perhaps desirable here, before passing on to the reign
of the Emperor Jimmu, to enumerate as far as possible from all
sources the names and origin of the deities accompanying the
Heavenly Grandchild on his descent from heaven. There were,
first and foremost, Ame-no-koyane no Mikoto and Ame-no
Futotama no Mikoto, who received the direct command of the
Sun Goddess to attend to the affairs of worship. The former,
now enshrined at Kasuga, was the ancestor of the Nakatomi
family and his descendants continued to be in charge of worship
and ritual right up to the time of the Restoration in 1868. His
paternity is a matter of some doubt, though, according to some
accounts, he was a son of Takamimusubi no Kami, which
would make him an uncle on the mother's side of the Heavenly
Grandchild; but I have discussed this theory in Appendix II.
The other, Ame-no-Futotama no Mikoto, the ancestor of the
Imbe family and now enshrined at Awa, was unquestionably a
son of Takamimusubi no Kami, and therefore maternal uncle to
Ninigi no Mikoto. This family, as will be seen from the Kogo
sbai, which was written in the ninth century by one of its mem
bers, Hironari, in vindication of its claims, rather dropped
behind in the race with the Nakatomi.

Then there was Ame-no-Uzume no Mikoto. Hirata Atsu
tane identified this goddess, who married SARUTAHIKO NO
MIKOTO, God of the Crossways, with OMIYAME-NO-MIKOTO, a
daughter of Ame-no-Futotama no Mikoto, and therefore first
cousin to Ninigi no Mikoto. There were also Ishikoridome no
Mikoto and Tamanooya-no-Mikoto, the makers respectively of
the Mirror and the Jewel. The former, a son of Ame-no-nukado,
is worshipped, together with the first mirror that he made, at
Hinokuma Jingu; but I have been unable to trace the parentage
of the latter, who is worshipped at Tamanooya-Jinja, a shrine
of kokuheichiisha rank in Yamaguchi prefecture. He is known
by many different names, including Ame-no-akarutama no
Mikoto, but must not be confused with Ame-no-hoakari no
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I2 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

Mikoto, who is worshipped at Masumida-Jinja in Aichi prefec
ture and has by some been identified as Ame-no-nukado no
Kami, and therefore connected with the Mirror and not the
Jewel.

The five foregoing are regarded as the principal members
of the suite and are known as Itsutomo-no-Kami 1i 1flI jIjI, but the
Kojiki adds Tokoyo-no-omoikane no Kami (whom Hirata
believes to be identical with Ame-no-koyane no Mikoto) and
AME-NO-TAJIKARAO-NO-MIKOTO and Ame-no-iwato-wake-no
Kami (whom he considers to be one and the same). Tajikarao no
Mikoto is worshipped both at the .Aidono in Ise and at Togakushi
Jinja in Nagano prefecture. The Kogoshiii, moreover, states
that AME-NO-OSHIHI NO MIKOTO and AME-NO-KUSHITSU-O-KUME
NO MIKOTO, ancestors respectively of the Otomo and Kume
families, were in joint command of the Imperial bodyguard.
There were also the Heavenly Ambassadors, who, after the
withdrawal of Okuninushi no Mikoto and Kotoshironushi no
Mikoto, had remained behind to pacify the country before the
descent of the Heavenly Grandchild. Of these, Futsunushi no
Kami, a first cousin of Ninigi no Mikoto, is now worshipped at
Katori, and Takemikazuchi no Kami, a first cousin once re
moved, at Kashima. It seems probable that they settled in the
eastern provinces and there died, and that the shrines of Katori
and Kashima, which claim to have been founded in the time of
the Emperor Jimmu, represent their tombs. Many authorities,
including Prof. Kato, hold that most of the old shrines were
originally places of sepulture. In Appendix IV I give a list of
the thirty-two Mitomo-no-Kami worshipped at the Gekii in Ise.

Beyond noting the prominent part played by dreams and
the frequent recourse to divination, and the occasional mention
of sacrifice to the Gods of Heaven and Earth and the observance
of the Oname-sai, there is nothing to detain us until we come to
the coronation of the first Emperor at Kashihara, But it is
worthy of note that the Nihonshoki specially records that the
Emperor " in person" carried out the priestly functions, a point
that Pere Martin, the latest interpreter of Shinto to foreigners,
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 13

in his book Le Shintoisme, seems to overlook; for, when dis
cussing whether the Sovereign of Japan was also its High Priest,
he says, "au Japan rien de tel." It would seem to me, and
evidently did also to the late Mr. Aston, that in the early days
the Sovereign was beyond question regarded as Priest Emperor,
though in an ordinary way he entrusted the affairs of worship to
the Nakatomi and Imbe.

Mention has been made of the Oname-sai, and something
should now be said of this, the greatest of all Shinto festivals.
In the Kojiki we read: ;jt: 1ft !WI ~ *1t z iIll:. I rather doubt
whether Prof. Chamberlain quite brings out the full significance
of this passage in translating as he does: "in the palace where
she partook of the great food"; though he does add a note
saying that if denotes sacrifice. The passage occurs in detailing
the offences committed by Susanoo no Mikoto, and it makes it
clear that even so long ago as that the festival was observed in
Takamagahara; for though no account of any celebration has
come down to us, obviously there would not be a palace, or rather
Hall, so named, if it were not observed. Personally, I should
translate: "in the Hall where the Oname-,;ai was celebrated."
There is evidence to show that the festival, which consisted in
tasting the new season's rice and offering it to the Heavenly
Deities, continued to be observed at any rate occasionally on
earth, for the Nihonshoki records the celebration of it in the reign
of the Emperor Keiko, and there are references to it in the Hitachi
Fudoki. As will be seen, however, in the reign of the Emperor
Temmu that Sovereign regularised its observance and instituted
an annual celebration under the name of Niiname-sai. I deal brief
ly later with the national festivals when considering the religi
ous provisions of the TaihO-ritsJlf'Yo, but before leaving the subject
I cannot help saying that I think Prof. Chamberlain's sneering
remarks under the heading " Festivals," in his most interesting
Things [apanese, are unfair . He gives the following list: Shunki
korei-sai, Shiiki korei-sai, Kanname-sai, Niiname-sai, New Year,
Death of late Emperor, Kigen-setsu, Death of the Emperor
Jimmu, Tencbi-setsu ; and says: "The observance of most of
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14 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

these holidays is as modern as the flags that are flown and the
salutes that are fired in their honour." The Niiname-sai, under
its older name of Oname-sai, goes back, as we have seen, to the
Age of the Gods; the Kanname-sai was first celebrated in the
reign of the Emperor Mommu (697-707); the Shunjii-korei-sai
had its origin in the fourth year of the Emperor Jimmu, when
the Emperor worshipped his ancestors in the Tomi Mountains,
and subsequently there was a portion of the palace called Korei
den in which a similar festival was always held, but it is, of course,
true, that it is only since Meiji that it has been observed both in
spring and autumn. The observance of New Year goes back,
at any rate, to the time of the Emperor Kotoku (645-6H), and
the observance of the day of the late Emperor's death is recorded
in the annals of the Empress Jito (687-696), but probably goes
back much further. The Emperor's birthday seems to have been
observed first in 1868. Kigen-setsu and the day of the Emperor
Jimmu's death are admittedly of modern origin. After the dis
turbances of Onin-no-ran (1467-1477), many of the festivals fell
into abeyance, but were gradually revived during the latter
part of the Tokugawa period.

THE SANSHU NO SHINKI (I).

Seeing that the Three Regalia, Sansb« no Shinki, have for
long ages been considered the emblems of sovereignty, it might
at first sight have been expected that their reception at the first
ascension of the Sovereign, i.e., at the inauguration of the Em
pire, would have played a prominent part and been minutely
chronicled. But such is not the case; indeed, both the Kojiki
and Nihonshoki are completely silent with regard to them. As
the history of the Regalia is one of the chief objects of this paper,
I think it is worth while quoting in full the various accounts
extant of the coronation, and endeavouring to make some com
ments on them. In order to show the generally accepted opinion
in Japan with regard to the Sacred Emblems, I give in Appendix
I a translation of the introductory remarks of the compilers of
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Jade Magatama found in Japan, in possession of the
National Museum, Tokyo.

Chokkornon-Kyo, or An Ancient Round Mirror of Bronze
patterned with Straight and Curved Lines,

5th-6th Century Old.

Kabutsuchi - no - Tachi
(hammer-headed sword),
early historic sword
found in the province of
Hitachi. (In possession
of the National Museum,
Tokyo).
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 15

Kojirllien to the section of that work devoted to the Shinki.
All that the Kojiki says is: "So, having thus subdued and

pacified the savage deities and extirpated the unsubmissive
people, His Augustness dwelt at the palace of Kashihara near
Unebi and ruled the Empire." The account in the Nibonsboei
is equally brief. It runs: "Year Kanoto Tori, Spring, rst
month, I st day. The Emperor assumed the Imperial Dignity
in the Palace of Kashihara. This year is reckoned the first year
of his reign." Now, Pere Martin argues from this silence with
regard to the Regalia in these two accounts that at this time they
were not yet considered as the emblems of sovereignty, and he
points out that it was not until the reign of the twenty-sixth
Emperor (Keitai) that they are mentioned in this connection.
There might be something in this argument if other details were
given and the Regalia omitted, but in neither account is there a
superfluous word : the mere accession is recorded. It must be
borne in mind that it has never been the custom to write or speak
fully with regard to the Emperor in Japan. In the case of the
Emperor Jimmu, moreover, he had presumably long been in
possession of the Regalia and therefore there was no question
of his being solemnly invested with them. The case with regard
to subsequent Emperors is of course different, but I imagine the
reception of the Regalia is taken for granted; you would, for
example, in few, if any, histories find any mention of the recep
tion by the Kings of England of the orb and sceptre, unless there
were some exceptional circumstances, and we shall see that such
circumstances did occur in the case of the Emperor Keitai.

Now for the account in the Kogoshui, which is much fuller
-too long, indeed, to quote in extenso; but the following is the
important part:-

" When they had assured themselves that all was right, Arne-no- Tomi
no-Mikoto, assisted by the members of the Imbe family, raised up the
Sacred Mirror and Sacred Sword, the Divine Imperial Regalia, and with
deep reverence placed them in the Chief Imperial Hall, hanging the jewels,
and laying out the offerings in due order, before reciting a liturgy, called
O/onohogai . • " then the religious service for the Guardian Gods of the
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16 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

Imperial Gates was solemnised. • •• "

It will be noticed that mention is made of two only of the Three
Regalia; but, when it is reflected that Imbe no Hironari wrote
the work as a vindication of his family rites, and that it was only
the Mirror and the Sword which they claimed to have been put
in charge of, there is nothing strange in the omission of the Jewel.
Is this account to be considered a mere invention, or at the best,
a supposition on the part of Hironari? Personally, I see no
reason for rejecting it: Hironari was engaged in setting forth
certain privileges claimed by his family, and to have invented a
tissue of lies would have been to bring his enemies about his
ears like a swarm of bees. The very fact that all mention of the
Jewel is omitted tends to confirm the veracity of the story, for,
whatever may have been the case in the earliest times, there is
no question that in Daido (806-809), when Hironari wrote, the
Jewel was universally considered as one of the Sansb« no Shinki,
and an emblem of sovereignty; but it was no concern of the
Imbe,

Among histories of Japan the Daisibonsbi, compiled as it
was from all the best available sources under the presidency of
Tokugawa Mitsukuni (Mito Komon), occupies a special position,
and it may therefore be worth while to give its account:

" A himorogj was erected and eight deities worshipped and prayers
offered for the peace and welfare of the country. Arne no Tomi no
Mikoto, leading the Irnbe family, presented the Jewel, Mirror and Sword
<II.SJ) and these were placed in the Seiden. . .. Arne no Taneko no
Mikoto and Arne no Tomiko no Mikoto were entrusted with the affairs
of worship."

The Kujiki, Kogoshiii, Knji and Nenchii-giiji are cited as authorities
for this account, and the only question here is whether the
inclusion of the character .ji, i.e., the Jewel, is justified. Per
sonally, I incline to the view that it is from inference, but that it
should not be assigned to the Imbe.

The Kojiki is absolutely silent on the subject of the building
of the Imperial palace, and all that the Nihonshoki records is:
" J...ccordingly he in this month commanded officers to set about
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO Ii

the construction of an Imperial residence," and a little later:
"In Kashihara in Unebi, he mightily established his palace
pillars on the foundation of the bottom-rock, and reared aloft
the cross roof-timbers to the Plain of High Heaven." It is
impossible to do more than conjecture what the form of this
palace was, but undoubtedly it was a primitive and simple struc
ture with a thatched roof. It seems probable that the Yuki-den
and Suki-den, as now specially constructed for the celebration of
the Daijd-sai, are reflections of the original Imperial residence.
.These halls, however, bear distinct traces of having undergone
certain modifications, and innovations were probably introduced
in Taiho (701-703), and again on the revival of the festival in the
reign of the Emperor Higashiyama (1687-17°9).

The Yuki-den, as seen at the recent enthronement, was a
building constructed of wood, from which the bark had not been
removed, and having high cross-beams. Its dimensions were
5 ken N. and S. by 2. ken E. and W., that is to say, six pillars N.
and S. by three E. and W., measuring 4j02. shah by 2.jo7 shaku.
In addition to the exterior pillars, two smaller pillars stood on
either side within the third pillar from the south, thus forming
an outer chamber of 2. ken on the south and an inner chamber of
3ken on the north. There were two entrances, one in the western
ken of the S. front, and one in the southernmost ken of the W.
front, and the building was surrounded on all sides by a verandah.
In the centre of the inner chamber was the Jinza or Divine
couch (see accompanying illustration), which is made of mats

THE JlNZA
f Ji"";.jit,,,) .(rom b '
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18 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

(fatafm), and measure at the base I jo 2 sbakn by 3 sbakn; at its
southern end is the Sakamaknra ~:it or Hill Pillow of triangular
shape. A fuller description of the Jinza will be found in Hol
tom's Japanese Enthronement Ceremonies.

It seems improbable that the verandahs were an original
feature, and it is practically certain that in place of the two
small inner pillars there was one big central pillar, as in buildings
of Taisha-zukNri style, and, moreover, the western entrance is
almost certainly a modem addition. It will be remembered that
in the Kogoshiii the Sun Goddess is represented as instructing the
Heavenly Grandchild to keep the Mirror "beside your couch
in the privacy of your own room" (fR] JI* ~ JllI:), and there seems
no doubt that the Emperor Jimmu deposited the divine regalia
on the Jinza of the inner chamber of a building which did not
differ materially from the Yuki-den as seen to-day.

There is not a word in either the Kojiki or the Nihonshoki of
the establishment of the Hassbin, but in the Kogoshiii we find :
c' Then, in strict obedience to the ordinance of the two ancestral
Heavenly Gods, a holy site with sacred trees and stones was
erected in the Imperial Court and in consequence the following
divinities were worshipped there .. . " (here follows a list of the
Hassbin as given in Appendix IV). The silence of the two
former works on this point is far more significant than their
omission of any reference to the Regalia, for it is beyond question
that the Hassbin were established, if not in the time of the Em
peror Jimmu, then at some time subsequently, but well before
the compilation of these chronicles. It is, however, nowhere
recorded in these works, and they must therefore not be taken
as minute histories; the absence from them of any detail, albeit
an important one, must not be taken as meaning that such an
event did not take place.

Though, as stated above, the first mention in the canonical
books of the Three Shinki as emblems of sovereignty occurs
in the reign of the Emperor Keitai (5°7-531), there are two
passages in the Nihonshoki for the reign of the nineteenth Em
peror Ingyo which deserve attention. They read as follows in

Sakamaknra

Sakamaknra
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 19

the original: :i1Iti 8 1fa J: 7( ~ Z g, and again shortly after
wards: @.II 8 • 7( ~ z .. f:'f N ~ J: ;m. The sense of these pas
sages depends entirely on the interpretation of the character at
the end of the first. Aston translates as follows: '~So they
chose a lucky day, and kneeling down, offered him the Imperial
signet" and " on that same day delivered up to him the Imperial
signet with repeated obeisances." The character in question,
particularly in conjunction with f:'f lu, was used in China for the
jade seal of the Emperor, and hence Aston's translation; but
it is now, at any rate, used in Japan to represent lama, " jewel,"
particularly the Jewel of the Regalia, whilst also bearing the
meaning of shirushi or "symbol." The passage may therefore
be translated as above, or, as Pere Martin does, " Les officiers
pleins de joie portant avec respect les insignes imperiaux?";
or yet again, " Ministers brought him with the greatest respect
the divine jewel." The Kojiki does not help us out, for it merely
tells us that at first the Emperor refused the succession, but
finally accepted it. Here, as in the subsequent case of the Em
peror Keitai, there were special circumstances, for the Emperor
Ingyo for some time after his brother's death refused the succes
sion on the grounds of ill-health and unworthiness. Which of
the interpretations is correct it is impossible to say, and it is
of little importance, though, if Pere Martin's version is right, it
seems to me to be a proof that the Regalia were already consider
ed as emblems of sovereignty.

We come now to the passage in the reign of the Emperor
Keitai, but first the circumstances must be reviewed. The
Emperor Buretsu had died, leaving no direct heir, and Ministers
had to search for a collateral branch. Yamato-hiko-oji, fifth in
descent from the Emperor Chiiai, had first been selected, but
fled on the approach of Ministers, who then selected Wohodo
6ji, then living in Echizen province. It must be admitted that
the situation was quite out of the ordinary, and sufficient to
render a somewhat fuller account than usual of the accession
natural and indeed almost necessary. The Nibonsboki has: *-ft!
~ ft *-~ l~ ife: J: 7( T ~ S ~ ~ N~, and later: ~ ~ 1Ii.~, which

SakamaknraSakamaknra
SakamaknraSakamaknraSakamaknra
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20 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

passages Aston translates as follows: "The Omuraji, Otomo
no Kanamura, went on his knees, and, with repeated obeisances,
presented the Mirror, the Sword, and the Imperial Signet" and
" So he accepted the Imperial Signet," to which he attaches a
note asking whether this was a signet given by China to the
Emperor, or merely a Chinese expression for the Jewel of the
Regalia, the ~ lama, "gem." Pere Martin renders the first
passage by "L'Omuraji 0 Tome s'etant prosterne lui offrit le
miroir et I'epee, signe de la dignite Imperiale?"; he does not
translate the second, but would doubtless do so by "et il les
accepta." Japanese authorities almost without exception take
the meaning to be that the three Regalia were offered and ac
cepted, and to my mind this is the reasonable interpretation.
The Kojiki, which gives a very meagre account of the later
reigns, makes no mention of the incident at all, nor does the
Kogoshui.

The next mention of the Regalia occurs at the commence
ment of the Emperor Senkwa's reign (536-539), and is presum
ably caused by the fact that he was heir-presumptive, but not ap
parent. The passage in question, which Aston translates, " The
Minister in a body delivered up the sword and mirror (It g! ~ 1:
~ $I) to Takeo Hirokuni Oshitate no Mikoto, and made him
assume the Imperial Dignity," certainly lends support to Pere
Martin's contention that originally the Jewel was not included
among the insignia. It is not easy to assign a satisfactory
explanation for the omisson of the Jewel here, and I would
merely draw attention to the fact that it has been mentioned on
previous occasions and is mentioned subsequently.

Then there is the case of the abdication of the Emperor
K6gyoku and the accession of the Emperor Kotoku (644-645).
The Nihonshoki has: ~ m~ ji1ft fl! ~ r which pere Martin
translates, "re<;ut les augustes insignes." But he clearly ex
cludes the Jewel, for in another place he asys : "Les chroniques
de Senkwa .. de Suiko ... de Kotoku parlent de la tradition de
deux fetiches, miroir et epee," though there is no mention here
of either Mirror or Sword by name. Aston, on the other hand,

Sakamaknra
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 21

translates " granted the Imperial seal and resigned the Dignity."
Personally, I should be inclined to read Sansb« no Shiniki for};
here.

The accession of the Empress Suiko was quite an unexpected
event, and, as might be expected, we again hear of the Regalia .
The Nihonshoki has: *;R ~ .. ~D, which Aston translates "and
they accordingly delivered to her the Imperial Seal." Pere Martin
does not translate, but contends (though on what grounds I fail
to see) that mention is made of the Sword and Mirror only.

The only account given of a coronation in either the KojikJ
or NihonshokJ occurs in the latter work, and even this is very
meagre. After being told that on the death of the Emperor
Temmu "the Empress-consort presided over the Court and ex
ercised control," tlu:ee years later (690) there is a brief descrip
tion of her official inauguration as Sovereign. The important
sentence, so far as we are concerned, is: .~ t£ mII f!. *: 1II ~ J: JiiIII

,~ ~ at ~ ~ 15, which Aston translates 'Shikofuchi, Imbe no
Sukune, delivered to the Empress-consort the divine seal, sword
and mirror"; but in a note he says : "Another rendering is
, the divine tokens, i.e., the sword and mirror '." Pere Martin
gives the latter reading only, and it is also advocated by Profes
sor Iida in his Nihonshoki Tsiishaku on the ground of the parallel
passage in the Kt!Jiki. All depends, of course, on whether ken
(sword) and ~o (mirror) are to be read in apposition to the
preceding shin-ji, which then has the meaning of " divine em
blems," or whether ji, ken and ~o are to be considered three
separate objects (ji then meaning "jewel "), each qualified by
the adjective shin, "divine."

We now come to a passage of considerable difficulty, and
one which Pere Martin takes to be absolutely conclusive of his
contention. It is ~ fl Z ~~, i.e., "the Sacred Emblems, the
Mirror and the Sword." In many old books we find the same
without the character Z (the genitival particle no), and this may
undoubtedly be read" the Sacred Jewel, Mirror and Sword" ;
but the inclusion of the character in question entirely precludes
such a Leading. The passage occurs in the Jingi-ryo or part of the
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22 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO

Taiho-ritsfIf")O promulgated in the reign of the Emperor Mommu,
by which time I fancy even Pere Martin would concede that the
Jewel was one of the Regalia; but the context has to be studied,
and this provides the information that it was the Imbe who offered
"the Sacred Emblems, the Mirror and the Sword." Now, as
we have seen, the Imbe were charged with the custody of these
two only, and there is, therefore, nothing surprising in the passage.
The KojiNlien quotes the passage, with the comment from its
editors that Ise Teijo in his Shinji-ko argues from it that in ancient
times there were only two emblems; they do not, however, agree
with him. In modem times Inoue Tetsujiro has also supported
the theory that the Jewel was not originally one of the Regalia. It
may, of course, be argued against this passage that the Imbe
were charged only with the Mirror and Sword because there
was nothing else for them to be charged with I But to my mind
the frequent mention of the Jewel in other pla.ces requires a.
good deal of explaining away.

Before leaving the subject of the Regalia, there is an interest
ing point in connection with the interlude between the death of
the Emperor Seinei and the accession of the Emperor Kenzo.
As was the case after the death of the Emperor Ojin, two brothers
each wished to other to succeed, and the Nihonshoki informs us
that, in the interval, their sister Princess Iitoyo 0 " held a Court
and carried on the Government in the Palace of Tsunuzashi."
This continued for some ten months, when the lady died. Now,
though subsequently given the rank of Zd-Tennd and known as
Seitai-Tenno, Iitoyo 0 is not reckoned among the Sovereigns of
the country; presumably she was not in possession of the Regalia.
After her death, we are told, the elder brother (subsequently the
Emperor Ninken) took the "Imperial seal" (sic Aston) and
placed it on the seat occupied by the Emperor, i.e., Kenzo. The
character translated " Imperial seal" is our old friend ji, and it is
again a question what its import is here. It III'!}, of course, refer
to some seal and have nothing to do with the Regalia, but to my
mind it signifies either the Jewel itself or all three emblems.
The Kojiki relates the story, but makes use of the expression:
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~ J:ft B .. t ~ b L 4) L ~ 'which Chamberlain rather prosaically
translates" ruled the Empire."

We have, however, got too far ahead, and must return to
the earliest times. . Apart from an interesting entry in the fourth
year of the Emperor Jimmu, there is little in the very brief annals
which concerns the Shinto religion until the reign of the tenth
Emperor Sujin, a period of 560 years. The passage in question
runs as follows (Nihonshoki, 657 B.C.) :

.. The Emperor issued the following decree: • The spirits of our
ancestors reflecting their radiance down from Heaven illuminate and assist
us. All our enemies have now been subdued and there is peace within the
seas. We ought to take advantage of this to perform sacrifice to the
Heavenly Deities and therewith develop filial piety,' He accordingly
established spirit terraces amongst the Tomi hills. . .. There he worship
ped his Imperial ancestors, the Heavenly Deities."

To this Aston adds a note: "The union of the officesofPriest and
King is to be noted all through this narrative." But in view of
Prof. Chamberlain's remark in his caustic paper, The invention
of a new religion (1912)-" Therefore the important right of burial
never before possessed by it was granted to its priests"-1 feel
impelled to quote the following from the Nihonshoki: "Now
the Emperor's (Suizei) disposition was profoundly filial, and
his grief and longing knew no bounds, He made the funeral
ceremonies his especial care." Prof. Chamberlain's contention
is that prior to the Meiji era Shinto never had burial rites; but if
the funeral ceremonies cited above were not according to Shinto,
what were they? As a matter of fact, there is distinct evidence
to show that funerals were carried out with most careful and
elaborate ritual, and there is extant a norito called Sbinobi-gpto
~ lrfil which was read by the heir apparent over the Imperial
coffin. It is, of course, true that in later times the Buddhists
usurped all the burial rites, and that they were not restored to
Shinto till the time referred to by Chamberlain.

The next incident is one of the first importance, and occurs in
the sixth year of Sujin's reign.

Chamberlain rather prosaically
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"Before this the two Gods Amaterasu Omikami and Yamato no
O-kuni tama no Kami were worshipped together within the Emperor's
Great Hall. He dreaded, however, the power of these Gods, and did not
feel secure in their dwelling together. Therefore he entrusted Amaterasu
Omikami to Toyo-suki-iri-hime no Mikoto to be worshipped at the vil
lage of Kasanui in Yamato, where he established the sacred enclosure
of Shiki. Moreover, he entrusted Yamato-o-kunitama no Kami to
Nunaki-iri-hime no Mikoto to be worshipped. But Nunaki-iri-hime no
Mikoto was bald and lean, and therefore unfit to perform the rites of
worship." (Nihonshoki.)

It will be observed that the foundation of two shrines and the
appointment of two Imperial vestals are recorded, but that there
is no mention whatever of the Regalia. Seeing that it is a matter
of worship, the Kogoshiii naturally gives a much fuller account:

"Whilst reigning at the Mizukaki Palace in Shiki, the Emperor
(Sujin) began to feel uneasy at dwelling on the same couch and under the
same roof beside the Mirror sacred to Amaterasu Omikami and the divine
Herb-quelling Sword, and being greatly overwhelmed by their awe
inspiring divine influence, His Majesty ordered his daughter Toyosuki-Iri
Hirne-no-Mikoto to remove these Sacred Objects to Kasanui village in
Yamato Province, and there established a new holy site, or enclosure,
planting sacred trees and setting up sacred stones, in order to enshrine
these Divine Emblems, and he appointed the Imperial Princess Toyosuki
Iri-Hirne-no-Mikoto to be the guardian priestess thereof, and His Majesty
directed the descendants of Ishikoridorne-no-Mikoto and Ame-no-Mahito
tsu-no-Karni to make a Mirror and a Sword under the guidance of the
Imbe family, like unto the originals. The new Mirror and Sword are the
identical sacred emblems which the Imbe family offer to the Emperor at
his enthronement ceremony as the Divine Imperial Heirloom which
protects the legitimate sovereign against powers of evil."

Here we have the foundation of one shrine and the appointment
of one vestal only, but the definite and detailed statement
that copies were made of two of the Imperial Regalia. With
regard to the discrepancy as to the number of shrines, however,
it must be pointed out, with reference to the appointment of
Nunaki-iri-hime, that the Nihonshoki has an almost similar entry
for the twenty-fifth year of the next Emperor, Suinin, where it is
added that
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.. a sacred plot of ground was fixed on in the village of Anashi, and
worship performed at Point Naga-oka of O-chi. But this Nunaki
waka-hirne's body was already all emaciated, so that she was unable to do
sacrifice, and therefore Nagaoichi no Sukune, ancestor of the Yamato no
Atae, was made to offer the sacrifices."

It was probably included in the reign of the Emperor Sujin in
error.

The Kojiki is absolutely silent on the subject, and it is once
again borne in upon us that, because an incident is not related
in these old chronicles, we are not entitled to assume that it did
not take place; for though the date may be inaccurate, there is
no doubt whatever that a shrine wasestablished at Kasanui.

The Kogoshiii account above cited raises several difficult
questions; notably, was the Jewel considered as one of the Three
Regalia in the reign of the Emperor Sujin, and, if so, why did that
Emperor not fear its "awe-inspiring influence"? I have already
stated that Japanese scholars are practically unanimous in believ
ing that from the descent of the Heavenly Grandchild there
have been three emblems, and I have given my adhesion to that
opinion. It remains, therefore, only to differentiate between
the three emblems. While the Jewel is regarded as a highly
sacred object, the Mirror and the Sword are looked upon as the
actual Sbintai, literally" Divine Body." Perhaps this may best
be explained by an illustration. Shintoists would regard the
Shin/ai much in the same light as Christians do the Reserved
Sacrament, as being the real and actual presence of Christ, to
which all possible reverence, veneration and honour are due;
whereas, the Jewel might be compared to a very holy Relic, as,
for example, a piece of the True Cross. The Most Blessed Sacra
ment has to be kept in a consecrated place, and its pollution is
mortal sin, but a relic may be kept in a private house, though all
possible care is taken to prevent its desecration. Thus, the
Mirror and Sword, being Shin/ai, had to be deposited in a
consecrated place, but the Jewel, being, as it were, a relic, could
remain in the palace.

It has also to be considered whether Hironari's account is
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to be trusted, or whether it was simply invented by him to increase
the prestige of his family. Pere Martin unhesitatingly rejects it,
and bases his opinion on the silence of the Nihonshoki as to the
fabrication of substitutes for the Mirror and Sword. He goes
on to say, however: "Il faut dire qu'un miroir nouveau fut
fabrique sur Ie modele de l'ancien et depose au Kashikodokoro a
l'epoque ou le palais imperial construit sur un vaste plan comprit
un pavillon destine aservir de sanctuaire ; mais il est impossible
d'en determiner la date meme d'une maniere approximative."
He admits, therefore, that when an elaborate palace was built a
model was made of the Mirror. Why, then, I would ask, is the
Nibonsboei silent on this point? For there are indications that
such a palace existed from the reign of the Empress Suiko (593
629), and there can be no doubt that it existed at the time of the
compilation of the work in question. It seems to me that his
argument falls to the ground. I admit, however, that the Ko
goshui's omission of any reference to the Jewel is very puzzling:
it might have been expected that some such remark as "but
His Majesty retained the Jewel" would have been made. But
here again, I think, its absence shows the good faith of Hironari,
for, had he been inventing, some such sentence would almost
certainly have been inserted. The Kogoshui, however, does not
purport to be a history; it is a bit of special pleading.

The account in the Dainibonsbi is very similar to that of the
Kogoshui, and it need not be quoted here, but there is one signi
ficant point. It will be remembered that the Dainibonsbi, in
its account of the coronation of the Emperor Jimmu, inserts the
character ji which has already been discussed, but in the passage
now under notice this is absent, and the authors of the work
never had the slightest doubt of the inclusion of the Jewel
among the Three Regalia. There has never been any question
of a duplicate jewel being made, the fact of its not being a Sbintai
rendering this unnecessary. The appointment of an Imperial
princess as priestess has to be noted, but this subject will be
best dealt with at the time of the founding of the Ise shrines.

In the sixtieth year of Sujin's reign (B.C. 38), the Nibonsbahi
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has the following :- " The Emperor addressed his ministers, say
ing : . Take-hina-teru no Mikoto . . . brought from Heaven the
divine treasures and stored them in the Temple of the Great
God at (in) lzumo. I wish to see them.''' This entry is of
the greatest interest, for, as far as I have been able to trace, it is
the first mention of the province of Izumo since the descent
of the Heavenly Grandchild. Takehiteru no Mikoto was a son
of Ame-no-hohi no Mikoto and is believed to have taken a
part in the pacification of the country, but it is not clear what
the " divine treasures" were. The story goes on to relate that
the treasures were brought to the Emperor, and this makes an
entry for the twenty-sixth year of the Emperor Suinin (B.C. 4)
difficult to understand:

"The Emperor (said) : 'We have repeatedly despatched messengers
to the Land of Izumo to inspect the divine treasures of that Land, but we
have had no clear report. Do thou, Tochine no O-Muraji, go thyself
to Izurno, and having made inspection, attest them.' So Tochine, having
examined and attested the divine treasures, made a clear report thereof to
His Majesty. He was accordingly appointed to the charge of the divine
treasures."

Are these the same treasures? One thing is clear and that is
that the Emperor considered himself responsible for all treasures
wheresoever deposited. There are various confirmations of
this, in particular the story of the divine treasures of Arne-no
hihoko of Shiragi in the eighty-eighth year of the Emperor
Suinin (A.D. 59)'

Throughout the Emperor Sujin's reign there are many
passages in the Nihonshoki which show that at this time at any
rate the Emperor was unquestionably the High Priest of the
nation as well as its ruler; as, for instance: " Accordingly, the
Emperor hereupon proceeded to the plain of Kami-asachi,
where he assembled the 80 myriads of Deities, and inquired of
them by means of divination." This was the occasion of the
founding ofOmiwa-Jinja (B.C. 91). Again, later in the same year:
"So he took the opportunity of separately worshipping the
assemblage of eighty myriads of Deities. He also settled which
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were to be Heavenly shrines and which Earthly shrines, and al
lotted land and houses for the service of the Gods." There is
more than one definition of Amatsukami and Kunitsukami or
Heavenly and Earthly Deities. In a certain narrow sense the for
mer are the first seven generations down to Izanagi and are called
Tenjinshichidai, while the latter are the five generations from
Amaterasu Omikami to Fukiaezu no Mikoto inclusive and are
known as the Chijin-godai. But, broadly speaking, those Gods
who are in Takamagahara or who came down with the Heavenly
Grandchild, as, for example, Ame-no-Koyane no Mikoto, are
all classed as Amatsukami.

THE SAIKD AND SAIIN.

In B.C. 33, just before the Emperor Sujin's death, it is
reported that an embassy was received from Mimana, one of the
Korean kingdoms, and from this time it is probable that a certain
amount of Chinese philosophy filtered into the country and
doubtless slowly influenced the trend of Shinto. In the Emperor
Suinin's twenty-fifth year (B.C. 5) there is another important
development in Shinto worship. Under date third month,
tenth day, the Nihonshoki records:

" Amaterasu Omikami was taken from Toyo-suki-iri-hime no Mikoto,
and entrusted to Yamato-hime no Mikoto. Now Yamato-hime no Mikoto
sought for a place where she might enshrine the Great Goddess. So she
proceeded to Sasahata in Uda. . .. In compliance, therefore, with the
instruction of the Great Goddess, a shrine was erected in the province of
Ise. Accordingly an Abstinence Palace was built at Kawakami in Isuzu,
This was called the palace of Ise. It was there that Amaterasu Omikami
first descended from Heaven."

The Kojiki is completely silent with regard to this, but the Kogo
shiii has the following:

" In the days of the Emperor (Suinin) reigning at the Tamaki Palace
in Makimuku His Majesty appointed Yamatohime-no-Mikoto (who was
his second daughter by his consort Sahohime) to be the Imperial guardian
priestess sacred to Amaterasu-Omikami, and in obedience to a divine
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revelation she erected a shrine to that Goddess beside the river Isuzu in
Ise Province, and an Abstinence Palace was attached thereto in which
consecrated abode the Imperial priestess as consecrated Abbess dwelt.
As these matters were previously ordained by Amaterasu-Omikami and
Chimata-no-Kami in Heaven, they were now actually carried out on earth.
Chimata-no-Kami had already settled at Ise long before this Emperor
dedicated the shrine of Isuzu to Amaterasu-Omikami."

The two accounts are very similar, but the kogoshiii, interested in
religious affairs, lays stress on the nature of the Princess's appoint
ment ; in a note, however, Professor Kato tells us that Hironari,
was in error in attributing the Abstinence Palace to the Abbess
-it was for the Goddess herself. The shrine thus founded was
the Kotaijingii ~ * Jii1Il 'g, commonly known as the Naikii P<l '8,
and Yamato-hime, though succeeding Toyosukiiri-hime as
priestess of Amaterasu Omikami, was really the first Saikii of
Ise (see Appendix VI).

Before giving an account of the Saikii and their duties, it
may be well to follow the movements of Yamatohime-no-Mikoto
from the time she received the Imperial commands until the
establishment of the shrine at Isuzu-no-kawakami, and for that
purpose I take the summary given by Ikenobe Giza in his
Kiisbits», which is drawn from Daijingii-GishikichO and Yamato
bime no Mikoto Seiki and gives more details than the account in
the Nihonshoki (which I have therefore omitted). He says:

First she removed to Mimurodo of Miwa in Yamato, and next to
Aki-no-Miya of Uda, and there according to some accounts she remained
for four years. Next she removed to Sasahata-no-Miya, and from there,
entering the province of Omi, removed to Sakata-no-Miya. After that
she was at Ikuraga-no-Miya in the province of Mino, and then, going to Ise,
she came first to Nashiro-no-Miya in Kuwana; next to Kawakuma
suzuka Oyama-no-Miya; next to Fujikata-katahi-no-Miya of Ichishi, then
in turn to Iinotake-no-Miya of Iitaka, to Sasamui-no-Miya of Take, to
Iso-no-Miya, to Yadanotagami-no-Miya of Uji, and finally to Isuzu no
Kawakami-no-Miya, where the Goddess vouchsafed instructions as fol
lows: "This province of Ise with its Divine wind is the country where
the waves, the piling waves, of the eternal world return; it is a secluded
and pleasant country and here I wish to dwell." Whereupon Yamato
hime no Mikoto respectfully built the great shrine.
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It will be observed that with the sinlge exception of four years
at Aki-no-Miya no periods of time are mentioned, and it is
therefore impossible to assign a definite date for the foundation
of the Naikii ; but it may be safely assumed that such extensive
travels must have occupied many years. Seeing that the Mirror
and Sword were in Yarnato-hime's charge, it might have been
expected that reference would have been made to them, but
there is not a word with regard to them in any of the accounts.
Presumably they accompanied the Princess on her travels.

There is not a great deal known with regard to the Saikii
.-s-. (Many books transliterate this as Saigu or Saigu, but I
was assured by the GPji of Kami Kamo that Saikii represents
the original and correct pronunciation.) They were for the
most part the daughters of Emperors, but when for any reason
no daughter was available some other princess was chosen.
Originally, it would seem, they were appointed for life or ac
cording to the pleasure of the Emperor; but later a custom grew
up of a new SaikH being appointed at the beginning of each
reign. This probably arose from the fact that with the death
of the Emperor they would be in deep mourning for two or
three years, which would render them ceremonially unclean
and therefore unable to perform their duties. Certainly in later
years they generally resigned on the death of their mother or
other near relation. They were also chosen by divination, ap
parently carried out in the presence of the Emperor himself.

The office does not appear to have been filled (a) between
the years I; 1 and 456, during the nine reigns from the Emperor
Seimu to the Emperor Anko inclusive, though it is possible
that the early records are not complete; (b) from 480 to 506,
during the four reigns of the Emperors Seinei, Kenzo, Ninken
and Buretsu, a period during which the history of the country
is strongly suspect, some foreign critics going so far as to
say that an extra cycle (sixty years) has been inserted and that
Yuriaku and Buretsu were really one and the same ruler;
and (c) from 629 to 671, during the five reigns from the
Emperor Jomei to the Emperor Tenji, when the Court was
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the Princess on her travels.

32
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The Jingi [iten also gives a list of itsi-no-kotoba .'ta ll'ilJ or words
that might not be used in the No-no-Miya or Saikii or in the
presence of the princess. These were divided into nai and
gwai (" inner and outer "), of which there were seven each, and
bets« (" other "), of which there were two. The "inner"
taboo words were: (I) Hotaee, "Buddha," for which nakago,
literally "middle child," was substituted; (2) Kia, a "sutra,"
renamed somegami, " stained paper" ; (3) To, " pagoda," renamed
araragi; (4) Tera, " Buddhist temple," renamed kawarabtlki, "tiled
roof," all Shinto shrines being thatched; (5) So, "Buddhist
priest:' renamed kal1linaga, "long-haired,"-this must have been
ironical, for all Buddhist priests shaved their heads; (6) Ni,
" nun:' renamed onna- or me-("woman ")-kaminaga; and (7) Imi,
now generally called toki, "the meals of Buddhist priests,"
renamed katasonae. In short, anything to do with Buddhism.
It is, of course, obvious that the prohibition of these words
was a comparatively late development, for Buddhism was not
introduced into the country for several centuries after the first
Imperial priestess went to Ise. It is impossible to say when
these imi-I/o-kotoba were instituted, but they are found in the
Daijingii-gishiki-chO, which was compiled in 804. In view of the
fact that it was only during the strife between the Soga on the
one hand and the Mononobe and Nakatomi on the other that
there was any strong feeling between the two religions, it
seems probable that it was at that time that the ban arose.

The" outer" taboo words were: (I) Shi, " death," renamed
lIaOrJI, "restoration"; (2) 'Yamai, "illness:' renamed y aSllmi,
" rest"; (3) Naku, "cry:' renamed sbiotaru, "salt drop";
(4) Chi, " blood," renamed ase, " sweat" ; (5) Utsu, "to strike,"
renamed naderu or naZI(, "to stroke"-actually an antonym;
(6) Niku, "meat:' renamed kusabira, "mushroom"; and (7)
Haka, "grave," renamed tsuchikure, "earth-clod." These are
all easily understandable, for they are all words conveying the
idea of pollution. The" other" (betsu) words were: (r) Do,
" Buddhist hall," renamed koritaki, " incense-burning"; and (2.)
Ubasoku, " lay brother," renamed tsunohazu or tsunobazu, "horn-
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tip." Unless these two were later additions, it is not easy to
see why they were put in a class by themselves and not included
among the first class, to which they bear a close affinity. All
these words were taboo also at the Sai-in and at the time of the
Daijo-ye.

The Jingi Jitm also gives particulars with regard to the
Saikii-rio. a bureau originally called ItslIki-no-Miya no tsukasa.
Its buildings were divided into Nai, Chii and Gwai (Inner,
Middle and Outer), of which the first was the residence of the
Princess and various attendants both male and female. The
Chu was the office headquarters and contained also the official
residence of the Saikiirio-no-kami ; and the Gwai were the twelve
departments under the jurisdiction of the bureau. In the Nai-in
the Kinen, TSllkinami. Jinkonjiki and Kinjo festivals were observed,
and in all the departments the spring and autumn festivals .
The expenses were met, as they were also at No-no-Miya, from
tributes from the shrines of all the provinces. by contributions
from the Court. from the tithes of Ise, and from taxation.

It is difficult to say when all this organisation carne into
being, but certainly not before the time that the Emperor
Temmu revived the appointment of an Imperial princess in 671.
Originally. in the time of the Emperor Suinin, the princess lived
at the Saikii at Watarai. but later a separate residence was built for
her at Take. Then. in the reign of the Emperor Junna. she
removed again to Watarai, where a house was specially built
for her reception. but this was burnt in the reign of the Emperor
Nirnmyo and she once more returned to Take, i.e., the present
Saikii-mura. The upkeep of the Saikii was in the hands of the
Daijingu, but the residence of the princess was kept in repair
by the Governor of Ise. The site extended for several ehO
north and south of the main road that traverses Saiku-rnura ;
the eastern boundary was called Suzuike and the western was
the eastern side of the road leading to Sakamoto. Traces of the
old foundations may still be seen here and there. and the names
of some of the aza. such as Idoyashiki, Yanagiwara, Kami-no
niwa, Shimo-no-niwa, etc., commemorate the old residence.
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No-no-Miya was a house of extreme simplicity, standing within
a brushwood fence and having a toni of kuroki, wood with the
bark still on it. While resident here, on the first of every month
the Saikii, wearing an elaborate wig, went to the Saiden and
worshipped the shrine of Ise from afar. In early days the site
of No-no-Miya does not seem to have been fixed; sometimes it
was at Hatsuse ta~, sometimes at Kasuga, bu t from the time of
the Emperor Montoku it became the rule for it to be at Kitano,
and later it was transferred to Saga, north of Tenryiiji, and the
present Nonomiya-Jinja is believed to occupy a portion of the
old site.

I have gone somewhat fully into this subject, for it is one of
the most intimate connections between the Shinto religion and
the Imperial farnilv . Fuller details may, however, be found in
the Engishiki. In Appendix V I give a list of the seventy-three
occupants of the post, together with an occasional note, but
there are one or two interesting, if somewhat scandalous, episodes
with regard to some of the princesses given in the Nihonshoki
which may be recorded here. There is, for instance, the story
of Wakatarashi-Hime, also known as Takuhata-iratsu-Hime,
eldest daughter of the Emperor Yuryaku, who was appointed in
the third month of the first year of her father's reign.

3rd year, Summer, 4th month. Kunimi, Abe no Omi, uttered a
slander respecting the Imperial Princess Takuhata and Takehiko, Ihoki Be
no Muraji, the bath-official, saying: "Takehiko has had illicit intercourse
with the Imperial Princess and has made her pregnant." Takehiko's
father, Kikoyu, hearing this rumour, was afraid lest calamity might over
take himself, and persuaded Takehiko to come with him to the River
Ihoki. There, pretending to make cormorants dive into the water to
catch fish, he took him unawares and slew him. When the Emperor
heard this he sent messengers to question the Imperial Princess. The
Imperial Princess answered and said: "Thy handmaiden knows nothing."
Suddenly the Imperial Princess took a divine mirror and went to Isuzu no
Kawakami, and watching for a time when no one was passing, buried the
mirror, and hanged herself.

The Emperor became suspicious at her absence, and caused a
searca to be made for her, when one night at Kawakami a
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radiance like a serpent four or fivejo in length was seen emerging
from the ground. Here they dug and the sacred Mirror was
soon discovered and near by the body of the unfortunate
princess. An autopsy was subsequently held and the innocence
of the virgin princess established. Aston's translation, as given
above, makes it simply" a divine mirror: but I think the Divine
Mirror, the Yata no Kagami, is intended. If I am right, the pas
sage is of great interest, as it shows that at this time the Mirror
was kept at the residence of the Princess and not at the Kotai
JingG.

Then there is the case of Princess Ihane (or Irne), daughter
of the Emperor Kimmei, who was appointed in the second year
of his reign. In a list of his children her name appears and
after it the remark: "At first she was priestess to the great
Deity of Ise, but was afterwards dismissed, being convicted of
an intrigue with the Imperial Prince Mubaragi." Lastly, in the
seventh year of the Emperor Bidatsu we find: "The Imperial
Princess Uji was made to attend on the shrine of Ise, but an
intrigue which she had with the Imperial Prince Ikenobe having
come to light, this appointment was cancelled," It was, of
course, essential that the princess should be virgin, but, as will
be seen from the Appendix, after retirement she was free to
marry. Murasaki-Shikibu in her Genji Monogatari has several
references to the SaikJi and her life at No-no-Miya, and she
gives the farewell poem pronounced by the Emperor on the
occasion of the Wakare no Kusbi, Mr. Waley in his The Sacred
Tree translates this as follows :

Come not again I Because it fell to me who least would have it so
at heaven's CODlD13.Od your exile to ordain. To others, not to me who bade
you go, you come again 1

We must, however, now return to the reign of the Emperor
Suinin. In the twenty-eighth year there is an account in the Ni
honshoki of the funeral of His Majesty's brother Yamato-hiko and
we read: "Thereupon his personal attendants were assembled,
and were all buried alive upright in the precinct of the misasagi."
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The Emperor is distressed by their cries and says to his ministers:
" Though it be an ancient custom, why follow it, if it is bad?
From this time forward, take counsel so as to put a stop to
the following of the dead." As a result of this, four years
later, when the Empress died, clay figures were substituted.
Now, in the Kojiki genealogies of the Emperor Sujin, under the
name Yamato-hiko we find: "In the time of this ruler human
fences (hi/ogaki) were first set up around a misasagj:" but there
is no account of his or the Empress's funeral. To his transla
tion of the Nihonshoki account Aston appends a learned note,
in the course of which he says: "But the ' Nihongi's state
ment that it was an old custom must be correct," and goes on to
show that human sacrifice was practised at funerals both in
China and Korea. Personally I should be inclined to support
the Kojiki's statement. The very fact that such a custom was
in existence both in China and Korea would have appealed to
the compilers of the Nihonshoki, their whole attitude being
Chinese. My reading of the case is that with the arrival of Ame
no Hihoko of Shiragi intercourse with the mainland increased
and the custom became known and was adopted; but the
compilers of the Nibonsbohi, not wishing the country to be con
sidered behindhand vis-a-vis China, put the words "old custom"
into the mouth of the Emperor. Nearly all the old rites and
ceremonies of the Imperial Court had their counterpart in
Takamagahara, and I find nothing there which suggests the
custom of human sacrifice. The voluntary "dying with" Uun
shi) is quite another thing and may well have been in practice,
and in spite of severe pains and penalties it has never been
entirely eradicated. Pere Martin goes further than I do and
rejects the whole story in the Nibonsboki as spurious. It is only
right, however, to say that the learned Motoori held that the
custom was an old one and explains the Kojiki passage by saying
that on the occasion of Yamato-hiko's funeral the number of
victims was largely increased.

In the thirty-ninth year of the reign of the Emperor Suinin it is
recorded that Inishiki no Mikoto, brother of the Empress, caused
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a thousand swords to be forged and deposited them in the shrine
of Isonokami, and that he was in consequence put in charge of
the divine treasures of that shrine. It was only twelve years
previously that it had been ascertained by divination that the
offering of weapons in sacrifice to the Gods of Heaven and
Earth would be acceptable. Forty-eight years later we find
Inishiki no Mikoto, on the plea of old age, wishing to hand over
his charge to his niece Onakatsuhime. Finally, it seems, she
reluctantly consented, but not for long, for we are told that she
made Mononobe no Omuraji take over the office. This incident
is apparently a very trifling one, but it is mentioned to show
that in these early days the Imperial princes and princesses were
actively connected with the worship and guardianship of the
shrines.

With the reign of the Emperor Keiko (71-131) we once
more find an Emperor in the province of Hyuga, where his
ancestors had lived so long. He spent altogether six years in
the southern island (Kyiishii) in suppressing a revolt of the
Kumaso, and we hear of his founding the shrine of Aso. The
chief deity worshipped here is Takeiwatatsu-no-Kami, son of
Kami-yai-mimi no Mikoto and grandson of the Emperor Jimmu
and elder brother of the Emperor Suizei. This is a matter of
some interest, for he was probably the first member of the Im
perial family, outside the [indai and not an Emperor, to be
deified. But by far the most important incident of this reign
for us is the expedition of the Emperor's son Yamatotakeru no
Mikoto against the Emishi. Before starting his campaign he
went to worship at the Ise shrine and received from his aunt
Yamato-hime the Divine Sword Murakumo no Tsurugi, with
the instructions "be cautious and yet not remiss." Almost
at once the Prince got into difficulties, for brigands lured him
onto a moor in Suruga, which they then set on fire; but he was
saved by his wits and the divine blade, for he kindled a counterfire
and made his escape. One account in the Nihonshoki says:
" The sword Murakumo, which the Prince wore, wielded itself,
and mowed away the herbage near the Prince, thus enabling him
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to escape. Therefore that sword was called Kusanagi no Tsurugi
(' herbage-mower ')." The Kojiki tells substantially the same
story, but makes no mention of the spontaneous action of the
sword nor of its change of name; indeed, throughout the book,
from its first discovery by Susanoo no Mikoto, it is called Kusa
nagi no Tsurugi. The Kogoshiii, however, follows the same
narrative as the Nibonsboki.

With the subsequent triumphs and adventures of the Prince
we are not concerned, but it is recorded that on his way home
from the east he stayed in the province of Owari for a month
and married Miyasu-hime. Hearing of a savage deity who dwelt
on Mount Ibuki, he left the Divine Sword in his wife's charge
and went off to deal with the god, but was struck down by
illness on the moor of Nobo in an endeavour to reach the Court,
and died without recovering the Sword. The Kojiki makes no
further mention of the Sword, but the Kogoshiii concludes with:
" From this time forward the Kusanagi Sword was enshrined
at Atsuta in Owari. And to my regret the Atsuta Shrine has
not enjoyed any of the special privileges due to its divine
honour." By this I presume Hironari means that having the
Divine Sword Atsuta ought to rank with Ise as Kotai-Jingii.
As a matter of fact, it was not till 1079, over 2.70 years after he
wrote, that it attained to the first rank. The Nihonshoki also
says nothing about the Sword at this time, but eight years later
the following passage occurs: "The cross-sword Kusanagi,
which was at first worn by Mamatotakeru no Mikoto (Yamato
takeru), is now in the shrine of Atsuta.... Now the Emishi
who had been presented to the shrine brawled day and night. . . .
Then Yamato-hime no Mikoto said: ' These Emishi should not
be allowed near the shrine.''' I do not think, however, that
this entry means to imply that the Sword was now for the
first time placed in the shrine.

There are great difficulties about the chronology of this
period. For example, in the twentieth year of the reign Iwanu
hime had been appointed Saikii, after Yamato-hime had held
office for 1;0 years; but the Yamato-hime mentioned may have
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been some other princess placed in charge of Atsuta. According
to the shrine tradition, it was built by Miyasu-hime immediately
on the death of her husband, and she presented the Divine
Sword, which is regarded as the Shintai of Amaterasu Omikami
and is the principal deity worshipped; but Susanoo no Mikoto,
Yamatotakeru no Mikoto, Miyasuhime and Inada-hime, as being
all intimately connected with the Sword during their lives, are
associated with it in the worship of the shrine. It may seem
strange that Miyasu-hime should thus have been allowed to
dispose of one of the Regalia, but no details have come down to
us, and it may be supposed that it was in obedience to a divine
revelation vouchsafed to the Emperor.

Before leaving the subject of the Atsuta Shrine, there are
two passages from the Nibonsboki that have to be chronicled.
" In this year (seventh of the Emperor Tenji, A. D. 668), the
Buddhist priest Dogyo stole the Kusanagi sword and escaped
with it, making for Silla. But wind and rain so perplexed
him on his way, that he came back again." Again, under date
Sucho I (686), tenth day of sixth month: " It was ascertained
by divination that the Emperor's disease was owing to a curse
from the Kusa-nagi sword. The same day it was sent to the
shrine of Atsuta, in Wohari (Owari) , and deposited there."
During the eighteen years' interval between these two dates
it is believed that the Sword was kept in the Imperial palace,
but where it is impossible to say. It should perhaps be mentioned
that the Dogyo incident has been considerably embroidered
and miraculous stories are told of the Sword flying back sponta
neously to Atsuta, but they are of comparatively late origin and
generally rejected by sober historians.

APOTHEOSIS.

We now come to a very difficult problem, that of apotheosis;
for I think there can be very little doubt that from the time of
his death Yamato-takeru no Mikoto was considered as a deity,
though there is no mention of any formal Imperial edict on
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the subject. The story of the spirit of the hero in the shape of a
white bird emerging from his original tomb in Ise and going
to Yamato, of the building of tombs first at Kotobiki and
then at Furuichi in Kawachi, and of the bird eventually flying
up to heaven, leaving only the Prince's clothes and official cap
in the grave, is recorded in both the Kojiki and the Nibonsboki.
It is further mentioned that the Emperor founded the Takeru-be
in his honour, but nothing is said of a shrine. Both books,
however, make use of the character Ill: (misasagi) proper to the
mausoleum of an Emperor, and the Prince's three burial-places
are collectively known as Shiratori no misasagi, or the Mausolea
of the White Bird. Absolute evidence cannot be adduced, but
it seems probable that the misasagi of the Emperors were
worshipped, and I have very little doubt that Yamato-takeru no
Mikoto was worshipped at the Shiratori mausolea. A parallel
case would seem to be that of Itsuse-no-Mikoto, the Emperor
Jimmu's elder brother, who, dying of a wound received at the
battle of Kusaka, was interred at Mount Kama. The Kojiki
describes the grave as~, and there can be little question that he
was worshipped there. The Tokusen ]immioshi quotes a passage
from the Zokujudoki stating that a shrine was immediately
erected, and from another book unnamed: "A shrine was at
once erected on the top of the grave and that deity worshipped."
This was the present Kwampei-Taisha Kamayama-Jinja in the pre
fecture of Wakayama.

That Emperors were considered divine after death is certain,
but it is more difficult to say what their status was during life.
Yamato-takeru no Mikoto once describes himself as mA Jii$ Z T,
arahito kami no ko, which Aston renders "Son of a Deity of
visible men." When the Emperor Chiiai, Yamato-takeru no
Mikoto's son, came to the throne, he is made to say: "The
Prince our Father died before we reached the status of youth.
His divine spirit became changed into a white bird and ascended
into Heaven." Here is proof positive that seventy-seven years
after his death Yamato-takeru no Mikoto was considered a god.
The Prince is worshipped in many places, but his principal shrine
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is the Kwampei-Taisha of Takebe, close to Lake Biwa, and there
is a tradition to the effect that in the forty-sixth year of the
Emperor Keiko's reign, three years after the Prince's death, his
son TakebeInayori-wake, as the result of a divine revelation, built
a shrine at the foot of Chigusa-dake in the province of Omi,
and that in the reign of the Emperor Temmu, one of his descend
ants, also by revelation from the Deity, removed the shrine to
the summit of Onoyama at Seta, whence, by order of the Empress
Koken, it was removed to its present site at the foot. There is
nothing in the least improbable in this tradition.

The reign of the Emperor Seimu need not detain us, unless
to remark that he did not remove the capital. The moving of
the capital is generally supposed to have a religious significance
concerning the pollution caused by death; but this subject
has been discussed in the third article of this series (Vol. XX).
In the Emperor Chuai's reign events of far-reaching importance
occurred. Owing to a revolt by the Kumaso, this Emperor
removed to Kashii in Tsukushi, where he was quickly followed
by his Empress, jingu-Kogo. Whilst preparations were being
made for the campaign, Jingii Kogo, herself a great-grand
daughter of an Emperor (Kaikwa), became possessed by deities
who informed the Emperor Chiiai that there was a rich land
over the sea, which would be delivered to him, and that once he
had taken possession of it the Kumaso would submit. His
Majesty was, however, incredulous and persisted in fighting
the rebels; but he not only gained no advantage, but was either
killed in battle or died as a punishment for his lack of faith.
The history of the Empress's expedition against Shiragi (one of
the kingdoms of Korea) is well known and need not be referred
to here, except in so far as Shinto is concerned. Throughout,
the Empress was in constant communication with the Deities.
The accounts vary considerably, but it is clear that the three
Gods of Suminoe, viZ" Uwa-, Naka- and Soko-tsutsu-no-o-no
Mikoto reveal themselves, as did also Tsukisakaki-izu-no
mitama amazakaru-mukatsu-hime-no-Mikoto (ie., the aramitama
of Amaterasu Omikami) and Kotoshironushi no Mikoto ; and the
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Empress, on her victorious return, in accordance with the express
injunctions of the deities concerned, founded the following
shrines: two to the Gods of Suminoe, one to their aramitama at
Toyoura (B 20 in Appendix III), and the other to their nigimitama
in Chikuzen (afterwards removed to its present site at Sumiyoshi,
A I6); one to the aramitama of Amaterasu Omikami at Hirota
(A I8); one to Kotoshironushi-no-Mikoto at Nagata (B 17) ;
and one to Wakahirume no Mikoto, a daughter of Amaterasu
Omikami, at Ikuta (B I6). In at least two of these shrines
princesses were entrusted with the worship. We also hear now
for the first time of the Great God of Kehi, and it was probably
at this time that Kehi-Jingii (A 35) was founded at Tsunoga (now
Tsuruga) on the site of the Emperor Chuai's old palace there.
There is some doubt as to the identity of this deity, but Kurita
Hiroshi identifies him with Ame-no-hihoko of Shiragi, who had
been naturalised in the time of the Emperor Suinin. He was the
maternal ancestor of the Empress Jingii. The Emperor Chtiai had
sons by other consorts, and it seems probable that JingiiKogo lost
no opportunity of enhancing her own lineage and emphasising
the fact that she was in close rapport with the Deities. It is
recorded that in the thirteenth year of her reign the young
Prince Imperial, afterwards the Emperor Ojin, went to worship
at Tsunoga and, according to one version, "at this time the
Great God and the Heir to the Throne exchanged names. Ac
cordingly the Great God was called Isasa-wake-no-Mikoto and
the Heir to the Throne Homuda-wake-no-Mikoto." Presumably
the Regalia were technically in the keeping of the Heir, or,
as it were, "in commission," for though presiding over the
Court and ruling the country for no less than sixty-nine years,
Jingii Kogo is not reckoned among the Sovereigns ofthe country.
(Compare the case of Iitoyo-o related in A.D. 484.)

The most important event of the Emperor OJin's reign was
the arrival from Kudara (Korea) of two scholars, Achiki and Wani,
who could read and were well versed in the Chinese classics.
They became tutors to Prince Uji-no-waki-iratsuko and it seems
pro bable that from this time Chinese philosophy began to ex-
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ercise an influence on Shinto. Both the Emperor Ojin and
hismother not only became Deities, but occupied very important
positions in the Shinto pantheon, but it is by no means clear
when this apotheosis took place. In the case of the Emperor,
at any rate, it is fairly certain that he was worshipped at his
misasagi immediately after his death, as all his predecessors were,
and in all probability such worship was accorded also to Jingii
Kogo, but the date of the Emperor OJin's revelation as Hachiman,
God of War, is very difficult to place. There is a story to the
effect that in the fifth year of the Emperor Kimmei a samll child
appeared to a Buddhist nun at a place called Hishikata in the
Usa-gori of Chikuzen and announced: " I am Homuda-Tenno
Hirohata-yahata; my name is Gokoku-reigen-i-ryoku-jintsii
daijizai-dai bosatsu," or, in other words, that the Emperor Ojin
revealed himself as a Bodhisattva. This story, at any rate, as far
as date is concerned, is demonstrably false, for it was not until the
thirteenth year of the Emperor Kimmei that Buddhism was intro
duced into Japan, and to my mind it owes its origin to Buddhist
propagandists, and can be dismissed as of no importance. Shrine
tradition at Usa, the most famous of all the Hachiman shrines,
places the founding of the shrine in the reign of the Emperor
Kimmei, and says that Hime-Kami was added in 72.9 and Jingii
KOgo in 82.0. At Iwashimizu, another of the famous Hachiman
shrines, there is a legend to the effect that the Emperor Ojin's
son the Emperor Nintoku dispatched a messenger to Chikuzen
and had a shrine built there, and that subsequently it was en
larged in the Wado era (7°8-714) and removed to its present site
by the Emperor Shomu, The Dainibonsbi in its main text gives
Waoo V as the date of the founding of Usa, though it mentions
the older traditions in the form of notes. Pere Martin considers
that the sanctuary of Usa was founded by the first Buddhist
priests sent to Kyiishii by the Empress Suiko. But the founding
of Usa is one thing and the identification of the Deity there wor
shipped with the Emperor Ojin is quite another. If shrine
traditions are to be credited (and they are certainly not to be
disregarded), Usa is not the earliest shrine known as Sho-
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Hachiman-Gii. Watazumi-Jinja, of Kokuheicbiisha rank, in the
island of Tsushima, lays claim to the honour. This shrine,
however, is sacred not to the Emperor Ojin, but to Tarnayori
hime, consort of Fuki-aezu-no-Mikoto, It is said to have been
founded at the time of jingu's expedition to Korea, and it
claims to have among its treasures two of the bells which were
attached to the eight banners (Ya-hala) which accompanied the
expedition. It is mentioned in the Engishiki under the name of
Taisha-lvIyOjin. I give an illustration of the Honden of this shrine.

Undoubtedly, during the Nara period the worship of
Hachiman, which was more Buddhist than Shinto, became more
and more popular, but there is no evidence to show that
Hachiman was then associated with the Emperor Ojin. The
.fingijiten sums up the opinions of Kurita Hiroshi on this subject,
and in view of the fact that Hachiman is quite one of the most
popular of all the deities, and that his identification with an
Emperor of the country touches our subject very nearly, it is,
I think, worth quoting. He begins by saying: "Sho-Hachiman,
that is to say Hikohohodemi-no-Mikoto," and continues;

.. Though in old times Yahata-no-Kami was believed to be either the
third son of Jimmu-Tenno or the third son of Jingii-Kogo or Hikinagaya
fukiaeze-no-Mikoto, there is no mention of his being Ojin- Tenno, The
idea of Yahata being the Emperor Ojin comes from Okami Higi, the priest
of Usa no Hachiman, and is first seen in Usa Taksi-stn-shii. In the reign of
the Emperor Shornu a descendant of Higi, Okamitamaro, built a shrine
at Usa in Buzen and called it an oracle (~ ~, shinlaksi). Taking Yahata
no-kami, he went to Yamato and worshipped the Daiblllsll (colossal Bud
dhist image) of the Todaiji, and finally in Teno I (781) obtained the title
of Bosats» (Bodhisattva) for Yahata; but it does not appear that the Court
recognised Yahata as the Emperor Ojin. The first to recognise Hachiman
as the Emperor Ojin appears to have been a certain Shaku Yukimori, who
was a descendant of the Emperor Ojin's minister Takeuchi-no-Sukune,
in the year 859. Hachimandaijin was really Ama-tsu-hitaka-hiko-hoho
demi-no-Mikoto, In the God Age, Hohodemi, who with the help of
Watazumi-no-Kami and the Gods of Suminoe had subdued the country
and ruled it peacefully, putting himself on one side, had said that it was
owing to the merits of the Gods (jfr1jIr)]!l'- i$, shinko Ojin), and hence it came
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about that Ojin-Tenno !'!{ $II J( a by mistake became identified with Hachi
man."

It should be explained here that Yahata (or Yawata) and
Hachiman are but the pure-Japanese and the Sinico-Japanese
readings of the two characters i\.", meaning "eight banners,"
and that Hachiman was regarded as the God of War and sub
sequently adopted by the Seiwa-Genji clan as their ujigami or
ancestral deity, to which fact the multiplicity and popularity of
the Hachiman shrines is in part due. Right up to the time of
the Restoration the Buddhist connection with the Hachiman
shrines was very intimate.

With regard to the Empress Jingii, Kashii, the old
palace of her husband the Emperor Chiiai, where she had been
divinely possessed, and whence she had started on her famous
expedition, appears to have been dedicated to her in 724 in
the reign of the Emperor Shomu, But it is quite possible
that ere this she was already associated with the Great God of
Kehi or the Gods of Suminoe. There does not appear ever to
have been an Imperial decree announcing apotheosis: worship
came into being spontaneously and was subsequently supported
by the Court.

On the death of the Emperor Ojin a curious situation
arose, for the two brothers Osasagi and Wakiiratsuko mutually
refused to mount the throne. The latter had been nominated by
his father, but he was the younger brother and therefore would
not succeed. The Nibonsboki puts the following speeches into
his mouth : " There is the weighty matter of the service of the
Ancestral Shrines." and" It was the intention of the late Em
peror that the Imperial Dignity should not be vacant for a single
day." The self-denying contest continued for three years, and
was concluded only by the suicide of Wakiiratsuko, when
Osasagi reluctantly ascended, becoming the Emperor Nintoku.
Oddly enough, there is no mention of the Regalia, and by a
political fiction they would have been considered to have passed
into the hands of the Emperor Nintoku on the death of his
father. The Emperor Nintoku was justly famed for his.
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benevolence, but in the eleventh year of his reign (323) we hear
for the first time of human sacrifice, and that with the cognisance
of the Emperor himself. The Nihonshoki records that difficulty
was being experienced with regard to the constructon of the
Mamuta embankment, when the Emperor was admonished in a
dream by a God, who named two men and said: " Let these two
men be sacrificed to the River God and thou wilt surely be
enabled to close the gaps." One man was actually drowned,
and though the other by a clever ruse saved his life, we hear
"so the embankment was completed." The Kojiki, though
recording the building of the embankment at Mamuta, as well
as the digging of various canals, is completely silent as regards
human sacrifice. Pere Martin entirely rejects this story, but
there is no doubt that a custom arose of making human sacrifice
when important public works were being carried out, and it
may well have had its origin at this time in imitation of Chinese
practice.

In this reign Kibitsu-]inja was founded in honour of Hiko
isaseri-hiko, a son of the seventh Emperor Korei. The Emperor
Nintoku was himself worshipped after his death, notably at
Kozu-]inja, but it is impossible to say from what date. He
was the last of the centenarian Emperors, and it is generally
agreed that from the reign of his successor the Emperor Richti
the Nihonshoki becomes more like sober history; but for the
purpose of tracing the connection of the Imperail fmaily with
the primitive religion tradition is nearly as important and quite
as interesting as history.

I intend now to pass over several reigns and come to the
time when the national religion first met with a rival; but there
is one important event in the reign of the Emperor Yiiryaku to
which reference must be made, and that is the establishment
of the Gekii ?1-1r in Ise. According to the Daijingii GishikichO, in
the twenty-second year of the Emperor Yuryaku (478) it was
revealed by Amaterasu Omikami to the Emperor in a dream that
the shrine of Toyouke-hime at Hinunomanaehara in Tamba
should be removed to Ise, and, accordingly, in the seventh month
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one Osasa-no-Mikoto was entrusted with the task, and the
Shintai was conducted to Yamada, where a shrine was erected
outside that of Amaterasu Omikami, hence the name of Gekii or
"outside shrine." Toyouke-hime, the Goddess of Food, was
a niece or grandniece of Amaterasu Omikami, and therefore
intimately connected with the Imperial family; she is worshipped
also under the name of Wakaukanome no Mikoto at Hirose,
and is often known as Miketsu-no-Karni, Neither the Kojiki,
the Nibonsbohi, nor the Kogoshm relates this incident, which
Pere Martin refuses to credit; indeed, he devotes considerable
space to trying to prove that the shrine of the Goddess in Ise
antedates that of Amaterasu Omikami, but I cannot say that his
arguments make any appeal to me. There are in existence two
shrines dedicated to Toyouke-hime in the province of Tango
which claim to be the original of the Gekii; one called Hi
numa Manai Jinja, is near Mineyama in the Naka gori, the other,
Komori-Jinja, in the Yosa gori. On the whole, the former
would seem to have the better claims. Tango is a new province,
which was carved out of Tamba.

THE INTRODUCTION OF BUDDHISM.

It was in the twelfth year of the Emperor Kimmei (~~ I)
that the King of Kudara (Korea) sent an image of the Buddha,
together with a man who could expound some of the doctrines
of that religion. The Emperor, after listening, inquired of his
ministers what should be done. Three names are mentioned :
Nakatomi-no-Muraji Kamako, Mononobe-no-Omuraji Moriya,
and Soga-no-Oomi Iname. The first two were opposed to the
new religion, but the third advocated its acceptance. Changes
or reforms in religion have, the world over, nearly always been
mixed up with political aspirations, and it was so in this case.
The Soga, though descended from the Emperor Kogen in the
female line, were far inferior in lineage to the Nakatomi and
Mononobe, both of divine descent; and Iname, though now
first minister, doubtless thought that with the adoption of a
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new religion he would rid himself of his two most formidable
rivals for power, more especially, as we have seen, since the
raison d'itre of the Nakatomi was religious; hence his advocacy.
At first, however, he was only partially successful, for the Em
peror decided that the image should be handed to Iname, and
that he should "worship it as an experiment." Almost directly
afterwards a pestilence broke out, and Kamako and Moriya
were not slow to represent it as the anger of the Gods, and to
request that the image should be thrown into the canal, to
which the Emperor agreed.

It should, however, be rernarke.l that Iname, though adopt
ing the new religion, apparently did not abandon the old Deities,
for shortly after, when Kudara sought military assistance, it
was he who suggested that as a first measure the Gods of the
country should be worshipped. There is only one further al..
lusion to Buddhism during the reign, and that occurs two years
after the destruction of the image, when a mysterious light and
sounds of Buddhist chanting were reported in the sea near
Chinu. Investigation brought to light a log of shining cam
phor-wood, which was brought to the Emperor, "who gave
orders to an artist to make of it two images of Buddha." Presum
ably these were the first Buddhist images made in Japan. In
the fifth year of the next reign (Bidatsu) Owake-o went as one of
the envoys to Kudara, and on his return in the following year
brought with him, as part of the tribute, several volumes of
Buddhist scriptures, a priest, a nun, a temple architect, a carver of
images, erc., and these, In accordance with the Emperor's orders,
were put into the temple of Owake-o *- jJIJ .:EZ 1j: at Naniwa
(Osaka). It is not known who this Owake-o was, but he must
have been a member of the Irnpenal family, and the first to em
brace Buddhism. In VIew, however, of later statements, it seems
probable that the temple was more or less a private chapel. In
the thirteenth year the Nihonshoki records: "Soga no Umako
built another Buddhist temple at his house of Ishi-kawa. From
this arose the beginning of Buddhism." In the following year,
Umako, being ill, applied to a diviner, i.e., a Shinto official, and
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was told: " It is a curse sent by the Buddha God (~",) worship
ped in thy father's times." Umako then applied for permission
to worship Buddha and the Emperor replied: "In accordance
with the words of the diviner let thy father's God be worship
ped." Again there was a pestilence, and again Nakatomi and
Mononobe represented that it was due to the anger of the Kami ;
and the Emperor said: " Manifestly so ; let Buddhism be discon
tinued." The temple was pulled down, the image was burnt, and
the remains flung into the canal, and the three nuns were publicly
flogged. The pestilence, however, grew worse, and the Em
peror himself sickened, and people began to say that it was a
punishment for the burning of the image; and Umako again
asked permissin to worship. The Emperor replied: "Thou
mayest practise the Buddhist religion alone, but discontinue it
as far as others are concerned." His Majesty died shortly
afterwards, and the Dainibonsbi remarks: "The Emperor did
not believe in Buddhism."

The Emperor Bidatsu was succeeded by his brother the Em
peror Yomei, of whom we read : " The Emperor always revered
Shinto and did not believe in Buddhism." Nevertheless he
seems to have been received into the Buddhist faith on his
deathbed, though his last public act was to celebrate the Daijdsai.
On the death of the Emperor Yomei a succession dispute arose,
Umako, unquestionably the most powerful man in the Empire,
espousing the cause of one prince, and Moriya that of another,
both of them brothers of the late Emperor. A great battle
was fought at Shigi-sen and the house of Mononobe was practical
lyexterminated. Fighting on the side of Umako was Umayado
oji, the eldest son of the late Emperor, then sixteen, and already
apparently a fervent Buddhist; and it is difficult to under
stand why Umako did not elevate him to the throne instead
of his own nephew (Sushun), who had no leanings towards
Buddhism, and no affection for his uncle. He soon discovered
his mistake, however, and five years later caused the Emperor
to be murdered. During these five years Buddhism made
a great advance, but it was emphatically not under Imperial
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patronage. After the murder of Sushun, Umako insisted
on his niece, the widow of the Emperor Bidatsu, ascending the
throne, and Umayadooji became Crown Prince. It is evident
that the Empress was already a Buddhist, for two months
after her accession we read: "Her Majesty issued an edict
to the Crown Prince and Oomi ordering the propagation of
Buddhism," and shortly afterwards, " Ministers vied with one
another building temples." The Empress reigned for thirty-five
years and during this time there are innumerable references to
the Buddha, the three precious things, the building of temples,
the arrival of priests from Kudara, the exposition of the Sutras,
etc., etc., but, as far as I can find, only one reference to Shinto,
viZ" a pompous edict in pure Chinese style ending" Therefore let
our Ministers with their whole hearts do reverence to the Gods
of Heaven and Earth (_ jJ£), and six days later, "The Crown
Prince and Oomi, accompanied by all the functionaries, did wor
ship to the Gods of Heaven and Earth." This edict would lead
me to suppose that Shinto has been neglected to a point which
was considered dangerous. Sugate-hime was Saikii in Ise, but
she had been appointed in the reign of the Emperor Bidatsu,
and when she died in the twenty-ninth year of the Empress
Suiko no one was appointed in her place. This reign, which is
of the first importance in considering the relations of the Imperial
family towards Buddhism, probably marks the lowest ebb ever
reached by Shinto. The power was entirely in the hands of
Umako and the Crown Prince, known as Shotoku-Taishi, one
of the greatest figures that Japanese Buddhism ever produced,
and all the Empress's influence was used on the side of Buddhism.
It is noteworthy that in his famous code Jiishichijo, really a
moral code, Shotoku Taishi, though he makes use of Buddhism.
Confucianism and Chinese learning, never makes even indirect
appeal to Shinto. In Chapter I of the Life of Honen-Shonin
the claim is made that Article II, which runs : " Devoutly revere
the three sacred treasures, the Buddha, the law, and the priest
hood. This is the final goal of all sentient beings and the ulti
mate religion of all lands," made Buddhism " the State religion
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of Japan." In the same chapter the phrase occurs, still in con
nection with Shotoku Taishi's code, "which practically establish
ed Buddhism as the State religion." This seems to me to be an
overstatement, though I should be prepared to admit " one of
the State religions," and that this is really the meaning of the
writers is clear, for they go on to say, "the two systems ran
concurrently, Buddhism being looked to for favours to come,
and the Shinto Deities revered for favours received."

After the death of Shotoku-Taishi the arrogance of theSoga,
Umako, Emishi and Iruka, reached such a pitch that serious
discontent began to manifest itself; but it must be admitted
that nothing in the nature of religious persecution appears to have
been instituted. The Emperor Jomei and the Empress Kogyoku
succeeded one another on the throne, and by the third year of
the latter reign it became clear that the Soga were plotting to
place themselves on the throne. It was at this juncture that the
great Nakatomi no Kamako-no-Muraji, afterwards known as
Fujiwara no Kamatari, makes his appearance. We have the
following important entry: "The Empress Kogyoku 3rd year,
Spring, rst month, rst day. Nakatomi no Kamako no Muraji
was appointed Chief of the Shinto religion (JP1Il jl£ fa)." This
appointment is of great interest, for it shows that in spite of the
Buddhistic tendencies of the Court the Shinto rites were main
tained. As a matter of fact, for the time being, Kamako declined
to assume office, for he had resolved on a coup d'etat, and in the
following year, in conjunction with Naka-no-oe-no-oji, he
brought about the extermination of the main line of the Soga.
This was the first year of Taikwa, A.D. 645. The Empress
abdicated, but for various reasons Kamako deemed it inex
pedient that Naka-no-oe-no-oji should ascend the throne, so
Prince Karu, younger brother of the Empress. was elevated.
The Nibonsboki says: "he honoured the religion of Buddha and
despised the Way of the Gods." Naka-no-oe-no-oji (Tenji)
did not actually ascend the throne until 668, but the whole of the
Reforms of Taikwa (Taikwa no Kaishin) was carried out by him
with the assistance of Kamako, and His Majesty had very little
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say with regard to the policy, either ecclesiastical or temporal.
There are various indications that, in spite of the Emperor's
Buddhist leanings, there was a considerable Shinto revival.
Quite early in the reign we have Soga no O-omi Ishikawamaro
memorialising the Throne, saying: "First of all the Gods of
Heaven and Earth should be propitiated by worship; thereafter
affairs of government ought to be considered," and there are
frequent references to the Shinto deities in the Imperial edicts ;
for instance, the Emperor says: "In accordance with the charge
entrusted to us by the Gods of Heaven." Then, in the first
year of Taikwa we find Ministers saying: "This is the mandate
of the Emperor of Japan, who rules the world as an Incarnate
Deity (IIA jjIfI ~ ~ a*~ ~ 1m l1f)," and in the second year an edict
commences "The God Incarnate, the Emperor Yamatoneko,
who rules the world, gives command"; and a few months
later, the Crown Prince says: "The Emperor who now rules
the land of the Eight Islands as an Incarnate Deity (J.ll ~ IlA ffilII
~ j\ iii • ~ ~)." I do not feel certain of the significance of this.
It may be an expression of the Shinto doctrine of the divinity of
the Emperor, or it may be merely in imitation of China, where
the Emperor was always regarded as the Son of Heaven (~T).

Though, as we have seen, Yamatotakeru no Mikoto described
himself as a son of a Deity of visible men, and the Emperor
Yiiryaku, in one place, is described as ijl A JiPII, nevertheless IlA flI
is going a step further in the doctrine of divinity.

Taikwa no Kaisbis amounted to a complete sinicisation
of the country, and from the beginning of the era a constant
stream of edicts was issued, dealing with matters ranging from
affairs of the highest State importance down to mere rrunutiae
of Court dress. When at length, in 670, Naka-no-oe-no-oji
(the Emperor Tenji) ascended the throne, he ordered the com
pilation of a code which is known as the Omi-ryo, and was pro
mulgated in 689 by the Emperor Temmu. Unfortunately this
code has not come down to us, but it is known to have been
the basis of the TaihO-ritsuryo, and it may therefore be safely
asserted that the bulk of the laws were drawn from the Chinese
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codes of the T'ang Dynasty. But, there being no such things
as Shinto in China, the Jingi-ryo (if, indeed, it was included in the
Omi Code, and there is no positive evidence of this) must have
been an original composition. It is not probable that anything
new was instituted, but in order to bring the Department of
Shinto into line with the rest of the Government it was given a
Chinese form. Although we have seen Kamako's appointment
as jingi-no-kami, as early as the third year of the Emperor
Kogyoku, it is unlikely that such an office as the Jingi-kwan then
existed. It may have been inaugurated as a result of the Taikwa
Reforms, and that Otsu was a capital on the Chinese model,
with a palace containing not only the Imperial residence, but also
the officesof State, is beyond question; but it is not until Taiho
(701-703) that we get on certain ground.

With regard to the Emperor Tenji's own religious views
I personally gather that he was an enthusiastic admirer of all
things Chinese, and was probably more impressed by the philo
sophical teachings of Confucius than by the religious doctrines
of either Shinto or Buddhism. He obviously held the Throne
in high esteem, but his conception of the divinity of the Emperor
may have been that of China rather than that of Japan. That
he was not a bigoted Shintoist is abundantly clear, for there are
references to " the Buddhist Hall in the interior of the palace,"
"the embroidery figure of Buddha in the western hall of the
interior," etc., and, moreover, he did not revive the appoint
ment of a SaikJi, and he not only made no objection to his brother
(The Emperor Temmu) renouncing the world, but presented
him with a set of priestly robes. Kamako, who was closely
associated with all the reforms, and was, indeed, often their
instigator, was also undoubtedly greatly swayed by the high
civilisation of T'ang, but it may confidently be asserted that he
did not neglect the interests of Shinto, though at the same time
there are not wanting indications that he was not inimical to
Buddhism. Urabe no Kanetomo (1435-1511), who became
Jingi-Taisuke in 1493, has, however, cited two dicta of his great
ancestor: "Our unique religion has for its canon Heaven and
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Earth; the Sun and Moon are its proof, and that is why the
three religions, Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, are vain » ;

and again: "In the first place there is only one law, not two ;
secondly, there was but one descent, not two; and thirdly, the
proof of the unique is the superior Heaven." These two sayings
are quoted in Kinsei Nihon Kokumin-shi, and Pere Martin, who
reproduces them in his Le Shintoisme, does not hesitate to say
that he regards them as pure fabrications on the part of Kane
tomo. Whether Kamako ever gave them utterance I do not
pretend to say, but Kanetomo was a scholar and he dealt with
scholars, and they must therefore have reflected Kamako's
opinions; and a man who held such opinions, though he may
have bowed in the house of Rimmon, certainly upheld the
Shinto worship, and saw to it that the services in the palace,
etc., were properly carried out.

The Emperor Tenji's successor the Emperor Kobun had
reigned but eight months when he was dispossessed by his uncle
the Emperor Temmu. Special caution must be exercised with
regard to the chronicles of the Emperor Temmu's reign, for
though it was not published till some years after his death, the
Nihonshoki was composed at his orders and under the presidency
of one of his sons, and his acts are therefore naturally depicted
for us en cou/eur de rose. In my previous article, Kodai Kokuta
(Vol. XX), I indicated that the Emperor Temmu was never
altogether a free agent, though as long as he kept his capital at
Asuka and did not run counter to the wishes of the great im
migrant families, he had a free hand. I do not wish to imply
that he was a weak man; on the contrary, though never the
compeer of his great brother the Emperor Tenji, he accom
plished a great deal of most valuable work. Seeing that he had
actually entered the priesthood and retired to a temple at Yoshino,
he might naturally be expected to have favoured Buddhism;
but the probabilities are that his retirement was merely a blind,
and never intended to be more than temporary. Whether he
had any strong religious convictions of any sort it is impossible
to say, but it is obvious that he very soon saw, just as James I
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of England later saw that Bishops were indispensable to the
British Crown, that Shinto was a strong bulwark of the Throne,
and that it would pay him to support it. Some foreign authors
have gone so far as to say that his main object in ordering the
compilation of the chronicles was that they might serve as the
Canon of the Shinto religion, and prove to the country that its
Emperors were divine, and that opposition to them was in
consequence sacrilege; and it has been alleged that many of the
legends were deliberately made up with this end in view. Pere
Martin is certainly one of the number, but it seems to me that
he credits the compilers with far too great ingenuity, and he
uses stories related in the Nihonshoki itself to discredit others.
In his view, it was not till after the time of Shotoku-Taishi that
the doctrine of the divinity of the Emperor was formulated, and
it was then not a purely Shinto dogma, but a mixture of Shinto,
Buddhist and Confucian ideas, having for its object the assertion
of the superiority of the Sovereigns of Japan over those of
China. I cannot agree with him, but I do think that it was
from about the time of Taikwa that from being a purely religious
article of faith it was made into a political tenet, not only as a.
means of aggrandising the country vis-a-vis China, but to enhance
the prestige of the Throne, which had suffered severely at the
hands of the Soga. All history is more or less falsified, but it
has to be done with judgment. Granted that the Nihonshoki
was written for a purpose, great care would have to be exercised
not to include statements that were demonstrably false, for this
would have discredited the whole narrative, and consequently
defeated its own ends. It was not a literary age; indeed, few
except some specially trained Court officials, and probably some
of the immigrant families, could read. But the whole object of
compiling such a history would be that its contents should be
widely known. Inconvenient episodes would be omitted where
possible, or presented in the most favourable light; prominence
would be given to incidents which redounded to the credit of
the Imperial family; but the whole story would not go counter
to popular tradition. Some of the details of the reigns of the
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Emperors Yiiryaku and Buretsu do not make pretty reading, but
they were common knowledge, and consequently could not be
safely omitted. It was considered possible to ignore the short
reign of the Emperor Kobun and describe the Emperor Temmu
as the thirty-ninth instead of the fortieth Sovereign, though, to
my mind, this was a tactical error; but it would not have been
possible to call the Emperor Temmu the thirty-ninth Emperor
of the country, had not the people been well aware that the dynasty
had already ruled the Empire for countless ages.

It is now time to see what steps the Emperor Temmu took
for the due recognition of Shinto. In the first place he appointed
his daughter Ohaku-Naishinno Saikii; he then rebuilt the shrines
of Ise and decreed that they should be rebuilt on alternative sites
every twenty years, and he regulated the Oname-sai, or Daijd-sai
as it was henceforward called. Though always a festival of the
highest rank up to the time of the Emperor Ternmu, there does
not appear to have been any fixed date for its celebration. The
Emperor, however, decreed that it should be performed once
in each reign by the Sovereign in person, and he himself per
formed it in the fifth, or according to some accounts the sixth,
year of his reign. Later it came to be regarded as an essential
part of the coronation ceremonies and was performed between
the days of the Hare and the Horse in the eleventh month.
Though in the cases of the Emperor Go-Toba and the Emperors
of the Southern Court the dates are not recorded, and Chukio
was deposed before performing it, the Daijii-sai was celebrated
regularly by every Emperor up till 1466 (the Emperor Go
Tsuchirnikado), when owing to the disturbed state of the country
it fell into abeyance until 1687, being then revived by the Em
peror Higashiyama. The Emperor Nakamikado (1710) did not,
so far as is known, observe it, but from the Emperor Sakura
machi's time (1736) it has been celebrated by every Emperor.

At the same time the Emperor Temmu instituted the
Niiname-sai, a festival of similar import, which was to be ob
served annually. Throughout the reign there are numerous
mentions of Shinto ceremonies: notably, the Emperor orders
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that an Oharai or Great Purification should be held in every
province. In the seventh year we read of an Abstinence
Palace being erected on the banks of the Kurahashi, and the
Emperor was himself on the point of departure there when
one of his daughters died and he was unable to go-presumably
he would have been ceremonially unclean. Many times we
read: "Worship was paid to the Wind Gods of Tatsuta and to
the Oimi Deity of Hirose." The norito used on these occasions
are still extant and have been translated into English by Sir
Ernest Satow in the Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan.
There is no mention of the Emperor visiting any shrine, though
he went to one or two temples; but on Taiho II, iv, 13 (702)
we find: "Toichi-Naishinno and Abe-Naishinno (afterwards
the Empress Gemmei) proceeded to the shrine of Ise." Several
times, too, we read of" the officers of the department of Shinto,"
i.e., the Jingi-kwan. There is no mention, throughout the reign,
of the Kashiko-dokoro, or of the Regalia; but, on the other hand,
we read that" more than 140 persons renounced the world in
the Great Temple of the Great Palace." When the Emperor
became ill, recourse was had to prayers, both at the Shinto
shrines and the Buddhist temples. Shinto, however, would
appear to have been the State religion, for in the ninth year of
the reign there is an edict to the effect that with the exception of
"the two or three great national temples" temples were no
longer to be officially administered, and where temples were in
receipt of a sustenance fief it was to be discontinued after it had
been received for thirty years. On one or two occasions we
read of heihaku (offerings of white cloth) being dispatched to
various shrines, but this does not appear to have become a
general practice till after the promulgation of the TaihO-ryo in
701. It seems, however, to have been the custom to give a
portion of the tribute received from Shiragi (Korea), etc., to the
shrines, and when in 674 silver was discovered in Tsushima some
of it was allotted to them.

The Empress Jito, who succeeded her husband, was un
doubtedly herself a fervent Buddhist, but the cult of the Kami
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was maintained without any alteration, and it seems probable,
though it is not specifically stated, that Her Majesty visited the
Ise shrines. If so, she was the first Sovereign to do so, unless
perhaps the Emperor Keiko worshipped there when he visited
Ise. In the Nihonshoki we read: "2nd month, lith day.
Orders were given to the officials, saying , It is our intention to
proceed to Ise on the 3rd day of the 3rd month.' " Subsequently
Takechimaro protested against an Imperial progress during the
season of agricultural operations, but on iii, 6 we read: "The
Empress did not yield to his remonstrances, but at length pro
ceeded to Ise," and on iii, 20: "The Imperial chariot returned
to the palace." In the absence of any other reason for the
progress it may fairly be assumed that the Empress's objective
was the Daijingu,

On her death the Empress Jito cremated and the funeral
ceremonies were presumably in the hands of the Buddhist priests.
Shotoku-Taishi's funeral may possibly have followed Buddhist
rites, but unquestionably the Empress Jito was the first Sovereign
to be cremated. She did not, however, remain on the throne
until her death, but abdicated in 697. The Emperor Keitai is
said to have abdicated on his deathbed and the Empress Kogyoku
did so as the result of the Taikwa coup d'etat, but the Empress
Jito's abdication was the beginning of a regular practice due to
Buddhist influence and one which did more than anything else
to weaken the prestige of the Imperial family. The Empress
Jito used to pay very frequent visits to an Imperial villa at
Yoshino, and it would be interesting to know whether the
Regalia invariably went too; but the matter is nowhere men
tioned. That the Jewel and the Sword went seems probable;
but it is more likely that the Mirror remained in the palace.

TIlE JINGI-KWAN.

It was in the first year of Taiho (7°1, the fifth of the Emperor
Mommu's reign) that the new code prepared by Fujiwara no
Fuhito was. promulgated, and included in it was the jingi-ryo,
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which dealt with all matters pertaining to the worship of the
Shinto deities, and for the first time we begin to get on surer
ground with regard to the observance by the Court of Shinto
ceremonies. The carrying out of the jingi-ryo was, of course,
in the hands of the jingi-kwan ffUI1 Mf lr, originally called Kami-no
tsukasa. The personnel of this office included the chief, fingi
haku or -no-kami (fA), who had to be of the lower fourth rank
or above, a Taissdee and Shosuke (* &11, IJ' «ill), of the lower fifth
and upper sixth ranks respectively, a Taisbi and ShOshi (* !J!, tJ'
~), thirty Kambe 1[$ $, selected from the Nakatomi and Imbe
families, twenty Urabe I' '1m or diviners (five each from Izu and
lki and ten from Tsushima), and also the Tsukaibe ~ '1m and
Cboeutei m! T. Originally there appears to have been no rule
with regard to the choice of the chief, but from the time when
Kiyohito-Shinno's son Naganobu was appointed, it became
hereditary in his family, and though Naganobu had received the
patronymic of Minamoto (Kwazan-Genji), the chief of the
jingi-kwan was always accorded the title of O.:E. The family
subsequently took the name of Shirakawa and was known as
Shirakawa-hakke S III fa ~. The Taisukl was always either a
Nakatomi or an Imbe, and when he also held the office of Dai
iingii no Saishu was either of the second or third rank. Later
this post passed entirely into the hands of the Urabe family, who
subsequently took the name of Yoshida. A plan of the build
ings, together with a short description, of the fingi-kwan of the
Heian Daidairi will be found in my earlier article Heian-kyo 0101.
X XII), so need not be reproduced here.

COURT FESTIVALS.

Though it was in charge of the Shinto shrines all over
the country, the special worship of the jingi-kwan was the Hassbin
den, where the Heavenly Ancestors were revered, though not
enshrined. The fingi-ryo provided for classification and rank of
shrines, for the sending of Imperial messengers, for the dates
and observances of festivals, etc., but as my object is to trace the
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personal connection of the Imperial family with Shinto and not
to give an account of it as a State religion, I will confine myself
to a short account of those festivals ordered for observance by
the Court. Festivals are, first of all, divided into three classes,
Dai, Chil, andShO, or Great, Middle and Small, lasting respectively
one month, three days and one day. In the first class there is
only one, the Daijo-sai already mentioned as having been in
augurated by the Emperor Temmu. The chief features of this
festival will be familiar to my readers and a detailed account
would reqwre a separate paper. A fairly good general descrip
tion in English is available in Mr. Holtom's Japanese Enthrone
ment Ceremonies, but by far the most detailed account is in Tetun
no Daijii-sai by Oe Masafusa.

In the second class are five festivals and of these mention
has already been made of the Niiname-sai and the Kanname-sai,
both of them offerings of the harvest to the Deities. The Kine»
sai or Tosbigoi-no-matssri had its origin in the God Period, but
was fixed by the Emperor Temmu for the fourth day of the second
month. Its object was to pray for a fruitful year. All the gods
were invoked, but special veneration was paid to Mitoshi-no
Kami and the deities of the Mikanko or subsidiary shrines attached
to the Hassbin-den of the ]ingi-kwan; also heihakH were dispatched
to various shrines. In 798 it was decided that the heihaku des
tined for shrines in inconvenient localities should be sent by the
KokNshi or local Governors, and hence arose two distinct classes
of shrine, the Kwampti, which received their heihaku direct from
the ]ingi-kwan, and the Koktihei, who received theirs from the
&kmhi. In the Engi-shiki we find that the total number in
volved was 3 I3~, of which 737 were Kwampei (304 of the first
class and 433 of the second) and ~395 KokHhei.

The Tsukiname-sai was a festival of very much the same
nature as the Kinen-sai, but, as its name implies, was originally
celebrated monthly. The Taiho-ryo, however, directed that it
should be observed in the sixth and twelfth months only, though
later it was again held monthly. On the same night as the
Tsueiname-sai was the Jinko,!jiki or K.animake. The Emperor
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proceeded in person to the Shinga-den of the Chiiwa-in and there
offered to the Gods, and partook of, freshly boiled rice, the
ceremony being practically the same as the Niiname-sai, save that
it was not the new season's rice.

The following are the principal festivals of the third class.
At the Oimi-mafs1l1'i prayers were offered that the crops might
be spared from the calamities of weather. The gods specially
invoked were those of Hirose and Tatsuta, The festival was
held twice a year, on the fourth day of the fourth and seventh
months. The Kaze-no-kami-no-mafs1l1'i was held on the same days
and with the same object. At the Hanashizume-no-matsuri,
which had its origin in the reign of the Emperor Sujin and was
held on a " fortunate day" of the third month, Omiwa and Sae,
i.e., the manifestations of the aramitama and nigimitama (rough
and smooth spirits) of Okuninushi-no-Mikoto were invoked
against pestilence. The Saigusa-matsuri, or Isakawa-masttai, was
held on the seventeenth of the sixth month; it consisted in
decorating a tub of sake with saigusa flowers and invoking the
Gods ofIzakawa, i.e., Isukeyori-hime, Kotoshironushi no Mikoto
and Tamakushi-hime. At the .Ainame-no-matsuri, held on the
first day of the Hare in the eleventh month, the new rice and new
sake were offered by the Emperor to the Gods of the capital and
five home provinces before the Niiname-sai. The Tamashizume
no-matsuri or Cbineon-sai, held on November 2.2. (the night before
the Ntiname-sai), consisted in praying to the Hasshin and to
Onaobi-no-Kami for the long life and tranquillity of the Em
peror and is said to have been observed from the time of the
Emperor Jimmu. At the Hoshizume-no-matsuri or Chink1J,'a-sai,
held twice a year, summer and winter, for preservation against
fire, and dating back, it is said, to the God Age, one of the
Urabe family kindled a pure fire at the four corners of the palace.
The Michiai-no-matsuri was held in the four corners of the capital
in honour of the three deities Yachimata-hiko, Yachimata-hime
and Kunado no Kami, in the sixth and twelfth months; its
object was to defend the streets of the city from evil spirits.
The Sona-eara-no-eami-no-matsuri was held in the second and
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eleventh months in honour of Omononushi-no-Kami, Onamuchi
no Kami (or a son of Otoshi-no-Kami) and Sukunahiko, deities
who guarded against pestilence and were enshrined in the
Kunai-shO, the first-named at a shrine called Sono-Jinja, the others
at the Kara-Jinja.

In addition to the above festivals, at some of which the
Emperor was not necessarily present in person, there was
the daily devotion of the Imperial ancestors and moreover
numerous special occasions; and I think therefore it is clear
that the Taiho Code provided amply for the maintenance of
the Shinto faith. The worship of the Imperial ancestors in
the palace would seem to have been a substitute for worshipping
at the great shrine of Ise. In old days the Emperor descended
into the courtyard in front of the Seiryo-den and there on Mother
Earth made obeisance to the Heavenly Ancestors; but in the
reign of the Emperor Horikawa a room called Ishibai-dan was
added to the Seiryo-den (see my Heian-Kyo, Vol. XXII). Here
every morning fresh earth was scattered on the floor, so that His
Majesty might, without exposing himself to the elements, pay
his daily devotion.

RYOBU-SHINTO (I).

Before passing to the Nara Age, as the period from the acces
sion of the Empress Gensho till the removal of the capital by the
Emperor Kwammu is called, it seems desirable to point out that
up to this time no fusion had taken place between the indigenous
cult of the Kami and the imported doctrine of the Buddha,
and that the converts to the latter were drawn almost exclusively
from the upper and educated classes; but though no fusion
had taken place, it does not appear that the new Buddhists
altogether discarded Shinto worship. It is, I think, quite clear
that Emperors like the Emperor Temmu practised both religions .
Though Buddhism undoubtedly enjoyed great prosperity in the
time ofShotoku Taishi, it was probably during the Nara period
that it attained to its greatest power. All the Sovereigns were
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fervent Buddhists and the priests practically dominated the capital
and controlled its policy; and this was particularly the case in the
reigns of the Emperor Shomu and his successor the Empress
Koken. Reading through the annals of the period, however, one
is perhaps liable to get a false impression and imagine that to
all intents and purposes Shinto was superseded. The numerous
allusions to the assembly of several hundred priests in the pre
cincts of the palace, etc., to read the sutras, the Imperial founda
tion of new temples, particularly of a Kokubunji in every province,
the retirement from the world of numerous people, including
Princes of the Blood, tend to obscure the ordinary everyday
observances of Shinto, with its far simpler ritual, which are
intended to be taken for granted. A careful study reveals little
or no diminution in the number of entries regarding Shinto.
There are the usual items of the Sovereign ordering an Oharai,
of divination, and of prayers offered before the misasagi. The
Emperor Shomu sent a commission round to see to the repairs
of the shrines of the whole country, and another to the misasagi.
In 740 the ShokM NihonshokJ records that the same Emperor
made a progress to Ise, staying at the tongu of Kawaguchi, whence
he dispatched a special messenger to the Daijingu to worship on
his behalf. The Empress Gemmei, too, sent a special embassy
to Ise to announce the founding of her new capital; and it
was early in this period, in 709, that the great shrine of Kasuga
came into existence, being founded by Fujiwara no Fuhito,
first minister of the Crown and father of the Emperor Shornu's
Empress Kornyo-Kogo.

It is difficult to assign any very definite date for the com
mencement of the assimilation of the two religions, but the
first moves were probably made by the Buddhists in the Nara
period, and Gyogi-Bosatsu who enjoyed the favour of the Em
peror Shomu, played a leading part. It was no doubt obvious
to him that no one could exceed his Sovereign in Buddhist
fervour, and yet there were difficulties in the complete evangelisa
tion of the country. In the first place, the bulk of the people
dung tenaciously to their old beliefs, and even the Emperor
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himself, ardently as he adored the Buddha, was in constant fear
of incurring the anger of the native deities. Moreover, though
such a matter probably weighed but little with a devotee like
the Emperor Shomu, the upholding of the Shinto religion,
with its doctrine of the divine origin of the Sovereign, was
the obvious State policy. It was manifest to a man like Gyogi
that, unless some drastic action was taken, not only could Bud
dhism never hope to take complete control, but there was always
a risk ofa violent revulsion offeeling being stirred up on patriotic
grounds. Resort must be had to strategy. Japanese history
is singularly silent with regard to the encroachments of Bud
dhism, particularly in the Nara period; but Buddhist apologists
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries relate several incidents
which tend to throw light on their methods. For instance,
they relate that when the Emperor Shomu, after establishing
the great foundation of Todaiji at Nara, wished to add the
Daibuts« (colossal Buddhist image), he feared that it might not
be pleasing to the native deities, and he therefore sent Gyogi
with a relic of Shaka to Ise to consult Amaterasu Omikami.
The story goes that after Gyogi had sat in meditation for seven
days and nights before the shrine, the doors suddenly opened
and a voice declared: "The Sun is in the state of becoming a
Buddha. Behold me in face of a prayer which I have ardently
awaited. It is as if before crossing the sea I had the good
fortune to find a boat; it is as if I had received a precious stone
difficult to obtain; it is as if someone had presented me with a
torch when I was in darkness." Gyogi hurried back and reported
to the Emperor, who, however, wished to be assured beyond
doubt; so he sent Tachibana no Moroe to the Daijingii to consult
the Goddess again. A voice is said to have come to Moroe,
saying: "The Sun is Buddha Birushana." On hearing this
the Emperor was completely reassured and work was at once
commenced on the Daibuts», The details of the story are far
from convincing, for surely, if the Emperor feared that the
worship of Buddha might arouse the anger of the native deities,
a Buddhist priest with a relic of Shaka would have been the last
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messenger he would select to send to the Sun Goddess. But
the truth or otherwise of the story is of little importance: it
puts before us the state of mind of the Emperor and his Court
at Nara, and makes it clear on their own confession that the
Buddhists deliberately resorted to trickery.

Buddhists claim that the Shinto deity Hachiman
directly interested himself in the casting of the Daibutsu, reveal
ing oracularly that metal could be found in the province of
Mutsu to complete it; and, a month or so after the consecration
of the image, the chief priest of the Usa shrine, together with the
young girl through whom the Deity was alleged to have spoken,
made the pilgrimage to Nara, where they paid their devotion
in great state to the Daibuts«. It was alleged that Hachiman
had taken possession of the girl and had therefore in person
shown his reverence for the Buddha. This story, as far as the
outward facts are concerned, bears much more the imprint
of truth than the other, and there can, I dunk, be little doubt
that the utilisation of Hachiman was one of the first steps taken
by the Buddhists to absorb Shinto. It is, however, Saicho and
Kukai, the two great founders in Japan of the Tendai and Shingon
sects respectively, who are generally credited with the formation
of Ryobu-Shinto, and their actions will be referred to later. All
that can be safely said for the Nara period is that a movement
was started by the Buddhists for the identification of the Rami
as gongen (manifestations) of the Buddha, but for the most part
worship continued to be separately conducted. Kasuga- Jinja,
however, which had been erected as the ujigami (tutelary shrine)
of the Fujiwara clan, was, from the time of its removal to its
present site in Jingo-Keiun (767-769), apparently in the hands
of the priests of the Kofuku-Ji, the uji-dera (tutelary temple)
of the clan hard by. Usa, too, was probably always controlled
by Buddhists, who, on the other hand, venerated Hachiman at
the Todaiji. The following passage in the Dainibonsbi, however,
under date Tempyo II, xii (724), is of interest: "The tribute
brought by Bokkai was sent to the shrines of the various pro
vinces." Here the word translated "shrines" is myOjinsha
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-t "!J iit. MyOjin -t (or IlJJ) jI!I is a term that came later to be used
for the more famous deities of Shinto. Thus, in the Engi
shiki we find 306 deities so described. It is essentially a Ryobu
term and its use was prohibited after the dissolution ofShimbutsu
konko (fusion of Shinto and Buddhism) in 1871.

In 748 the Emperor Shomu abdicated and both he and his
consort renounced the world. This was the first example of
an abdicated Sovereign taking the tonsure, a practice that was
to become very common; but that is for consideration in
connection with the Imperial family and Buddhism, a subject
which I hope to investigate at some future time. The Emperor
Shomu's daughter Abe, who succeeded, seems to have been
what was by no means uncommon in medieval Europe, intensely
devout while giving free rein to her passions. An ardent
Buddhist, she was, like her father, superstitious and dreaded
the anger of the Kami, yet was ready to believe what her favourite
priests told her. There is no reason to assume that Shintoism
suffered during her reign, but on the occasion of the Daijd-sai,
held, we are told, in a new hall in the Nanen , Buddhist priests
assisted. This is believed to be the only time when this purely
Shinto festival has thus been contaminated. The Nanen just
referred to was presumably something in the nature of the
Horaku-en of Heian.

THE NAISHIDOKORO.

The general outline of the Daidairi of Nara is known,
and, indeed, the foundations of the Chodo-in can be clearly
traced (compare my article Kodai Kokuta in VoL X X); the
Kokyo probably did not differ materially from that of Heian, but
it is unlikely that the Ommei-den was yet included. The history
of this building is not clear. The Kokon-chomonshii says:
" In old days the Naishidokoro was in the Seiryo-den, but for fear
it might receive some unintentional pollution it was removed
to the Ommei-den, but at what period is not clear." The
Senshii-shO, however, contains the following passage : "The
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Naishidokoro, in accordance with the august oath, was in the
same hall as the Emperor, but at the time of the coronation
of the Emperor Sujin, His Majesty being afraid that it might
be polluted, it was transferred to a separate hall and in the time
of the Emperor Uda was put into the Ommei-den." Though
the Ommei-den is not mentioned, the following passage from
the Koke-shidai is of interest: "The Naishidokoro is the Divine
Mirror. Originally it was in the same room as the Emperor.
A late Emperor said ' There are holes right and left of the hang
ings of the Imperial headdress. When the Naishidokoro was in
the same room as the Emperor, His Majesty could never remove
his headdress, and several times when he slept it fell off, therefore
ornamental pins were fixed in the holes to keep it on.' It
was in the time of the Emperor Suinin that a separate hall was
constructed."

No description of buildings of the KOkyo at Nara is extant
and it is only from casual references to different halls that its
form can be surmised. Presumably the Nijuden was the hall
of ordinary residence; at least it was at Heian until the reign
of the Emperor Nimmyo, when it was transferred to the Seiryo
den. Consequently, in accordance with the instructions given
by Amaterasu Omikami herself, it would have been in the Niju
den that the Regalia would have been kept-but whether all
three together, or, as was subsequently the case, the Mirror was
kept separately, it is impossible to say. Nor can it be said who
had custody of them; but it seems probable that the Mirror
was in charge of the Naisbi pqffl', a class of women attendants
originally attached to the Saikii-ryo. Imbe no Hironari writes
in the Kogoshiii that "Omiyanome no Mikoto ... waits upon
Amaterasu-Omikami, just as a Maid of Honour in the Imperial
Court waits upon the Emperor," and it is believed that part of
Omiyanome no Mikoto's duties was to take charge of the Mirror.

Kashiko-dokoro If fiJi', "Place of Awe," seems to be the
oldest name applied to the sanctuary; but, being in charge
of the Naisbi, it was also called Naishi-dokoro, both names
being alternatively applied to the actual Mirror itself. In
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this connection the Koke-shidai mentions a tradition to the:
effect that at some remote date the Sacred Mirror showed til.

disposition to flyaway, but one of the Naish; restrained it by
throwing her cloak over it, and for that reason the NaiJbi were
thereafter placed in charge. The probability would seem to
be that during the Nara period all three Regalia were kept in
the hall of ordinary residence, perhaps the Jiju-den, the Mirror
being in the special charge of the Naisbi. The Sovereigns of
the Nata Court possessed many rikyii (temporary palaces) and
travelled a great deal, but whether the Regalia invariably ac
companied them it is impossible to say. From the time that the
Mirror was enshrined in the Ommei-den its cult certainly in
creased and it came to be regarded as even more holy than the
other two emblems; but even in the Nara period Mr. Inokuma
told me that he thought that, though probably the Sword
and Jewel invariably accompanied the Sovereign wherever he
went, the Mirror was taken only when the Court moved, as,
for example, when the Emperor Shomu went to Kuni or Naniwa.

There is little more that can be said with regard to the
Nara period, but after the Empress Koken re-ascended in
765 she was entirely under the thumb of an unprincipled priest
named Dokyo, who, having determined to usurp the throne,
endeavoured to bring this about by playing on the superstitions
of his Imperial mistress. He started by declaring that the god
Hachiman had revealed to him that the country would have
peace and prosperity if it were under his jurisdiction. The
Empress was inclined to believe him, but before abdicating a
second time determined to consult the oracle at the Usa shrine.
It is worthy of note that Dokyo selected a Shinto deity, for this
shows that Shinto had not lost its hold even on the Empress
and the Court; and his choice of the actual deity was an astute
one. He probably did not dare ascribe his revelations to Ama
terasu Omikami, whose shrine was in pure-Shinto hands, but
considered himself safe with the priests of Usa. The Empress,
however, chose Wake no Kiyomaro as her messenger and he
brought back the famous answer: "Since the foundation of
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the Empire the State has never been ruled by a subject." Dokyo's
plans were completely foiled and, the Empress dying not long
afterwards, he was sent into exile.

ARAMITAMA.

Mention has been made from time to time of the Aramitama
(" rough spirit ") of deities) and this was certainly a pure-Shinto
doctrine) dating back to the earliest days. But during the brief
period when the Emperor was building his new capital at Naga
oka a development of this doctrine took place and it had a close
connection with the Imperial family. The story of Sawara
Shinno has already been outlined in my Heian-kyo (VoL X XII)
and I have dealt with it more fully in a short article called Ara
mitama no Osore which appeared in Rekishi to Cbiri last year.
Various misfortunes which occurred about this time were
attributed to the aramitama of this prince and it was considered
necessary that it should be placated. Though he was a member
of the Imperial family, there had, I think, been no question of
regarding him as a deity up to this time. One of the first steps
taken was to remove his corpse from his place of exile in Awaji,
where it had doubtless been accorded a somewhat simple burial,
and to re-inter it in Yamato. We hear, however, of masses
being said for the repose of his soul) and it may be assumed that
the obsequies were in the hands of the Buddhists. These
measures not sufficing, a couple of years later the grave (haka)
was raised to the status of misasagi, that is to say, treated as the
mausoleum of an Emperor, which means that it came under the
jurisdiction of the Jingi-kwan and that beibaeu were dispatched
at stated intervals; in other words, the late prince was deified.
As to his worship, other than that accorded to an Emperor (for
he was made Zo-Tennd, with the name Sudo), it is not easy to
say. Personally I incline to the belief that in early days shrines
were attached to the misasagi) but whether there was a building
or not is immaterial: worship was undoubtedly carried out.
No actual record exists, but to my mind there is little doubt that
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the founding of Goryo-jinja just outside the northern boundary
of Heian was contemporary with the establishment of the capital,
and therefore within ten years of the prince's death, and Sawara
Shinno occupies the principal place in the worship of the shrine.
With him are associated other unfortunate members of the Im
perial family, such as his stepmother Inoue-naishinno and her son
Osabe, who, like Sawara Shinno, had at one time occupied the
position of Crown Prince. Sawara Shinno is also worshipped
at Sudo-Jinja, a sonsba in Shugakuin-mura, which dates back at
any rate to the time of the Emperor Seiwa.

RYOBU-SHINTO (2).

There is little to indicate the religious opinions of the Em
peror Kwammu. He almost certainly paid devotion to both
Kami and Hotok.e (Buddhas), though for the most part separately;
but he was determined not to let the Buddhist hierarchy dominate
the policy of the country, and, though other causes contributed,
he was doubtless influenced by this consideration in determining
to remove the capital from Nara, which had become a com
plete Buddhist stronghold. His first venture, Nagaoka, may
be regarded as a failure; the capital was never completed and
ten years later, in 794, he removed to Heian (Kyoto). One of
his first actions when the new site was determined upon was to
send messengers to report to Kamo-Jinja, on which he bestowed
the lower first rank, and made it the tutelary shrine of his
new capital. Nor is this the sole testimony to the Emperor
Kwammu's reverence for the Kami, for three years earlier we hear
of the Crown Prince (afterwards the Emperor Heizei) proceeding
to the Daijingii of Ise to worship. Moreover, according to
the Nenchii-gyiji, and other old books, it seems probable that he
caused Hirano-Jinja to be removed from Tamura in Yamato
and re-erected close to the N.W. angle of the capital; but on
the other hand, the Tendai-zasu-ki records in Enryaku XIII (794)
that a hundred priests read the Ninno-kyo in the new palace.
Obviously both religions were observed.
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Just to the north-east of the new capital rises Hiei-zan,
which from the God Period had been the residence of the
deity Oyamagui no Mikoto, and on the summit of which there
was a small shrine in his honour. In 78) the priest Saicho
built a small Buddhist temple on the mountain side, which he
considerably enlarged in 793, and in the following year it
was visited by the Emperor Kwammu. The temple, which
was apparently half-way up the mountain (~ W), was entirely
independent of the shrine on the top. In 801 Saicho, who
enjoyed the favour both of the Emperor and the Crown Prince,
crossed over to China, where he went to Tien-t'ai-shan and
studied the doctrines of the sect. There he remained for two
years, and then, returning to Heian, founded the Japanese sect
of the same name (Tendai), making his headquarters on Hiei
zan. His old temple, which had borne several names, was
henceforward known as Enryaku-Ji, after the current nengo.
About the same time Kukai, similarly high in Imperial favour,
also went to China, where he studied the doctrines of the Shin
gon sect, which on his return he introduced into Japan. These
two priests, who, it is important to remember, enjoyed great
prestige both on account of their profound learning and the
Imperial confidence placed in them, considerably extended the
somewhat vague generalities of Gyogi-Bosatsu. Both of them
accorded the highest veneration to the Kami, whom they not
only recognised as Gongen (manifestations of the Buddha),
but also adopted as tutelary deities of their temples. Thus,
Saicho removed the small shrine of Oyamagui no Mikoto
from the summit of Hiei and rebuilt it on a far more splendid
scale at the foot, where he also enshrined Omiwa-no-Kami.
These two shrines are the present Hie-no- Jinja (App. III,
A 2.5), and were of a mixed nature, i.e., Ryobu, services being
performed by both Shinto and Buddhist priests, and Shinto
priests being invited to take part, at any rate at the ceremonies
of Buddhist baptism at Enryaku-ji. Kiikai in the smae way
adopted Inari as the tutelary deity of Toji, of which he was
incumbent, and it was from this time that Inari-Jinja was removed
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to its present site and became flourishing. Kukai himself used
to officiate there, and later, when he founded Kongobu-Ji, the
gods of Koya-san and Nibukawakami were made tutelary deities
and shrines erected for them. Both Saicho and Kukai were
holy men, and their actions sprang rather from conviction than
from mere policy, but their teachings must have come as a
relief to a puzzled people. Mr. Hara in his L'Histoire dll Japon
thus sums up the situation: "Le bouddhisme devint ainsi
une religion que les Japonais purent embrasser sans aban
donner le shintoisme. . •. On en arrive meme a croire non
seulement que le shintoisme etait compatible avec le boudd
hisme, mais encore que les interets des deux religions etaient
identiques. C'est pourquoi dans l' enceinte de presque tous
les temples bouddhistes du japon se trouve un autel shinto,
la divinite shinto etant consideree comme protegeant la religion
bouddhiste et son eglise." And, it might be added, there is in
the neighbourhood of most Shinto shrines a Buddhist temple
possessing more or less control over the shrine.

THE SAIIN.

These facts may not seem very relevant to our subject,
but it is necessary to mention them to show how it was that
fervent Buddhists, such as the Emperors of the Heian Period
undoubtedly were, could consistently carry on the national
worship. As far as the palace was concerned, the Shinto
rites would seem to have been carried out in all their purity,
and, indeed, it was not until considerably later, probably during
the Kamakura Period, that the majority of the shrines were
contaminated and Jingiiji attached to them. The establishment
in the Konin era by the Emperor Saga of the Kamo Saiin is,
however, somewhat difficult to understand. It is believed to
have been the result of a vow made at the time of the abortive
attempt of Fujiwara no Nakanari and his sister Kusu-ko to put
the Emperor Heizei back on the throne. It is, I say, difficult to
understand, for the ItslIkinomiya-no-tslIkasa, as the office dealing
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with the affairs of the Saiin was originally called was, like the
SaikiJ, definitely hostile to Buddhism and followed the same
taboos. Writing of the retired Saiin Princess Asagao in the
Genji Monogatari, Murasaki-Shikibu says (I quote from Mr.
Waley's translation), "for her part she wished to devote
herself to the expiation of the many offences against her own
religion (Buddhism) that her residence at Kamo had involved.
It will be seen from Appendix V that many, both of the SaikiJ
and the Saiin, became Buddhist nuns after their period of office
was over. The first holder of the office was the Emperor Saga's
own daughter Yoshiko, who was chosen by divination in Konin
I, iv (810) when she was but four years old. Immediately
after the divination, which was subsequently held at the com
mencement of each reign, or when, for any reason such as death
or deep mourning, the office fell vacant, Imperial messengers
were sent to the two Kamo shrines and the appointment an
nounced. Then, a convenient place having been chosen within
the palace, a Sbisai-i« was erected, where, facing running water,
solemn purification (misogt) was performed and the princess
remained for a time, till she removed with great pomp and
ceremony to Nono Miya. Here her novitiate, which was
completed by the third Kamo festival from the time of the
divination, was spent. Her residence, which was known as
Murasakino-in, or sometimes as Arisugawa-no-in, was in
Murasakino, i.e., to the north-west of the capital, but no traces
of it now remain, and its exact site cannot be determined. It is
marked, however, in an old plan of Imanomiya-Jinja, which is
undated, but is believed to date from early in Kamakura era.
By the courtesy ofMr. Sasaki, sbasbi of the shrine, I was permitted
to have this plan photographed by the Yamamoto Seibi-kwan,
and it is now reproduced on Plate II. It will be seen that the
building stood some two or three ehO north of the Honden of
Imanomiya Jinja, west of the Wakasagawa, i.e., due west of
Kami-kamo-Jinja. The plan is, of course, a rough one, and
no idea can be drawn of the form or extent of the mansion.
It may, however, be taken for granted that it was in the purest
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Shinto style. A larger-scale map in possession of Imanomiya
Jinja, also undated, but unquestionably later, as it shows Daitoku
Ji, does not give the Saii« yashiki, which probably disappeared
very soon after the resignation of the last Saiin, Noriko-Naishinno,
daughter of the Emperor Go-Toba, in 1212.

According to the Chiiyll-ki, the SalIn yashiki was visited
by the Emperor Uda early in the year 892. The Saiin appeared
at the shrines only on the occasion of the Aoimatsllri. This
festival, which was under the special protection of the Court,
was conducted by the Jingi-kwan. Originally it appears to have
been ordered by the Emperor Kimmei in time of pestilence, and
there is also a reference to it in the Wad6 era (708-714), but it
seems then to have been known as Yamashiro no kuni no matsllri.
It was not until the Emperor Kwammu constituted the Kamo
shrines the guardians of his new capital that the festival took its
present form. It differs from most shrine festivals in that it
is not a progress of the deities to or from the shrine, but merely
a procession for the Cbokllshi or Imperial messenger bearing
the beihaku from the Court. In this procession, which started
from the palace, the Saiin, borne in a palanquin, had her place.
The procession moved first to Shimo-Kamo, where the Chokushi
delivered the heihaku just outside the Cbumon, neither he nor the
Saiin entering the Shinden. Shimo-Kamo was visited first because
it was nearest the palace, and not because it ranked higher than
Kami-Kamo. This was the invariable rule, and it was the same
at the Ise shrines, where the Gekn was visited before the Naiku,
simply because the former came first on the route. (Pere
Martin uses this fact to support a contention of his that the
Gekii is the older construction, but it is merely a question of
proximity.) Tradition has it that the Saiin had a house at Shimo
Kamo, and an old tree just east of Shimo-Kamo Matsubara-cho
is said to mark the place; but if such a place existed it can have
been used only for a few minutes to rest in while the procession
was at the Shimo shrine. After the heihaku had been offered,
the procession re-formed and went to the Kami shrine. Here
again the Chokushi merely deposited the heihaku at the Hashidono,
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a small building standing inside the stream running in front of
the Chiimon. The Saiin had no duties, but she remained for the
night, having a house about three eM north of the shrine, and
returned to Murasakino the following morning. This house
is shown on old maps belonging to the shrine._

The Saiin-sbi (bureau) was modelled on the Saikii-ryo, and
had both its male and female departments, each presided over by
a Betto. With the retirement of the last Saiin the bureau was
also abolished, and its work taken over by the Jingi-kwan, but
from the time of the Emperor Go-Hanazono the festival fell into
abeyance and was not revived till 1794 in the reign of the Em
peror Higashiyama. Then the Bakufu provided 2.7° koku which
was received through the Sbosbidai, but it is believed that the
procession was only one-third of what it had been in old days.
It is now conducted entirely by the Ksmai-sbii, which makes all
the arrangements and pays all expenses. Curiously enough, in
the very year the Saii« entered for the first time on her duties,
her father, the Emperor Saga, ordered the erection of the Jinguji
at Kami-Kamo. This lay within considerable grounds, includ
ing a lake, to the east of the shrine, but within the precincts.
Its priests were not present at the festival, and took no part in
the services of the shrine, but they had a small building, do
~, much where the present Shamu-sho now stands, in which
they read the sutras. It is recorded in the reign of the Emperor
Montoku that the Emperor caused the Kongo Hannya kyo to
be read both at Kamo and at Matsunoo and similar entries are
to be found from time to time. Later there was another small
temple called Shoshin-Ji, just west of the first torii. Both these
temples remained until the beginning of Meiji, but they had
little or no influence, and neither of the Kamo shrines was under
a Betto.

There are very few early records at Shimo-Kamo, but a
temple certainly also existed there at one time; not only, however,
did it possess very little influence, but for some time round about
the festival no Buddhist priest was allowed to appear in priestly
garb, no bells might be rung, and no sermons preached anywhere
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near the shrine. It will be remembered that in the Nara period
the Fujiwara had established their ujigami at Kasuga, and it
seems probable that on the removal of the capital to Nagaoka
they again founded a shrine within easy distance, so that the
Empresses could perform their devotions without having to
go to Nara. The shrine of Oharano, however, unfortunately
possesses no early records. According to some opinions it
was not till shortly after the founding of Heian that it was built
by Fujiwara no Otomuro; but to my mind this is incredible,for
Oharano is too far from Heian to serve its purpose conveniently,
whereas it is but a ri from Nagaoka. The first recorded visit
by an Empress, however, is in Jogwan III (861), when the
Emperor Nirnmyo's Empress went there; but from that time
forward it was frequently visited by Imperial ladies, and from
the time of the Emperor Enyii sometimes even uy the Emperor
himself.

THE SAIJO.

During the Jogwan era Fujiwara no Yoshifusa established
the Saijo or Itsukime in imitation of the Saiki; and Saiin, the
priestess being chosen from among the Fujiwara daughters.
There is strangely little recorded with regard to this institu
tion, which was known as the Kasuga Saiin, and had charge
of everything pertaining to the two shrines of Kasuga and
Oharano, though the Saijo herself appeared only on the occasion
of the annual festivals. Unfortunately, in view of the intimate
connection of the Fujiwara ladies and the Imperial family, the
records at Kasuga-Jinja contain practically nothing with regard
to the Saijo beyond what is to be found in the Jogwan Gishik,j
ehO, Kasugp-no-miya. According to this book, in Jogwan VIII
(866) Kata-ko, daughter of Yoshifusa, was appointed and, after
undergoing the usual period of purification, took up office in
869, and this is confirmed by the Sandai-jitsuroku. Kata-ko was
an aunt of the reigning Emperor Seiwa, and a daughter or step
daughter of the Emperor Montoku's Empress. She resigned
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in 87' owing to mourning, and was succeeded by Oka-ko,
daughter of Yoshio, younger brother of Yoshifusa. The
departure of the Saijo from the capital to Nara was attended with
considerable ceremony, and she was escorted by forty-eight
cavalry and twenty men with staves, besides two representatives
each from the provincial and district authorities, and included
in her suite was a Naisbi. It is recorded that Kata-ko stayed
at the Saho 1~ 1* tongu but it is believed that her residence was
subsequently at Naishihara Pi ffl: ~-both these places are included
in the modern Nara-and it is stated that on the occasion of the
Kasuga festival she went to the Naishi-den, a building five
ken N. and S. by two E. and W., the three ken on the south being
for the Saijo, and the two on the north for the Naisbi. The
shrine building still includes the Naishi-den, which stands
immediately west of the Honden.

The Jogwan Gishiki-chO deals, naturally, only with the
Jogwan era, and though the shrine records make occasional
reference to the Naisbi right up to Ashikaga days, they are
completely silent as to the Saijo, and Taka-ko and Oka-ko
are the only two names known. It would seem probable
that the institution was not of long duration. At Oharano,
where there are practically no pre-Ashikaga records, nothing
is known of the Saijo, and there is not even a tradition with
regard to her residence. Though having no connection with
the Imperial family, the following extract from a book called
'Yamato-hotoba no Sbiori regarding a Saijo at Ichibamura, in the
province of Tango, is of interest:

On the house in which she was born an arrow, as if it had been shot,
always stood, and this was a sign. She served in the shrine from the age
of four or five and lived alone in the mountains, having wild birds and
animals for friends. She feared nothing. When she grew to womanhood,
a great snake appeared, rolling its eyes, and she then gave up the office.

Not content with their shrines at Kasuga and Oharano,
the Fujiwara in Jogwan I (8'9) erected their ujigami at Yoshida
on the east of the capital, and it at once enjoyed the greatest
prosperity, and was frequently visited by the Emperors. The-

representatives
representatives
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chief point of interest, however, with regard to this shrine is
that in later times, when the jingikwan had ceased to exist, the
Yoshida family, i.e., the old Nakatomi, established within the
shrine a Saijo-sho or jingikwan-dairi with the Hasshin-den.

IWASHIMIZU.

Another great shrine which sprang into existence at this
time was Iwashimizu at Otoko-yama, just south of the capital,
and its raison d'etre was similar to that of Yoshida, namely, that
the Court might worship Hachiman without going all the way
to Usa in Bungo. The story goes that the priest Gyokyo IT~,

having passed ninety consecutive days in prayer before the Usa
shrine, was vouchsafed a revelation of the god Hachiman, who
imparted his desire to be worshipped near the capital. Gyokyo
immediately communicated the wishes of the deity to the Emperor
Seiwa, who at once ordered the construction of a shrine, though
it is quite a question whether it should not be described as a tem
ple, on Otoko-yama. Hachiman, as has been shown, was practical
ly a Buddhist importation into Shinto, though from this time he
a Buddhist importation into Shinto, though from this time he
was probably generally identified as the Emperor Ojin, and at
the new shrine we find his mother Jingii-kogo and Hime-no
Kami associated with him. It is very uncertain who the latter
goddess is; according to some accounts Hime-no-Kami repre
sents the three daughters of Susanoo no Mikoto, according to
others the mother of Jimmu-Tenno, or again, possibly, a consort
of the Emperor OJin-but certainly a purely Shinto deity. The
new foundation was an Imperial one, and its festival on the
middle day of the ox in the third month was conducted by the
Court, and is still in the hands of the Kunai-sbd. Subsequently
Hachiman was adopted by the Seiwa Genji, descendants of
the Emperor Seiwa's son Sadazumi-Shinno, as their 1!figami,
and hence the erection of Tsurugaoka Hachiman at Kamakura.
From Tengen II (979), when the Emperor Enyii visited Iwa
shimizu, for several generations the Emperors invariably

representatives
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ITAE SHINZO, or An Image of Shinro Deity painted on
wood board in the Kamakura era (1192- 1332).
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repaired there for worship, and in this connection there is an
interesting fact. The Dainihonshi in chronicling Imperial visits
to shrines uses the term gyoko IT *, but for Iwashimizu invariably
etsu gila, signifying, so I am informed by Mr. Kinoto, GiiJi
of Kami-kamo, that the deity worshipped was a direct ancestor
or member of the family. Similarly, in after years, when the
Tokugawa Shoguns paid their respects at Nikko or Kuno-zan,
it was described as o-memi 1llI I".l n, bearing the same meaning.
A few words will be said later with regard to Imperial progresses
to shrines.

There was at this time yet another ujigami established in
close proximity to the capital, that of the Tachibana, the Emperor
Nimmyo's Empress Kachi-ko being a Tachibana. Ume-no
Miya was an old foundation, going back to the time of Moroe's
mother, but with a Tachibana as kogo it was removed, and became
one of the important shrines of the country. Seeing, then, that
within sixty years of the founding of the capital such great
shrines as Hie, Inari, Oharano, Iwashimizu, Ume-no-Miya
and Yoshida all came into being more or less under direct
Imperial patronage, and that the Saiin and Saijo were both insti
tuted, it cannot be said that the early Emperors of the Heian
age neglected Shinto; but it was for the most part Shinto im
pregnated with Buddhism, and the Emperors, while continuing
to venerate the deities of the country, and probably considering
themselves living deities, were at the same time fervent Bud
dhists. With the exception of the taboos of the Saikii and Sat"in
there seems to have been no ill-feeling between the religions,
which merged more and more. There were, however, un
doubtedly pure-Shinto rites, such as the Daijdsai, purely Bud
dhist rites, and mixed rites, all under the direct patronage of
the Emperor. Messrs. Ishizuki and Coates, contrary to the
general opinion, consider that the fusion was sought quite as
much by the Shintoists as by the Buddhists.
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THE SANSHU-NO-SHINKI (2).

It is now time to return to the Sanshu-no-shinki or Regalia
of the Empire. Curiously enough, I can find no mention of
them in the Dainibonsbi throughout the Nara period. This is
particularly remarkable in the case of the accession of the Em
peror Konin, for on the death of the Empress Shotoku there was
no Crown Prince, and several possible candidates for the throne;
but we are merely told that on the day of the Empress's death,
the fourth of the eighth month, Ministers formed a plan in the
palace, and that day appointedShirakabe (Konin) Crown Prince,
and that on the first of the tenth month he succeeded in the
Daigokuden. Nor does the Koji-ruien quote any passages for
this period, though there is an entry in the Nihon-koki under
date Daido I iii (806), on the death of the Emperor Kwammu,
in which mention is made of the removal to the eastern eaves
of the boxes of the Jewel and Sword (1I:n ilJz; til). There is,
moreover, no specific mention made of the ceremonial removal
of the Shinki from Nara to Nagaoka, or from Nagaoka to Heian.
Not long after the latter removal, I think it may be safely
assumed that the Mirror was ensconced in a separate hall
specially constructed for its reception, with a floor raised on
pillars some six feet or more from the ground, and that it was
in the care of the Naisbi. This hall came to be known as
Ommei-den, and was to the north-east of the Shishinden opposite
the Seiryo-den, The Sword and Jewel were in a special apart
ment, Kenji-no-ma, in the hall of habitual residence, i.e., at first
the Jiju-den, and then "the Seiryo-den.

The first mention that I find of the Shinki in the Dainibonsbi
after the foundation of Heian is in Daido IV (809) to the effect
that the Emperor Saga sent the Udaijin Fujiwara no Sonobito
with the Shinki to the Daja-Tenno, but he refused them. This is
on the authority of the Nihonkiryaku. The entry is of the
greatest interest, for it is clear proof that the Emperor Saga
regarded the possession of the Regalia as the essential of
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sovereignty. He had heard that his brother the Emperor Heizei
regretted his abdication, and it was his graceful way of showing
his willingness to relinquish the throne. It is not stated, but
the probability is that only the Jewel and the Sword were sent.
The next reference is after the death of the Emperor Nimmyo
on Kasho III, iii, 21 (850): "The Crown Prince retired to a
temporary pavilion in the eastern garden of the Giyo-den, the
Sadaijin and others presented the Divine Jewel, Treasure Sword,
etc., etc." There is no further mention till after the abdication
of the Emperor Yozei in 884, when we find: "The Dajo-daijin,
having settled the matter with the Princes and the Kuge, bearing
the Jewel, Mirror and Sword, presented them. The Emperor
(Koko) refused them three times." It must be borne in mind
that on these occasions the Shinki were not taken out of their
boxes. The Dainibonsbi is silent on the point, but Kurita Hiroshi
in his Jingi Shiryo states, on the authority of the Koke-shidai and
Kimpi-MishO, that it was in the reign of the Emperor Uda in the
Kwampyo era that offerings for the Kasbieo-doearo were first fixed.
It was then decided that on the first of each month twenty tables
of offerings should be made, and at the beginning of the
coronation ceremonies forty tables. These tables were prepared
by the Okuraryo and placed in the Daiban-sbo and then presented
by the Naisbi. The Ampei-ki gives the following list for
Choryaku I, vi, 28 (IOn), i.e., the coronation of the Emperor
Go-Suzaku: twenty tables white rice, four paper, four cakes,
four vegetables, four salt-water fish, four fresh-water fish.
Kurita also relates that the HonchO-seiki records that in Tengyo
I (938), owing to the many fires that had occurred, it was
decided to remove the Naisbi-daeoro to the Goryo-den, i.e., close
to the Seiryo-den, but just as they were about to do so such
terrific rain fell that the road became impassable, but the Naisbi
offering heihaku prayed and the rain stopped immediately-" it
was a miracle, but there are many such instances of the divine
grace."

The next entry is one of great importance: "They sought
for the valuable things which had been lost, and found the
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Divine Mirror among the ashes; its shape and nature had
received no damage; it was placed in a karabits» (chest) of the
Okura-shO and deposited in the Nui-ryo." This account, which
is gathered from the Nihon-kiryaku, Fusa-ryakki, and Teia-hennenki,
comes immediately after the description of the destruction of the
Kokyo of the Daidairi on Tentoku IV, ix, 25 (960). There are,
however, other accounts; for example, the Ichidai-yoki says:

Tentoku IV, ix, 23, night. The Dairi was burnt. This calamity was
the first since the founding of the capital 177 years before. The Naisbi
dokoro (Mirror) flew from the Ummei-den and hung on the cherry-trees of
the Nanden. Ononomiya removed it to his sleeve and put it into the
Ainan-dokoro of the Dajo-kwan.

The Daijingii-zoreishii has much the same:
Tentoku IV. The Dairi was burnt. The Divine Mirror of the

Naishidokoro flew to the cherry-tree of the Nanden. Ononomiya Sadaijin,
much surprised, took it down and put it in his sleeve.

The jinno-shOta-ki, after relating the fire, states that the Mirror
was not damaged, but adds "the story of the Mirror having
perched on the cherry-tree of the Nanden and being taken down
by Ononomiya is a mistake." Kurita in his jingi-shiryo writes
at considerable length on this point, and places entire credence
in the miraculous flight of the Mirror, and is surprised that such
an otherwise excellent historian as Kitabatake Chikafusa, author
of the jinno-shOto-ki, should cast doubt on the fact. In Kurita's
opinion the fire had its origin in the wrath of the gods at the
desecration of the palace, where more and more frequently the
Emperors had been in the habit of having the Buddhist sutras
read. There are, however, two other accounts of great interest.
The Shoku-nihon-ki says:

Tentoku IV, ix, 24. Excavation was made for the Divine Mirror and
Great Sword, which were kept in the Ummei-den. At the hour of the
Rat Shigemitsu-Ason came and reported that a mirror with a diameter of
eight slln had been found resting on a tile. Though at the top it had
slight blemishes, its round shape OO.Yl and boss • were undamaged, and
it was very bright.

There was no one who saw it who was not overcome with awe. On
the 25th further search revealed a damaged mirror.
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The Gaiki-ki says:

In the Holy Places there were three objects (JiJi' lbo, .. places 'J. The
first was lmi no Kagami (this august mirror, in spite of the fierce fire, received
no change or damage; it is called the Great God of Ise). One is Uo no
KallUhi ;(t~ (without damage; length about six 111II; the FIII6-ryaleki calls
it Shi"hi .~). One mirror (this was badly damaged; it is called Kit-so
ksmi no Okann).

This is confirmed by the Kokon Chomonshu:
Tentoku IV, ix, %4, hour of the Rat . Shigemitsu-Ason came and

reported that when the fire had died down considerably he went to the
Ummei-den and on a tile he found a mirror about eight 11m long. Although
at the top it had slight blemishes, its shape was unchanged, and it was
very bright. Such is the story-there is nothing about Ononomiya ; it is
very doubtful.

The Nihon-kiryakN gives practically the same account, and adds
the names of several witnesses of standing. It will be observed
that in addition to the Yata no Kagami, called Imi no Kagami in
one account, there were two other mirrors, and that one of them
was badly burnt. There remains one more account which must
be quoted. It is that of Pere Martin, who writes: .. Sous
Murakami Tenno 960 le sanctuaire du palais est reduit en
cendres ; panni les decombres on decouvert le miroir slrieusement
endommage; il avait alors un diametre de 2.4 cent. environ."
Unfortunately he does not give his authority for the words I
have italicised.

It will be noticed that in all these accounts nothing is said
of the Sword and Jewel, but it must be remembered that they
were not kept with the Mirror, but in the Seiryo-den, which
does not appear to have suffered from the fire. (The" great
sword" of one account does not refer to the MurakNmo no
Tsurugi.) We are confronted with somewhat conflicting evidence,
but all accounts (except that of Perc Martin) are at one in the
important point of the Mirror receiving no serious damage.
Are we in presence of the miraculous? Professor Kurita
evidently thinks so; but although it is almost as miraculous that
the Mirror should escape damage as that it should fly, I am
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inclined to agree with Chikafusa in rejecting the story. It is
true that the presence of the Mirror in the cherry-tree is capable
of a rational explanation; it might have been thrown there as a
last desperate effort to save it, and no one would have confessed
to such a sacrilegious act. But this would involve the theory
that it was being brought from the Ummei-den via the Shishin
den, which would not be the quickest way to safety.

KobO IV, v, 23 (967). The Emperor Murakami died. All the
Ministers went to the Shoho-sha and presented the Crown Prince with the
Sword and Jewel. The Crown Prince ascended.

Presumably the Mirror remained in the Ummei-den. At the
end of the account of the Emperor Reizei's reign, the Dainibon
sbi, after relating that the Emperor suffered at times from mental
alienation, goes on to state, on the authority of the Kodan-shO,
that one day, desiring to see the Sacred Jewel, the Emperor
went alone to the Imperial sleeping apartment, but just as he
was about to open the box, KNrOdo-no-kami Kaneie pushed open
the doors and entering suddenly took it away. The Zoku Kofi
dan relating the same episode says: "The Emperor being
mentally deranged opened the box of the Sacred Jewel, where
upon a white cloud issued and His Majesty being frightened
threw it down and left. Ki no Naishi afterwards took it and
put it away." The same book, moreover, relates that the
Emperor Reizei also wished to see the Sword, but a bright light
was shining in the sleeping apartment, and being frightened, he
gave it up. The Koji-dan, however, relates this story of the
Emperor Yozei, who suffered in a similar manner to the
Emperor Reizei, and the Dainibonsbi dismisses it as unworthy of
credence. Pere Martin gives practically the same story as the
Zoku Kofi-dan, but as usual does not quote his authority.

Kwanna II (986). Michikane caused SakDnl-.rho.rho Michitsune to
offer the Sword and Jewel to the Crown Prince; the next day the Emperor
became a priest.

The Emperor (Kwazan) had secretly left the palace and gone to
the Genkei-Ji.
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Kwanna II, vi. The Emperor Kwazan baving abdicated, the Sword
and Jewel were handed over in the Giokwa-sha and on the 24th the Crown
Prince (Ichijo) ascended.

It had evidently by this time become the fixed practice that the
Mirror was not taken from the Ummei-den.

Choho IV, xii (1002.) A KAgura was held before the Naishi-dokoco
for the first time; it was decided to hold one every other year.

Nearly all the reliable books are agreed as to this, but the
Gaino-shO states that the practice had been in existence since the
Kwampyo era (889-897), and that it was held in the eleventh
month. The Ichidai-yoki gives the date as Choho IV, v, s (1001).
From the Shoho period (1074-1076) of the Emperor Shirakawa
it was held annually, and though after Onin no ran most of the
Court ceremonies were discontinued, the Mgura was never
allowed to fall into abeyance. I reproduce from the Unzu-shO,
via the Koji-ruien, a plan showing the site of the Mgura stage in
the days of the Daidairi (see p. 126 and key below).

Kwanko II, x, I ~ (100~). The palace was destroyed by fire and the
Divine Mirror and a great sword were burnt. On the 16th the Divine
Mirror was placed in the Shiki-no-soshi and the various guards were made
to protect it.

Kurita Hiroshi states that on this occasion the round shape of
the Mirror was all damaged and only the boss remained un
harmed. Of this fire Pere Martin writes: "Nouvel incendie
en 1005 ; le miroir en sort bossele, fendu, ebreche, n'ayant plus
qu'un diametre de 20 centimetres. Au sujet de sabres et du
collier silence complet des documents." As usual he does not
give his authority. Seeing that the Sword and Jewel were kept
in an entirely different place, there is no reason to suppose that
they were affected by the fire, and hence the" silence complet."

Kwanko II, xii, 10 (1006). Sangi Fujiwara no Yukinari was sent to
Ise with a document written in pure-Japanese by the Emperor himself
(shimpi/sli no semmyo) to report that the Divine Mirror had been damaged .
This is the first occasion of such a document.

That this incident was reported to Ise, and that it was regarded
as of sufficient importance for the Emperor himself to write the

representatives
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KEY TO PLAN OF KAGURA STAGE.

I. Western front of the Ummei-den,
2. The GJohiza or seat of the Emperor.
5. Seat of the KTHmpaht.
4. The Gaku-no-ma or central division of the Ummei-den, over which a tablet hung.
J. Naishi-no-za.
6. A screen (o-milll) to prevent the Naisbi from being seen.
7. Tailo M hftbN (folding screen).
8. Western door of the Nailhi-dohrfl.
9. Sholhil:iJho Ihuza.

10. Nitl&ho-flD-za or seat of the Master of the Ceremonies,
II. KONJe-M-mtJhibito.
IZ. Moto-flD-za (performers).
13. ShutenkTHn-no-za, or seats of lower ministers.
14. SII4-flD-Za (performers).
IJ. KONJe-M-ffltJhibito.
16. Screen.
17. Kog6-no-za (seat of the Empress, if pteSeftt).
18. Screen.
19. KOgNN,Yobo-no-za (seats of other consorts).
20. RyOki-aen.
2I. Ttnjobito-flD-'{.a (courtiers' seats).
22. Fires.
23. Corridor (JlllZtfilridoflO).

THE KAGURA STAGE..
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report seems to be conclusive evidence that the Mirror incurred
no serious damage at the time of the Tentoku fire.

Kwank6 III, vii, 3 (1006). The KNge were summoned and when they
began to discuss whether the Mirror should be remade, a snake appeared and
climbing up into the hall glided up to the place where the Sacred Mirror
was deposited, and therefore the discussion was broken off.

This incident is reported on the authority of the HoshO-ji Sessha
lei. Kurita Hiroshi, however, states that while the deliberations
were in progress the Divine Spirit was present, and a light like
the sun filled the hall, and they therefore terminated their sitting,
as it was manifest that it was not necessary that the Mirror
should be recast.

Chogen IV, viii (1031). This month the Emperor went every night
secretly to the Naishi-dokoro and worshipped.

Chogen IV, iii, 6, night. The Emperor worshipped the Naishi
dokoro,

The Chi!Jii-1ei and the Nihon-kiryaku are quoted as the
authorities for these two entries. No special reason is assigned
for the worship. Also, in Chogen I X the following clause
appears, quoted from the Emperor Go-Ichijo's will: "Do not
have mourning and cause the Sword and Jewel to be handed
over to the Crown Prince (Kotaitei)."

Chokyu I, ix, 8 (1040). The Kyogoku-in was burnt .•. the Divine
Mirror was damaged, but the ashes were picked up.

This disaster is testified to by many books and the Hyakurensho
adds that on the twelfth the Kuge were summoned and a con
ference was held with regard to the Divine Mirror. No men
tion, however, is made of the result of this conference. An
Imperial messenger was dispatched to Ise with heihaku, but there
is no mention of a semmyo (see above). The Ko~o of the Dai
dairi had been burnt the previous year and the Emperor was in
residence at the Kyogoku-in, Pere Martin does not mention
this fire at all, which as regards the Mirror was the most dis
astrous of all, but Kurita Hiroshi relates that though the august
shape of the Mirror was lost, it still retained the divine effulgence
and therefore the Kuge decided to follow the precedent of
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Kwanko, The ashes were placed in a karahitsu and a new
mirror was not cast. The Eigwa Monogatari records that on this
occasion Fujiwara no Ujimasa boldly stated that the disaster was
caused by the unworthy conduct of the Court and was a direct
punishment from the Heavenly Deities.

Eisho III, xi, 1% (1048). The palace was burnt. The Emperor
(Reizei) took refuge at the Dajo-kwan no Ainan-dokoro. The Divine
Mirror was placed for safety in the Matsushita no Soshi.

Chiryaku IV, iv, 19 (1068). The Emperor (Go-Reizei) died. The
KlIIampakJi Norimichi, with the lVige and Ministers, brought the Sword and
Jewel to the Kanin and the Crown Prince (Go-Sanjo) succeeded.

This entry is worthy of note as being one of the very few where
there were no special circumstances-Takahito had been Crown
Prince to his brother from the time of his accession.

Kaho I, x, .14 (1094). The bells of the Naishi -dokoro rang loudly.
Kaho I, xi, .13 (1091). The ringing of the bells of the Naishi-dokoro

several times was enquired into by divination. (See below with regard
to divination.)

EikyU II, xii, .18 (III}.) The Emperor for the first time witnessed
the KagHra of the Naishi-dokoro. (It was His Majesty's sixth year on the
throne, but presumably he had hitherto been considered too young; he
was now rwelve.)

Eiji I (1141). The Emperor (Sutoku) wrote to the H66 (Toba) and
sent several messages, but the H66 paid no attention, and finally in the
evening His Majesty handed over the Sword and the Jewel in the Shoyo
sha.

This entry, quoted from the Ima Kagami, describes how the
Emperor Sutoku was forced by his father to abdicate in favour
of his half-brother the Emperor Konoe. In view of the fact
that when Konoe died in I I 55 there was no Crown Prince and
the Roo arbitrarily put the Emperor Go-Shirakawa on the throne,
a reference to the Regalia might have been expected in the
Dainibonsbi, but I find none. In Hogen I, vii (I I 56), however,
when a disturbance broke out, we read: "The Emperor himself
taking the Divine Sword and Jewel went in a palanquin to the
Higashi-sanjo-dono."

Eiryaku I, iv, 19 (1160). The karahitsu of the Divine Mirror of the
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Naishi-dokoro, which had been damaged in the disturbance, was repaired
and placed in the Ummei-den. There was a Ka!Jl"a for three nights.

This was, of course, a special Kagura, quite apart from the
ordinary annual observance. The disturbance alluded to was
Heiji no ran. The lfyakuren-shO is more explicit: under date
Eiryaku I, iv, 29, it says:

On the 26th day of the rzth month of the previous year (February, I I 60),
during the disturbance of Nobuyori-kyo, Moronaka-kyo broke the/earahitsu
and took the august body (sc. the Mirror) and passed one night near
Katsura, and then took it to the Rokuhara-dai of Kiyomori-ason, and a
makeshift /earahitsN was made and the Mirror deposited in it ; subsequently
it was removed to the house of Moronaka in Anegakoji till it was removed
to the Ummei-den. SachUjo Tadachika-ason, acting on the precedent of
O1okyii, ordered a three-night KagNra from that day.

The following extract from the Heike Monogatari is also of
interest. It is undated, but headed .. Imperial progress to
Rokuhara." It runs :

The Emperor (Nijo) got into his palanquin at the Kita no Jin. He
was arrayed as a Nyobo (Imperial consort) and wore a wig. It was intended
to take the Treasures and even the karahitsN of the Kashiko-dokoro (Mirror)
was taken out; but, Kamado and his followers fearing pollution, and
Chiinagon Fushimi Minamoto no Morinaka-kyo agreeing, it was sent to the
residence of Bomon-no-tsubone (one of the consorts of the Emperor Go
shirakawa).

Presumably her house was subsequently considered unsafe and
therefore Moronaka broke the box and ran off with the Mirror
in order that it should not fall into hostile hands.

jisho IV, ii, 27 (1180). The bells of the Naishi-dokoro rang without
any reason.

No mention is made of the Regalia in the Dainihon-shi when
Kiyomori moved the capital to Fukuhara in I I 80, but a passage
in the FfyakNren-shO makes it practically certain that they all three,
including the Divine Mirror, accompanied the Emperor. It
runs:

Juei II, vii, 22 (1183). It was reported that the Genji troops had
already reached Sakamoto and were being escorted up the mountain by
the priests. The ex-Emperor (Go-shirakawa) summoned the Kuge and
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had a conference, enquiring whether it was not the case that the Kalhiko
dokoro did not go out of the capital. One said that with the exception
of the Imperial progress to Fukuhara the Kalhiko-dokoro never went out of
the capital. Another said that though it was contrary to precedent for
the IVllhiko-dokoro to go out of the capital, there were now special reasons
to fear, and a third said that the Kalhiko-dokoro should now be removed
from the Ummei-den. On the z4th the Empeor came suddenly to
Hojii-ji (the residence of the ex-Emperor) and was accompanied by the
NaiJhi-dokoro (Mirror). On the zSth the whole Heike (Taira) family
under the Naidaijin (Taira no Munemori) fled to the west. The Emperor
together with his mother (Kenrei-monin) went too. The Naishi-dokoro
divine mirror, divine jewel, and treasure sword, etc., etc., were also taken.

Juei II, vii, zs. The Emperor (Antoku) taking the Shinki went to
the west. (See foregoing entry.)

Juei IV (Bunji I), iii, Z4 (April z8, n8S). The Shinki were sunk in
the sea.

Thus briefly, in these two last entries, does the Dainibonsbi deal
with the wandering for nearly two years of the Naishidokoro. It
must have been installed at the Imperial angii (temporary palace)
at Dazaifu, and probably at Yamaga Castle and at Yanagiura ;
then at the angii of Yashima, Shido and Hikishima, and, from
February 2.2. to April 2.8, I I 85, on board the Imperial flagship.
The final intensely dramatic scene after the defeat at the battle
of Dan-no-ura, when the Emperor Antoku's grandmother took
the child Emperor in her arms and seizing the Shinki jumped into
the sea, is related in many books. Thus, the Teio-hennen-ki says:

Genryaku II, iii, Z4. Yoshitsune engaged the Taira at Dan-no-ura in
Nagato. The maternal grandmother junko-nihon (widow of Kiyomori),
taking the Treasure Sword and holding the former Emperor (Antoku)
in her arms, sank to the bottom of the sea and died.

The account in the AZlima Kagami is practically the same,
except that it says that the Emperor Antoku was in the arms of
Azechi-no-tsubone (one of the Emperor Takakura's consorts),
who, as well as the Emperor's mother Kenrei-monin, was
saved, but the Emperor and Nii-no-ama (his grandmother) were
drowned. By far the most circumstantial account, however, is
contained in the Gempei-seisui-ki (end of Book V) and I cannot
refrain from a rather long quotation, for the whole narrative is
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vivid and bears the impress of truth.
Nii-dono, seeing that the end was drawing near, arrayed in a double

robe of cream colour and white trousers (neribakama) tucked up high, took
the former Emperor in her arms and secured him to her body with her
sash; she girt the Treasure Sword on her loins and put the Divine Jewel
under her armpit and went to the side of the vessel. ... Then, when the
enemy attacked the flagship with arrows, as if about to get into another
ship, she quoted the poem " There is a capital under the waves in the cur
rent of the river" and stepped into the sea. Hachijo-dono (Taira no
Munemori), following her, also entered the sea.... The soldiers poured
tumultuously into the flagship and, wrenching open the great karahitsu,
took out the box it contained. Cutting the fastening of the box, they were
just about to open it when their eyes became blinded and blood poured from
their noses. Taira no Tokitada Dainagon seeing this said" It is the august
box of the Naisbi-dokaro ; it is unseemly behaviour." Hogan (Minamoto
no Yoshitsune), hearing this, restrained the soldiery and sent them out of
the ship, and then, turning to Tokitada, said" It should be put back in the
august Karabiss« as before; even in these disastrous days a miracle has
been vouchsafed; it is not for our eyes to look upon it." The Divine
Jewel was floating on the top of the water and Kataoka Taro Tsuneharu
picked it up. On the fourth day of the same month (Bunji I, iv) Kuro
hangwan (Minamoto no Yoshitsune) sent an express messenger to the
palace of the ex-Emperor (Go-shirakawa) reporting on the battle. In the
report he said: "On the 24th day of the ;rd month at the hour of the Ox
the Taira were all defeated. Their commander-in-chief the late Naidaijin
(Taira no Munemori), etc., etc., are all prisoners. The Divine Jewel and
the Naisbi-dokaro are without harm and will be returned, and the priest of
the Itsukushima shrine, Kagehiro, is searching the bottom of the sea for
the Treasure Sword." On the same day the Naidaijin Tokudaiji Sanesada
went to the Rokujodono, the palace of the ex-Emperor, and reported that
Yoshitsune said that the Okura-kyo Yasutsune had the Divine Mirror and
Divine Jewel without any harm and that the priest of Itsukushima was
searching the bottom of the sea. As to the crimes of the living prisoners,
the former Naidaiiin and those below him, he begged for orders, and as to
the matter of the Jewel and Mirror he respectfully submitted that the
Benkan and Kanoe-no-sbi should be sent.

Before the final defeat of the Taira the Dainibonsbi has a few
incidental mentions of the Regalia:

Juei II, vii (lIS;). When Munemori and the Emperor, with the
Shinki went to the west, the Hoo ordered Minamoto no Yoshinaka and
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Yukiie to attack them.
Juei III, viii, 20 (II84). Shi-no-miya was made Crown Prince and

put on hakama in the Roo's palace; that day he succeeded. There was
no parallel in the past for succeeding without receiving the Sword and the
Jewel.

Genryaku I, vi, .13 (1184). ReihakH (offerings) were sent to the twenty
two shrines to pray for the return to the capital of the Shinki.

Genryaku II, i, 14 (II8S). Heibakx were sent to Ise, Iwashimizu
and Kamo, and an edict was issued to the various temples to pray that the
Taira might be defeated and the Shinki returned to the capital.

Genryaku II, ii, 20. A Kagura was offered at the Naishi-dokoro.
Genryaku II, iii, 24. The Emperor Yowa (Antoku) throwing himself

into the sea was drowned. The Divine Mirror and Divine Jewel were
obtained.

Bunji I, iv, 2S (II8S.) The Gon-chiinagon Fujiwara no Tsunefusa,
Sangi F. no Yasumichi and Gon-sachiiben Minamoto no Kanetada were
sent to receive the Divine Mirror and Divine Jewel and they were taken to
the Ainan-dokoro of the Drgo-kwan. On the 27th His Majesty moved to
the Daidairi and the Mirror and Jewel were placed in the Ommei-den
and a Kagllra was performed for three days. On v, 6, heihakH were sent to
the twenty-two shrines and the return of the Mirror and Jewel reported
and thanks offered and prayers asked for the return of the Sword.

Bunji II, vi, 16. Rei were sent to Ise and twelve other shrines to
pray for the return of the Sword.

Bunji III, vii, 20. Rei were sent to Ise and seven other shrines to
pray that Sword might be obtained, and a messenger was sent to Nagato
with instructions that ItsllkHshima no kannllshi Aki-no-suke Saiki Kagehiro
should search the bottom of the sea for the Sword.

The result of this mission is not reported, but the sword was
never recovered; though it may be mentioned that several
shrines have claimed to have it in their possession.

Kenkyii I, i, 3 (II90). The Emperor (Go-Toba) performed gemp.
(coming-of-age ceremony) in the Shishinden; the Hina-imas« no TS1lr1lgi
was issued instead of the Treasure Sword.

This sword, which is mentioned in the Engi-shikJ, Kineki-hishO
and other old books, continued to be used as one of the Shinki
during the reigns of the Emperors Go-Toba and Tsuchimikado,
being replaced by one sent from Ise during the succeeding reign
of the Emperor Juntoku, as is recorded by that Emperor in his
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Yakstmo-mishO. A book called Kimpi-mishO says:

In Juei the august sword fell into the sea and was lost. The Emperor
Go-Toba afterwards for more than twenty years used the august sword of
the Seiryo-den and therefore the jewel took precedence ofit. But in Shogen,
when the Emperor Tsuchimikado abdicated (1210), a dream was vouch
safed that a sword should be sent from Ise and that it should rank as the
Treasure Sword before (that is, as above the Jewel). This sword was
ordinary makie.

The Hino-imasu no Tsurugi was thus used for twenty-one years.
The sword sent from Ise lays no claim to being a replica of the
Kusanagi no Tsurugi ; it is a substitute.

ShOkyii III, vi, 8 (1221). The Emperor (Chiikyo) in a woman's
palanquin left the palace, taking with him the Shinki, and joined the three
ex-Emperors at the Kajii no Gosho at Nishi Sakamoto.

ShOkyii III, vii, 9. The Emperor (Chukyo) divested himself of the
Imperial rank at the Kujo-in. The Shinki were left at the Kan-in.

The accounts of this incident differ slightly, but the Jinno-shOto..
ki and Ko-nendai-ryakki both record that the Shinki were left at
the Kan-in, and certainly the Emperor Go-Horikawa succeeded
at that palace the same day. It seems to me quite possible that
the Shinkiwere deliberately left as a sign that the Emperor Chukyo
renounced all claims to the throne. There does not appear to
have been any formal abdication or deposition. The Emperor
Chiikyo was merely ignored.

In view of the fact that on the death of the Emperor Shijo
in 12.42 there were two candidates for the throne, mention of the
Regalia might have been expected, but there is none. Shortly
after the Emperor Go-Saga's accession, however, we find:
"Ninji III, viii, 7 (1242). As the Jinno-za (throne) required
repairs, the Naishidokoro was removed to the corridor of the
western Churnon," and, on the fourteenth, " The Jinno-za being
completed, the Naishidokoro was replaced."

Bunei IV, viii, Ii (12.67). Divination was held on the assembling of
herons at the Naishidokoro.

Over sixty years then elapse without any mention of the Shinki,
the next being :-
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Genko I, viii, 24 (1321). The Emperor (Go-Daigo), taking with
him the Shinki, left by night from the Yomei-mon in a woman's palanquin
and went to Sanjo-kawara. Dainagon Fujiwara no Morokata and Chiinagon
F. no Fujifusa were in attendance."

As this is the prelude to an important episode in the
history of the Regalia, it is necessary to give a short resume of
His Majesty's movements. Arrived at Sanjokawara, he was
joined by Takanaga-Shinno ; then, causing Morokata to don
the Imperial robes and proceed in the Imperial palanquin to
Enryaku-ji, the Empeor himself, after stopping at Furuzu, came
on the twenty-fifth to Nara and went to Shorei-ji and from there
to Jubu-sen, and finally to Kasagi on the twenty-seventh. On
ix, 20, Hojo Takatoki proclaimed the Crown Prince Kazuhito
Emperor and by the twenty-eighth Kasagi was entirely surround
ed by Hojo troops. His Majesty, however, with a few faithful
followers contrived to reach Ario-zan, but on x, z, he was taken
prisoner and brought to the Byodo-in at Uji. Here Daibutsu
(Osaragi) Sadanao demanded the surrender of the Regalia to the
newly set-up Sovereign, whereupon the Emperor Go-Daigo
instructed Fujifusa to reply as follows: cc The Shinki are received
by one Emperor after another and are personally transferred.
Though at times there have been rebellious subjects, I have
never yet heard of an arbitrary transfer. Moreover, I have left
the Jewel and Mirror at Kasagi and have only the Sword with
me. If you wish to take this by force, I will make use of it."
Sadanao made no further appeal, and finally His Majesty was
brought to the Rokuhara Nampo, On the sixth, being again
asked to hand over the Shinki, he ec passed off a new set" (& rm
fJ!J. f,ill-R-:f )~ ~ .J.;J. ~ ~*). On iii, 7 of the following year "His
Majesty went to Oki."

There are several points of extreme difficulty in the fore
going narrative. In the first place, did the Emperor Go-Daigo
speak the literal truth when he said he had only the Sword with
him, and, if so, how did he recover the Jewel and Mirror from
Kasagi, which was closely invested? Perhaps he meant that
only the Sword was for the moment in his personal custody, the
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Jewel and Mirror having been handed over to faithful retainers
to hide or possibly to copy-or it may have been mere bluff.
In the second place, how did he manage to get copies made be
tween viii, 24, and x, 6 (Sept. 16-0ct. 27)? It is, I think,
unlikely that the idea of a fake set had occurred to him from the
beginning, and that he had already commissioned their manu
facture even before going to Kasagi. More probably, though I
have no evidence to support the theory, the Shinki went with
Morokata to Enryaku-ji, where it would have been comparatively
easy for the warrior monks to make a false set. It must be
remembered that the Emblems were regarded as so sacred that the
boxes containing them would probably not be opened at all, or,
if opened, their contents would certainly not be closely examined;
and, in any case, their exact appearance was unknown.

As far as I know, there is no evidence on the point, but in
all probability the Hojo were quite unaware of the deception
practised upon them. The Ko-nendai-ryakki has the following :

Genko I, ix, 2.0 (Oct. 13, 132.X). (Kogon) ascended; on x, 6, the
Sword and Jewel were transferred.

and appends the note: "They were transferred from the
Rokuhara to Tsuchimikado Higashi no Toin kokyo. According
to some opinions, there was something odd (~/ff -r1m, isasaka
sbisai ari) about the Jewel." This might be taken to mean that
its genuineness was suspected, but the Kogon-in Onki under date
Genko I, x, 6, has a passage saying: "the cord of the box of
the Jewel is slightly cut, otherwise there is no damage," and the
" something odd" probably refers to this.

By far the greatest problem confronting us, however, is:
Did the Emperor Go-Daigo take any or all of the Shinki with
him to Oki? Once more we are faced with the difficulty of the
interpretation of the character m, whether it refers to the Jewel
only, or in a plural sense to all three emblems. The consensus
of opinion seems to be that the Jewel certainly,* and the Sword

• The MiJsuJeaga",i. in the passage • ~ m'!-liII~ t::. i' '" t;, tL t: tL It Ui n/) baht
(/ 0",,,,; ni sOtrarelareba). would seem to indicate that the Emperor Go-Daigo at least took
the Jewel with him,

representatives
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probably, went to Oki, but that the Mirrior remained in the
capital. It would not be right to pass over a theory that the
Emperor Go-Daigo originally handed over the genuine set, but
that they miraculously returned to him. Kurita Hiroshi says :
"Though at the time of Genko no ran the Emperor Go-Daigo
handed over the Shinki to Kogon-in, they forthwith returned to
him," and supports this by references to the Taihei-ki and the
Masukagami. But unless a false set forged itself miraculously,
this only adds to the difficulties; for I think it beyond question
that, at any rate, a false sword and jewel existed.

Genko III, v, 8 (1323). Minamoto no Tadaaki obtained the Divine
Mirror from the house of Gon-dainagon Fujiwara no Kinmune at Kitayama
dai and put it into the Palace. (Dainihon-shi)

This entry, which is one of great difficulty, is given on the
authority of the Ko-nendai-ryakki, and a note is appended saying
that, as the Emperor himself had the Divine Mirror, it must
refer to the new mirror made two years before. Obviously,
therefore, the compilers of the Dainibonsbi believed that all three
emblems went to Oki. But, on studying the original in the
Ko-nendai-ryakki, we find, first, that "Divine Mirror" here be
comes "Kashikodokoro," and, next, that after saying that the
Kashikodokoro had already been placed in the Palace, the book
has a note which runs: "On the 8th of the ~th month ChiiJo
Minamoto no Tadaaki on Imperial orders from Hoki reported at
the Palace; on the night of the 7th, when the three ex-Emperors
left the Palace, he went on the business of the Nyokan (-k "it) to
the house Kitayarna-dai of Dainagon Kimmune and from thence
removed it, i.e., the Kashikodokoro." This certainly looks as if
it were the genuine Mirror (see later entry for Shokei II, v, 7).

Genko III, v, 9 (1323). Morinaga-shinno defeated the rebels at
Bamba in Omi, and the Honin (Go-Fushimi), Shinin (Hanazono), and
Shinnushi (Kogon) were taken prisoners, and the Sword and Jewel which
had been handed over were obtained.

It will be noticed that there is no mention of the Mirror. The
Dainibonsbi gives no authority for the passage, and if the account
stood alone the mirror at Kitayama-dai might well have been
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the genuine one. But the Taihei-ki has the following:-
The Imperial armies under Go-no-miya escorting the Sovereign:

(Kogon) and the ex-Emperors Go-Fushimi and Hanazono arrived that day
at Choko-ji and entered the temple. Their Majesties personally transferred
the Sansb« no Sbinki, as well as two Buddhist images, to Go-no-rniya.

This Go-no-rniya was probably the fifth son of the Emperor
Kameyama, and therefore of the Daikaku-ji line. If this
account is to be depended upon and the Mirror was really
handed over at the Choko-ji, then it must have been the
forgery, and the one at Kitayama-dai genuine. (But see again
the Shokei II, v, 7, entry.)

Genko III, vi, 1. Sadaijin Fujiwara no Michihira said, "As His Majesty
has had the Shinki, I suggest that it should be just the same as his return
from an inspection or hunting trip," and this was agreed to. (DainihonJhi.)

The authority for this is the Masukagami, and it refers to a
discussion at the Toji concerning the procedure with regard to
His Majesty's return to his capital. It would seem to offer con
clusive proof that the real Shinki had never been in Kogon-in's
possession-and incidentally that such possession constituted
sovereignty.

Though, as shown above, the balance of probability is
distinctly against all three emblems having gone to Oki, the
Emperor Go-Daigo may properly be said to have been in
possession, even though one or perhaps two of the emblems
had, to use a modern equivalent, been deposited in the strong
room of the bank; though, it must be confessed, it is difficult to
reconcile this contention if the Mirror had been in the possession
of Kogon-in. Nothing further is heard of the new set after the
Emperor Go-Daigo's return.

Engen I, i, 10 (13;6). The Emperor (Go-Daigo), taking with him
the Shinlei and the Hoo (Go-Fushimi), went to Enryaku-ji and stayed at
Omiya-hikandokoro ... Ashikaga Takauji having fled to the west , His
Majesty with the Shinki returned to the capital on the 17th.

Engen I, iv, 17. The Emperor, taking with him the Shinlei, again
went to Enryaku-ji. The Haisb« (Kogon) on the pretext of illness stayed
in the capital .•• Takauji having feigned submission, His Majesty returned
on I, :1:, 10.
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Engen I, xi, ra, Takauji demanded the surrender of the Shinki to the
Shinllllihi (Komyo) and a newly made sword, jewel and mirror were handed
over.

Takauji had as early as Engen I, viii, 15, proclaimed Yutahito
(Komyo) Emperor, and, moreover, his submission on x, 10, was
strongly suspected, and it was against the advice of all his ad
herents that the Emperor Go-Daigo returned, while His Majesty
himself evidently expected treachery. There was therefore
ample time to make arrangements and forge a set of emblems.
There is no evidence to show whether this was a new set or the
same as had been palmed off on the Hojo, but no suspicions
seem to have been aroused.

Engen I, xii, zr (1337, early). The Emperor left the Kazan-in at
night and taking the Shinki went to Yoshino. (From the jinno-lhoto-ki
and other books we know that His Majesty rode on horseback and that
his only attendant was Oe Kageshige, who carried the Shinki suspended
round his neck. For fuller particulars, see Vol. XIX, p. 166.)

Engen IV, x, 1 (1339)' The Emperor (Go-Murakami) ascended at
the angii at Yoshino, but being at war, and the angii being circumscribed,
several of the ordinary ceremonies were not performed, only a messenger
was sent to Ise to offer hei at the Daijingu and report the coronation, and
the Shinki were worshipped.

Shohei VI, xii, 23 (1312, Jan. 28). The Emperor ordered Sakon-no
~hiijo Minamoto no Tomotada to obtain the new Sword, Jewel and Mirror
and send them to the an!ii(Sumiyoshi),

The Taihei-ki places this incident in the second month of the
following year (February-March, 1352). It was the occasion
when the Southern Court came nearest to success. The Ashi
kaga temporarily threw in their hand, deposed the Northern
Sovereign Suko and his Crown Prince Naohito, and reverted to
the (Southern) Shohei era for the calculation of years. The false
sword and mirror are believed to have been bestowed on Court
nobles, but as far as I know are no longer in existence. The
jewel and its box were destroyed. Recounting various instances
of divine protection extended to the Sacred Mirror, Kurita
records the following story from the Taihei-ki, which is of value
as showing that the Emperor took the Emblem with him from
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angii to angii. .. When in Shohei VII, v, the Emperor Go
Murakami was evacuating the Otokoyama angii, Nawa Nagashige
was carrying the Sacred Mirror, and though the karahitsu was
struck repeatedly by the rebel arrows not one penetrated the
box."

Shohei VI, xii, 1.8. The Naishidoleoro Shinsai jjl ~ was performed.
Meitoku III, x, 1.8 (early Feb., 1393)' The Emperor Go-Kameyama

with the three Shinlei left the angii. (This entry appears under the reign
of the Emperor Go-Komatsu, whence the use of the Northern IItf1go,
instead of the Southern Genchu IX.)

The ShinkJ are not mentioned at the moment of leaving the angu
at Yoshino, but-

Genchu IX, interc, 1., 1.. The Emperor (Go-Kameyama) arrived at
the Daikaku-ji and on the sth handed over the three Shilliei to the Emperor
Go-Komatsu,

And this again is confirmed under the Emperor Go-Komatsu

Meitoku III, interc, 10, S. The Emperor received the three Shilliei at
the Tsuchimikado-dono.

These meagre entries regarding one of the most eventful episodes
in Japanese history are very disappointing, nor have I been able
to find much reliable information from other sources. As stated
in my Chuko no Rakuyory01. X XIII, p. 156), it is believed that
the Shinki were handed over by six kuge of the Southern Court
to twenty-one of the Northern at the Tsuchimikado Palace.
The room at the Daikaku-ji where they were kept for three days
is still shown. It is an eight-mat room behind a set of three
rooms which had been the Court of Go-Uda as ex-Emperor, and
were also used by the Emperor Go-Kameyama. But this build
ing suffered in the troubles of Onin no ran, and the present one
is little more than a reconstruction. The following extract from
the Yiishoku-shO gives a few interesting details :-

Meitoku III, x, 1.s (Nov. 10, 1392.). Daigeki Morotoyoki. Thirty
five palanquin-bearers and ten superior palanquin attendants went to the
Nancho. This was to meet the Sallshll-lIO-shi"lei. . .. At nine p.m. on
the second night of the next month (roth intercalary) the Southern Emperor
(Nall(h6-/ei, i.e., Go-Kameyama) entered the capital and went to Daikaku-
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Ji of Saga. • •• On the 5th of the same month the San.rhN-no-.rhinki were
handed over from Daikaku-Ji of Saga to the Dairi. . .• In the Imperial
orders given by the Emperor Go-Komatsu to Gofukuenin (Fujiwara no
Yoshitomo) it was directed that in accordance with the precedent of
Genryaku all the !eNg, in waiting should be present, and in accordance with
the same precedent a kall'ra was to be performed for three nights.

At the end of the Emperor Go-Komatsu's reign the Daini
bonsbi says: .. When the Emperor received the Shinki, the
country was for the first time at one." There are also three
references in the portion devoted to the Northern Court :-

In Genko I, vii (1331), the Emperor Go-Daigo taking the thmShinki
went to Kasagi-yama. . •. On ix, zo, the Crown Prince on the orders
of the ex-Emperor Hanazono ascended at the Tsuchimikado-dono, the
ceremony following the precedent of the Emperor Go-Toba then still
called Gentoku. . .. On x, 6, he (Kogon) received the Sword, Jewel and
Mirror .•• ShOkei I (I33Z). He (Kogon) was crowned at the Dajokwan
cho,

There is one point of interest here, namely, the mention of
three emblems, for in the account of the Emperor Go-Daigo's
departure the Dainihonshi writes" Shinki" only, which would
make it possible that the Mirror was left behind. The Shinki
received by Kogoa-in were almost certainly false, but it seems
probable that the Northern Court had not discovered this.

ShOkei II, v, 7. Hojo Tokimasu and Hojo Nakatoki, with the Sover
eign (Kogon), the two ex-Emperors, the Crown Prince, the Sword, the
Jewel, and various old heirlooms, went to the east. A miyabito (courtier)
put the Divine Mirror for safety in the house of Gondainagon Fujiwara no
Kinmune at Kitayama. (NOTE.-The Taihei-ki is wrong in saying that the
Emperor took three emblems.) . .. On the 9th, when they came to
Bamba in Omi, the Sovereign with the two ex-Emperors and the Crown
Prince went to Taihei-gokoku-Ji and gave the Sword and Jewel and
various heirlooms to Morinaga-shinno.

It will be noticed that this account is at variance with the entry
of Genko III, v, 9, in several points. One thing, however, is
apparent: the Northern Court evidently believed the Mirror in
their possession to be genuine. It rather bears out a theory
held by some that the Mirror never went to Kasagi, but was
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left in the palace, and that in Genko I only a false sword and
jewel were made; but this is difficult to reconcile with the
statement made by the Sadaijin on Genko III, vi, 2. As the
Emperor Go-Daigo, however, unquestionably had the genuine
jewel (the only one of the three that was original) and probably
the sword, and as Ise, where the original mirror was kept, did
not fall into the hands of the Hojo, he may, in a sense, be said
to have been in possession. (See above entries of Genko III,
v, 8 and 9,)

Kemmu III, ~ 2 (1336). The Sovereign (Kornyo) received the Sword,
Jewel and Mirror from the Emperor Go-Daigo. (This was the false set
of Engen.) Shohei VI, xii, 23 (1352, early). The Sovereign (Suko)
presented the Sword, Jewel and Mirror to the Emperor Go-Murakami.
(This is the end of the false set.)

Bunna I, viii (13P). Ashikaga Takauji, as there was no sovereign
in Kyoto, consulted Kogi-monin (Empress of Go-Fushimi), who replied:
" You may wish to appoint an Emperor, but as there are no Shinlei and no
Court and no place to receive orders, it will be difficult." But Takauji
paid no attention.

Iyahito-shinno (Go-Kogon) was proclaimed, but he had not
even a false set to legitimise his position.

With the abdication of the Emperor Go-Komatsu in X4I2.

the Dainibonsbi unfortunately comes to an end, but it will be
seen that the references to the Regalia are comparatively few,
and that in almost every case there is a special reason for their
mention. At the end of the Emperor Go-Kameyama's reign,
however, the Dainibonsbi adds the following note with regard to
the Shinki and the Southern Court :-

In Kakitsu III, ix (1443), Salei-no-gondainagon Fujiwara no Arimitsu
having raised soldiers entered the Palace and took the Divine Jewel and
Sacred Sword, and, setting up Konzosu, a prince-priest of Manju-ji, went
to Enryaku-ji. Arimitsu and Konz6su were defeated and died and the
Sacred Sword was thrown away near Kiyomizu. Some people of Yoshino,
taking the Divine Jewel and two princes, went to Yoshino, where the
priest Enin of Emman-in secularised himself and taking the name of
Ariyoshi raised troops in Kishii. In Ch6roku I, xii (1458, early), the
retainers of the Akamatsu family attacked Yoshino, the two princes were
killed, and the Divine Jewel was taken back to Kyoto.
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It will be seen that the Jewel was thus absent from the capital
for fifteen years. According to some accounts. one Taro Sae
mon had attacked Yoshino in the previous year (1457) and
actually obtained possession of the jewel, but being counter
attacked lost it again. The genealogy of the Southern princes
involved is by no means certain. but it is believed to be as
follows ;-

Go-Kameyama

Ogura-no-miya (d. probably ca. 144J)

Takayoshi-O or KonzOsu (killed himself 144J)

Tabhide..o Tadayoshi-o Tak.amasa..()
(killed 1457) (killed 1457) (killed 1418)

but Ogura-no-miya may have been a son of the Emperor
Chokei,

The return of the Jewel to the capital is reported in Tencbi
gongen-rekidaizll: "Choroku II. viii, 30 (1458). The Divine
Jewel entered the capital and was placed in the Sambon Tenjin
do," and in Kikei-jitsurokN: Choroku II, ix, 2. The Divine
Jewel entered the capital on the last day of last month. As a
thanksgiving for this, several old men were entertained at the
Palace." The ZokN Jinno-shOto-ki has :-

KoshO II (1456). The Emperor (Go-Hana.zono) moved from the
Ichijo Higashi-toin gosho to the newly constructed Tsuchimikado palace.
Afterwards, owing to the clever tactics of Akamatsu and his followers, the
Divine Jewel was brought back from Yoshino in Ch6roku II and taken
to the palace. On this occasion the precedent of Meitoku (the Emperor
Go-Komatsu) was followed. If one reflects on the Sanshu no Shinki of
old and now-a-days, the Treasure Sword hides its divine influence at the
bottom of the sea (Dan-no-ura), the Divine Mirror shows its shape in the
flames, the Divine Jewel alone has been handed down without change from
the Age of the Gods.

The YiishokN-shO gives a few details omitted by the Dainibon
shj:-

On the night of Kakitsu III, ix, %3 (1443), when rebels entered the
Dairi, the karahilsli of the Naishidokoro was taken out by an official of the
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eastern gate, Sasaki Kurodo, but the Sword and the Jewel were stolen and
taken by the priests up the Mountain. Plotting from the Sammon
(Enryaku-ji), it was intended to set up a prince of the Southern Court...•
Of the two treasures taken by the priests, the Treasure Sword was thrown
away near Kiyomizu and picked up by the priest Shingetsu-bo, who
took it to the Dairi and was rewarded.

With the exception, then, of the affair of Kakitsu, other
books than the Dainibonsbi have to be sought for references to
the Shinki, and doubtless many could be found, but I propose
to confine myself to a few only. In 1408, four years before his
abdication, the Emperor Go-Komatsu made a State progress
(mtyllki) to Ashikaga Yoshimitsu at Kitayama, and an account of
the visit was written under the title Kitayama Mtyllki by the
Kwampakll Fujiwara no Tsunetsugu, in which the following
passage occurs :-

The Kashikodokoro did not go, it is said that it was because it does
not go out of the capital. But if the absence where a long one, how would
it be for so long alone?

" Kashikodokoro " here stands for the Divine Mirror only, for
at the beginning of the same account Tsunetsugu writes, "Two
Naisbi (Tsubone no Naishi and Ki no Naishi) took the Sword
and the Jewel, one going in front of and the other behind the
Emperor." These entries are of the greatest interest, for the
Kitayama mtyllki was made the precedent for all subsequent
Imperial progresses, and we know, therefore, that the Mirror did
not go to Muromachi, Juraku-=dai, or Nijo Castle. It may, how
ever, be doubted whether the Kwampaku's reason for its not
being taken on the progress was the correct one. The Kita
yama-dai was, it is true, just outside the official limits of the
capital, being the present Rokuon-Ji (Kinkaku-Ji); but it does
not seem to have been the custom for some considerable time
past for the Kashikodokoro to leave the Dairi when His Majesty
went for a few days to another residence. Thus, we find in the
FlIsoryakki: "Encha V, ii, 14 (927). His Majesty (Daigo) went
to the Rokujo-In ; Uchiiben Hideakira-ason took the Sword and
JajhOben Sukeyo took the jewel box." There is no mention of
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the Mirror; and again, in the reign of Kameyama, a book called
ZokH-shigu-shO records :-

Bunan I, vi, 6 (1444). The Emperor went to the Ich-no-in (Go
Saga) to avoid the god-car of Gion, and it became the palace until the 14th.
According to precedent, when the Emperor went to the Sen/o, the Kruhileo
dokoro did not go.

These two entries would tend to confirm the generally conceived
opinion that from the time of the establishment of the Ommei
den the Mirror left the palace only in times of danger. Such a
time was in Onin no ran, and in the Onin-ki we read: "Qnin I,
viii (1467). The Emperor and the Joo, with the Sansbu no Shinki
preceding them, went to the Hana-gosho." On this occasion
the Shinki were destined to be absent from the Tsuchimikado
Dairi for twelve long years. A diary called ShinchO-ki makes
two or three references to the Mirror during this time. Thus,
under Bummei IV, ii, 2.2. (1472.) there is the following entry :-

Fine. This evening, it is said, the Naishidokoro was moved. Den!o
Shindainagon Norihide and Btlgyo-no-kami Chi!io Kimihide were made .Ason.
In the previous month rumblings had been heard and therefore a kagura
was performed; there was no gyoko (i.e., the Emperor did not attend),
merely a kagllra.

No reason is assigned for this moving. Muromachi-dono
still served as the palace, and the Naishidokoro must have been
moved from one part of it to another. Then, under date
Bummei IX, x, 10 (1477), there is a long entry recording the
Naishidokoro .Ancbin-sai (tt:. ~). This, too, seems to have been
caused by the rumblings that had been heard. Yoshida Kane
tomo presented the necessary money, and in consequence re
ceived a step in rank. The interest of this entry is that Muro
machi-dono had been burnt on Bummei VIII, xi, I;, and the
Emperor had moved first to the Ogawa-dai and then to the
Kitakoji-dai, and I have found no mention of the removal of the
Mirror. The Kitakoji-dai was in its turn burnt on Bummei XI,
vii, I (1479), and the Emperor went to the house of Masasuke,
and in Bummei XII, vii, at length returned to the Tsuchirnikado
Dairi. This is recorded both in Koin-shOun-rokH and in EiJ:yo-
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mfyuki, but neither work makes any mention of the Mirror.
From this time onwards the Emperors rarely emerged from

the palace except in case of fires, though these were fairly fre
quent. The reason for the Imperial seclusion was at first that
there was nowhere for the Emperor to go ; the palace itself was
little more than a ruin, and there were no detached palaces; and
later, under the Tokugawa, seclusion was enforced. The first
serious conflagration was in jee II (1653), when the Emperor
(Go-Kornyo) joined his father at the Sakuramachi Sento, and it
is recorded that a temporary Naishidokoro was there erected;
and in Kwambun I (166 I) the Emperor Go-Sai, after a night or
two at Shoko-in, made the Konoe mansion his palace for nearly
two years. Then, in Empo I (1673) the Emperor with the
Mirror, which is believed to have been accommodated within
the Honden, went for a night to Karni Goryo, and then again
made the Konoe mansion the palace. In the great fire of Hoei
V, iii, 8 (1708) the Emperor (Higashiyama) went to Shimo
Karno, but the wind veering that way he was obliged to move
in the night to Kami Kamo, where both he and the Mirror were
housed in the Hoso-dono, and next day the Konoe mansion
again became the kokyo. On Shotoku III, iii, 10 (1713) the
palace was considered to be in danger, and the Emperor Naka
mikado and the Mirror took refuge in the Urabe mansion at
Yoshida. In Temmei VIII, i, I (1788), the Emperor Kokaku,
after spending the night at Shimo Kamo, where His Majesty and
the Naishidokoro were sheltered in the Shimpuku-den, made
Shogo-in the palace for twenty months. The Naishidokoro is
believed to have stood just to the east of the Hondo of the
present Sekizen-in.

After the fire of Kaei VII (1854), the Emperor Komei also
made Shogo-in his residence, but for about three weeks before
the new palace was completed he moved with the Naishidokoro
to the town mansion of the princely house of Katsura. A few
other instances might be cited, but these will suffice. On such
occasions, when possible, the Mirror was borne before the
Emperor, while the Sword and Jewel were within the Imperial
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Mention has frequently been made of the Ummeiden as the
hall in which the Naishidokoro was kept. This hall stood
north-east of the Shishinden, opposite the Seiryo-den, but the
name Ummeiden was not perpetuated when the old Daidairi
ceased to exist, nor did it form part of even such elaborate sato
dairi as the Kanin; though it re-appears in the rebuilding of
Kwansei. With the removal of the Court to Tokyo, however,
early in Meiji, the Ummeiden was made a part of the Imperial
palace there, and when the Emperor visited his old capital the
Naishidokoro was housed in a building called Shunko-den or
Shunkyo-den, which must not be confused with one of the same
name in the kokyo of the Daidairi, or the various sato-dairi which
stood to the east of the Shishinden. There are, unfortunately,
no plans of the old Tsuchimikado palace, which covered an area
of only a ehO square; but it seems probable that the Naishi
dokoro occupied a site in the same relative position to the
Shishinden as the Ummeiden, When after anin no ran the
Emperor Go-Tsuchimikado returned to the palace, we are told
that it underwent certain repairs, and the Cht1ko-ki includes the
Shunko-den among the building rebuilt; but this was probably
not the Naisbidokoro, of which there is no mention. The Noba
naga-ki gives a list of the buildings erected by Oda Nobunaga,
and mentions the Naisbidohoro, but not the Shunko-den. With
regard to Ieyasu's palace, no list of buildings exists, but under
date 1590 the Oyudono Nikki states that the Mirror was removed
to the Shoden (1£ R), presumably the Shishinden, for a short
time while a new building was being erected. The .Ansei-dairi
zoei-shi, enumerating the buildings of Ieyasu's palace, mentions
neither Naisbidokoro nor Shunko-den, but the Koryo-ki in 16II
records that the Mirror was moved to a temporary building, and
the Kindaiteio-kiji in the following years states that it was moved
to a new building.

From comparatively early times, though it is impossible to
say exactly when, the Mirror ceased to be taken from its shrine
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even on the occasion of the Coronation; but when His Majesty
ascends the Takamikura in the Shishinden, the karahilsu contain
ing the Mirror in the Shunko-den is reverently raised so that it
may be on the same level as the Emperor on his throne.

I give from Koji-ruien two illustrations of the Naisbidokoro,
one (plate III) showing the exterior elevation, the other a plan
of the interior arrangement (see key below).

The Seiryo-den, though continuing to be a feature of all the
palaces, ceased to be the hall of ordinary residence after the fall
of the Daidairi, and consequently no longer housed the Jewel
and Sword, which from Ashikaga times were kept in a room
known as Ken]i no Ma (" Room of the Sword and Jewel ")
immediately to the south of the Imperial sleeping apartment in
the a Tsune Goten; but unlike the Mirror, they invariably
accompanied the Emperor when he visited the Shishinden or
Seiryo-den, etc.

Much has been written with regard to the shape and form
of the three Sacred Emblems, but it really amounts to little more
than mere speculation. There are certain grounds for believing
that the Yata no Kagami is a circular mirror eight sun (nine
inches) in diameter. In support of this are the express state
ments of the Kokin-ehomon-shii, etc., already quoted after the fire
of Tentoku (pp. 12.1-3), which describe the mirror as being eight
sun in diameter, and speak of its enkei or " round shape." Eight,
however, is a dangerous number in Japanese, and frequently
means merely" many"; but I am informed (though I have not
been able to see a copy) that, according to the Enryaku-gi.thiki
ehO, the box containing the original mirror at Ise has an inner
diameter of nine sun, which would mean a mirror of approximate
ly eight sun. Mr. Holtom in his "Japanese Enthronement
Ceremonies," quotes Takahashi Kenji's opinion expressed in
Kagami 10 Tsurugi 10 Tama in favour of a diameter of ten sun, but
I have not seen the book. Papinot's" Historical and Geo
graphical Dictionary of Japan," s.u. Yala no kagami, says: "Its
diameter is about 2.5 em. (91 in.) and the mirror is said to have
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 1°9

the form of a flower with 8 petals."
With regard to the original Sword at Atsuta there are

practically no data at all, but I am informed by Inokuma Asamaro
that in Giokuzen-shu by Tamaki Masahide there is in an uragaki a
statement that eighty years previously Senshii T tk, DaigNji of
Atsuta, had seen the sword, and that it was about 2 shaku 7 or
8 sun (about 33 inches) in length. Of the substitute at the palace
nothing is known beyond the statement already quoted: cc it is
ordinary makie."*

As to the Jewel (or Jewels), Yasakani no Magatama or, to
give the full name, Yasaka no Magatama Ihotsu Misumaru no
Tama, though there has been much speculation, even down to
their colour, some maintaining they are blue, others red, no one
has seen them, and there is no description extant. From the
word magatama it may be assumed that they are of curved
shape.

With regard to the custody and safekeeping of the Sacred
Emblems slightly more is known, but the accounts vary very
considerably. Thus, with regard to the original mirror at Ise,
Ban Nobutomo in his HoJgo-hiko, says that both the Engi and
the Enryaku Daijingu-gishiki-chO state that the august body of the
Goddess, i.e., the Mirror, is placed in a barrel-shaped box, I

shaku 4 sun in depth, with an inner diameter of I shaku 6.3 sun,
and within this box are two golden boxes. " The august body
has from earliest times been enclosed in a bag, and each time the
shrine is removed. i.e., every twenty-one years, a new bag is
made and put over the old one; but as it was becoming too
heavy and too big, now the outermost bag is removed when a
new one is put on." Ban adds a long note with regard to the
exact measurements of the barrel-shaped box, which I omit.
Another description says: cc It is enveloped in nine folds of
brocade bag, then in a box, then in three karahitsu," Pere
Martin, without revealing the source of his information,
says:-

• M41eU, a lacquer process, here presumably refers to the scabbard.-EDlTOR, J. S.
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.. Le miroir est enveloppee dans un sac de brocart qu'on n'ouvre
jamais; lorsque l'etoffe vieillie menace de se desagreger, on ne la replace
jamais, mais on depose le tout dans un nouveau sac; en sorte qu'aujourd'
hui de nombreuses couches de soie entourent l'objet sacre, Ainsi protege,
le miroir est renferme par surcrolt dans une bolte de hinolei (espece de
thuya) munie de huit poignees, place sur un support peu eleve et couvert
d'une piece de soie blanche. Enfin, sur tout cela, une sorte de cage en
bois blanc avec ornements d'or pur, enveloppee elle-meme d'un rideau de
soie brute qui retombe aterre sur tous les cotes."

It will be seen that there is a lack of unanimity in these accounts.
The replica in the palace is kept in much the same way as the
original, but beyond the fact that the outermost covering is a
Earabits« no information is available. When, for any purpose,
it is necessary for the Mirror to go out of the palace, it is borne
on the shoulders of men clothed in yellow Shinto robes, under
a canopy known as O-haguruma (_ M.$) preceded and followed
by ritualists on horseback, as seen in Plate IV.

The Sword Kusanagi no Tsurugi is believed to be kept in
a piece of hollowed camphor wood which is enclosed in a stone

THE]IHAKO.

Showing front (a) and back (b) fastenings. and the boll: in ita wrappings (&).
(Adapted from Koji-rllil".)
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO III

box. This box was kept in the Honden of the Atsuta shrine,
which was formerly known as Doyo no Goten, but dunng the
Meiji era the shrine was remodelled after the pattern of Ise.
The sword, however, is still enshrined in the Honden. The
sword in the palace, no longer a replica, but a substitute, is kept
in a bag of dark-coloured brocade emblazoned with gold chry
santhemum badges, but whether within the bag there is a box is
not known.

As to the Jewel, there is extant a diary called Hanazono-in
gyoki, in which there are illustrations of the Jewel Box, Jihako
(II m), which are reproduced in the Koji-rmen and again here (p.
IlO). The ex-Emperor also gives certain information which he
had obtained from the KwampakN TakatsukasaFuyuhira, regarding
the box itself, and the ceremony of the renewal of its coverings.
With regard to the box no dimensions are given, but he says:-

.. At the back (the back and front are not known, but at what is believ
ed to be the back) on the lid are two hooks and on the box itself two loops
into which the hooks fit, just as at the back of a karahitslI; at the froat
( • . . . ) there are three loops, one on the lid and two on the box, through
which a purple cord is threaded and then tightly tied. The four corners
of the box are rectangular. The box was wrapped in brocade."

Mter stating that there were precedents for renewing the cover
ing of the box in Daiji (The Emperor Sutoku), and Einin (The
Emperor Fushimi), he gives an account of the ceremony in
Shows I (1312), during his own reign. It took place at the
jirnyo-in, whither the Emperor had gone owing to katatagai on
the eighteenth of the second month, when the KwampakN repaired
to the Asagaru to tie the box; and we are told that both the
brocade and the cord were very dirty, so new ones were presented
by the Okura-ryo.

.. Chiinatpn TlIIft Kageko wrapped it; first placing the box on the
Daishoji of the Asagaru, she removed the cords with which it was fastened
(there were two, one old, the other somewhat newer), but she did not
remove the silk, but merely putting fresh silk over it, made a double
covering. The silk was badly damaged, but the box itself was without
injury. The cover simply fitted on to the box." (It is clear, though not
explicitly stated, that though the box was not taken out of the silk, it must
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111 THE IMPERIAL FAMILY ·AND SHINTO

have been slightly unfolded to reveal the top of the box.) .. The box
was covered with dust, but it was re-wrapped without being wiped. The
wrapping was of deep blue brocade with a small aoi badge. The original
method of wrapping could not be seen, so it had to be done by guesswork
and the brocade was simply folded and pressed, and when it was finished
it was tied with a cord. There were two old cords, the older which could
not be seen, and the newer, probably dating from Einin, which could be
seen. This newer cord was of five strands, so a cord of five strands was
used on this occasion also. When the tying was completed, the old cords,
leaving nothing over, were replaced. Everything was done in accordance
with the directions left by Masakane-kyo in Daiji."

The Yorinobu-kyo-Iei talks of a similar ceremony in 1743, and
says: "A willow box" (1W 1!). The box is quite small: Mr.
Inokuma thought about I shaku by 7 sun, and about 5 sun in
height (1 foot, 71 inches, 6 inches).

The association of the Sanshll1J() Shinki with the Sanfoku .=:
11 or Three Virtues, with regard to which much has been written,
is of comparatively modern origin, dating probably from the
Kamakura period. It is not a Shinto doctrine, but adopted
from the principles of Confucianism, and elaborated by the
metaphysics of the Zen sect of Buddhism; and it must suffice,
therefore to say here that the Mirror is identified with Chi V,
Knowledge, the Jewel with ]in C, Benevolence, and the Sword
with Yli Jj, Bravery.

DIVINATION.

This is not the place to enter into the details of the rites of
Divination as practised by Shinto; but a few words must be said
with regard to its use at the Imperial Court. The first mention
we find of the practice occurs after the failure of the first children
born to Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no Mikoto. They
repair to Takama-ga-hara again and the Nihonshoki has a passage
which Aston translates "Then the Heavenly deities divined this
by the greater divination." The parallel passage in the Kojiki is
rendered by Chamberlain as "The heavenly deities commanded
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and found out by grand divination"; and again at the first
Niiname-sai in Takama-ga-hara we read that" Ataka-ashitsu-hime
by divination fixed upon a rice-field to which she gave the name
of Sanada." Accordingly when the history is transferred to earth,
we find that the Sovereign, whenever the will of the Gods is in
doubt, inquires by divination. On the establishment of the fingi
kwan, the Urabe or Department of Divination was formed and
consisted of five members each from the provinces of Izu and lki
and sixteen from Tsushima. In old days there were certain great
occasions, as for example the appointment of the Saikiiand Saiin,
the selection of the rice fields for the Daijdsai, etc., on which
divination was always employed; but in the later annals of the
Dainibonsbi we find frequent mention of its use for comparatively
trifling events. The first I have traced occurs in Tengyo (938
946), when divination was held because four people had been
killed in the collapse of the Naizen-sho. Death would cause
pollution and purification would be required. Undoubtedly,
however, the commonest entry is one which may be translated:
"Divination was held in the Konro on the mysterious affair
which had occurred at such and such a shrine." (The character
ft: used here bears the meaning of anything mysterious or
ghostly, especially in connection with an animal appearance.)
The burning or damage of a shrine or anything in the nature of
pollution to a shrine or part of the palace was almost invariably
followed by divination. There are several entries recording
divination in time of drought and after heavy hailstorms, and
one or two in time of pestilence. Another common entry gives
~ iiIJ, "rumblings," as the cause, and again there is the association
with the weird. There is an entry with regard to the assembly
of flying ants at Kamo, another on the death of a rat at Ise or of
2 bamboo sprouting at Usa; but the most curious of all is an
inquiry with regard to the falling down of an image of Kwannon
at Toji. It is difficult to understand why a rite which was
certainly Shinto should have been employed for a catastrophe
in a Buddhist temple. The Kimpi-MishO, however, referring to
Konro-miura (divination at the Konro) says: "Whenever any-
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thing weird or strange occurred at any of the shrines or temples,
divination was performed at the Konro by a kIIge and it was
reported to the jingi-klllan and the OnmyO-ryo." The Konro
(erroneously called Kenro in a previous paper) was a corridor
which ran east and west from the western corridor (Jinza) to the
western steps of the Shishinden. After the disappearance of the
Kokyo of the Daidairi the Konro continued to be a feature never
omitted from the Imperial residence. In later days the Shira
kawa (Kwazan-genji) and Yoshida (Urabe) families were in
charge of divination. Suzuka Taro informed me that his
ancestors for generations performed the actual divination cere
mony in the presence of the head of the Yoshida family, who
was jingi-taisllke, alternating with the Kerai of the Shirakawa
under the supervision of the head of that family, who was jingi
no-kami. When on divination duty, the Suzuka were always
designated as Urabe. Special robes were worn. The Emperor
was not necessarily present at the ceremony, and 1.0 later days,
at any rate, rarely if ever.

Mention has been made of the Onmyo-ryo, a sub-department
of the Nakatsukasa. "To avoid misfortune and seek happiness"
were the functions of this 'YO and its system was based on
Chinese philosophy and the science of astronomy, etc., and it
had originally nothing to do with Shinto; but China, too, had
its system of divination and as a result during the Heian period
the OnmyO-ryo came to have considerable connection with Shinto.

One of the commonest entries in the Court annals might
perhaps be translated "The Emperor went to . . . to avoid the
influences of evil direction" (kalatagai 11 .e, for which it is not
easy to find an English equivalent). This was not a Shinto
doctrine, but was based on the Chinese principles of Yin and
Yang (On-myo P2t 11I;). It seems probable, though I can find no
positive evidence, that on these occasions the Emperor was
accompanied by the Shinki, certainly by the Sword and Jewel
and possibly by the Mirror; but after the days of Onin no ran
there was nowhere for the Emperor to go and he merely moved
from one part of the palace to another. Another entry com-
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monly met with records the moving of the Emperor .. to avoid
the Mikoshi " or .. to avoid the Sacred Tree." The priests of
Enryaku-ji (Hieizan) in particular used to descend on the capital
bearing the mikosbi of Hie and make demands of the Emperor
in the name of the deity, and the behaviour of these monks was
apt to be very turbulent. The avoidance of such scenes enabled
the Emperor to escape from the embarrassing situation of having
to act contrary to the supposed wishes of the deity.

IMPERIAL VISITS TO SHRINES.

A few words must be said with regard to Imperial pro
gresses to shrines and the despatch of Imperial messengers with
offerings thereto. Though the Emperor Sujin was present at
the inauguration of the Omiwa shrine and there are traditions
that both the Emperor Keiko and the Empress Jito visited Ise,
it was either not the custom for the early Emperors to worship
in person at the shrines or their visits have not been chronicled;
but it is recorded that the Princess Abe (afterwards the Empress
Gemmei) and the Crown Prince Abe (afterwards the Emperor
Heizei) visited Ise. In Engi VII (907) the ex-Emperor Uda,
then styled Hoo, proceeded to Kumano, at that time very
strongly under Buddhist influence, and this visit became a
precedent for ex-Emperors. The ex-Emperor Shirakawa went
ten times, the ex-Emperor Toba fifteen, the ex-Emperor Go-Toba
twenty-three, and the ex-Emperor Go-Shirakawa no less than
thirty-two, and they were sometimes accompanied by a consort
- Taiken-monin in particular made the pilgrimage on several
occasions, and so did Bifuku-monin. It became the practice for
an ex-Emperor shortly after his abdication to visit some shrine,
generally Kumano, though the ex-Emperor Takakura, in order
to please Taira no Kiyomori, went to Itsukushima in 118o. The
Emperor Suzaku appears to have been the first reigning sovereign
to visit a shrine, and he went to Kamo on Tengyo V, iii, 29 (942 ) .

From that time down to the Yoshino-cho almost every Em
peror repaired there; and in the reign of the Emperor Shirakawa
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it was decided that there should be an annual visit in the fourth
month, but this does not seem to have been carried out for long.
The Emperor Enyu went to Iwashimizu in the Tengen period
(978-"982) and this shrine, too, continued to be visited by nearly
all the Emperors, generally more than once. The Emperor
Enyu also inaugurated the visits to Hirano. The Emperor
Ichijo largely widened the circle and went to Kasuga, Oharano,
Matsunoo and Kitano. The Emperor Go-Ichijo included Sumi
Y05hi and the Emperor Gosanjo, Hie, Inari and Gion; and the
Emperor Antoku, having his Court in Kyushu, visited Usa and
Hakozaki. After the death of the Emperor Go-Daigo, however,
probably at first owing to the disturbed state of the country,
these visits ceased, and subsequently the Tokugawa BakNfu
introduced a policy of rigid seclusion for the reigning Sovereign.
It should, however, be mentioned that the Southern Emperor
Go-Murakami was for a time actually in residence both at
Iwashimizu and Sumiyoshi, and the Emperor Chokei and Go
Kameyama were almost certainly at the latter. Mr. Kinoto,
Giiji of Kami Kamo, informed me that in the old days, on the
occasion of an Imperial progress to the shrine, His Majesty went
as far as the Hoso-dono and the Chokllshi or Imperial Messenger
then delivered the heihakll at the Hashidono, whence they were
taken subsequently by the Shikon-in those days there was no
Giiji and the Emperor did not enter the Honden ; the Gyokuza
was spread in the Hoso-dono and His Majesty made his reverence
from there. Since Meiji, however, the Emperor proceeds to a
specially erected platform called Hori Hafuri, just within the
Chumon, where the GiiJi reads a norito. The Emperor being in
uniform stands and bows low. The procedure was much the
same at other shrines; thus, at Kasuga the Gyokuza was prepared
in the Heiden. The visit of the Emperor Kornei to the Kamo
shrines in Bunkyu was a great event, being the first time since
the Emperor Go-Mizunoo had paid a state visit to Nijo Castle in
the Kwanei era that an Emperor had appeared in state. The
idea seems to have originated with the daimyos of Choshfi, Tosa
and Higo, and to have been decided upon on Bunkyii III, ii, 20
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(1863), in consequence of a memorial presented by Mori Nagato
no-kami, when the second day of the following month was fixed
upon. The Shogun Iemochi, who was then in residence at
Nijo, was summoned to be in attendance and the cortege
numbering several thousand arrived at the Shimo shrine at 10.30
A.M. Here prayers were offered for the expulsion of the bar
barian from the sacred soil of the country and the procession
then re-formed and repaired to the Kami shrine. On this
occasion, according to an article by Mr. Juge of the Momb,,·
shO, His Majesty entered the Shinden. Pictures of this historical
progress were painted and hung in the shrines, and by the
courtesy of the Kunai-shO and Mombu-shO I am enabled to give a
reproduction of one of them. This progress was followed
almost at once by a similar one to Iwashimizu and arrange
ments were made for His Majesty to visit Ise, but this had to be
abandoned owing to the disturbed state of the country, and thus
the most sacred of all the shrines was not visited till Meiji.
From the earliest times, however, it was the custom to despatch
an Imperial messenger to Ise to report any event of importance
and also to present heihakH and sometimes other gifts; not in
frequently the messenger carried a holograph letter from the
Emperor. The accession of a new Emperor was invariably thus.
reported, and when in Genko I (133I) the Hojo elevated Kazuhito
Shinno (Kogon-in) to the throne and sent the Emperor Go-Daigo
into exile, repeated efforts were made to get a messenger through.
but they all failed owing to the presence of loyalist troops
between the capital and Ise. Heibae» were also frequently sent
to other shrines. One of the earliest references that I find in
the Dainibonsbi occurs in the Emperor Temmu III (675): "Hei
were sent to the various shrines"; but as time went on the
practice became more and more frequent. Then in 965 we read
that the Emperor Murakami presented heihaku to sixteen shrines
as follows: I . Ise Daijingii; 2.. Iwashimizu; 3. Kamo (Kami
and Shimo); 4. Matsunoo; 5. Hirano; 6. Inari; 7. Kasuga; 8.
Oharano; 9. Miwa; 10. Isonokami; I I. Oyamato; 12.. Hirose;
13. Tatsuta ; 14- Sumiyoshi; 15. Nibu; 16. Kibune; and these
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became known as the Jiirokli-sha or Sixteen Shrines. Offerings
were sent to them regularly at stated times, but this did not
prevent despatch to other shrines as occasion demanded. Then
in 991 Ichijo added three, namely Yoshida, Hirota and Kitano,
which were numbered respectively 15, 16 and 17. (The inclusion
of Kitano is surprising, for the deity there worshipped, Suga
wara no Michizane, was a subject and there is no other mention
of a subject being so honoured; the fact that he is revered as
Tenjin 7{ JiiII may have caused confusion and given rise to the
impression that he was included among the Ama-tsu-kami 7{ ..).

Three years later Umenomiya was added and numbered 18, and
in the same reign, in 995. Gion was included as No. 19. Finally
in 1°39, the sixty ninth Emperor Go-Suzaku, by the inclusion
of Hie as No. 15 brought the number up to twenty-two (Nijiini
sha), at which it subsequently remained. It will be noticed that,
with the possible exception of Ise, these shrines are all in close
proximity to the capital, which accounts for the exclusion of
such famous shrines as Usa, Katori and Kashima; but it is
strange that Atsuta, enshrining the Treasure Sword, should have
been omitted, for it is no further distant than Ise.

The worship of the Imperial Mausolea (misasagi) was re
gulated in much the same way. In 858 the Emperor Seiwa
instituted a system by which the "hei of the nozaki" were dis
patched to the ten misasagi nearest in blood to the reigning
Sovereign, and azllkaribito to the others. This, of course,
involved constant revision, but the practice seems to have
fallen into disuse after the disturbances of Hagen and Heiji,
(See, however, my article on the Misasagi in Vol. XVIII.)

Although, as already remarked, there are indications that in
the very early days not only princesses, but princes of the blood
were intimately connected with the guardianship and worship of
the shrines, from the time of Taiha (701-703) there is, so far as
I have been able to ascertain, only one instance of the son of an
Emperor taking charge of a shrine, and even in that case there
is some doubt. This is the more curious in view of the fact
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that as time went on it became practically an established rule
that all the Imperial younger sons entered Buddhist temples.
Buddhist priests, however, were celibate and renounced the
world, though there are not lacking instances where they became
secularised again, and the claims of princely priests were more
than once even considered for the throne. Shinto priests, on
the other hand, took no vows and the charge of shrines was for
the most part hereditary-witness the Gifji of Taisha, which post
has never been held by anyone not a member of the Senge
family-and it might have been thought that the charge of one
of the great Shinto shrines would have made a good provision
for an Imperial younger son. The only case, nevertheless, is
that of Ujihisa, who is generally believed to have been a son of
the Emperor Go-Toba; and even he is not included in all the
lists. The N ihonshi-miko-den gives: "the Emperor Go-Toba's
youngest son Kamo no Ujihisa "; the Honcbd-gaden says: "the
ex-Emperor's youngest son Ujihisa." The Kurokawa Michisuke
Nichiji-kijialso mentions him, but under the name of Matsushita
Yoshinari. The Nana-hi says: "the ex-Emperor's eighth son
Ujitamamaru." Ujihisa died on Shoo I, ix, 6 (1288), aged 78,
and would therefore have been twelve when his father went into
exile in 1221. In the Suishi-miko-den he is described as the four
teenth son of the Emperor Go-Toba. The Dainibonsbi credits
the Emperor Go- Toba with fourteen sons, amongst whom Uji
hisa does not appear, but in a note appended under the priest
Doen it states that the Ichidai-yokai considers him to have been
a grandson and that Kamo-keizu includes Kamo no Ujihisa.
The last-named work is by far the most important evidence; it
says: "Kamo no Ujihisa is the son [sc. reputed son) of Tame
tsune. When the Emperor removed to Oki, he entrusted the
boy to the care of the Shikwan of Kamo to bring up. When he
grew up he was given the family name of Kamo and became
Shikwan." His descendants seem to have reverted to the name
of Matsushita and the name of Karno ceases to appear. Tame
tsune was a Matsushita, one of the seven families eligible for the
office of Shikwan at Kami Kamo, Ujihisa's mother was 3
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Matsushita, but her personal name has not been recorded; she
was either a daughter or sister of Tametsune. Ujihisa's de
scendants continued to have connection with the Imperial family:
the Sakusha-bllrui records: "ZO-sammi Tame-ko was the daughter
of Saki-no-dainagon Tameyo, her mother Jusammi was a daughter
of Ujihisa," and the Daikeizu: "The child of Ujihisa's daughter
was the mother of Sachiijo Tamemitsu and Mimbukyo Tanefusa."
Tame-ko became a consort of the Emperor Go-Daigo and was
the mother of Takanaga-shinno and other princes.

APPENDIX I.

TRANSLA110N OF AN ExTRACT FROM Kon-Bsim»,

Being the introductory remarks of the compilers to the chapter devoted
to the Three Regalia in the section dealing with the Emperors.

There are three Shinlei, literally .. Divine Utensils." The first is the
Treasure Mirror, that is to say Yata no Kagami; the second is the Treasure
Sword, that is to say Kusanagi no Tsurugi; and the third is the Divine
Jewel, that is to say Yasakani no Magatama . Together they are called
MikN.ra no Kandaleara or Sansb» no Shinlei, .. the three kinds of Divine
Utensils." At first when it was decided that Hikoho-ninigi-no-Mikoto,
grandchild of Amaterasu-Ornikarni, was to become lord of the .. central land
of luxuriantreed plains," he received these divine treasures and descended
from Heaven, and through Hikohoho-demi-no-Mikoto and Nagasatake-ugaya
fukiaezu-no-Mikoto they came down to the great ancestor, the Emperor
]immu. When he ascended to the Imperial rank at Kashihara, he specially
venerated the Treasures and installed them in his palace, but in the reign of
the Emperor Sujin, that Emperor, fearing possible pollution, caused copies
to be made of the Mirror and the Sword and removed the originals to the
village of Kasanui in the province of Yamato and building a shrine there
caused them to be worshipped. (Afterwards the Mirror became the repre
sentative of the God spirit of the Great Shrine in Ise and the Sword the repre
sentative of the God spirit of the Shrine of Atsuta in Owari.) The two copies
and the magafama became the preserving treasures, and afterwards from
generation to generation were handed down at the accession and became the
proofs (of legitimate sovereignty) and were never far from the august person
of the Emperor. Although during the time of the schism between the
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Southern and Northern Courts the treasures were for a time at Yoshino,
before long the two Courts became united and the treasures returned to the,
capital and have long been the guardians of the Imperial family.

Of the three, the Jewel is an ancient treasure from the time of the descent
of the Heavenly Grandchild, and it has never been damaged by water or
fire. The Treasure Sword was lost at the bottom of the sea, and for a time
the august sword of Hiru-no-za was substituted; but afterwards a divine
sword used in worship took its place. In old days these two were placed on
a two-storied shrine in the august sleeping apartment and there venerated.
but in later days they were put in what is called Kenji-no-ma (" Room of the
Sword and Jewel ") in the Uemono of the small hall. The Treasure Mirror,
owing to the divine command of Amaterasu Omikami, "Behave as if in
my presence," was at some time or other removed to the Ummei-den (ac
cording to the Koke-shidai, Kimpi-misbs, IVgz-kongen, etc., this was in the reign
of the Emperor Suinin, but the Kojiki. Nihonshoki and Kogoshiii say nothing
of it; whether at the time there was a hall called Ummei-den is doubtful.
afterwards it was removed to the Shunko-den, and in later times a hall called
Naishi-dokoro was built) and the Naishi who served the great shrine of Ise
were entrusted with its guardianship. At fixed times a Kagura was performed,
and in times of pestilence petitions were offered. This sacred mirror is also
called Kashiko-dokoro, the meaning being that it should be venerated.
Since Tentoku (957-961) it has several times suffered from fire, but it has
not been reduced to ashes. In the disturbance of Juei (Il82-3) it was not
at the bottom of the sea, and in the affair of Kakitsu (1441) it did not fall into
the hands of the enemy. Its awe-inspiring and miraculous virtue is indeed
to be venerated, and this gives further point to the name Kashiko-dokoro,
variously written 'jf (or ~ or lfl: or ~) }iJi'. Being served by the Naisbi, it is
also called Naishi-dokoro. In later times scholars have expatiated on the
differences in sanctity between the three treasures, but as in the old books
there is no proof of it, it will not be enlarged upon here.

APPENDIX II.

GENEALOGICAL TABLES.

The object of the accompanying tables is to show as far as possible the
relationship between the Deities worshipped at the various Government
shrines and the Throne. Nothing in the nature of an authoritative genealogy
exists, and there are numerous points of extreme doubt. I have consulted
many authorities, but my results lay no claim to finality. One of the most
difficult points is the parentage of Ame-no-koyane no Mikoto, whom I have
included as a son of Kamimusubi no Kami; and in doing so I have fol-

representativesrepresentatives
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lowed the express statement of the Kogoshiii, though the Nakatomi genealogical
tree gives the following :-

Tsuhayamusubi

Amc no 8.1 Tamanushl

Kogotomusubi Kotonomujl

AmcoJkOyanc Himegami

and this is the lineage that has been adopted at Kasuga-Jinja. The origin of
Tsuhayamusubi is unknown, though, as shown in a note to Prof. Kate's
English translation of the Kogoshiii, there is a copy of that work in which it
15 stated that he was a son of Kamirnusubi no Kami, and that Kami
musubi no Kami and Takamimusubi no Kami were both sons of Arne-no
minakanushi-no-Kami. In some books Ame-no-koyane no Mikoto is
described as eighth in descent from the last-named, which would make him
very definitely related to the Imperial family.

Another point of considerable doubt is whether the identification of
Ame-no-hoakari no Mikoto with Ame-no-nukado no Kami is justified.
The chief authority for it is a book called Kasbi-den, and as it enables me to
include one of the makers of the Sanshll no Shinki I have adopted it. Again,
according to some authorities, Ame-no-kaguyama no Mikoto and Ishikori
dome no Mikoto are one and the same deity. The Kogoshiii is again the
authority for describing Omiyamame no Mikoto as a daughter of Arne-no
futotama no Mikoto, and her identification with Uzurne-no-mikoto is due
to the great savant Hirata Atsutane. Innumerable problems, however,
arise: for example, according to the Nihonshoki, the highly important Uga
no-mitama no Mikoto is a daughter of Izanagi no Mikoto, but according to
the Kojiki of Susanoo no Mikoto, and Hirata held that Uga-no-mitama no
Mikoto and Toyouke-hime-no-Mikoto were the same divinity; but the
latter is described as a grand daughter of Kagutsuchino Kami, and therefore
in the third generation from Izanagi no Mikoto,

It will be seen that nearly all the important deities mentioned in my
text find a place in the tables, but I have been unable to trace Arne no
Akarutama no Mikoto (Tamaya-no-Mikoto), which is to be regretted, for as
the maker of the Divine Jewel he is of great importance. I have, as far as
I have been able, added under the name of the deity the principal shrine at
which that deity is worshipped, often by numerical references to Appendix
Ill, which gives a list of the chief Government shrines (Kwamptisha) ; and a
comparison of the two appendices will show that in nearly all cases the deities
worshipped in these shrines bear affinity to the Imperial family. Certain of
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TABLE IH.
AMENOKOYANE

(A. 10)
AMENOTANF.KO or OTOIlT-AMENOOSHIKUMONE-

H1MEKAM1 /Kasuga Wakamiya)

(A. 10)

IKUMUSCB1

(Hasshin)
KAMTMUSUBI

TARUMUSUBI OASAH1KO
(Hasshin)

·AMENOHIWASHI NAGASH1RAHA' Imbe Family

(Imbe) (Ame no Shiraha)

·KAMOTAKETSUNUMI -TAMAYOR1-H1~IE
(A.2) (A.2)

KAMOWAKE1KAZUCHI

IKAKOYAHIME HON01KAZUCHI
(A. I)

TABLE IV.

KAIKWA

SUlN1N
(grand-son
of Kaikwa)

AMENOHOHIKO
or ISASAWAKE

(A. 32)

KElKÖ

(0. 3)

ÜK1NAGASUKUNEMIKO

FUTACHIIRI-HIME

YAMATOTAKERU

(A. 35, 39)

ÜTOTACH1BANA-H1MIl

(D·4)

TABLE V.

-J1NGÜ

(A. 3, 29. 32, 35)

CHÜA1

(A·32 )

0JIN·
(A. 3, 29,

35, 50)

N1NTO
(0.6)

TOSH1NOSUKUNE
(A. 5 ?) TAKANU NO NIIGASA
BUREIKUDARAÖ .yAMATO NO ÜTSUGU

KÖN1N

TABLE VI.

KWAMMU

(A. 34)
SUDÖ (TONER1)
(D. I1)

Go-DAIGO

MOR1NAGA

(B·4)
MUNENAGA
(B. 5)
KANENAGA
(8.6)
NAGANAR1
(8. 6)
Go-MURAKAM1
TAKANAGA

(B. 14)
TSUNIlNAGA

(B. 14)

-CHÖKE1
(D. 17)

GO-KAMEYAMA

-AMENOOSHIKUMONE--AMENOOSHIKUMONE--AMENOOSHIKUMONE-

HON01KAZUCHI
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THE IMPERIAL FAMILY AND SHINTO 123

the shrines mentioned in the tables are not included in Appendix III; they
are for the most part Kokuheisha. Ikushima and Tarushima, the deities of
Ikutama-Jinja, do not appear in the tables, but there is a shrine tradition to
the effect that they are identical with Ikumusubi and Tarumusubi no Kami
of the Hasshin. "Yahashira-no-Kami" of Gion is a combined name for
the eight children born to Amaterasu Omikami and Susanoo no Mikoto, and
Nakatsushima-hime of Matsunoo Jinja is the same as Itsukushima-hime of
Miyajima. The most serious omission is that of the Gods of Hirano, con
cerning whom there is considerable difference of opinion. The Jingi-yoroku
quotes two opinions: that of the Teio-hennenki, " The Deity of this shrine
is Nintoku-Tenno," and that of the Niiiinisha-chiishiki, "Imaki is Yamato
takeru no Mikoto, the liiigami of the Minarnoto, Kudo is Chuai-Tenno, the
liiigami of the Taira, Furuaki is the Emperor Nintoku, the liiigami of the
Takashima, and Himekami is Amaterasu-Omikami, the liiigami of the Oe
family." Personally, however, I incline to the theory expressed in the
Jinia-kakuroku, that the deities are the ancestors of Kwammu-Tenno's mother
Takanu no Niigasa, who belonged to the Kudara-o family which had become
naturalized in Japan and taken the name of Yamato lll, subsequently changed
to Takanu i!i!l!f. Niigasa's mother's family name was originally Toshi,
afterwards Oe, and they became hereditary 'priests of the shrine. There
are, however, still other theories. Though the only Himekami that appears
in the tables is the wife of Ame-no-koyane, the Himekami of the Hachiman
shrines is thought to be either the three goddesses of Munakata or Tamayori
hime, mother of jimmu-Tenno, or else a consort of Ojin-Tenno. As pointed
out in the text, the inclusion of Sugawara no Miehizane in the Kwampeisha
(B. II, IS) is an anomaly.

To make the genealogies as little perplexing as possible, I have made
six separate tables, of which indeed, Nos. I, IV, V and VI might be made into
one by filling in the missing links-for instance, the Emperor Kaikwa (IV)
is eighth in descent from the Emperor Jimmu, the Emperor Konin (V)
sixteenth from the Emperor Suinin (IV), while twenty-one generations
(forty-six reigns) separate the Emperor Go-Daigo (VI) from the Emperor
Konin-e-but this would involve the inclusion of an immense number of
names unconnected with our subject. Takamimusubi no Kami (II) and
Kamimusubi no Kami (III), having come into spontaneous being,
necessitate separate tables, though it is not long before connection appears
between Tables I and II.
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APPENDIX III.

LIST OP GoVERNMENT SHRINES (" KWAMPEISHA") AND 50MB

OrHERS.

The name of each shrine is followed first by its locality and province, then by the
names of the deities worshipped ; in these last the terminations t1tiJ:D/Q and

Ieami are abbreviated to .. III• .. and "Ie. .. respectively.

(4) KWIll1fpn-laishll (first rank).

I. Kamo-wake-ikazuchi Jinja, commonly called Kami Kamo. Kyoto.
Wake-ikazuchi-no-Kami.

2. Kama-mioya Jinja or Shimo Kamo. Kyoto. Tamayori-hime-no-M.,
Kamo Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto,

J. Otokoyama Hachiman Gii or Iwashimizu. Near Kyoto. Homuda
wake-no-M. (Ojin-Tenno), Okinaga-tarashi-hime-no-M. Oingii
Kogo).

4. Matsunoo Jinja. Near Kyoto. Oyamagui-no-M., Nakatsu-shima-hime
no-M.

S. Hirano Jinja. Kyoto. Imaki-no-K; Kudo-no-Ki, Furuaki-no-K.,
Hirnekami,

6. Inari Jinja. Kyoto. Uga-no-mitama-no-M., Sarutahiko-no-M., Omiya
nome-no-M.

7. Omiwa Jinja. Miwamachi, Yamato, Yamato no Omononushi-kushi
mikatama-no-M.

• . Oyamato Jinja. .•• Yamato-okunitama-no-M,; Yachihoko-no-K.
(Okuninushi-no-Ki), Mitoshi-no-K.

9' Isonokami Jingii. Tambaichi-machi, Yamato. Futsu-no-mitama-no
Tsurugi (the sword of Susaaoo no Mikoto).

10. Kasuga Jinja. Nara, Yamato. Takemikazuchi-no-M., Iwainushi-no
M. (Futsunushi-no-K}, Ame-no-koyane-no-M., Himekami.

II. Hirose Jinja. Kawai, Yamato. Wakauga-no-hime-no-M. (Toyouke
hime ?).

u. Tatsuta Jinja. Tatta, Yamato, Ame-no-mihashira-no-K, (Shinatsu
hiko), Kuni-mihashira-no-K. (Shinatsu-hime).

13' Nibu-kawakami Jinja. Kawakami, Yamato. Takaokami-no-K., Kura
okami-no-K., Mizuhanome-no-K.

14. Hiraoka Jinja. Nagaoka, Kawachi. Ame-no-koyane-no-M., Rime
kami, Takemikazuchi-no-M., Iwainushi-no-M.

15' Otori Jinja . Otori, Izumi. Otori-no-Muraji-totsu-mioya-Kami (Ame
no-koyane-no-M. or Ame-no-taneko-no-M, ?).
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16. Sumiyoshi Jinia (Suminoe Jinia). Sumiyoshi, Settsu. Uwatsutsunoo-
no-M., Nakatsutsunoo-no-M., Sokotsutsunoo-no-M.

17' Ikukunitama Jinia. Osaka, Settsu, Ikushima-no-K., Tarushima-no-K,
18. Hirota jinja, Taisha, Settsu. Tsuki-sasaki-itsu-no-mitama-amasakaru

muka-tsu-hime-no-M. (the aramitama of the Sun Goddess).
19. Hikawa Jinia. Omiya, Musashi. Susanoo-no-M., Onamuchi-no-M.

(Okuninushi-no-Mi), Inadahime-no-M.
20. Awa Jinia. Awa. Ame-no-futotama-no-M.
21. Katori Jinia. Katori, Shimofusa. Futsunushi-no-M.
22. Kashima Jinia. Kashima, Hitachi. Takemikazuchi-no-M.
23. Mishima jiaja. Mishima, Izu. Tamakushi-iri-hiko-itsuno-koto-shiro-

nushi-no-M.
24. Atsuta Jingii. Atsuta, Owari. The Sword Kusanagi no Tsurugi.
2~. Hie Jinja. Sakamoto,Omi. Oyamagui-no-K.
26. Hinokuma Jingii. Miyamura, Kishii.. Hinokuma-no-Okami, Omoi

kane-no-M., Ishikoritome-no-M.
27' Kunikakasu Jingii. Miyamura, Kishii. Kunikakasu-no-Okami (Hino

kuma-no-Okami),
28. Izumo Taisha. Kizuki, Izumo, Okuninushi-no-M.
29' Usa Jingii. Usa, Buzen. Homudawake-no-M. (Oiin-Tenno), Hime-

kami, Okinaga-tarashi-hime-no-M. (Jingii-Kogo).
30' Izanagi Jinja. Taga, Awaii. Izanagi-no-M.
31. Kashii no Miya. Kashii, Chikuzen. Jingii-Kogo, Chiiai-Tenno.
32. Miyazaki Miya. Miyazaki, Hyiiga. Kamu-yamato-iwarehiko-no-M.

(jimmu-Tenno).
33. Kashihara Jingii. Shirakashi, Yamato. Jimmu-Tenno, Hime-tatara

isuzu-hime-no-Kogo.
34. Heian-Jingii. Kyoto. Kwammu-Tenno.
3~' Kehi-jingu. Tsuruga, Echizen. Izasawake-no-M., Yamato-takeru

no-M., Tarashi-naka-tsu-hiko-no-M., Okinaga-tarashi-hime-no-M.,
Homuda-wake-no-M., Toyohime-no-M,; Takeuchi-no-sukune-no-M.

36. Kagoshima Jingii. Kagoshima, Osumi. Ama-tsu-hitaka-hiko-hoho-
demi-no-M.

37' Udo Jingii. Udo, Hyiiga. Hiko-nagisa-take-ugaya-fuki-aezu-no-M.
38. Asama Jinia. Omiya, Suruga. Konohana-sakuya-hime-no-M.
39' Takebe jinja, Seta,Omi. Yamato-takeru-no-M.
40. Sapporo Jinja. Sapporo, Hokkaido. Okunitama-no-M., Onamuchi

no-M., Sukuna-hiko-no-K.
41. Munakata Jinja. Munakata, Chikuzen. Takitsuhime-no-M., Ichiki

shima-hime-no-M., Takiri-hime-no-M.
42. Yoshino Jingii. Yoshino, Yamato. Go-Daigo Tenno,

24.

24.

24.
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43. Taiwan Jinja. Taiwan (Formosa). As No. 4o, with Yoshihisa-Shinno.
44. Karafuto Jinja. Karafuto (Sakhalin). As No. 40.

45. Yasaka Jinja (Gion). Kyoto. Susanoo-no-M., Inada-hime-no-M.,
Yahashira-no-miko-Kami.

46. Itsukushima Jinja. Itsukushima, Aki. Itsukushima-hime-no-M.
47' Hie Jinja. Tokyo. Oyamagui-no-M.
48. Suwa Jinja. Nakase, Shinano. Takeminakata-tomi-no-M.• Yasakata-

hime-no-M,
49' Kamayama Jinja. Mita, Kishii. Hiko-itsuse-no-M.
50' Hakozaki no Miya. Hakozaki, Chikuzen. Ojin-Tenno.
5I. Aso Jinja. Miyaji, Higo, Take-iwatatsu-no-M.
52. Taga Jinja. Taga, Omi. Izanagi-no-Mi, Izanarni-no-M,
53. Kumano-hayatama Jinja. Shingu, Kishii. Hayatama-no-o-no-K,
j4. Kumano-nimasu-Jinja. Hongu, Kishii. Ketsumiko-no-K, (Susanoo

no-M.?), Kumano-fusumi-no-Ki, Hayatarna-no-o-no-K,
55. Kirishima Jingu. Murataguchi, Osumi. Ame-nigishi-kuni-nigishi-ama

tsu-hidaka-hikoho-no-ninigi-no-M.
56. Meiji Jingu. Tokyo. Meiji-Tenno.
n. Chosen Jingii. Keijo, Chosen (Seoul, Korea). Amaterasu-Omikami,

Meiji-Tenno,
58. Omi JingO. Built in 1940 (Editor).

(h) KllIampei-rhiisha (second rank).

I. Shiramine oo. Kyoto. Sutoku-Tenno, Junnin-Tenno. Raised to
Kwampei-taisha in 1940.

2. Akama GU. Shimonoseki, Nagato. Antoku-Teano.
3. Minase Gu. Yamazaki, Settsu. Go-Toba-Tenno, Tsuchi-mikado-

Tenno, juntoku-Tennc. Raised to Kwampei-taisha in 1940.
4. Kamakura Gu. Kamakura, Sagami. Morinaga-Shinno.
5. Iinoya Gu. Iya, Totomi. Munenaga-Shinno.
6. Yatsushiro no Miya. Yatsushiro, Higo. Kanenaga-Shinno, Naganari

Shinno,
7, Umenomiya Jinja. Umetsu, Yamashiro. Sakatoke-no-K., Owakako

no-K; Sakatokeko-no-K.
8. Kibune Jinja. Kurama, Yamashiro. Kuraokami-no-K.
9' Oharano jinja, Oharano, Yamashiro. Take-mikazuchi-no-M., h~lU-

nushi-no-Mi, Ame-no-koyane-no-M., Hime-Kami,
10. Yoshida Jinja. Yoshida, Kyoto. As the last.
11. Kitano Jinja. Kyoto. Sugawara no Michizane Ason.
12. Tsukiyomi Jinja. Uzen. Tsukiyomi-no-M.
13. Kanasana Jinja. Aoyagi, Musashi. Amaterasu Omikami, Susanoo no
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Mikoto.
14. Kanegasaki no Miya. Tsuruga, Echizen, Takanaga-Sbinno, Tsune-

naga-Shinno,
15. Dazaifu jinia, Dazaifu, Chikuzen. Sugawara no Michizane.
16. Ikuta jinja. Kobe, Settsu. Waka-hirume-no-M.
17' Nagata Jinia. Kobe, Settsu. Kotoshironushi-no-M.
18. Tarumi Jinia. Tarumi, Harima. As Kwa111peifaisha No. 16.
19' Ehikoyama Jinia. Hikozan, Buzen. Ame no Oshihone-no-M, (Ame

no-oshiho-mimi-no-Mi),
:LO. Sumiyosbi J inja. Katsuyama, Nagato. The aramitama of the three

deities of No. 18.
:L I. Kibitsu jin]a. Bitchii. Okibitsu-hiko-no-M. (son of Korei-Tenno),
:L:L. Kumano Nachi Jinja. Nachi, Kishu. Ketsumiko, Kumano Hayatama-

no-K., Kumano Fusurni-no-K.
:L3. Itakeso jlnja, Nishiyama Higashi-mura, Kishu. Oya-biko-no-M.
:L4. Mikami Jinia. Mikami-mura,Omi. Arne-no-mikage-no-M.
:L5' Tainan Jinja. Tainan, Taiwan (Formosa). Kitashirakawa-no-Miya

Yoshihisa-Shinno.

(e') Kwa111pei-shosha (third rank).

1. Okunitama Jinia. Fuchu, Musashi. Musashi no Okuni-tama-no-K.
:L. Shigaumi jmja. Fukuoka, Chikuzen, As Kwampeifaisha No. 16.
3' Sumiyoshi Jioia. Fukuoka, Chikuzen. As the last.
4. Kamado Jinia. Fukuoka, Chikuzen. Tamayori-hime.
5, Naminoue Jinia. Wakasa, Okinawa. Hayatama-no-o, Izanarni, Koto

saka-no-o-no-M.

(d) Other Shrines.

The following list of shrines connected with the Imperial family is.
taken from Tenno qyobi kijin 0 manur»j inja (" Shrines at which Emperors and
other bigh personages are worshipped ") . The word placed in parentheses
after the name of each indicates that it is under the direction of the local
village (son), hamlet (go), urban district ({II), or prefecture (ken); Ieokllhei
(hiisha means "under the supervision of the governor of the province,
second class." The deity worshipped is an Emperor unless otherwise
described.
I. Annei-Tenno-sha (sonsha). Shirakashi, Yamato. Annei Tenno,
:L. Futarayama Jinja (Ieokllhei-(hiisha). Utsunomiya, Shimotsuke. Toyoki

iri-hiko no Mikoto, son of the Emperor Sujin ,
3. Anabo Jinja (sonsha) . Anabo,Omi. Keiko Tenno.
4. Hashirimizu jinja (gosha). Uraga, Sagami. Ototachibaoa-hime, wife
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Nintoku Tenno.
Kenzo Tenno.
Takaichi, Yamato. Buretsu

of Yamato-takeru no Mikoto.
,. Uji Jinja (jllsha). Vji, Yamashiro. Uji no Waki-iratsuko-no-miko,

prince.
6. Takatsu no Miya (jluha). Osaka, Settsu.
7. Okenomiko (sDnsha). Takaichi, Yamato.
8. O-hatsuse-waka-sasagi no Jinja (sonsha).

Tenno.
9. Goryo Jinja (sonsha). Ishiyama,Omi. Kobun Tenno,

10. Misu Jinja (sonsha). Yokooji, Yamashiro. Temmu Tenno.
r r. Sudo Jinja (sonsha). Shugaku-in, Yamashiro. Sudo-Tenno (prince

Sawara).
n. Seiwa-Tenno-sha (sonsha). Saga, Yamashiro. Seiwa Tenno.
I~. Moriya no Yashiro (sonsha). Kurama, Yamashiro. Korenaga-Shinno,

son of Montoku Tenno.
14. Suiten-gu (kensha). Kurume, Chikugo. Antoku Tenno,I,. Fukuoji no Jinja (sonsha). Hanazono, Yamashiro. Hanshi-Kogo,

Empress of Koko Tenno.
16. Takakura Jinja (sonsha). Urnekura, Yamashiro. Mochihito-o, son of

Go-Shirakawa Tenno.
17, Shisho Jinja (sonsha). Totsugawa, Yamato. Chokei Tenno,

In addition to the above, Prof. Genchi Kato informs me of two shrines
dedicated to the Emperor Meiji during his lifetime, one erected near the
Shiojiri Pass in Shinano, the other built by one Konishi Kyiibei near Matsu
shima in Rikuzen. These are examples of g;, jPJ seishi, "shrines in honour
of living persons."

APPENDIX IV.

THE GREAT SHRINES OF IsB.

(See introduction to Appendix Ifl.)

(a) Kotaijingu or Sume-Okami-no-Miya (commonly called Naika), Isuzu
Kawakami, Yamada, Ise. Ama-terashimasu-sume-Omikami.

Aidono (chapel of ease):-
Ame-no-tajikara-o-no-M., Yorozu-hata-toyo-aki-tsu-hime-no-M.

Be/sllgii (subordinate shrines) :-
Aramatsuri no Miya. The arami/ama of the Sun Goddess.
Tsukiyomi no Miya. Tsukiyomi-no-M.
Tsukiyomi no Ararnitama no Miya. The aramilama of Tsukiyomi-no-M.
Izanagi no Miya. Izanagi-no-M,
Izanami no Miya. Izanami-no-M.
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Takihara no Miya. Amaterasu-Okami-no-to-no-Miya,
Takihara Narabi no Miya. The same.
hawa no Miya. The same.
Kazahinomi no Miya. Shina-tsu-hiko-no-Ki, Shina-tsu-hime-no-K,

(b) Toyuuke-no-Okami-no-Miya (commonly called GekQ). Same locality.
Toyuuke-no-Okami.

Aidono:-
The Mi/omo-no-Kami, thirty-two deities of whom the following list

is given by the KNjiki (in each case preceded by the title cc Arne no,"
meaning cc heavenly"):-

Kaguyama.
Uzume.
Futotama,
Koyane.
Kusbidama.

Michine.
Kamitama.

Nukado.
Akarutama.
Murakumo.
Kamitachi.
Mikage.
Miyabime.
Yote.
Toaml.

Seno,
Tamakushi.
Yutsuhiko.
Kamitama.
Mikudarl.
Hip.
Oilllayahi.
Yaaakabiko.

Isa. .

Ikisbinlho.
Ikutama.
Sukunahlko.
Kotoyuhiko.
Uwahara.
Shitaharu.
TsukikamL.

Be/SligO :-
Taga no Miya. Toyuuke-no-Okami-no-aramitama-no-K.
Tsuchi no Miya. O-tsuchi-no-mioya-no-K.
Tsukiyomi no Miya. Tsukiyomi-no-M.
Kaze no Miya. Shina-tsu-hiko-no-K; Shiaa-tsu-hime-no-K,

APPENDIX V.

LISTS OP THE .. HASSHINDBN" AND THE cc 'fBNJIN-SmCHIDAI.'·

(0) The H4l1hindm.

Kami-musubi-no-K.
Takami-musubi-no-K.
Iku-musubl-no-K,
Taru-musubi-no-K.

Tamatsume-no-musubi-no-K,
O-miyame-no-K.
Miketsu-no-K.
Koto-shironushi-no-K.

(b) The Tenjin-shifhidai•

The Kojiki and Nibo"sboki give slightly different lists of the first seven
generations of deities; of the several versions in the latter work I here quote
that given in Jingi-ji/m.
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KojiJd. NihoflSholt:i.

J. Kuni-no-toko-tachi-no-K. J. Kuni-no-toko-tachi-no-M,
z. Toyo-kumunu-no-K. z. Kuni-no-satsuchi-no-M,
3. Uhijini-no-K, 3. Toyo-kumunu-no-M.

Suhijini-no-K.
4. Tsunuguhi-no-K, 4. Uhijini-no-M.

Ikuguhi-no-K. Suhijini-no-M.
1. O-tonoji-no-K. 1. O-tonoji-no-M.

O-tonobe-nOoK. O-tomabe-no-M.
6. Omodaru-no-K, 6. Omotaru-co-M,

Aya-kashikone-no-K. Kashikone-ao-M,
7. Izanagi-no-K, 7. Izanagi-no-M,

Izanami-no-K. Izanami-no-M,

As mentioned in my text, however, one reading in the Nihonshoki gives
Ame-no-minakanushi-no-M., Takamimusubi-no-M., and Kamimusubi-no-M,
as the first three, and says these are known as the MJisllbi. Even where the
names given in the two works are the same, they are generally written with
different characters. I have adopted the kana rendering of the Shimane-ken
Kiilen KokyuBunsba. It should perhaps be mentioned that the KJijiki gives yet
another version of the Shkhidai, but it is not necessary, I think, to reproduce
it here.

APPENDIX VI.

LISTS OF THB "SAIKU" AND THB " SATIN."

The following lists are taken from the Jingi-jilen, and the rendering of
the names from the kana affixed in the Yakllblln Dainibonsl», The princess's
name is followed in each case by that of her father, usually an Emperor, and
then by a number indicating the years of her tenure of office, when known ;
when known, too, her age on appointment is given in parentheses im
mediately after her name. The title "naishinno .. is here contracted to " ns," ;
other titles are given in full.

(a) The SaikU.

Toyo-suki-iri-hime, Sujin. 12.
Yamaro-hime. Suinin. 130.
Iwanu-hime. Keiko,
Iwashima-hime. ChIiaL
Wakatarashi-hime. YUiyaku.
Takahata-iratsuko-bime,
Sasage-no-rniko. Keitai .

Iwakuma-hlme-no-mlko. Kimmei.
Uchi-no-shizu-kai-no-hime-no-miko.

Bidatsu.
Sugate-hime-no-himemiko. yomei. 37.
Ohaku-ns. (10). Temmu. 14.
Taki-no-hime-no-miko. Temmu. 3.
Izumi-ao-ns, Tenji. 6.
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Takata-no-ns. Temmu. 9.
Kuse-no-nyoo,

Inoue-ns. (~). Shomu. 21 or 24. (She
was later the Empress of Konin, and
her son Osabe-Shinno became Crown
Prince. The Empress and her son,
however, were charged witb conspiracy
and sent into aile, and were poisoned
on tbe way. Subsequently tbeir ranks
were restored and they were worsbip
ped at Garyo Jinja.)

Agata-no-nyoO. 6.
Oyake-no-nyoo, Mibara-e, ..
Abe-no-os. Junnin. 7.

Sakahito-no-ns. (19). Konin, ..
Kiyoniwa-nyoO. 7.
Asawara-no-DS. Kwammu. 14. (After-

wards a consort of Heizei Tenno.)
Fuse-no-ns. Kwammu. 10.

Obara-no-ns. Hwammu. 14.

Hitoko-ns. Saga. I ~.

Ujiko-ns. Junna. 4.
Yoshiko-ns, Nakano-Shinno, son of

Kwammu Tenno.
Hisako-ns. Nimmyo. 18.
Yasu (tJ!) ko-ns. Montoku. 9.
Yasu(1'i§')ko-ns. Montoku. 18.
Shokusbi-ns. (4). Seiwa. 4.
Keishi-os. Montoku. (Did not proceed

to Ise; appointed Genkei VI.iv and
resigned at Nonomiya vm.ii OD the
abdication of Yozei Tennd.)

Shigeko-ns, Koko. ..
Motoko-nyoo. Motoyasu-shinno. 9.
Jushi-Ds. Uda. 34. (Was known as

Rokujo no Saikii.)
Masako-ns. Daigo. 6. (Mterwards

married Udaijin Fujiwara no Morosuke
and was mother of Tamemitsu.)

Nariko-os. (16). Daigo. (Did not
proceed to Ise ; appointed some time in
ShOhei VI, but died in the fifth month
of that year.)

Yoshiko-nyoo, (6). Shigeakira-shiano,
son of Daigo Tenn6. 10.

Hidako-ns, (10). Daigo, (Did not

proceed to Ise ; appointed EnSi IX.v,
died in the ninth month of that year.)

Yoshiko.nyoO. Sbigeakira-Shinno. 8.

(The jingi-ji/en writes her name as ~

-1-, the Dainihonshi as tit -1-.)
Utako-ns, Murakami. 13.
Sukeko-ns, (16). Murakami. (Did not

proceed to Ise; appointed Koho V.vii;
retired Anna Il.xi, on the abdication of
Reizei Tennli.)

Takako-nyoo. Teruakira-Shinno, son of
Daigo Tenno. 6.

Noriko-ns. Murakami. 10. (It is stated
that her mother, Yoshiko-nyoO, wished
to accompany her to Ise, but this was
not permitted.)

Nariko-nyoO. Teruakira-Sbinno. (Did
not proceed to Ise; appointed Eikwan
Il.xi ; retired Kwanna II.vi, on abdica
tion of Kazan Tenno.)

Yasuko-nyoo. Tamehira-Shinno, son of
Murakami Tenno. :~.

Masako-ns. Sanjo. ~. (The year after
her retirement she had an intrigue
with SakYO-/ayii Fujiwara no Michimasa,
which became known. The Emperor
was greatly incensed, and Masako with
her own hands cut off her hair and be
came a nun. She died aged 23.)

Wakako-nyoo. (12). Tomohira-Shinno,
son of Murakami Tenno, 21.

Yoshiko-ns. (8). Go-Suzaku. 10.

Yoshiko-nyoo (ace. to Dainihonsbi, Yoshi
ko-ns.), Atsuakira-Shinno or Koichijo
in, son of Sanjo Tenno, 6.

Yoshiko-nyoo. Aesubira-Sbinno, son of
Sanjo Tenno. 18.

Toshiko-ns, (14). Go-Sanjo. 4. (Known
as Higuchi no Saikii; became a nun
after retirement.)

Atsuko-nyoO. Atsukata-Shinno, son of
Atsuakira.

Yasuko-ns. Shirakawa. 7. (Became
lMmbO of Horikawa; known as Ikuho
monin.)

Yoshiko-ns, (II). Shirakawa. 21.

~.
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(Known at Rokkaku no SaikU.)
Junshi-ns. (16). Shirakawa. 16. (Known

at Higuchi no Saikii.)
Moriko-nyoo (I}). Asahito-Shinno. 19.
Yoshiko-ns. Toba. 9. (Known as

Yoshida no Saikii ; became a nun after
retirement.)

Sayako-ns. (10). Go-sbirakawa. (Did
not proceed to he; appointed Kyiiju
III.iv ; ret ired Hogen ill.viii on ab
dication of her father. Became J-b6
of Antoku and given rank as Kogo
in Juei I; again J_hi) of Go-Toba;
known as Impuku-monin; became a
nun.)

Yoshiko-ns. Go-Shirakawa. 8.
Yasuko-ns, (10). Go-Shirakawa. (Did

not proceed to Ise ; appointed Ninan
III. viii; retired Sbowa II.v on the ab
dication of Rokujo Tenno.)

Atsuko-ns. (II). Go-Shirakawa. J.
(Known as Horikawa-no-miya.)

Kotoko-ns . Takakura. (Did not pro
ceed to Ise ; appointed Cbisho I.x;
retired m .i owing to the death of her
morher.)

Kiyoko-ns. Takakura. 1+

(b)

Yoshiko-ns, (4). Sag2. u.
Toklko-ns, Nimmyo, 4 (?). (Ap

pointed in Tenchii, and he:t: IUcccssor
in Sbiiwa II.)

Takako-ns. Nimmyii. 18.
Nobuko-os. Montoku. (Appointed

Tenan I; retired without taking up
office the nezt year, no reason as
signed.)

Sadako-ns, Montoku. 8.
Noriko-ns. Montoku. 18.
Atsuko-ns. Seiwa. 3 (?). Resigned

on the death of her mother.}
Bokushi-ns, Kokii. 6. (According to

the Saiifl·J:j, probably afterwards one
of Daigo's consorts and mother of

Shukushi-ns, Go-Toba. u. (Known
as Takatsuji no Saika.)

Hiroko-ns. Go-Toba. 7. (Known as
Fukakusa no Saiku ; became a nun.)

Toshiko-ns. Go- Takakura-in (Morisada
shinno). 7.

Akiko-ns. Go-Horikawa. 6.
Nariko-ns. (21). Tsuchimikado. (Did

not proceed to Ise; appointed Kwanen
III .vi ; retired IV.i on retirement of
Go-Saga; known as Shinsenkwa
monin; became a nun.)

Yasuko-ns. Go-saga. II.
Sukeko-ns, (21). Go-Ucla. (Did not

proceed to be; appointed Tokuji Liii ;
retired Enkei I. viii on death of Go
Nijii Tenno ; known as Tatchi-monin.)

Kwanshi-ns. Go-Daigo. (Did not pro
ceed to be ; appointed Gentoku Il.zii,
retired Genko I on departure of her
father to Oki; afterwards married
Kogon.)

Yosbiko-ns. Go-Daigo. (Did not pro
ceed to lse; appointed Genko III.xii ;
retired Kemmu III. viii on departure of
her father to Yoshino; afterwards be
came a nun at Hoan-ji,

The Saiin.

Ariakira-shinnii.)
Naoko-nyoo. Korebiko-shlnno, son of

Montoku, 4 (?). (Appointed in
Kwampyo I and her successor in V.)

Klmlko-ns, Uda. u (?). (Appointed
in Kampyo V, her successor in Engi
V.)

Yasuko-ns. (z). Daigo. 13.
Nobuko-ns. (14). Daigo. 6.
Akiko-ns. (4). Daigo, 10. (Retired

on her father's death and married (I)
DaiflilgOfl Minamoto no Kiyokage, (z)
1VJllltUhi'fIO-Mmi Korekaze ; died aged

1J.)
Tsuyako-ns. (s). Daigo. 37. (Became

a nun on retirement.)
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Takako-ns. (I" Reizei, 8. (Retired on
her mother's death; at 15 entered
Enyii's palace ; at 17 became a nun;
died aged 20.)

Kazuko-ns, (12). Murakami 57. (Held
the office during five reigns; retired at
69 and became a nun; died aged 72.
Known as O-itsuki-no-miya .)

Kaoruko-ns . (~). Go-Ichijo, 6. (After
ward s Empress of Go-Saojo Tenno ;
then became a nun; known as Saiin
no K6g6.)

Yoshiko-ns, (5) . Go-Sazuka. 10. (Mter
ret irement she had an affair with Sotiai
iin Minamoto no Toshifusa. Known
as Kurueru Saiin.)

Nakako-ns. (8). Go-Suzaku, 13.
(Known as Rokujo no Saiin.)

Masako-ns . (14). Go-Suzaku, 12.
(Known as Oshikoji no Saiin.)

Yoshiko-ns, (I ~) . Go-Sanjo, 4. (Known
as Tominokoji no Saiin.)

Atsuko-ns. (14). Go-Sanjo, (Appointed
Enkyii V.iii , but two months later her
father died and she did not take up
office ; at 19 became Empress of Hori
kawa Tenno and finally took the veil.)

Tokiko-nyoo, Atsuakira-Shinno. 16.
Yoshiko-ns. (12). Shirakawa. II. (Mter

wards became JumbO of Toba and given
title ofKogo ; eventually became a nun;
known as Nijo no Omiya.)

Sakiko-ns. (19). Shirakawa. 9. (Her
name written ~:r . in the P"gi-jil,,,,
mT in tbe Dainibonsbi ; known as
Tsuchimikado no Saiin or Biwa DO
Saiin. )

Kwanshi-as. Shirakawa. (l1{T. i.,.,

Miyako, in J.-j., 'i1r T in D.; known
as Seiwain no Saiin.)

Muneko-ns. (25). Horikawa. 4. (0
miya no Saiin; retired on mother's
death.)

Muneko-ns. Toba. 6. (After retire
ment became J_bO of Go-Shirakawa
with title of KogO: finally became a
nun ; known as Josai-monin.)

Yosh iko-ns . (II). Toba. (Appointed
Chosho I, but died nen year with out
tak ing up office; known as Ippon no
Miya.)

Yoshiko-nyoo. Sukebito-Shinno, son of
Go-Sanjo. 27. (Known as Kitakoji
no Saiin.)

Norlko-ns. Go-Shirakawa. I I . (Oimi
kado no Saiin ; became a Dun after
retirement.)

Yosh iko-ns . Nijo. (Appointed Kao I:
became ill Kao m and resigned with
out taking up office.)

Utako-ns. (27). Toba, (Appointed
Shoan I.vi, but on grounds of illness
resigned two months later without
tak ing up office; lived, however, till
64. Known as Itsutsuji no Salin or
Kasuga-hime-miya.

Noriko-ns. (2) . Takakura-Shinno. 4.
(Resigned on her father's death ; be
came J_b6to Tsuchimikado with tide
of KogO and was called BOmooin.
Known as lnukuma DO Saiin and
Rokkaku no Miya.)

Noriko-ns, (5). Go-Toba. 9. (Retired
in Kcoryaku II on account of illness.
but lived till 74; became a DUD:
knOWD as Kayo-monin.)

~:r
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APPENDIX vn.
CHINESB CHARACTERS FOR SoME OF TIm JAPANESB WORKS

Quonm IN THE PAPER.

Only such works are given u have not already appeared in the com:aponding
lim appended to my former articles in Volumes XXII, xxm and XXIV.

Ampei-ki t/(-.2ji- ie.·
Daijingil-gishiki-cbo
-- -zorei .~.
Gaino-sbO ~.~.
Gyokuzenshu ;£•••

Go-bOkDin-denki ~
Gwaiki-ki * Ie. .k.

Hanazono-in-onki 1E
Hojo-ji Sessho-ki ~
Ima-kagami 4-•.
Jinja-kakuroku "it
Jogwan-gishiki-cM
Kikei-jitsuroku :!J:;t 8
Kinsei
Kitayama-dono Miyuki
Koke-shidai lr ~ ~ ~.

Kokon-chomon-shu ti
Koryo-ki ~ ~ lie.
Koshiden ti ~ -ft.
Koshitsu ~~.

Kurokawa Michisuke Nichiji-kiji !IJlllIiti a 3t Ie.",
Nan-a-ki Wi l\iiJ lie..
Nenchu-gyoji &fi *fj ..
Nihon-koki 8 *~ ie.
---kiryaku 8 *R.•.
---shi- Koshi-den a *= ~ li! :::;- ..
Nijnnisha-chashiki .:: +-= iI: tE:it.
O-yudono-niki 1llJ 1.iR 8 ire.
Ryo no Gige <ft.m.
Saiin-ki m~ ifC.
Sakusha-burui fIi# $.
SenshiishO • M! tp.
Shinji-ko ~ .~.
Suishi-Koshi-den 7.k lie.:::;--ft.

it!. ill:a

it!. ill:a*.~ ~

it!. ill:a*.~ ~
it!. ill:a*.~ ~

it!. ill:a*.~ ~
it!. ill:a*.~ ~
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Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu
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Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu
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Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu

Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu
Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu

Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu

Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu
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Tenchi-kongen-rekidai-zu 5R.a ~ Jt If ft til.
Tendai-zasu-ki X f:1 ~ 3: ae.
Unzu-sho • III1'.P.
Yakurno-misho i\11" tP·
Yamato-hime-seiki ~. iIt te.
Yamato-kotoba no Shiori ~ Wli ~.

Yorinobu-ky6-ki fJt mM1.e.
Zoku-shigii-shO tii ~ A 1'.P.
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THREE GREAT EMPERORS

*- X 1il

It is well known that Japan is unique in having on the
Throne the 124th Emperor of the same dynasty, a record that
no other country even approaches but that this is not all for it
is a dynasty of divine descent. Owing to the fact that the
practice of adoption is in force many foreign critics have made
little of this record but in no case has anyone succeeded to the
Throne who would not have been equally eligible in any western
country and on 65 occasions the succession has gone direct from
father to son (4 times from father to daughter) and 26 times
from brother to brother, 3 times from grandfather to grandson,
5 times from uncle to nephew, 3 times from nephew to uncle,
twice from husband to wife, in both cases also his niece, once
from mother to son and only in 17 cases to such distant relations
as cousins. All these Sovereigns with the possible exception of
the zrst and zj th Emperors Yuryaku (* DI}) and Buretsu (lit 1.!!)
had their special virtues and many of them left an enduring mark
on the fortunes of their people but it is obvious that I cannot
deal with them all in the 30 minutes, long doubtless to you but
short in actual time, in which you are doomed to listen to me.
I propose therefore to limit myself to three. The name of the
Great Emperor Meiji at once springs to mind but I feel myself
totally unworthy to deal with his outstanding virtues. The
Emperor Daigo (M M1), and his great Engi (~.) age, is another
name that occurs to anyone when thinking of the Emperors of
Japan but his merits have been sung quite recently in connection
with the roooth anniversary of Daigoji. I therefore propose with
your kind indulgence to lay before you the special virtues of the
38th Emperor Tenji (:R tr), the 71st Emperor Go-Sanjo (~.=:
~) and the Bznd Emperor Go-Toba (~ .~ ~) though I confess
it is with reluctance that I omit the 96th Emperor Go-Daigo
(~YMl).

1il
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THREE GREAT EMPERORS 137

THE EMPEROR TEN)I

Though Divine Providence called the Emperor Tenji to
another sphere, but four years after his enthronement, it was in
reality he as Naka no 6e no Oji (If:1 *Ji!. ~.:r) and his great
minister Kamatari (.~) who watched over the destinies of the
nation from the time of the abdication of his august Mother in
645 i.e. a period of 27 years. In order to appreciate fully the
greatness of his work, it is necessary to consider the position
just before the coup d'etat which called Naka no 6e no Oji to
the front. Soga-no-Emishi (~:ft" ;t) and his son Iruka (A. $)
had usurped the whole power and were clearly aiming at
rebelion, the battle of Shigisan had practically exterminated the
great family of Mononobe (Ij'q] $), ana the Nakatomi (If:1IiI), who
may be regarded as the guardians, under the Emperor, of course,
of the Gods of Heaven and Earth were obliged to lie low, and
Buddhism was in the ascendant. The country was ill governed
and discontent and unrest were rife, for the Soga thought only
of enriching themselves. The task which Naka no 6e no Oji
and Kamatari set themselves was nothing less than the wholesale
adoption of the civilization of To (/8')*, and the establishment of
a strong central government, and, with this end in view, they
induced the new Emperor, Naka no 6e no Oji's uncle, KotokN
(~.) to move his capital from Asuka (m .,,) to Naniwa (It ilt),
where a fine city was laid out on the model of Ch6anfu (~ 1i: ~).

The reason for this move was that the neighbourhood of Asuka
was in the hands of powerful families, mainly immigrants of
strong conservative tendencies, but, as events turned out, vested
interests triumphed, and Naka no 6e no Oji, though the Emperor
demurred, found it was expedient to humour the malcontents
and return for a time to Asuka. Meanwhile the reform i.e. the
geeat reform of Taikwa went slowly forward, the exercise of
great tact being necessary.

When, after reigning for 10 years, the Emperor K6toku

• A Chinese dynasty existed between 618 and 903 A.D.
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1;8 THREE GREAT EMPERORS

died, Naka. no oe no Oji, though clearly the recognized heir,
in order to serve the cause the better and avoid giving offence
unselfishly stood down and induced his mother to reascend the
Throne. Leaving to her the splendours of the position Naka no
oe no Oji continued to devote himself to reform and the wel
fare of his country. His work was seriously interrupted in 660
by the necessity of coming to the aid of the vassal kingdom of
Kudara (13~) and the Empress Saimei (~a~) with the Crown
Prince in attendance removed to KyJishJi (n ffl) to superintend
matters in person and here in the following year the Empress
died. The history of the next six years is far from clear, but
Naka no oe no Oji still refrained from mounting the Throne.
He had at first to continue looking after military affairs and then
again set himself to work leaving the showy part to his brother
Oama Oji (::k 1ff A:£: .:r), a trust which I cannot help thinking
the latter somewhat abused. He again became convinced that
complete success was impossible so long as Asuka remained in
Capital and at the end of 666 having ventured on moving to
Omi (jl[ iI), he at last assumed the purple. Opposition continued
from the diehards of Asuka but undeterred His Majesty went on
with the work and had the satisfaction of compiling the Omi-Ryo
(jl[ iI ~). Unfortunately this great code has not come down to us
but it is known to have been the basis of the Taiho-Ritsuryo, the
code by which the Empire was governed for centuries, and the
code that was again resorted to at the time of the glorious
restoration. I cannot do better than conclude with quoting the
opinion of a foreign historian, the late Mr. Murdoch who says
" He was perhaps the ablest and certainly one of the most en
lightened Sovereigns that ever sat on the Throne of Japan" and
again " His premature death seemingly hastened by the fatigues
of unremitting toil was an irreparable national loss ",

THE EMPEROR GO-SANJO

Between the Emperors Go-Sanjo and Tenji there are
many points of resemblance, both served a long apprenticeship
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THREE GREAT EMPERORS 139

as Crown Prince. and unhappily. but few years on the Throne.
Both were oblivious of self and thought of nothing but welfare
of their Empire, and both set the example of hard personal
work. and lastly both were reformers. though the problems with
which they had to contend were different. Throughout the 23
years in which the Emperor Go-Sanjo filled the position of
Crown Prince to his brother the Emperor Go-Reizei (illft ~).
he was able to exert but little influence on the fortunes of the
country. and, indeed, it was only owing to the fortunate cir
cumstance that neither Fujiwara-no-Yoshiko (Ii 1Ji{ jl T) nor
Hiroko (j[ T) bore the Emperor Go-Reizei a male heir that in
accordance with the expressed wish of his august father, the
Emperor Go-Suzaku (il* ilt), he was enabled to ascend the
Throne. Though the Emperor Uda (~ff) and the great
Emperor Daigo had in a measure succeeded in throwing off the
shackles and asserting themselves, it may really be said that
from the death of the Emperor Seiwa (m ~), the real power lay
with the Fujiwara family and in particular with the maternal
grandfather or brother in law for all the Emperors since the
Emperor Saga ( ~~) had been the offspring of Fujiwara
mothers. The Emperor Go-Sanjo however was the son of
Kaoruko-Naishinno (~:r- Fl~ x). Takahito-Shinno (Jit f= ~ x)
had long seen with alarm the growing extravagance of the
Court more especially as the revenue was dwindling . This
decline in revenue was occasioned by the pernicious practice,
adopted by the Fujiwara, of granting tax free" Shoen" to their
favourites and indeed appropriating them to their own use, and
this as soon as he came to power the Emperor Go-Sanjo deter
mined to stop. Another practice detrimental both to the
national exchequer and to the welfare of the people that had
grown up was the hereditary succession to the provincial
governorships. The Governors, generally living at their ease
in the capital, regarded their provinces as their own estates and
the taxes as their own property. Against this too. the Emperor
Go-Sanjo set his face. For many years past the Emperor's part
in affairs of state had been purely formal, but this was by no
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140 THREE GREAT EMPERORS

means the Emperor Go-Sanjo's idea, and he at once established
a council which was called Kirokusho (lie. ~ JiJT), and here the
Emperor presided in person and he insisted that all affairs of
importance should be brought before him for his decision. The
title deeds of all Shoen were demanded and if none were for
the coming, if they were not in order, the estates reverted to the
Crown. Fujiwara-no-Norimichi was appointed Kwampaku, but
he soon found that it was as a servant, and not as a master that
he had been appointed. Most unfortunately His Majesty's body
was not as strong as his mind and he found the strain too great
and suffered severely from his eyes and he accordingly deter
mined to abdicate in favour of his son, then aged 020, but not as
many previous Emperors had done in order that they might
devote themselves to things spiritual instead of temporal or to
enjoy a few years of repose. The Emperor Go-Sanjo conceived
the idea that, divested of the pomps of office, he would be able
to conserve his energies for the weighty problems confronting
the country and put his young son on the right road. He was
therefore the father of the Insei (~jfI{) system. That this system
eventually proved detrimental to the best interests of the Empire
is no reflection on the Emperor Go-Sanjo, for, unhappily, he
died but a year after his abdication before he had perfected his
scheme, and the Emperor Shirakawa (a 1PI), who subsequently
adopted the system, though highly capable, was not a man of
such outstanding character.

THE EMPEROR GO-TOBA

Possessed of a great charm of manner and a master of all
the polite arts in addition to having a really great brain, the
Emperor Go-Toba just fails, I think, to enter the category of
the truly great, but that becomes so near to it is surprising when
the full circumstances of his life are considered. Called upon
to rule the great Empire at the age of 5 he was surrounded by
sycophants and those interests called for his moral deterioration
nevertheless he was, though sometimes carried away by his
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THREE GREAT EMPERORS 141

passions and love of pleasure always a force to be reckoned
with, and came within measurable distance of freeing the
Imperial family from military thraldom, in which it had been
enmeshed for half a century since the usurpation of the Taira
(2f- ~). As long as Sanetomo lived the Emperor was by the
use of skilful flattery able to do much as he pleased but with
the death of the last of Minamoto (imi.~) direct line, he soon
found the position irksome and determined to free the Throne.
He himself had long since abdicated at the early age of 20 and
it is by no means clear what his motives were but presumably
they were not unconnected with interference from Kamakura
(it .). Had it not been that a leakage of his plans forced him
to take action before his preparations were completed there is
little doubt that Shokyu no ran would have had a very different
outcome, for His Majesty's gracious personality would have
attracted the entire Kwansai to his standard, and, even in the
Kwant6, there were many who would have joined him especial
ly if an early success had attended his efforts. Though probably
no one on the H6j6 (~t *) side had quite the outstanding ability of
His Majesty there were several hard-headed veterans, skilled in
strategy and with long experience, and it was to these but
especially to Oe-no-Hiromoto (* iI f'8{ 5t) that the failure of the
Emperor's plan was due.

Had he succeeded it is intereting to speculate how it would
have reacted on the fortunes of the country. He would have
been confronted with a task not unlike that which afterwards
fell to the Emperor Go-Daigo and which the great monarch
failed to surmount, and at first blush, it would seem to have
been a work for which the Emperor Go- Toba owing to his up
bringing, was hardly suitable, but such was his genius that it is
by no means impossible that he might have risen to it. My
own doubt is whether he would have realised the nature of the
task before him. But we are dealing with history and not with
" might have beens " and in history it is the surprising versatility
of the Emperor Go-Toba that will be remembered. There was
practically nothing, whether it was Kemari, or painting, or the
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142 THREE GREAT EMPERORS

forging of sword blades, to which he turned his hand at which
he did not attain to more than ordinary skill. Nor can the
bitter years of his exile in Oki island (I!I ~ ih) be forgotten and
the name of Hojo despite the much really great work that they
did must ever be held in execration for their treatment of their
Sovereigns.
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YATAGARASU
j\ RS .~

IDENTIFICATION OF YATAGARASU

Inasmuch as the N.Y.K. have no vessel called" Yatagarasu
Maru,', though I commend the names of the two Heavenly
Guides, Sarutahiko and Yatagarasu, as being suitable for sister
ships, an article on Yatagarasu may seem somewhat out of place
in the "Travel Bulletin", but it is not, I think, as unsuitable as
it may appear at first sight for Yatagarasu, as will be seen, is
intimately connected with Kumano, and the "Kumano Maru ..
was, for many years, a highly popular ship on the Australian
run.

Though the name Yatagarasu appears in the Kojiki, Nihon
shoki and Kogoshui, which I have elsewhere described as the
Shinto canon, we have really very little information with regard
to it, and that little is somewhat contradictory in nature. The
learned Motoori devotes several pages of his classic Ko/ikiden to
an ornithological discussion of the name, but it must suffice
here to say that it is generally taken to signify a big crow.
j\ means eight P8 span and .Iii. a crow, an eight span, i.e., a great
crow.

The Ko/iki and Nibonsboki make no mention of the identity
of the bird merely informing us that it was sent down from
Heaven to guide Kamu-Yamato-Iwarehiko-no-Mikoto (Jimmu
Tenno) over the intricate mountain passes from Kumano to
Yamato when he was on his way to found the Empire.

Subsequently the Yamashiro Fudoki (tu ~.lI. ± ir.) compiled
by the orders of the Empress Gemmei, implies that Yatagarasu
was Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto, grandson of Kamimusubi, and
Kogoshuj written in the Daido era describes Yatagarasu as ances
tor of the Kamo Agata nushi. Later again ShOjiroku (~a::: ~),
belonging to the Konin era (810-23), categorically states that
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Yatagarasu and Taketsunumi are identical. and. if this be ac
cepted. one would naturally expect to find Kamo Mioya jinja,
of which Taketsunumi is one of the deities. as the centre of the
Yatagarasu cult, but as will be seen this is not the case.

The fact is that both the PI/dohand ShOjiroku were compiled
from information supplied by the Kamo Agatanushi, i.e., the
priests of the Karno shrines. The family had divided into two,
and. it seems to me, that the branch established at Mioya were
anxious to furnish themselves with an unimpeachable Amatsu
kami or heavenly deity lineage.

According to local tradition, in Kumano, Kamu-Yamato
Iwarehiko-no-Mikoto was encamped close to the present Haya
tarnao Jinja (Shingii) when Yatagarasu came flying from the
neighbourhood of the present Asuka Jinja. and proceeded up
stream towards Hongu, I confess that my own interpretation
of this incident is that a local chieftain, well versed in the
intricacies of the mountain passes, appeared and offered his
services as guide. and he led the army until the plain of Yamato
had been safely entered, and there are Yatagarasu shrines on the
summit Takamiyama, and at Isasa Mura, marking the progress
of the march though there were not founded till long after
wards. In Nibonsboei, under date znd year of the Emperor
J immu, we read that His Majesty "ascertained merit and dis
pensed rewards " and at the end of the list we find co The Yata
garasu was also included among those who received rewards."
This entry seems to me to indicate that at that time Yatagarasu
had A;fIt or human status,

It is however really immaterial for unquestionably later it
was universally recognised that Taketsunumi no Mikoto (Jl ftj,!t
fiir), one of the deities of Mioya, was this same Yatagarasu.
Nevertheless though there is, it is true, a small massha at Mioya
sacred to Yatagarasu, it is apparently modern. and there is no
trace of the Yatagarasu cult either at Mioya or any of the
numerous Kamo shrines all over the country, not even indeed
at the shrines of which there are certainly 3 in Yamato called
Yatagarasu Jinja, sacred to Taketsunumi.
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It is Kumano and places where there are Kumano shrines
where the Yatagarasu cult is observed.

KUMANO SANZAN OR THE THREE
SHRINES IN KUMANO

There are in Kumano 3 great shrines Hongu, Shingu and
Nachi, known collectively as Kumano Sanzan, which certainly
have no connection with Taketsunumi, and only the connection
of locality with Yatagarasu, where the peculiar rites are
solemnised. Hongu, or Kumano ni masu Jinja, to give the
shrine its correct name, is the abode of Ketsumiko, one of the
numerous names of Susanoo no Mikoto, and is said to have been
founded in the reign of the roth Emperor Sujin. Shingu (Haya
tama ° Jinja) at the mouth of the Kumanogawa is sacred to
Hayatama 0 and was founded in the reign of the Emperor Keiko,
and Nachi (Kumano Nachi Jinja) which has 3 deities Ketsumiko,
Hayatama 0 , and Fusumi, was founded in the reign of the
Emperor Nintoku. Of their early history practically nothing is
known, but from the middle ages at any rate, the worship
bee me thickly overlaid with Buddhism, and indeed it would
hardly be too much to say that they became, to all intents and
purposes, Buddhist establishments. They were, however, ex
ceedingly prosperous, and the ex-Emperor Uda went there in
Engi 7 (907), and the ex-Emperor Kwazan subsequently paid
two visits. Then from the time of the Emperor Shirakawa it
became the regular custom for ex-Emperors to make frequent
pilgrimages to the Kumano Sanzan, the ex-Emperor Go-Shira
kawa paying no less than 34 visits. By the courtesy of Ito
Yoshihiko, priest of the Nyakuo]i Kumano shrine in Kyoto, I
am able to reproduce an emakimono, or illustrated roll, in
possession of the shrine, showing a progress of the ex-Emperor
Go-Shirakawa to Kumano. The artist is unknown and the roll
bears no date, but, in the opinion of experts, it belongs to the
Kamakura age. These shrines were the home of the Yatagarasu
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Shinji, though when it originated is unknown. It is however
certainly not a pure Shinto ceremony.

YATAGARASU CEREMONY

It is performed at Hongii on the 7th day of the 1St month
(old style) and is known also as Hoinshinji (.I:IJ~.).

Pictures of Yatagarasu known as Go-O-no-Shimpu are
made and imbued with the spirit of the deity and then dis
tributed far and wide.

In old days, they were used to determine miraculously
between true and false, good and evil, also as cc mamori " for
protection, and an agreement written on a Go-O-no-Shimpu
was regarded as more binding than any oath. People had the
greatest confidence in them.

I have not myself been privileged to witness the ceremony
which is held in the Haiden of the shrine, but I have gathered
the following particulars from Jingi Titen-supplemented by
information kindly supplied me by Azuma Giiji. At 6 p.m, on
the 7th of the rst month the Giiji, chief priest, and other priests
assemble in front of the shrine. The procession from the
Shamusho (shrine office) to the shrine itself is headed by the
Hoinshoyaku (. J:I] JiJi"~) wearing (* ll) and (ffl!1ij i\'il .:r) i.e., Suo
and Samurai eboshi, full dress and headgear of the Bushi in
Ashikaga and Tokugawa times, and carrying a pine torch with
which to kindle pure fire. The Hoinshoyaku, or officer in charge
of the divine seal, is chosen from the Ujikosodai or representative
parishioners. All go to their appointed places. The Negi then
intones the great purification norito (* ~) and one of the Shoten
performs the purification with an * Jfj. The Negi and other
priests then present the food offerings and the seal, and a picture
of Yatagarasu already stamped with the seal, which is placed in
a cleft stick.

Next the Giiji intones a norito and then the Negi withdraws
the picture of Yatagarasu and passes it over pure fire and pure
water which have been prepared beforehand. For this purpose
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a pine torch which has been lighted with pure fire is held over
a tub of pure water. When one side of the picture has been
purified the other side is similarly treated. The picture is then
presented before the shrine. Next the Hoinshoyaku, bearing
the seal, advances before the shrine, and stamps the right pillar
of the shrine, and the Guji and other priests, and all down to
the Ujikosodai, receive a paper which they themselves stamp
with the seal held by the Hoinshoyaku, It is not a Go 0, that
is to say it does not bear the picture of Yatagarasu. Next the
Guji offers tamagushi, and pays homage, and the other priests
standing behind their seats bow. Next the Hoinshoyaku, Ujiko
sodai and Soncho each pay their homage.

Next the Negi and other priests withdraw the food offer
ings, the seal and the picture of Yatagarasu, and all retire.

At the conclusion of the rite a Naoraishiki is held. Sub
sequently impressions of the picture of Yatagarasu are dis
tributed far and wide all over the country, and are still highly
esteemed. The norito, intoned by the Guji, from the language
in which it is couched, does not probably, in the opinion of
experts, go back beyond the 17th century, but the ceremony,
though not primitive is certainly considerably older.

As far as I am aware, the norito has never been published.
It is not by any means easy to translate, and I claim no more
for the following rendering than that it gives its general purport.
It will be observed that Taketsunumi no Mikoto is definitely
stated to be Yatagarasu.

"With the most profound reverence, we offer here a
humble petition before the wondrous presence of the Great
God of Kumano, who dwells in the shrine of true Kumano,
whose great pillars descend to the nethermost rock bottom of
the great Earth, and whose crossbeams soar to the plain of high
Heaven.

"With deep awe and in all humility, we do presume to
say: ' Of yore, in the age of the Gods, when Kamu Yamato
Iwarehiko no Mikoto condescended to come to these moun
tains of Kumano, with their towering peaks and bottomless
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valleys, he knew not which way to tum, and could proceed but
with the greatest difficulty, cutting his way through rocks and
roots, then did Taketsunumi no Mikoto, incarnate in the form
of Yatagarasu, flying through the void, descend from high
heaven, at the bidding of the Heavenly deities) and conducting
the august army led it finally into the country of Yamato.'

"Now therefore, in accordance with this history, have we
made a picture of Yatagarasu as a symbol of the Deity, that it
may judge the truth and falsity of the people and cause them to
return to the paths of righteousness, and, moreover, that it may
give aid to affairs of State, and bring to nought the evils of
Magatsuhino Kami, and that the august beneficence of the great
Deity may watch over the country without change as of yore
up to the present day.

"Having selected the 7th day of the rst month at sundown
as a suitable day on which to tender every year without fail our
humble duty and thanksgiving, we) the priests of the shrine, do
humbly advance into the great Presence, with the highest
respect, and, in accordance with the tradition handed down to
us from of old, do fill a vessel of cedar wood with pure water,
and, kindling a torch of split pine straightly bound with cord,
do purify the picture of Yatagarasu, and transmit to it the purity
of fire and the purity of water. And in praying that the Great
Deity may deign to cause his divine spirit to shine upon us, we
do lay at his feet offerings of both food and drink even flagons
overflowing with pure sake and tables heaped with provisions,
the produce of the land, and the produce of the sea. And
kneeling before Thee like stags and with heads bent like cor
morants we do humbly make report of the celebration of the
most holy feast ofYatagarasu. Spoken with awe and trembling."

At Shingii, i.e., Hayatama 0 Jinja, though impressions of
the picture of Yatagarasu, i.e., Go 0 Shimpu are taken off, and
stamped with a special seal, quite different from that used for
other purposes at the shrine, there is now no ceremony, nor
curiously enough any record of any such ceremony having been
performed, though in all probability it was.
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It is at Nachi, celebrated. for its great waterfall, as well as
for its shrine, that the ceremonies in connection with Yatagarasu
are most interesting, and thanks to the courtesy of Shimano
Giiji, I am able to give the following particulars. On the first
day of the first month at the hour of the tiger (lit), i.e., about 4
a.m., one of the priests wearing the Yatagarasu Bo (m), descends
to the waterfall, and draws some pure water in a small vessel,
and this is at once offered before the western Go Honden of the
main shrine. While the water is being drawn, a congratulatory
norito is intoned. The exact place from which the water is
drawn is a carefully guarded secret, lest it should be polluted.

The Yatagarasu se, vide illustration which I owe to the
kindness of Shimano Giiji, is a hat made to represent a crow.
It is made of 8 shaku of black cloth.

In the old days, when ex-Emperors paid a visit to Nachi it
was the custom for the chief priests of the Eastern and Western
Go Honden, each wearing a Yatagarasu Bo, to meet the Imperial
palanquin, perform a purification ceremony, and then conduct
the august visitor to the shrine. According to <C Nacbisan Do;
Gongen Kosbiei;" a collection of old records in the possession of
the shrine, in old days every day from the first till the 7th
inclusive it was the custom to hold the Go 0 shinji, but at
some date unknown this was discontinued, and it is now held
only on the rst and the 7th. For the ceremony the following
utensils are required.

1. Shinjijo also called Goojo. These are made from
slender branches of willow 1 shaku 6 sun (Kanejaku) in length
and for approximately 2. sun from the thick end, i.e., the end
which was attached to the tree, they are split into four and
portions of the bark are pealed, vide illustration, drawn for me
by my friend Mr. Hiyama Ken, from information kindly sup
plied by Shimano Giiji. They are not unlike the Saijo of the
Kadomatsu of the New Year, but in the case of the Saijo, being
struck in the ground at the thick end, it is the thin end which
is pealed.

2.. Ban, or low oblong stands, or tables, made of camphor
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wood.
Before the time appointed for the ceremony, a ban and a

pair of Goojo are placed at the bottom of the steps of the
western Go Honden, and as many ban and pairs of Goojo as
may be required arranged in the Haiden.

Then at the appointed time the celebrant and other priests
and worshippers all take their appointed places.

Purification is first performed, and then the Negi and other
priests present the food offerings.

Goojo are then distributed to all present.
The celebrant then advances to the foot of the steps and

intones a norito. This norito, as well as the one at the water
fall, is strictly esoteric; it is intoned in a low voice and is
known only to the priests.

As soon as the celebrant has finished the norito, he takes
the Goojo, in both hands and taps the Ban 3 times sharply, and
when the sound of this reaches the other priests and worshippers
in the Haiden, they likewise take their Goojo and rap their ban
3 times.

The celebrant returns from the foot of the steps to his
original seat, and arrived there he again strikes a ban 3 times
with a pair of Goojo, and all assembled follow suit. The food
offerings are then withdrawn and all disperse. The Yatagarasu
Bo is not worn for this ceremony. It will be remembered that
on the morning of the 1St a small vessel of pure water was
placed before the western shrine, and at the hour of the tiger
on the and, this is withdrawn and with it is struck off the first
impressions of the Go 0 Shimpu. These after having been
inserted in the cleft end of a green bamboo, and purified with
sacred fire are placed before the Deity from the znd to the 7th
inclusive. On the 8th they are withdrawn from before the
deity, and being folded mountain shape are fixed into the end
of Goojo, and are then taken down to the waterfall, where
before the Tabitaki deity, a similar ceremony to that held the
previous day is solemnised. This concluded the Shimpu
together with the Goojo are distributed among the faithful.

149
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Only a few impressions of the Shimpu are made with the
sanctified water. Shimano Giiji informed me that at the present
day the Shimpu were either put on the Kamidana, or used as
charms for safe delivery in childbirth, or stuck up in the rice
fields to prevent damage to the crops by insects, but in the old
days they were largely used for writing contracts, no witness
being considered necessary for a contract written on the back
of a Shimpu. I have myself seen one such contract dated
Kyoho 20 (1735).

It is interesting to note that the Yatagarasu Bo is worn by
the negi on the occasion of the Reisai (f91J~) on the 14th of
July,

CEREMONIES AT OTHER KUMANO SHRINES

Though it is true Kumano was the scene of the original
manifestation of Yatagarasu it seems strange that the Gooshinji
should take place at shrines which are otherwise, at any rate,
entirely unconnected with Taketsunumi, while at shrines sacred
to that deity there is no such ceremony. This is the more
remarkable in the case of Nachi for quite close to the Nishi Go
Honden is a massha, Kakehiko Jinja sacred to Taketsunumi, i.e.,
Yatagarasu, which is said to have been founded at the same
time as the main shrine, but the shinji is not there performed.

Doubtless owing to the very special veneration of the
Emperors from the time of the Emperor Shirakawa, branch
Kumano shrines were erected allover the country. There were
for example 3 in Kyoto, representing Hongii, Shingii and Nachi,
though it should perhaps be mentioned that the first named
claims greater antiquity. At these shrines there was certainly in
old days some sort of service similar to those in Kumano, but
there is no record of them, though the custom of distributing
the Shimpu still continues.

There is also a Kumano shrine in Azabu in Tokyo, and by
the courtesy of the Kannusni, Masamiya Kodai, I am able to
reproduce a Shimpu of this shrine which was taken from a
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block, which dates back prior to the Genroku era (1688-1703).
There is now no ceremony, but there is evidence that in old
days there was one, and it is believed to have originated before
the Tokugawa era, when Edo was but quite a small plac::.~.

The Shimpu vary slightly in size and design, but they all
nearly take the same form, viz., the characters 1m Jf jdli JR.
formed by representations of crows. At Kuimata Jinja. (tit:?€)
in Hirano Osaka they have two shimpu one of which is quite
different in form and by the kindness of the Shashi (it PJ) I am
able to give a representation of this interesting picture. Some
of the Shimpu were stamped with a red seal and it is worthy of
note that the seal in all cases that I have seen is markedly
Buddhist in form vide that of Hongii which I am able to
reproduce by the courtesy of Azuma Giiji, and also the Shimpu
of Nachi bearing the seal in three places.

It should be mentioned that there are other legends
connecting crows with Kumano, thus, for example, there is the
Toguishiki (./it, ~ 5:\) of Itsukushima Jinja. It is impossible with
the space at my disposal to give any account of this interesting
incident in the festival known as Shimameguri shiki (ta illi 5:\)
and it must suffice to say that according to shrine tradition
every year the parent crows having taught their young, always
one male and one female, the niceties of the ceremony, return
to Yatagarasu Jinja in Kumano, i.e., in all probability Kumano
Sanzan. The crows are considered as the messengers of the
Deities of Itsukushima.

Though the practice has now long been discontinued, in
old days, a ceremony was held at Daikokusha, a Sessha of
Itsukushima, and pictures of crows, known as Goo Daikoku no
Shimpu, were distributed. There would appear to be little
doubt that these had a common origin with the Goo Shimpu of
Kumano, though I have not full details of the ceremonial.
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J\ + 2 ~

I stand appalled at my temerity in venturing to deal with
so difficult a subject as the Yasoshima no Matsuri, and the only
excuse that I can offer is that, to the best of my belief, nothing
has so far appeared in English with regard to it.

Within the confines of a short paper it is manifestly impos
sible to treat of the Matsuri in all its aspects, and I propose~
therefore, to concentrate on its origin and signification, and
give only such details of its pageantry, as may serve to help us
towards that end. There is abundant evidence that ultimately,
at any rate, it became a spectacle of the greatest magnificence,
and we know that the ex-Emperors Go-Shirakawa and Go
Toba both privately witnessed the procession. It is tempting
to include the account contained in SankwaikJ showing the
extreme splendour of the entourage of the Tenji, daughter of
Taira no Kiyomori, on the occasion of the Matsuri in the reign
of the Emperor Nij6, but space has to be considered, and it
does not really come within the scope of this paper.

I would begin by saying that I intend to retain the word
" Matsuri " and make no attempt to translate it. It is generally
rendered festival, and, in many cases, that is undoubtedly its
meaning, but a festival, I think, implies rejoicing, or at least
thanksgiving, and matsuri actually means no more than worship.
It is therefore as applicable to a fast as to a feast, and, as I am
inclined to think that a penitential element very possibly entered
into the Yasoshima no Matsuri (i\ + db ~), I prefer to adhere to
the word Matsuri.

I believe that I shall be well within the mark if I say that
probably 90% of the population of Japan have never even
heard of the Yasoshima no Matsuri, and that of the remaining
10% half could tell you nothing more than that it had some
connection with Sumiyoshi Jinja in Osaka.
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This is really not a little surprising, for, though there
is much that is obscure about it, it was, beyond all question,
a Matsuri of the first importance. Nevertheless even among
native scholars there are but few who have devoted a special
treatise to it, though mention is found of it in the works of such
noted savants as Mito Komori, Hirata Atsutane, and Kurita
Hiroshi in the past, and of Yamakawa Uiehi, Miyaji Naoichi,
and others of the present day, and allusion will be made later
to the opinions they expressed.

Quite recently, however, two highly important additions
have been made to the literature on the subject. In Shows
3, Sumi Masakata published privately a monograph called
Yasosbima no Matsuri KodJo (i\ + ;11, ~ ~ m), giving the result
of his long research on the subject, and disclosing an original
conclusion, and, in Showa 8, Umeda Yoshihiko in two numbers
of Kogaku (~1J) summed up, in an able review, all the evidence
at our disposal with what I may perhaps call the orthodox opinion.
The points on which these two gentlemen are agreed are very
few, but they are at one in believing that it formed part of the
ceremonies consequent on an Imperial succession, and was
consequently observed but once in each reign, and they concur
in believing that the Matsuri underwent a change. Very briefly
stated Mr. Umeda comes to the conclusion that originally it
was a matsuri offered to Ikushima no Kami, Tarushima no Kami,
i.e. Ikukunitama no Kami, but that as time went on it lost its
original signification and became an Imperial Oharaishiki
C* it 5t), or purification. Mr. Sumi on the other hand maintains
that it was originally an Imperial Oharaisbiki, but that in later
years its real nature became obscured in the worship of Suminoe
no Okami. Both writers make use of the same evidence, but
draw different deductions from it.

It will be observed that while agreeing that the Matsuri
underwent a change, they differ as to the nature of the change.
That a change took place may, I think, be accepted as one of
the few points which is beyond dispute, and it is highly
unfortunate. in that it adds greatly to our difficulties, for by far
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the fullest account that we possess of it is to be found in Gokeshi
dai (iI: ~ ~ m), written by Oe no Masafusa in Ten-ei 2 (I I I I),

perhaps after the change had come about. We have therefore
to guard most carefully against jumping to the conclusion that
details given in Gokeshidai necessarily apply to the matsuri
at the time of its inauguration.

Nor, though it is significant, must we be unduly influenced
by the fact that Naniwa Harai was an alternative name for the
matsuri, for that name appears in none of the oldest records.

This brings us at once to an important point. When
was the Matsuri inaugurated? The only answer that can
be given to this question is that the first mention of it in the
national annals occurs in Montoklfiitsuroku under date Kasho
; (850), i.e. the year after the enthronement of the 55th Emperor
Montoku. Both Mr. Sumi and Mr. Umeda incline I think
to believe, however, that it had existed for some time at any
rate prior to this date.

It is I think universally agreed that the Yasoshima no
Matsuri was one of the important rites connected with the
Imperial succession ceremonies. This is no place to enter
on a disquisition on those ceremonies, which were many and
prolonged, but 5 separate and important stages may be noted.
The first was Senso or accession. Immediately on the demise
of the Crown, the Shinki were given into the custody of the new
Emperor. It is not I think too much to say that this was the
most essential of all the rites, for it was through the Shinki
that the Sovereign received the Divine Grace, and, without the
Shinki, he was not Emperor. Nevertheless in how many of
the early reigns do we hear of this ceremony, very few, the Shinki
are not mentioned unless there is a special reason for so doing.
Senso was followed by Sokui, or enthronement, a public
ceremony, in later years frequently postponed for many years
without, however, invalidating the legitimacy of the Emperor.
Sokui was followed by the Daijosai (* !fl: ~), or intimate spiritual
communion with the divine ancestors. It was only in the reign
of the Emperor Temmu that we find this name, and that it became,
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so to speak, an integral part of the succession ceremonies,
but the Daijosai was but the Onamesai, and, though not generally
chronicled in the early reigns, was probably solemnised once
at least in each reign.

Then there was the Go-Shimpo (JlI jIJI Jr), or sending of
special offerings to the Kotai Jingu at Ise , This is by no means
always chronicled but probably always took place. Finally there
was the Yasoshima no Matsuri, of which we are seeking the
signification. I have entered into these details to show that
it is by no means necessary to consider that the Yasoshima no
Matsuri was not observed because it was not chronicled. I
personally incline to a very early date for its inauguration, but
that eminent theologian lzumoji Michijiro is of opinion that,
as a public ceremony, it was not of great antiquity, though quite
likely it had for long been privately observed in the palace.

After these preliminary remarks, we may now see what
is to be learnt with regard to the Matsuri from the references
to it in history, and, bearing in mind that it changed its nature,
it is necessary to empty one's mind of all information contained
in later accounts, and weigh each bit of evidence chronological
ly, and on its own merits.

Now Montokujitsuroku says: "Kajo 3.9. Miyaji Upper
6th rank (b) Urabe Takesada, Kamukotohiki, Upper 6th rank
(a), Sugafu no Ason Suetsugu, Tenji, Upper ~th rank (b), Fuji
wara no Ason Izurniko, Mikanko, without rank, Enomoto no
Muraji Kiyoko, etc. were despatched, and went to the pro
vince of Settsu, and worshipped Yasoshima." It has to be
noted that the text is ~ i\ + lih i.e. "worshipped Yasoshima."
It is not, as might be expected, $ i\ , - tb j!l worshipped the
deities of Yasohima, nor is it IT i\ + th ~ performed the Yasoshi
rna no Matsuri, it is simply worshipped Yasoshima.

There is really extraordinarily little information con
tained in this passage, for there is nothing to tell us the nature
of the worship, and the locality, simply the large province
of Settsu, is very vague. To me at least it does not read as
if some new ceremony was then inaugurated, but, on the con-
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trary, the observance, on a certain date, of a well-known rite
is briefly chronicled, and the names of the persons performing
the principal functions are added. What these functions were
can only be judged by considering the offices named. The
Miyaji were officials of the Jingikwan, whose duty it was to
read the Norito or prayers, at Matsuri conducted by the
Jingikwan. Originally they were not of high rank, but, in later
years, they came to occupy a position not unlike that of the
modern Shotencho.

The Kamukotohiki was as his name implies an official
who played the harp at Matsuri.

The Tenji, of whom there were 4, were officials of the
second grade of the Naishidokoro, and were also known as
Naishi no Suke. They were selected from the daughters of
noble families, and frequently rose to high rank. From Jim
myochO (~~~) we learn that the Mikamunoko was in charge
of the worship of the Hasshinden of the Saiin of the Jingikwan.

Very little help is to be obtained from this towards forming
an opinion as to the nature of the matsuri.

It has to be noted that the Emperor Montoku did not
observe the Daijosai until Ninju I, i.e. the year following the
Yasoshima no Matsuri whereas, on all the other occasions
chronicled in history, the Yasoshima no Matsuri took place after
the Daijosai, and it is I think clear that, though there are excep
tions, it was intended to be observed the year following. By
the courtesy of Mr. Umeda I give, as an appendix, a list of the
recorded instances which I have adopted from a table con
tained in his article.

There is no mention anywhere of the Yasoshima no Matsuri
in the reign of the two successors of the Emperor Montoku,
the Emperor Seiwa and the Emperor Yozei, but under date
Ninna 1.4.7 "Teiohennenki" briefly mentions 1'f A + 1f1; ~ ii,
literally there were the Yasoshima no Matsuri messengers.
The only new point here is that it is called Yasoshima
no Matsuri. Again there is no notice in the reign of the
Emperor Uda, but NihonkiryakR (a * ~ Iil~) chronicles, under
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date Shotai 1.6.28 "the Yasoshima no Matsuri messengers
were despatched." This adds nothing to our knowledge.
This was in the reign of the Emperor Daigo, and, towards
the close of the reign in Ench6 5 (927), the fa.mous Engishiki
(i!!; ~:it) was completed. This book gives us the system
of worship, as officially approved in the Engi era (9°1-923).
Under Rinjisai, or occasional Matsuri, as opposed to Matsuri
recurring at a fixed time, we find Yasoshima no Kami no Matsuri.
The addition of the word JjiI\I Kami is of importance, it is the
worship of the Deities of Yasoshima, and we learn for the first
time that there were deities known by this name, though, un
fortunately, no further information is given. This fact must be
carefully borne in mind, for, as will be seen, it was overlooked
by many of the later commentators.

Then follows a list of Heihaku, or offerings, to be pre
sented by the Emperor with the note * 'S" ~ Z meaning that
the Empress presents the same. I do not think it would serve
any useful purpose to reproduce this list here, especially as in
many instances there is no English equivalent for the article,
but I would draw special attention to 40 Mikoshigata, 80 gold
and 80 silver Hitogata A~, 82 mirrors, 100 tama 3t jewels.
Then follows a somewhat shorter list of offerings to be made
by the Crown Prince: the articles are much the same though
some are omitted, and the quantities are smaller. Though
it is not explicitly so stated, no reasonable person can doubt
that these offerings were destined for Yasoshima no Karni.

Next follows a short list of offerings for Sumiyoshi 4 za,
Oyosami 4 za, Watatsumi 2 za, Tarumi 2 za and Sumaji 2 za,
in all 14 za, These offerings consist simply of silk, cotton
cloth, thread etc. and do not include Mikoshigata etc. Then
the Sumiyoshi Kannushi, or head priest of the Sumiyoshi Shrine,
is to receive one hiki l?f of silk, and the Hafuri, or znd priest
of Sumiyoshi, and the Hafuri, or chief priest of Oyosami <* ~
XI) and Tarumi (@; 7.k), each two tan &. of cotton cloth, and the
Hafuri of Watatsumi and Sumaji, each one tan of cotton cloth.

Then the Mikanko and Ikushima no Kanko are each to
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receive 2 hiki of silk and 2 tan of cotton cloth, i.e, their offerings.
are considerably in excess of those for the priests. The entry
closes as follows "For the Yasoshima no Matsuri the
Mikanko, lkushima no Mikanko, I secretary, I Mikotohiki,
2 Kamube, I Naishi, I official of the Okurasho, and two Toner!
go to Naniwa no umi • iIi. ii\ll and perform the matsuri." When
we come to consider the amount of information herein contained,
we find that it is of the smallest, but there are several points
which require careful thought. It is plainly manifest that the
offerings for Sumiyoshi, and the other shrines, are entirely se
condary; but there is the curious point that while offerings are
provided for the priests of these shrines, no provision is made
for the priests of Yasoshima no Kami, and some explanation
of this must be sought.

Then there are the offerings for the Mikanko and Iku
shima no Mikanko, For what services were these offerings?
If a definite answer could be given to this question, we
should have gone a long way to solving the nature of the
matsuri, but, unfortunately, we have no means of answering
it authoritatively.

In Monfoktgitsurokll it will be remembered that the presence
of the Ikushima no Mikanko is not mentioned, there is only
the Mikanko, and she was without rank ~ fli . From ]im
myochO we know that the Ikushima no Mikanko was the priestess
in charge of the worship of Ikushima and Tarushima no Kami,
of the Hasshinden of the Saiin of the Jingikwan, and she was
therefore presumably subordinate to the Mikanko. The Kambe
were officials of the Jingikwan of no great importance. It will
be noted at once that the Tenji is omitted from the list of those
appointed to perform the festival, and, that in her place, a Naishi
appears. In view of the fact that in almost all the notices
we have of the Yasoshima no Matsuri a Tenji appears as the
central figure, this is at first surprising, but the Tenji was a
Naishi, and though the regulations demanded only a simple
Naishi, in practice the second in rank of the department was
almost always chosen.
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The only other point that needs comment is that we advance
one step in the matter of locality, for we now learn that the
rnatsuri was performed at the sea at Naniwa, and of this we
get immediate confirmation, for, in chronicling the first matsuri
after the establishment of the Engi system, Nihonkiryaksi, under
date Shohei 3.6.2.5 records "Tenji Asano Asomi performed
the Yasoshima no Matsuri at Naniwa tsu ~" for Tsu i4!: may
be taken as the same as ml Ko.

Meagre as the information contained in the Engishiki
is, it is almost exclusively on its evidence that scholars have
based their theories with regard to the nature of the matsuri,
and with the exception of Mr. Sumi almost all published opinion
is agreed that the purpose was to offer prayers that, during the
new reign, the Empire might be protected and enlarged. It
will be well to quote a few of the most eminent writers.

Tokugawa Mitsukuni in his Dai Nibonsbi jingishi (* B * ~
ilJlI ~ iit.) says "The Yasoshima no rnatsuri was the worship of
Ikushima no Kami and Tarushima no Kami and also of Sumi
yoshi 4 za, Oyosami 4 za, Tarumi 2. za, Owatatsurni 2. za, Sumaji
z za-14 za-at the time of the Imperial enthronement, and
as prayers were offered that the Imperial influence might shine
in the 8 quarters it was called Yasoshima no Matsuri." Hirata
Atsutane in his Kasbiden (1i ~ ff) is even more explicit for he
says" among the deities worshipped by the Emperor Jimmu
in a himorogi at the command of the Heavenly Divine Ancestors,
as recorded in the KogoshiJi (1i m- til' :II), is Ikushima no Kami the
spirit of the 8 great provinces (* i\ lfII) who is now worshipped
in the Saiin of the Jingikwan. From of old it was a matsuri
of the highest importance, and therefore it was called Yasoshima
no Matsuri."

Whether these two great savants were right in their opinions,
or not, they were at least consistent, but, in jingishiryo (/iilfl jf{; iit. ~),

Kurita Hiroshi says "the Yasoshima no Matsuri was probably the
worship of Sumiyoshi 4 za, Oyosami 4 za, Tarumi 2. za, Owata
tsumi z za and Sumaji 2. za-I4 za-and prayers were offered
that the narrow countries might become wide and the hill coun-
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tries plane in the I1J Z i\ +., without falling short, and there
fore it was called i\ + If, ~ Yasoshima no Matsuri. This is not
consistent for what had Suminoe no Okami, deities of the sea,
to do with the widening and levelling of the land. He has
overlooked the fact that the Heihaku for Sumiyoshi etc. were
entirely secondary, and that the main offerings were to Yasoshima
no Kami.

Nevertheless this opinion has been followed by many, for
example, Saiki Ariyoshi, in his commentary on MontoksgitsurokN
says almost the same thing, so do the Editors of the Ksfiruien,
and Yamakawa Uichi, in his Jingi [iten, though he omits all
reference to the purpose of the matsuri, states that it was offered
to Sumiyoshi etc.. Mr. Umeda falls into no such error, indeed
he exposes its fallacy, neither does Miyaji Naoichi in his Jingi
to Kokushi, where he contends strongly that the matsuri was
the worship of Ikukunitama Okarni, i.e. Ikushima,Tarushima
no Kami.

At first sight it is difficult to see how the theory of the
worship of Ikushima, Tarushima no Kami is built up from
the evidence contained in the Engishiki and we must now see
on what it is based. Most unfortunately, being a Rinjisai,
the norito used at the Yasoshima no Matsuri has not been
preserved, if it had been, we should know the purport of the
Matsuri beyond doubt-but, in the Norito for the Toshigoi
no matsuri, the following passage occurs" Respectfully declared
in the presence of the Sovran deities whose praises the Ikushima
no Mikanko fulfils. We fulfil your praises declaring your names
Ikukuni, Tarukuni thus. Because the Sovran Deities entrust
the th Z i\ + ~ (literally the 80 islands of islands) which the
Sovran deities rule, the Ba Z i\. + ib, without falling short, to
the narrow limits of the frogs crossing, to the bounds when
the salt foam stops, making the narrow countries wide, and
the hill countries plane, I fulfil your praises .

It will be observed that in this passage we have the ex
pression 11J Z i\ + ~ used in conjunction with the worship
of Ikukuni, Tarukuni by the Ikushima no Mikanko and it is
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agreed that Ikukuni, Tarukuni are but different names for
Ikushirna, Tarushima, the spirit of *. j\ mI, who, it is generally
believed, are the deities of Ikukunitama Jinja in Naniwa i.e.
Osaka.

It is in view of this association of the Ikushima no Mikanko
with the phrase !fJ Z j\ + ea, and the fact that Engi shiki informs
us that the Ikushima no Mikanko was detailed to participate
in the Yasoshima no Matsuri, which was held at Naniwa, that
the conclusion has been jumped to that Ikushima, Tarushima
no Kami were Yasoshima no Kami, and, therefore, that the
purpose of the matsuri was to pray for the enlargement of the
Imperial boundaries.

I think it is universally agreed that the expression Shima
no Yasoshima in Toshigoi no Matsuri stands simply for the
Empire of Japan, and I would ask whether if instead of that ex
pression "Toyoashihara no nakatsu kuni", or any other of
the numerous names applied to the Empire in old days, even
Oyashima (*. j\ ~), whether it would have occurred to anyone to
connect the Yasoshima no Matsuri with the worship of Ikushima,
Tarushima no Kami, simply on the grounds that the Ikushima
no Mikanko was detailed to be present at it, and I would venture
to say that the answer is no. This of course does not imply
that the conclusion which has been drawn is false, merely that
some other evidence must be produced, and, so far as I have
heard, no such other evidence is forthcoming, beyond the fact
that it would be natural for such a Matsuri to be offered at the
commencement of a reign.

Still in a destructive spirit I would ask why, if the matsuri
was offered at Naniwa, and, on this point, there is no doubt.
was no provision made for Heihaku for the Kannushi of Ikukuni
tama Jinja, the abode of the deities, and why was it held by the
sea. and not at the shrine, and I know of no satisfactory answer
to these enquiries, though, it is true, that a claim is set forth
that the Matsuri was offered before the shrine, on an old site
but there is nothing to substantiate this claim.

Without venturing to say that the Yasoshima no Matsuri
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was not offered to Ikushima, Tarushima no Kami, I do say
that the evidence on which the contention is framed is of the
flimsiest, and there are several points which it is very hard to
explain on that supposition.

One will at once be asked by the upholders of the theory
to explain the name Yasoshima no Matsuri, and advance some
good reason why not only did the Ikushima no Mikanko
participate in the Matsuri, but why special heihaku were pro
vided for her, and if Yasoshima no Kami were not Ikushima,
Tarushima no Kami then who were they? Can satisfactory
answers be given to these entirely justifiable questions under
Mr. Sumi's contention, and, if not, is there any other theory
by which they can be answered? Though I will not go
so far as to say that absolutely water-tight replies can be given,
there is no reason to stand dumb before the inquisitory.

Even some of the most staunch exponents of the Iku
shima, Tarushima no Kami theory consider that Yasoshima
is but a pretty synonym for Naniwa. Though it presents no
great difficulties it will be well to pause and consider the
etymology of the word. Yaso i\. + means literally 80, but
innumerable instances can be quoted to show that in old
days it was generally used to express a large number, many
in fact. Shima ~ means literally island, but it is not infrequently
found with the sense of Kuni, or province. We have therefore
many islands, or, possibly, many provinces. Now in the old
days the bay of Naniwa was thickly studded with islands, a
fact testified to by the many names in which shima occurs in
places in modern Osaka. I need name only Tomino-shima
(ffi ,Ji};), Nakano-shima (tfl th), Utajima (~Ell Ali), but there are a
score and more. It seems to me therefore that we need seek no
further for an answer to the first question, the Matsuri was
called Yasoshima, because it was held at Naniwa tsu, the sea
of many islands. Nevertheless it is only fair to record the
opinion expressed by Yamakawa Uichi in his Jingi [iten. He
contends that Shima means provinces, and that in old days i.e.
prior to Kajo ;, Imperial messengers were despatched to all
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the provinces i.e. Yasoshima, to worship the local Kunitama
no Kami, but that at, or about the time of the Emperor Montoku,
this was curtailed, and the Kunitama no Kami of Naniwa i.e.
Ikukunitama, was chosen to represent all the other Kunitama
no Kami, and hence the name" Naniwa no harai," but he ad
duces no evidence in support of his theory, nor does he explain
why an Haraishiki should have been offered to Kunitama no
Karni. The latest writer on the subject Umehara Tadajiro in
his Yasosbima no Matsuri Kayo (i\ + l1h ~"!Ii), published at the
beginning of last year, holds the same opinion.

In view of the fact that the nature of the services per
formed by the Ikushima no Mikanko are not known, it is
difficult to say why heihaku were provided for her, but it is
at least conceivable that the same idea struck the framers of
Engishiki , as subsequently occurred to the commentators,
and they thought because there was a connection between
the Ikushima no Mikanko and "Shima no Yasoshima" in
the Toshigoimatsuri, therefore she was a suitable person to
participate in the Yasoshima Matsuri, and receive heihaku.
I do not consider this an altogether satisfactory answer, but
it is at least plausible. The identity of Yasoshima no Karni
is by far the easiest question to answer. If, as Mr. Sumi con
tends, the matsuri was an Imperial Oharaishiki, then Yasoshima
no Kami were Haraidono no Kami i.e. Seoritsuhime, Haya
akitsuhime, Ibukidonushi no Kami, and Hayasasurahime, and
the fact that no Heihaku were provided for the Kannushi is
accounted for by the fact that at Naniwa there was not shrine
dedicated to these deities. If I may be permitted to say so.Mr.
Sumi strikes me as unnecessarily tentative in putting forward
this explanation. lzumoji Michijiro, who likewise believes that
the Yasoshima no Matsuri was originally an Oharaishiki, has
no doubts whatever on this point.

What it may then be asked is there to suggest that the
Yasoshima no Matsuri was an Oharaishiki? To do no more
than overcome a few objections is insufficient, some evidence
must be adduced to show at the very least the probability of
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the contention. Admittedly this is not easy, though, I think,
it must be allowed that Mr. Sumi makes out a good prima
facie case. He is, however, far from being aggressive, and
does not press his points as he might. For example, though
he expresses his belief that the 80 gold and silver hitogata,
included among the heihaku, are intended to represent the
Imperial person, he does not state that mikoshikata, hitogata,
kagami, and tama, in conjunction, are offerings that are generally
only found in Oharaishiki, a fact which I confess is entirely
beyond me, but one that lowe to lzumoji Michijiro. It is to the
best of my belief unknown what these mikoshikata were, or
what they typified.

Then there is the fact that the Matsuri was solemnised
on the sea shore. It is true that the Oharaishiki of the 6th and
rath months, and numerous Misogi, such as the inauguration
of the Saiku of Ise, and the Saiin of Kamo, were commonly
held on the banks of a river as witnessed by the term Nanase
no Harai (-\:; ifil ~), but why where they held there, simply because
the rivers ran down to the sea. The idea underlying an Oharai
shiki is that the divine country should be purged of all pollutions,
and this could be achieved only if they were carried away by
the sea.

Now an Imperial Oharaishki at the commencement of a
reign, and such an observance was altogether natural after the
new Emperor had, at the Daijosai received, the Divine grace
in full, was one of very special importance, and therefore it
was deemed desirable that to avoid all possibility of mistake,
it should be held on the sea shore, and it was at Naniwa that
the sea approached most closely to the capital. It explains,
moreover, why heihaku were offered at Sumiyoshi Jinja for
were not Suminoe no Kami not only the deities of the sea but
deities born of a lustration. With regard to the provision of
heihaku for the 10 za of the other 4 shrines we are confronted
with a serious difficulty, for the identity of the deities is very
far from clear.

Mr. Sumi makes little of the point and is apparently con-
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tent to suppose that it was due to the intimate connection
of these shrines with Sumiyoshi, but this is to me entirely
unsatisfactory, and I rather doubt whether as early as the Engi
era, Sumiyoshi had established her ascendancy over them all.
Though I can offer no proof I feel convinced that the solution
is to be found in the connection of the deities with Oharai.

This is easy to establish with regard to Owatatsumi Jinja,
for whether the deities be Owatatsumi no Kami and Tarna
yorihime, or, as now averred, Toyotamahiko, Toyotamahime,
they were all deities of the sea, and as such concerned in Oharai.
It would require another paper, and a paper of considerable
length, to deal with the remaining 8 za, but it is worth noting
that the 4 za of Oyosami, and the 2. za of Tarumi, were included
among the 85 za of Amagoi (J\(r f!Iij) no Kami in Engishiki and
this argues a connection with water at any rate. I personally in
dine to a belief that the deities of Tarumi were river deities.

The Oharaishiki theory with regard to the Yasoshima no
Matsuri provides at any rate an adequate reason for the pre
sentation of Heihaku which the Ikushima, Tarushima no Kami
theory does not. In view of the fact that Engishiki tells us
absolutely nothing of the nature of the ceremonies of the Matsuri,
it may appear that I have devoted under attention to its evidence,
but it is on that evidence that the whole theory of the worship
of Ikushima no Kami is built. Personally I find the theory
entirely unconvincing, and, moreover, I see nothing in the
evidence to conflict with the theory of an Imperial Oharaishiki.

It would, however, have been most natural in the old
days that a Matsuri should have been held at the commence
ment of each reign that the Imperial domains should be increased,
for, in old days, the Imperial writ held sway over but a small
portion of the islands of Japan, and later when intercourse
with China had been established, the news of the many vassal
Kingdoms acknowledging the Sovereignty of China, may well
have kindled ambitions. Such a Matsuri would fittingly be
offered to Oyashima no rei, the spirit of the great eight islands
i.e, Ikushirna, Tarushima no Kami.
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It seems, therefore, not impossible that in olden days
the Emperor, in the privacy of his palace, may have observed
two distinct Matsuri, one offered to Ikushima, Tarushima no
Karni, and the other to Oharaidono no Kami, and that these
two matsuri became amalgamated into one, and that the Oharai
element prevailed. lowe this suggestion to Nakamura
Naokatsu, who, however, disclaimed having made any special
study of the subject. We may now return to the national annals.

Nihonkiryaku duly records the observance of the matsuri
in the reigns of the Emperors Murakami and Reizei, but no
fresh details transpire. Then for 3 reigns, those of the Emperors
Enyu, Kwazan and Ichijo, the national annals are completely
silent. Then Nihonkiryaku very briefly notes that the Matsuri
was held on Ch6wa 2.10.2, in the reign of the Emperor Sanjo,
but "Mido Kwampakuki (~¥: 1m a ife)," which gives the date
as Chowa 2.10.29, reveals to us that in addition to the people
detailed in Engishiki, the Empress and Crown Prince both sent
messengers and apparently sometimes other Imperial personages
also sent messengers for it is noted iUf 1r ;if' 1L;lf PI1L!\lt*- ~.

Then, in SaikJoki, under date Kwannin 1.12.12 (1017),
nearly 100 years after Engi, we at last get some important
information. The passage runs :-" Today Tenji Yoshiko
and Kurodo Akito etc. because the Yasoshima no Matsuri
messengers, and, entrusted with the Imperial robes, 1l- 1#1l\l
:/{ went to the province of Settsu. The Toneri attached to
the Kuranosho also went; officials of the Jingikwan and a
Miyaji with a Mikanko also went. Toneri and a Miyaji with
a Mikanko, attached to the Empress Dowager and the Crown
Prince also went. In old days it was the practice for the
Onmyo no suke, and those below him, to go, but of late
years Qi: ft they have not gone.

The messengers of the Chugu and Kogo no miya did not
go owing to mourning." There is here quite a lot of fresh
information, in particular the fact that a set of Imperial robes
was despatched, and it is I think justifiable to infer that this
was no innovation, for, otherwise, it would have been stated,
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168 YASOSHIMA NO MATSURI

for the fact that the Onmyoryo no suke no longer attended is
noted. The use of the words lli:ft may I think be taken to
indicate that the Matsuri had been held regularly, in spite of
the fact that we have record of it in only one of the last four
reigns. It was the duty of the Mikanko to agitate the Imperial
robes ~ t< ~ at the Chinkonsai (a ~ ~), and it is perhaps permis
sible to assume that those were her functions at the Yasoshima
no Matsuri also. It is, at any rate, I think, difficult to deduce
anything else more from the despatch of the Imperial robes than
that they were intended to represent the Imperial person, and un
derwent purification, and we accordingly arrive at the fact that,
already in Kwannin I, the Matsuri had for some time past become,
in part at any rate, an Oharaishiki. It will be noticed that,
though a good many officials are mentioned in this passage,
the Ikushima no Mikannoko is not among them.

Then, in "Heiki (.2J>-lfe)," describing the Yasoshima no
Matsuri of the reign of the Emperor Go-Suzaku, in Choryaku
I, we not only have confirmation of the despatch of the Imperial
robes but from the following passage ~ ff; 'S". qt 1r. .. 1r • -*
- A 1r .::E ~ B,i; ~ -* .m :bn ~ WiIP t<, I think it is justifiable to say
that sets of robes of the Empress and Crown Prince were also
sent each with a Mikanko."

Much later in describing the Yasoshima no Matsuri of
the Emperor Tsuchimikado's reign Toshinki (Jk H! Ire) actually
makes mention of .. 1r ~ t< ~ P'J ~ ":j(~, qt 1f ~ t< fi. In Heiki
also we find III ~ • ~ 1* f§1J -m ~ ilI1i ~!ffn which means that the
provinces of Yamashiro and Settsu, in accordance with custom,
provided the things necessary for the Matsuri,

We also learn that on this occasion the Matsuri was
held at Sumiyoshidaikehama instead of as usual at Kuma
gawajiri. It is by no means easy to identify with any certainty
either of these places. I do not propose to go fully into the
question of locality, interesting though it is, for, for the purposes
of this paper, it is sufficient that it was held in the harbour of
Naniwa. It is generally agreed that the holding of the Matsuri
at Daikehama in Choryaku was an exception, and that it was
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YASOSHlMA NO MAl'SURI 169

not till later that it became the practice to hold the Matsuri in
the neighbourhood of Sumiyoshi Jinja.

Before this paper is in print a monograph dealing with the
locality of the Yasoshima no Matsuri by Yagi Hiroshi will
have appeared in KogakJI, but Mr. Yagi has been good enough
to inform me that as a result of his researches, he is satisfied
that the site was the mouth of the Kizugawa, in the neighbour
hood of Tominoshima, close to Tsumori, about 20 cho almost
due west of Tennoji, and that Daikehama was the present Saike
mura i.e. somewhat to the north west of Sumiyoshi Jinja .

Hitherto Otegura, now an aza (*) of Utajima, on the lower
reaches of the Kanzaki river, has been regarded as the most
likely site. There is here, too, a Tominoshima.

In 511miyoshi Nenchiigyiji (i=E E :¥ rp fi $), compiled by the
shrine authorities in the middle ages we find the following.
"The Yasoshima no Matsuri was held on the islands in Naniwa
KawajirL Kawajiri signifies the lower reaches of the Yodo
gawa. There are many islands such as Tominojima, Otegura
jima, etc. In old days these Kawajiri islands belonged to
Sumiyoshi, and therefore, though many deities were wor
shipped, Suminoe Okami was the principal."

Too much importance should not, I think, be attached to
the statement that the principal deities worshipped were Suminoe
Okami, this would naturally be the tradition of the shrine, but
the claim that the islands of Naniwatsu all belonged to the shrine
would furnish an additional reason for heihaku being offered.

" Gok.eshidai" describes the matsuri of the reign of the
Emperor Go-Sanjo in the first year of Enkyii, and we may there
fore now examine the evidence contained in that book. This
is not quite the simple task that might be supposed. Informa
tion, and valuable information, there undoubtedly is, but it is
presented in such a form that a literal translation is practically
unintelligible. Indeed, even in the original, it is highly illusive,
for it does not give a connected account, and assumes knowledge
possessed by few. A few facts, however, stand out and a picture
in outline at least, may be drawn of one or two scenes. In the
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first place it is stated that the Matsuri was held the year after
the Daijosai, generally after the despatch of the Dai Shimpo.
Then we learn that the province of Settsu is called upon to
defray all the expenses, and that the province of Yamashiro
has to provide boats for the carriage of the party from Yodo to
Naniwatsu. Further we learn that the Tenji, and other ladies
detailed to take part in the ceremony, proceeded as far as Yodo
in carriages, and that these carriages were then transferred
to the vessels, and used again on arrival at Naniwatsu.

I propose as far as possible to eschew the names of officials,
but it should be mentioned that Gokeshidai definitely states that
a Tenji, generally a Onmenoto (.,,,,), was appointed messenger
(1le), i.e, she was the central figure. A Onmenoto, as the name
implies, was an Imperial wet nurse. We are further informed
that, in old days, an auspicious day and hour for the solemnisation
of the matsuri was determined by divination in the Jingikwan,
but that, subsequently, this task devolved on the Onmyoryo.

Four or five days elapsed from the departure of the messen
gers before the Matsuri was performed. So much for pre
liminary facts, but there is a passage delineating a scene in the
palace itself, on the day of the departure of the messengers, which
demands attention. It runs as follows :-" On the day of
departure, a Miyaji goes to the Court together with the Kurodo
no Kami, or a Kurodo, and presents an Onusa to the Emperor,
who after stroking it once, and breathing upon it once, then
returns it. An official of the Kura no ryo also goes to the Court,
and a box containing a set of the Imperial robes is handed to a
Nyokwan who sets it on an eight-legged stand. This Nyokwan
also goes to attend the ceremony." My translation is doubtless
not as good as it should be, but this passage is typical of the
style in which Gokeshidai is written. The details are far from
clear but it is, I think, manifest that here is depicted an essential
feature of the Matsuri, and one that was no accretion.

It should be mentioned that an Onusa is a utensil made
of hemp, used for purification, and that a Nyokwan was a
maid ot honour, and I think it is probably justifiable to assume
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that in this case she was the Mikanko. We have here then
two distinct incidents, the presentation of an Onusa to the
Emperor, and the handing over of a set of Imperial robes to
the Nyokwan.

The former was the purification of the Imperial person,
for His Majesty did not attend the Matsuri, and the robes served
as substitute.

No mention of it is made, but it may, I think, be taken for
granted that similar ceremonies were enacted at the palaces of
the Empress and the Crown Prince.

The Nyokwan had charge of the robes, and took them with
her in the carriage to Yodo, and on the boat to Naniwatsu.
GoR.cshidai notes that in old days the Tenji went inside the
Sakuheimon of the Daidairi to take leave, but, says that of late,
this had been abandoned, and she proceeded direct from a
Sato Dairi.

We come now to the actual rites and I will again quote.
"On the day of the matsuri the party arrive at Naniwatsu,
and the Miyaji causes the altar, which has been made ready
beforehand by the Kunitsukasa (of Settsu) to be set up, and
lays the offerings on it. The Nyokwan and an official of the
Kura no ryo etc. stand in front of the Miyaji holding the stand
with the box containing the Imperial robes on it. The carriage
of the Tenji, and the Idashi Kuruma, are ranged in a row on
the east of the seat of the Miyaji, facing west, the north being
the post of honour. East of this the messengers of the Emp ress
and the Crown Prince, the officials of the Jingikwan, and of
the Kura no ryo, etc. take their seats, in a space enclosed by a
curtain. An official of the Jingikwan plays on the harp, and
the Nyokwan opens the box containing the Imperial robes,
and swings it, and then the robes of the Empress, and of the
Crown Prince . The Miyaji kneels down facing west, and raises
the Onusa high, and performs purification ~ tfl. The purifica
tion ended, the things used for the matsuri ~!Jo/J are thrown into.
the sea, and all return to the capital."

The term ~ 4o/J is elastic, and may include everything including
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172 YASOSHIMA NO MAl'SURI

the heihaku, but it did not include the Imperial robes, for we
are informed that after her return to the capital, the Tenji, or
if for some reason she was not available, a kurodo of the 5th
rank, went to the palace, returned the robes, and reported to
the Throne that the ceremony had been duly performed.

Gokeshidai mentions that on the return journey the boats
halted at Eguchi, where ladies of pleasure boarded the vessel
of the Tenji, and received presents. This, however, was almost
certainly a later accretion, and need not detain us.

Now in the course of this account we find cc 10 very old
days" J: -ti, "nowadays" QIft, and reference is made to the
matsuri of Shotai I, i.e. the Matsuri of the Emperor Daigo's
reign, and I think, therefore, it is not unreasonable to conclude
that, as far as the author knew at any rate, no very great change
had taken place in the ritual.

As far as I can see while there is nothing to suggest the
worship of Ikushima, Tarushima no Kami, there is everything
to suggest an Oharaishiki. The ritual here described is strongly
reminiscent of course of a portion of the Chinkonsai ritual,
in which both the Mikanko and lkushima no Mikanko took
part, and Ikushima, Tarushima no Kami were undoubtedly
invoked, but I do not think that anyone would maintain that the
object of the Chinkonsai was the enlargement of the Empire;
it was to ensure the good health of the Emperor, and for this
purpose purification formed part of the rites.

At the present day even, just prior to the Daijosai, a
ceremony in which a set of Imperial robes is agitated takes
place in the palace at Kyoto, and all the Saimotsu, enclosed
in a willow box, are thrown into the Ujigawa. This again
is a purification of the Imperial person.

I do not propose to sift the later evidence, but it will be
seen from the appendix that the Matsuri was solemnised regularly
up to, and including, the reign of the 86th Emperor Go
Horikawa, though no reference to it is found in the reign of
the Brst Emperor Antoku. In the reigns of the Band and 83rd
Emperors, it was deferred till the 8th year after the Daijosai,
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YASOSHIMA NO MATSURI 173

and in the 84th Emperor ]untoku's reign till the 9th year.
Though from the reign of the 78th Emperor Nijo, there was a
tendency to increased splendour, I do not fancy any material
change took place in the ritual, but it would seem that the
worship of Suminoe Okami, originally quite secondary, usurped
the first place.

It appears that it was at any rate intended to hold the
matsuri in the Emperor Shijo's reign for Zoku Kokinshii includes
a poem by Hyobu Takachika, which is prefaced by a statement
that his family had generation after generation been employed
at the Matsuri, and he himself had heard of his appointment,
but there was some mistake $ te 'fJ~ V. and he did not go. Sub
sequently he visited Sumiyoshi and composed a poem which
may be translated "0 ye deities of Sumiyoshi, if ye have not
entirely forgotten the past, look upon me, the descendant of a
family that generation after generation was entrusted with the
office of purification."

The meaning of $ te 'fJ, v. is not very clear, but it seems
probable that the matsuri was not held during this reign, and
subsequently fell into abeyance.

The phrase .. Naniwagata • iIt lS no Yasoshima Ma
tsuri" occurs in a poem of Reizei no Tameie's of Bunno 3,
and there is an interchange of poems between the Emperor
Go-Murakami and Tsumori Kuninatsu, which shows that the
latter made a wooden model of the matsuri when His Majesty
was in residence at the Sumiyoshi Angn, but otherwise there
is not further mention of it in history.

As a memorial of the accession of His most gracious Im
perial Majesty, Mr. Sumi caused a roll, depicting the Yasoshima
no Matsuri at the height of its prosperity in Gempei times, to
be painted, and this is now enshrined at Hokoku Jinja in Osaka.
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KWAMPEI TAISHA TO SONO
GOSAIJIN

1rM*fftf:c;tJ;C7)tifJ~jjiJfJ

Since with the exception of the Naikii, sacred to Ama
terasu Omikami and the Gekii sacred to Toyoukehimenokami
of the Kocaijingtl of Yamada in Ise, the Kwampeitaisha take
the first place among the shrines of the whole Empire, it is
reasonable to expect that the deities worshipped there should
be the most important in the Pantheon. To some extent, but
to some extent only, this expectation is realized, but there
are several notable omissions and inclusions. Before, however,
making a survey of the Kwampeitaisha and examining the list
of Saijin, there is one fact with regard to their institution which
has to be borne in mind, and which may, in some measure,
account for some things otherwise puzzling.

In the reign of the Emperor Daigo, sixteen shrines were
selected to which "hohei" ($~) should be sent directly by
the Court. These were known as the Jiirokusha and were,
with the single exception of Ise, all in the Kinai or Home Pro
vinces. Gradually the number of these shrines was increased
until in the reign of the Emperor Shirakawa they were fixed
at twenty-two-i.e., the Nijunisha. Hie Jinja (8 w), just over
the borders .in Omi was admitted, but otherwise the limits of
the Kinai were strictly adhered to, and provision was made
that the important shrines in other provinces should receive
their "hohei" from the "Kokushi". Thus propinquity to

the capital was the chief consideration and not even Atsuta
was admitted. Now in Meiji four when a new system of classi
fication of shrines came into force, the Kotai-Jingii of Ise was
put into a class by itself and twenty-eight shrines were ranked
in the first class-i.e., became Kwampeitaisha. Most naturally

1rM*fftf:c;tJ;C7)tifJ~jjiJfJ1rM*fftf:c;tJ;C7)tifJ~jjiJfJ

1rM*fftf:c;tJ;C7)tifJ~jjiJfJ
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Kasuga Shika Mandara, Producr of
the Ryöbu Shinto.

(Further Explanation see Appendix I).
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KWAMPEI TAISHA TO SONO GOSAIJIN 177

the Nijiinisha filled the eye and no less than sixteen of them
were included among the Taisha and twenty of them were
within the Kinai. Atsuta and Izumo-no-Oyashiro were naturally
included. The seat of Government had, however, been
removed to Tokyo, and, of the remaining six shrines, five were
within easy access of the new capital. It will be seen, therefore,
that questions of convenience of communication played an im
portant part in the determination of the list. The number
has now risen to fifty-eight, mainly by promotion from other
ranks, but Heian-Jingii built in Meiji twenty-seven; Kashihara
]ingii built in Meiji thirty-three; Meiji-Jingii built in Taisho
nine, and Chosen-Jingii in Taisho fourteen, were from their
dedication included among the Taisha. According to the official
list of the Jinjakyoku of the Naimusho the fifty-eight shrines
comprise 102 ' za ' and in addition certain deities as for example
Inadahime and Yahashira-no-Karni at Yasaka are venerated,
but have no 'za' of their own. Of the fifty-eight shrines,
thirty-eight ranked as Myojindai in the Engishiki (if tf it),
nineteen are the Ichinorniya of their provinces. According
to the official list sixteen have received Imperial state visits,
but eight more claim that honour. Now let us consider who
occupy the "za '. The Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi of Atsuta Jingii
is regarded as Amaterasu-Omikami, so are Hinokuma and
Kunikakasu-Jingii, and Tsuki Sakakiizunornitama-amazakaru
Mukatsuhime of Hirota-Jinja is the Aramitama of the Sun
Goddess, so though the name of Amaterasu Omikami appears
but once, and that at the new shrine of Chosen, she is really
revered at five ' za ' and indeed six, if the Himekami of Hirano
Jinja be identified with the Sun Goddess, but this is a disputed
point. Again Okuninushi-no-Mikoto under a variety of names
occurs in no fewer than eight' za '. jingu-Kogo, either under
that title or as Oki-naga-tarashi-hime, is worshipped in five
, za' and her son Hondawake-no-Mikoto or the Emperor
Ojin at four. Takemikazuchi-no-Kami, Iwainushi-no-Kami,
Okunitama-no-Karni, Sukunahikona-no-Mikoto and Oyarnakui
no-Mikoto, all occupy three each and Ame-no-koyane-no
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Mikoto and his consort Hime-Okami, Izanagi-no-Mikoto, the
Emperor Jimmu, the Hachiman Hime-Okami, and the Emperor
Meiji all have two 'za'. Moreover it is generally accepted
that the Ukanomitama-no-Mikoto of Inari-Jinja and the
Wakaukanome-no-Mikoto of Hirose-Jinja are the same deity
and Miketsu-no-Kami of Kumanonimasu-Jinja is generally
identified with Susanoo-no-Mikoto. Thus though there are
IOZ ' za " on a close examination it will be found that not more
than 66 different deities are worshipped and it is not improbable
that even this number might be reduced.

As would naturally be expected, the august Imperial
ancestors are well represented and five generations are in
cluded, but the father of the Heavenly Grandchild, Oshihomimi
no-Mikoto, who, according to one account in the Nihonshoki,
was himself expected to descend to rule the central land of
luxuriant reed plains, is a striking omission. He is, so far as
I know, worshipped at no Kwampeisha or even Kokuheisha,
though he is of course included in the Yahashira-no-Kami of
Yasaka-Jinja. I have included Susanoo-no-Mikoto among the
Imperial ancestors for he must be regarded as the father of
Oshihornimi-no-Mikoto ; there are therefore eight deities oc
cupying fifteen ' za '. Emperors and their consorts contribute
eleven, if Himeokami be included but, as before mentioned,
the Emperors Jimmu, Ojin, jingu-Kogo, Himekami and the
Emperor Meiji all occupy more than one 'za'; nineteen
are involved. This list is hardly what would have been
expected.

Naturally the founder of the Empire is included, but after
him no one until the 14th Emperor Chiiai, whose life on earth
showed, if anything, a tendency to doubt the divine will. The
Emperor Ojin's deification and identification with Hachiman-no
Kami, God of War, is a strange one, and seems to have been
mixed up with Buddhist intrigue, but of this more will be said
later. Of all the earthly Emperors, probably none was more
greatly revered than the Emperor Nintoku yet, if he is included
at all, it is under the obscure guise of Furuaki of Hirano Jinja.
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From the prominent part they took on earth one might have
expected to find both the Emperor Sujin and the Emperor
Suinin, and, from motives of awe, it would not have been surpris
ing to find both the Emperor Yuryaku and the Emperor Buretsu,
but they are none of them included. In the case, however, of
Emperors, it must be remembered that they were all worshipped
on their death at their misasagi. The Emperor Chiiai's shrine
at Kashii probably represents the place of his temporary burial.
The Emperor Ojin's chief consort was Nakatsuhime, a daughter
of Honda-Mawake-no-Miko, but, it is by no means certain that
she is the Himeokami of Hachiman-Gii who is more generally
regarded as being the deity of Munakata-Jinja.

Four deities are Imperial princes and of these the deeds
of Yarnatotakeru-no-Mikoto were so outstanding that it would
indeed have been surprising had he not been included, though
his grave from the first would seem to have had the status
of a misasagi. Hikoitsuse-no-Mikoto was the elder brother
of the Emperor Jimmu and Kamayama Jinja undoubtedly
represents his misasagi. The reason for the inclusion of
Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto-grandson of the Emperor Jimmu
is not very clear to me though he rendered considerable service
in Tsukushi and was the reputed founder of Miyazaki Jinja.
Yoshihisa Shinno's inclusion at Taiwan Jinja had no doubt a
political motive. He rendered valuable services during the
occupation of the island and his apotheosis was a perpetual
memorial of the Imperial family to the islanders. Possibly
Takenouchinosukune of Kehi-Jingu (~Jt ~ -a-), who was a
grandson of the 7th Emperor Kogen, might be included in this
category, but I am of opinion that he had definitely descended
to the status of a subject and his inclusion therefore is to me
most surprising, the only parallel being Sugawara Michizane
who is worshipped as Tenjin-sama at the Kwampeichusha of
Kitano. According to some authorities Imaki of Hirano is
identified with Yamatotakeru-no-Mitoko and if he and Takeno
uchi be included, it brings the number of za occupied
by princes up to seven. It might perhaps have been expected

Takenouchinosukune
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that Prince Wakiiratsuko would have been included, but, though
he is revered at the beautiful shrine of Uji, it ranks only as a
Kensha (ll!'- it).

Though in a sense a rebel and the perpetrator of many
tempestuous deeds, it is but natural that Susanoo-no-Mikoto
should find a place, for he was one of the three great deities,
Amaterasu Omikami and Tsukiyomi no Mikoto being the other
two, produced by Izanagi-no-Mikoto on his purification after
visiting Yominokuni (jI( ~ Ill), and the history of his deeds
fills not a small portion of the early pages of the KojikJ and
NihonshokJ. Nevertheless it is probably as a Kunitsukami rather
than as an Amatsukami, that he finds his place. Though, as
I have said, it is natural to find Susanoo no Mikoto included,
it is somewhat surprising to find that, including his consort
Inadahime, no less than ten of his line find a place, and that they
account for no less than 24 'za' not far from one quarter of
the whole . They are, of course, all Kunitsukami. The very
prominent position occupied by Okuninushi-no-Mikoto is in
particular striking and further allusion will be made to this
point. Thirty-three deities-just half-and 63 'za' have now
been accounted for, but the remainder are less easy to classify.
Before proceeding further therefore it will be well to examine
the canon of Shinto, consider whom we should expect to
find, and see whether they are represented. In some instances
it will be seen that the foundation of shrines is definitely
recorded.

The KojikJ, NihonshokJ, and Kogoshui all give us the names,
albeit they do not agree, of the Tenjin Shichidai, or the seven
generations of Heavenly deities, and of the Kotoamatsukami
Itsubashira, or five special Heavenly deities, but until the last
generation of the latter, viz., Izanagi-no-Mikoto and Izanami-no
Mikoto all we are told of them is that they "hid their persons",
and it is not, therefore, surprising that none of them find inclusion
among the Kwampeitaisha. Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami
no Mikoto are the Divine progenitor and progenitrix, and, as
such, are the first Imperial ancestors . Of their numerous off-
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spring no less than thirteen find inclusion and of these mention
has already been made of Amaterasu Omikami and Susanoo-no
Mikoto. The remaining eleven are Tsukiyomi-no-Kami, the
three sea deities of Suminoe (1:£ tf), the wind deities of Tatsuta
Jinja, Shinatsuhiko and Shinatsuhime, under their names of
Amenomihashira and Kuninomihashira ; Kuraokami, Takaokami
and Mizuhanome, the rain deities of Nibukawakami Jinja;
Wakahirume-no-Kami of Nibutsuhime Jinja; and Hayatama
no-O of Kumanoniimasu Jinja. These are all deities of the
first importance whom we should expect to find included,
and, later, we shall see in what circumstances some of their
shrines came into being.

Mer the creation, unquestionably the most dramatic
incident portrayed for us is the withdrawal of Amaterasu
Omikami into Ame-no-Iwato. Now who were the" drama
tis personae" of this important scene? Takamagahara was
plunged into darkness and Takamimusubi-no-Kami, a deity
who came into spontaneous being and, in some accounts,
included in the Tenjinshichidai, took command and Omoi
kane-no- Kami was instructed to formulate a plan to induce
the Sun Goddess to re-appear. He formed a scheme and the
principal participants in it were, in addition to himself, Tajikarao
no-Kami, Ame-no-Koyane-no-Mikoto, Futotama-no-Mikoto,
Arne-no-Uzume-no-Mikoto, Ishikoridome-no-Mikoto, and
Tamanooya-no-Mikoto, and it would naturally be expected that all
these important deities would find a place in the Kwampeitaisha.
What do we find? Takamimusubi-no-Kami himself, who, ac
cording to several accounts in Nihonshoki, shared the administra
tion of Takamagahara with Amaterasu Omikami, finds no place.
True he was worshipped at the Hasshinden of the Jingikwan.
and is now revered in the Shinden of the Imperial Palace, but
this worship is purely commemorative and the "Shintai" is
not present. It is a curious omission. Omoikane-no-Kami,
a son of Takamimusubi-no-Kami and originator of the plan,
has no separate' za ' but, together with Ishikoridome-no-Mikoto,
forger of the sacred Yata-no-Kagami, he is revered in the
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"Aidono (m~)" of Hinokuma Jingii. It might, I think,
have been expected that both these deities would have at least a
'za' in a Kwampeitaisha. Ame-no-Koyane-no-Mikoto, ancestor
of the Nakatomi (If:! I:a), is well represented occupying, as
he does, the principal C za' both at Hiraoka Jinja and Kasuga
Jinja, and being revered both at Kashima Jingii and Katori
Jingii. Ame-no-Futotama-no-Mikoto, ancestor of the Imbe
(JIt $), too, has his own shrine at Awa, but as the Nakatomi
and Imbe were the priestly families, it would be odd indeed if
their ancestors were neglected. The name of Ame-no-Uzume
no Mikoto, whose dancing provoked the mirth of the assembled
deities and caused the Sun Goddess to emerge, appears nowhere
among the deities of the Kwampeisha, but Hirata Atsutane
identifies her with Omiyanome-no-Mikoto of the Hasshinden,
who has also one of the 'za' at Inari. One would certainly
expect to find her included, though to a certain extent no doubt
she lost status by her marriage to Sarutahiko-no-Mikoto, who
has also a ' za ' at Inari Jinja, for, though, he acted as guide to
the Heavenly Grandchild, he was frankly a terrestrial being.
Tamanooya-no-Kami, fabricator of the Yasakani-no-Magatama,
though venerated at the Kokuheichiisha Tamanooya Jinja in
Yamaguchiken, is not worshipped at any Kampeisha. Arne-no
Tajikarao-no-Mikoto, who rolled away the great stone from the
mouth of Ame-no-Iwato, is commemorated in the" Aidono"
of the Naikii but has no ' za ' of his own. Considering the im
portance of the roles played by these deities, their representation
among the Kwampeisha is, I think, unexpectedly small. The
next event of farreaching importance in Takamagahara was the
decision of Amaterasu Omikami that her descendants should
rule the world (;R T) and, in order to prepare the way, envoys
were sent down, but the first ambassadors, Amenohohi-no
Mikoto, Oseii-no-Mikuma-no-Ushi, and Amewakahiko all proved
unfaithful, and, naturally, we do not find them. It was then
decided to send Futsunushi-no-Kami, and, at die same time,
Takemikazuchi-no-Kami claimed the right to be associated with
him. These two deities duly achieved the submission of Okuni-

Takenouchinosukune
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nushi-no-Kami, and the pacification of the country, so that all
was ready for the descent of the Heavenly Grandchild. As
might be expected from the importance of the work they achieved,
these two deities are well represented. The former, under his
alternative name of Iwainushi-no-Kami, occupies the sole' za ' of
Katori Jingii and one of four at Hiraoka Jinja and Kasuga
Jinja and is commemorated at Kashima Jingii, and the latter has
the sole' za ' of Kashima Jingii, one of four at Hiraoka Jinja
and Kasuga Jinja and is commemorated at Katori Jingii.

Twelve deities occupying fourteen' za ' remain unaccounted
for. Three' za ' belong to Sukunahikona-no-Mikoto. He was
the dwarf son of Takamimusubi-no-Karni and was associated
with Okuninushi-no-Mikoto in the opening up of the country
before the descent of the Heavenly Grandchild. He was selected
during the Meiji era to occupy one of the ' za ' at the three new
shrines of Taiwan, Sapporo and Karafuto and may be regarded
as a deity of agriculture. I believe, previous to the Meiji-era
he was not represented at any Kwampeisha or Kokuheisha.
Then there are three of the seven 'za' of Kehi including Kehi
no-Okarni, Izasawake-no-Mikoto, and his- identity is far from
clear. Hirata Atsutane is of opinion that he is identical with
Amanohihoko, maternal ancestor of jingu-Kogo, but there is
also an opinion that the Great God of Kehi is Miketsu-Kami.
Tarashinakatsuhiko was probably the brother and Toyohime
the sister of Jingii-Kogo. Ikushima and Tarushima-no-Karni
of Ikukunitama are obscure; they are believed to be identical
with Ikukunitama and Sakikunitama, and to represent the spirit
of the islands of Japan. We have already seen that Furuaki and
Imaki of Hirano Jinja are officially regarded as the Emperor
Nintoku and Yamato-takeru-no-Mikoto respectively and that
Himegarni is either Amaterasu Ornikami or the three daughters
of Susanoo-no-Mikoto of Munakata Jinja, but Kudo is most
obscure; he is by some considered to be the Emperor Chiiai,
but personally I incline to the theory, expressed in jinja-Kakuroku
()j1Ijllittb), that the four deities of Hirano Jinja are the ancestors
of Takanu no Niikasa, mother of the Emperor Kwamrnu, who
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was of the Kudara-O family. The Empress Mother's family
name was originally Yamato, afterwards changed to Oe and
these Oe were for generations the Kannushi of Hirano Jinja.
The three deities of Kamo are of great interest. Kame-no
Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto of Shimogamo is identified with Yata
garasu, the great crow sent from heaven to guide Kamuyamato
iwarehiko-no-Mikoto from the province of Kii to that of Yamato,
when he made his famous expedition to found the Empire.
According to the Kamokeizu (.~ *if) he was the great
grandson of Kamimusubi-no-Kami, a heavenly deity com
memorated at the Hasshinden. Tamayori-hime, a daughter of
Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto, occupies the other' za ' at the Kamo
Mioya shrine and personally I am of belief that she was originally
the sole deity worshipped there, and that her father had his own
separate shrine at Kuga. Wakeikazuchi-no-Kami," saijin .. of
Kamigamo, was a son of Tamayorihime by a heavenly deity
generally believed to be Oyamakui-no-Mikoto but strictly
speaking that deity, being of the Susanoo-no-Mikoto line, is
not an Amatsukami but a Kunitsukami. According to other ac
counts, Wakeikazuchi-no-Karni was a son of Honoikazuchi-no
Kami, an unimpeachable Arnatsukarni.

Now that we know, more or less at any rate, the deities
with whom we have to deal, we may pass to a consideration
of the foundation of their shrines. In many cases we have
nothing but shrine tradition to guide us, but a good deal of
instructive information with regard to some may be gleaned
from the old records of the Kojiki and Nihonshoki, though
it must be borne in mind that chronology is not the strong
point of these national annals. In spite of the fact, therefore,
that, according to one account in Nihonshoki, the shrine of
Omiwa is the oldest, I prefer to begin with Izumo-no-Oyashiro.
Here the story is perfectly clear. The first task in the mission
of Futsunushi-no-Kami and Takemikazuchi-no-Kami was to ne
gotiate with Okuninushi no Mikoto, who was ruling the country
in Izumo. That deity, after consultation with two of his sons,
concluded his submission by saying, "But as to my place of

Takenouchinosukune
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residence, if ye will make stout the temple pillars on the nether
most rock bottom, and make high the roof beams to the plain
of high heaven like the rich and perfect august nest, where the
august child of the Heavenly deities rules the succession of
Heaven's sun, and will deign to establish me, I will hide in the
eighty road windings and wait on him." The account continues
" Having thus spoken, he hid himself. So, in accordance with
his word, they built a heavenly abode on the shore of Tagishi in
the land of Izumo." This" heavenly august abode" is lzumo
no-Oyashiro. There is nothing equivocal here, an actual
building is described and its style, known as Taisha zukuri
(* iirI: ~), is perpetuated to this day, and, moreover, it is still
in the charge of the descendants of the deity Amenohohi-no
Mikoto. We have here unquestionably a most interesting and
important story, but one which it is not easy to interpret. Who
was this Okuninushi-no-Mikoto? what was his status and how
has it come about that his worship has gained such a remarkable
predominance in the country? First, then, as to his identity.
He was the sixth generation from Susanoo-no-Mikoto, who had
been expelled from Takamagahara for grave misdemeanour,
and, from the accounts of the mission sent to him by Amaterasu
Omikami, seems to have been in something very like revolt.
His status was at best Kunitsukami and more likely" Jinkaku "
(A. ~). Five generations, especially heavenly generations, may
represent a very long period of time. Were the people of
Izumo really a branch of the deities of Takamagahara who
had broken off and established themselves on their own, and
were now brought back again to submission, or was the mis
sion of Futsunushi-no-Kami the conquest of a different race
having somewhat similar religious opinions, and who adopted
the deities of their conquerors? The question is impossible to
answer with any certainty, but it is, I think, clear that we are
in the presence of two slightly different cults and that Okuninushi
no-Mikoto represents the Izumo clan. I must now return
to Omiwa. Prior to the advent of the mission from Taka
magahara, Okuninushi-no-Mikoto had enjoyed the assistance of

Takenouchinosukune
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Sukunahikona-no-Mikoto but that deity disappeared, and,
according to one account of the Nibonsboki Okuninushi-no
Mikoto, here called Onamuchi-no-Kami, was bewailing that he
would now have to rule the land of central reed plains alone
and soliloquising he said " Is there by chance anyone who could
join with me in governing the world?" Immediately a divine
radiance appeared and a voice enquired cc Were not I here how
couldst thou subdue the land?" Onamuchi-no-Karni then en
quired who apake and the reply was "I am thy guardian spirit
the wondrous spirit." Onamuchi-no-Kami enquired where this
spirit wished to dwell, and the spirit replied "I wish to dwell on
Mt. Mimoro in the province of Yamato." Accordingly we are
told "Onamuchi-no-Kami built a shrine in that place and made
the spirit to go and dwell there." This is the God of Omiwa.
The KojikJ relates a similar story but the spirit does not reveal
his identity. There is nothing in the wording of the KojikJ
narrative to lead one to the belief that the foundation of this
shrine implied the erection of buildings, and, at the present day
even, there is no Shinden at Omiwa, but in the N ihonshokJ
account, the characters ~ 1m iIt appear and later a poem of the
Emperor Sujin refers to the doors of the shrine of Omiwa from
which Motoori argues that originally there must have been
buildings . For the most part, in olden days, the "Shintai"
(~ m) dwelt on a mountain or in a grove. This story is exceed
ingly difficult to interpret. The great god of Miwa is universal
ly believed to be the Sakimitama of Okuninushi-no-Mikoto
himself, but he is here worshipped under the name of Yarnato
no-Omononushi-no-Kami. Mons. Revon suggests that this
is really a mistake and that the deity should be Sukunahikona
no-Mikoto, But the point of the greatest interest is the ap
pearance of the province of Yamato at this early stage, for, if
the story is to be credited, we have the worship of Okuninushi
no-Mikoto established in that province in the Jindai, and the
whole theory of the separate Izumo cult falls to the ground.

As I have said before, however, chronology is never a
strong point in these old legends, and it appears to me that

Takenouchinosukune
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this story has become misplaced and should really belong to a
later period when state policy demanded the conciliation of the
lzumo clan. I shall refer to this again under the reign of the
Emperor Sujin. It is largely for the above reason that I have
given precedence to Izumo-no-Oyashiro, which I believe to
be the oldest foundation in the country.

Izumo-no-Oyashiro and Omiwa jinja are the only two shrines
the foundation of which are actually recorded during the Jindai
in either the Kojiki or Nihonshoki but there are a number of allu
sions. Thus, after detailing the various deities born to Izanagi
no-Mikoto during his purification after visiting Yominokuni,
the Kojiki concludes: "So the great deity Izanagi-no-Mikoto
dwells at Taga in Chikatsu-Omi " and the Taga shrine claims
this as its foundation which would place it well before either
Izumo-no-Oyashiro or Omiwa jinja. The Nihonshoki on the
other hand says "Izanagi-no-Mikoto, his divine task having
been accomplished, built himself an abode of gloom on the
island of Awaji where he dwelt for ever," and this is claimed
as the foundation of Izanagi Jinja in Awaji. The two accounts
need not be regarded as inconsistent, for a deity could evidently
abide in more than one place, thus the Kojiki tells us " Oyamagui
dwelt on Mt. Hie in the land of Chikatsu-Omi, and is likewise
the deity dwelling at Matsunoo in Kadono." Hie Jinja and
Matsunoo Jinja claim this as their foundation. The Tokyo
Hie Jinja is said to have been brought from Kawagoe Hoshino
yama by Uesugi Sadamasa in the t jth year of Bummei (1481),

and has occupied its present site since the Meireki era (16~ ~-7).

Munakata Jinja lays claim to belong to the Jindai, and to have
been in existence even before the descent of the Heavenly Grand
child. Takeminakata-no-Mikoto is said to have taken up his
abode at Suwa after the submission of his father Okuninushi
no-Mikoto, but the first mention of the shrine which we meet
with in history is in the 5th year of the Empress Jito.

In spite of a legend to the effect that Mt. Fuji appeared in a
single night, only 2.86 years B.C., as the result of a terrible earth
quake, Asama must, I think, be included among the Jindai

Takenouchinosukune
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shrines, for there can be little doubt that the peerless mountain
has always been regarded as sacred, and there is a tradition that
in the 3rd year of the Emperor Suinin (B.C. 27) a small shrine
was erected on the top of the mountain. If true, however,
this, doubtless, was of the most primitive description. It
was in the Daido era (806-9) that buildings were first erected
on the present site.

Hiraoka jinja, too, claims a Jindai foundation being ascribed
to Amenotaneko-no-Mikoto who established it for the worship
of his grandparents, three years before the accession of the
rst Emperor, but this is tradition only and is unsupported by
history. The Nibonsboei reports the death of Hiko-itsuse-no
Mikoto three years before the foundation of the Empire, and
states that he was buried on Kamayama in the province of Kii,
and the Kojiki refers to the tomb as misasagi. Sboku-Fudoki
states" A shrine was at once erected on the top of the grave and
the deity worshipped." This may be taken as the foundation
of Kamayama jin]a, for, though the buildings may be doubtful,
it is practically certain that worship was offered at the tomb.
In the same year tradition states that Kamu- Yamato-Iwarehiko
no-Mikoto himself founded Okunitama Jinja on a site now
occupied by Osaka Castle, and the buildings were erected in
the 3rd year of the Emperor Ojin (272), historically however,
the first notice we have of it is in Ternpyo 19 (747) when
ce Hohei " were despatched by the Court. Several shrines aver
that they were founded during the reign of the Emperor jimmu,
but though we know that his palace contained places of worship,
and the Sanshu-no-Shinki were almost certainly in the Imperial
chamber, and we hear of His Majesty worshipping in the Tomi
hills, and at Mimoro, there is no definite mention of the founda
tion of any shrine. Awa Jinja claims to date from the first
year of the reign. Kashima Jingu and Katori Jingu are less
precise, but "in the time of the first Emperor." At first sight
this seems highly improbable for the Eastern provinces did not
come under the Imperial sway before the reign of the Emperor
Keiko, but evidence is not altogether lacking of very early
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KWAMPEI TAISHA TO SONO GOSAIJIN 18 9

Eastern settlements. There can, I think, be no question that
the origin of these shrines were the tombs of the founders of the
families.

The Kamo shrines, too, if the identification of Yatagarasu
with Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto be correct, must date from this
reign, though the first actual mention of them, that we have 10

the national annals, is the institution of the festival in the reign
of the Emperor Kimmei, but no buildings are believed to have
existed before the reign of the Emperor Temmu. Both Kamo
and Matsunoo Shrines no doubt owe their prominence to the
powerful immigrant family of Hata who adopted these deities
as their Ujigami. Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto is said to have
founded Miyazaki ]ingii. in honour of his grandfather, the Em
peror Jimmu, on the site of the old palace of Takachiho, and in
the reign of the Emperor Sujin buildings were erected-these
were rebuilt when the Emperor Keiko conducted his campaign
against the Kumaso (R~ g).

Hikawa Jinja claims to have been founded, or rather
transferred from the province of Izumo, in the reign of the
Emperor K6sh6 (475-393 B. C.) ; this again is only a tradition,
but it must be remembered that from the death of the Emperor
] immu to the accession of the Emperor Sujin the national annals
are practically blank.

It was in the reign of the loth and r rth Emperors Sujin
and Suinin that great developments in worship took place. It
was in the sixth year of the former reign that Yata-no-Kagami
was removed from the palace and established at Kasanui, but
this, being the first germ of the K6taijingii. of Ise, does not direct
ly concern us. At the same time, however, the Nibonsboei
states the Yamato-no-Okunitarna no Kami, who had hitherto
been worshipped together with Amaterasu-Ornikami in the
palace, was entrusted to the Emperor's daughter, Nunakirihime,
but " She was old and lean and therefore unfit to perform the
rites of worship." Does this imply the establishment of a shrine
or not, and if so, where? The question cannot I think be
answered. The Empire was suffering from pestilence and the
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190 KWAMPEI TAISHA TO SONO GOSAIJIN

Emperor was sore-perplexed but in the following year he had
a dream in which Omononushi-no-Kami revealed that the pesti
lence was due to his aramitama, but intimated that, if
Otataneko-no-Mikoto were appointed to worship him, all would
be well. Shortly afterwards three men reported that they had
had a dream demanding that Otataneko-no-Mikoto be appointed
master of the worship of Omononushi-no-Kami, and Ichishino
nagaoichi master of the worship of Yamato-no-Okunitarna-no
Kami. These appointments were duly made. Now Otataneko
no-Mikoto was, we are told, the first ancestor of the Kimi of
Miwa and it seems to me quite possible that this was in reality
the founding of Omiwa Jinja. Nagaoichi's appointment was
either a new one or vice Nunakirihime's of the previous year,
and involved the founding of Oyamato Jinja originally called
Okunitama Jinja and was the revelation of the Aramitama of
Okuninushi-no-Karni. I cannot free my mind from an idea
that both shrines were founded at this time and with the political
motive of conciliating the Izumo cult. Though not explicitly
stated in history, the tradition of Isonokami that the shrine was
founded in the reign of the Emperor Sujin seems highly probable,
and we know for certain that it was in existence as early as the
39th year of the Emperor Suinin. The" Shintai " of Isonokarni,
Futsunomitama-no-Tsurugi, is the blade that was presented to
Karnuiwarehiko-no-Mikoto by Amaterasu-Omikami and Taka
mirnusubi-no-Kami, when he sought to enter Yamato to found
the Empire, and the tradition of the shrine states that the sword
was kept in the palace until the 6th year of the Emperor Sujin
when Yara-no-Kagami and Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi were en
shrined at Kasanui. At the same time the Emperor ordered
Ichikawa, ancestor of the Mononobe, to erect a shrine for
Futsunomitama-no-Tsurugi at Isonokami and had Totsuka
no-Tsurugi, the sword with which Susanoo no Mikoto had killed
Yamata-no-Orochi, removed from Akasaka Gori in Kibi, and
installed with Futsunomitama-no-Tsurugi. There are several
interesting references to Isonokami in the Emperor Suinin's
reign, notably the presentation of 1,000 swords by the Emperor's
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eldest son, Inishiki-no-Mikoto, and his appointment as guardian
of the Treasures of the shrine. This was in the 39th year of
the reign and, from a notice of the 27th year, it appears that it
was then, for the first time, ascertained that offerings of weapons
would be pleasing to the deities. Isonokami is also the origin
of the national proverb " You can ascend even to the divine
store-house of Heaven if only you plant a ladder."

Though also not mentioned in the national annals, the
tradition of Tatsuta Jinja is that the wind gods Arne-no-mihashira
and Kuni-no-mihashira appeared in a dream to the Emperor
Sujin, at a time when the country was suffering from great storms,
and promised that, if they were worshipped at Tatsuta, the
country would again enjoy prosperity. The Oimi shrine of
Hirose, always closely connected with Tatsuta Jinja, claims to
have been established at the same time. Kumanoniimasu Jinja
is another shrine said to have been founded in the Emperor
Sujin's reign. Though unconfirmed by history the tradition of
Hinokuma and Kunikakasu Jingii is very definite. The mir
rors, Higata-no-Kagami and Hihoko-no-Kagami, are said to
have been entrusted by Jimmu Tenno to Ame-no-rnichine-no
Mikoto, Kuni-no-Miyatsuko of Kii, and housed at Kaminohama,
but transferred in the 16th year of the Emperor Suinin to
Yorozuyo-no-Miya, i. e., the present site of the shrines.

Considering the sacrosanct nature of the Kusanagi-no
Tsurugi, it might have been expected that the foundation of
its shrine would have been duly chronicled, but such is not
the case, and we have to be content with the following extract
in the yrst year of the Emperor Keiko. "Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi,
which was at first worn by Yamatotakeru-no-Mikoto, is now in
the shrine of Atsuta in the district of Ayuchi in the province of
Owari." Imbe-no-Hironari however says "From this time
forward, (i. e. the death of Yamatotakeru-no-Mikoto which
was in the 43rd year of the Emperor Keiko) the Kusanagi-no
Tsurugi was enshrined at Atsuta in Owari. And to my regret
the Atsuta shrine has not enjoyed any of the special privileges
due to its divine honour." Shrine tradition however places the
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192 KWAMPEI TAISHA TO SONO GOSAIJIN

foundation in the first year of the Emperor Chiiai, when Miyasu
hime received the Imperial commands to found it. Takebe,
Yamatotakeru-no-Mikoto's own shrine, was, according to
tradition, founded by one of his sons Takebe-no-Inayoriwake
no-Mikoto in Kanzaki Gori, three years after his death-the
46th year of the Emperor Keiko, but there is no written record
of it till the reign of the Emperor Temmu when it was removed
to Seta.

There is a tradition to the effectthat Otori Jinja was founded
in the 43rd year of the Emperor Keiko, but this shrine
and its deity Otori-no-Muraji (il) offer a difficult problem. The
consensus of opinion favours either Ameno-taneko-no-Mikoto,
or possibly his grandfather, Amenokoyane-no-Mikoto, as the
Saijin (~i'fl), but, from the architecture of the shrine, which is
clearly an early development from the Taisha zukuri, a deity
of the Izumo clan might be expected. It is certainly an old
foundation. Aso Jinja is said to have been founded in the
reign of the Emperor Keiko by Korehito, son of Hayamikatama
no-Mikoto, who had been Kuni-no-Miyatsuko in the reign of
the Emperor Sujin, and was 7th in descent from Takeiwatatsu
no-Mikoto, and the worship of the shrine was still in the hands
of the family at the time of the restoration.

The regency of Jingii-Kogo was again a time of great
religious activity. After Her Majesty's victorious expedition
to Shiragi, the Imperial vesselwas making for the port of Naniwa,
but found itself suddenly unable to proceed further, and had
to return to Muko, where Her Majesty caused divination to
be made as the cause, whereupon Amaterasu-Omikami admoni
shed the Empress, saying, "My Aramitama may not
approach the Imperial residence. Let it dwell in the land of
Hirota." This was the revelation of Tsuki Sakaki Izunomitama
Amazakaru Mukatsuhime as the Aramitama of Amaterasu
Omikami and the Njhonshoki continues "so Hayamahime
daughter of Yamashironeko was appointed to worship her."
This deity had already appeared after the death of the Emperor
Chuai, announcing that it was she who had instructed the

Takenouchinosukune
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late Emperor to possess himself of Chosen, or according to the
Kqjiki version, ordered the Empress to rule the Empire for the
male child that was in her womb, but her identity had not then
been revealed. At the same time as Amaterasu-Omikami,
vouchsafed her instructions, the three deities of Suminoe,
who had assisted the Empress on her passage to Shiragi, in
timated, saying, "Let our nigimitama dwell at Nagawo in
Nunakura in Otsu," whereupon Nihonshoki adds" these Gods
were enshrined according to their instructions." This was the
origin of Sumiyoshi Kwampeitaisha. It is to be noted that these
deities had already instructed that their aramitama were to be
worshipped at Yamato in Anato, but this is a Kwarnpeichusha,
and does not therefore concern us, nor does the order of Koto
shironushi-no-Mikoto "worship me in the land of Nagata"
for this too is a chtisha, but, in this connexion, I do not feel at
all sure that the worship of Kotoshironushi-no-Mikoto at
Mishima is correct, and fancy that the Saijin should really be
Oyamazumi no Kami, father-in-law of the Heavenly Grandchild.
Mishima Jinja claims a Jindai foundation, but Kotoshironushi
no Mikoto makes no reference to his dwelling there. Then,
though not mentioned in the Kojiki or Nihonshoki, the Harima
Fudoki records that, just prior to Jingu-Kogo's successful expedi
tion to Chosen, Nibutsuhime-no-Kami revealed herself, and,
presenting the Empress Regent with some red earth, instructed
her to paint her pears and dye her sailors clothes red and cross
over on red waves and pacify Shiragi, and,on her return, Nibutsu
hime Jinja was established on Fujishiro-no-mine in the province
of Kii. Then in the t jth year of the regency reference is made
in Nihonshoki to the Prince Imperial-i.e. the Emperor Ojin
going to Tsunuga to worship the great God of Kehi, but no
details are given. The Kojiki gives the name of the deity as
Izasawake-no-Mikoto, and relates the story of a change of names
between the Emperor Ojin and the deity, and adds that the alter
native names are Miketsu-no-Karni and Kehi-no-Okarni. It is by
no means clear whether this was the foundation of a new shrine,
for it has to be remembered that the Emperor Chuai and Jingu-
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Kogo had held their Court at Tsunuga at the beginning of their
reign. It is possible that at this time an old shrine sacred to
Miketsu kami was for political purposes transferred to Jingii
Kogo's ancestor. The other six Saijin of Kehi were, according
to shrine tradition, added in Taiho .2 (70.2). After this period
of activity during the regency, with the exception of the claim
of Kumano-Hayatama Jinja to have been founded in the reign
of the Emperor Nintoku, we hear of no new foundation for a
considerable time.

After the advent of Buddhism in the reign of the Emperor
Keitai, existing shrines had all they could do to contend with
the imported faith, but, curiously enough, just at the time
when, under the influence of Shotoku-Taishi, Buddhism was
at its height, we hear of a shrine being erected to Ichikishima
hime on the beautiful island of that name in the inland sea, but
this was merely a branch of Munakata Jinja. Shinto however
enjoyed a considerable revival under the Emperor Temmu,
though, I think, only Nibukawakami Jinja claims to have been
founded during his reign. Almost certainly, however, it was
at this time that many of the important shrines, notably Kamo,
had buildings erected. Moreover ranks were assigned both
to shrines and deities and, though the jingiryo (~ ~ ~), as we
know it, was not promulgated until the Taiho era, it, or some
thing like it, formed a part of the Omi-ryo (iii:iI ~ ).

The foundation of a permanent capital at Nara, in the reign
of the Emperor Gemmei, saw the erection of several new
shrines, and the great Fujiwara family, though greatly taken by
the elaborate rites of Buddhism, did not wish to neglect their
Ujigami altogether, and, therefore, erected a shrine on Mt.
Kasuga in convenient proximity to the Capital. Inari Jinja
also came into evidence about the same time. Both these shrines
were originally quite unpretentious, but, in the reign of the
Emperor Shomu, Gyogi Bosatsu (IT £ tf~) evolved his theory
that the Shinto deities were but avatars of the Buddha, and the
Fujiwara, while rebuilding their shrine in magnificent style at
the foot of Mt. Kasuga, placed it under the priests of Kofukuji
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KWAMPEI 1'AISHA 1'0 SONO GOSAIJIN 195

(~ ~ -:!j:), a temple of their foundation,and it was probably one
of the first of the bastard or Ryobu-Shinto (Jilii $ jf$ ili) shrines.
Inari followed suit, but not till considerably later under the
influence of Kukai (&: lfj,).

It is here that the extremely difficult point of the worship
of Hachiman (i\~) has to be considered. Sho-Hachiman was
not a new name invented at this time, and there is evidence
to show that the Kokuheichusha, Watazumi Jinja was established
as early as the time of the expedition to Chosen. It was known
as Sho-Hachiman, but was dedicated to Tamayorihime consort
of Fukiaezu-no-Mikoto, Kurita Hiroshi however inclines to
the idea that originally Sh6-Hachiman represented Hikoho
hodemi-no-Mikoto. Our concern here, however, is with the
foundation of the shrines of Usa, Hakozaki, and Kashii. The
Fusoryakki (~~lil1llfe.) relates a story that in the reign of the Em
peror Kimmei a child revealed himself as Hondawake-no-Mikoto
Hirohata-Yahata, and that one Higo built a shrine at Usa, but the
Dainibonsbi Jingishi (* a * ~ {till ~ iE:), while mentioning the story,
does not adopt it, and places the foundation of Usa Jingii in the
Wado era (708-14), and we have proof positive of its existence
in the year Tempyo 3 (371), for the Shoku-Nihongi records the
despatch of "Kwampei" by the Court in that year, and that
Hachiman commanded the complete confidence of the nation as
a whole as early as Tempyo Keiun 3 (769), is abundantly clear,
or otherwise the reigning Sovereign the Empress Shotoku,
would not have despatched Wake-no-Kiyomaro thither, for,
ifmy reading of the situation be at all correct, it was far more to
conciliate public opinion than to convince herself with regard
to the propriety of D6kyo's impious suggestion that he was
despatched. I think, however, it may safely be asserted that
at this time no one associated the name of the Emperor Ojin
with that of Hachiman. The Usa shrine however adopts the
Emperor Kimmei tradition, and adds that Hime-Okami (.It~* JWI) was added in Tempyo I (729), and Jingii Kogo in Encho
2. Hakozaki with its single 'za' to Hondawake-no-Mikoto
makes a tentative claim to have been established in Ternpyo Hoji
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196 KWAMPEI TAISHA TO SONO GOSAIJIN

3 (759), but the actual records give Encho 1 (923). It is worth
mentioning that in addition to jingu-Kogo, Tamayorihime is
revered here. Kashii-no-Miya is in a different category, for
it is not sacred to Hachiman. It claims to have been built, at
the end of the Yoro or the beginning of the Shinki eras (723
or 72.4), in front of the old Imperial palace. It was here that the
Emperor died, and the shrine, doubtless, was a kind of mortuary
chapel. It fell out of use after the Yoshino Jidai, but was revived
in the reign of the Emperor Sakuramachi. Though somewhat
out of the correct order, it may be well now to take Iwashimizu
Hachimangii. Here we are on sure ground, for we know
that it was founded in Jogwan I (859) at the instance of the
priest Gyokyo. According to Kurita Hiroshi it was in this
year that Hachiman was first recognised as the Emperor Ojin
by one Shaku Gyokyo. The Hachiman cult has always been
deeply impregnated with Buddhism.

Of Hirano Jinja it can but be said that it was moved to
its present site in Kyoto from the province of Yamato, in the
Enryaku era (782.-8°5). Of Yasaka Jinja too it can only be said
with certainty that it has occupied its present site since Jogwan
18, but shrine tradition states that it was originally founded
by Irishinoomi in the znd year of the Empress Saimei's reign on
Hiromine in the province of Harima. Though not mentioned
in the Engishiki, it was included among the" nijiinisha."

I have, so far, omitted mention of the three shrines of Kiri
shima, Kagoshima and Udo, and they way well be taken together
for they most probably represent the misasagi of the Heavenly
Grandchild and his two immediate successors, but it is practically
impossible to assign any date to them. Kirishima Jinja, in
particular, offers great difficulties, for its identification with
Takachihonomine is most doubtful, moreover being an active
volcano, more than one shrine has been swept away. It is
mentioned in the Engishiki, but was evidently then not con
sidered of great importance, for it is not described as Myojindai.
Kagoshima Jingii used to bear the alternative name of Osumi
no-Shohachimangu which might be taken as evidence of the
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identity of Hikohohodemi-no-Mikoto with Hachirnan, but there
is a shrine tradition to the effect that in the yth year of the Em
peror Kimmei (544), the worship of the Emperors Chuai, OJin,.
jingu-Kogo, and the Emperor Nintoku was added, though not
in a separate 'za', and this might well account for the name.
There is a vague tradition of the founding of Udo Jingii in the
reign of the Emperor Sujin, but if there is any truth in it at all,
it refers probably to the first creation of buildings. It is not
mentioned in the Engishiki. It may, I think, be safely said of
all three shrines that, though probably places of worship from
the very earliest times, it was not until Meiji that they took a
high place among the national shrines, though, for this, their
unaccessible location may be largely responsible.

A very few words will suffice for the modem shrines.
When in Meiji 2 (1869) the colonization of the Hokkaido was
determined upon, the town of Sapporo was laid out, and the
newly revived Jingikwan decided that a shrine should be establi
shed, and in their capacity of constructors of the country,
Okunitama-no-Kami, Sukunahikona-no-Mikoto, and Onamuchi
no-Kami, were selected as the saijin in one ' za " and, in Meiji
4, it was ranked as Kokuheishosha, but with the development
of the island, it was raised to premier rank in Meiji 32.

Though the founder of the Empire had his shrine, Miyazaki
Jingii, in the distant province of Hyiiga, and was venerated at
his misasagi, Unebigoryo, it was felt that it was only fitting that
a shrine should be erected to him as near as possible to the site
of his old capital of Kashihara, and this was done in Meiji 22

and given the rank of Kwampeitaisha.
Yoshino-no-Miya is a new shrine dating only from Meiji

2S, but, in a sense, the worship of the Emperor Go-Daigo
goes back nearly 600 years, for not only was His Majesty worship
ped at the Tonoo misasagi, but he was also enshrined at Kissui
in ('5}j( ~). This worship was, however, of a Buddhist nature,
and, though in Meiji 7 the name was changed to Yoshimizu
Jinja, and pure Shinto worship substituted, the buildings, albeit
of great historical interest, were found unsuitable, and it was

Takenouchinosukune
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accordingly determined to build a new shrine on a commanding
site where the spirit of the Emperor, who had suffered so much
for the Imperial cause, could be suitably venerated. It was
originally ranked as Chfisha but raised to Taisha in Meiji 34.

Meiji 2.8 was the eleventh hundred anniversary of the
founding of the capital of Kyoto by the Emperor Kwammu,
and it was felt that there could be no more fitting memorial
of the event than the erection of a shrine in honour of its first
founder. The shrine was from its inauguration ranked as
Kwampeitaisha.

As a result of the successful war with China, the island of
Taiwan was incorporated in the Empire in Meiji 2.8, and the
need of a national shrine was soon felt. Accordingly in Meiji
35 one was erected at the capital, Taihoku, and to the three Saijin
of Sapporo Jinja was added Yoshihisa Shinno, who had lost
his life in the struggle. It was ranked as Taisha from its inaugu
ration.

In Meiji 38 Russia ceded the southern portion of the island
of Karafuto to Japan, and, following the precedent of Taiwan,
a national shrine was erected in Meiji 43, and the saijin were
the same as at Sapporo.

The great Emperor Meiji passed away in Meiji 45 and was
at once worshipped at his misasagi, Momoyamagoryo, and three
years later his beloved consort Shoken-Kotaiko joined him on
the slopes of the same mountain. Countless thousands paid
and still pay their homage at these mausolea, but it was felt
that the capital, Tokyo, where so much of the Emperor's great
work had been achieved, must have a shrine in his honour.
Work was put in hand in Taisho 2. (1913), and the Empress
dying in Taisho 3, it was decided to have 2. ' za '. It was not
till Taisho 9 that the buildings were completed and it was
ranked as Kwampeitaisha.

Though Chosen became a protectorate in Meiji 43, it was
not till several years later that it became an integral part of the
Empire, but as soon as it did do so, it was determined. to have
a national shrine and on Taisho 14. 10. 15 Chosen Jingii was
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declared to be a Kwampeitaisha. On this occasion a departure
was made from precedent and Amaterasu-Omikami and the
great Emperor Meiji were chosen as saijin.

Stone Lantern of Takebe )inja. Omi.
Date inscribed Bune i 7 (1270).

(Semi-national treasure).
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KAMO GEJO RYOSHA

Jl~rJ:PW1ftI:

THE FOUNDATION OF THE SHRINES AND
THE DEITIES WORSHIPPED

Though there may, perhaps, be people who are not con
versant with the names Kamo Mioya Jinja (Jt"& 1SlI ill iIJIl ijtl:)
and Kamo Wakeikazuchi Jinja (fi If jllj .. jfI it), it may I think
be safely asserted that there is hardly anyone in Japan who
has not heard of the Aoi-Matsuri, the joint festival of these
two ancient shrines, and, yet, this festival was a comparatively
late development in their history, and is less a festival, in the
strict sense of the word, than a state visit to the shrines of the
Imperial representative.

The history of the shrines is long, complicated and ex
ceedingly difficult, and I should like therefore at the outset
to make it perfectly clear that I aspire to no learned treatise,
and aim at no more than offering a brief and popular account,
and I shall therefore refer to the shrines as the Shimo and
Kami shrines, names taken from their being situated respective
ly in the villages of Shimo Kamo, and Kami Kamo, villages
formerly in the vicinity of Kyoto, but now incorporated in
the city.

There are several points which distinguish the Kamo
shrines from any others in the Empire, but before entering
on an outline of their history, it will be well first to recall briefly
the virtues of the deities. There are 3 concerned. Taketsu
numi-no-Mikoto and Tamayorihime of the Shimo shrine, and
Kamo Wake Ikazuchi no Kami of the Kami shrine, and it may
perhaps come as a surprise to some to hear that not one of the
3 is ever mentioned by name in the Kojikj or Nibonsboki. Yama
shiroFudoki, however, which appeared not long after Nibonsboei,

Takenouchinosukune
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KAMO GEJO RYOSHA 201

implies. and ShOjiroku, which was compiled in the Konin era
(810-23), states definitely that Taketsunumi no Mikoto was
identical with Yatagarasu, and that he was a grandson of
Kamimusubi no Kami, an Amatsukami, who never himself
descended to earth. If this identification be accepted, we can,
by the aid of a book called Kama Engi, and with the exercise
of some degree of imagination, reconstruct something at any
rate of the early history of Kamo, and its deities.

Plan of Kamo Wakeikazuchi Jinja. early Muromachi Period.
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202 KAMO GEJO RYOSHA

It will readily be recalled that Yatagarasu was the great
eight span crow which, coming flying through the void, safely
guided Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no Mikoto over the mountains
of Kumano into Yamato, when he founded the Empire. Now
Nihonshoki expressly tells us that the Emperor rewarded the
services of Yatagarasu, and, though the nature of the re
ward is not specified, it would seem to have been territorial,
and Engi tells us that he settled at Okada no Kamo where
to this day there is a shrine in his honour. Then by slow
degrees he moved north till he came to the country of Koga,
i. e. probably the neighbourhood of the present Mikageyama,
where he fixed his abode. Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto espoused
the daughter of a terrestrial deity of Tamba, and had a son
Tamayori-hiko, and adaughter Tamayori-hime,

One day while the maiden was taking her pleasure on the
banks of the Semi no Ogawa, a small river, which runs through
the precincts of the Shimosha, she perceived a red lacquered
arrow floating in the stream and picked it up. Returning home
she placed it on her couch, and next morning was delivered of a
beautiful boy. This boy was Kamo Wakeikazuchi no Kami,
the deity of the Kami shrine. Taketsunurni-no-Mikoto was
highly delighted, but greatly intrigued as to the paternity of
the child for his daughter denied all knowledge of any man.
Some ; years elapsed and the father still remained unknown,
so Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto determined to make a final effort to
solve the problem. He built a special house and summoned all
the local deities to hold high feast therein behind closed doors
for 8 days. At the end of this time taking a sake cup he handed
it to his grandson bidding him present it to his father. The
child taking the cup without hesitation laid it before the red
lacquered arrow, and, then, announcing that he was the son of a
heavenly deity, before their eyes ascended up to heaven. It
should be mentioned that the question of paternity still remains
in doubt there being two opinions, one, Ho no Ikazuchi no
Karni, the other Oyamakui-no-Mikoto, the deity of Matsunoo
and Hie. On most grounds the latter seems more probable
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KAMa GEJO RYOSHA 20;

for there has unquestionably always been a close connection
between the shrines Kama, Matsunoo and Hie who all make
use of Aoi and Katsura leaves in their worship, but strictly
speaking Oyamakui-no-Mikoto, being of the Susanoo-no-Mikoto
line, is a Kunitsukami and not an Amatsukami.

Personally I cannot help feeling that in stating that he
was the son of an Amatsukami, Wakeikazuchi no Kami was
asserting the superiority of his father over all those present
including his grandfather, and I, therefore, regard Taketsunumi
no-Mikoto and Tamayori hime as Kunitsukami though the
jingiryo ()j$ ~~ f,-) expressly includes KamoMioya no Kami among
the Amatsukami.

Deprived of his grandson Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto felt
very lonely and longed to see him, and, at length, Wakeikazuchi
no-Kami appeared to him in a dream and informed him that,
if he were worshipped as directed, he would reappear. Take
tsunumi-no-Mikoto followed the instructions which included
the use of Aoi and Katsura as wigs, the running of horses and
the setting up of "are (l\iiJ ;fit)," probably some kind of flag
etc., and Wakeikazuchi-no-Kami duly descended. The scene
of this worship is believed to have been Miareyama, the mountain
at whose base the Kami shrine now stands.

Here then, though for many long years no buildings
beyond a simple " himorogi (Jiillt~) " were erected, we have the
foundation of the great Kami Kamo shrine.

It is, I think, quite clear that the worship of Wakeikazuchi
no-Karni was inaugurated by his grandfather some z500 years
ago, and that subsequently, every year at the same date, all the
family assembled to pay their homage in accordance with the
rites prescribed by the Deity himself. This annual service is
the Miare rnatsuri (~ ~~) and is the true festival of the shrine.
It is still observed ; days prior to the Aoi matsuri, i. e. on the
nth of May. It is highly esoteric and not for the participation
of the public.

In due course both Teketsunurni-no-Mikoto and Tamayori
hime withdrew their corporeal presence from this world, and
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2°4 KAMa GEJO RYOSHA

Tamayorihiko, or his descendants, instituted their worship much
on the same lines as that of Wakeikazuchi-no-Kami. The site
of this worship cannot be definitely determined, but it is gener
ally believed to have been at, or close to, Mikageyama. This
was the origin of the Shimo shrine. Personally I am of the
belief that in the first place there were separate places of worship
for Tamayorihime and Taketsunumi-no-Mikoto, and that, in the
first instance, the Shimo shrine was the abode of Tamayorihime
only. In the same way as the Miare Matsuri is the original
festival of the Kami shrine, the Mikage Matsuri, celebrated on
the same day, is the original festival of the Shimo shrine, but,
unfortunately, it no longer preserves its primitive form, though
it still retains many highly interesting features.

A veil then descends on the history of Kamo until the reign
of the Emperor Kimmei, but it may be taken for granted that
the worship of the 3 deities was maintained by their descendants,
and that, by marriage with the rich immigrant family of Hata,
they grew in prestige and influence, and that a cult, originally
purely of the family, developed into a fairly wide local obser
vance.

THE ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE AOI
MATSURI

In the reign of the Emperor Kimmei the country suffered
from a series of terrible storms, the harvest failed, and the dis
tress was acute, and the Emperor accordingly ordered divination
to be made as to the cause, and it was revealed that it was due
to the "tatad " or curse of the Deities of Kamo, but that if a
festival were organised in their honour fruitful seasons would be
assured. It is quite clear that at this time the deities of Kamo
were worshipped as deities of agriculture. By divine oracle it
was ascertained that the day following the esoteric celebration
would be acceptable, and the festival was held at the Imperial
expense, and became an annual event. There are several brief
references to it in the national annals, notably a decree by the
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KAMO GEJO RYOSHA 2°5

Empress Gemmei ordering the attendance of the Kokushi (illli),
thus making it a provincial festival of the first importance.
Though it continued to be observed till the end of the Heian
era, it gradually became more and more overshadowed by the
new Court festival, i.e, the Aoi Matsuri, and finally fell into
abeyance. There is however ample evidence to show that at one
time it was highly prosperous and popular, and it is known that
shooting on horseback formed a feature. It was undoubtedly a
joint festival of two shrines. Then, in Enryaku 3 (784), the Em
peror Kwammu decided to move his capital out of the province
of Yamato into that of Yamashiro, and this was destined to have
a vital effect on the fortunes of Kamo. It is I think as clear as
anything can be that, by the beginning of Enryaku, the Kamo
shrines had attained a position of -unchallenged preeminence in
the province of Yamashiro. Buildings had been erected by
order of the Emperor Temmu, and, though it cannot be definite
ly proved, it is most probable that by the time of the Emperor
Kwammu the Shimo shrine occupied approximately its present
site. The moving of the capital, provided it was within the
provinces of Yamato, or Kawachi, was a matter of small mo
ment, but to go outside them was a serious undertaking, and
the Emperor Kwamrnu mindful of the difficulties that his direct
ancestor, the Emperor Tenji, had encountered when he moved
into Omi, determined to put.his new capital under the protection
of the most powerful deities of the province, and accordingly
his first step was to notify them of his intention and solicit their
help. The Kamo deities received the Lower znd rank. Ten
years later the Emperor again decided to move his capital but
still within the boundaries of the province of Yamashiro, this
time to the near proximity of the Kamo shrines, and again, the
first step was to advise the deities of this intention, and a step
in rank ensued.

Though not mentioned in the national annals, there is a
tradition that shortly after occupying his new capital, Heian,
viz. Kyoto, on Enryaku 13. rz. 2I (794), His Majesty came
and worshipped in person at both shrines.
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206 KAMO GEJO RYOSHA

KAMO-NO-SAI-IN (~ rt.~)

From this time onwards the worship of the Kamo shrines
changed in nature, and they became, instead of Gods of Agricul
ture, the tutelary deities of the capital, and, as such, of the
Court, though the old family cult continued to be carried out.
Honour followed honour, and in the first year of Daido (806) the
Upper first rank was bestowed. I believe I am correct in saying
that at that time no other deities had attained this rank. It was
not, however, till the succeeding reign, that of the Emperor
Saga that they received their highest distinction. Ever since
the foundation of the shrines in the reign of the Emperor Suinin,
with one or two short intervals, there had been an Imperial
princess priestess known as the Itsuki no Miya, or Saiku (~ "9:),
resident at the great shrines of Ise, and the Emperor Saga decided
the Kamo shrines should be similarly served, and after divina
tion selected his own daughter, Uchiko Naishinno who became
the first Kamo no Saiin (j(:it"~) or Itsuki no Miya. There
is some little doubt as to the exact date of the institution, and also
the reasons for the Emperor's decision, but it is generally be
lieved to have been the result of a vow made by His Majesty at
the time of the abortive rising of Fujiwara no Nakanari, and
his sister Kusuko, consort of the Emperor Heizei, and the pro
babilities point to its having been towards the end of Konin I

(810). Like her sister of the Saikii however the Kamo Saiin
had to undergo 3 years of purification before entering on her
duties. The Saiinki, and several other books, give Konin 9
(818) as the date of the institution, but that, I think, may be
taken to mean the date on which the complicated machinery of
the office was established. In a brief sketch such as this it is
impossible to enter into details with regard to the Saiin, and, it
must therefore suffice to say that for nearly 400 years, i.e. till
Kenryaku 2 (1212) there was practically always an Imperial
princess priestess of Kamo, and that in all there were 35 occupants
of the post. Though living always a life apart in ceremonial
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purity her public appearances were limited to a single occasion
every year. It should be mentioned that both the Saiku and
Saiin were definitely hostile to Buddhism and any mention of it
within the precincts was strictly taboo. Should any reference
be necessary a euphuism had to be employed thus, a monk was
ironically spoken of Kaminaga, or the long-haired. I have
drawn special attention to the hostility of the Saiin to Buddhism
because, curiously enough, almost the next honour offered to
the Kamo deities, by the same Emperor Saga, was the erection
of a Jinguji (JiiIIl-g- ~ ) , or Buddhist temple, but though temples
lingered on at both Kamo shrines right up to Meiji, they enjoyed
little or no influence, and the priests were never permitted to
take part in the services of the deities. Though Buddhist
thoughts and doctrines unquestionably polluted the old pure
Shinto (JiiIIl ii) teachings there are few shrines where the Buddhist
hierarchy obtained so little hold as at Kamo.

KWANSA! & KOKUSAI

There is some doubt as to the exact date on which the
Kwansai, i.e. the festival now known as Aoi Matsuri, was in
stituted, some people placing it as early as the Daido era, but,
if a Kwansai was then instituted, its entire character must have
been so modified by the institution of the Saiin that I should
myself unhesitatingly date the Aoi Matsuri from the Konin era
(810-819).

At the risk of reiteration it must be emphasised that the
Kwansai did not supersede the Kokusai of the Shisai. The
Shisai, i.e. the Miare'Matsuriof the Kami shrine, and the Mikage
Matsuri of the Shimo shrine, were invariably held on the middle
day of the horse (If) of the 4th month, and the Kokusai, or
provincial festival on the middle day of the monkey (~1) of
the 4th month, and the divine oracle vouchsafed that the new
Kwansai should be held on the middle day of the bird (rJi)
of the 4th month. May 12., 14 and 15 represent these dates
under the modern calendar, but as has been said the Kokusai
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108 KAMO GEJO RYOSHA

has long been in abeyance.
Now the Shisai was a purely family affair from which the

general public were rigidly excluded. This was especially the
case at the Kami shrine where the rites were, and indeed still
are, performed at night, even torches being extinguished.

It is quite probable that it was about this time that the
Mikage festival developed into an ornate ceremony with an
elaborate procession, but here, too, the rites at the Mikage shrine
were and are esoteric. An interesting feature of this festival is
that the Deities are escorted from the Mikage shrine to Shimo
on a single horse, a phenomenon that confirms my belief that
Mikage was originally the abode of Tamayorihime only.

The Kokusai was the popular festival, the presence of the
Yamashiro Kokushi, or Governor, merely lending dignity to it,
and, though he unquestionably offered his homage to the deities,
he did so as the chief representative of the people of his pro
vince. The Kwansai on the other hand was purely official, nay
more than official, Imperial. The public were permitted to feast
their eyes on the splendid pageant, but they took no part in it.
It was organised, at least so it seems to me, in order that the
Emperor might, through his duly accredited representatives, i.e.
the Saiin, and the Chokushi, or specially appointed messenger,
publicly pay his homage to the tutelary deities of his capital.
The exalted retinue, which accompanied these two representa
tives, went to the shrine, not in the capacity of worshippers,
but to add dignity to the occasion, and serve the chief figures.
The Saiin frequently a mere child had no duties, but the Choku
shi was the bearer of a written communication from the Em
peror to the deities, and the presentation of this message, known
as a Semmyo (:it 1fir), and the delivery of the Imperial offerings,
heihaku, was really the sole purpose of the festival, everything
else was in the nature of " trimmings " designed to do honour
to the occasion. Amid all the intricate ceremonial and gor
geous panoply, the central and essential feature of the day was
the reading of the Sernmyo by the Chokushi, who, in return,
received from the deities a token (Shinroku) consisting of two
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sprigs of Aoi. In Konin 10 (819) the Kamo Kwansai was de
clared to be a Chiishi (cp jE).

In order to appreciate to the full the extent of this honour
it is necessary to recall that, at this time, there was but one
Daishi (*~) the Daijosai, and that was observed but once in
each reign, and 4 Chiishi, viz. the New Year, the Tsukiname,
Kanname and Niiname, and the Kamo festival thus ranked with
the greatest festivals of the year. Under the Engi system there
were I; Shoshi ('l-~) but even of these only 5 were shrine
festivals. At the same time it was decreed that the Kamo
Sernmyo should be written on scarlet paper. Sernrnyo were sent
to other shrines but only for Kamo was scarlet paper used and
happily the distinction still endures . Following the invariable
custom that the Chokushi went first to the shrine nearest the
palace, the Aoi Matsuri was held first at the Shimo shrine, and
then at the Kami, and it was this I think that gave rise to the
name Kamo Gejo Ryosha, joge (1: T) sounds more natural
than Gejo (r 1:) and there is evidence to show that in pre
Heian days they were so called. The change probably came
about gradually. Whatever the origin may have been, it cer
tainly did not denote that the Shimo shrine took precedence
over the Kami shrine.

Having explained what I believe to have been the origin
and purpose of the Aoi Matsuri, I will now revert to the history
of the shrines, and attempt later to give some idea of the
splendour of the old procession, and the various ceremonies,
both at the palace, and at the shrine itself.

RINJISAI (m If!f~)

There is some little doubt as to which year the Rinjisai was
first established, but it was probably Kwarnpyo 1 (889). The
story of its inauguration is interesting. It is said that during
the Gwangyo era (877-88;) young Prince Sadami, a younger
son of Komatsu no Miya, went on a hunting expedition in the
Kamo district, when, a fog coming down, he became separated
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210 KAMO GEJO RYOSHA

from his companions. Suddenly a personage appeared who
revealed himself as the deity of Kamo, and said that, though he
realised that he had a splendid festival, and no cause for com
plaint, yet he found it very lonely in winter, and would like
another festival then. The young prince who apparently had
no prospects of ever ascending the Throne sympathised but
said that such matters were quite out of his provinces. The
remainder of the conversation is not very clear, but it is evident
that the Deity told the prince that he would become Emperor,
and the prince, on his part, promised in that event to institute
the festival. The unexpected occurred, and, in Ninna 3 (887),
Prince Sadami, who had not long before renounced his princely
rank, and become a Minamoto, actually ascended the Throne,
and hastened to fulfil his promise. This was the Emperor Uda.
With the single exception that the Saiin did not attend the
Rinjisai, which was held on the last day of the bird of r rth
month, it was, in all particulars, the same as the Aoi Matsuri of
the 4th month. It continued to be celebrated annually until
Onin no ran (~1= ./ ~ 1467-77), when, with everything else, it
fell into abeyance, but was revived, though with somewhat
shorn rites, in Bunkwa II (1814) but was abolished in Meiji 3,
and has never been revived.

IMPERIAL VISITS ETC.

On Tengyo 5.4.29 (942) the Emperor Suzaku repaired in
person to worship at the Kamo shrines, it is said in order to
return thanks for the restoration of peace after the revolt of
Taira no Masakado. It is not altogether clear to me what the
purpose of Imperial progresses to shrines was, for, as a rule,
when some special petition of national importance had to be
offered, it was the custom to do so through a Chokushi, but
there can be no question that the visit of an Emperor to a shrine
denoted especial honour to the deities, and it may be mentioned
here that subsequently it was decreed that whenever an Emperor
worshipped in person at Iwashimizu (~fiIj 7,k), that he should also
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go to Kamo. An Imperial progress to a shrine was always
marked by munificent offerings. From the time of the Emperor
Go-Suzaku's visit in Tengyo 5 down to the time when, in
Kemmu 1 (1;34), the Emperor Go-Daigo paid his yrd and last
visit, 64 Imperial progresses are chronicled in the shrine records,
but, from internal evidence, it seems almost certain that the
actual number was considerably in excess of this, but, even if 64
be the correct number, no other shrine can claim anything like
the same. No less than 91 visits are recorded from ex-Emperors,
and, here again, it is likely that the list is not complete. Though
even before that date isolated visits are recorded, it would appear
to have been in the znd year of Tenroku (971), that the" Kwam
pakumode" was instituted. This consisted in a state visit of the
Kwampaku (1m s), accompanied by all his subordinates, and was
an affair of great magnificence. The middle day of the monkey
of the 4th month, i.e. the day of the Kokusai, was the day fixed
for the visit. This again was an honour confined to Kamo,
though the Kwampaku frequently attended to Kasuga Matsuri,
but that was his own Ujigami (n: ~) .

The "Kwampaku mide " continued until Shokyii no ran
(1222) but after the Hoan era ~I 12.0-112.4) it gradually declined
in magnificence, and was somewhat intermittent.

It is far from easy to give anything like an accurate estimate
of the endowments of the two shrines, but we know that in
Kwannin (1017), the Emperor Go-Ichijo, on the occasion of a
progress, announced that the whole of Atagogori was to be
considered shrine territory, but, as a matter of fact, so many ex
ceptions had to be made that this amounted to no more than 4
villages (MlI) for each shrine, for, it must be remembered, that,
though the two shrines had common festivals, there were other
wise quite independent.

Then in Kwanji ; (1089) or 4 extensive grants of Shoen
(Jif. ml), or tax free manors, were made over pretty well half the
Empire and it may safely be said that, at the height of their
prosperity, the two shrines were both land owners on a large
scale. Needless to say wherever the Kamo shrines owned land,
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there was a Kamo shrine, and the worship of the Kamo deities
was thus disseminated over the greater part of the Empire. It
may be mentioned that the Naimusho have made enquiries into
over 3000 Kamo shrines, but unfortunately, in almost all cases,
the records are most meagre.

It was almost certainly from the Kamo shrine in Mikawa,
that the Tokugawa (~1II.a:) evolved their well-known trefoil
"aoi no mon." Mter Onin no ran, however, possession be
came no longer effective, and Hideyoshi, in the Tensho era
(IH3-lj9z), assessed the Kami shrine at ZHZ Koku (;Q"), and
the Shimo shrine at no more than HI Koku.

BUILDINGS

In the 9th year of Chogen (1036), the Emperor Go-Suzaku
decreed that the Kamo shrines should be rebuilt every Z I years,
Nijuichinen zoei, This which had originally been a matter of
necessity had long become simply a compliment, and it is perhaps
a little curious that it had not already been paid to Kamo, seeing
that it had been in force for many years at Kashima, Katori,
Kasuga, Sumiyoshi and other shrines. The Nijuichinen zoei
was fairly faithfully carried out up to Shohei 3 (1348), but then
the next rebuilding was not till Oei 14, 68 years later. Then in
Empo 7 (1679) Gojunen zoei, or jO yearly rebuilding, is said to
have been decreed, but as a matter of fact 37 years was the
longest period that ever elapsed. The present Go Honden of
the Kami shrine dates from Bunkyii 3 (1863), when it was
decided to revert again to the Nijuichinen zoei, but, as a matter
of fact, this has never been done. The Go Honden of the
Shima shrine dates from Tempo 6 (183j), but all buildings are
now kept in good repair. Though at the Kami shrine there is,
and always has been, but one za, there are two Go Honden,
precisely the same, side by side, and this presents a problem
which is not easy to solve, but, nowadays, at any rate, one is
regarded merely as for use in emergency. The Go Honden at
both shrines are in Nagarezukuri (~il!i), but a special feature of
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the Shimo shrines is that they have a red lacquered railing to the
verandahs, all the rest of the buildings being the natural colour
of the wood though adorned with the Aoi crest in bronze.
They are of course thatched with hinoki but have Hakomune
(~tt) emblazoned with the Aoi crest in Gold. There are
neither Chigi (T*) nor Katsuogi (~~*) . The interior is a single
chamber known as Naijin, and in it stands the Michodai (~m.),

of which the hangings a.re changed summer and winter. There
are also duplicate sets of robes, for the deity kept in a Karahitsu
(m- M). There is no Mitamashiro (~. it). Though the temp
tation is very great, I must refrain from entering on an architec
tural description of the other buildings, of which, at both
shrines, there are many, but it must be stated that, though they
clearly belong to the same age and school, the layout of the two
shrines differs very considerably.

Broadly speaking they may perhaps be classified as being
in Shindenzukuri (ft ill: it), but they are unique , and, in the
opinion of architectural experts, reflect the special characteristics
of the early part of the Heian era. Though the actual buildings
themselves date only from Kwan-ei 6 (1629), they have, as
specimens of an old style, been under the special protection of
the Government since Meiji 34 (1901). It would be a matter
of the greatest interest if the question of their origin could be
determined, but, unfortunately, the first rebuilding, of which
mention is found in the records of the Shimo shrine, is Ten
ryaku 10 (956), and even this, in all probability, refers only to
the Go Honden, but Shokll Nihongi (~ B * *C) mentions that
U repairs" were effected by the Court in Enryaku 3 i.e. at the
time of the building of Nagaokakyo (:I\t tJiII *).

I inclined at one time to the idea that it was at this time
that the Kamo shrines assumed approximately their present ap
pearance, but, in view of the fact that Nagarezukuri with its
curved lines is generally thought to have been a somewhat later
development in shrine architecture, it seems perhaps more pro
bable that there was a later rebuilding of which no record
remains, and the Konin era with the institution of the Saiin
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would seem a likely time.

COURT HONOURS

I have, now, I think, enumerated the principal honours
paid by the Court to the deities of Kama, indeed it might
almost be said that there were no further honours that could be
paid, and what had, in Enryaku 3 (784), been a flourishing pro
vincial shrine, sacred to Gods of Agriculture, had become a
shrine second to none in the Empire, save Ise, and the deities, the
guardian deities of the capital. True Iwashimizu Hachimangii,
established in Jogwan 1 (859), enjoyed the veneration of the
Court to an extraordinary degree, and was actually placed before
Kamo in the list of the 16 shrines selected in Koho 2. (965), and
increased to 1.2. in Choryaku 3, to receive heihaku direct from
the Court, but it was an established fact that Hachiman was an
Imperial ancestor, and, moreover, every honour paid to Iwashi
mizu was automatically extended to Kamo.

The result was a somewhat surprising one, the identity of
the deities of Kamo became obscure. It must be remembered
that it was not the custom to speak of the deities by their names,
they were commonly referred to as Kamo Myojin or Kamo
Okami and in the Semrnyo they were actually addressed as Kamo
Sume Okami. Sume (~) being a title proper really only to
an Emperor, or Imperial ancestor.

Seeing the great reverence paid by the Court to the Kamo
deities the people could not believe that they had not some
special connection with the Emperor, and it came about that
the deity of the Kami shrine was said to be the Heavenly grand
child, Ninigi no Mikoto, and Mioya i.e. Shimo, which, it must
be remembered, means august ancestor was Jimmu Tenno, There
is an interesting copy of a sketch plan of the Mioya shrine pre
served in the library of the Koraijingu at Ise attributing the Go
Honden of Taketsunumi no Mikoto to the Emperor Jimmu,
and that of Tamayorihime to his Empress Isuzuhime, and along
side are shewn the 3 za of the Mitsui Sessha, with Jimmu
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Tenno on the west, his Empress on the east, and in the centre
their son, the znd Emperor Suizei, and this is marked Wakamiya
Aramitama.

This, however, was but one of many opinions that cir
culated. It cannot be said when this came about, and may well
not have been till the Kamo shrines had begun to fall on evil
days, which, as I shall have to show, they did with the decline
of the Imperial power. It is clear that writing in the Bummei
era, Urabe no Kanetomo, who was Jingi no Suke, had but very
hazy ideas as to the Kamo deities, for, in his Nijiinisha Chiishiki
(it =it tt ;tt), he gives Onamuchi as one of the deities of Shimo,
and Yatagarasu descendant of Takamimusubi no Kami (sic)
for the Kami shrine.

PRIESTS

This state of things can hardly have come to pass without
the connivance of the priests, but, apart from the fact that
they wished to keep the worship jjl ~ Shimpi i.e, esoteric and
mysterious, it was but natural that they should welcome any
thing that aggrandised the importance of their shrines, and,
incidentally, of themselves. It is time now to say something of
the Shake (it ~) or priestly families in charge of the worship.
Though there are many points more or less obscure, it would
be easy to write at considerable length on this subject, but I
must confine myself to a brief outline. At both shrines the
priests claimed descent from Tamayorihiko, son of Taketsunumi
no-Mikoto, and brother of Tamayorihime, and, even at the
height of their prosperity, I think it is certain that they regarded
the shrines as in a large measure family shrines, and certainly
the property of the shrines was the property of the family.
Though of common origin, and bearing the same name, there
were two district branches, one in charge of the Kami shrine
and the other of the Shimo shrine, and they used different
characters • it at the Kami shrine and If' at the Shirno, In
ShOjirokuthey both appear among the Shimbetsu Amatsukami of
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the province of Yamashiro, and are said to have had a common
ancestor.

Both families possess .genealogical tables of quite exceptional
interest, but it is not clear at what date they took separate charge
of the two shrines.

It seems probable that they were known originally simply
as Kamo, but, probably in the reign of the Emperor Yiiryaku
(457-479), they adopted the name of Shirakabe, which was sub
sequently changed to Mikamibe, and finally in the I rth year of
Hoki (780) they received officially the name of Kamo Agata
nushi (j( tt • 01:.). At the Kami shrine, there was a Kannushi
()IiI\J 01:.), and below him a Negi (1I1i:) and Gon (tI) Negi, and a
Hafuri (~) and Gon Hafuri, and a Negi and Hafuri for each of
the 8 Sessha i.e. 21 in all. At the Shimo shrine, there was no
Kannushi, but a Negi and Gon Negi, and a Hafuri and Gon
Hafuri for the main shrine, and a Negi and Hafuri for each of
the Sessha, of which apparently there were 8, though at the
present day there are only 7. These were the Shinshoku (~&)

or priests proper, who but below them were the Tone (JJ mi)
and Jinin (~A) who assisted the Shinshoku, but performed no
priestly function. It is thought by some that the Tone were
the descendants of the original inhabitants before the arrival of
Taketsunurni-no-Mikoto.

There are instances of the Kannushi of the Kami shrine
and the Negi of the Shimo attaining as high as the 3rd rank and
the Shinshoku almost invariably reached the yth rank but it was,
I think, more or less of an honourary nature, and they did not
frequent the Court. Even the Tone were often of the 6th
rank .

After Shokyu no ran, both at the Kami and Shimo shrines,
the Agatanushi divided into branches. At the former the first
was Matsushita, who is believed to have been a son of the
Emperor Go-Toba by an Agatanushi consort. Eventually there
were 7 houses viz. Matsushita, Hayashi, Mori, Umenotsuji,
Toriioji, Tomino and Okamoto, and at Shimo 4, Izumitei,
Nashinoki, and two houses of Icho, but, officially, they were all
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considered as Agatanushi, They continued to serve the shrine
until Meiji 4, when the hereditary system was abolished. At
the present day there is at each shrine a Giiji, a Negi and ;
Shuten, with one or two assistants, and they conduct the
worship not only of the main shrine but of the various Sessha
and Massha.

BAD TIMES

I have already hinted at bad times, and something must
now be said with regard to them. Though Kamo suffered
somewhat with the decline of the Imperial power, and after
Shokyii no ran, one of their chief glories, the Saiin, fell into
:ibeyance, it would not I think be wrong to describe the shrines
as highly prosperous right up to the outbreak of Onin no ran.
What actually befell the shrines in the 11 years during which
civil war raging in the capital, is not known, most likely they
were burnt, certainly they were looted, and, when peace was
once more restored, it was utterly beyond the power of the
Court to resume any of the festivals. There is evidence to show
that the middle day of the bird (!p ~ El) of the 4th month was
still observed, but only by the decoration of the shrine with Aoi
and Katsura leaves. There' was no Chokushi, no Imperial pro
gresses, no munificent offerings, no rents from their Shoen, in
deed it would not I think be an overstatement to say that they
lapsed into mere village shrines of less account than they had
been before the Enryaku era, though the Shinshoku seem always
to have been given Court rank. They were however in no way
singular, even Gion (~lm) was little better off, though Kamo per
haps suffered the more heavily from having been essentially a
Court shrine, whereas Gion was popular. Neither Nobunaga nor
Hideyoshi, nor Ieyasu, seems to have done everything very
material for Kamo, though Hideyoshi rebuilt the Kami shrine
in Tensho 19 (1591). At length, however, the tide turned, and
in Genroku 7 (1694), the Aoi Matsuri was revived, and with it the
Miare and Mikage festivals. There was no question of a revival
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of the Saiin, but, once again, a Chokushi with a Semmyo was
despatched. In old days the expenses had all been bome by the
Court, but now the Tokugawa Bakufu (_ Tff) provided the
funds, said to have been 1,000 Koku, which was later raised to
1,330 Koku.

Though, at a very conservative estimate, this was the
equivalent of at least 20,000 Yen, it did not suffice to reproduce
more than a tithe of the old procession. Nevertheless it was a
festival of considerable magnificence. From this time Kamo
once more began to hold up its head, and, as before mentioned,
in Bunkwa II (1814) the Rinjisai was also revived.

SPECIAL HONOUR

Then in Bunkyii 3 (1863) the Kamo shrines were once
more the scene of honour, for, on March II, the Emperor
Komei, with the erstwhile proud Shogun riding humbly in his
train, came in full state to worship at the shrines, and solicit the
aid of Kamo Sume Okami, in the sore need, in which the State
found itself. This it should be emphasised was an event of the
first importance for not only had no Emperor worshipped at a
shrine in the capital since the Emperor Go-Daigo had come to
Kamo in Kemmu I, (the Emperor Go-Murakami had been both
to Iwashimizu and Sumiyoshi in the Shohei era (1346-70), but
there had been no Imperial progress of any sort since the Emperor
Go-Mizunoo and his consort Tofukumon-in had paid a state
visit to the Shogun Hidetada at Nijo (=~) Castle in Kwan-ei ;
(1626). It should, however, be mentioned that on the occasion
of the great fire of Hoei 5 (1706), the Emperor Higashiyama had
taken refuge for a night at the Shimpukuden of the Shimo
shrine, and the Kashikodokoro (Jf Jili) had been lodged on the
Maidono, and then in Temmei 8 (1788), the Emperor Kwokaku
had followed this precedent, but, the Shimo shrine being in
danger, he had had to remove to the Kami shrine, where he
spent the night at the Hosodono, and the Emperor Komei him
self had, with the Kashikodokoro, spent a night at the Shimo
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shrine after the fire of Ansei 5 (1858).
I think I am correct in saying that no other shrines have

ever had the honour of housing the Kashikodokoro, though it
went on more than one occasion to the Jingi Kwandai of the
Yoshida mansion.

In Meiji 1, and again in the following year, the great
Emperor Meiji made a state progress to Kamo, but in the latter
year desolation again seemed to be the destiny of the shrines for
the administrative capital was removed to Tokyo. The festival,
though with somewhat mained rites, was held in Meiji 3, but
the following year the Agatanushi who had served the shrine
for over 2,500 years, were discontinued in office, and, instead of
a Chokushi from the palace with a splendid retinue, a mere pro
vincial official offered" heihaku."

In Meiji 10, the great Emperor was once again in his old
capital, and came and paid homage to its tutelary deities. Then,
in Meiji 17, a Chokushi once more emerged from the palace,
and the Aoi-Matsuri was celebrated with comparative splendour,
though it was not till the Taisho era that it once again attained
to the standard of Genroku. It was in Meiji 17 that May 15th
was substituted for the old "naka no tori no hi J> of the 4th
month. In these modem days, the Kunaisho ('8" rJ 1!!1) are re
sponsible for the conduct of 3 festivals, these of Kamo, Iwashi
mizu, and Kasuga, and, for these, an annual appropriation of
approximately 10,000 Yen is taken.

AOI MATSURI PROCESSION AND VARIOUS
CEREMONIES

It remains for me to attempt the difficult task of giving
some idea of the splendours of the Aoi Matsuri of the Heian
era, and indicating the modifications that have taken place. I
cannot, I think, do better than start by giving a short account
of the principal dramatis personae and their functions. I have
already referred to the central figure, the Itsuki no Miya, and I
need therefore only say that having passed 3 years from her
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divination at Nonomiya (If 11"), she took up her residence at
the Saiin, which was at Murasakino (~If), not far from the
present Ima no miya Jinja. She had a large establishment of
officials both male and female with a Bette and Nyo bette in
charge. Her procession to the shrine was known as the
" Zenku " and was headed by infantry and cavalry of the pro
vince of Yamashiro. She herself was carried in a large Mikoshi
(~W) borne by 2.0 Kayocho (11 • T), or bearers in indigo robes
with yellow sashes, and was hid from view by 6 yocho in yellow,
carrying screens, and was surrounded by numerous attendants
both male and female. She was arrayed in full court robes,
but, when the Mikoshi arrived at the Shimo shrine precincts,
she descended and went to an akusha (ill ~) where she donned
pure white ceremonial robes, and then entered a Tagoshi or
palanquin, in which she was bome to within 10 jo (30 yards) of
the shrine, where she alighted, and walked to a building on the
west, where a seat had been provided for her. She performed
no functions. It should be mentioned that like everyone else
taking part in the festival her head was decorated with Aoi
leaves. It not infrequently happened that the Itsuki no Miya
was still in the novitiate, or for some reason was unable to
attend the festival, but when the Saiin was discontinued the pro
cession lost much of its splendour, though for some time at any
rate her place was taken by a Naishi.

After the Saiin the most important figure was the Chokushi.
It came to be laid down that he should be at least of the ~ th
rank, and, in practice, he was always the Konoejikwan, or second
in command of the Konoezukasa (ili:1fj If.f), and he was therefore a
Bukwan or military officer. At times he was a Chujo (If:l ~) of the
3rd rank, and, at others, a Shosho (!p ~) of the yth, but he wore
the black robes of the 4th rank, and was girt with a sword, but,
being on civil duty, he carried no bow and arrows. He rode
on horseback, and the number of his attendants varied according
to his rank. Besides the official vermilion umbrella, a large
hanakasa, or umbrella covered with artificial flowers, was carried
in his train. Included in his entourage, were the Maiudo, or
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dancers, and Reijin or musicians. They were likewise drawn
from the Konoezukasa, and were supposed to be of the 5tP
rank or over. It was their duty to perform the Azuma Asobi
(* :Wt), consisting of the Surugamai, Motomego etc.. They were
splendidly arrayed in full court robes, and rode on horseback.
At the present day they are but six of each, but from old
records of the Rinjisai, it would appear that therewere roMaiudo
(_ A) and 12 Reijin. The Chokushi proceeded on horseback
as far as Ninotorii (=.~ liS), where he dismounted, and then,
having performed purification, he was escorted bythe Maiudo
and Beiju to the Romon, where at the Shimo shrine he divested
himself of his sword, and then took his seat alone on the Mai
dono, and there he remained except while the Azuma Asobi was
being performed when he stood below at the S. E. corner. At
the Kami shrine he retained his sword, and went direct to the
Hashi-dono, The Chokushi, having read the Sernmyo, handed
it to the Negi at the Shimo shrine, but the Negi returned it to
Kurazukai (P'i it ~), but, at the Kami shrine, the Kannushi laid
it before the deity, thus the same Semmyo did duty at both
shrines. As soon as the Semmyo had been read, the Kannushi,
at the Kami Shrine, and the Negi at the Shimo shrine, on be
half of the Deity presented the Chokushi with the Shinroku.

The Kurazukai was the Kuranosuke, or the znd officer of
the Kura no tsukasa, one of the eight great departments of state,
and he was of the 5th rank. It was his business to supply the
heihaku, which were packed in white Karahitsu, and were in
the immediate charge of two Shisho, or scribes, of the Kura no
tsukasa of the 7th rank. The Kura no tuskai wore the scarlet
robes of the 5th rank of the civil division, and was girt with a
long narrow sword of which, like the Chokushi, he divested
himself while at the Shimo shrine. In addition to numerous
attendants, he was followed by the vermilion umbrella, and also
by a Hanakasa, but composed of different flowers from that of
the Chokushi. He was the bearer of the Semrnyo, which he
carried in a brocade bag. He rode in the rear of the proces
sion. Shortly after the arrival at the shrine the heihaku, or
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Imperial offerings, consisting of silk of different colours, hemp,
cotton etc., were taken from the Karahitsu, and placed on a
stand, and then carried in through the Chumon by the Shisho,
and placed before the deities.

The Meryotsukai (.~ 11:~) was the znd official of the
Sameryo, and was of the 6th rank, and wore green military
robes, and carried a large black lacquered bow and arrows. It
was his business to provide the horses paraded before the shrine.
In addition to 10 horses from the Emperor, there were two
from the Chiigii, and two from the Crown Prince. These
horses wore yellow silk coverings on their backs when in the
procession, but these were removed when, escorted by the
Meryotsukai, they were led 3 times round the Maidono at
Shimo, and the Hashidono at Kami. At the present day, only
two horses are provided.

The Yamashirotsukai (111 ~ ire) was the Vice Governor of
the province. Originally of the 6th rank, he was soon promoted
to the 5th. He was a civil official and wore robes similar to
those of the Kurazukai, but was not followed by a hanakasa.
As long as the Saiin took part in the festival he rode at the head
of the provincial troops. At the present day his place is taken
by the Naimubucho of the prefectural office, and he may be said
to have no special duties.

The Kebiishicho (fft ilF ~ ~ Il) was a department formed in
839 to deal with the arrest, trial, and punishment of evil doers,
and for the maintenance of order, both during the procession
from the palace, and during the service at the shrines, the J0,
the 3rd officer, and the Sakwan, the 4th officer, were in attend
ance. The J0 was originally of the 6th rank, but was pro
moted to the 5th, with the title of H6gwan, and the Sakwan,
who belonged to the Uemonfu (;tdfir' Iff), was of the 6th rank.
They rode in the van of the procession, and the Hogwan in
particular was a highly noticeable figure. He rode a richly
caprisioned horse, and his Bukwan's robes were of a rather
lighter shade of red than those of the ordinary 5th rank. He
was girt with a large sword, and carried bow and arrows, and,
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in addition to attendants, had spearmen etc., to despatch after
any offender. At the shrine, both Jo and Sakwan remained on
guard outside the Romon, and this was probably a mere for
mality, but their duties during the progress from the palace were
by no means a sinecure. Casualties were not infrequent, and re
peated warnings were issued but they proved ofno avail, for the
intense enthusiasm of the people, both nobles and citizens, men
and women, could not be restrained, all flocked to see the great
pageant. We learn from books such as GefJ)1 Monogatari (~

~ %J lilt) that there were regular pitched battles in order to secure
posts of vantage. Ichijo-oji, down which the procession passed
from the palace, was, in those days, a thoroughfare of 10 Jo,
roughly 100 feet, but the Kebiishi had literally to force a
passage, and halts were frequent. On either side were drawn
up the great lacquered ox-drawn carriages of the nobility, and
even the ex-Emperor and his ladies graced the proceedings in
semi-incognito. There being no longer any Kebiishicho the
places of the Jo and Sakwan are taken by two high police
officers who, alas, in modern western uniforms, now lead the
procession. They are called Kebiishidai (ta ~F • * tt).

The Mondonotsukasa-tsukai was the second officer of the
Mondonotsukasa (3: 71<. ifJ), a sub-department of the Kunaisho.
He was of the 7th rank, and his duty was to wash the hands
of the Chokushi on arrival at the shrines. His place is now
taken by an officer of the Kunaisho, and he rides last in the
procession.

In addition, in the heyday of its prosperity, the Imperial
Consort, and the Crown Prince, sent the second officer of their
households to do honour to the Kamo deities. They were
known as Chiigii no suke, and Ham no miya no suke, and were
accompanied by several attendants, and brought offerings
(Heihaku) in Karahitsu (rM tt). Then thehigher grades of the
female side of the Saiin drove in lacquered ox-drawn carriages
with many attendants on foot, and it became the custom for the
Piiftces and Ministers to send their splendid equipages with
many retainers in attendance. At the present day there is but
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one of these carriages called "Goshoguruma." One feature
alone was lacking, there was no Mikoshi (jt\I Jl), for it was not
a divine progress, indeed at neither shrine is there a Mikoshi
nor is there a Orabisho (J11 ~ M').

It is almost impossible to convey an adequate idea of the
extreme brilliance and magnificence of this festival, but when it
is remembered, that, in pre-Onin days. the capital was the scene
of many splendid festivals, as for example Iwashimizu, Hirano,
and the popular. Gion, and that there were constant Imperial
progresses, both to shrines and temples, the fact that the Kamo
festival was frequently alluded to simply as .. Matsuri," or the
festival, is perhaps the most eloquent testimony that can be
given of its great splendour.

Even today though but a shadowof its former self the Aoi
Matsuri is still one of the great events of the calendar of Kyoto,
that city noted for its festivals. It would however, I think,
be no exaggeration to say that up to Shokyii no ran, the pro
cession was at least 10 times as long as it is today.

In old days, the rites and ceremonies were by no means
confined to the day of the festival, and there were many
preliminaries of which the most important was the Misogi
(~) of the Itsuki no Miya. This generally took place on the
day of the ox (If), or the horse, at Kamo no Kawara, but the
exact spot and hour were determined by divination. Driven
in a Goshoguruma, escorted by infantry and cavalry, and at
tended by numerous high officers of state, the Saiin went from
Murasakino to the appointed place, and there, facing running
water, performed purification, and then returned again to her
residence. On the same morning the Emperor himself pro
ceeded to the Shishinden and the horses and oxen to be used at
the festival were paraded before him, and he inspected the
robes to be worn by the Maiudo and Reijin, and bestowed
presents on the principal participants.

The Chokushi, Maiudo and Reijin were selected about a
month beforehand, and went to the Gakusha of the palace,
where they practised their songs and dances, and this was
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known as Jogaku, and then 3 days before the festival there was
a final rehearsal called Shigaku, and this was held in the eastern
courtyard of the Seiryoden, and was witnessed by the Emperor.

Another preliminary was known as Keijo or the guarding
of the city, and this was carried out by the Rokuefu, but was
purely ceremonial.

Then, on the morning of the festival, the Emperor again
proceeded to the Shishinden, and again inspected the oxen,
horses and robes, and, according to some accounts, witnessed a
performance of the Surugamai and Motomego, and gave
presents of special Sake cups, made of shell to the dancers, and
of copper to the musicians. I have seen this mentioned only
in accounts of the Rinjisai, but presumably it referred also to
the festival of the 4th month. From the Shishinden the Choku
shi and others went to the Kuraryo, where, after purification,
the heihaku were received, and they set out for Ichijo, whence
they escorted the Itsuki no Miya to the Shimo shrine. On the
conclusion of the ceremonies before the shrine, the Chokushi
and others proceeded to the Baba, where they witnessed the
running of horses, but this the Saiin did not attend. Then,
after a short rest, the procession reformed, crossed the river,
and proceeded along its western bank until they reached Kami
Kamo, where they crossed the river by a temporary bridge,
specially erected. The ceremonies at the Kami shrine were
almost identical, and, on their conclusion, the Chokushi and
others returned to the palace, and the Surugamai and Moto
mego etc. were again performed in the presence of the Emperor
who bestowed presents.

At the present day the Chokushi and Kurashidai robe in
the rooms off the western corridor of the Kogosho, and perform
purification, and receive the Heihaku in the Minamibisashi of the
same building, and then go along the Gohaimichiroka to the
Gishiimon, where the remainder of the procession awaits them.
They cross the Gyoen, and then proceed north up Kawaramachi
to Demachi, and, crossing the river at Aoibashi, enter the shrine
by the main" sampaido." All, except the Chokushi and Ku-
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rashidai, dismount at Akaibashi. On the conclusion of the
ceremonies at the Shimo shrine, the procession reforms, and
proceeding along the western bank of the Kamo crosses the
river by Misonobashi (~ ••) and those on horseback dis-'
mount at the Ichinotorii of the Kami shrine. When all the
rites have been performed the procession once more reforms
and disperses at the Omiya Gosho.

It will be noted that none of the priests takes part in the
procession, but they await its arrival at their shrines. I have
nowhere seen an account of the part played by the priests at the
shrine itself, but it was certainly not a very prominent one,
though the chief priest acted as an intermediary between the
Deity and the Chokushi, and they were responsible for the pre
paration of the food offerings which consisted of both cooked
and uncooked dishes. In old days the ordinary morning and
evening offerings, Asamike_ adn Ytirnike comprised cooked
dishes, and all the cooking and preparation were done by the
priests, arrayed in pure ceremonial robes. Nowadays it is only
on the occasion of the Aoi Matsuri that cooked food is offered,
but that is still cooked and prepared according to minute re
gulations by the priests at the shrine itself. In old days there
was always 3 days of " Santo," or pure life within the shrine,
before the festival, but this has now been reduced to a single
day.

On the moming of the festival the priests decorate both
themselves and their shrines with Aoi and Katsura leaves, and
then the Guji opens the doors of the Go Shinden, and the
Negi and Shuten place the Shinsen on the Oyuka, and then
return to await the arrival of the Chokushi. Immediately on
the departure of the Chokushi, the Shiasen are withdrawn, and
the Guji then closes the doors of the Go Shinden, and the
festival is concluded.

There are naturally at both shrines numerous Shinji (ijiI!I $)
of lesser importance, but space precludes any reference to them
here, though brief mention must be made of the races held at
the Kami shrine on the 5th May.
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Bending races formed part of the festivities of the 5th day
of the 5th month in the old Dai Dairi (* rJ _), but when the
great palace was given up, the space at the Sato Dairi (.m rJ _)
was insufficient, and the races were transferred to the Baba of
the Kami shrine, in the reign of the Emperor Horikawa, It
was a spectacle of the greatest brilliance, and was witnessed by
all the nobility and special lands were allotted for the provision
of the horses and general expenses. It would appear to have
been revived long before the Aoi Matsuri, for there is evidence
to show that it was attended on one occasion at least by Hide
yoshi.

It would be improper to conclude any account, however
brief, of the Kamo shrines without mention of two of the
Sessha, viz. Katayamamiko popularly called Kataoka, of the
Kami shrine, and Izumoinoeno Jinja, commonly known as Hi
ragi Jinja, of the Shimo shrine. The identity of the deities
worshipped at these shrines is uncertain, but they both of them
attained the Upper first rank and it is the opinion of some, at
any rate. that the worship antedated that of the Kamo deities.

Crest of the Kami Shrine.
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* frJ fJIII if:

HISTORY OF THE DEITIES AND THE
INSTITUTION OF THEIR WORSHIP

Oyamato Jinja, written indifferently *;In jII if: or*. jfI ft,
is in Asawa-rnura Niizumi in Yamabc-gori of the province of
Yamato, and officially is said to be sacred to Okunitama-no
Kami, Yachihoko-no-Kami and Mitoshi-no-Kami 3 "za." It
is one of the very few shrines whose foundation is chronicled in
Nibonsboei, but Kojiki is silent with regard to it. There are
however few shrines of importance of which we know so little,
and Kojiruien devotes but 5 pages to it. This is the more regret
table and disappointing, for unquestionably its foundation
marked an important development, and, unless I am mistaken,
was an early instance of the employment of religion for political
purposes. Though rather long I propose to reproduce the re
ferences to the shrine in Nibonsboki, and I quote from the late
Mr. Aston's translation.-6th year of the Emperor Sujin (B. C.
9z).

.. The people took to vagabondage, and there was rebellion,
the violence of which was such that by worth alone it could be
assuaged. Therefore, rising early in the morning and being
full of awe until the evening, the Emperor requested the punish
ment of the Gods of Heaven and Earth.

Before this the two Gods Amaterasu-Omikami and Yamato
Okunitama were worshipped together within the Emperor's
Great Hall. He dreaded, however, the power of these Gods,
and did not feel secure in their dwelling together. Therefore
he entrusted Amaterasu-Omikami to Toyosukiirihime-no-Mikoto
to be worshipped at the village of Kasanui, in Yamato, where
he established the sacred enclosure of Shiki. Moreover he
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entrusted Yamato-Okunitama-no-Kami (* fft* ~ fit) to Nunaki
irihime-no-Mikoto (?f 4i ~ Jdl ~) to be worshipped. But
Nunakiirihime-no-Mikoro was bald and lean and therefore unfit
to perform the rites of worship."

Here we have a succinct and plain narrative in which shrines
for two deities, hitherto worshipped together in the palace, are
simultaneously founded. Unfortunately, however, 87 years
later in the 2.5th year of the reign of the next Emperor Suinin,
there is a conflicting passage, which runs as follows :-

" At this time the great God of Yamato inspired Ominaku
chi-no-Sukune <* 7J( Q .m jI), ancestor of Hozumi-no-Omi, and
admonished the Emperor by his mouth. . ...Now when the
Emperor heard these words he caused Fukayunushi, the ancestor
of Nakatorni-no-Muraji, to use divination in order to discover
who should be appointed to worship the great God of Yamato .
Thereupon Nunakiwakahime-no-Mikoto answered to the divina
tion, and was consequently appointed. A sacred plot of ground
was fixed on in the village of Anashi (1c tili), and worship per
formed at Point Nagaoka of Oichi. But this Nunakiwakahime
no-Mikoto's body was already all emaciated, so that she was
unable to do sacrifice, and therefore Nagaochi-no-Sukune (:~ 1fl
m.m II), ancestor of Yarnato-no-Atae, was made to offer the
sacrifices."

These two passages obviously refer to the same incident: and
it is generally believed that the second has been misplaced: it is
not in the main text but comes under the heading- - 8" or
"one saying." Shrine tradition is to the effect that it was
founded in the reign of the Emperor Sujin, and it seems more
likely that shrines for Amaterasu-Omikami and Yamato-Okuni
tama were founded at the same time.

Nunakiirihime-no-Mikoto was a daughter of the Emperor
Sujin, and her mother was Owari-no-Oamahime. The most
important question to determine is the identity of the deity
Okunitama, and it is not as easy as might be supposed. The
opinion of the great Motoori naturally commands great respect
and his solution is certainly the natural one, but there are great
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difficulties about its complete acceptance. In his Kojikiden, he
discusses the deity Okunimitama-no-Kami, and states that in
many provinces there are shrines dedicated to Okunimitama-no
Kami i.e. the deity who originally consolidated the province,
but, except in Yamato, they are always prefixed by the name of
the province, as for example Kawachi-no-Okuni-mitama-Jinja.
As however Yamato was the province where the Emperor lived,
and Okunimitama-no-Kami received the special veneration of
the Court, the name of the province was not used, but the deity
had the alternative name of Oyamato-Okarni. As I have said
this seems entirely natural, but Kojiki tells us positively that
Okunimitama was the son of Otoshi-no-Kami (* a jl!I), by Inu
hime, daughter of Kamuikushi-no-Kami, and, as will be seen
directly, this runs counter to all the traditions of Oyamato-Jinja.
In the first passage quoted from Nihonshoki the deity is called
Oyamato-no-Okunitama-no-Kami i.e. the name of the province
is included, and the honorific mi (~) before tama (~) is omitted.
There are two separate deities, one bearing the name of Okuni
mitama (* IiJ ~ ;;ll), the son of Otoshi-no-Kami, and one called
Okunitama (* IiJijl), and what Motoori says with regard to
Okunimitama, i.e. the deity who consolidated the province, is
true of Okunitama.

The chief, and indeed almost only, source of information
that we have with regard to Oyamato-Jinja is a memorandum
called Oyamato-Chiishinjo, which purports to have been written
by the Kannushi.of the shrine, Horibe Oyamato-no-Toshishige,
in Ninan 2 (1167). All the copies of it now extant are, however,
modern, and it is accordingly, looked upon with some suspicion.
Even, however, if not genuine, it undoubtedly represents an old
tradition, and is of great value. It is quite short and I shall
therefore reproduce the greater part of it. Toshishige opens by
stating that, according to ancient records, Oyamato-Jinja, of
Oyamato-mura in Yamabe-gori of the province of Yamato, is a
betsugu of Izumo-Kizuki-Taisha.

He does not of course explain his meaning by the term
Clbekku" (SIJ 1r) but in view of the fact that he subsequently uses
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"bessha" (DIJ ij[f:) for shrines to some extent under the jurisdiction
of a parent shrine, I take his meaning to be merely that it was a
shrine occupied by the same deity. He then continues" Ac
cording to tradition, Yamato-Okunitama is the aramitama of
Onamuchi no Kami, which, together with his nigimitama, with
one strength and mind, administered the country and achieved
the great work: he was in Oyamato-toyoashihara-nakatsukuni,
and guarded the national polity, and therefore he was called
Otokonushi-no-Kami, and was worshipped with Yachihoko as
Shintai."

This is all consistent, for Onamuchi no Kami is another
name for Okuninushi no Kami, the deity of Kizuki-Taisha, of
which Oyamato is Bekku.

Okuninushi no Kami is generally considered to be a son of
Amenofuyukinu-no-Mikoto and 5th in descent from Susanoo
no-Mikoto. Chushinjo continues quoting from Kacbo (~3) in
the 7th month of the rst year of the Emperor, who ruled at the
palace of Ikegokoro at Wakigami, (the Emperor Kosho B. C.
475), His Majesty moved the capital to the Katsuragi-gori of
Yamato, and a few days later had a dream. A venerable person
was standing against the door of the palace, and said 'I am
Onamuchi-no-Mikoto. My Nigimitama has, since the God age,
been established on Mimoroyama, and assists in maintaining the
prosperity of the Shinki; my Aramitama is in the Great Hall
of the palace, in attendance on the Emperor, and guards the
precious foundation.' Thus in accordance with the divine
teaching Amaterasu-Omikami and Yamatookunitama-no-Kami
are worshipped in the great Hall of the Palace."

This dream is not related in either Kojiki or Nihonshoki.
Next the appointment of Nunakiirihime no Mikoto is

chronicled in the 9th month of the 6th year of the Emperor
Sujin and is attributed to the oracle of Yamato-Okunitama
no-Kami and it is stated that the worship of the deity was
established at Ichishi-mura afterwards renamed Oyamato-mura.
In substance this passage is the same as the one quoted from
Nibonsboei,
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I again quote from Cbiisbinj0 " In the 8th month of the 7th
year, Ominakuchi-no-Mikoto, distant ancestor of Hozumi-no
Omi, and others all had the same dream, which they reported to
the Emperor. A venerable person had appeared to them and
said 'If Ichishi Nagaoichi is made to worship Yamatookunitama
no-Kami, the world will certainly have great peace.' The
Emperor was much delighted, and ascertained, by divination.
that it would be propitious to send Ikashikowo, ancestor of
Mononobe-no-Muraji, to make offerings to the deity. Then, in
the I I th month, the Emperor took the articles of worship which
he had ordered Ikashikowo to have made by the 80 Mononobe,
and appointed Nagaoichi, ancestor of Yamato-no-Atahe, master
of the worship of Yamato-okunitama-no-Kami, and divine lands
and houses were selected. Then for the first time the pestilence
ceased, the country was at last at peace, the five cereals were
produced, and the peasant'S had abundance ."

This is undoubtedly drawn from Nibonsboki, where, how
ever, the story of Oyamato is not separately narrated. but is
interwoven with the appointment of Otataneko as chief priest
of Orniwa, i.e, the nigimitama of the same deity as worshipped
at Oyamato,

Cbiisbi'!i0 then chronicles that in the 9th month of the 27th
year of the Emperor Suinin, Yamatohime-no-Mikoto enshrined
Amaterasu-Omikami at Isuzu-gawa of Watarai in the province
of Ise. Nibonsboei, under date the Emperor Suinin 25.3.1°,
records that Yamatohime-no-Mikoto set out in order to find a
place to enshrine the Sun Goddess. but does not mention the
date of settling at Isuzu,

Cbusbif!jo then continues" At this time Yamato-okunitama
no-Kami making Ominaguchi-no-Sukune his mouthpiece said
'at the beginning of all things, it was said let Amaterasu-Omi
kami rule supreme over the high plain of heaven and her august
descendants hold absolute sway over the 80 divine spirits of
Ashiharanakatsukuni. .My own governance of the great earth is
at an end.' It was probably at this time that the name Otoko
nushi-no-Kami first arose."
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This is of course merely an explanation of the name Otoko
nushi.

Mter dealing with the rank of the deity, to which I will
return later. Toshishige says ce Aidono-no-Kami 2 za. Yachi
hoko-no-Kami. Mitoshi-no-Kami." This is not in accordance
with Engishikj, where we find "Yamato-ni-masu-Okunitama
Jinja 3 za. Myojin-dai, Tsukinami, Ainame, Niiname." It is
one of I 3 shrines of Yamabegori of which 6 are Dai and 7 Shoo
Engishikj antedates Chiishinjo by over 250 years. It is official and
it is therefore clear that in Engi cc hei ., were sent to 3 separate
" za " and the only explanation of the discrepancy that I can see
is that Toshishige was writing of his shrine not as it was in his
own day, but as it had once been.

Most of the old authorities follow Engishikj in saying that
there are 3 za but there is by no means unanimity as to the
deities. Nijiinisha Chiishiki says, '" Oyamato Jinja, Engishikj
says, at Oyamato-mura Yamabe-gori.'

Okunitama-Jinja 3 za. The same deity as Omiwa" Sen
daikujihongi says "Susanoo no Mikoto son Onamuchi no Kami,
next Mitoshi-no-Kami, next Okunimitama (This is the deity of
Yamato).

Received the Lower rst rank in Jogwan 1.1.27. No
festival."

It looks very much as if when this was written, probably
in the Bummei era, the shrine was in abeyance.

Engishikj Jimmyachotochii says "Yamatonimasu-Okunitama
no Kami, Otoshi-no-Kami's son. Otoshi was a son of Susanoo
no Mikoto his mother was Sunumahime. Yamatosha is Okuni
tama no Kami, Otoshi no Kami, Sunumahime 3 za. Founded
in the 6th year of the loth Emperor Suijin . . . . ." Hayashi
Doshun in his HonchO-jinja-Ko, written early in the Tokugawa
era, includes Oyamato as NO.4. and Omiwa as NO.5, and quotes
all the passages from Nihonshoki etc. which I have already quoted.
His account is not very lucid, but he concludes with the follow
ing astounding statement :-" Oyamato, Omiwa, Isonokami,
Hiyoshi, Shimokamo, Matsunoo. These six shrines are all
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Onamuchi no Kami." Jinja Keimo, published in Kwanbun 10,
(1670) says "Oyamato-no-Yashiro is in Oyamato-mura of
Yamabe-gori, in the province of Yamato, that is to say between
Miwa and Hase. • Deity worshipped one." Nihonshoki is then
quoted, and Shirai Soin concludes "it was clearly founded in
the reign of the Emperor Sujin." He gives one Sessha Hime
okarni, one za.

Iroha-jiruisho "Yamatonimasu-Okunitama
Jinja 3 za.

Nijiinisha Ron-en would appear to recognise
but one deity" This shrine is Okunitama; opinions with regard
to this deity differ, but, from the evidence available, he would
appear to be a separate manifestation of the deity of Izumo,
Onamuchi-no-Kami, called also Otokonushi, Okuninushi,
Utsushi-kunitama."

Jinja Kak.uroku gives Okunitama-no-Kami, Otoshi-no-Kami,
Sunurnahi-no-Kami, and says called "Oyamato-Daimyojin."
We can now return to see what Toshishige has to say about the
two deities of the Aidono. With regard to Yachihoko-no-Kami
he writes" Onamuchi-no-Mikoto controlled the evil deities of
Toyoashihara-nakatsukuni with a broad spear, and gave it the
name of Yachihoko-no-Kami (i\ 'f ftjll)," and he then quotes
from Nihonshoki, relating how Onamuchi-no-Kami had given the
spear to Takemikazuchi-no-Kami and Iwainushi-no-Kami saying
" By means of this spear I governed the country; if the Heavenly
grandchild will use this spear to govern the land, he will un
doubtedly subdue it," Chiishinjo then concludes "In old days
this spear was kept, and worshipped in the Great Hall of the
Emperor."

With regard to Mitoshi-no-Kami, Chiishinjo (*§fJllif:tt;ifU~)
says "Mitoshi-no-Kami is the guardian deity of cereals, and
eight bundles of rice is his "shintai." Then, giving Kogoshiii
as his authority, he says "When Otokonushi-no-Kami was
making ricefields he presented Mitoshi-no-Kami with a white
boar, a white horse, and a white cock, and offered thanks that
the harvest had been gathered without misfortunes from locusts
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and noxious insects, therefore every year the Emperor worships
Mitoshi-no-Kami with a white boar, a white horse and a white
cock." The story, as related in Kogoshui, gives fuller details,
showing clearly Mitoshi no Kami's power over cereals.

The offerings above enumerated were duly" provided for in
Engishiki, and were presented annually at Mitoshi-no-Kami's
shrine at the Toshigoi-no-Matsuri, on the 4th day of the znd
month.

According to Kojiki, Mitoshi-no-Kami (~Jl~) was a son
of Otoshi-no-Kami by Kagayohime. He is now worshipped at
Muko-Jinja, at Nagaoka, in the province of Yamashiro, where
the hereditary" Shashi," Mutobe-Katsumi is 92nd, in descent
from the Deity.

This shrine, however, has occupied its present site only
since Yoro 2 (718), but, according to tradition, was originally
somewhere in Yamato.

Unfortunately Muko-Jinja was burnt in the Genna era
(1615-1624) when nearly everything perished, and there is no
record of the :il1J st. or establishment of a separate worship
of Mitoshi-no-Kami, at Oyamato,
We have now heard all that Toshishige has to relate with
regard to the foundation of his shrine, and the deities therein
worshipped, and it is disappointingly meagre, but certain in
ferences may I think be drawn. I have, myself, but little doubt
that the foundation of Oyamato-Jinja reflects a serious political
crisis, skilfully overcome by judicious religious concessions.
Onamuchi-no-Kami claims that his "nigimitama" has been at
Mimoro, i.e. the present Omiwa-Jinja, since the God-age and
the story of his going there is related for us in Kojiki, before the
descent of the Heavenly grandchild. That he was worshipped
there is by no means unlikely, and there is certainly strong
evidence of terrestrial deities, notably Sarutahiko-no-Mikoto,
being worshipped, in Yamato, before the establishment of the
Empire, but, after that event, for the most part at any rate, the
conquerors imposed their own cult, though evidence seems to
point to the fact that the great God of Izumo, Okuninushi-no-

Takenouchinosukune
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Mikoto, under the name of Yamato-Okunitama, was worshipped
in the palace. Either the worship at Mimoro had been sup
pressed, and was now revived, or Court patronage was now for
the first time extended. It has to be borne in mind that the
whole story of the founding of Oyamato-Jinja in the 6th year of
Sujin, as related in Nihonshoki is mixed up with the appointment
of Otataneko to worship the deity of Omiwa, and that Kojiki,
which is silent as regards Oyamato, gives the story of Omiwa
in full.

lt seems to me that the rebellion, of which we are told, was
probably partially, if not entirely, caused by religious discontent,
and that it was at this time, in order to conciliate the people,
that full official recognition was given to the Izumo cult.

We have seen that in old days Amaterasu-Omikami and
Okunitama-no-Kami were worshipped together in the great Hall
of the Palace, and we know that Yata-no-Kagami, and Ame-no
Murakumo-no-Tsurugi, were regarded as the Shintai of the
Great Sun Goddess, and that when, in the 6th year of the
Emperor Sujin, the worship of Amaterasu-Omikami was trans
ferred to Kasanui, these two divine objects were likewise trans
ferred. Now Toshishige tells us that Yachihoko was likewise
kept in the palace, and regarded as the Shintai of Okunitama,
and was transferred to Ichishimura i.e. Oyamato. I have no
doubt that this was the case, and that there was but the one
" za," sacred to Okunitama no Kami with Yachihoko as Shintai,
but as time went by the identity of the two was forgotten, and
Yachihoko came to be regarded as a separate deity, and was, at
first, venerated in the Aidono, and finally made into a separate
" za". Much the same fate attended Ame-no-Murakumo or
Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi as it came to be called. After the death
of Yamatotakeru-no-Mikoto, his spouse, Miyasuhime, over
looking the fact that it was really the august spirit of Amaterasu
Omikami, enshrined the blade at Atsuta as the spirit of her
husband, but in later years, Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi was separately
worshipped in the Doyoden, and another shrine, Shogoten,
erected for Yamatotakeru-no-Mikoto, with 4 other deities in the
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Aidono.
The difficulty is that Yachihoko is no longer in existence,

and no tradition remains with regard to it.
It has to be borne in mind that in the days of the Emperor

Sujin, a shrine did not imply buildings, a mountain, or a grove
of trees, was regarded as the abode of the deity, and perhaps a
fence erected round a small enclosure. A good example of this
is the himorogi of Miare at Wakeikazuchi-Jinja in Kamikamo.
At Omiwa there is not, even to this day, a Shinden, though there
are other buildings, and, if a poem of the Emperor Sujin's,
recorded in Nihonshoki is taken literally, always were. At Zutsu
in Tsushima there is a shrine called Takuzutama Jinja, which is
sacred to Amaterasu-Omikami, and the four divine ancestors of
the Imperial house. Here to this day there are no buildings.
A treasure house, in which to store Yachihoko, might perhaps
have been expected, and one may have existed, and been des
troyed by fire in early days. It is, however, by no means un
likely that Yachihoko was buried in the ground, somewhere
within the sacred enclosure. This was almost certainly the case
with Futsu-no-Mitama at Isonokami, which was founded in the
same reign. Even at the present day the grounds of Oyamato
extend over some I 1,000 tsubo, and, in old days they were
probably considerably bigger, but, if, as at Isonokami, the site
of the old himorogi could be determined, it would not be
surprising, if digging revealed Yachihoko. It is difficult to
account for the addition of Mitoshi-no-Kami. I say addition,
for, I think, it is manifest that the shrine originally had but one
« za ", Oyamato, however, is in the centre of an agricultural
district, and there is nothing surprising in a desire to invoke the
protector of cereals.

Though I do not myself believe that any connection exists
between Okunitama-no-Kami, i.e, the Principal deity, and
Mitoshi-no-Kami, it is by no means impossible that a confusion
arose, for Okunimitama-no-Kami and Mitoshi-no-Kami, were
both sons of Otoshi-no-Kami.
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STATUS~ RANK AND POSSESSIONS

That, until the middle ages, Oyamato-Jinja was a highly
venerated shrine is clear from the fact that it was included
among the 16 shrines, selected by the Emperor Murakami to
receive "heihaku" direct from the Court, and when, in the
reign of Shirakawa, the number was increased to 22, and divided
into 7 Upper 7 Middle and 8 Lower, Oyamato Jinja was assigned
the 4th place in the middle section. The first notice of the
despatch of a Chokushi with "hei " occurs in Nihonshoki in the
j th month of the 6th year of the Empress Jito (691).

With regard to the rank of the Deity, Toshishige records
"Kwasho 3.10 (8,0) Okunitama-no-Kami was given the Lower
znd rank" ~ and this is duly vouched for by MontokN-Jitsuroku.
Then" Jokwan 1.1 (8'9) Lower znd rank Okunitama-no-Kami
is promoted to Lower rst rank "~ and this is duly confirmed in
Sandaijitsuroku. Then on the authority of Shinkokushi. " In
Kwampyo 1.9 (890)~ the 340 shrines of the Home Provinces
and 7 roads each received a step in rank. A Kwampu says
'Okunitama-no-Kami ofYamato receives the Upper rst rank ~".

This last promotion the Naimusho refuses to recognise and,
officially,Okunitama-no-Kami is of the Lower rst rank.

Nothing is said of the rank of either Yachihoko-no-Kami
or Mitoshi-no-Kami, but, officially, the latter attained the Lower
rst rank in Jogwan I (859)

No mention is made in Chiisbinjo with regard to the posse
sions of the shrine, but Shinsho-KyakllChokufushO says" Oyamato
no-Kami 327 p (Shoho I.II~ 24~ 100 F, and date unknown 27
p. Yamato 20 (10 in Jingo I) Owari 7. Hitachi 100 Izumo 50.
Musashi 50 Aki 100". Newly given to various deities Oyamato
no-Kami 10 p in Yamato," and Jinja Kakurokn quotes the
following from TOdaj.!i Shozo Tempyo .2.IO, .20 DaizeichO.
Oyamato Kambe rice 949 soku. "So.m." 92 soku * Total
1°41 soku: 104 soku are used, 4 in worship, and 100 for
brewing sake, 937 soku are left".

Takenouchinosukune
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HyakNrtnshO records briefly, under date Gen-ei 1.2·9 (II 19)
(approximately 50 years before Toshishige wrote) Oyamato Jinja
was completely destroyed by fire, and this is somewhat amplified
by Mibukammukezo Komonjo (I quote from Kojirmen), which,
under the same date, says "Oyamato Sha, San sho, the treasure
house, and the Shintai were completely burnt." The use of
"San sho" (-= JilT) i.e. 3 places, shows clearly that at this time
there were 3 "za". The loss of the Shintai at this time is
worthy of notice, and it is of course possible that -it was, at this
time, that Yachihoko was lost, but I cannot help thinking that,
if such had been the case, it would have been mentioned by
Toshishige. Yamato Shiryo, compiled at the Nara Prefectural
Office, in Taisho 4, quotes a passage from ChifYiikj with reference
to the burning of the Shintai in Gen-ei, and states that, up
till Meiji 7 (1874), a burnt stone, somewhat over 1 shaku in
diameter, was worshipped as the Shintai. This burnt stone, it
is said, was enshrined when the shintai, made to replace that
burnt in Gen-ei 1 (I 118), had been destroyed in the civil wars
of the Tensho-era (1573-1592).

On Meiji 7+19 (1874), the Shogiiji, Hamashima-Shosei
petitioned through the Kyobusho, then in charge of affairs of
worship, that the Court would, in accordance with the old
tradition, present a jewel for Okunitama-no- Kami, a mirror
for Mitoshi-no-Karni and a sword for Yachihoko-no-Karni.
The petition was favourably entertained and on the 23rd of the
6th month, Upper yrd rank, Koike Hirosuke, Gon-Sanji of
Naraken, was sent as Chokushi to perform the installation of
these objects. He was the bearer of a Semmyo, in which His
Majesty expressed his deep concern that the ceremony of re
placing the great august spirits of the three great deities of
Oyamato-Jinja, in Yamato, had been so long delayed, and prayed
that Their Augustnesses would deign to transfer to the sub
stitutes now respectfully offered, and for long ages dwell peace-
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24° OYAMATO JINJ.!.

fully and tranquilly therein .
Chiishi'!i0 concludes with a notice of two Bessha one of

which is Nibukawakami, one of the Jiirokusha, and now, like
Oyamato itself, Kwampeitaisha. It is not easy to see what
connection this shrine had with Oyamato but Toshishige states
that when the Court sent hei to Niukawakami, the Kannushi of
Oyamato invariably accompained the Chokushi, and presented
the offerings, and the Dajokwampu of the 7th of Kwampyo
makes clear that there was a connection between the shrines.
Mizuhanome-no-Mikoto the rain deity is the goddess of Niu
kawakami, and, in Engishiki, we find Oyamato-]inja 1 za among
the 85 deities to whom he was to be sent to pray for rain or
fine weather. There is moreover a small massha sacred to
T.AKAOKAMI NO !<.AMI at Oyamato which is popularly called
Moto-Niukawa Kami or original Niukawakami. Sandaijitsurok1i
records two occasions, the first in jogwan 1.9.8, and the second
on ]ogwan 12..7.22, on which a Chokushi was sent to Oyamato
Jinja to pray for fine weather.

The other Bessha is Sai-Jinja, sacred, says Toshishige, to
cc the Aramitama of Onamuchi-no-Kami, Okunimitama-no-Kami,
that is to say a bessha of this shrine". He gives also 4 deities
in the Aidono. Sai-Jinja is now a Sessha of Omiwa. Toshi
shige makes no mention of Sessha and Massha but there can I
think. be no question that some existed.

SESSHA

At the present day there is the Sessha, Masumiko, some
times called, Wakamiya, though why it is hard to say. There
is some doubt as to the deity worshipped, and it would appear
to have no connection with Masumida-Jinja, the Ichinomiya of
Owari, where Hoakari-no-Kami is venerated. It is ascribed by
some to Sarutahiko-no-Mikoto and his august spouse Uzume
no-Mikoto, and by some to the latter deity only, but the opinion
most generally held, and probably the correct one, is that it is
sacred to the Jinushi-no-Kami. As will be seen later the deity
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or deities, in but one mikoshi, accompany Okunitama-no-Kami
to the otabisho on the occasion of the festival.

There is also Asahi-]inja, believed to be sacred to Toyo
akirahime-no-Mikoto. It is an old foundation, and mentioned
in SandaijitsurokH under date ]ogwan 11 (869), but it used to be
independent, and stood in the village of Sahonosho, and it was
only in Meiji 9 (1875) that it was moved to its present site, west
of the main shrine, and two years later that it was ranked as a
Sessha.

Jinja Keimo (fIl jt .§:.) gives ON~ sessha called "Hime
Okami 1 za". This is not easy to identify and probably does
not refer to Masumiko. Reference has already been made to
TAKAOKAMI ]inja (iii.;II it): it stands to the west of the main
shrine, and is a building in Katsura-zukuri which was at one
time painted red. It is believed to have been one of the Goten
of the main shrine, taken down in Meiji 18 (1885), but it
dates only from late Tokugawa days, and is of no interest
architecturally. TAKAOKAMI NO KAMI is a dragon deity, and
regarded as the rain deity of the mountains.

There are also within the precincts small shrines to Koto
shironushi-no-Mikoto and Itsukushima-hime and a quite modern
shrine called Soreisha dedicated to Okuninushi-no-Mikoto.

Outside the present precincts, but quite close, in the aza (~)

of Kishida, is Nunakirihime-]inja, sacred to the first princess
priestess. No records exist, but it is probably a very old
foundation, and it is quite likely that it is to this shrine that
Jinja Keimo refers. There is also a small massha in the Naka
yama-aza, called Nakayamanimasu-]inja, dedicated to the same
3 deities as the main shrine.

Though the shrine precincts now comprise no more than
11,000 tsubo, it is obvious that in old days they extended over
a far wider area and included at least all the 9 aza, which now
make up the village of Asawa, and to this day the people of
these aza, in all some 760 households, are the Ujiko or parishion
ers, of Oyamato-jinja,

There is some doubt as to whether the present position of

No mention is made

No mention is made
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the shrine was the original one, or whether it has not been
moved. At the time of the restoration, Fukozan Chogakuji, in
Yanagimoto, somewhat over a mile south-east of the shrine,
was the Jingiiji, and a small "Bo tJi" existed close to the
present Shamusho. No records exist as to when this connection
commenced, but Chogakuji claims to have been founded by
Kukai (Kobo Daishi) in Tencho I (824), and if this be true, it
seems not unlikely that in the same way as he adopted Inari, as
the Chinjusha of Toji, he adopted Oyamato-Jinja for his new
foundation. Chogakuji, at the height of its prosperity, included
no less than 42 buildings, but it was burnt in the middle ages,
and seems never to have completely recovered, though it is still
in existence. The connection between shrine and temple was
probably a close one, but unluckily Chogakuji possesses
absolutely no records touching on Oyarnato Jinja. Now Ch6
gaku is but the sinico-Japanese rendering of Nagaoka, and we
have seen that in one account in Nihonshoki that the shrine was
originally founded at Nagaoka-misaki, and this place is generally
located as being the hill jutting out like a promontory behind
Chogakuji, and some people are of opinion that this was the
original site of the shrine, and certainly it would have been in
close proximity to the palace of the Emperor Sujin, Nihonshoki
however in the main text says "Nagaoka misaki in Anashi ".
Kurita Hiroshi, however, in his commentary on ShOjirokll, in
quoting the passage from Nihonshokil points out that the
characters (*~) bear the Kana gloss c- ;\'- (Shiki) but there is a
mistake somewhere for according to the characters it should be
anashi. He believes however that the character (*) ana is a
mistake for m(shi or ichi), and would read Shiki i.e, he believes
the Kana gloss to be the correct reading. It is worth noting
that the descendants of Nagaoichi-no-Sukune the first Kannushi
of the shrine, who served the shrine down to the restoration,
in addition to the name of Oyamato adopted the cognomen of
(m~) which however they read Ichishi. There is however a
village called Anase (* fflli), some two miles south-east of Ch6
gakuji, close to the old capital of the Emperor Suinin, and some

No mention is made

No mention is made
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people believe Anase-ni-masu-Hyosu-Jinja to have been the
original site of the Oyamato shrine. The shrine, now a Kensha,
has 3 za, and the identity of the deities worshipped is obscure.
Personally I do not believe in the Anase site.

PRIESTS

I have stated above that the descendants of Nagaoichi-no
Sukune served the shrine down to the restoration. Unquestion
ably this Nagaoichi was the Kuninomiyatsuko of the province
of Yarnato, and served the double office of administrator and
priest. Under the heading .. Oyamato-no-Sukune ", Shinsen
ShOjiroku (if tie it a:~) states that this family were descended
from Kamushiritsu-hiko-no-Mikoto, who, for service rendered,
was made the first Kuninomiyatsuko of Yamato, by the Emperor
Jimmu, and was given the name of Oyamato, and, down to the
Bun-an era (1444-1448), there are constant references to the
family in connection both with the province and the shrine.
Then however Yamato Shiryo (*;JIl;it. tt), quotes from a book
called Oyamato-Daimyojinki, compiled by Urabe-Kaneyoshi, in
Genroku 16(1703), in which it is stated that for some years past
Arihara-no-Hirotsuji had been shinkwan (ijijI-go). The compilers
of Yamato Shiryo conclude that the Oyamato family had given
place to the Arihara and that the Arihara were the ancestors of
the Ichishi family. This, however, is entirely contary to the
traditions of the shrine. Yamato Shiryo compiled in Taisho 3
states that, .. Oyamato-DaimyOjin-Ki" was in the possession of the
shrine but it is no longer extant.

That the Ichishi family were in charge of Oyamato and
were of some importance, in Enkyo 5 (1748), is established for
there is a stone-tore of that date bearing the inscription .. Kan
nushi Jugoi Ichishi-Mikawa-no-Kami".

There are also a pair of t6ro of Temmei 4 (1784), inscribed
.. Kannushi Ichishi-Inaba-no-Kami " and one of Bunkwa 13
(1816), .. Ichishi-Tsushima-no-Kami ", Though the name of
the Kannushi in Meiji 4 (1871), when Oyamato-Jinja was made

No mention is made

No mention is made
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Kwampeitaisha is not known at the shrine, an official publication
of the ]ingikwan, of Meiji 3, gives the Lower 5th rank Yamato
no-Atae-Yoshitsure as Kannushi, and he is the same as Ichishi
Yoshitsure,

Subsequently, in Meiji 7, one !chishi Yoshitoru, probably
the son of the above, was appointed Shuten, and with an interval
of 3 years from Meiji 10, served until Meiji 2.0. At the present
day, however, there is no !chishi among the Ujiko, and nothing
is known of the family.

FESTNALS

We have seen that Urabe-Kanetomo said there was no
festival and the author of Shosha KongenkJ has the same and KNji
Kongen, believed to have been written by !chijo-Kanenaga,
towards the close of the Oei era (1394-142.8), makes no mention
at all of Oyamato-Jinja.

Jinja Kti1llo under the heading " Festival" says " Books say
uncertain" but adds" one messenger of the 5th rank; hei for
one deity. " Ya1llato-1IIeisho-zm published in Kwansei 3 (1791)
says the festival is celebrated on the first day of the 4th month,
the people of the 8 neighbouring villages assisting, and Yamato
Shi written much about the same time has the same. It is
claimed at the shrine that the festival is of great antiquity.
though admitted that it was for many years in abeyance.

If this be true and there are certain features, notably the
use of only one rnikoshi, which point to antiquity, the festival
must have been discontinued a considerable time before the
Bummei era, or the facts regarding it would have been known
to Kanetomo, and revived after Kwambun, but before Kwansei.
Even such famous festivals as those of Kamo and Iwashimizu
were in abeyance for over 2.00 years, after Onin-no-ran, but they
had been celebrated regularly till then, and are duly noted in
Nijiinisha Chiishiki. The Oyamato festival must have fallen into
abeyance long before and it is not unlikely that it was not held
after the fire of Gen-ei,
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The festival popularly known as "Chan Chan Matsuri" is
now held annually on the rst of April. This name is said to
have arisen from the jangling of the" kanabo" etc. which
surrounded the chief priest of the Chogakuji, who always
attended.

On the morning of the festival, the Guji opens the doors
of the shrine, and intones a Norito, and the food offerings are
presented, and then the Mikoshi is brought up before the centre
Goten, i.e. that of Okunitama-no-Kami, and the mitamashiro of
the deity is transferred by the Giiji. Neither Yachihoko-no
Kami, nor Mitoshi-no-Kami, makes the progress but, while the
Giiji is engaged at the main shrine, the Negi proceeds to the
Masumiko Sessha, and transfers the mitamashiro to another
mikoshi. A procession is then formed, and escorts the deities
to the Otabisho, in Nakayama-aza, some 11 cho distant.

The order of precedence of the hei of the 9 aza varies from
year to year, but the following is taken from the festival of
Showa 4. Two men one each left and right with Kanabo in
haori and hakama. A metal drum carried by a hakucho, or
man in short white robes and eboshi A man on the left with
Gohei, and one on the right with a plum tree. The hei of the
Nagara-aza Ujiko borne by one representative. A drum carried
by two men.

Sarutahiko i.e, a man with Tengu mask, representing the
guide to the procession.

The Soncho, or village headman, on horseback
Left and right, men carrying brocade banners.
The Hei of the Sahonosho-aza ujiko.
The Hei of the Sanmaeda-aza ujiko.
A large sakaki tree borne by 4 hakucho.
A karabitsu, or coffer, of food offerings, borne by two

hakucho.
Left and right, a shield, each borne by a hakucho.
Left and right, a bow, each bome by a hakucho,
A large Gohei, borne by a hakucho.
The Hei of the Hyogo-aza ujiko.
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A Chiyoyama halberd, borne by a hakucho.
A man with " O-nusa " representing purification utensils.
Ornamental umbrella, borne by a hakucho.
A dragon's head, borne by two men.
The Hei of the Niizumi ujiko.
A large drum, borne by two hakucho.
A musician.
Left and right, a warrior in armour, on horseback.
A vermilion coffer, borne by 2 hakucho.
The Mikoshi of Masumiko-Sessha, with four bearers.
A Gosha, or stand for the Mikoshi, borne by a

hakucho.
Left and right of the road, one attendant.
A white coffer, borne by 2 hakucho.
The Negi, or znd priest, on horseback, in slate coloured

robes, with light blue hakama, with a man in attendance carry
ing his umbrella and shoes.

The Mikoshi of Okunitama-no-Kami, with 8 bearers.
A kingai, or brocade canopy, carried by 3 hakucho.
A sword. This is one of the Shimpo or divine treasures,

and, in theory, is carried by a Shinshoku (priest) but actually by
one of the Ujiko Sodai, in ]oei, or long white robes.

Gosha, carried by 2 hakucho,
Left and right of the road, hakucho carrying halberds.
Three divine horses, each led by a hakucho.
The Guji, or chief priest, on horseback, in robes according

to his rank, with violet hakama.
Hakucho carrying umbrella of the Giiji.
Hakucho carrying shoes of the Guji.
The Shuten, or 3rd priest, on horseback, in 'slate coloured

robes and light blue hakama.
Hakucho with umbrella and shoes of the Shuten.
The Hei of the Joganji-aza ujiko.
The Hei of the Kishida-aza ujiko.
The Hei of the Kayo-aza ujiko.
A " kagonagamochi " or basket carried by two hakucho.
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Shasho, or priest of some neighbouring Sonsha, on horse
back, in robes.

Hakucho with umbrella and shoes of Shasho.
Arrived at the Otabisho, the Negi and Shuten present the

food offerings and the Giiji intones a norito. Next" Tama
gusa" are presented, and then " Chimaki .. and 3 cups of sake
are offered.

Two men of the Hyogo-aza ujiko then dance the Tatsuga
shira-mai, popularly known as the Tatsu-no-kuchi-mai. For
this dance the men don the dragon's head, which was borne in
the procession, and make the monster go through contortions,
and open and close his jaws.

This is followed by the Tanomi-no-rnai, which is danced
by about 20 men of the Niizumi-aza ujiko, wearing" Kasa "
and " Mino " i.e. big hats and straw rain coats. It is not an
elaborate dance like the Yamato-mai of Kasuga, or the Azuma
asobi of Kamo, but the men go through motions, representing
the throwing of water in the air. It may perhaps be interpreted
as an invocation for rain, or regarded simply as the portrayal of
a scene of farming life, for the entertainment of the Deity.

The proceedings at the Otabisho are concluded by the
intoning of a norito by the Giiji, and the procession is then
reformed and returns to the main shrine. The mitamashiro are
again transferred, and the rnikoshi placed on the Haiden, and
the Giiji closes the doors of the shrine. While he is returning
to his seat, the ujiko make an offering of " Ushi-no-shita-rnochi "
and " Ichiya-zake " i.e. nigori zake. The Ushinoshita-rnochi is
merely rice cake made in the shape of an ox's tongue, and has
as far as is known, no particular significance. The offering
completed, the Joganji ujiko are regaled with divine sake.

The three divine horses are then paraded, and the Tatsuga
shira-rnai, and Tanorni-mai, repeated before the Haiden. The
ceremonies conclude with the beating of drums. The norito
would not appear to be old, neither is there anything of special
interest in them.
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BUILDINGS

In Meiji 18 (I 88 ~) the shrine was completely rebuilt, in
accordance with new regulations just issued. The buildings
consist of 3 Goten, side by side, in Kasugazukuri, each 8 shaku
2. sun, by 6 sun. They face south, and are surrounded by a
fence, with a Ch,iimon in the centre. Outside this is the Haiden,
with the Shamusho on the east.

The shrine possesses no old maps or plans, but there is a
picture in Yamato-meisho-zue which shows buildings much as
they are now, but they appear to have been raised considerably
higher from the ground than at present, and were painted red.
The shrine possesses no treasures of historic or artistic interest.
My thanks are due to the Giiji, Muraoka Tsutomu and his staff
for much kindly assistance, but they are in no way responsible
for my, perhaps, heterodox interpretations.
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FOUNDATION AND THE DEITIES
WORSHIPPED

In Engishiki, though I greatly regret to say for some
inscrutable reason it is no longer intoned on the occasion of
the reisai, we find "Tatsuta ni masu Arne no Mihashira, Kuni
no Mihashira Jinja, z za. Tsukiname, Ainame, Niiname, Myo
jin dai, of Heguri gori of the province of Yamato." This is
the shrine now officially described as being in Sango mura,
oaza Tatsuno, of Ikoma gun (~1!iJ m). The problems regarding
this shrine are many and difficult, but it is now universally
agreed that the Deities are Deities of the Wind. According to
shrine tradition, there was, in the reign of the Emperor Sujin, a.
succession of years of bad harvest, caused by violent storms of
wind and rain, and the people suffered grievously, and the
Emperor was sore perplexed what to do until the wind deities
revealed to him in a dream that if they were suitably worshipped
at Ono of Tatsuno in Tatsuta, not only would the 5 cereals give
them increase, but the very leaves and grasses flourish. This
story is incorporated in the Norito (~jj'iij), Tatsu Kaze no Kami
no Matsuri, which is preserved in Engishiki, and which is still
intoned annually on the occasion of the reisai, or annual festival.

This Norito was translated by the late Sir Ernest Satow,
and published in Vol. VII, part IV of the transactions of the
Asiatic Society of Japan 1879, and I do not therefore propose
to reproduce it here in full, but as certain passages are of the
first importance for a right understanding of the history of the
shrine, several quotations are necessary. The ritual proper
opens ii!; it _ ilIli * r: .. l\Il ~ ii!; ~ ~ ~ $ l'J "Shikishima ni Oya
shima no Kuni Shirashishi Sumernima no Mikoto no " and this
Sir Ernest renders "The Sovran Grandchild's Augustness who

No mention is made

No mention is made
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rules the spread out islands, the country of many islands" in
other words he treats Shikishima not as a proper noun, but as
a makura kotoba of Oyashima no Kuni, and consequently,
considers that it may refer to any Emperor of Japan, and be
lieves that here it refers to the Emperor Temmu, in whose
reign the norito is thought to have been composed. Both
Kojiki and Nihonshoki, however, inform us that the Emperor
Sujin ruled the Empire from the palace of Mizugaki in Shiki
(trIi *), and Motoori, and indeed most of the commentators,
identify the Shikishima (ii!': it tA) of the Norito with this trIi *
(the characters are purely phonetic) and believe in consequence
that Tatsuta Jinja was founded by the Emperor Sujin. Satow
points out that the Emperor Kimmei also made trIi .. _ his
capital, and while preferring his own interpretation that the
Shikishima of the Norito is merely an epithet, considers that if
it is to be treated as a proper noun, Kimmei is more likely than
Sujin. He gives no reason for this preference, possibly it is
owing to the inclusion of the character .. (Shima), but I cannot
agree with his conclusion, for apart from the fact that Sujin is
in accordance with shrine tradition, during that Emperor's
reign there was very marked religious activity, whereas little or
nothing is heard of it in the reign of the Emperor Kimmei,
Superficially I admit that a case can be made out for the
founding of Tatsuta by the Emperor Temmu, but I contend
that this passage confirms the shrine tradition of the Emperor
Sujin, and I shall hope to adduce evidence later that the shrine
was in existence well before the reign of the Emperor Temmu.

The Norito then proceeds to narrate that the Emperor,
anxious to offer worship to the deities who are causing disaster
to the crops, has caused divination to be made, but that the
divination has failed to reveal their names. The Norito then
continues "Hereupon they made the Sovran's grandson's
augustness to know in an august great dream saying 'Our
august names, who have prevented the things made by the
people of the Empire (7("F) from ripening and have spoilt
them by visiting them by bad winds and rough waters, are Arne
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no Mihashira no Mikoto, and Kuni no Mihashira no Mikoto'."
Satow is of opinion that these are names given by the Emperor,
whom he believes to be Temmu, to the wind deities, but I
cannot see on what grounds, for it appears to me clear that it
was by these names that the deities vouchsafed to reveal them
selves. We are, however, confronted with somewhat of a
difficulty, for nowhere in Kqjiki, or Nibonsboki, are the names
Amenomihashira and Kuninornihashira no Kami to be found. It
is, however, believed that they are alternative names for Shina
tsu-hiko and Shinatsu-hime, but even such a difficulty does not
disappear, for Shinatsushime's name likewise appears, neither in
Kojiei, nor in Nihonshoki. In the former book, in the course of
a list of deities to whom Izanagi and Izanami no Mikoto gave
birth, we find "next they gave birth to the Deity of the Wind,
Shinatsuhiko no Kami (ii!:':71I5m.ltI!i). Prince of long breath, or,
as Prof. Chamberlain would prefer, Prince long of breath. That
is all, but, in Nibonsboei, we have a rather fuller story.
c Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no Mikoto, having together
procreated the great eight island land, Izanagi no Mikoto said
"over the country which we have produced there is naught
but morning mists which shed a perfume everywhere.' So he
puffed them away with a breath which became changed into a
God named Shinatobe no Mikoto ~ ~ F a. He is also called
Shinatsuhiko ~ B: i't ~. This is the God of Wind." In neither
case is there any mention of a Goddess of wind. Prof. Aston
renders F ~ as cc chief" but Satow believes "To" to be the
genitive particle, tsu, and be, me, or maiden, and Shinatsuhiko
and Shinatobe would then instead of being alternative names
represent a pair of deities male and female, and it is under these
names that the wind deities are worshipped at the Kotaijingu.
The Norito then relates the conditions imposed by the deities
which are that their abode (g) shall be fixed at Ono (/J'Ii) of
Tatsuno in Tatsuta and that certain offerings shall be made.
It is then related that the abode having been established as
directed, such and such offerings are made for Hiko no Kami
(.It 11~) and such and such for Hime no Kami (.It.~); clearly

No mention is made
No mention is made

No mention is made

No mention is made No mention is made
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the former is Arne no Mihashira no Kami and the latter Kuni
no Mihashira no Kami, and, from the outset, we have, at
Tatsuta, the worship of two deities, one male and the other
female. The date of these Norito preserved in Engishiki is
very hard to determine and some of them were doubtless trans
mitted orally for many years before they were committed to
writing.. - In the opinion of experts, however, the Kaze no
Kami no Matsuri Norito was probably composed about the
time of the Emperor Temmu, and this, taken in conjunction
with the fact that the first mention of Tatsuta Jinja in the
national annals occurs in Nihonshoki in the 4th year of that
reign, has led people, particularly foreigners, to contend that it
was in this reign that the shrine was founded, but it is a con
tention to which I cannot subscribe. The passage in question
is dated 4th year of Temmu 4th month loth day and runs
"Prince Mino of Shoshi (/J'~) rank, and Hirotari Saheki no
Muraji of lower Shoku rank were sent to offer prayers to the
wind Gods of Tatsuta " and it is immediately followed by
another passage stating that another embassy was despatched at
the same time to worship the Oimi deity of Hirose Jinja. It is
to be noted that nothing is said of the inauguration of the wor
ship at either place, and, during the reign, though the names of
the Chokushi are not given, there are no less than 19 notices of
worship being paid at these two shrines. The tradition of
Hirose Jinja is that the shrine was founded in the loth year of
the reign of the Emperor Sujin, and some parts of the Hirose
Oimi matsuri are believed to be of great antiquity.

The Nihonshoki was compiled under the presidency of
Toneri Shinno, the Emperor Temmu's own son, and I contend
that had the Emperor founded the shrine, it would have been
recorded. Unquestionably during this reign there was con
siderable religious activity, one might almost say a revival of
Shinto, but, with all respect be it spoken, it is, I think, apparent
that His Majesty's Shinto religious observances were of a some
what utilitarian nature-it must be remembered that just prior
to his accession he had declared himself a Buddist priest-Like

No mention is made
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Sovereigns the world over he used religion for dynastic pur
poses, but it is difficult to see what dynastic advantage was to
be gained by instituting the worship of the wind deities, and
that at a place considerably removed from his capital. It is,
however, probable that at Tatsuta as at many other well-known
shrines of unquestioned antiquity, it was in the Emperor
Temmu's reign that buildings of a permanent nature were first
erected.

Before leaving the question of the foundation of the
shrine, reference must be made to another Tatsuta shrine. In
Engishiki under Heguri gori, we find Tatsuta Hiko, Tatsuta
Hime Jinja Z za. There are many theories with regard to this
shrine, which, until Taisho 14, ranked as a Sessha of Tatsuta
Jinja, but is now an independent Kensha. Some people con
tend that it was originally merely the Otabisho, whither the
deities made a progress, and others that while Arne no Miha
shira Kuni no Mihashira Jinja was the abode of the Nigimitama,
Tatsuhiko Tatsuhime was for the Aramitama. There is, how
ever, a tradition to the effect that Shotoku Taishi, when he had
decided to build Horyuji, did not know where would be the
best place to put it, and accordingly sought the advice of the
Gods of Tatsuta, and when, in 607, i.e. some 70 years before
the time of the Emperor Temmu, he founded Horyuji, in
gratitude for the assistance rendered him, he established Tatsu
hiko Tatsuhime Jinja as the Chinjusha of his new foundation.
That this shrine came into being after the main Tatsuta Jinja is
clear from the fact of its being called Shingii, or new shrine, in
contradistinction to Hongii, or original shrine.

There is still a tablet at Tatsuta inscribed Hongu.
We must now turn our attention to the interpretation of

the name of Arne no Mihashira, Kuni-no-Mihashira which, ac
cording to the characters 7( J1J ~ tt, IiIU J1J ~ tt may be rendered
Heaven's August Pillar and Country's August Pillar. It is ex
plained that in old days it was believed that it was the wind, in
the form of a pillar that supported the Heaven above the Earth.
The author of Nijiinisha Han-en, however, writing under Hirose
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Jinja, which he wrongly attributes to Arne no Mihashira,
Kuninomihashira, attributes the names to the fact that when
lzanagi and Izanami no Kami, after standing on the floating bridge
of Heaven, Arne no uki hashi, had with the brine which fell
from Arne no Nuboko, also called Arne no Tamaboko, or
Heavenly jewelled spear, formed the island of Onokoroshima,
they descended on it and entrusted the spear to these deities.
It is noteworthy that in the Kojiki after the descent we find X
1l1I a: t: .J!"1L "they saw to the erection of a heavenly August
Pillar." Urabe Kanetomo in his Engishfki JimmYOchOtochii also
states that they were in charge of Arne no Nuboko.

Kitabatake Chikafusa, too, in his Jinnoshotoki considers that
the wind deities got their names of Arne no Mihashira, Kuni no
Mihashira from their connection with Arne no Nuboko.

Before proceeding further it is necessary to emphasize the
very intimate connection between Tatsuta and the neighbouring
shrine of Hirose, so much was this so that Kitabatake Chikafusa.
in his Nijiiisshaki treats of them as but one shrine, hence the
name of this book. 21 shrines not 22. Hirose Jinja, however,
is the abode of Oimi no Kami who is identified as Wakaugame
no Mikoto i.e. the food deity and the same as Toyoukehime no
Kami of the Gekii of Ise. She is also known as Hirose no
Kawaai no Kami, and, at Hirose, though a food deity, she was
specially worshipped in connection with rain, thus in Engishiki
JimmyochOtOchii we find her called Kura inetama no Mikoto, and
are told that she is the rain deity of the valleys.

The wind deities of Tatsuta and the Oimi deity of Hirose
were conjointly regarded as the guardian deities of the harvest,
and though each had a separate abode, they had a festival in
common to ensure a good harvest. Both Tatsuta Jinja and
Hirose Jinja were naturally included among the 85 shrines to
whom Heihaku were offered for rain or fine weather, thus
Sandaijitsuroku under date Jogwan 1.9.8 records the despatch of
a messenger to Tatsuta to pray for fine weather.

According to shrine tradition the Deities first descended on
Kengamine (flJ *) of Mimuroyama (.= fif llJ), but there is some
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difficulty in locating the exact peak. Some people believe it to
be the present Gozagamine (~~ *) and about half down this
mountain there is a large rock called Kasaneiwa and this is re
garded by some of the Ujiko as the Go Shintai of the deities.
It is highly improbable that there were any buildings beyond a
simple himorogi on Kengamine, but in the Hakuho era buildings
were erected at the foot of the mountain.

Until quite recently this was believed to be at a place called
Takayama, but further research has revealed that this was a.
mistake, and the real Koshaseki, or site of the old shrine was at
Katakamimura, oaza Karitaohata, aza Mimuro, in what is now
Naka Kawachi gun, on the border between the provinces of
Kawachi and Yamato, and it is now just outside the present
shrine precincts. It is about j cho south west of the present
site and 8 cho from Gozagamine.

The exact date and circumstances of removal from the old
site to the present one are unknown, but it is thought to have
been in the Eisho era (1 j04-Ij 10). Up till Meiji the shrine
precincts measured 43,n9 tsubo (JIi) but 31,119 tsubo of moun
tain land was then attended, and there have been other slight
readjustments, with the result that the present area is I2,0j1

tsubo.

BUILDINGS

The two Go Honden face east, which is somewhat unusual,
but this is in accordance with the divine oracle, for the deities
informed the Emperor that they wished their abode to be in a
place " where the morning sun is opposite and the evening sun
is hidden" (-a-;1f ~ B J'J B rAJ fa 7 B )') El ~~) The present Go
Honden, in Kasuga tsukuri (~ El i1ll) of unpainted wood, date
only from Meiji 16: they stand within a tamagaki and the shrine
of Arne no Mihashira occupies the central position with that of
Kuni no Mihashira on the north. They are of uniform size 9
shaku by 6.7l, but, whereas that of Arne no Mihashira is Ij.2!

high, that of Kuni-no-Mihashira is j sun lower, and the Gohei-

No mention is made

No mention is made
No mention is made
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bashira of the former is ~ sun higher than that of the latter i.e.
~ .6 as against ~. I. In front of the Go Honden is the Chiimon,
and this, for convenience sake, has been placed, not in the true
centre of the tamagaki, but in the centre between the two Go
Honden.

Outside the Chiimon on the south are two Sessha. Tatsu
hiko, Tatsuhime, and on the north 3 massha.

East of this is the Haiden in Irimoyazukuri. This too is
quite modern, but the pre Meiji Haidee has been reerected, and
serves as the Homotsuden or treasure house. There is nothing
which, as yet, ranks as a national treasure, but in addition to an
old " gaku " to which further mention will be made there are
two pairs of very old Komainu and a small sword called Uchi
sori no Tachi (F"J &. :t: JJ) said to date from the reign of the
Empress Suiko, and an interesting collection of old vessels and
tiles.

The first Shuin (* Ell) in existence bears the seal of the 3rd
Shogun Iyemitsu and fixes the revenue of the "shrine at 12. Koku,
and this was confirmed by all the subsequent Shoguns, and it is
probable that it was assessed at this rate by Hideyoshi.

Twelve Koku was of course a totally inadequate revenue,
but, fortunately for the shrine, a man called Yasumura (!Ji: #) a
goka (IE *) of Tatsuno, aided Tokugawa Iyeyasu in making
good his escape on some occasion, and, in gratitude for this,
Iyeyasu granted him the right to levy transit dues on the Yama
togawa for the maintenance of the shrine buildings, and the
family continued to do this right up to the restoration.

RANK AND STATUS

With regard to the rank of the deities we find in Nibon
kiryaku under date Konin 13.8., Tatsuta no Kami Lower ~th

rank (b), then in Kasho 3.7 Montokujitsuroku records promotion
to Lower 5th rank (a) and in Ninju 1.7 to Lower 4th (b) and in
the loth month of the same year to Lower 3rd; and finally
SandaijitsurokN notes on Jogwan 1.1.17 promotion to Upper 3rd.

1~6

Lower
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In view of the fact that the national annals are silent as to any
advancement, the Naimusho recognises no further rank, but the
shrine has in its possession a gaku inscribed "Shoichii Tatsuta
Daimyojin " (Upper rst rank) which according to shrine tradi
tion was presented by the Emperor Murakami, and it is said by
some to be from the brush of Ono Michikaze. It is worthy of
note that the deities of Tatsuta Jinja and Hirose Jinja invariably
received promotion in rank on the same date.

When, in Koho 2, the Emperor Murakami selected 16
shrines to receive Heihaku direct from the Court, Tatsuta Jinja
was included as No. 13> Hirose Jinja being No. 12, and in the
final settlement of Choryaku 3, Hirose Jinja and Tatsuta Jinja
became respectively Nos. 5 and 6 of the 7 Naka no sha, and
with the introduction of a new system of grading shrines, in
Meiji 4, Tatsuta was at once included in the highest class as
Kwampeitaisha.

No Imperial progress is actually recorded, but, under date
r jth year of the Emperor Temmu 7th month, 4th day, an
Imperial visit to Hirose is mentioned, and it seems at least
likely that Tatsuta Jinja was also visited.

FESTIVALS

It has already been mentioned that from the 4th year (676)
of the Emperor Temmu there are no less than 19 notices of
worship being offered at Tatsuta Jinja and Hirose Jinja during
the reign. All these notices are in the 4th or 7th months (there
is no notice for the 7th year, none for the 4th month of the
6th and r jth years), and it is, I think, perfectly clear that
already at this time a festival was held twice a year in the 4th
and 7th months, though no particular day had been fixed. I
do not myself believe that it was at this time that festivals were
inaugurated; they had doubtless been held ever since the reign
of the Emperor Sujin, but it is quite likely that it was now that
the rites and ceremonies were definitely regulated, and, I
imagine, that they did not differ materially from the regulations
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laid down in Engi.
A perusal of these regulations shows clearly that, though

there were separate Norito, and a separate Chokushi and atten
dants, and that the offerings were not exactly the same, the two
festivals of Tatsuta Jinja and Hirose Jinja were considered as a
joint festival.

In EngishikJ we find that the 4th day of the 4th and 7th
months have been fixed, and exact regulations with regard to
the offerings, and the rank and number of officials to be des
patched, laid down, and all responsibilities and expenses
allocated.

PRIESTS

There is to be a Prince .:E and a Minister r:a and these are
both to be of the 5th rank or over. Ruijiifusensho gives the
personnel of the dual mission for the festival, of Ch6wa 4.4
(1015) as follows :-Lower 5th, rank (b). Tamenari ($ iJ!f) 0,
with 4 attendants, and Lower 5th rank (b). Fujiwara Asomi
no Shigemitsu with four attendants.

Lower yth rank (b) jingitaisuke no Sukune Koremori with
4 attendants. One member of the Kambe, with I attendant.
The above for Hirose.

Lower 5th rank (b) Nobutada 0 with 4 attendants, and
Lower 5th rank (b) Miyoshi Asomi no Yoshimitsu with 4
attendants.

Upper 6th rank (a) Jingish6suke Urabe no Sukune Kane-
tada with 3 attendants.

Bearers of Hei 2 each.
Kambe I with one attendant.
3 Horses. The above for Tatsuta.
The offerings are enumerated in the Norito as follows:

cc for Ame-no-Mihashira no Mikoto for clothes bright cloth,
glittering cloth, soft cloth and coarse cloth and 1i. 'f!. 4'm or strips
of thin silk of 5 colours, 2 Jo in length, a mantlet, a spear, a
horse furnished with a saddle" and for Kuni-no-Mihashira, a
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golden thread box, a golden reeler, fl'fi, a golden skein holder,
bright cloth, glittering cloth, soft cloth, coarse cloth, and Ji ~

~ Goshikimono as above, a horse furnished with a saddle"
then there was the liquor and various kinds of food offerings,
The Kuni no Miyatsuko (It! it) was responsible for the arrange
ments, and the food and drink offerings were provided out of
the provincial taxes, but the other articles came from the capital
and were provided by the various departments of the Imperial
Household. The list of offerings sounds imposing, but they
were not in reality very costly, and such articles as saddles were
made to last for several years.

Whether the despatch of "Heihaku" to Tatsuta Jinja
survived the troubles of the Yoshino era is doubtful, but it
certainly ceased with Onin no ran, and, like so many other
shrines, Tatsuta fell on evil days.

At the present day, the Reisai is observed on the 4th of
April when, instead of the beautiful old Norito, a commonplace
composition, emanating from the Naimusho (F"l D ~), is intoned,
but beyond the fact that the old Norito is intoned, there is
nothing distinctive about it for there is no divine progress nor
are any divertisements offered.

The old festival of the 4th of the 7th month is now
observed only as a Chiisai, but it follows the lines of the Reisai,
only there is no Chokushi, and of late years at the conclusion a
Kagura is offered.

In old days the divine progress (" *) was held on the t yth
of the roth month, and this has now been changed to the 25th
of October. The two Mikoshi, which are modern, proceed on
that day to the old Sessha, now Kensha, where offerings are
made, and then, after a stay of about two hours, they return to
the main shrine. From what date it cannot be said, but the
worship of Tatsuta was largely dominated by Horyiiji, and
there was a betto known as Ichinobo. A wood block dated
Kwampo 3 (1743) shows several Bo (w) and other Buddhist
buildings quite close to the shrine.

Up to the restoration, the Kannushi was of the Imanishi
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160 TATSUTA JINJA

family, and there are a pair of toro of the Tempo era with the
name Imanishi Hyogo on them.

BEKKO, SESSHA AND MASSHA

As already indicated, the wind deities, Shinatsuhiko no
Mikoto, Shinatsuhime no Mikoto are worshipped at Ise. There
are two shrines, one a Bekkii of the Naiku, called Kazahinorni
no Miya, and, the other a Bekkii of the Geku. called Kaze no
Miya.

The exact date of the foundation of these shrines is not
known, but, though the former received its present name only
in Einin 6 (1198) it undoubtedly dates back to a very early date .
In Enryaku GisbikichO mention is made of Kaze Jinja, under
date 14th day of the 4th month and in Daijingllsbiki we find
that in the 7th month a special invocation was held for tem
perate wind and rain. It is noteworthy that the 4th and 7th
months coincide with the festivals of Tatsuta, In a book called
jingll Genroku KllIamblln, it is stated that Yamato hime Naishinno
worshipped the wind deities, which would bring the foundation
of their shrine back to the reign of the Emperor Suinin.

The Geku shrine does not appear either in GisbikichO, or
even in Engisbiki, but in some old shrine, records dated Ch6
toku 3, (997) we find "Kue no Miya was formerly on the road
to Takamiya U so it is certainly fairly old.

Another old shrine to the deities, Shinatsuhiko no Mikoto
Shinatome no Mikoto is Shinaga Jinja, at Yamada, in Minami
Kawachi god of the province of Kawachi, close to the misa
sagi of the Emperor Kotoku. It is mentioned as Myojin
Shosha in EngisbikiJimmyochO, but nothing certain is known of
its history before this date.

There is, however, a tradition to the effect that the shrine
was visited by Jingii-Kogo and a helmet said to have presented
by her is preserved in one of the Massha and it is even con
tended that the Empress's name .m. ~ (Okinaga) should really be
read Shinaga. It is clearly a very old foundation, but there is
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no tradition of its being a Bunrei of Tatsuta Jinja, indeed it is
claimed by some to be even older.

There is also a shrine called Kunimihashira Jinja. It is
situated in Iwashina mura, Nakagori of the province of Izu, but
except that it appears in Engishiki as Kunimihashira no Mikoto
Jinja Myojinsho, and Kunimihashirahime no Myojin is given
in Jinkaicho as Lower 4th rank (a), nothing is known of its
early history. Mibu Zenkichi, the present priest, is of opinion
that it has no connection with Tatsuta, and informs me that
until Meiji 18, the shrine was known as Iwashina no Miya, or
Ise Shinmei no Miya, or Shinmei no Miya. It ranks only as a
Sonsha (tt it), but has some interesting old treasures.

In view of the fact that the Maples of the Tatsutagawa
have inspired the eulogies of the poets since the time of the
Manyoshu, I have thought it appropriate to begin and end this
short account of Tatsuta with maple leaves, which have been
drawn for me by my friend Hiyama Ken.

Maple Leaf.
(Drawn by Mr. Hiyama Ken).
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NIBUKAWAKAMI JINJA
ft ~ }II L jill ijf:

The name Nibukawakami (ft ~ 111 J::) appears in the national
records before the establishment of the Empire. We read in
Nihonshoki that" Kamu Iwarehiko-no-Mikoto taking 80 platters
and jars (D~) made from the clay of heavenly Mt. Kagu( ;R 1t
:It tu), went to the upper waters of the river Nibu and sacrificed
to the Gods of Heaven and Earth." It was here also that shortly
afterwards he sank the jars and made divination as to the success
of his expedition and we read" plucking up a 500 branched
sakaki tree of the upper waters of the river Nibu, he did worship
therewith to all the Gods." Whether this has direct connection
with the establishment of the Nibukawakami shrine or not is a
question, but undoubtedly a spot with such auspicious associa
tions would have been regarded as sacred. In this connection
the exact location and the date of the first palace at Yoshino is
of interest. Historians generally consider that it was not till
the reign of the Emperor Ojin that a palace was built at Yoshino,
but Moriguchi Narakichi (~I:I *Pl -a-), the present Giiji of
Yoshida Jinja in Kyoto, who has made a close study of every
thing to do with Nibukawakami, and to whose efforts the re
discovery of the shrine are due, is strongly of opinion that the
first Emperor Jimmu had a palace at Yoshino from the very
commencement of his reign, and that the site was that sub
sequently occupied by Nibukawakami Jinja. Proof positive he
cannot offer but in support of his contention he quotes a poem
composed by Yamabe-no-Akahito in Tempyo 8 (A.D. 736). It
runs as follows: " Oh ye mountains and rivers of Yoshino, is
it not owing to your beauty that the Emperors since the God
age have proceeded to the palace there and ruled the country."

Fujiwara-no-Masazumi in his Commentary of the Manyosb«
(;At ~ ~ ii .) considers that " Kamiyo yori " (from the God age)

}
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The upper waters of the river Nibu, the sacred site, where the first earthly
Sovereign jimrnu, on the occasion of his expedition to the East,

sank many platters and jars to pray to the Gods of
Heaven and Earth for victory.

Unglazed Jars.
(Early historic times).
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NmUKAWAKAMI JINJA 26;

is not to be taken literally and merely means a long time ago,
but surely 1,000 years is a big license to allow even a poet.
Now everywhere that there was a palace there was a place of
worship attached and Nibukawakami can therefore claim to have
been sacred ground from the very foundation of the Empire,
even if at first it was not Mizuhanome no Kami (~ 11{ 11:. jfl) who
was worshipped. Prof. Nishida Naojiro of Kyoto University
would go further and is of opinion that Nibukawakami was the
place where the aboriginal inhabitants, before the arrival of the
Emperor Jimmu, invoked their rainmaker, and it was this fact
that induced His Majesty to choose the spot for his worship of
all the Gods. In dealing with Nibukawakami Jinja, apart from
its early history, we are confronted with the problem of unravel
ling the curious fate which befell the shrine in the middle ages,
and explaining the strange mistake made by the Jingikwan and
perpetuated first by the" Kyobusho " and then by the Naimusho,
Reference to the official list of shrines discloses that at the
present date there are no less than three shrines bearing the name
of Nibukawakami; they are distinguished as Kami-sha (1: Jiit),
Naka-no-sha (Ifl m:) and Shimo-sha (-r n). They are separated by
considerable distances, though all in Yoshino Gori, but they are
under one administration. As a matter of fact one only shrine,
viZ. Naka-no-sha has the slightest right to the title. It may of
course be urged that the authorities have a perfect right to

establish new shrines and dedicate them to whom they please.
This is perfectly true, but both the Kami and Shimo shrines are
masquerading as a famous old shrine and possess a rank which
they owe simply to a mistake. Moreover they were originally
sacred to other deities, though it has not yet been possible to
trace who these deities were. An examination of the shrines
enumerated in Engishiki reveals that in the Engi era (9°1-923)
there were ten shrines in Yoshino Gori, five of them including
Nibukawakami I za ranked as Dai, i.e., great, and five as sho,
small, but there is nothing to correspond with either the Kami
or Shimo shrines. Our first task, however, must be to examine
the old references to the shrine. In Engishiki ]inmyocho we find
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264 NIBUKAWAKAMI JINJA

Nibukawakami Jinja described as Myojindai I za to receive
" hei " from the Court on the Tsukinami and Niiname festivals.

All the authorities are agreed that the deity worshipped is
a rain deity and until quite modem times opinion was practically
unanimous in favour of Mizuhanome-no-Kami. Thus &zgishiki
]inmyochOtochu says" called Amashi-no-Kami (m Ci\i jI\I), Mizuha
nome". Nijunisha Honen has merely" Nibukawakami-no-Kami
also called Arnashi-no-Kami ".

Nijunishachushiki, "Mizuhanome, according to one account
Kuraokami III. jjI " and, coming down to more modem times,
Jingi Benran, Nijunisharyakki, Shoshaichiran and Yamato Meishozm,
all give Mizuhanome-no-Mikoto.

The reference to Kuraokami no Kami probably arose from
the fact that Nibukawakami-no-Kami is generally referred to as
Amashi-no-Kami and Kuraokami no Kami is also as Amashi-no
Kami. There is, however, evidence to which reference will be
made later that the deity of Nibu was a goddess, and Kurao
kami no Kami is a god. In view, however, of later develop
ments, it will be well to give here such particulars as we possess
of three deities, viZ., Mizuhanome no Kami, Kuraokami no Kami
and Takaokami no Kami.

According to the Kqjiki, Mizuhanome no Kami was a god
dess born to Izanami-no-Mikoto from her urine when she gave
birth to Ho-no-Kagutsuchi-no-Kami, the fire deity of Atago.
As is often the case, Nihonshoki gives more than one account.
In the first version, we are told that "when she (Izanami no
Mikoto) was lying down to die, she gave birth to the eanh
goddess, Haniyama hime, and the water goddess, Mizuhanome,
and in another we read " Next her urine became changed into a
goddess who was called Mizuhanome". We have no further
details regarding her.

Kuraokami no Kami, according to the Kqjiki, was born
"from the blood that collected on the hilt of the august sword
and leaked between his fingers!' This was the sword with
which Izanagi no Mikoto cut Ho-no-Kagutsuchi-no-Kami (* z;
~ A ± ,,) to pieces. We are, moreover, told that at the same
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time a de~ty called Kuramitsuha was born. The Nihon.rhoki
gives practically the same account, but adds a third deity Kura
yamatsumi.

Takaokami no Karni is nowhere mentioned in the Kojiki,
and appears only in one of the alternative versions in Nibonsboei,
where we are told that Izanagi no Mikoto cut Kagutsuchi no
Karni into three pieces and " one of these became Ikazuchi-no
Kami, one became Oyamatsumi-no-Kami, and one Takawo-no
Kami ".

Popularly Kuraokami no Kami and Takaokarni no Karni
(ifli R~) are both regarded as dragon deities. Kuraokarni no
Kami being the guardian of the valleys, and Takaokarni no Kami
of the mountains. They are, both rain deities.

Some people are of opinion that Mizuhanorne no Kami,
Kuraokami no Kami, and Takaokami no Kami are but different
names for the same deity.

Hakuho 4 (676) in the reign of the Emperor Temmu is the
date assigned for the foundation of the shrine, but this rests on
very slender evidence. It is mentioned only by one author, viZ.
Urabe-no-Kanetomo ( ~ $ ft -m.) in a book called Nijiini.rha Chii
.rhiki written during the Bummei era (1469-1487), or according
to some authorities it is, in its present form, the work of his
great grandson, Kanesuke in Tensho 1 (1573)' The compilers
of Kojirtden in quoting the passage say that they think the date
should be received with caution.

Having given the date, Kanetomo goes on to relate the
circumstances in which the shrine came into being, viz., an
oracle of the deity saying that if she were worshipped, the earth
would receive fruitful rain and storms should cease. When this
story originated is not certain, but that it was officially accepted,
at least as early as the Kwarnpyo era (8g~898), is clear from an
edict of the Dajokwan which I shall have occasion to quote
presently.

Engi.rhiki, in describing the ceremonies for praying for rain,
has the following passage: "When Hei are offered at Nibu
kawakami, the Kannushi of Oyamato Jinja goes with the
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messenger to the shrine and presents them." Evidently there
fore, in the Engi era some connection existed between Oyamato
Jinja and Nibukawakami, and this is elucidated, to a certain
extent, in Oyamato Jinja Chllshinjo. This book is believed to
have been written by Hafuribe-no-Toshishige (~ tIS *- § it it to,
Kannushi of Oyamato Jinja, in Ninan 2 (II67) and though it
involves a certain amount of repetition, the passage concerning
Nibukawakami merits quoting in full.

"Nibukawakami Jinja I za, Same province Yoshino Gori.
The deity is the rain deity. When Hei are offered for rain, or
fine weather, they do not come to this shrine.

"Jimmyocho says' Nibukawakami Jinja, Yoshino God of
the province of Yamato, I za Myojindai. Tsukinami Niiname'.
Rllijii Kokushi: 'In Tempyo Hoji 7 (763) summer, 5th month,
Heihaku were sent to all the shrines in the 4 home provinces and
to Nibukawakami a black horse was added. There was drought.'
Hoki 6 (775) autumn, 9th month) a messenger was sent to Nibu
kawakami-no-Kami with a white horse and Hei and it was owing
to violent rain. Konin 9 (818) summer, 4th month, a messenger
was sent to Amashi-no-Kami in Yoshino God of the province of
Yamato to bestow lower 5th rank (6). It was to pray for rain.

"Genkei I (877) summer, 6th month, rst day, Upper 3rd rank
was given to Lower 3rd rank Nibukawakami Amashi-no kami,

"Shinkokushi Kwampyo 9 (897) winter, rzth month, rst
day. Hei were sent to 340 shrines of the five home provinces
and seven roads and they were raised one step in rank.

"Kwampu says' Amashi-no-Kami of Nibukawakami in
Yamato province is given Lower znd rank.'

"The tablet Upper rst rank. When this was bestowed not
known. Engishiki says 'When Hei are offered to Nibukawa
kami, the Kannushi of Oyamato goes with the messenger and
presents them at Nibukawakami Jinja.'

" It is a Bekkii of this shrine."
There are many points of great interest and importance in

this, but for the moment we are chiefly concerned with the last
sentence, "It is a Bekkii of this shrine." This explains why the
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Kannushi of Oyamato Jinja accompanied the Imperial messenger
to Nibu, It will be noted that Toshishige says nothing about
the foundation of the shrine, but, though not mentioned, it
must have been at Oyamato Jinja that Amashi-no-Kami revealed
in oracle her desire to be worshipped at Nibukawakami. There
is, to this day, at Oyamato Jinja a Massha, Takao-no-Kami,
where the Ujiko pray for rain, or fine weather, and it is often
called Moto-no-Nibukawakami or original Nibu, Oyamato
Jinja was founded in the reign of the Emperor Sujin, and there
fore Nibu may have originated any time after that, but it is
clear from the quotation from RJiijii Kokushi that by Ternpyo
Hoji (7n-764) it was already a shrine of sufficient importance
to receive hei, and in addition a horse. Whether this was the
inauguration of the custom or not is not clear, but Engishiki,
after giving a list of 85 shrines at which offerings are to be
made in time of drought and rain, enumerates the offerings and
adds "and in addition a black horse to Nibukawakami and
Kibune, when praying for rain, and a white horse, when praying
for fine weather." The fact that the Kannushi of Oyamato
Jinja accompanied the Imperial messenger to Nibukawakami on
these occasions would seem to be a survival of the time when
the latter shrine was a Bekku, There can, I think, be little
doubt that from the time when Nibukawakami Jinja was in
cluded among the Jiirokusha in the reign of the Emperor Daigo,
it must have become to all intents and purposes an independent
shrine. It is not necessary to attach any great importance to
the term Bekku, and it must be remembered that according to
To shishige, Oyamato itself was originally a Bekku of Kizuki.
Kanetomo, in his Nijiinishachiisbiki (it =it tt 5t), makes no
mention of Nibu being a Bekkii of Oyamato, so clearly by the
Bummei era it was entirely forgotten.

Another point of interest in Toshishige's account is the
reference to the tablet inscribed" Shoichii ", This must have
been in existence at the time he wrote, and must unquestionably
have been genuine, for no shrine would have dared to display
such a tablet, had the rank not been granted, though the-
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bestowal of it is nowhere recorded, but, with regard to the
rank of the deity, more will be said later.

Toshishige's account has been recorded out of its proper
order in order to explain the statement in Engishikj regarding
the connection of the Oyamato Kannushi with the presentation
of hei at Nibukawakami. Considerably prior to Ninan is a
document of the very first importance, viZ., an edict of the
Dajokwan (:.t\:il£ ltr.F), bearing date Kwampyo 7.6.26 (895) which
is recorded in Engi Kaku (ll!;. ~). It runs as follows :-

" Prohibition regarding the boundaries of Nibukawakami
Amashi Jinja in Yoshino Gori, province of Yamato.

"Boundaries. East, Shionioi. West, Itanaminotaki. South,
Oyamanomine, North, Inohananotaki.

"The above is in accordance with an application from the
Jingikwan (f11 ~ -go) to whom the chief priest of Yamato Jinja,
Yamato Hitonari, presented a written application, which ran as
follows:- I, the Kannushi of Yamato Jinja, have received a
petition from the Hafuri and Negi of the Bessha situated in
Nibukawakami to the following effect: 'In MyOjin Honki it
says that an oracle of the deity said, If you will build my shrine
deep in the mountains of Nibukawakami in Yoshino, far from
the voice of man, the earth shall have refreshing rain and
violent rains shall cease, and therefore this shrine was built.
From old until now, hei and horses have been offered, and
within the four boundaries, the horses have been pastured and
hunting forbidden. But the primitive inhabitants of Kuzu, and
wanderers, on the pretext of bringing offerings, have often
desecrated and polluted the divine territory, in such a manner
as to incur the divine wrath, and we, Hafuri and Negi, believing
that they were bringing offerings, have not interfered, and the
divine boundaries have been defiled. How can we leave this
sinful people longer unpunished? Therefore we appeal to you
to bring the matter before the authorities, and beg them to issue
a ban regarding the divine boundaries, and cause it to be strictly
enforced. As I see truth, and good and strong reason in their
petition, I beg to communicate their petition to the most
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honourable Jingikwan.'
cc Now therefore I, Dainagon, Upper 3rd rank Sakone

Taisho Kotaishifu Mutsu Dewa Azechishi, Minamoto Asomi
Yoshiari decree that this prohibition be enforced. Gi ven this
26th day of the 6th month of the 7th year of Kwampyo."

In the first place the exact location of the shrine is described,
and this makes it the more strange that, after the middle ages,
it should have been lost sight of. The territory within these
boundaries comprises 71 villages (1; ?r tt '*), viZ., Omura, Kotsu
gawa, Washikaguchi, Ogurusu and Nakaguro of Ogawa, and
Mio, Sebato and half Mameo of Shigo. In the second, we have
the story of the oracle thus showing that it was officiallycredited,
but no date offoundation is given, and, thirdly, we have the Kan
nushi of Oyamato Jinja taking a direct part in the affairsof Nibu.

No more valuable document could have been devised, and
yet as we shall see, it proved of no avail.

We have already seen that Nibukawakami Jinja appears in
the national annals long before Kwampyo. The passages
quoted from Rnijii Kokushi actually appears in Shoku Nihongi,
and the same book contains two more of similar purport dated
respectively Hoki 8.5 and 8.8 (777). In none of these is the
deity of Nibukawakami actually described as Amashi-no-Kami,
though the inference is, I think, clear, but Nihonkiryaku has the
following under date Daido 4.6. (809): "a messenger was sent
to Nibukawakami, Amashi-no-Kami in Yoshino God to pray
for rain:' I quote this last passage as it proves conclusively
that by Daido at any rate, the identity of Mizuhanome-no-Kami
and Amashi-no-Kami was already recognised, though Suzuka
Tsuretane in his Jinja Kakuroku expresses the opinion that such
recognition did not take place till the Konin era.

There is irrefragible evidence that the despatch of hei to
Nibukawakami continued without interruption as late as Hotoku
2 (1450), for Yassaomi-Ki (lit .. ae) records full particulars for that
year down to the name of the messenger, and in Chikanaga Kyoki
(U ~ ~ lie) it is recorded that in time of drought as late as
Bummei 4 (1472) the project of sending hei to Nibu was
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mooted, but, for some reason, probably the disturbed state of
the country, it was abandoned. The exact date of the founding
of Kibune Jinja is not anywhere recorded, but the probabilities
point to about the time of the removal of the capital from
Yamato to Yamashiro, and it may be regarded in a sense as a
branch of Nibukawakami, established probably for convenience'
sake the main shrine being inaccessible. Engishiki prescribes the
same order of procedure for both, ChOyagtmsai (til If ~ It) records
a Semmyo (:ir fir) sent by the Emperor Montoku in Kasho ; .8.z
(8so). It was addressed to both Nibukawakami and Kibune Ca
1P M) but conveyed by separate messengers. It runs as follows ;-

" The Emperor with the deepest respect and profound awe
addresses the august deity of Nibukawakami.

Kibune,
U Since last spring rain has fallen and we anticipated an

abundant harvest and were filled with joy, but, of late, the rain
has been grievous, and the farmers are sore distressed. Now it
will become fine and the crop abundant only by the gracious
intervention of the great deity, and, therefore, having chosen an
auspicious morning, we are despatching of
rank with a thank offering of hei and a red haired horse.

" May thine Augustness graciously incline thy ear to our
prayer and grant that the autumn harvest and winter storage
may be protected from all hurt by wind and rain, by drought
and by insects, and further vouchsafe to guard the Emperor
and the Imperial throne, making them as firm as a rock, and
protecting them by day and by night, and safeguard Our person
and have pity on Our people. Spoken with awe and reverence."

It is signed Shokei (1:~) Jibukyo (~$ 9JJP) Minamoto (ir>i),
the scribe being Shonaiki Kanehira (!p rJ lie mJ 00).

The messenger to Nibukawakami was Upper 6th rank .(a)
Urabe no Sukune Yoshishige ( ~ '$ mjI e m:).

It will be noticed that the horse is described as red haired,
presumably no white horse was available. In a similar Semmyo
of Ninna I (88s) also praying for fine weather, recorded in
Sandaijitsuroku, we find a white horse.

Kuramitsuha
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Kokonchomonshii gives a Semmyo of the Emperor Sutoku's
praying for rain and here we find a black horse. Kokonchomonshii
relates that three days after the presentation rain fell.

The nature of the Hei are specified in Engishiki and consisted
of silk, five coloured cloths, cotton, thread, etc., but though the
amount is prescribed, in practice it seems to have varied.

As already mentioned Nibukawakami formed one of the
Jurokusha selected in Koho 2. (965) to receive hei direct from
the Court and in the final settlement of Choryaku , (1039)
occupied the last place but one in the eight shrines of the
Shimosha The Hei for rain or fine weather were in addition
to the hei at the regularly stipulated feasts. With regard to the
rank of Mizuhanome no Kami we have already seen in the
extract from Chiishinjo that she was granted Lower 5th rank (6)
in Konin 9 (818), promotions are duly recorded in the national
annals up till Upper ,rd in Genkei 1 6 (877) which for some
reason is the last step recognised by the Naimusho in spite of
the entry of Shinkokushi of Kwampyo 9 I2 (897) recording a
promotion of one step to the shrines of the Gokinai and
Shichido. This step would have brought Nibukawakami to
Lower znd, the rank claimed by the shrine itself, but it is by no
means improbable that she was really advanced to Upper rst,
and that before the Ninan era.

After Onin-no-ran the wholo system of the despatch of hei
from the Court broke down and the whereabouts of Nibukawa
kami was lost sight of. Yamatosbi (* In J&), however, under the
heading" Nibu Jinja ", states that there was in existence a ridge
board of Onin 2. (1468) relative to repairs on a large scale and
another of Bummei 2. (1470) recording that the Kannushi, Lower
5th rank (a) Nakatsukasa Shosuke, Fujiwara-no-Hirornitsu carried
out extensive repairs, and we know from "Chikanaga Kyoki "
that in Bummei 4 (1472.) it was still in existence, but after that
all becomes a blank. There is, however, in Yoshida Bunko a
book called Shinto SojOshO (~ it m*:fl;) in which the following
passage is said to appear. "There is "a complete norito of
praying for rain at Nibukawakami. The Kannushi of Nibu,

Minamoto
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Hiroei, and his son Hirohisa, came to see me about their succes
sion for which permission was granted." This is among the writ
ings of Urabe-no-Kanesuke (~ itS. t1), Jingi Taifuku and bears
the date Eiroku 8.7.2.7 (1565). I have not had access to this book.

It was not till after the restoration of peace in the Genwa
era (1615-1624) that any real attempt was made to resume the
old system. In order to show how entirely all knowledge of
Nibukawakami had disappeared it is worth while quoting in
full all that Hayashi Doshun could find to say about it in his
HonchOjinjako (* til " jf: ~). It has to be borne in mind that
Doshun was the first scholar of his age, and moreover anxious
to free Shinto from its Buddhist enthralment. The exact date of
the appearance of HonchOjinjako is not known but Doshun died
in Meireki 3 (1657) and it must therefore have been prior to that.

Doshun writes: "There are places called Nibu in Yamato,
Omi and Kishii. The Nibu-no-Myojin of Kishu, When Kiikai
went to Kishii in Konin 7 (816), in search of a suitable site, he
arrived at length at Koyasan and coming to a steep rocky
place, thickly covered with trees, did not know his way. A
female appeared and said, 'I am the deity of this mountain. At
one time I was guilty of the sin of taking human life, and came
here for refuge. I intended to resume my original appearance,
but as yet no person, who could assist me, has come here.
Now you have come. I will give you this mountain of several
hundred square rio What I pray is that you will take away my
sin.' Then showing Kiikai the way, they came to a level place
half way up the mountain, whereupon she said, 'This is a
fortunate place, build a temple here.' When in the first year of
Genwa of Morokoshi, Kiikai was about to return to Japan, on
the day his ship was to sail, taking in his hand his Sankosho (~

j! *), he prayed saying, 'May I be permitted to introduce the
Shingon doctrines into Japan, and may it spread, and endure
for ages.' Again he prayed that the Sankosho might act as a
divining rod for the place where he should establish himself.
Then facing Japan he threw the Sankosho and it was caught
up in the clouds. Now he found the Sankosho caught in the
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branches of a pine, and knew therefore that the deity has not
lied. Therefore when he established Kongobuji, there he built
a "Taho" 16 ft. high, and the Shingon doctrine flourished
exceedingly in that place. The female deity was Nibu-no
Myojin, I have heard from Shingon people that Nibu-no
Myojin was a separate manifestation of Amaterasu Omikami."

That is all! All that the eminent scholar could find to
say about a shrine which has been one of the twenty-two most
revered shrines in the country was a purely Buddhistic legend.
It is, of course, true that one of the chinjusha of Koyasan was
sacred to Nibukawakami Myojin, and, indeed, a shrine exists
there to this day. From what date it is not clear, but there
was a Jingiiji at Nibukawakami and this temple belonged to
Koyasan. Then in Kwambun 10 (1670) Shirai Soin in his Jinja
Keimo wrote: "Nibukawakami Jinja is in the mountains of
Yoshino Gori in the province of Yamato, in the neighbourhood
of Shimoichi," It seems probable that Shirai was guided
merely by the fact that there was a village called Nibu there,
and a shrine doubtless called Nibu Myojin, ready to hand, but
this was copied by such books as Yamatosbi, Sbosbaicbira« and
Yamato meishozue one after another, and no real research was
made, though convincing evidence was to hand in the Dajokwan
edict of Kwampyo. In Bunkyii 3 (1803) the Emperor Komei
actually despatched an Imperial messenger with hei to Nibu
mura, under the impression that it was the old Nibukawakami
shrine, and in Meiji 4 with little or no investigation, it was, on
the introduction of a new system of grading shrines, put into
the first class and styled Kwarnpeitaisha. Curiously enough,
though as I have already stated, all the old authorities give
Mizuhanome no Kami as the deity of Nibukawakami, Okami
no-Kami, a deity, whose name appears neither in the Ktljiki nor
in the Nihonshoki, was declared to be the deity. Matsuzono
Naoyoshi (~. ~ &) was appointed Daigiiji, and Eto Masazumi
(iI ~ 1£ if), Shoguji, and it did not take them long to discover
that a mistake had been made, and in Meiji 5 (1872.) we find
Masazumi writing as follows :-

Nibukawakami
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.. The reason that this shrine was made a Kwansha last
year was that in a letter Konakamura Kiyo, quoting from Yama
tosbi, said that it was in the Nibu mountains in the neighbour
hood of Shimoichi. At the time of the restoration, the Gojo
Kencho summoned Kawai Yasunaga and Mukai Chikafusa, old
priests of Nibu, and questioned them as to the four boundaries
given in "Kaku,' but they replied that no such places now existed.

"Now on the z6th of the I I th month of last year in
company with Matsuzono Naoyoshi, I worshipped the Mitama
shiro (a mirror); it is only about zoo years old, and the inscrip
tion on the mirrors hanging before the deity are dated Empo 8
and Teikyo 3, respectively, i.e., both Tokugawa era. There is
no proof whatever that this shrine is the Nibukawakami Jinja
which was one of the H shrines to receive Heihaku."

Masazumi then set about trying to discover the real shrine,
and, not unnaturally, his attention was at first attracted by the
village of Kawakami, i.e., he argued if Nibukawakami Jinja was
not in Nibu village, it ought to be in Kawakami village.
There, in the small "aza " of Sako, is a shrine called Sake-no
Jiinisha Gongen, of which all traces of the deity worshipped
had been lost sight of. It seemed appropriate, and, though it
did not tally with the boundaries as described in the edict of
Kwampyo, Masazumi thought there was sufficient resemblance.
Caution, however, was necessary, for nothing like proof that
Junisha Gongen was the old Nibukawakami could be advanced.
The first step was taken in Meiji 6.4 (1873) when the shrine was
officially raised to the rank of Gosha, and from having had bur
40 Ujiko, it became the principal shrine of the 2.3 villages com
prising Kawakami Go. Then in Meiji 7.10 (1874) a further
move was made, and it was decided that it should be considered
as the Oku-no-sha of the shrine at Nibu, which became Kuchi
no-sha, The same deity as worshipped at Nibumura, i.e.,
Okami-no-Kami, whoever he might be, was selected, and with
him, suitably enough, Oyamatsumi no Kami, the guardian deity
of mountains and forests, and Ho no Ikazuchi no Karni, a storm
deity, were worshipped in the Aidono. As time passed, it

Nibukawakami
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became more and more clear that the Nibu shrine, now known
as Kuchi-no-sha, was not the original Nibukawakami shrine,
and the Ujiko of Kawakami did not see why their shrine should
not rank as Kwampeitaisha just as much as Kuchi-no-sha.
Finally on Meiji 29.9.2.6 (1896) Saito Namiharu (lIUi =- ~), then
Giiji, sent in a long petition to the Naimusho in which various
reasons were advanced why the Oku-no-sha should be declared
Kwampeitaisha. These reasons are so utterly puerile that I
refrain from translating them, suffice it to say that there was
not in any of them a shadow of proof that the Oku-no-sha had
any connection with the old Nibukawakami, though quite a
good case was made out why the shrine should cease to have
any connection whatever with the Kuchi-no-sha, and revert to
an ordinary village shrine. One can only suppose that the mind
of the Naimusho had been made up, and they merely required
an application, on which they could act. Be this as it may on
Meiji 29.11.4, the following official announcement appeared in
the Gazette :-

" Kwampeitaisha Nibukawakami 2 za.
"Kamisha Province of Yamato, Kawakami mura oaza

Sako-no-Miya Takaokami.
"Shimosha. Province of Yamato Minami Yoshino Mura

oaza Nibu.
" Kuraokami ".
To the outsider it seems an incomprehensible performance,

for if anything is certain in this world, it is that in old days
there was but one za, and that that za was occupied by Mizu
hanome no Kami. It will be noticed that that more or less
imaginary deity, Okami-no-Kami, disappears, and Takaokami
no Kami, as being the rain deity of the mountains, is assigned
to the Kamisha, and Kuraokami no Kami, the rain deity of the
valleys, to the Shimosha. Shimosha was made the seat of ad
ministration, and the two shrines, though separated by over 20

miles, were considered as one.
I have already stated that after Bummei 4, a veil descended

on the true Nibukawakami Jinja, and that veil is not lifted

Nibukawakami
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until the Keian era (1648-1652.), when the shrine re-emerges,
disguised ,under the title of Aritoshi Daimyojin (itHili* Il,ij jIJI),
and it is to the patient research of Moriguchi Narakichi, that
the identification of Aritoshi and Nibukawakami is due. Before,
however, describing the work of Mr. Moriguchi, it will be well
to see what the records of Aritoshi Myojin disclose. In the
first place a word must be said as to the site: it was in Oga
wamura Komura, at the foot of Takamiyama, on the upper
reaches of the Nibu river, in Yoshino Gori, but almost on the
borders of Ise. It is an isolated spot, and admirably fulfils the
wishes expressed by the deit y in oracle: "in the mountains far
from the voice of man," and secondly it was the Ujigami of
71 villages, viZ·, Omura, in which the shrine is situated,
Kotsugawa, Washikaguchi, Ogumsu and Nakaguro of Ogawa,
and Mio, Sebato and half of Mameo of Shigo,

The first source of information is a collection of ridge
boards, in which fairly full details regarding the building of a
shrine in the 3rd year of Keian (1650) are recorded. Un
fortunately there is nothing to tell us whether, at the same time,
the shrine on the north of the river was also rebuilt, or extensive
repairs carried out, nor have we anything to tell us what induced
the priests to erect a new shrine, viZ., the Hongu above referred
to, on the opposite side of the river, and transfer to it the principal
deity, and then rename the main shrine Aritoshi, but that this
is what happened is the only interpretation that can be drawn.
The big and by far the most important ridge board runs as follows.
"Concerning the building of Nibu shrine.
"Timber collected Keian 3.2.4.
" Work commenced Keian 3.2.8.
" Raising of roof Keian 3.4.2. "

Then follows a list of no less than 17 names, which I will
condense. The first is Fujiwara-no-Kurohyoe, (JIili)Jj{ iL a ~ ffi)
Kannushi, and the second described as Hongwannin and
Toshaboshu ("M" iitl::ljj::t) i.e., a Buddhist priest, doubtless of
Jinguji, then follow two Gon-daiku, and three Waki-daiku,
and one roof daiku, and an accountant, then three Dainegi,

Nibukawakami
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then three Negi Hafuri, and two Miko, and the majority of these
bear the name of Fujiwara. Then follows the date Keian 3. ~ .1 ~ .

Then" Nibu no Miya Honsha Gesengu Josengu (pt ~ 'S" *
it 'F is -g J:. 11 ~)," and the date Keian 3. ~ .16. Gesengu signifies
the ceremony of transferring of the Shintai of a shrine to some
temporary abode, Josengu its re-establishment in a permanent
shrine. This can bear but one meaning, viZ" the two ceremonies
were performed on the same date. Next comes, "a person
of the province of Iyo, Kwaiyu Dai Ajari(ffI"litEAtRift*\IiiJ
~ ~), the above person received 50 momme of silver as a reward
for his services contributed by the eight villages." This would
seem to imply that the ceremony of Gesengu Josengu was
performed by a priest who came specially for the occasion
and was rewarded for his services.

Next comes" Cost of building Gold 2 Kwan 25t momme."
"The above silver was collected according to the system of
the Gun, and from contributions" (i1!l"B" 1li ~ =lit=+ 1£tq 1£5t
@!It ia mIf! z 1tlJ f;t ~ J;J.IIJ ~ $ Jl"1L.rtX ¥t* ii!.), and finally the date
"Keian 3.6+" It is not clear what is meant by the system
of the gun, nor can we be certain of the amount of money in
volved, for in one place the weight is referred to as gold, and
in the other as silver, but even if it was the cheaper metal,
it represents a fairly considerable sum of money. There are
other boards, but they do not add materially to our knowledge.
These ridge boards refer, of course, only to the small shrine
on the far side of the river, and they furnish no proof of the
renaming of the main shrine, but there are two bronze lanterns,
hanging before the main shrine, both inscribed Aritoshi Daimyo
jin, one bearing the date Jokyo 5 (1688), and the other Genroku
7 (1694), i.e., but 38 and 44 years respectively after Keian 3,
and it is clear therefore that the renaming of the shrine was
already a " fait accompli" by Jokyo 5, and it seems only natural
to suppose that the change took place when the image of the
deity was transferred. Reference has already been made to
the fact that there is evidence to show that the deity of Nibu
Kawakami was a female deity and that evidence is the image
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above referred to. It is of very fine workmanship, and, in the
opinion of experts, dates from the late Heian, or early Fujiwara
periods, and beyond question portrays a goddess. It was found
within the shrine, on the south of the water, and is certainly the
shintai referred to in Gesengii Josengii of the Keian ridge
boards. If it is granted that the main shrine was renamed
Aritoshi in Keian, and I do not myself see how it can be denied,
we are faced with the problem of why a famous old shrine
with great traditions and a large staff of priests should suddenly
move its principal shintai and take a new name. It is a problem
to which there is no absolute solution, but there are certain data
from which a plausible theory may be formed. At what date
a Jingiiji was founded at Nibukawakami is not known, but it
was long prior to the Tokugawa era. It was of the Shingon
sect, and belonged to Koyasan, and as we have seen from
Hayashi Doshun's Honcha-Ji'!Ja Ka, there was a Nibu Myojin
on that mountain, and we know from an edict of the Dajo
kwan of Shoo 6 (12.93) that this shrine referred to indiscriminately
as Nibu Myojin and Aritoshi Myojin, and probably, in the Keian
era, mostly known by the latter name, and therefore it is reason
able to suppose that the change of name would be agreeable
to jinguji, and consequently to the powerful Koyasan, Why,
however, should the priest of Nibu wish to conciliate the Buddhist
hierarchy with whom, at many shrines at any rate, relations were
often severely strained? I can myself conceive of one reason
only and that a lack of money. My own theory, and I admit it is
incapable of proof, is that the priests found their shrine rapidly
decaying, and wished either to rebuild, or at least carry out
very extensive repairs, and they did not see how they could
get the necessary funds, unless they could interest the rich and
powerful Koyasan, It must be remembered that the last repairs
ofwhich we have any record were in Bummei 2., 147 years previ
ously. Some sort ofcompact therefore was probably entered into
between the priests of Nibukawakami, and Jingiiji, one condition
of which was that the name of the shrine should be altered.
It will, however, be asked at once why, if the main shrine was
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rebuilt in Keian, have not the ridge boards been preserved, seeing
that those of the small shrine have, but to this objection there
is I think at least a plausible answer. I believe them to have
been purposely destroyed in the early years of Meiji. Nothing
could be a more certain proof of the identity of Aritoshi Myojin
and the old Nibukawakami Jinja, and, as will be seen later, the
priests, knowing that if their shrine was raised to Kwampei rank
they would lose their jobs, wished to conceal that identity.
In support of this theory, I would point out that the authors of
Yamato Shi, writing in the Kyoho era (1716-1736), mention ridge
boards of Onin and Bummei, as being in existence, but these
have now disappeared, and it is my belief that they and the one
of Keian were all purposely destroyed-nothing simpler than
just to drop them in the river. The ridge boards of the small
Hongu were either overlooked, or it was thought, as proved
to be the case, that no one would bother about the small shrine.
The fact that the Gesengu, Josengu ceremonies took. place on
the same day seems to preclude the simultaneous building of
the main shrine and the hongii, but there is nothing to prevent
the rebuilding, or perhaps only extensive repairs of the main shrine,
either just before, or just after, but I reiterate that of this there
is no proof, and it is offered merely as a likely explanation.

It is a matter of some interest, though again one of specula
tion only, whether, in changing the name of their shrine, the prie
sts believed that they were also making a change in the deity wor
shipped, and, at first sight, one would be inclined to think
they did, why else was the principal image transferred to the
new shrine, for there can, I think, be no doubt that the image
found in the Hongu represents Mizuhanome-no Kami. In
addition to this we have seen that Hayashi Doshun was informed
that the Daimyojin was believed to be Amaterasu Omikami.
Nevertheless, it is by no means certain that the priests did think
they were making any change, other than in name and the form
of worship almost certainly remained unaltered, that is to say
it was a rain deity. Moreover, it was certainly a goddess as
evidenced by the image found in the centre of the main shrine.
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This image, too, is of fine workmanship, and dates from the
early Fujiwara period, and, I think myself, represents the same
deity as that found in the Hongii, though it is somewhat curious
that the shrine should have possessed two images of the same
deity, but, in all, they possessed some 23 images, a number
considerably in excess of the deities venerated. The Keian
buildings are: however, no longer in existence and, as there
is no record of a fire, the probabilities are that they simply
decayed, and it is impossible to say, therefore, with certainty,
what they were like, but probably they did not differ materially
from the present buildings, which date from Bunsei 11-12

(1828-1829). Of these buildings I give the following particulars
taken from the Meisaicho of Nara Kencho for Meiji 12.

Honden 4 Ken square,
Haiden 5 Ken by 9 Ken (no longer in existence),
Shinsensho 4 Ken by 3 Ken (now 3 by 2),
Shamusho 8 Ken by 5 Ken (now 10 by 5),
Sanjinsha 7 Ken by ; J' Ken,
Goshinsha 6 Ken by ; ~ Ken,
Hongii 2 Ken by 2 J' Ken,

and in addition there were several other buildings of minor
importance. The same authority gives the shrine precincts
as ;,226 tsubo, with an additional 94 tsubo for Hongu, but these
figures refer to the boundaries fixed in Meiji 4, and not to Bunsei.
Jingiiji, too, up to the restoration, occupied about a cho, together
with ; cho of forest and mountain land. I have given these
statistics to show that it was very far from being a simple village
shrine. There are certain other records chiefly concerning
minor repairs between the Keian and Bunsei eras. It has to
be recorded, however, that Miyaji Naoichi, expert adviser to
the. Naimusho on Shinto matters, is not in accord with the
opinions here expressed. In his view Nibukawakami Jinja has
from the very start been on the site of the present Hongu,
and, though highly venerated, and possessing a large tract of
land, has never been more than one small building.

Aritoshi, he believes, to have been a shrine long ante-
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dating the Keian era, and the deities therein worshipped to
have nothing in common with Nibukawakami. In his opinion
it was probably erected in the most prosperous days of the
JingUij, and served, largely if not entirely, by the Buddhist
priests, who introduced the worship of the Chinjusha • ~ it of
their mother house at Koyasan. He would not commit himself
to saying whom Aritoshi Daimyojin represented, but not, he
thought, Mizuhanome-no-Kami. The great difficulty of accept
ing this theory is the Gesengii Josengu on the same day. Though
small, it is impossible that Hongii should have been built
in one day. There is too the question of how a Toro of kocho
3 (xz63), inscribed Nibu, came to be in the court of Aritoshi
Daimyojin, Moriguchi concurs that Hongu represents the
original site when buildings were erected in Hakuho, but
the presence of a large number of images of deities of fine work
mansihp, of a date not later than the Fujiwara period, seem
to indicate that at some time after the Yoshino Rikyii was
abandoned by the Emperor Shomu, probably early in the Heian
period, a grand shrine was erected on the old palace site. We
must now, however, pass to the Meiji era. In the search for the
old Nibukawakami Jinja, Aritoshi Myojin did not altogether
escape notice, and it was visited by the Nara bugyo Kawadi
Saemon-no-Jo ~ lit$ft III ~ 1£:jfj r,~, and, probably at his
instance, by the Jingihaku, Shirakawa, but, as before mentioned,
the priests fearful of losing their jobs, threw dust in his eyes and
concealed and destroyed records which would have revealed the
origin of the shrine, and Shirakawa, who had been informed that
the shrine possessed records dating back to Hakuho, merely noted
that such records were no longer there, and dismissed the matter
from his mind . Moreover, in spite of very handsome new build
ings in Bunsei the shrine was by no means as prosperous as it had
been in Keian, and, in the early years of Meiji, ihcre was but one
family of priests, and the special intercess ions for rain etc. seem to
have fallen largely into disuse, but, owing to the wilful destruc
tion of the records above noted, it is almost impossible to arrive
at a just estimation of the state of the shrine. It was, however,
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certainly largely in the hands of the Jingiiji priests. At the
close of Meiji 4 (1871), when all the shrines of the country
were newly graded, and the Shimosha mistakenly made Kwarn
peitaisha, Aritoshi Myojin, as being the ujigami of 7}1z villages,
was made a Gosha, but the term Myojin, savouring of Buddhism,
was abolished, and it became necessary to decide who was the
principal deity worshipped. Waka Yamato neko hiko ohohibi
no Mikoto ffd~~T:kT* a a~, i.e., the 9th Emperor
Kaikwa, was selected on the ground apparently that some
Buddhist book speaks of the manifestation of Aritoshi, having
taken place in that reign. It was a purely arbitrary selection,
with nothing whatever to justify it, and had the authorities but
studied the "Shintai," found in the principal za, it should
have been clear that the deity was a goddess. Together with
the Emperor, Izanagi-no-Mikoto, and Uwatsutsu-no-o-no-Mi
koto, a sea deity, were worshipped, and the shrine was of
ficially stated to have been founded in the first year of Bunji
(1185), a statement founded on an entirely unreliable book
called Yoshino Kujiki 1I 11!} fi:$ lie.. The two shrines, right and
left of the main shrine, were declared to be sessha, and, in San
jinja, Ohirurnemuchi-no-Mikoto occupied the centre, with
Homudawake on the east, and Yagokoro Omoekane no
Kami on the west, and, in Gojinja, Izanarni was in the centre,
withSugawara-no-Michizane and Watatsumi-no-Kami on the
east, and Ohokuninushi no Mikoto and Kotoshironushi no
Mikoto on the west. Hongii, was declared to be Mukakusha,
and the abode of Mizuhanome no Kami, and thus the worship
of the main shrine, and that of Hongii were definitely separated.

It was in Meiji 33, while still a student, that Moriguchi
Narakichi, an Ujiko of Aritoshi, started his investigations, and
he soon became convinced in his own mind that not only was
Aritoshi Myojin the same as the old Nibukawakami, but that
it was also the site where Kamu-Yamato-Iwarehiko-no-Mikoto
had worshipped the Gods of Heaven and Earth, both on his
way to found the Empire, and again after his coronation. Sub
stantial proof was, however, for a long time, lacking, and it was

Nibukawakami
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not till Taisho 2.6 that he felt himself in a position to publish
his views, and then, in Taisho 3.7, in conjunction with the priests
and elders, he drew up a memorial to the Naimusho, petitioning
that the shrine might resume its old name of Nibukawakami,
that Mizuhanome no Kami might be reinstated as the principal
deity worshipped, and that with her, her mother, Izanami-no
Mikoto, and Jimmu Tenno, who had originally worshipped
the Gods of Heaven and Earth on this spot, might be associated,
and that the shrine might be promoted to Kwampei rank.
The Governor of Nara, however, refused to forward the
petition, which remained in the prefecture till Taisho 7.7,
when, with a change of Governors, it was forwarded with slight
verbal amendments to Tokyo. Satisfied that there were at
any rate good grounds for the petition, the Naimusho before
long started official investigations, but the matter was a delicate
one. Two mistakes had already been made, and they did not
wish to make a third, and, moreover, there was considerable
agitation among the ujiko of the Kami and Shimo shrines, who
feared that their shrines would lose their rank. Matters hung
fire, and Moriguchi felt that the only course open to him was
to get into close relations with the authorities, and, for this
purpose, early in Taisho 10, resigned a good post of Kotokwan
rank, in order to take the post of Negi of Kasuga Jinja ranking
only as Hannin, but this helped matters considerably, and, by
the end of that year, it was decided that the claim had been
made good, though the official announcement of promotion
was deferred till the following autumn.

The memorial is too long to be translated here but the follow
ing points were urged in proof of its contentions.

I. That the site is in accordance with several poems in
the Manyosb«. I should myself class this as no more than con
tributory evidence.

2.. The site is in exact agreement with the Dajokwan edict
of Kwampyo 7. To my mind this alone is convincing. Not
only do the four places mentioned in the edict lie in the exact
directions mentioned, but the 7~ villages comprised in thatNibukawakami
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territory, are to this day ujiko of the shrine, which, however,
no longer possesses such large tracts of land.

3. There is an old writing in the possession of Kasuga
Jinja in which it is stated that Nibukawakami Jinja is in Ogawa
mura of Yoshino Gori. This document though undated pro
bably belongs to the Oei period (1394-1428) and even though
not a document of great importance, it forms strong corrobora
tive evidence.

4. The shrine possesses a large number of carved wooden
images of exceptionally fine workmanship, which, in the opinion
of experts, date from not later than the beginning of the Fuji
wara period.

S. There is a large stone Toro of fine workmanship in front
of the shrine. A close examination has revealed an inscription,
parts only of which are legible, but the characters Nibu are plainly
visible, as also is the date Kocho 3, and probably 9th month,
and the name Shishu Saemon. This Toro appears to me to
be very strong evidence.

6. Yamato shi speaks of the shrine being in possession
of munefuda of the Onin and Bummei eras (vide ante).

7. The Munefuda of Nibu Hongii of Keian 3. To this
also reference has been made. Here, again, though I do not
consider that it amounts to proof positive, it is certainly strong
corroborating evidence.

8. The fact that an edict of the Dajokwan with regard to
koyasan shows that Nibu Myojin and Aritoshi Myojin refer
to one and the same Myojin,

These 8 points taken in conjunction make overwhelming
evidence, and no reasonable person can have any doubt that
at last the rightful Nibukawakami has been discovered. The
first step taken was the authorisation of the change of name,
and the reinstatement of Mizuhanorne no Kami as the deity
worshipped. This was notified on Taisho II. 9.2., and Gosha
Aritoshi with Kaikwa Tenno as the principal deity became
again Nibukawakami Jinja with Mizuhanome no Karni, and, on
the 16th, the ceremony of transferring the Shintai of the deity
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on the east.

Sessha.
Massha,

from Hongu to the centre position of the Honden was carried
out. At the same time a mirror was substituted for the image
in Hongii. Then, when repairs had been carried out, and the
necessary arrangements made for administration, on Taisho
I!. 10. 2, the shrine was raised in rank to Kwampeitaisha,with
the official designation Nibukawakami Jinja Naka-no-sha, and
the seat of administration removed there. The request that
Jimmu Tenno might be associated with Mizuhanome no Kami
was not acceded to, but Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no
Mikoto were both venerated in the Aidono, there being once
more but I za.

Certain other changes were made, and the names Sanjinja
and Gojinja were abolished, the former becoming Toden, and
the latter Saiden. Hongii was considered as the Oku-no-Miya,
and ranks as Sessha.

The final arrangement was as follows :-
Honden. Mizuhanome-no-Mikoto in the centre with Iza

nagi-no-Mikoto on the east, and Izanami-no-Mikoto on the
west, both in the Aidono, i.e., but one za.

Toden, in the centre, Amaterasu Omikami, with Homuda
wake-no-Mikoto (Ojin Tenno) on the east, and Yagokoro
Omoekane-no-Mikoto on the west.

Saiden, in the centre, Wakayamatoneko hiko Ohohibi-no
Mikoto and Uwatsutsunoo-no-Mikoto.

on the west. Sugawara-no-Michizane,
Watatsumi-no-Kami.
Okuninushi-no-Mikoto.
Kotoshironushi-no-Mikoto,
Mizuhanome-no-Mikoto.
Toshogu, Tokugawa Iyeyasu,
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TABLE I

Emperors Colour of horse I A.D, References

. ~ Shoku-Nibongi
( 1 ) junnin (jt:t:) Black 763 ( ;R2f~-t- -b) (M a * 10)
( 2) Sh6toku (n) .. 766 (;R2fjJJJiI::) .. ( .. )

( 3) K6nin 0\':t) .. 77 1 (ft .::) .. ( .. )
( 4) .. ( ..) .. 772. (.. .=:) .. ( .. )
( 5 ) .. ( ..) .. 773 (.. l!9) " ( .. )

(6) .. ( .. ) .. .. ( .... ) .. ( .. )

( 7 ) .. ( ..) .. 774 (.. 7i.) .. ( .. )

(8) .. (,,) .. " (.. ..) .. ( " )

( 9 ) .. ( ,,) .. 775 (.. *) .. ( .. )

(10) .. (..) white " (.. .. ) .. ( .. )
(II) .. (.) Black 776 (.. -b) .. ( .. )
(12) .. (..) white 777 (.. J\) .. ( .. )

(13) .. ( ,,) .. .. (.. .. ) .. ( .. )

(14) Kammu (milt) Black 788 (~ "-b) .. ( .. )

(15) " ( ,,) .. 79 1 (" -r) , " S ,,, )
, . {Nihon kokl

(16) He izei (2fPit) " 808 <:1;: FR.I .=:) (a * ~ e>
, _ . {Sboku-Nibon K6ki

(17) Nunmyo (t:!JJl) white 835 (jJ; lP::) (Ma*Utfi3)
(18) .. ( ,,) .. 838 (" :n.) .. ( " )

{
Colour not } ()

(19) " ( " ) mcntioned" (" .. ).. ..
(20) .. ( .. ) wh ite 847 ( .. +29) .. ( ," )
( ) M k ,*,*) {Colour not } 8 (.~ _ =\ {Montoku-Jltsuroku

21 onto U~Al'S mcntioned 51 l- n ~w (:51: til! • Ql)
(22 ) " (,,) .. 8H ('Jlf fir::) " ( .. )

, .... hi (I ' bl) 8 (.!t lIII -) {Sandai-Jitsuroku(23) Seiwa (1I'3;f1l) w ItC It. ue 59 ~ IIPt JC (.=: .ft II( if)
(24) " ( .. ) Black 866 (.. }\) .. ( .. )

(25) .. ( .. ) .. 875 ( .. +-b) .. ( .. )
(26) .. ( " ) white .. (.. " ) .. ( .. )
(27) Y6Zei (WlR!() Black 877 0fj ,. JG) .. ( .. )

(28) .. ( ..) .. " (" " ) .. ( .. )

(29) .. ( ..) .. 878 (.. ::) .. ( .. )

(30) .. (..) whitc .. (.. .. ) " ( .. )
(31) N (..) Black 880 (.. l!9) .. ( .. )

(3 2) .. ( ..) .. .. (.. .. ) .. ( .. )

(33) .. ( .. ) white 883 (.. -b) .. ( .. )
(34) K6k6 0l:~) Black 885 (t: lP JG) .. ( .. )

(35) .. ( ,,) whitc 886 (.. ::) .. ( .. )

(36) .. ( ..) .. 887 (.. .=:) " ( .. )

,,)

(;R2fjJJJiI::)(;R2fjJJJiI::)(;R2fjJJJiI::) Nirnmy
NirnmyNirnmy
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A.D.

TABLE II

Emperors

( I ) Sboroku ( f1ij ~)

( z ) Konin O'tt)
( 3 ) Junna (n::f:1l)

(4) Nirnmy6 (tlJJl)

( 5 ) " ( " )

(6) " ( " )

(7) " ( ,,)

( 8 ) .. (..)

(9) .. (,,)

(10) .. ( " )

(II) .. ( " )

(12 ) " ( " )

(13) .. ( ,, )

(14) .. ( " )

(15) .. ( " )

(16) .. (,,)

(17) .. ( .. )

(18) .. ( .. )

(19 ) .. ( .. )

(20 ) .. ( " )

(2 I) .. ( " )

(22) Montoku( )C ~ .!.\)

(23 ) Sciwa (m:f:u)

(24) " ( .. )

(25) " ( .. )

(26) " ( " )

(27) .. ( " )

(28) " ( " )

(29) " ( " )

(30 ) .. ( " )

(3 1) " ( .. )

(32 ) Yoze i (~JiX)

(33) K6k6 (Jt:~)

(34) .. ( " )

..
o
<I>

15
.<::
c
os
-5...
o
-5o
~c0;:;

~o

~
..

66 (=m.""' ~ -) . Shoku-Nihon gi
7 A.-n 1' i(E - ( ~ fl ;{;: rcl)
773 (ft is [!g) " ( ,. )
833 (X . J.'<. -r) {ShOku-Nihonk 6ki

= ! ( f!i. B * ~l!i3 )
836 (;jJ; 'fP ~ ) .. ( " )
839 (" ~ ) " ( " )

u (" " ) " ( " )

" (" ,,) It ( U )

U (u " ) u ( " )

u (" " ) " ( " )

840 (" -b) " ( " )

(" ,,) " ( It )

U (" ,, ) " ( u )

84 I (" i\) " ( " )

" (" ,,) " ( " )

" (" ,, ) " ( It )

842 (" iLl " ( " )
u (" ,, ) " ( It )

843 (" +) .. ( " )
848{ ( " i -Ii:) ( )

m IlT~jf;'(; 5G) " "
u (" ,,) " ( " )

850 (!i ij¥ ::::) " ( " )
8 8 (+ "" -) .{Monroku-J irsu ro.ku

5 A. t,r;, - I ° .()C ~ 'gU'p.)
8 (.!< 1m -) I{Sandal-Jitsuroku

59... M /G . (:::: ft 1ll ~)
" (" ,,) ,,( " )

866 ( " i\) .. ( " )
867 (" 7L) " ( " )

87 r ( " + ~) " ( .. )

873 ( " -J-11.) " ( " )

874 ( .. -1-/" ) " ( " )
875 ( " -J--f:;) .. ( " )

875 (" " ) " ( .. )

883 (5G &! -f:;) " ( .. )

885 (t: ~ 5G) " ( .. )

88S (" " ) .. ( " )

NirnmyNirnmy

Nirnmy

Nirnmy

Nirnmy

Nirnmy

Nirnmy
Nirnmy
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Crest of the Shrine and Writing by
Viscount Machijiri Kazuhiro

HlRAOKA JINJA

it IMl JIitIJ jftf:

Hiraoka Jinja

The following account of Hiraoka Jinja is written to
represent the "Kawachi Maru," one of the I 2 vessels of ap
proximately 6,000 tons with which the N.Y.K. opened their
European Service in 1896. The connection between the two
is perhaps not very obvious, but the vessel was named after
the province of Kawachi, one of the Gokinai, or 5 "home pro
vinces," and the shrine is the Ichinomiya or principal shrine
of the province. It was therefore under the aegis and protec
tion of the deities of Hiraoka that the " Kawachi Maru " ren
dered her faithful service, extending over 36 years, to the com
pany.

I have boldly stated that Hiraoka Jinja is the Ichinomiya
of Kawachi, and I do so on the authority of Dai Nibon Ichinomiyalei
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which includes it under the title Hiraoka Daimyojin (.JJt IIill * an iJIl)
and for the deity says "called Hiraoka (tt~) no Kami. This
is Ameno Koyane no Mikoto who is also worshipped in the
,rd Goten of Kasuga (.8)." This is confirmed by Ichinomiya
Junkeikj in which the author Tachibana Miyoshi states that he
visited .JJt IIill * IIJJ filii, the Ichinorniya of Kawachi, on Genroku
10.6.10, and that the Betto was absent, but that he saw the Kan
nushi. It is moreover the tradition of the shrine. There
is however another claimant for the honour in Katano Jinja,
in Makino Go, of Kita Kawachi Gun. No documentary
evidence exists, but the shrine, which claims to have been
founded in the reign of the Emperor Suinin, was rebuilt in
Keicho 7, by Hideyori, Katagiri Azuma no sho (Katsumoto)
being the Bugyo, and on the Munafuda of the Go Honden is
written iPr ffl tt ~ ~ Z 1r ~, "The Ichinomiya of Hirano-Go
Kashu." Also on the Torii before the western gate of the shrine
on the northern pillar" Ichinomiya Go Ho Zen" (-1r 'Hl tiI)
and on the southern the date Kwansei 8.

Kawachi is now very small, but until 716, it included the
present province of Izumi. It is rich in historical associations,
and it was within its borders that the ,rd Emperor Annei ruled
the Empire, from the palace of Ukiana no Katashio. Kawachi
was again the seat of Government in the reign of the Emperor
Hansho, and for part of the reign of the Emperor Keitai.

It contains also the largest of all the Misasaki, Mozunomi
mihara, the great Zernpokoen (HfJ 17 ~ 1m) mausoleum of the
Emperor Nintoku (now in Izumi), and many other Imperial
tombs. Perhaps Kawachi's greatest son was the renowned
Kusunoki Masashige, whose son lies buried close to his shrine,
Shijo Nawate Bekkaku Kwampeisha, which is but, miles north
of Hiraoka, My most sincere thanks are due to Machijiri
Kazuhiro for kindly writing the Japanese title of this place,
"Kashii ichi no miya Hiraoka Jinja" (vide above). Kashu,
it should be explained, is an alternative name for the province
of Kawachi. Viscount Machijiri is not only the Senior honorary
Shoten, but is a direct descendant of Arne no Koyane no Mikoto.

the Ichinorniya

the Ichinorniya

the Ichinorniya

the Ichinorniya
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There are in Kawachi 123 za, of which 23 Dai, included in En
gishiki, and this number is increased by a further 62, of which I

Dai, if the shrines now in Izumi be added. Hiraoka Jinja in
Hiraokamura, lzumoi, of Nakakawachi Gun, was one of the 28
shrines selected in Meiji 4, for inclusion in the highest class, viz.
Kwampeitaisha, but before studying the history of the shrine
it will be well to see what is known with regard to the deities.
There are 4 za, and Jing!i oyobi Kwankokuheisha icbiran records
their names as follows :-

Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, Hirne Kami. Takemikazuchi
no Mikoto. Iwainushino Mikoto.

The parentage of Ameno Koyane no Mikoto is not al
together certain, but the Fujiwara family, who claim him as
their first ancestor, adopt the following genealogical table.
Tsuhaya musubi no Kami-Ichichimusubi no Kami-Kokoto
musubi no Kami-Ameno koyane no Mikoto, and to continue
Arne no oshikumone no Mikoto, the Wakamiya of Hiraoka,
Arne no taneko no Mikoto, the founder of the shrine, the Naka
tomi family-the Fujiwara family. The first mention we find
of Ameno koyane in the Kojiki is B;J( ~ m f.t1P 7J:£ f.t ffij rJ ~ ;J(
~Wz~~~z~~ffij~;J(~Wz;J(~~~ffij~~~~~~ffij;J(~

iu z1i a i4t It ft*~ ~ 1f ± .1f ± ffij . ., The occasion is the
retreat of Amaterasu Omikami into Ama no iwado, and the
deliberation of the other deities to induce her to emerge, and
the passage quoted gives the work assigned to the two deities,
Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, and Futotama no Mikoto, to carry
out the plan formed by Omoikane no Kami. They were in
structed to perform divination by means of cherry bark, and
the shoulder bone of a stag, both from Arne no Kaguyama,
and to pull up a 500 branch sakaki tree etc. Then w5C m1fir ;fli
7J ~ B F ii! • a ffij viz. "Arne no koyane prayerfully recited
grand liturgies." ;J( ~ m. fip 1P 7J:£ fip m ffI :it ~ ~ * ;J( II«*~ z, ~
"When Arne no Koyane no Mikoto pushed forward the
mirror and respectfulIy showed it to Amaterasu Omikami," and
lastly .;J( ~ liHtr;(P JJ::ItiJt ... n li~_ ~ j: -no ffij;J( ~-&. This
passage belongs to a later date when the Heavenly Grandchild

Arne no taneko no Mikoto, the founder of the shrine, the Naka
Arne no taneko no Mikoto, the founder of the shrine, the Naka
Arne no taneko no Mikoto, the founder of the shrine, the Naka

Arne no taneko no Mikoto, the founder of the shrine, the Naka

Arne no taneko no Mikoto, the founder of the shrine, the Naka
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made his descent. cc Then joining to him Arne no Koyane
no Mikoto, Futotama no Mikoto ... in all ~ chiefs of com
panies, they sent him down from Heaven." This is practically
all the information contained in Kojiki, but it is confirmed by
Nibonsboei, which in addition has the following :-m", jJ If fa
i!l!;g iiIl::R 51!. Ibi'jt JUl it • ~ ::R ~ !i fit "The deities sent Ameno
Koyane no Mikoto, son of Kogotomusubi no Kmi, and first
ancestor of the Nakatomi no Muraji.' Also A x 5l mfit 3:: f,ljl ~

z; *U§. ~ -&at1*J;I. :t: I!i z r .. ffii. f±:m and this was the origin
of Arne no Koyane no Mikoto having charge of divine matters.
Therefore he was made to divine by means of the greater divi
nation and thus to do his service," and finally U!: iWJ x ~ mfit :t::£
1flt tlt• =fii1II !JF raJ ffl: tN: P'J 'If :$ Vi it: "Attend to me ye two gods,
do ye also remain together in attendance and guard it well."
This is a passage of great importance. The occasion is when
Amaterasu Omikami has just handed over Yata no Kagami to
the Heavenly Grandchild, and C< it" refers to the mirror. On
this the Nakatomi and Imbe families based their claim to be
the guardians of the heavenly regalia. There are numerous
other passages in which the name of Ameno Koyane no Mikoto
appears, for instance we are told that he again recited his great
purification liturgy at the time of the expulsion of Susanoo-no
Mikoto, but I do not think they add greatly to our knowledge.

Kogoshui, written as it was to vindicate the claims of the
Imbe family against the Nakatomi, nevertheless, testifies to
the important position of the latter. Thus we read filt x fi =r. fit
;J,;;.~m1llrz~M~x9!lI!lUI!: .. Arne no Taneko no Mikoto,
grandson of Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, expiated the Heavenly
and Earthly offences." This was at the time of the enthrone
ment of the Emperor Jimmu and again ~ J;I. ~ Ci ~ 1I~ =~ {n ~: ~
ijjii] me. z -.: " the two families of Nakatorni and Imbe were entrust
ed with the officeof divine worship at the Imperial Court." The
above quotations are, I think. sufficient to show the nature
of the ~ Jii1lI iJ. or divine virtues of Arne no Koyane no Mikoto,
He was chief liturgist, and ritualist of Takamagahasa, and ac
companied the Heavenly Grandchild to fulfil the same functions

Imbe family against the Nakatomi, nevertheless, testifies to
Imbe family against the Nakatomi, nevertheless, testifies to

Imbe family against the Nakatomi, nevertheless, testifies to

Imbe family against the Nakatomi, nevertheless, testifies to

Imbe family against the Nakatomi, nevertheless, testifies toimportance.importance.
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here on earth. It may be explained that Nakatomi, the name
borne by his descendants, is considered to be an abbreviation
ofNakatoriomi (lflfJlGi), which is interpreted as being the subject
who acted as intermediary between the Deities and the Emperor.

In my article on Chichibu Jinja which appeared in this
magazine for September, 1935, I have already mentioned that
Hirata Atsutane identifies Arne no Koyane no Mikoto with
Omoikane no Kami, an identification, however, that I find
impossible to accept. According to some authorities, Otori
no Muraji, the deity of Oteri Kwampeitaisha, in the province
of Izumi, is really Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, though shrine
tradition is to the effect that he is Yamato takeru no Mikoto.
Arne no Koyane no Mikoto is widely venerated all over the
Empire, and I recently came across an interesting Sonsha (;It it)
in his honour. It is called Umeda Jinja, and is in the village
of Asahi (JIll), in Minami Kuwata Gun in the province of Tamba.
According to a munafuda in possession of the shrine the present
Honden, 1 Ken nagare zukuri, dates from Engen 3 (1338). There
is also an interesting Hangi (Jl!i *) portraying Jiiichimen Kwannon
who was regarded as the Honchi (*ilIl) of Arne no Koyane no
Mikoto. This Hangi would appear to date from about the end
of the Kamakura period Undoubtedly at Hiraoka, also, Arne no
Koyane no Mikoto was, prior to Meiji, also worshipped under
a Buddhist equivalent, but Otsubo Tomi, the present Giiji,
informs me that there is now no record with regard to the
Honchi. At Kasuga Jinja, however, Arne no Koyane no
Mikoto was represented by Jizo, and the probabilities are
therefore in favour of Jizo at Hiraoka. There is little to be
learnt from the characters with which his name is written, but
Motoori was of opinion that it signifies the Heavenly Beckon
ing Ancestor, and attributes it to the part played by him in induc
ing the Sun Goddess to emerge from her retirement, though
he can scarcely be said to have " beckoned." Another explana
tion is that Koya is an abbreviation of Kotoaya (13 itt). In one
account in Nihonshoki, Amaterasu Omikami, in her retirement
in Arne no Iwato, when she heard the liturgy recited by Arne
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no Koyane, said Ie many prayers have been offered me of late,
but of none has the language been so beautiful as this. Kotoaya
is literally" words" and " brocade," but it is suggested that the
name was bestowed on Arne no Koyane because his words
were as beautiful as brocade. The late Sir Ernest Satow,
however, was of opinion that Koya was probably a place name.
There is one point with regard \.0 the name that requires mention.
At Hiraoka it is written ~ ~ m~ ~ but the character ~ is clear
ly a later addition, for u d0es not appear in Kojiki, Nihonshoki,
Kogoshiii, or KHjiki, and we do not fi::!d it till we come to ShokR
Nihonkoki under date Showa 3 (836). It has however no
significance. A Hime kami is worshipped in many shrines,
but it is not always the same Hime Kami.

At Hiraoka she is said to be the consort of Arne no Koyane
no Mikoto, of whom however nothing is known, though.ac
cording to the Nakatomi genealogical table, she is said to
have been Arne no Mitsutamateruhime, the daughter of Toyo
mikatama. The names of neither of these deities are to be found
in the canonical books, but the Nakatorni Keizu is unquestionably
old. In the old days, shrines were generally in charge of a
woman, and I am inclined to think that, as a rule, at shrines where
Hime no Kami is worshipped, she is the first Saishu, who was
apotheosised after her death. We have, at the present day, an
example of this at the Naikii of Ise, where there is a Bekkii,
sacred to Yamatohime, who, although actually the second Itsuki
no Miya, was the founder of the shrine at Yamada. The tradi
tion of Hiraoka however points to two deities, Arne no Koyane,
and Hime no Kami, having been worshipped at a very early
date, and it is not therefore impossible that she was really the
consort of Arne no Koyane.

It is worth mentioning that Kawasbi MeishOZlle gives Ohirume
no Mikoto, instead of Hime no Kami and moreover assigns
to her the first Goten, Arne no Koyane no Mikoto the znd,
Iwainushi the 3rd, and Takemikazuchi no Kami the 4th. Ohi
rume no Mikoto is, of course, another name for Amaterasu
Omikami, and the fact that Hime no Kami reached no higher
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than the Lower 3rd rank, which she attained on Jogwan 1.1.27,
is sufficient, I think, to prove the falsity of this claim. Kaiuacbi
MeishOzfle (fiiI n4iPh 11I*), which was published in Kyowa I

(1801), is in no sense a scholarly work, but being devoted to
the single province of Kawachi, it undoubtedly reflects the
current opinion of the time. The origin of the claim is, how
ever, not far to seek, for it was taken from Kasuga, where, pre
sumably to enhance the reputation of their shrine, the Shake
stated that Hime no Kami was Amaterasu Omikami, and even
at one time went so far as to say that the Wakamiya was sacred to
the 8 children of the Sun Goddess and Susanoo no Mikoto
instead of Arne no Oshikumone no Mikoto, son of Ameno
koyane no Mikoto.

The Naimusho, to this day, it may be mentioned, maintain
that Hime Kami of Hirano Jinja is Amaterasu Omikami.

I shall refer again later to the order of the Goten. Take
mikazuchi no Mikoto, and Iwainushi no Mikoto were deities
entrusted with making the necessary preliminary preparations
for the descent of the Heavenly Grandchild, but the former
is the principal deity of Kashima J ingii, and the latter of Katori
] ingii, and as I hope, at some future date, to write of these
shrines, I shall say no more of them here, the more so as they
were additions, and were not, as will be seen later, worshipped
at Hiraoka till nearly 1,500 years after its foundation. In
addition, Arne no Oshikumone no Mikoto is wcrshipped at
the Wakamiya: he is regarded as the son of Amenokoyane no
Mikoto. The name of this deity appears nowhere ' in Kojiki,
Nihonshoki, KHjiki C-« fa) or Kogosbiii, though the latter book
states that Arne no Taneko no Mikoto was the grandson of
Arne no Koyane no Mikoto. Nevertheless though his name
does not appear in the usually accepted canon, it does appear
in " Nakatomi no Yogoto " (q:. C!. a ii'm). The text of this Yogoto
is preserved only in a book called Daiki beW (ll ~ c ill] Ie) written
by Fujiwara no Yorinaga in Koji I (1142). In the form there
presented it would appear in the opinion of experts to have
been composed towards the end of the Nara era, or early in the
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HlRAOKA JINJA 295

Heian era. but we know beyond doubt that the Yogoto existed
long prior to this.

Under date the Empress Jito, 4th year, rst month. rst day,
Nibonsbohi, in describing the ceremonies at the time of the
enthronement of the Empress jue, records "Nakatomi no
Oshishima Asomi recited a congratulatory prayer of blessings
from the Heavenly Deities" (at 7Z jljlWliii.J). This was clearly
the Nakatorni no Yogoto; subsequently it was appointed to

be read but once in each regin, at the Imperial Palace. on the
day after the Daijosai, and for this reason doubtless did not
find inclusion in EngishikJ. The Daijosai, however. fell
into abeyance after Onin-no-ran, and when. in the reign of the
Emperor Higashiyama, it was revived, the Nakatomi no Yogoto
had been forgotton, and it was not till Motoori Norinaga
discovered it in DaikJ Bekki, that its recital was revived at the
Daijosai of the Emperor Ninko, I am indebted for these details
to my friend Izumoji Michijiro, Shashi of Shimo Goryo Jinja,
Kyoto. It is the prerogative of Viscount Fujinami, the direct
descendant of the Onakatorni, to read the Yogoto. There can
I think be no doubt that it is entitled to be considered ofcanonical
authority.

Though rather long I think no apology is required for
quoting in extenso the portion of the Yogoto referring to
Arne no Oshikumone no Mikoto, for it is a beautiful specimen
of Japanese prose. e:p l"a JJj;I fi jIJ., X ~ m:ffHlt, £ :jtlI ~ ~ }1~ Mfi
~~ft~,x~ ~m~~,7ZJJ=L~$L~,~~~~~~~JJ~
~ ~ at 11!. Itt~, £. ~ if: 13: JJ~ II! til 7)(at f 1$~ ~ IIIJJ7)( JI, X ~ 7)( ~
~ ~11: 111 iiI:.1I::., .tt~~~~.l!:. 7Z Nl. ~ ;fl:jIjl, X JJFM'li~*~.
J:~L~J;!;, ~il8:t~i&~'lfit JJ~~ $ i1tat,X JJ3.:~~.~ $g;. J1t ~
.~~~& ~~a~~a ••& 7Z$m~JJ~mn.~mg;*4
~Il Itt "* lit, JliUD at, iij ~ 1= Ett tlUi If ~ ~ /f1"1, I§I ;K: T X JJi\.1t IU~, llt
~ ~. , g; X =Ifj\ 7)(.Jl:p}f lift it .Jl:$ ~. j(. It is easier to quote than
to translate. but the following, I hope. conveys the mean
ing :-" Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, the remote ancestor
of the Nakatomi family, served the Heavenly Grandson,
and sent Arne no Oshikumone no Kami to Arne no Futanobor.i
to make respectful enquiries from Kamurogi, Kamuromi no

day after the Daijosai, and for this reason doubtless did not
find inclusion in EngishikJ. The Daijosai, however. fell
into abeyance after Onin-no-ran, and when. in the reign of the
Emperor Higashiyama, it was revived, the Nakatomi no Yogoto
had been forgotton, and it was not till Motoori Norinaga
discovered it in DaikJ Bekki, that its recital was revived at the
Daijosai of the Emperor Ninko, I am indebted for these details
to my friend Izumoji Michijiro, Shashi of Shimo Goryo Jinja,
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2.96 HIRAOKA JINJA

Mikoto regarding the drinking water of the Heavenly Grand
child, and solicit Heavenly water (Amatsurnizu) to add to the
water of this visible world. In accordance with his instructions,
Arne no Oshikumone no Kami riding on Ame no Ukigumo,
i.e, the floating clouds of Heaven, ascended to Arne no Futa
nobori, and presenting himself before Kamurogi Kamuromi no
Mikoto stated his mission. Thereupon their Augustnesses
entrusted to him Arne no Tamakushi bidding him to stand
it upright, and, from the evening till the following dawn, intone
Amatsunorito-no-Futonorito, (and they instructed him saying)
" if thou dost thus intone them, by the divine power, by noon,
bamboo shoots will grow in profusion, and under them will
appear Arne no Yai, let the Heavenly Grandchild use this as
Heavenly Water." Then in Shinmyo bissbo (jIjl;f;~ i!t), written
by Watarai Yukitada, in the Koan era, (12.78-12.87) we find ~
**m~~,~r~.~,X~~~,~x~~~,m~m~oo,XA
m*:ty., ill Z lRBI} lli Blj, X~~. " When Hikohohodemi no
Mikoto descended from Heaven, Arne no Oshikumone
no Mikoto made a passage through the eightfold clouds
of Heaven, purifying the way with a Heavenly liturgy."
It would seem probable that Hikohohodemi no Mikoto
here is a slip of the brush, and should really be Ninigi
no Mikoto. Yukitada (12.35-1305), it should be mentiond, was
the founder of the Watarai family, who generation after genera
tion served the Toyouke shrine (Gekii) at Ise, but both he and
his successors held distinctly heterodox views.

It will be noticed that in neither of these books is Arne no '
oshikumone no Mikoto categorically stated to be a son of Arne
no Koyane no Mikoto, but the inference is I think a fair one.
In Shaku Nihongi, written by Urabe no Kanekata, about the end
of the r jth century, we find however" Arne no Taneko no
Mikoto, grandson of Arne no koyane no Mikoto, son of Arne
no Oshikumone no Mikoto (X ffjl*~ ~ )." Arne no Oshikumone
no Mikoto is also the deity of the Wakamiya of Kasuga (~ a ~ s).
This shrine was founded only in the reign of the Emperor
Sutoku, but he had been worshipped in the Aidono since the
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reign of the Emperor Ichijo, At Kasuga, the Wakamiya matsuri
vies in splendour and interest with that of the main shrine, but,
at Hiraoka, there is no special festival, and the Goten is very
small. There is no record as to when it was founded.

The Naimusho allow only the lower znd rank (;111ft) to Arne
no koyane, though on what grounds I fail to see. The authority
for this is Shoku NihonkokJ, where, under date Showa 6.10,
we find cc Shosammi Arne no koyane is promoted to Lower znd ;
Lower 4th (a) Rime no kami to Upper 4th (b)," but, under date
Jogwan 1. 1.2.7, Sandaijitsllroku records cc Lower rst Ameno
Koyane no Mikoto is promoted to Upper rst, and Uppe r 4th
Rime no kami to Lower 3rd." It is true that the promotion
from Upper znd to Lower rst is nowhere chronicled, but
MonftJksljitsllrokll, in Saiko 3.10, speaks of the despatch of Hohei
(~~) to Lower rst Hiraoka no Kami, i.e. Arne no Koyane no
Mikoto. We may now turn to the history of the shrine, but,
unfortunately, there are no old records, and we have little to
guide us beyond tradition and tradition is to the effect that the
worship of Arne no Koyane no Mikoto and his consort Rime no
Kami at Hiraoka was inaugurated by Arne no Taneko no Mikoto,
three years before the founding of the Empire, i.e. in B.C.
663. Arne no Taneko no Mikoto who had succeeded to his
grandfather's office of chief liturgist was unquestionably one
of Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no Mikoto's most trusted advisers.

It will be recalled that His Ausgutness originally essayed
to enter Yamato from the west, but he was intercepted by
Nagasunehiko, at Kusaka, and Nibonsbohi records cc the Imperial
forces were unable to proceed," and moreover Itsuse no Mikoto
was mortally wounded. A retreat was decided upon, but the
project in no sense abandoned. Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no
Mikoto realised that in attempting to attack from the west, i.e.
against the sun, he was acting in a manner unbecoming to the
descendant of the Sun Goddess, and we find him addressing
his troops saying " then sacrificing to the Gods of Heaven and
Earth, and bringing on our backs the might of the Sun Goddess
let us follow her rays and trample them down." That is to

Oshikumone
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298 HIRAOKA JINJA

say he determined to attack again, this time from the east,
but before doing so to hold a solemn service of prayer. The
national annals tell us no more, but shrine tradition is to the
effect that the future Emperor ordered Arne no Taneko no
Mikoto to worship his ancestor Arne no Koyane no Mikoto,
a deity of good fortune, and the originator of the forms of
worship, and Hime no Kami, and pray for the subjugation
of the country.

The site was the top of Kamitsuyama in Naka Kawachi
gori i.e. the hill at the foot of which Hiraoka Jinja now stands.
A Himorogi was doubtless erected for the sacrifice, and from that
time the whole mountain was regarded as sacred, but there were,
of course, no buildings.

It seems quite clear that the original name was 2f IUd literally
flat hill, and according to shrine tradition it was derived from
the fact that the place where the Himorogi was erected was a
level spot (~), Hira, on the top of the hill (IUd). ~, however,
was subsequently changed to ;ft, but exactly when the change
took place is not known. Monfokn jifsNroku, under date Saiko
3 has 2f but Sandaijifsurokn, in Jogwan I, has ;ft, though in
the same book subsequently, in two places, we find ¥-, and the
change was probably gradual.

Then, in Hakuchi 2, (651) in the reign of the Emperor
Kotoku, who made Naniwa his capital, buildings were for
the first time erected approximately on the present site i.e. the
centre of worship was moved from the summit of Kamitsuyama
to its foot in the present Hiraoka mura, Izumoi. In Hoki 9
(778), a further change was made, and two Goten were added,
one for Takemikazuchi no Kami and the other for Iwainushi
no Kami. As already stated, these deities are respectively the
deities of Kashima and Katori, but they also occupy the rst
and znd Goten of Kasuga at Nara, and it was, I think, in order
to bring Hiraoka into conformity with Kasuga that the additions
were made. Though, as already shown, the Nakatorni, and,
therefore, the Fujiwara were unquestionably descended from
Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, the latter had a special veneration
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for Takemikazuchi no Kami who was made the principal deity
of Kasuga which might not improperly be described as the FUJi
wara ubusuna sha. I incline to believe the explanation of this
lies in the fact that the first Fujiwara, Kamatari, belonged, not
to the main line of the Nakatomi, but to a collateral which had
settled in Hidachi, and became the hereditary priests of Kashima
Jingii. There is, I think, nothing strange in the fact that the
worship of Kashima and Katori was added to Hiraoka, but the
Hoki era is not the time when I should have expected it for
during the Emperor Konin's reign the Fujiwara, though in
no sense under eclipse, were experiencing a lull, and Momokawa
alone enjoyed the intimate confidence of his sovereign. I
should, therefore, be inclined to regard it as due to the in
fluence of the Kannushi of Hiraoka. In a sense, however, it
may be regarded as merely a return of courtesy.

According to shrine tradition at Kasuga, it was on the in
vitation of Takemikazuchi no Mikoto that Arne no Koyane no
Mikoto and Hime Kami took up their abode at Kasuga. The
date generally assigned is Jingo-Keiun 2. (768) though Kasuga
Yllraiki (~B m* lie) says 5th year of the Emperor Kotoku i.e.
649·

That the worship of Hiraoka was in the hands of the des-
cendants of Ame-no-Koyane no Mikoto admits of no doubt,
but, beyond this, it is difficult to say who they were.

Kojiruien quotes from a book called Genyoki, which states
that, in the loth year of the Emperor Temmu, the Udaijin Kiyo
maro came to the shrine to offer Heihaku, and that later, when he
had retired, he settled at the village of Hiraoka, and that his
descendants served the shrine generation after generation.
There is however clearly a mistake, for Kiyomaro had not even
been born in the reign of the Emperor Temmu and became
Udaijin only in Hoki 2.. (771). He was by birth a Nakatomi,
but in Keiun 3 (706) he received the additional character *
and became the first Onakatomi. It was Nakatomi no Muraji
who was Udaijin to the Emperor Temmu. Genyoki (ft ~ lie).
it should be mentioned, is a manuscript book in 30 volumes in
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possession of Todaiji, and bears the date Bunji 4.4. (IISS),
but it contains facts inconsistent with that date, and was probab
ly written by a priest of Todaiii in the early Tokugawa period.
Moreover we have seen that buildings were erected as early as
Hakuchi 2 (65I), and certainly from this time there must have
been an officially recognised Kannushi, though it is of course
not impossible that the addition of the 2 za in Hoki 2 involved
a change in the holder of the office. In Sbojiroku we find Hiraoka
(Lfi-Wd) no Muraji, descendant of Tahimi no Omi, r jth generation
from Tsuhaya Musubi no Kami. He appears among the
Shimbetsu (j11 BrJ) of Kawachi. Among the Shimbetsu of Settsu
is Nakatorni no Tsuka no Muraji, who is described as the des
cendant of Tahimi no Omi, loth in descent from Ameno Koyane
no Mikoto, and therefore Hiraoka no Muraji was clearly a
Nakatomi.

It is evident, I think, that a branch of the family early
settled at Hiraoka, possibly from the time of the Emperor
Jimmu, and assumed control of the worship. Though it
is pure speculation, it occurs to me as possible that Hiraoka
no Muraji, jealous perhaps of the high status enjoyed by Kasuga,
obtained permission to add to his own shrine the two deities
which had brought the Nara shrine such prosperity.

There are but few references in history to the Kannushi
of Hiraoka, but, though the name of Nakatomi was dropped,
there is I think no doubt that right up to the Meiji era Hiraoka
Jinja continued to be served by the descendants of its principal
deity. We find the names of Mizuhai (lKJE) and Torii (.~jj:) as
Kannushi in the Tokugawa era, and there is a document of
Keicho 10 (1605) signed Mizuhai Sakon. At the time of the
restoration a Mizuhai appears to have been both a ~. and a ft.

The order of the Goten would seem to have undergone
several changes. At the present day the Goten of Amenokoyane
is NO.1, though curiously enough the position that it occupies
would indicate that it was No.2, that is to say the Goten face
west and the most southern is the Goten of Hime no Kami which
however is reckoned as No.2. The No. I Goten stands next
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to the No. z on the north. As will be seen, however, from the
picture of the shrine the approach faces the Goten of Arne no
koyane. In Ka11lafhi meishozue, however, which was published
in Kyowa 1, the Goten of Hime no Kami is stated to be NO.4,
and it was not till the Meiji era that it was promoted to NO.2.

Then, though the name of Takemikazuchi no Kami appears
before that of Iwainushi in Jingu ~bi K11Iankoksibeisha icbiran,
the 3rd Goten belongs to Iwainushi no Karni and the 4th to
Takemikazuchi no Kami, If my surmise, and it is no more, that
the Kannushi hoped for increased prosperity from the addition
of two Goten from Kasuga, I think, that the experiment proved
a failure, for the shrine came to be regarded rather as an off
shoot of Kasuga, and, possibly, for this reason, it was not in
cluded among the 22 sha to receive U Heihaku " direct from the
Court. Nevertheless it is clear that though it did not attain
to quite the front rank, Hiraoka received the veneration both
of the Court and of the Buke (it ~). Thus Sandaijilsuroku,
under date Jogwan 1,9.8, has the following U A Chokushi was
sent to Hiraoka in Kawachi to pray for a cessation of rain and
storm, and again, on 7.12.17, there is an edict saying" the four
deities of Hiraoka of Kawachi shall rank with the deities of Ka
suga and Oharano, and "Mitegura" be offered at the spring
and autumn festivals, let this be observed for long ages." Then
ffiraoka Sbaki under date Kwanji 5.8.12 says" The Emperor
sent a horse for the deity, also Heihaku, and a sword." This
was the Emperor Horikawa.

In Eiman 1 (1165) Taira no Kiyomori presented a divine
horse, and "Heihaku," in Shean 1 (1171) Yoshitsune gave
two large swords, in Kenkyu 1 (1190), Yoritomo sent a
sword and iP~, in Ryakuo I Takauji sent treasures, in Shohei
4 Kusunoki Masashige gave a large sword, and in Tensho
I 1, the Kwampaku, Konoe no Sakahisa, worshipped in person
at the shrine. Alas none of these offerings now remain.
Moreover Hiraoka was clearly regarded as the principal residence
of Ameno Koyane no Mikoto and Hime Kami, for the Norito
of Kasuga Jinja, preserved in Engishiki, runs .. The Emperor
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reverently, and with deep awe, a.ddresses the 4 august deities,
Takemikazuchi no Kami who is at Kashima, Iwainushi no
Mikoto who resides at Katori, and Ameno Koyane no Mikoto
and Himekami who abide at Hiraoka."

It is possible to form a fairly clear picture of what the
buildings of Hoki were probably like, for Kitabatake Chikafusa
in his Zodengishiki has recorded an edict of the Dajokwan bearing
date Hoki 2.2.. 13, dealing with the building of shrines which is
divided in Dai (*) Chii (~) Sho (/1') according to the rank (jJ1 tt) of
the deity worshipped. Only deities of the Upper 3rd rank and
over were included in Dai. Unfortunately we do not know
what rank Ame no Koyane no Mikoto held in Hoki, but as it
was not till Shows 6 that he attained the Upper 3rd rank, I
append the regulations for Chao

Shoden of 3 Ken height 10 shaku with one door, thatched with
Hinoki bark (~ EZ.lt).

6 Katsuoki, 4 shaku long, diameter 7 sun.
4 Chigi, length 10 shaku.
I Mizugaki, 2.5 shaku square, height 7 shaku.
I Tamagaki, 35 shaku square, height 8 shaku.
Inner and outer Torii, 8 shaku high, diameter 7 sun.
Heiden of 3 Ken height 7 shaku, with one door, thatched with

wood (~~).
Haiden of 3 ken, height 7 shaku, thatched with wood" Gaisha ..

01- !Itt) of 5 ken.
I Buden of 5 ken, thatched with wood, height 7 shaku.
I Naoraiya of 3 ken, thatched with wood, height 7 shaku.

Whether, as in the case of Hiraoka, where there was more
than one deity worshipped, the Shoden were all the same, or
varied in accordance with the rank of the deity, cannot be said.
Presumably when there was more than one Shoden, the size of
the enclosure was increased. Architectural experts infer from
the details given that the style of architecture must have been
Shimmei zukuri. There is no record of how long these build
ings endured, or when the change took place from Shimmei
zukuri to the present style of architecture. It is known that the
shrine was burnt in Tenki 4 (1056), and no mention is found of
a rebuilding, but rebuilt it was, for, in Hoji I, (12.47), the shrine
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HIRAOKA JINJA

was again burnt. Then, doubtless in the troubles of Onin, the
shrine was once more burnt, for we hear of a rebuilding by the
Ujiko (a: =[-) assisted by the neighbouring Gun in Bummei 9.
Then again, in Tensho 7, the entire establishment was burnt,
and mention is found, not only of the 4 Goren, but 17 Sessha
and Massha, store houses and other buildings. Then. in Kei
cho 10, it was rebuilt by Hideyori with Katagiri Azuma no sho
(Katsumoto) as Bugyo.

The shrine fortunately possesses a map, bearing date Mei
reki 2 (1656), from which a fair idea of the buildings can be
obtained. Amongst other features was a Remon. The fate of
these buildings is unknown, but they had clearly perished before
Kyowa I (1801), for the illustration in Meishozue is quite different
to the map of Meireki 2 (1656), and there is no Romon.

Fairly full particulars are available with regard to the present
buildings which were erected in Bunsei 9 (1826). No. I Goten
was the gift of Shijo-mura, now called Karnate, the architect
being Nagata Hambei. No.2 was presented by Toyoura mura,
now part of Hiraoka, with Kitaguchi Riteie as architect. No. 3
was provided by Izumoi mura, (now Hiraoka) Rokumanji mura,
and Yokukojimura now Nawate rnura, Kitaguchi and Shono
Sahei being the joint architects, and NO.4 was the gift of Kiri
kawa rnura, and Kakubo rnura, (now part of Nawate) with Wake
Zenzo as architect. The dimensions of the 4 Goten are uniform
being 7 shaku square, with a height of I Ja 1 shaku 6 sun.
Neither in this, nor as far as is known, in any previous set of
buildings was there a Haiden. The Goten are described by
the shrine authorities as in Oji zukuri (~T j1), but I am informed
by Ito Chitta, the great authority on shrine architecture, that
Oji zukuri written either (~ T) or (:E T) is but another name for
Kasuga zukuri. The buildings at Hiraoka present some dif
ferences from those of Kasuga at Nara of which perhaps the
most conspicuous is the addition of a Hamayuka (iJl *) or a plat
form at the foot of the steps, but this does not constitute a special
style of architecture. Both the map of Meireki and the picture
of Kyowa show a similar style of architecture. The Goren are
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now surrounded with a fence in the centre of which stands the
Chiimon. From the Chumon, a flight of steps leads down to a
slightly lower level, where now stands the Haiden. This build
ing, which is in Irimoya zukuri, was built in Meiji 12 (1879), and
though it is doubtless an aid to the conduct of worship, it
certainly adds nothing to the beauty of the shrine. To the north
east of the Haiden stands the Go Shimboku, which is known as
Ibuki. It has a diameter of 18 shaku 2 sun and a height of 60
shaku. According to shrine tradition the tree was planted by
Hiraoka no Muraji, when the buildings were first erected in the
reign of the Emperor Kotoku, He is said to have taken a
graft from the tree planted by Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no
Mikoto beside the Himorogi on the summit of Kamitsuyama.
A steep flight of steps leads down from the Haiden to the narrow
Oharargawa, which is spanned by a stone bridge called Yukiai
bashi. This bridge is an imitation in stone of the wooden one
erected in the Keicho 7 (1602), parts of which, however, are
still fortunately in possession of the shrine. A handsome new
Shamusho stands to the south-west of the bridge much in the
position of the building shown in the Meireki map as the house
of the Kannushi. On the same level as the Goten, on the south,
is the small Wakamiya, and south of that again a Massha. Then
slightly further south, until the Meiji era, was the Jingiiji. There
are said to have been j\ ~ or 8 temples, of which the most im
portant were ;p ~ ~ and :.if- flqj ~ Heikoji. The well of the former
still remains. All the ground occupied by the Jingiiji has now
been laid out as Baien or plum orchard of some 1000 trees and
is very beautiful sight in March, when the trees are in bloom.
From the Baien a broad path now leads up to the site of the old
Himorogi on the summit of Kamitsuyama, where there is a con
siderable flat space. A stone fence has now been erected there
as a memorial, but no Shinji is held there. About half way up
the hill is an old tomb which is popularly known as Maruyama
no haka, or Arne no taneko no on haka, and it is by no means
impossible that this was the original Goshintai of the shrine.
The Shrine precincts extend over 27,000 tsubo. Unfortunately
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practically nothing is known of the nature of the old festivals.
We have however seen that in the Jogwan era an edict was
issued ranking Hiraoka with Kasuga and Oharano, and though
it is unlikely that Hiraoka ever attained to the splendour of
Kasuga, it is probable that the festivals were conducted on that
model.

We know from EngishikJ that there were two great festivals
attended by a Chokushi, on the first day of the monkey of the
znd and t rth months, i.e. the same days as the Kasuga festivals,
and the same book gives the list of .. Omitegura" presented
by the Court. It is handsome, but it does not come up to the
offerings sent to Kasuga. The Yamatomai, one of the great
features of the Kasuga festivals, was also almost certainly offered
at Hiraoka. With Orrin-no-ran the despatch of "Heihaku "
from the Court came to an end, and, though the Fujiwara family
managed to keep the great Kasuga festival with fair splendour,
it is probable that the Hiraoka festival fell into abeyance, and
there is no record of its revival, though revived it clearly was,
though doubtless with much reduced magnificence.

}inja Keimo, Sbosbaicbiran, }inja KAkuroku etc. all give the
rst day of the monkey of the znd and I rth months, though, in
doing so, they quote Engishiki as the authority, and it must
not therefore be taken for granted that these dates were actually
observed at the dates on which these books were written.
Katuacbi Meishozue gives the 9th day of the 9th month for the
reisai, and while devoting considerable space to the Okayu
ura shinji- vide infra. says nothing about the reisai from which
it may be deduced that it was then of a humble nature. With
the introduction of the new system of grading shrines, intro
duced in Meiji 4, however all the old ceremonial was ruthlessly
abandoned. The Rinjisai i.e. the festival of the r rth month
was discontinued, and February rst was fixed for the reisai.
It conforms in all respects to the regulations, laid down for the
observance of reisai of Kwampeitaisha, and is attended by the
Kyoshinshi (tJHli ft) from Osaka Fu. No divertisements are
offered to the deities.
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Kasuga, it may be mentioned, fared better, and was allowed
to retain much of its old ceremonial, and aChokushi, called
Jokyo, attended by a Ben, comes from Kyoto, and the Yama
tornai is offered. The Kasuga festival and the festivals of Kamo
and Iwashimizu are conducted by the Kunaisho,

In addition to the Reisai, the Hiraoka calendar now has
5z entries, and, of these, unquestionably the most interesting
is the Okayu ura go shinji of the r j th January. Its origin is
unknown, but it is believed to be very old, and mention of it is
found in a small book in possession of the shrine called OkaYII
lira hikitsllki mikki, which is attributed to the early part of the
Kamakura era i.e. early r jth century.

Jinja Keimo published in Kwambun 10 (1670) cites it under
the name of Taura sai as ~ - Z jjI $, or the most important
ceremony of the year. It is mentioned also in Shinto meimokuruiju
sho and Katuacbi meishozue, and I reproduce some of the illustra
tions from the latter book. The object was to obtain by divina
tion the prospects of the harvest for the ensuing year and also
make a weather forecast. Until 1873 it was held on the r j th
day of the rst month, but nowadays the ceremony starts in the
evening of the 14th January and continues on till the next day.
At noon the Ujikosodai, or representative parishioners, assemble
before the shrine on the 14th, and make all preparations for the
divination, and 4 are selected, also by divination, to have charge
of the shinji for the year. Then, at 5%, the Priests of the shrine,
and the selected 4, having undergone purifications, assemble at
the Shinsenjo to carry out the Okayuura. First fire is produced
according to an ancient ceremony by the friction of an Hinoki
board and an Utsugi board, and then gruel composed of 3 sho
of small red beans, and 5 sho of rice is boiled. In the copper
also are put the divining bamboos. There are 53 of them,
5 sun in length, with a diameter of approximately 7 sun, tied
into a bundle with wistaria vine. These are boiled together with
the gruel for about z hours. Then the bundle of divining rods
is withdrawn, and placed on 3 legged stand in front of the No.
1 Goten (Ame no Koyane no Mikoto). Then, about midnight
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the Giiji and the other priests intone prayers before the Goten,
and the divining rods are then withdrawn, and split open before
the Deity. It is then ascertained from the beans and rice that
have got into the divining rods whether the harvest of rice barley,
and 53 sorts of grain, will be good or bad during the year. Also
12 bits, 4 sun long, with a diamater of approximately 6 sun, of
charcoal made of young Kashi (oak) are put beneath the pure
fire, under the copper, and, when these are red hot, they are
withdrawn, and placed on a divining stand, and examined and
the weather, i.e. whether it will be fine, or wet, is divined for
the 12 months.

Early on the morning of the r jth, in accordance with an
cient precedent, the results of the divination are published.
The Shinji ranks as a Chiisai, and, therefore, as soon as it is con
cluded, a service of thanksgiving is held. By the courtesy of
Otsubo Giiji, I reproduce the divinations both as to the
crops, and the weather for this year. The process of divination
both for the crops and the weather is a secret handed down by
word of mouth, and cannot be divulged.

There is a very similar ceremony (~ J!i ~) called Yone urasai
at Izumo jinja, the Ichinomiya of Tamba, also held on the r j th
of the first month. According to shrine tradition it was in
troduced from Izumo Taisha in Wadi) 2 (709). There is no
weather forecast, and the gruel is exhibited to the Ujiko, so that
they may make their own divination. Great faith is reposed in
it. The Norito now used on the occasion would seem to date
from about the end of the Muromachi period (sixteenth century) .
Baron Senge, the hereditary Daigu]i of Izumo Taisha.inforrns
me that though at his shrine there is no Okayugoshinji, from
very ancient times there has been an Okayusai, when, originally
Mochi no Kayu (~/ ~) now Azuki no kayu, is offered to the
Deity, and prayers offered for the prosperity of the Imperial
House, and the peace and tranquility of the people. The Norito
now used bears evidence of having been composed early in
the Meiji era.

At Nukisaki Jinja, the Ichinomiya of Kozuke, there is a
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very similar festival to that of Hiraoka and it is held on the
same date. It is called ~ ~ Sl'J z jjl$ Otsutsugayu no Shinji,
and the result of the divination is distributed among the Ujiko.
I include a photograph of this year's prognostication. There is
no weather forecast but at the 7./( I'f..J ~ Mizumato sai on the znd
of the first month, divination is made as to whether the year will
be dry or wet.

An Okayu goshinji is held at many shrines, as for example
at Wake Ikazuchi Jinja (Kami Kamo) also held on the r j th
January, but the ceremony is confined to offering the deity
gruel containing red beans, and there is no divination. Allied
to this is a ceremony held in all farmers' houses in Ibaraki Ken
when Okayu is offered on the t j th of the first month to ensure
a good harvest for the coming year. The Akimatsuri held on
the t rth ofOctober is a private festival (:fL ~), but is highly popu
lar, and, on this and some other shisai, a kagura is offered.

Very little is known with regard to the territorial posse
ssions of the shrine, but ShinshOkyakHchokufusho (~tH~Hi}) ~ 1'J;)
under date Daido I (806), has Hiraoka Jinja 60 Ko (F),
56 in Tamba, and 4 in Kawachi, and these they probably
retained, at any rate, until the Yoshinojidai, 14th century.
Then both Kokkwa Manyoki (m:tE 1J(, ~ Be) and Honchonendaiki
(* J,'"oJ:I ~ ft lie.) state that Hiraoka had 100 koku. It is not altogether
clear to what date this refers. The shrine possesses now no
Shuin <* 1Ofl) but I should think it was probable that it was Hide
yoshi who assessed the shrine at this revenue. The "Kokudaka"
(:fi iii) system came into force only in the Momoyama period, pre
vious to this, revenue was assessed in Kwan (It). We have already
seen that Hideyori rebuilt the shrine, and he seems to have held
it in high esteem, but a high price had to be paid for this, for
shrines and temples which had received the favours of the Toyo
torni were, for the most part, in the black books of the Tokugawa.
At any rate during their regime we find that the shrine had to
subsist as best it could on 5 koku 9 to, in the village of Toyoura,
plus the Hatsuho (m m), or first fruits of rice, barley, and cotton
of the province, which however did not probably amount to
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much. They were undoubtedly very poor, but it is evident
that the Ujiko exerted themselves to the utmost to keep their
shrine in good order.

Owing to the many fires from which the shrine has suf
fered, but few treasures remain. Mention has already been made
of the map of Meireki, and the bridge of Keicho, and there is
also a poem by the Emperor Goyozei, It is not known how
it came into possession of the shrine,but it does not unfortunately
appear to have any reference to Hiraoka. There is also a prohibi
tion board (~JtIJ~) of Itakura Iga no Kami dated Keicho 19.
The crest of the shrine is the wistaria-flower similar to, but not
exactly the same as, the Kasuga crest, the illustration of which
kindly drawn for me by Hiyama Ken, is inserted at the top of
the Chapter.
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mn:* fI$

HISTORY OF THE DEITIES AND INSTITUTION
OF THEIR WORSHIP

For what one may perhaps be permitted to call the personal
history of these deities, there are but two sources, the Kojiki and
NihonshokJ, and before embarking on any account of their
virtues, (~jJ/l ~), or considering their worship, it will be well to
establish their identity. In the KojikJ we learn that the great
progenitor, Izanagi no Mikoto, after visiting his spouse in
Yomotsu Kuni (Hades), performed lustration at a small river
mouth at Tachibana in the country of Hyiiga, and that from his
purification 14 deities were born. Of these 14, we are inform
ed that Sokotsutsunoo no Mikoto was born while His August
ness was bathing at the bottom of the river, Nakatsutsunoo no
Mikoto while in the middle, and Uwatsutsunoo no Mikoto on
the surface, and collectively they are called the three deities of
Suminoe (m iI) i. e. the Inlet of Sumi, or Ink. This account is
exactly confirmed in Nihonshoki (8 *illiC.), except that instead
of the characters mil: we have {:Ea, which might, perhaps, be
rendered" auspicious dwelling." It is, I think, probable that
both sets of characters are purely phonetic. It has to be noted
that ({:E a), now generally read Sumiyoshi, was, in old days, read
Suminoe, and it was not till the Heian era that the former read
ing was adopted, possible owing to its felicitous meaning.

No further reference is found to these deities during the
God age (Iii$ ft), but, when the Emperor Chiiai was conducting
a campaign against the rebellious Kumaso in Tsukushi (Kyiishii),
and had established his headquarters at Kashii, in Chikuzen,
certain Deities vouchsafed to reveal to him through the mouth
of his Empress, Okinaga Tarashi Hirne no Mikoto, better
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known by her posthumous name of Jingii Kogo. that there was
a country over the seas of which he should take possession,
and that the Kumaso would then submit. The details as
recorded in the Kojiki (1i • Be) and Nihonshoki are not in complete
accordance, but the main facts are clear.

The Emperor was incredulous and refused to follow the
proferred counsel, and it was, according to the Kojiki, his
unbelief that was responsible for his death immediately after
wards in 2.00 A. D. Now, though the Empress had been the
medium of the Deities, she was entirely unaware of their iden
tity, and, while fully convinced of the truth of their revelation,
was most anxious to discover who it was who had spoken.
According to the Kojiki account it was the famous minister
Takeuchi no Sukune who played the part of priest, and he was
presently informed that it had been the august heart (Jtl IL') of
Amaterasu Omikarni, and also of Sokotsunoo no Mikoto,
Nakatsutsunoo no Mikoto and Uwatsutsuno no Mikoto, and
the Kojiki adds in parenthesis "It was at this time that the
names of these three deities were revealed." This last state
ment in view of the account of their birth, already quoted, is
somewhat difficult to understand, but it is confirmed by Kogoshiii,
which says "It was in the days of the Empress who ruled at the
Wakasakura palace in Iware (i. e. Jingii Kego) that the Gods of
Suminoe revealed themselves." It can only be supposed that
these deities, born aeons before, had not hitherto manifested
themselves to mankind.

In the Nihonshoki account, it is the Empress herself who
performs the functions of priestess, and, after 7 days and nights
of prayer and supplication, the names of the deities were reveal
ed to her, and they are described as "the Gods who have settl
ed at the bottom of the water of the little inlet of Tachibana in
the land of Hyiiga " and their names are added. The Empress,
who had never from the outset doubted, thereupon decided in
consultation with Takenouchi no Sukune to conduct the expedi
tion overseas i. e. to the Sankan i. e. the modern Chosen, in
person, and it is quite clear, though not perhaps categorically
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stated, from the combined accounts of the Kojiki and Nihonshoki,
that Amaterasu Omikami and the 3 deities of Suminoe, both
their Nigimitama and Aramitama accompanied the Empress, and
safeguarded the expedition. We are not here concerned with
the details of the campaign beyond noting that its instantaneous
success was of course due to the fW ~ fA of the deities.

We come next to a passage in the Kojiki which has been
the subject of some controversy. I make use of Prof. Cham
berlain's translation which runs "Then the Empress stuck her
august staff on the gate of the chieftain of Shiragi, and, having
made the rough spirits (Aramitama) of the great deities of the
Inlet of Sumi, the guardian deities of the land, she laid them to
rest and crossed back." This at first sight would certainly look
as if the Aramitama (~~) of the deities of Suminoe took up
their abode in Shiragi, but Motoori, commenting on the passage
in his Kojikiden (1i..ac. iii), maintains that the establishment must
have taken place after the Empress' return to Japan. Prof.
Chamberlain however points out that the text which runs ~ IiiIl1

~ ~ ffij ~ ~ 11ilt is against him. This is so, but it is, I think,
necessary to study the passage in conjunction with the parallel
passage in Nihonshoki, which runs "Whereupon the 3 Gods
which accompanied the expedition, viz. Uwatsutsunoo no
Mikoto, Nakatsutsunoo no Mikoto and Sokotsutsunoo no
Mikoto admonished the Empress saying cc Let our rough spirits
be worshipped at the village of Yamada in Anato " and adds
"so Hornutate was appointed master of the worship of the
Aramitama, and a shrine was erected in the village of Yamada
in Anato." This shrine is the present Kwampeichusha Sumi
yoshi Jinja officially described as being in Katsuyarna-mura,
Toyoura gun, province of Nagato,and I shall have more to
say with regard to it hereafter. From the two accounts together,
I think, a true picture may be drawn. The Empress before her
departure from Shiragi naturally wished to worship, and render
thanks to, (~), the deities who had assisted her, and make them
the guardians of the country which they had enabled her to
conquer, but the deities themselves vouchsafed that they wished
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to abide at Yamada in Anato, and consequently the stablish
ment (It) took place after the return of Her Majesty to Japan
It is important to bear in mind that this was the Aramitama
only, and that the Nigimitama continued in close attendance on
the Empress .

Though I disclaim all pretentions to being a theologian, I
cannot help thinking that, in the lay mind at any rate, there is
a misconception as to the nature of Aramitama, or rather
perhaps that the belief with regard to it has undergone con
siderable change. In the days of Jingii Kogo, I contend, that
the term Aramitama signified simply the active spirit, the spirit
which manifested itself when some work of an active nature
had to be performed, and that it had none of the sinister nature
which later became associated with it.

The expedition to the Sankan was just such a bit of work
as called for the manifestation of the Aramitama, but when that
country was subjugated, and the Empress had safely returned to
Japan, such necessity came to an end. It was, however, of
course, possible that trouble might arise, and Anato, command
ing as it does the approach to the Sankan, was the post of
danger, and, therefore, the deities of Suminoe vouchsafed to
take up their residence there to be prepared for all emergencies.
Several similar instances might be quoted, but I will confine
myself to citing two. Before this, in the reign of the Emperor
Keiko, Amaterasu Omikami had notified that her Aramitama
in the form of Kusanagi no Tsurugi, should be enshrined at
Atsuta in Owari. Atsuta was then the Ebisu boundary, the
post of danger, and Amaterasu Omikami deigned to take up
her abode there so that she might act if emergency arose.

Then again the Aramitama of Amaterasu Ornikami, which
had been in close attendance on the Empress Jingii throughout
the Sankan campaign, immediately Her Majesty returned to
Muko, notified that she wished to take up her abode at Hirota
in Mikokoro. Her reason was the same as that of the deities
of Suminoe, for, while Anato commanded the approach to the
Sankan, Hirota commanded the approach to the capital from
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the sea.
We must, however, now return to the Nigimitama (fn_)

of Suminoe Okami. The Kojiki makes no further mention of
them, but in Nihonshoki there is one more passage and that of
the highest importance. It runs" Again the three Gods Uwa
tsutsunoo no Mikoto, Nakatsutsunoo no Mikoto, and Sokotsu
tsunoo no Mikoto admonished her saying , let our Nigimitama
dwell at Nagao in Nunakura in Otsu so that they may look on
the ships passing back and forward.' Hereupon these Gods
were enshrined in accordance with their instructions and the
Empress was enabled to cross the sea in peace." It is clear
that this passage records the foundation of the Kwampeitaisha
now in Osaka, the old Naniwa, but not only the passage itself
but the context and geographical conditions require careful
study. The Empress had left Muko and was proceeding direct
to Naniwa when we are told " Her ship swerved towards the
midst of the sea and was unable to proceed. She returned
again to the harbour of Muko and made divination as to this."
We have thus the definite statement that the divination was
made at Muko. It was then that the Aramitama of Amaterasu
Omikami advised the Empress of her intention to remain at
Hirota as narrated above. Next Wakahirume no Mikoto
admonished the Empress saying that she wished to live at
Nagao in Ikuta, and then Kotoshironushi gave instructions that
he should be worshipped at Nagata, in Mikokoro, and finally
the deities of Suminoe gave their orders, and the passage
"these Gods were enshrined according to their instructions"
refers not only to Suminoe Okami, but to all the deities men
tioned, and it is clear that it was only after the instructions had
been carried out that the Empress was able to proceed to
Naniwa. In the 1735 years that have elapsed since the divine
oracle declared itself, for the events above related are said to
have taken place early in the year 201, great changes have taken
place in the configuration of the coast line, and it is not possible
to locate exactly the position of the port of Muko, but it must
have been somewhere within the 10 miles or so from Hyogo on
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the west, to Nishinomiya on the east. It is known that, in old
days, a deep bay, extending at least as far north as the modem
Ikeda, separated Nishinomiya from Naniwa, and the three
shrines of Nagata, Ikuta and Hirota all lay to the west of it.
The claim is made by the Kwampeitaisha that the present site
was the original, but, I think, both the text of Nihonshoki and a
study of the geographical conditions demonstrate that this claim
is untenable, and that the original site must have been consider
able further west i. e. in fairly close proximity to the 3 other
shrines. Now" Wamyosho" under the heading" Otsu Nuna
kura in Nagao" says "It is Sumiyoshi go in Tohara gun in
the province of Settsu, now even it is called Sumiyoshi mura,
and there is a shrine there called Moto Sumiyoshi. The old
name of Sumiyoshi mura was Nagakura no sato." Motoori
Norinaga in his Kojikden, commenting on this, says "There is a
tail-shaped cape, projecting for a long way on the south of the
lower ridges of Mukoyama which might indeed fittingly be
given the name of Nagao (~~); it is 7 or 8 cho from the village
towards the sea." Later in the same book Motoori says "The
Suminoe no Tsu, where the great deities of Suminoe were
enshrined in the time of Okinagatarashi Hime, was the Sumi
yoshi of Tohara gun, and not the present location," and he
continues by saying that, though the removal of the shrine is
nowhere chronicled in history, he incl ines to the belief that it
was probably in the reign of the Emperor Nintoku (313-399),
when Naniwa was the capital, that, in obedience to the divine
oracle, the worship of Suminoe Okami was transferred to its
present site. He points out that it was, at any rate, prior to the
14th year of Yiiryaku (470), for, in that year, Nihonshoki makes
reference to Sumiyoshi no Tsu, obviously at Naniwa.

Mito Koman, in his Dainibonsbi Jingishi, after recording
the foundation of the shrine at Nagao, notes "afterwards re
moved to its present site." At the present day at the Kwam
peitaisha there are 4 za, for, besides the 3 deities of Suminoe,
Okinagatarashi Hime no Mikoto, the founder of the original
shrine, is also venerated, and Motoori believes that the addition
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was made at the time of the removal to Naniwa.
It should be mentioned that the Moto Sumiyoshi shrine

mentioned in WamyoshO is still in existence at Sumiyoshi, in
Muko gori, and ranks as a Kensha of Hyogo ken. Here too
there are now 4 za, According to the traditions of this shrine
it was in the reign of the Emperor Nintoku that the shrine was
established in Naniwa, and in that of Yiiryaku that Jingii Kogo
was added.

Having passed in review such particulars as have come
down to us of the Deities themselves, and recorded their divine
commands and the consequent institution of the worship of
their Aramitama at Anato and of their Nigimitama at Nagao,
we may now tum to the history of that worship, and I think
that it was, in the first instance, quite clearly as Deities of the
Sea, and protectors of navigation, that they were invoked, and
they have never lost this character, though, as will be seen
later, they subsequently also received the special veneration of
poets.

Fukushima Tomokazu, late Guji of Sumiyoshi Kampei
taisha, in his recent "Sumryoshi Okami Chinzashi" enumerates
no less than 2.139 places in which one or more of the deities of
Suminoe is worshipped, but this includes not only Sessha or
Massha of other shrines, but also shrines where one of the dei
ties of Suminoe is venerated in the Aidono, thus we find Nibu
kawakami Nakanosha, the august abode of Arne no Mizuhanome
no Mikoto, included, for Nakatsutsunoo no Mikoto is there
venerated in the Aidono.

There are 4 shrines ranked as Kwankokuheisha and they
are officially descrided as follows :-
I . Kwampeitasha, in Sumiyoshimachi, Osakashi, province of

Settsu, 4 za.
2.. Kwampeichusha, in Katsuyamamura, Toyouragun, province

of Nagato, 3 za.
3. Kokuheichusha, in Nakamura of Iki, 1 za,
4. Kwampeishosha, in Sumiyoshi, Fukuokashi, in the province

of Chikuzen, 3 za,
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I propose to confine myself for the most part to the history of
the great Osaka shrine, but brief particulars must be given with
regard to the other 3.

We have already seen that it was at Kashii in Chikuzen
that Suminoe no Okami first revealed themselves, and it may, I
think, be taken for granted that the Empress, before her depar
ture for Sankan, offered worship to them . There are unfortu
nately no early records at the Kwampeishosha in Fukuoka, but,
it is at least possible that this shrine represents the first Sumi
yoshi shrine.

In Nihonshoki there is a passage which runs
~oo.~ma~~m~.oo~ •• ~~.~~W.~~~ro

~.w~mz~~*m*~~*~~~.~
and this the late Prof. Aston renders" After this a God gave
instructions saying 'A gentle spirit will attach itself to the
Empress' person, and keep watch over her life: a rough spirit
will form the vanguard, and be a guide to the squadron.' So,
when she had received the Divine instructions, she did worship,
and, for this purpose, appointed Otarimi Yosami no Ahiko to
be director of the ceremonies in honour of the God." There
can, however, I think, be little doubt that " God" should read
" Gods" and" spirit" " spirits," for the deities giving instruc
tions must have been the 3 deities of Suminoe. This is
apparent from the parallel passage in Kojrki "~z ~ ~ ~ ~ J:
00," "and setting our august spirits on the top of the vessel,"
which was part of the instructions revealed to Takeuchi no
Sukune by Amaterasu Omikami, and the 3 deities of Suminoe.

Aston argues that this passage refers only to the deities of
Suminoe and he may be right, though, I think, from the full
text that Amaterasu Omikami may well be included, but
unquestionably there was more than one deity. Unfortunately
Nihol1Shoki does not state where Yosami no Ahiko instituted
his worship, but it may well have been in the neighbourhood
of Fuku oka i. e. the present Kwampeishosha. Yokota Masa
teru, who was Daigiiji at the time of the restoration, claimed to
be nrd in descent from Yosami . The family was long called

architecture,architecture,

In Nihonshoki there is a passage which runsIn Nihonshoki there is a passage which runs
In Nihonshoki there is a passage whichAfter this a
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Saiki, but subsequently adopted the name of Yokota.
At the Kokuheichiisha, in Iki, there are likewise no old

records, but the Beet undoubtedly touched at lki both on its
way to Sankan, and on its return, and it may not be incorrect
to place this shrine as second in point of time. Though there
is but one za, the 3 deities of Suminoe are there worshipped.
We know the date of the founding of the Kwampeichusha, for
it is recorded in Nihonshoki as having taken place immediately
after Her Majesty's return from Sankan at the end of 200.

Assuming, then, that the Fukuoka and Iki shrines were
founded by the Empress, the Osaka shrine is the 4th, for,
though it was, as we have to all intents and purposes proved,
originally more or less where the Moto Sumiyoshi shrine now
stands, the divine spirits were transferred to Naniwa, and Moto
Sumiyoshi must now be regarded as Gobunrei (~~ g).

The first reference we find to the Naniwa shrine in history
occurs in Nihonshoki under date Kimmei 1. 5. 9. (540). " The
Emperor made a progress to Hafuritsu no Miya of Naniwa."
Presumably Hafuritsu no Miya, (~ ~ -g), which simply means the
shrine of the priests, refers to Sumiyoshi. Urabe no Kanekata
in his ShakN Nihonki ('-' B * lie.) says "The Emperor made a
progress to Naniwa, and advancing to Hafuritsu no Miya, he
sent a messenger to worship the deities of Suminoe, and confer
names, ranks, and offerings, and then again the war with Shiragi
was commenced." From this it would appear probable that
Hafuritsu no Miya refers to the residence of the priests, and
that the Emperor did not worship in person. The reference to
the war with Shiragi is interesting, for, not only was it in con
nection with the conquest of the Sankan that the deities first re
vealed themselves, but, throughout the ages, Suminoe continued
to be closely associated with the intercourse between Japan,
and, not only Chosen, but also China, and it was the invariable
custom for the messengers to Morokoshi (China) to pay their
homage at the shrine both coming and going. Later again the
trade with Gen, (ft), was under the guardianship of Sumiyoshi.

Then, in Sucho 1. 7. 5., (686) Nibonsbold reports" Heihaku
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were sent to Kunikakasu no Kami of Kii, the four shrines of
Asuka, and Suminoe Okami." Irobajiraisbo, under the authori
ty of Nihongi, says, under date the Emperor Temmu 14, i. e.
686, "The Emperor made a progress to the shrine of Surninoe,
and presented 30 cho of rice land." No such passage is now
to be found in Nihongi, and this must, therefore, be regarded
with considerable suspicion. Shrine tradition upholds the gift
of rice lands, but, in Sucho I, the Emperor Temmu was already
very ill, and it seems probable that he despatched a messenger,
and did not come in person.

BillLDINGS

In common with most shrines, except the Taisha of Izumo,
it is unlikely that there were any buildings at Suminoe beyond
a simple Himorogi for many years after its foundation, but the
evidence regarding the first buildings is conflicting. Icbidai
yaki , under date Tempyo Ho]i 2. (758) says" This year the Surni
noe shrine was first built" but Irobafirtdsbo says" It is said that
Suminoe was first built in Tempyo Hoji 1 (765) of the Empress
Shotoku's reign." Unfortunately there is nothing to tell us
whether the original buildings were in the special form of
architecture, now known as Sumiyoshi-zukuri, but in view of
the fact that no curved lines are involved, it seems likely.

It is evident that Nijiinen-zoei, or rebuilding every 2.0 years,
was instituted from a very early date, for, in NihonkOki, under
date Konin 3.6 (812.), we find the following notification of the
Jingikwan recorded "It has been the invariable practice that the
three shrines of Sumiyoshi, Katori, and Kashima should be
rebuilt completely every 2.0 years, but, as the drawbacks to
this are not few, permission is now given that it shall become
the practice that, except for the Shoden (lEM:), i. e. the actual
abode of the Deity, repairs shall be effected only when dilapi
dations render necessary." This is confirmed in Engishiki,
under Rinjisai, where we find " Repairs shall be effected to the
shrines of the various provinces as they become dilapidated, but
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the Shoden of Sumiyoshi of Settsu, Katori of Shimofusa, and
Kashima of Hitachi, shall oe rebuilt every 20 years. The
expenses shall be defrayed from the divine tax (~~), but if the
divine tax be not available, other taxes shall be used. Nijiinen
zoei, it may be mentioned, was first decreed for the Daijingii of
Ise towards the end of the reign of the Emperor Temmu, and
put into practice in the 7th year of the Empress Jito (693).
There are sufficient notices in history to show that the rebuild
ing of Sumiyoshi was faithfully carried out until Shokyii no
Ran, 1221, though the first mention of it is not found till
Chowa 3 (1014), in Nihonkiryaku. During the Hojo and Ashi
kaga periods, however, Sumiyoshi probably had to depend
mainly on the alms of the faithful to keep their buildings in
repair, but there is an edict of the Emperor Go Daigo's of
Genko 3 (1333), allocating 20 Man Biki of the profits accruing
from the trade with Gen (ft), towards rebuilding, and we know
that, at the orders of Ashikaga Yoshimasa, a rebuilding was
carried out by Hosokawa Katsumoto. Then, in Bunroku 1
(1592), Ffyakurensho records a rebuilding, and this was pre
sumably carried out at the orders of Hideyoshi. I incline to
think that this refers to the Shoden only, for, in Keicho II

(1606), Hideyoshi's son, Hideyori, entrusted Katagiri Katsu
moto with the complete renovation of the shrine, and from the
few buildings that remain, it was evidently carried out in most
magnificent style. Then in Genna 1 (1615), Wakansansai re
ports that the shrine was burnt, but rebuilt in Genna 3, by the
orders of the Shogun. It may be surmised that these buildings
were poor, for Iyeyasu was little inclined to lavish money on
anything that had been favoured by the Toyotomi. In Kwanei
5 (1628), a complete renovation of the shrine, 173 roofs in all,
including Sessha and Massha, was carried out, and repairs were
effected in Shoo 2 (1653). This however seems to have been
the final effort of the Bakufu, for, in Enkyo 3 (1746), we find
permission accorded to the Kannushi, Tsumori Hyobu, to
solicit alms for rebuilding in the 5 home provinces, and, again
in Kwansei II (1799), in the provinces of Yamashiro, Settsu,
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Izumi, Harima, Bizen, Awa and Awaji. The present Shoden,
or Shinden (~lll:), date from Meiji 8 (1878), but, reflecting as
they do, a particular style of ancient architecture, they are
under the special protection of the Government. As already
mentioned, at the Osaka shrine there are 4 za, and, though in
the majority of Sumiyoshi shrines allover the country, these 4
za are worshipped under one roof, at the Kwampeitaisha, each
Deity has always had its own Shinden. Before, therefore,
attempting to give some description of the architecture proper
to Suminoe Okami, something must be said with regard to the
relative positions of the 4 Shinden, for it differs entirely from
the arrangement at all other shrines. At most places the Shin
den faces south, and when there is more than one Shinden the
post of honour is either the extreme east as at Kasuga, or in
the centre as at Hirota, but at Sumiyoshi the Shinden face west.
This is no doubt in obedience to the instructions of the deities
that "they may look on the ships passing back and forward," for,
though the shore has now been reclaimed for some two miles,
until quite recently the sea came right up to the Torii on the
west.

The No. I Shinden (Uwatsutsunoo no Mikoto) occupies
the most eastern position, and NO.3 (Sokotsutsunoo no Mikoto)
the most western, and, between them, stands No. 2 (Nakatsu
tsunoo no Mikoto). At the present day No.2 is 146.S shaku
west of No. I, and No. 3, 102.3 shaku west of No.2, these
measurements, however, being taken from centre to centre of the
pillars. Then, parallel to No. 3, and 47.9 shaku to the north,
is NO.4 (Okinagatarashi Hime no Mikoto). This arrangement
is known as "Gyorin no Sonae Kakuyoku no Kamae" (jI, ~ Z
'Uti. ~ Z .), which may be rendered "the provision of the scales
of fish and the posture of the wings of a stork," an expression
used of old in strategy. Broadly speaking, it may, I think, be said
that all styles of Shinto architecture are derived from two prototy
pes Taisha-zukuri and Shimrnei-Zukuri, the former predomina
ting in the Sanindo, and belonging to the deities of the Izumo
cult, i. e. Kunitsukami. Now in view of the fact that Suminoe no
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Okami are, beyond all question, Amatsukami, it is not a little
surprising to find that Sumiyoshi-zukuri is a development of
Taisha-zukuri, though there are very considerable modifications
based principally on Otori-zukuri. As will be seen from the
accompanying ground plan, buildings in Taisha-zukuri are four
square and have a central pillar, known as Go Shinbashira, and
there being also a pillar in the centre of the frontage, the
entrance is not in the middle. The Go Jinza, or actual abode
of the Deity, is in the N. E. corner. In Otori-zukuri both the
Go Shinbashira and the pillar in the centre of the frontage have
disappeared, the entrance has been brought to the centre, and
the interior divided into two chambers, Naijin and Gejin, and
the Go Jinza is in the centre of the Naijin. In Taisha-zukuri a
verandah surrounds the whole building, but in Otori-zukuri
this has disappeared. There are also differences in the timber
ing of the gable. The Shintsuka and Wakitsuka with Nijubari
of Taisha-zukuri are replaced in Sumiyoshi by the style known
as Inokosasu i. e. with Sasutsuka and Sasusao-vide sketches.
In a sense Sumiyoshi-zukuri may be said to consist of two
Otori-zukuri shrines placed together horizontally, thus, instead
of being 2 rna (rfl~), N. & S. by 2 rna (r~n), E. & W., it is 2 rna
N. & S. by 4 rna E. W. Like Otori-zukuri it is divided into
Naijin and Gejin, the Go Shinza being in the centre of the
Naijin, vide plan.

The roofs are thatched with Hinoki and are surmounted
with Chigi, or cross beams, and 5 Katsuogi or cigar-shaped
logs laid horizontally.

The dimensions of the Shinden at Osaka are 27 shaku 8
sun E. & W., by 17 shaku 2 sun N. & S. and 18 shaku 7 sun
in height. They are identical except that the Chigi of No. 4
Shinden, i. e. the female deity, are cut horizontally (7.k .Lji), while
the other 3 are perpendicular (~Ili). The pillars are nowadays
painted vermilion, and the doors lacquered the same colour, but
this was doubtless a Buddhist influence. In old days it is
probable that there was no Haiden, or, if there was, it was an
entirely separate building at some distance from the Shinden.
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Sumiyoshi }inja, Osaka, front elevation.

At the present day, however, there is a Haiden in front of each
Shinden, connected by a very short Wataridono, so that it
would hardly be improper to describe it as Gongen-zukuri.
The object of this kind of architecture was that the priests
might go from the Haiden to the Shinden in wet weather
without being exposed to the rain. Though the term Gongen-
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Surniyoshi Jinja. Osaka, aide elevation.
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zukuri is not used of Buddhist architecture, I am informed by
Prof. Amanuma that it was adopted from it, the first known
specimen being the Kwaisando of Eihoji, of Tajimi machi, in
Gifu ken, which was built in Shohei 6 (1352). It became the
popular style of Shinto architecture during the Tokugawa era,
but it is clear that some shrines, notably Kitano Tenjin in
Kyoto, had already adopted it in the Muromachi era.

The present Haiden of the Osaka Sumiyoshi are a positive
eyesore, for they are in Nagare-zukuri with Chidori Hafu, that
is to say, they have curved lines as opposed to the straight lines
of the Shinden. The Wataridono starts 6.S shaku from the
Shinden, a space almost entirely occupied by the flight of steps
up to the Shinden. The Wataridono proper is 10 shaku N. &
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S. by 7 shaku E. & W., but on either side is an open chamber,
4.5 shaku N. & S. by 7 shaku E. & W., used for the Shinsen
and for Mamori etc. The Haiden adjoins the Wataridono, and
is 14 shaku E. & W. by 40 shaku N. & S., and is divided into
3 portions, those on the North and South, 15 shaku each, being
raised above the central portion. A verandah surrounds the
whole building except for the 10 shaku in the centre of the
western front, which forms the entrance . When this anomaly
was first adopted cannot be said with any certainty, but it may
have been subsequent to the Kyoho era (1716-1732), for the
Haiden of the Owatazumi Sessha, which is believed to date
from that era, has straight lines in keeping with the Shinden.
An interesting feature of this Haiden is that in the interior, as
it were in the mouth of the Wataridono, is a wooden Torii
painted red. As far as I know, a Torii in the interior or a
building occurs in no other shrine, though at Omiwa, where
there is no Shinden, a Torii stands immediately behind the
Haiden. The Torii of the main shrine stand rather further back
at the exit from the Wataridono. The term Sumiyoshi-zukuri
applies really only to the Shinden, but shrines in this style
should have Torii composed of square posts and pillars, with
square cross bars, and the Taro, or lanterns, should also be
without curved lines.

There were of course in old days many other buildings
besides the Shinden, and Sumfyoshi Kiryaku, written by a priest
called Shaku Gito in Kyoho 3 (1718) gives the following
account of them: " What is called the Jokwan is the Kami no
Kyakuden, or upper guest hall, the Gekwan is the Shimo no
Kyakuden, or lower guest hall, and the Nankwan is the Minami
no Shinkwan, and the Hokkwan is the Kita no Shinkwan.
The Kagurasho, or place for the divine dance, is to the south
of the No . 2 Shinden. The Nandai is to the south of No . I

Shinden : it is popularly called the Ishi no Butai, or stone
dancing stage. The Tozaigakukwan, or Eastern and Western
musician's halls, are in front of the Ishi no Burai, The Mikoshi
no Kura is the place where the 4 Mikoshi, or divine cars, are
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always kept. The Yogu is the place where the Mikoshi
specially come at festival times. The Fuhaisho is called the
Kohaiden. The Yogu and Kohaiden are ranged north and
south. The Kwairo is the place where the festival of the 13th
day of the ninth month, the Takaraichi, is held, and it is called
Kita no Kwairo, or northern corridor. The four Hozo, or
treasure houses, and the Dokyosho, or place for the reading of
the sutras, are to the north of NO.1 Shinden, and the Gyohosho
is to the south of it. The Gomado is to the east behind No. I

Shinden. The Sanzenbutsudo is south of Okutenjinja, and here
is enshrined Amidabutsu, (1\:iJ Iim~), who is the Honchi, or
Br-ddhist counterpart of No.2 Shinden. The Kwannondo is
to the east of Okutenjinja, it is the Honchi of No. 4 Shinden.
Tozaishutsugwansho is the place where the Kannushi and other
priests, come at the Takaraichi-sai and it is called Kita-Chakuza
shoo The divine stable is to the west of the Kita Kwairo, and
there is also a stable in Kita Tanabe-mura. The Shoinden is 2
or 3 cho south of the Honsha, it is the place where the Shoin,
or divine seal is enshrined, and the place where the Kannushi
lives. This hall afterwards became the temporary palace of the
Emperor Go Daigo (sic), Sumiyoshi Myojin manifested them
selves here, and a small shrine was built. The Shukuin is 8 or
9 ri (36 cho according to Japanese measurement) south of
Sumiyoshi, that is next to Akiguchisha on the south. It was
originally called Shukukyo: it is the Otabisho of Sumiyoshi,
and there is nothing but a well, a gate, and a Mizugaki or open
fence." Though this does not give us as clear a picture of the
buildings of Sumiyoshi as one could wish, I have quoted it in
extenso as it shows plainly the dual nature of the worship.
" Go Daigo" is, I think, clearly a misprint for Go Murakami,
for, as will be seen later, the Shoinden was his Angii for a con
siderable time, and indeed he died there, but, though Go Daigo
worshipped at the shrine on Engen 2.7. 5, there is no record of
his having stayed there. With reference to the Honchi, * iIll,
" Nijiinisha narabi Honchi " gives the following list for Sumi
yoshi, No. 1 Yakushi Nyorai, No. 2 Amida, No. 3 Dainichi,
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No. 4 Sho Kwannon.
Though it is not expressly stated in Sumiyoshi Ryakki, there

was a Jingiiji. A book called Kokonchomonshn gives the follow
ing account of its founding: "At Sumiyoshi there are four
places of which one is Koki Tokuo Daibosatsu. The divine
oracle speaking said' I am Koki Tokuo Daibosatsu, who lives
in the Tosotsu heaven, and in order to guard the country I
revealed myself in this Empire near Sumiyoshi. Living under
the pine trees for a long time I have suffered greatly. There is
a good place to the north, I request that a Garan may be built
for me, and the sutras turned.' " No date is mentioned, but it
was probably not later than early in the Heian era. The
Jingiiji was called Shinradera, and was of the Shingon sect. It
was pulled down early in the Meiji era, and Sumiyoshi purged
of its Buddhist elements, but up to that time the priests took
part in the festivals. It stood between the main shrine and the
Owatazumi Sessha.

Not only does the Shoinden no longer exist, but, un
happily, though it stood but a third of a mile from the shrine,
on the south, the land is no longer in possession of the shrine.
Literally the name Shoinden, (1£ ~ 1l4t), means the hall of the prin
cipal seal, and, in explanation of this name, we find in a book
called SlIm!yoshi Zensbo, by Oe juho, of which a copy made
by Umezono no Koretomo in Kwansei 7 (1797) is in pos
session of the shrine, "There is a holy box, it is in the shape of
the Imperial seal and contains a divine mirror. The Emperor
Engi (Daigo) sent Oe no Koretoki to China to find a sacred
mirror called Momite no Kami, and it was deposited in this box
secretly, but, after the Emperor's death, it was given to Sumi
yoshi. It was probably this mirror. According to a sacred
writing at Ise the Emperor Shomu caused a mirror of two sun,
(=-;t), to be cast and presented it to Ise Daijingii, and it was
called Go Shain. The Go Shain of this (Sumiyoshi) shrine
was of this kind." It is not known what the fate of the Go
Shain was, but is not now in possession of the shrine. The
Shoinden appears to have been first built in Kohei 3 (1060) by
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the 39th Kannushi, Kunimoto. The shrine had been burnt in
Tenki I (1053) and the Shoinden was probably added, when it
was rebuilt. It was again burnt in Shohei 20. 8. 17 (1365),
when it was the Angii of the Emperor Go Murakami, though
when he was in residence, but it was immediately rebuilt.

Fairly full particulars of the dimensions of the buildings
and site are available for the year Kyoho 12 (1727). There
would appear to have been two separate enclosures side by side,
one for the Shoinden, and the other for the dwelling of the
Kannushi. The former was 100 ken E. & W. and at its
broadest 65 ken N. & S., and covered 5213 tsubo, and the
latter was 74 ken E. & W. by ken N. & S. or 2590 tsubo.
The actual Shoinden itself was 8 ken 6 sun by 7 ken 21 sun,
with a corridor 2 ken by I ken, and it had a thatched roof.
There was a Karamon thatched with Hinoki, and a tiled eastern
gate. Nothing is said of the style of architecture, but there is
a picture in the possession of the shrine by the 73rd Kannushi
Kunitomi, which shows a building in Irirnoya-zukuri, surround
ed by a verandah, with flights of steps on the south and east.
In the front stand the Ukon no Sakura and Sakon no Tachi
bana, proper to an Imperial palace. It may be well to treat
here of Go Murakami's sojourn in this Angii rather than in the
section devoted to Imperial visits, but unfortunately very little
is known with regard to it. EntairyakkJ, under date Shohei
7. 2. 28, states that His Majesty arrived at Sumiyoshi and that
the house of the Kannushi Tsumori Kuninatsu became the
Angii. According to Tsumori Keden (rt <r ~ ft1.) on this occasion,
His Majesty stayed for 16 days, and then proceeded to Tennoji,
before going to Otokoyama on the 19th.

Then His Majesty carne again in the 9th month of Shohei
15, in the time of the 52nd Kannushi Kunikazu, and Shinyo
waleashii contains a poem composed by the Emperor after wor
shipping at the shrine in person in the loth month. There is
no record of how long this visit lasted, but Dai Nibonsbi (* EJ *
~) , quoting from Ktuaei Sandaiki (:n:~ =ft1ic) records, under date
Shohei 23 . 3. 11, "The Emperor died at Surniyoshidono." The
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late Prof. Yashiro has proved that it was at the Sumiyoshi
Angii that the Emperor Chokei performed a;n:. A brief descrip
tion has already been given of the Shinden and Haiden, but a few
words must be said with regard to the other buildings. A high
Mizugaki, painted red, surrounds the No. I Shinden, and, until
lately, shut it off completely from the other Shinden, but, of re
cent years, the portion immediately north and south of the No.
2. Shinden has been removed. Another Mizugaki (!1M &)
surrounds the 4 Shinden, and the Mizugaki of the No. I Shin
den connects with this, parallel to the rear of No. 2. Shinden,
Slightly east of this, both on the north and on the south, there
are large Yotsuashimon, without doors, in the Mizugaki.
Another large Yotsuashimon, with doors, stands in the centre
of the Mizugaki on the west, and forms the principal entrance
to the shrine. North and south of it are small Wakimon.

Some two ken in front of the Yotsuashimon is a large
stone Torii in Sumiyoshi-zukuri, and from this a flight of stone
steps leads down to the Shinen, or divine garden. Close to the
foot of the steps is a pond spanned by a large Soribashi, This
Soribashi, or curved bridge, was the gift of Yodogimi, mother
of Hideyori, at the time of the Keicho rebuilding. Only the
stone work, however, dates from this era, for it was the custom
to renew the woodwork at the time of the Nijfinenzoei. The
whole of the Shinen is filled with large stone Toro, or lanterns,
including a pair presented and inscribed by the famous hist
orian Rai Sanyo. On the western side of the Shinen are 3
more large Torii in Sumiyoshi-zukuri facing the main road.
On the far side of this road is Sumiyoshi Koen. On the north
side of the shrine enclosure, within the Mizugaki, are the
Kaguraden and Mikoshiden, and outside the Mizugaki, the
Shamusho. The Mikoshiden, 44 Tsubo, was the temporary
building used as the Shinden at the time of the Kyowa 2. (1802.)
rebuilding. The present Kaguraden, 137 tsubo, in Irimoya
zukuri with Karahafu, is quite modern. It replaced the old
Kaguraden built by Hideyori, which stood to the south of the
shrine. In old days the Shamusho stood to the south of the
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No. I Shinden, The present building, which stands in the
western comer of the old Jingiiji, was erected in Showa 5, and
covers 177 Tsubo. In the garden is a Sazareishi Chozuban,
which was removed from the old garden of the Shoinden, and
in the northern part of the garden, is Rengasho, 26 Tsubo,
which used to stand in the S. E. angle of the shrine precincts.
On the south side between the Mizugaki of No. I Shinden and
the outer Mizugaki, is an old cedar surrounded by a Tamagaki.
This is known as Goshoonmae, and is said to represent the spot
where the Empress Jingii originally instituted the worship of
Suminoe Okami, but, as we have seen, the shrine was probably
not brought to Naniwa for a considerable time after the
Empress' death. Just outside the outer Mizugaki is a pond
bridged by the Ishibutai, and on the further side of the pond
is the Nammon, and east and west of it the Gakusho. These
three buildings, and the Ishibutai date from the Keicho re
building.

West of the pond is a small building called the Shirno
Shinkwan ("""f ijij-g), or Saikwan (Jlf1'r), used for Sanro (~iii), etc.
and south of that again the Shinkwan, This is quite a modern
building in Chidori hafu-zukuri, erected in Taisho 4, and cover
ing 91 Tsubo, but, in it is preserved the Gyokuza of the great
Emyeror Meiji, The Shinkwan is used by the Chokushi, and
to the west of it is a large Yotsuashimon known as Chokushi
mono Slightly to the west of Shinkwan are the divine rice
fields. West of the Shamusho, and just below the Kaguraden,
is a place known as Tanjoseki, or birth stone, which is said to
mark the birth place of Shimazu Tadahisa. It will be remem
bered that Tadahisa was an illegitimate son of Yoritomo's
by Tango no Tsubone, the sister of Hiki Yoshikazu. When
Masako, Yoritomo's wife, discovered that Tango no Tsubone
was enceinte by her husband, she had to fly, and, according to
the story, it was at the spot now marked by the Tanjoseki,
where she had lain down utterly exhausted, that her son was
born.

At the Aramitama shrine, the site is now about I ri from
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the sea, both on the east and on the west, but it is believed
that in the days of Jingo Kogo, the sea came right up to the
shrine on the west.

Though not in Sumiyoshi-zukuri, the buildings are of the
greatest interest. They now face south, but there are not
wanting indications that originally the west, i. e. the direction
of Chosen was the main frontage, though, of course, there were
then no buildings. It is for instance significant that, on the
occasion of the Makare Sai, an esoteric festival dating back to
the foundation of the shrine, the priests emerge from the west
ern gate.

The present Go Honden, which is under the special pro
tection of the Government, was built by Ouchi Hiroyo, and
completed in Oan 3 i. e. Shohei 25 (1370). It is in Nagare
zukuri with five Chidori-hafu, and is in reality 5 shrines under
one roof. It measures 78 shaku 7 sun east and west, by 10
shaku 5 bu north and south, but there is a broad verandah IO

shaku 5 bu on the Southern frontage, and verandahs of 4
shaku 8 sun on the east and west. On the extreme west is
the abode of the 3 deities of Suminoe, and next to it is the shrine
of the Emperor Ojin. In the centre Takeuchi no Sukune is
venerated, and then in succession come the shrines of the
Empress Jingu and Takeminakata no Kami.

The worship of the Emperor Ojin, the Empress Jingu,
and the great minister Takeuchi no Sukune, all of whom had
intimate connection with the revelation of Suminoe Okami, is
easily understandable, but the addition of Takeminakata no
Kami, the deity of Suwa, is hard to explain. It should be
mentioned that officially the shrine is regarded as 3 Za, i. e. the
; deities of Suminoe, and the other 4 deities as being worship
ped in the Aidono. When the addition of these 4 deities took
place is not known, but they have at any rate been venerated
since the Oan era. To the south of the Go Honden is the
Haiden in Nagare-zukuri with roof sloping east and west. It is
open on all sides. It was built by Mori Terumoto in Ternmon
S (1539) but it has unfortunately at some time been, by no
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means skilfully, restored, and is not therefore under the protec
tion of the Government. On the southern frontage hangs
a tablet from the brush of Arisugawa no Miya, Taruhito
shinno.

Until the beginning of Meiji, south of the Haiden, stood a
fine two-storied Romon with Kwairo, but this was unfortunately
ruthlessly demolished, and the present Romon and Kwairo,
erected in Meiji 34, are a very poor substitute. Barely one o.e
from the shrine enclosure proper, on the east, is a small Inari
shrine, standing on slightly higher ground, and this is regarded
as having been probably the original abode of Suminoe Okami.
Immediately to the west of the Go Honden is the Shore con
taining the famous Chosen bell.

Nothing is known of the early buildings at Fukuoka, but
there is a tradition to the effect that the site was originally
somewhat further up the Nakagawa:llllliiJ JII, then called Nano
kawa !HJlI, in Antoku-mura

According to Takeda Shiinan's Sumiyo.rhi Engi, written in
the Kokwa era (1844-1848), early in the Buke era, there were 3
Shinden facing west with a Kwairo of 66 ken, having a gate
on each side. Outside this was a Mizugaki measuring in all
160 ken. One cho from the shrine on the N. W. was a fine
two-storied Romon. In addition there were the Amidado,
Gomado, the Daihido, the divine stable, and Mikoshiya, etc.,
but all this fell into ruin in the troubles of Onin and Bunmei,
and, for a long time, the shrine did no more than barely exist.
At the present day there is but one Shinden in which the 3
deities of Suminoe are worshipped together, with Amaterasu
Omikami and Jingu Kogo in the Aidono.

This Shinden, which is in Sumiyoshi-zukuri, was built by
Kuroda Nagamasa, in Keicho 9, and faces west. It is under
the special protection of the Government.

The Heiden and Haiden are attached to the Shinden in
Gongen-zukuri. They were completed only in Showa 6, when
they displaced buildings believed to have been erected by
Kuroda Tadayuki in Tenwa 2 (1682). They were in Irimoya-
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zukuri with tiled roofs, but had no special merit. The present
Haiden is in Irimoya Kohaitsujihafu-zukuri, with copper roof,
but its curved lines are ill in keeping with the straight lines of
the Shinden. It is 3 je square, but has a somewhat lob-sided
appearance owing to the Shinsensho being attached to it on the
north. West of the Haiden is the Shinmon built probably also
in Tenwa 2, but it is now undergoing repairs amounting prac
tically to a rebuilding.

Though the Iki shrine is now at Nagamura, approximately
in the centre of the island, the original foundation was at
Mitsunoura (Yanagita-mura). There is no record of the extent
of the demesne. I have unfortunately not been able to visit
the shrine, but the present buildings in Nagare-zukuri are
quite modern having been erected only in Meiji 12.

PRIESTS

Though Nibonsbohi duly chronicles the appointment of
Homutate to worship the Aramitama of Suminoe no Okami,
and the names of those entrusted with the worship of 3 other
shrines founded by Jingii Kogo in obedience of the divine
oracles at Muko, it is silent with regard to the person selected
for the worship of the Nigimitarna of Suminoe no Okami.
According to tradition, however, it was Tomomi no Sukune,
Now we .know that this man had accompanied the Empress on
her expedition, for we find him coupled with Homutate in
Nihonshoki, when the Aramitama signified their wish to dwell
at Anato, representing to the Empress, saying "Surely thou
wilt set apart unto the Gods the lands where they desire to
dwell." He is described as the ancestor of the Muraji of
Tsumori, and, throughout the ages, we find the Tsumori family
in charge of the Naniwa shrine, Tomomi no Sukune was 16th
in descent from Arne no Hoakari no Mikoto, son of Arne no
Oshihomimi no Mikoto. At the time of his appointment to the
shrine it is said that he was made also the guardian (~) of the
port (l$), and hence the name Tsumori (~!;f). After Tomomi's
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death the Suminoe Nanasei (-l:; it), also called Kannushi Nanake·
("':E -l:; ~), generation after generation, served the shrine.
Sliminoe Kiryakll says" Tomomi had 7 sons, the first was Tairyo,
the priest of Owatazumi Jinja. The second was Itaya, who
subsequently took the name of Tsumori no Sukune. The third
was Korna, the ancestor of the present Kannushi: he is now
called Tsumori. The Uyeki, Aohasu, Kikuzono, Fujii, 4
houses, also were descendants of the Koma. The fourth was
Tsu, but this house is now extinct. The fifth was Oyake of
whom descendants still exist, but they have all entered other
families. The sixth was Kamiyatsuko, of which there are 3
families, they carry out the office of Negi. The seventh was
Takaki, who have charge of the divine treasures. It is said
that the 7 houses each planted a tree, pine, tsuki, camphor, etc.
and the 7 trees represented the 7 houses," Though there are
many old trees especially camphors close to the shrine no tradi
tion now remains of the 7 representative trees. Settsushi says
"There are over 300 families of Jinnin (ffIll A), of Sumiyoshi:
Itaya, Korna, Tsumori, Oyake, Kamiyatsuko, Tairyo and
Takaki are called the seven priestly houses and of these it seems
Tsumori is highest in rank and called Shamu (it~)," Hacbiman
giihonki says" The Kannushi of Surniyoshi has, from old days,
been of the Tsumori family, and from generation to generation..
they carry out the office of Shamu. There have been many
poets among them. Their house is 4 or 5 cse south of the
shrine."

These 7 families were known as Keishi, (~151). The chief
priest was the Kannushi, or Shikwan, but there was also a Gon
Kannushi, or Gonkwan, and an Ujibito, a Negi, Gon Negi etc..
Then in addition there were the Kyakukata, Nakama and Hira
nakama, whose duties were connected with the Shinryo, and
they had no connection with the actual worship. There were
also the Reijinnakama of the Hata family, who were in charge
of music and dancing, and there were several families of Miko,
or dancing girls, and at the height of the prosperity of Sumiyo
shi they are said to have been as many as 360 families of Jinnin.
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In Meiji 4 when for the most part the hereditary system was
swept away allover the country, Tsumori Kuniyoshi, the 74th
Kannushi of his line, was happily retained as Chief Priest with
the title of Giiji, and, at the end of the following year, was
given the rank of Kwazoku, and, with the introduction of
foreign style titles, was made a Baron in 1884. On the resig
nation of the 76th Kannushi Kuninaga in Taisho 13, there
being no suitable Tsumori available, the conduct of the wor
ship of Suminoe Okami passed into other hands, but it is hoped
that, as soon as he has g'lined sufficient experience, Tsumori
Michihide, at present serving as Shuten at Taga Jinja, may carry
on the old tradition. Though he will be but the 77th Tsumori
Kannushi, he is, according to the genealogical table preserved
in the family, the 102nd in descent from Ame no Hoakari no
Mikoto. Quite apart from their skill as hereditary poets,
several of the Tsumori family attained great distinction, notably
the 48th, Kunifuyu, and his son, the 50th, Kuninatsu.

It was to the latter that the Emperor Go Daigo sent a
secret rescript in Genko 1 soliciting the aid of Suminoe no
Okami for the overthrow of Hojo Takatoki, and, in Shohei 7,
after the first visit of Go Murakami, he was promoted to the
Upper 3rd rank, an almost unprecedented honour. It is to be
noted, however, that the rank accorded to priests evidently dif
fered from the ordinary Court rank, for, under date Bunwa
I. 2.. 2.8, i. e. Shohei 7 (1352) Tsumori Keden notes that, for the
16 days of the Emperor's visit, he was specially accorded the
status of Tenjobito (?It it1: A), and he was then already certainly
at least of the Lower 4th rank. It was in the following month
that he was given the Upper 3rd rank.

It has already been stated that in addition to their being
the protectors of those who go down to the sea in ships, Sumi
noe no Okami became also the patron deities of poets, and
those who aspired to excel in verse. It is related of one Fuji
wara no Atsuyori that though he lived till he was 80, he
never failed to come every month to Sumiyoshi to pray that
he might become a great poet. Another well known dilettante,
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the Shogun Sanetomo, was also a fervent disciple. The ex
Emperor Go Toba, on his return from a pilgrimage to Kuma
no, visited Sumiyoshi and attending a poem party composed
the following verse "Kakute nao kawarazu marnore Yoyo 0

hete, Kono michi terasu Suminoe no Kami," which may
perhaps be rendered, "0, Ye Deities of Suminoe, who hath,
generation after generation, illumined this path ever protecting
us." From what date Surninoe no Okarni vouchsafed to
assume their additional functions is unfortunately not known,
but it is an interesting problem, though one that cannot be
solved, to enquire whether the Tsurnori family attained their
skill in poetry from the aid of the Deities they served, or
whether it was at their petition that the Deities deigned to
become the patrons of their priests.

As we have already seen, Homutate no Atai was appointed
to the worship of the Aramitama, and his descendants continu
ed to serve the shrine right down to the restoration, when
Yamada Morizane was Daigiiji. Hornutate was t rth in descent
from Amatsuhikone no Mikoto, and in the 39th generation, the
family adopted the name of Kada (R IE), but this was sub
sequently changed to Yamada. A branch of the family took
the name of Nakamura, and they served the shrine as Shin
daiguji, or new Daigiiji. There were in addition at least 10

priestly families (Shake).
At Fukuoka at the time of the restoration Yokota Masa

teru was Daigiiji, and he claimed to be 53rd in descent from
Yosarni. The family was long known as Saeki, but subsequent
ly adopted the name of Yokota.

At Iki, according to tradition, the Empress Jingu entrust
ed Abe no Sukemaro with the duty of performing the Ikusagoe
Shinji, and he, and his descendants continued to serve the shrine
generation after generation. It is believed that the chief priest
at the beginning of the Meiji era was the 75th of his line, but,
unfortunately, twenty two generations previously the genealog
ical table was burnt, and there is consequenly some uncertainty.
There were also 7 other priestly families.
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RANK AND STATUS

It seems probable that rank (;II1ft), was conferred on the
deities of Suminoe at a very early date, but the first notice of it
that we possess occurs in Shoku Nihonki when under date
Enryaku ;.6 (784), the Upper ;rd rank (tit), and the ;rd order
(iW) was bestowed, and six months later prornption to the
Lower znd rank is chronicled. Then in Daido 1.4 (806), in
NihonkOki, we find "Suminoe no Okami of the province of
Settsu is given the Lower rst rank, prayers were offered for the
ambassadors to Morokoshi."

This is the last notice recorded in the national annals, and
the Naimusho, therefore, recognise no more, but Hachimangiiki,
compiled by Kaibara Koko, in Genroku 2, (1689) shows that
Suminoe had already reached the Upper first rank before Ten
gyo 2 (939), for, in that year, all shrines received a step in rank,
but if the shrine had already reached the Upper first rank, then,
instead, the Kannushi received a step, and the biography of
Tsumori Soshitsune, 31st Kannushi of Sumiyoshi, shows that
that year he was promoted to the Lower 5th rank (b). I should
myself be inclined to think that Suminoe Okami attained the
premier rank on Jogwan 1.1.27 (859), for SandaijitS'Nf'oku records
that on that day all the shrines of the Kinai and Shichido,
received a step in rank. I know of no deities who reached the
Lower rst rank as early as Daid6 I, with the exception of those
of Karno, who attained it in Enryaku 13, and were promoted
to the Upper first in Daido 2. Proximity to the Court un
doubtedly played an important part in the bestowal of jini, (~
tz), and though Naniwa was not the capital of the Empire after
the death of the Emperor Kotoku in 654, an Imperial establish
ment was long maintained there. Though Suminoe Okami at
Naniwa thus early attained the first rank, at the Fukuoka shrine,
they never rose above the Lower 5th (b) (Jogwan I), and at
Iki, the Lower j th (a) J6gwan I. The Aramitama at Nagato
were granted the Upper 4th rank (b) in Ninna 2. (886).· There
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is nothing singular in the same deity having a different rank at
a different shrine, thus while Oyamakui no Mikoto has the
Upper rst rank at Matsunoo, officially at Hie (Omi), he has but
the Lower 4th (b).

In Engishiki, Sumiyoshi 4 za is described as being one of
the 26 Myojindai of the province of Settsu, to receive Heihaku
on Tsukiname, Ainame and Niiname, and is included among
the 285 Myojinmatsuri, and the 71 Ainamernatsuri, and the 85
deities to receive prayers for rain, (~m~). Suminoe no
Okami of Nagata, Fukuoka and Iki were all likewise included
as Myojindai of their respective provinces.

It is not, to the best of my belief, known exactly when the
Ichinomiya of the provinces were fixed, but all four shrines
became the Ichinomiya of their provinces, though the Fukuoka
shrine appears to have been superceded at one time by Hakozaki,

In Koho 2 (965), when 16 shrines were selected to receive
Heihaku direct from the Court, the Naniwa shrine was included
as No. 14, and, when, in Choryaku 3, (1039) the number was
brought up to 22, i. e. the famous Nijunisha (it=ji), Surniyoshi
was allotted the last place among the 7 Naka no Sha. Then
on Meiji 4.5.14 (1871), on the inauguration of a new system of
grading shrines, Sumiyoshi of Osaka was at once put in the
highest class, viz. Kwampeitaisha, and occupies the 16th place
on the official list. At that time the Aramitama shrine was
graded as Kokuheichiisha, but in Meiji 44 it was promoted to
K warnpeichusha. The Iki shrine was also from the first made
Kokuheichiisha, but the claims of the Fukuoka shrine were
overlooked, and it was not till Taisho 4 that it was raised from
Kensha to Kwarnpeishosha.

TERRITORIAL POSSESSIONS

It is unfortunately far from clear what the $Ill fl1, or terri
torial possessions, of the shrine were in old days. Mention has
already been made of the 30 cho of rice land presented by the
Emperor Temmu, and said to be for provision of Mike. Then
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ShinshoJ:yahKhokufmho in Daido I (806) speaks of cc Suminoe no
Kami 239 ko (p)," of which 50 were in Settsu, I in Tamba, 82
in Harima, 20 in Aki, and 66 in Nagato.

Suminoe KiryakJI has the following under the heading
U Yarnaguchi-sai ." U The divine lands of Sumiyoshi in the
province of Harima were 98,000 cho, and, at the time of the
20 yearly rebuilding, the chief Negi went to Mikusayama in this
territory, and took the first axe (It was populary called M M1).
This was the Yamaguchi-sai. As it is seen in shrine records,
that there were divine lands in other provinces, in the time of
Kuninatsu and Kunifuyu, the territory must have amounted to
120,000 koku." The editors of Kojiruie«; however, point out
that in the time of Kunifuyu, end of the rjth century, and
Kuninatsu, eady 14th century, the Koku system was not yet in
force, and they consider that the estimate of 120,000 Koku
must be regarded with grave suspicion. HachimangukJ says
c, In a book called jindaikJ it is stated that Sumiyoshi had large
possessions in many provinces, and, therefore, when a dispute
arose over the possessions of Sumiyoshi, jindaikJ was quoted.
There is a reference to this in an edict of Kogon's, I fancy
jindaikJ is no longer extant." Though the extent is unknown,
there can be no question that, in old days, the shrine was very
highly endowed. During the Yoshino era Sakai Kita no Sho
and Sakai Minami no Sho became the property of the shrine,
snd the import duty of the ships entering these ports became
an important SOurce of revenue.

In Bunroku 3 (1594), Hideyoshi assessed the revenue of
the shrine at the very considerable figure of 2600 koku, and
this was confirmed by successive Shuin from Tokugawa ShO
guns, and was increased by some 69 koku in the Genroku era
(1688-1704), in consequence of the inclusion of a stretch of
land known as Shichidoryo on the west of the Kanankaido.

Settsushi estimated the actual precincts (:IJl ri), at 9 cho east
and west, by 4 cho north and south, and Sumiyoshi Meishozue
gives the same figures, adding that within the Torii it was 119
ken east and west, by 80 ken north and south. The total
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territory, however, in the effective possession of the shrine at
the beginning of Meiji, is believed to have been 10 cho east
and west, by 2.0 cho north and south. A considerable portion
of this was, however, taken over by the city authorities, and
Sumiyoshi Koen made from part of it, and the actual precincts
now amount to about 23,000 tsubo, or rather over 18

acres.
The Aramitama shrine was also handsomely endowed.

Hachimangu Honki says "In old days they possessed land in
places and there were a large number of it A. Gifts of land
from Yoritomo and other Shoguns, and from the Lord of the
province are recorded. Now (Genroku era) they have 360

Koku of Shinryo. According to old shrine records, the boun
daries were Mine, i. e. the present Mine-gun on the east, and
the sea i. e. the coast at Yasuoka, Ikuno etc. on the west, Oike,
i. e. the straits of Bakan on the south, and Kawatana on the
north, in fact all the territory, on both sides of the road, from
the shrine as far as Chofu, and the shrine possessed territory in
the provinces of Nagata, Suwa, Buzen and Chikuzen.

Hachimangiiki gives the dimensions of the shrine precincts
in the Genroku era as 90 ken east and west, by 100 ken north
and south, i. e. about 9,000 tsubo, and adds that the Ichi no
Torii stood in Fuchfi, 28 cho from the shrine. Nowadays the
precincts cover 2.097 tsubo, and, in addition, the shrine posses
ses some 5 chobu,

At Fukuoka according to Takeda Shinan's Sumtyoshi Engi,
at the height of their prosperity in the early Buke era, the
shrine precincts (It poj), extended over more than a ri square,
and in addition they possessed at least 4 villages. Aoyagi
Tanenobu in his Zoku Fukokijui estimates that the total Shinryo
amounted to over 3,000 cho. At the present day the shrine
precincts cover 438o tsubo.

At Iki, early in Meiji, the Shinryo (jj1trt) amounted to 1651

tsubo, but it is probable that in early days, they had far more
extensive possessions. At the present day the shrine precincts
cover approximately 3080 tsubo,
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IMPERIAL VISITS ETC.

Certainly Suminoe Okami enjoyed the veneration of the
Court to a marked degree. Mention has already been made of
the possible visit of the Emperor Temmu, and the sojourn of
the Emperor Go Murakami, but many Emperors have wor
shipped at the shrine in person. The nrst recorded in the
national annals occurs in TeiobennenkJ, under date Enryaku 8,
when it is stated that the Emperor Kwammu came to the shrine,
but, ere this, shrine tradition says that the Empress jne, the
Empress Gensh6, in Y6r6 2.2, the Emperor Sh6mu in Shinki I,

all came. Again it is said the Emperor Heizei came several
time;" also the Emperor Nimmyo, and the Emperor Montoku
in Tenan I, and the Emperor Go-Daigo in Engen 2.7. Then
coming to modem times, though the Emperor Komei did not
come in person to Sumiyoshi, in Ansei j.4 (18j8), he sent an
order for 17 days of prayer for the restoration of the tranquili
ty of the Empire, and the Kannushi Kuniyoshi held a great
service (jljt$), at Nagaoura, which was known as Hama Kito (~

Kfr"fI!). Then, on Meiji 1.3.10 (1868), the great Emperor Meiji
paid his epoch making visit to Osaka, and came and worshipp
ed in person at Sumiyoshi. No Emperor had left the capital
since the Emperor Go-Kameyama had returned there from
Yoshino in Genchii 9, (1392), nor, with the exception of the
historic progresses of the Emperor Kornei to Kamo and Iwa
shimizu in Bunkyii 3 (1863), had there been an Imperial visit to
shrine anywhere since, the Emperor Ch6kei ascended at Sumi
yoshi in Shohei '23 (1368). The Emperor Meiji repeated his
visit on Meiji 10.2. I I, and his gracious consort Sh6kenk6taig6
visited the shrine in person on Meiji 2.0.2. I j. His present
most gracious Majesty has not made a progress since his acces
sion, but, in Taisho 10, before starting on his journey to
Europe, he received the "Mamori" of the patron deities of
voyagers, and, on his safe return, gave thanks for their august
protection.

transferred

HI
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Unless, as seems probable, one or more of the Emperor
Heizei's alleged "several visits" took place after his abdication,
the Emperor Uda would appear to be the first ex-Emperor to
visit the shrine. FNsoryakki records that His Majesty came to
the shrine by boat in Shotai 1.10 (898), very shortly after his
abdication. Ifyakm-ensho chronicles that the ex-Emperor Go
Sanjo accompanied by his consort, Yomeimonin, and a
daughter, left the capital on Enkyu ~ .2..:W, and visited Iwa
shimizu, Sumiyoshi and Tennoji. Prior to this, however,
NihonkiryakN chronicles visits by Higashi Sanjoin, the Emperor
Enyu's widow, in Choho 2., (1000) and of }otomonin, Ichijo's
widow, in Chogen 4 (1031), and not long afterwards, in Eiho 4
(1084), we hear in ZokNknshNiwakashN of a visit of Shijo no
Miya, widow of Go Reizei, Go Toba's visit of which mention
has already been made, is confirmed in 1VJmano MiYNkiki, and it
is stated that in addition to making offerings he witnessed the
Kagura and also wrestling matches. I can find no confirmation
of the tradition that Go Sirakawa also visited Sumiyoshi on his
return from Kumano, but, as he made the pilgrimage more
than 30 times, it is highly probable. From Mas« Kagami we
learn that the ex-Emperor Go Saga, following in the footsteps
of the ex-Emperor Go Sanjo, went with his consort to Sumi
yoshi and Tennoji "about the Hoji era" (12.47-12.49) but a
poem composed by His Majesty preserved in ZOkN Senzaiwaka
shU shows that it was in Kencho , (12.B), unless, indeed, this
was a second visit. " Ichidaiyoki " testifies to a visit from the
ex-Emperor Kameyama on Koan 8.10.14 (12.85), and a poem
composed on the occasion is still extant . The ex-Emperor Go
Fukakusa is also stated to have paid a visit, but of this I can
find no record. As might be expected, in view of their great
distance from the Court, no Imperial progresses are recorded to
the other Sumiyoshi shrines, but messengers with Hohei were
despatched. Thus for example, in Dai Nibonsbi as early as
Ternpyo 9.4, we are told of the despatch of Hohei to the
Fukuoka shrine, to report the discourtesy of Shiragi to the
Japanese Ambassadors to that country, and again, in Genkei 2.
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(878), to the same shrine to announce that Shiragi was about to
attack Japan. Again on the occasion of the Go Sengushiki, in
Kentoku I, Takatsukasa Fuyumichi, Kwampaku of the northern
Court, went to the Aramitama shrine as cc Chokushi." The
first occasion of a despatch of a Chokushi to the lki shrine
seems to have been in Enryaku 7.5 (788).

SESSHA

It might be thought an easy task to give, at any rate, the
names of the Sessha in old days, but this is far from being the
case. In 511mryoshi Jinja Yoshi, issued by the shrine authorities,
it is stated that, including Oyosami Jinja and Akiguchi Jinja in
Sakai, which used to be called the Okunoin of Sumiyoshi, there
were more than 30 Sessha, but no attempt is made to enumerate
them. 511miyoshi MeishoZ1l4 published in Kwansei 7 gives the
list of the shrines, comprising 2.2. za, of which 10 * and I2. 1]-,
of Surniyoshi gun in Engishiki, and then adds "these are now
the Sessha of Surniyoshi." Many of these shrines, notably
Oyosarni, I think, unquestionably antedated Sumiyoshi, and,
though it seems highly probable that rich and powerful Sumi
yoshi Jinja, to a large extent, absorbed, or took under its pro
tection, all the neighbouring shrines, I doubt rather if they were
Sessha, quite in the modern signification of that term.

At the present day there are 4 Sessha all of them within
the precincts:

Owatazumi Jinja Wakamiya ]inja
Funatama Jinja Shiga Jinja

In Engishiki we find after Owatazumi "originally the Ujigami
of the Tsumori family," though, as Suzuka Tsuretane in his
Jinja KaknrokN says, this was probably added later. In 58IS/90
gllndan, we find "it is now called Iso-onrnae Yashiro. There
are 2. za, and there are two opinions with regard to their
identity, either Owatazumi no Kami and Tamayorihime, or
Toyotamahiko and Toyotamahime, and the shrine authorities
now adopt the latter. They are all deities of the Sea. As we
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have already seen, this shrine was served by the eldest son of
Tomomi, and his descendants. The Shinden is in pure Sumi
yoshi-zukuri, and it stands in an enclosure of its own, some 2

cho almost due north of the No. I Shinden of the main shrine.
It faces west, and it front of it is a Yotsuashimon, thought to
date from the Keicho rebuilding.

Funatama Jinja now stands outside the western Mizugaki
of the main shrine on the southern side, but, in Jinja Kakuroksi,
it is described as being in Kitahanada mura. It is quite small
and in Sumiyoshi-zukuri. There is one za believed to be
Sarutahiko no Mikoto. Suzuka, quoting from a book called
Hihoko, says "this is another name for the deities of Suminoe,
used when they are protecting ships." If Sarutahiko be really
the deity, I should be inclined to believe that he was the
Chinushi no Kami of Sumiyoshi.

The Wakamiya which stands within the Mizugaki, parallel
to the Gosho-onmae, does not appear in Engishiki, and it is not
known when it was founded. It is sacred to the Emperor
Ojin, who was in his mother's womb at the time of the Sankan
expedition, and also to the great minister Takeuchi no
Sukune. Shiga Jinja, which stands in the north-west angle of
the Owatazumi Sessha, is likewise not mentioned in Engishiki.
It is sacred to the 3 deities of Suminoe and was doubtless a
subsidiary shrine of Owatazumi, It is quite small in Nagare
zukuri, and thought to date from the Keicho rebuilding.

In addition to Owatazumi Jinja above mentioned,Oyosami
Jinja, 4 za, now a Fusha, Nakatomi Sumaji Jinja, now a Sonsha
in Naka Kawachi Gun, Kawachi, and Tarurni Jinja, now a
Gosha in Toyoshirna gun, are most closely associated in the
public mind with Sumiyoshi. This, however, is simply
because they, in common with Sumiyoshi Jinja, used to receive
Heihaku from the Court on the occasion of the Yasoshima
Matsuri. It is impossible here to enter into the difficult
question of the signification of this Matsuri, which was
observed but once in each reign after the Daijosai, from the
time of the Emperor Montoku down to that of the Emperor
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Shijo, when it fell into abeyance. It was not celebrated by the
priests of Sumiyoshi, or any other shrine, but by a Miyaji Cog =1:),
of the Jingikwan who came to Naniwa expressly for the pur
pose, and, though Sumiyoshi and the 4 other shrines received
Heihaku, it was, according to EngishiJd, but a small portion.

The Matsuri appears originally to have been held at Kuma
gawa jiri, possibly in the neighbourhood of the modem Uta
jima and to have been transferred to the neighbourhood of
Sumiyoshi later.

There is, I think, a tendency to misunderstand the
significance of this Matsuri and regard it as having been offered
to Suminoe Okami, but this, in the first instance, was certainly
not the case. Though many eminent theologians contend that
it was originally offered to Ikushima Tarushima no Kami, I
myself believe it to have been from the first a pure Oharaishiki.

Yasoshima I believe to have been a poetic name for Nani
wa or rather, perhaps, for the islands in the bay of Naniwa and
Sumiyoshi Jinja was not only the principal shrine of Naniwa,
but Suminoe no Kami were the deities of the sea which was to
carry away the impurities, and moreover, they were themselves
deities, as we have seen, born of a lustration, and it was, there
fore, but fitting that they should be recognised by the despatch
of Heihaku. Moreover SlImfyoshi Nenchugyoji states that all the
islands in Naniwa bay were included in the Shinryo of the
shrine. Unfortunately the Norito of the Yasoshirna Matsuri
has not been preserved, but it was not, I feel confident, addres
see, primarily at any rate, to Surninoe no Okami . The identity
of the deities of the other 4 shrines to receive Heihaku on this
occasion is most obscure, and whether they were selected be
cause of their Special ja jjI a, or because of their connection
with Sumiyoshi, cannot be said with any certainty, but it has
been suggested that the deities of Tarumi were river deities
and that the rivers carried down the impurities to the sea.

It should, perhaps, be added that the Oku Tenjinsha men
tioned in Sliminoe Kiryakll is believed to be Ikuna )inja of
Engishiki. There are, at the present day, in addition to the 4
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Sessha, 16 Massha within the precincts, and two without.
At the Aramitama shrine there are two Sessha. Tenjinsha

is sacred to Izanagi and Izanami no Kami and Wakamiya is the
Ujigami of the Daiguji ke.

At Fukuoka, according to SlImiyoshi Engi already quoted,
there were at the height of the prosperity of the shrine, 7 Sessha,
comprising 12 za, within the precincts and 3 Sessha outside the
precincts, at which the Mikoshi called on the occasion of the
divine progress. At the present day there are but two, Funa
tarna Jinja and Shiga Jinja, and 6 Massha. One of these Mas
sha, Hitomaro Jinja, was in old days a Sessha: it is sacred to
the famous poet Kakinomoto no Hitomaro.

At the Iki shrine there are 3 Sessha in 3 separate villages.
They are all called Ikusagoe, and are the abode of Yachihoko
no Kami, another name for Onamuchi no Mikoto, who is also
venerated in the Aidono of the main shrine.

Neither in the Kojiki, nor the Nibonsbohi, is there any men
tion of Onamuchi no Mikoto's having accompanied the expedi
tion to Sankan, but Yachihoko no Kami was the divine spear
with which Onamuchi no Mikoto had pacified the Empire
before the descent of the Heavenly grandchild, and it is pre
sumably on the supposition that Yachihoko no Kami assisted
in the subjugation of Sankan, that he is venerated in the Iki
shrine.

FESTIVALS

It is abundantly clear that from very early days Surniyoshi
had a very full calendar, but, unfortunately, it is very difficult
to discover its exact nature. Urabe no Kanetomo in his well
known Nijiinishachushiki writes" No festival (~~~) " and this is
hard to understand. Kanetomo was }ingi no Suke, and, though
he has no claims to being considered a theologian, as is proved
by his saying "according to the priestly families (n ~), No. I

Shinden is Amaterasu Ornikami, No.2 Usa Myojin, NO.3
Uwatsutsunoo no Mikoto, Nakatsutsunoo no Mikoto, Sokotsu-

theologian,

theologian,
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tsunoo no Mikoto, NO.4 Jingii Kogo" and making no protest,
he must have been in a position to say whether, or no, there
was a festival. True he wrote in the Bummei era (1469-1487)
when practically all shrine festivals were in abeyance, but, in
many cases, as for instance Kamo, he gives the date of the fes
tival, though it was not then actually observed. There are two
possible explanations of this, either the festival had long been
in abeyance, perhaps from the time of the Nambokucho ]idai
troubles, or, among the many observances, ~i'II. of Surni
yoshi, no one was considered as sufficiently outstanding to be
reckoned as the festival.

Kaibara Koko in his Hachimangiihonki writes "it is clear
from the Nenchugyoji (calender) of Tsumori Munekuni that
nothing was neglected in the matter of festivals, but, of later
years, many observances have fallen into abeyance." Munekuni
was never himself Kannushi, but he was the son of Kunihira,
47th Kannushi from 1264-1274. Kaibara then continues" of
the large number now (Genroku era) observed, there is the
Mikechiyumi of the r jth of the rst month, the festival of the
first day of the 'hare' of the znd month, the Mitauesai of the
28th day of the jth month, and the Oharai of the last day of
the 6th month. This Oharai was very splendid. First there
were various processions etc. and then more than ;0 iittA, or
people connected with the shrine, proceeded to the Shukuin of
Sakai on horseback, and afterwards returned to Sumiyoshi as
they pleased. This was the ceremony of escorting the Mikoshi.
Last, of the 10 -mfft, Buddhist priests, four young ones, wearing
Chamaro Kasa, went on horseback directly east from Daishoji
to Daiji. Daishoji and Daiji are both in Sakai. In jimmyocho,
Daiji is written Akiguchisha. Being an outside house of Sumi
yoshi, there is a shrine there, and the priests of the shrine take
part in the ceremonies. According to an old custom, though
it was a festival in the height of the hot weather, the 4 priests
were regaled with hot macaroni, and at the festival of the r rth
month, in winter, with cold macaroni. Then the officials of the
Mandokoro, bearing bows and guns, form the vanguard. Then

theologian,
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comes one Mikoshi, and they go as far as Shukuin, and the Dai
Negi of Sumiyoshi intones the Oharai Norito, or ritual. After
a time the Mikoshi returns. As by this time it is growing
dark, people from Sakai, bearing lanterns, come to see them off,
and people from Sumiyoshi and boatmen and people from the
neighbouring villages, all with lanterns, come to welcome them,
and there must be more than 10,000. From the Shukuin the
Mikoshi goes to Shichidogahama, via Daishoji, and, passing
through Sakai, emerges on the main road from the south of
Adachimachi (the Mikoshi took this route on its outward
journey also). At Shichidogahama there is a temporary build
ing of the Mandokoro, and, here, there are processions, and
people display their skill. Then on the t yth of the 9th month
there are wrestling matches. From the Nenchugyoji this would
appear to have been a great festival, but now it has fallen into
abeyance, and there is nothing more than a mere shadow of it.
As a memorial of the fact that in old times a market was held,
the people call this festival Takaraichi (Jl rtf) (literally Treasure
market) and small rice measures are sold to the people. In the
I rth month there is the Niinamesai. At Unebiyama in Taka
ichi gori of Yamato (about I ri south of Yagimura: popularly
it is called Jimyoji Yama) there is a shrine to Jingii Kogo, and
every year on the first of the second month, and on this festival
of the I rth month, they go from Sumiyoshi to this place and
get earth from which they make tiles which are offered before
the deities. Sets1!Jogundan says" among the popular festivals
there is the Shihoi" festival of the 3rd day of the 3rd month.
On this day the shore from the neighbourhood of the shrine to
the sea of Awaji becomes a white strand, and the people all
amuse themselves there. On the zSrh of the 5th month is the
Mitaue festival when the divine rice is planted. The Saotome,
or girls who plant the rice, are prostitutes who come from
Keijomachi, Chimori, to the south of Sakai, in the province of
Izumi. It is popularly reported that, when the Empress Jingii
returned from the Sankan expedition, she summoned girls from
the province of Nagato and increased the 5 cereals and farming.
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As, in later day, the "filles de joie " of Chimori became the
planting girls, Keijo came to be used to mean planting girl."
These extracts give us no more than a glimpse of old time cus
toms, but, though by no means easy to follow, are of some
value, and show that the Buddhist priests took part even in the
festivals.

In view of the fact that Setts« MeishoZllc, published in
Kwansei 10 (1789), enumerates 75 Shinji, and SlImfyoshi Meisbo
z"e, published three years earlier actually, has 14; entries, on
I; 2 days of the calendar, it may be wondered whether some of
the old festivals that Kaibara tells us, had been abandoned,
were not revived after his time.

At the present day the Reisai is held on the ;oth of June
and is attended by the Kyoshinshi, but it is a purely official
festival, and conforms strictly to the regulations laid down for
the Reisai of shrines of Kwampeitaisha status, and is devoid of
any special characteristics, and the popular festival is on the rsr
of August, when the deities make a divine progress to the
Shukuin at Sakai. In a book called SlImfyoshi Taisba Toknshll
Shinji published in Showa 5 by the shrine, under the auspices
of Osaka Fu, it is stated that there are now 86 entries in the
calendar, and that of these 86, 10 are more or less peculiar to
Sumiyoshi, and though sadly shorn of their old time brilliance,
retain something of the old forms of worship of the shrine.
The following are the entries:

4th January Tokasai
7th January Aoba no Sechie

r jth January Gokechi no Matsuri
During the znd and I rth months, day not fixed, Hani no Tsukae.
First day of the hare of the 5th month, Unoha no Shinji.
14th June, Mitauesai.
14th day of the sixth, old style, Mikoshi Arai no Jinji.
31th July and rst August, Nagoshi no Oharai,
17th October, Takara no Ichi no Jinji.

The Tokasai was a ceremony, which, in old days, was
celebrated on the 16th of the rst month at the palace, in the pre-
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sence of the Emperor, but when and why, it came to be includ
ed among the Jinji of Sumiyoshi on the 4th of the first month,
is not known. Up to the Kwansei era it was always performed
at night, but was then changed to the early morning. Since
Meiji the ritual has been much curtailed and simplified. In ad
dition to the priests, two officials (JiJi':N:) dressed in Hitatare are
in attendance. One carries a small branch of plum tree, and
the other a Japanese brocade bag, containing small Mochi cakes.
When all have taken their appointed places before the No. I

Shinden, the officiating priest reads a Norito, and then the man
with the bag leaves his seat, and, advancing some 5 or 6 ken
into the Court, stands facing the Deity. Then the man with
the plum branch also descends into the Court, and, facing the
man with the bag, calls out" Fukuromochi" i. e. bag carrier,
and the Fukuromochi advancing replies "Otomoyo" (I will
accompany you), and while this is being repeated 3 times, each
advances until they have changed places. Then the man with
the bag ascends to the Haiden, and advancing to a stand, which
has been prepared beforehand, he performs his homage and
then takes the Mochi cakes, and counting I. 2. 3..... 10, lays
them on the table, and then singing " Banzairaku, Banzairaku,
Banzairaku" he again worships and retires. Then the priests
in Karuisugata throw the cakes to the people in front of each
Shinden, and those who secure them are believed to obtain great
blessings throughout the year. From the accounts of the Jinji
in Sum~'Yoshi Meishozue etc., it is clear that there was a con
siderable amount of dancing and music, and after the ceremony
before the shrine was concluded, all adjourned to jinguji,
where Banzairaku and Engiraku were performed.

.Aouma no Sechie (a.m iht). It will be observed that,
though the character a (Shiro), white, is used, it is read as, as
it were, 1f, (Ao), blue. Like the Tokasai it was originally a
palace ceremony, and there is no record of when, or why, it
was included among the Sumiyoshi Go Shinji. According to
K,gikongm the origin of the ceremony was that horses are
animals of good omen, OJ), and white horses have blue eyes,

theologian,
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and blue and green are pleasant colours suggestive of spring,
and, therefore, it came to be thought that to see Aoba preserv
ed one from ill fortune throughout the year. Monto~itsurokM,

under date Niju znd (8~2), says" The Emperor went to the
Hogakuin to see Aoba in order to promote propitious feeling
m~:' but the regular performance of Aouma no Sechie at the
palace is said, according to tradition, to date from the loth year
of the Emperor Temmu. Like the Tokasai this Jinji was held
at night until the Kwansei era, when it was changed to the
early morning. As performed today the rites are very simple.
Two Jinnin, ('" A), lead the divine horse into the court before
the No. I Shinden, and the officiating priest then intones a
Norito. The grooms, taking the horse by the mouth, perform
worship, and then make the circuit of the No. I Shinden. This
completed, the horse is taken in tum to the other Shinden, and
worship is performed and the circuit made. From Mlishozm
we learn that, in old days, there were 4 horses, one being of
Kawarake colour, and 4. flJ M in blue hunting robes, bearing
bows and arrows, rode in the procession. At the conclusion a
Norito was intoned at the Gosho-onrnae, and a banquet par
taken of there.

When the Mikechisai was inaugurated is not known, but
it is believed to represent the triumphant return of Jingu Kogo
from the Sankan expedition, and prayers are offered for the
peace and welfare of the Empire. Naniwa Kagami, a book
written in Empo 8 (1680), states that the Mikechisai was but a
relic of a much bigger festival known as Taisha Mikare no
Shinji, which, however, had even then been long in abeyance.
Miko dressed in male attire, and carrying bows and arrows,
used on this day to start off as if for a hunting camp. From
Meishozm it would appear that, up to Meiji, the priests used
first to assemble at the Jokyakuden and drink Sake, and then
form a procession in front of the Wakamiya, and from there
proceed to the Haiden of the No. I Shinden, where offerings
were made, and a service, in which the Buddhist priests of Jin
guji assisted, was held. All then returned to the Jokyakuden,

theologian,

theologian,

theologian,
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and the Mandokoro no Mokudai then summoned the bowmen
who began to shoot. At this time, Sake and flower hair orna
ments had been prepared near the Nammon, and each bowman
received a cup of Sake, and a flower hair ornament. When
they had fired 10 shots, they went in tum to each Shinden and
did reverence. After this, competitive shooting took place,
and then a return was made to the Jokyakuden and 5 cups of
Sake each were served. At the present day the ceremony is very
simple and there is no shooting.

It will be readily recalled that Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko
no Mikoto, before he founded the Empire, took clay from the
Heavenly Mt. Kagu, and made 80 platters, which he used as
sacrificial vessels for the worship of the deities of Heaven and
Earth, and the Sumiyoshi no Hanie no Tsukai, or the despatch
of messengers from the shrine to Yamato to fetch clay before
the Kinensai of the znd month, and the Niinamesai of the r rth
month, was doubtless derived from this precedent, but when it
originated is not known. At the present time some 10 days
before the festival the principal messenger, an assistant messen
ger, and a servant are selected and proceed by tram to Yamato.
They go first to Unade Jinja in Takaichi gori, This is now a

UNEBIY.AMAGUCHI JINJA.
Place from which earth is taken.
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simple Sonsha, but it is by no means unlikely that it is reilly
the Takaichimiagata ni imasu Kotoshironushi Jinja mentioned
in Engishiki, which attained the Lower 1St rank in jogan 1, for,
according to shrine tradition, the Hanitsukai have always visit
ed it. It is sacred to Kotoshironushi no Kami. Arrived here,
the messengers change into their priestly robes, and, having
washed their hands in the waters of the Koromogawa, now
called Sogagawa, which runs through the precincts of the
shrine, offerings of Sumiyoshi Kobu are made, and the Assistant
Messenger intones a Norito. The Kobu is afterwards distribut
ed among the villagers. The messengers then set out for
Unebiyamaguchi Jinja on the summit of Unebiyama and here
they hold a service. Then at a place, selected from of old, 3t
handfuls of earth are taken. This is placed in a clay box, and
a cotton cloth, to which a small branch of Sakaki has been
attached, is put over the box to prevent impurities on the way
back. On the return of the messengers, various sacrificial
vessels are made and used at the ensuing festival.

In Setts« MeishCY.{1ie it is stated that, near the place from
which the earth was taken, there was a well of pure water
which was none other than the Amenomanai of the JindaL
This was used for purification, and the priest of Kaguyama
assisted at the ceremony. The messengers are said to have set
out on the rst day of the znd month and to have returned the
following day, and to have started on the day of the Rat of the
r rth month and come back on the day of the Ox. In old days
the messengers went on horseback.

Unebiyamaguchi Jinja is now said to be sacred to ]ingii
Kogo, Suminoe Okami and Toyoukehime no Kami, but in
Engishiki it is described as I za, and, in all probability, it is
really the abode of Oya.matsumi no Mikoto.

In a book called Seimanpitsu by Gyoshosai published in the
Ansei era, we find "in old days earth was taken from Kagu
yama but now from Unebiyama. Having obtained the earth
they (the messengers) return and the Shinkwan make 96 sacri
ficial vessels. These are divided into two lots of 48 each, and
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they are used on two nights. Their size is only about 7 bu ~
in diameter; some are round, some flat, and some I!!l. Popular
ly they are called Tsuchidango. They were, I think, larger in
old days. Also there are jars for the divine Sake. The stands
for these jars are made of willow wood secured by wisteria

vines. (Vide sketch). It was
the practice to use willows
which grew on the shore in
front of the shrine. They are
called Mitaraki, Previously
the Shinkwan had brewed some
Hitoya Sake (unrefined) in the
Omotonomiya and this was
poured into the jars and the
mouth closed with paper, and
then offered to the deities.
Two jars were offered at each
shrine, and therefore 8 were

made. There was also a kind called Tsukude, (0$ ~ "f); the
original name for these was Hirakawatoki, but, as they were
made of earth, fashioned by hand, they were given the name
Tsukune, (~~ 'M), and this, I believe, in later years, came to be
corrupted into Tsukude. There were also several special kinds
of Mochi, all made from Dango."

At the present day two shapes of Tsuchidango are made,
one a bowl with a diameter of about 3 sun, and the other a
small platter. They are inscribed Unebiyama Hani. They are
used, not only 011 the Niinarne-sai and Kigensetsu, but also on
the Reisai.

The sake jars are also still made, but are fitted with a lid
instead of having the old paper covering. They are approxi
mately 7 sun in height with a diameter of 5 sun.

They bear the inscription .l;J.lli'1. *- tu JUi ~ tl:.1fjll\t{II: ~ 1*.
Under the heading Unoha Jinji, Settsu Meishozue makes

the statement that this festival commemorates the founding of
the shrine by the Empress on the first day of the hare 01P), in

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.
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.!Jp Z JJ i. e. the 4th month of the r rth year of her regency and
SumiJoshi Taisba Tokushu jinji repeats and evidently credits this
statement. It is taken from a roll called jindaiki, the
greatest treasure the shrine possesses. It was written by the
19th Kannushi, Tsumori no Sukune, Shimamaro, and is dated
Tempyo 3.7.j. It is very hard to account for this date, r rth
year of the regency, for as we have already seen, Nihonshoki
chronicles the foundation of the shrine in the second year of
the Empress' regency. The exact date is not given, but it
occurs between two entries, one of the second month, and the
other of the third. Nevertheless it is not only in the Osaka
shrine, but in other Sumiyoshi shrines, notably Moto Sumi
yoshi, that Unotsuki is specially associated with the deities.

It is of course possible that it was in the t rth year of the
regency that the shrine was removed to Naniwa, but Shima
maro makes no reference to a removal. Naniwa Kagami states
that the Unoha Shinji used to be called Wasurekusa no Matsuri,
but that it was highly esoteric, and the meaning of the name
not clear. The Unoha,. also called Utsugi, is the Dentzia
Crenata. From the fact that Sumfyoshi Meishozne devotes 4 full
page illustrations to this festival, it is clear that in old days it
was a highly popular and important feast. At the present day
the divine horse and a Horen are brought before the No. I

Shinden, and a procession is then formed, and they emerge
from the main gate on the west, and, having made the complete
circuit of the shrine precincts, return before the No. I Shinden.
The pnests, and all who take part in the festival, stick sprigs of
Utsugi, with cotton attached to them, into their hair, and the
Unohanome and Chigo carry them in their hands, and present
them as Tamagusa. On this day the girls, serving in the Ryu
jin pleasure quarters, serve as Unohanome and Chigo, 10 of
each, and a short service is held for them before the No. I

Shinden.
Most shrines keep a Mitaue festival, when the divine rice

for the offering is planted, but there are some special features
with regard to the Mitaue festival of Sumiyoshi. It has already
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been mentioned that it is believed that, after Jingu Kogo had
founded the shrine, she sent specially to the province of Nagato
for rice planting girls: Verne, (M. -k), and whether it was for that
reason, or because the Aramitama shrine was situated in his
province, it became the custom for the Kokushi of Nagato to
send every year, on the occasion of the Mitaue festival, an
offering of cotton, and this gift was convoyed by troops, who,
having paid their homage before the shrine, engaged in a mock
battle recalling the prowess of the Empress' troops in Sankan.
When this embassy ceased is not known, but all the old accounts
bear witness that the mock battle continued to be a feature of
the festival, though its character changed, and it depicted the
struggles of the Gempei. Sumfyoshi Meishozue states that the
priests of Jingiiji donned armour and enacted the part of
warriors. It has already been related that the Verne, brought
from Nagato by Jingii Kogo, gave place to the pleasure girls of
Chimori, in Keijo, in Izumi. Early in Meiji, however, the
pleasure houses of Shinmachi presented rice lands to the shrine,
and, in consequence, these houses now have the privilege of
supplying 10 Verne and 10 Chigo, young girls, who fulfil
the roll of the original Nagato rice planters. They are divided
into two parties, Kami Verne and Shimo Verne, and it may be
said that the former privide the decorative side, while the latter:
do the actual putting of the young rice plants into the earth..
The Kami Verne wear long old styled silk robes with the bottom
tucked up, and a kind of gloves on the back of the hands, and
lower arms, and big hats ornamented with cotton flowers made
of paper, in memory of the old offering of cotton, while the
Shimo Verne wear light blue robes with a pattern of pines and
herons, and red strings to tie pack the flowing sleeves, and large
graceful hats, made of miscanthus,

Nowadays the Verne and other participants having per
formed Taihaishiki etc. in the Shinkwan, and the priests having
received purification, a short service is held before the No. I

Shinden. Then armour clad "warriors," armed with long
staves, perform their mimic warfare, and dance the Sumiyoshi
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Odori, the Kami Ueme receive the young rice plants in presence
of the deity, and a procession is formed to the rice fields. Here
the Kami Ueme hand the rice plants to the 10 Shimo Ueme,
who, while chanting the Taue song, plant them. In the mean
while, the Yatome perform a graceful dance on a dancing stage.
Then the warriors appear, and, after going through the gestures
of searching for the enemy, rush on the narrow paths, separat
ing the rice fields, and dividing into two camps, red and white,
engage in mortal combat with their 6 ft. staves.

Then, on the dancing stage, the Yatome perform the Ta
nomai, a dance special to this occasion.

The Mikoshiaraishiki, or washing of the divine cars, the
preparation for the Oharai-shiki, is held on the 14th day of the
6th month old style. The origin of the ceremony is unknown.
As performed at the present day the Mikoshi are taken down
to Nagasaki no Ura, to the west of the shrine, on the evening
of the r jth, and purified in the sea water, and then placed for
the night in the Otabisho in Sumiyoshi Park, and then, at 8 p.
m. on the 14th, conducted back to the Mikoshi Sha. It is
believed that on this day to bathe in the tidal waters cures many
diseases, and the sea is, therefore, thronged with bathers. It is
popularly called Sumiyoshi no Oyu. On this day too the
great whales from Kumano no Ura come to Sumiyoshi, and
disport themselves in Osaka Bay. Setts« Meishozuc reports that
on this day the hot spring of Kumano Hongu gushed forth at
Sumiyoshi.

I am personally rather inclined to believe that in old days
the Oharai of the last day of the sixth month was the principal
event in the Surninoe Calender, and the only surprising thing is
that the last day of the t zth month was not similarly observed,
for, as we have seen, Suminoe no Okami were, so to speak, the
offspring of an Oharai, and, as early as the 5th year of the
Emperor Temmu, it was decreed that national Oharai should
be held on the last day of the sixth and twelfth months.

Nowadays though the official Reisai is held on the 30th
of June, the Nagoshi Oharai-shiki, owing to the adoption of
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solar calendar, now held on the last day of the 7th month, is,
in the eyes of the faithful, Sumiyoshi Matsuri par excellence.
Nagoshi Oharai has many names as for example, Nansei, and
Araniko Oharai, but to the people of Sumiyoshi it is simply
Oharai, ~~, and, though perhaps shorn of some of its old
time magnificence, it is still a scene of splendour and also of
enthusiasm.

In very old days the ceremonies were confined to the
observance of the Oharaishiki with special local rites before the
shrine itself, but, at a comparatively early date, a divine pro
gress to the Shukuin at Sakai was added, and, after a short
service there, a further purification ceremony was carried out at
Meshishajibori. According to tradition, Jingii Kogo on her
return from Sankan gave a great banquet, and buried jewels,
(T ~), at this place. We have already had a glimpse, albeit only
a glimpse, of the old time ceremonial from the passage quoted
from Hachimangiihonki, and it remains, therefore, only to outline
very briefly the salient features of the present day.

The Nagoshi Ohrai-shiki proper is carried out at 6 P: m.
on the joth June, and, in addition to the priests (~&), and re
presentatives of the Ujiko (_ ft), Yatorne and Nagoshime, and
young girls, are in attendance. All having assembled at their
appointed places, 4 Suganuki, or small hoops of miscanthus,
are distributed to all present, and with these the body is rubbed,
and in addition to the Suganuki (lfft), with Haraigusa, which
are waived left, right and left, and then with Suganuki held in
both hands. The officiant then stands beside a Chinowa, or
large hoop made of miscanthus, which is held up by two men
having an Onusa and saltwater. The officiant then reads the
Oharai ritual, and performs purification with the Onusa and
saltwater. Then, beginning with the Giiji, all pass three times
through the hoop while a secret sacred poem (Jii$ *) is chanted
in a low voice. Then all proceed to Kawara where the Suga
nuki and Haraigusa are thrown away.

Then the worshippers pass once through the Chinowa,
and, when the priests and Nagoshime have paid their reverence

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.
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before the No. I Shinden, all disperse.
A somewhat similar ceremony is performed at the Mitarai

Massha of Kamo Mioya Jinja, and, in the old days, the Em
peror himself, with the Kuge on duty, used to pass through
miscanthus hoops on the 30th day of the 6th month in the
Seiryoden.

The Oharaishiki having been duly performed on the 31st July,
on the 1St of August, a Mikoshi and the divine horse are brought
before the No. I Shinden, and the deity, having transferred, a
procession is formed to convey him in state to the Shukuin. It
would appear that, from old days, only Sokotsutsuno no Mikoto
made the progress, and certainly at the present day there is but
the one Mikoshi. It is impossible here to give a list of the
personnel, extending to several hundred people, who from the
escort of the Deity, but the Guji now proceeds in a carriage,
which replaces the old ox drawn charriot of Hinroki wood pre
sented by the Emperor Go Daigo in Engen 1..7. (1337)' The
other priests, as of old, go on horseback, and some of the
divine treasures are likewise mounted, and the remainder go on
foot. Included in the procession are a Horen (.lIl..), several
Kinkai, or brocade canopies, drums, flags, and banners. The
raison d'etre of the procession, the Mikoshi, which is believed
to date from the Keicho era, is of unusual size, and weighs
considerably over 1.0 tons. It is born on the shoulders of the
boat captains and Kako (*3::) of the neighbouring villages .
Issuing from the main gate, and, descending the stairs, it is
then borne with loud cries up the steep Soribashi, and, when
the summit is reached, is raised high aloft, and the descent is
then made. The procession then winds its way through deco
rated streets to the Shukuin. When the vanguard reach the
Yamato Gawa, it is met by the boat owners, captain and *::E
of all the villages, both far and near, all carrying lanterns, who
have come to welcome the deity, and this is, therefore, known
as the Demukae Chochin.

After a short service has been held at the Shukuin and the
Oharai-shiki performed at Meshishajibori, the Mikoshi sets out
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on its return journey, and reaches the shrine at daybreak on
the and,

In order to show the high respect manifested to the divine
progress in pre Meiji days, it may be mentioned, that it was the
custom for both the Osakajodai, or guardian of Osaka castle,
and the Sakai Bugyo, to take part in the procession, and im
mediately the ceremonies at Sakai were concluded, messengers
on fleet horses were despatched to the capital to announce to
the Emperor that the festival had been duly carried out.

After the subjugation of the Sankan by Jingu Kogo, every
year, vessels bearing tribute used to arrive in Sumiyoshiura, and
the tribute was given to the deities of Suminoe, but a portion
was divided among the people, and for this purpose a market
was held on the t jth day of the 9th month, and it was from
this market, m(Ichi), believed to be the first market held in
Japan, that the festival takes its name. On the same day the
Kannushi proceeded to the Tamaideshima Tongu, where, as
representative of the Emperor, he read a Semmyo, and then
witnessed bouts of wrestling, symbolic of the subjugation of
Sankan, and, therefore, the festival was also known as Sumo
torie, the wrestling meeting. We have already seen that in
Kaibara's time that the festival, though not abandoned was
but a mere shadow of former days, and the author of Nani'/lla
Kagami states that it had fallen into abeyance. Clearly it was
revived not long after, for, in Kwansei, Meishozue relates that
on this day the 4 Mikoshi and the divine horse and divine
treasure were conducted in full state to the Shukuin, and that,
there, 13 bouts of wrestling, followed by 3 further bouts by
children, were held. The pictures in MeishoZNe make it clear
that it was a festival of great magnificence.

Though there was, in the absence of tribute ships from
Sankan, no longer any raison d'etre for a market, as a memorial,
rice measures were sold to the people before the shrine, and
even after the festival had been abandoned again, in the early
years of Meiji, this custom survived for a time, hence the name
Masu no Ichi, or rice measure market, by which the festival
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was also known.
The disappearance of this old festival being much regretted

both by the authorities and people, it was determined a few
years ago to revive it, and the 17th of October was selected for
its observance. Though it is a highly popular festival, and not
lacking in splendour, it portrays but few of the old ceremonies.
An Angii in Sumiyoshi Koen representing the old Tamaide
shima Tongu having been prepared, the participants including
the priests, Irni, Ichime, market girls 10, and Chigo 10, Yatome
etc. having received purification, all assemble, and, with the
Horen and divine horse, proceed to the No. I Shinden, where
the deity transfers, and a procession is formed, and the deity is
conducted to the Angii. Here, after the customary offerings
(Shinsen) have been made, the Ichime present cereals in a rice
measure (Masu m). These Ichime are Geisha from the five
Geisha quarters of southern Osaka, dressed as market girls.

The Imi present hoops of red and white string, and the
Chigo, silk cloth, and prayers are offered for the commercial
prosperity of the provinces of Settsu and Izumi, for the peace
of the Empire, and for a good harvest. The Giiji then intones
a Norito, and the Yatome perform a dance. The offerings
having been withdrawn, the procession reforms, and the deity
again transfers to the No. I Shinden.

I cannot refrain from expressing my regret that so many
of the old rites and ceremonies have been dropped out of these
festivals proper to Suminoe Okami. It is not, I am sure, due
to any lack of devotion on the part of the Ujiko, and I have
little doubt that the necessary funds for their revival, in all
their old time splendour, would be forthcoming, if only official
sanction could be obtained.

The Aramitama shrine had also a very full calendar. At
the present day the Reisai is held on the r jth of December,
but by far the most interesting festival is the Mikare Sai, held
on the last day of the year old style. This festival, which is
believed to have been instituted by ]ingii Kogo, is celebrated
at night with highly esoteric rites. At the present day 3 priests
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in full robes, one of them bearing the divine spear, and 6 Ujiko,
who have been selected the year previously, and have led a
pure life, carrying hoes and baskets, emerge about I a. m, from
the western gate, and make their way by an unfrequented route
to Dannoura. Here the divine spear is erected, and seaweed
gathered, and put into the baskets. This accomplished, they
return to the shrine, and, about ~ a. m, a service is held at the
shrine, and the seaweed is offered to the deities, and afterwards
distributed to the faithful, by whom it is regarded as ensuring
safety at sea, and an easy and safe child bearing. There is also
the Oimi Sai which is held from the 8th to the t j th of Decem
ber. It may perhaps be regarded as a period of strict Santo,
and, in old days, all access to the shrine was forbidden. It
commemorates doubtless the period of purification observed by
Jingu Kogo, before worshipping Suminoe Okami. It is
during the Oimi Sai that the robes of the deities, of which
they are winter and summer sets, are prepared. Another im
portant festival is the Nishihama Misogi Jinji of the zSth of
June, an Oharai, or purification ceremony. There is also the
Kawatarisai, instituted by Mori Motonari, to celebrate his
victory in crossing the Gonokawa.

On the Aki Daisai, on the 24th of September, there is a
divine progress to the small Massha, Uchioroshisha, but one
cho distant. Mention may also be made of the Bushasai, or
shooting festival, of the 16th of January, and Shinsen of a
special nature are offered on the first day of the year. The first
day of the hare, (tlJ gp 8), is commemorated every month, but
observed with special importance in the 4th and r rth months.

At Fukuoka the Reisai is observed on the r yth of Septem
ber, but the two most popular festivals are unquestionably the
Nagoshisai, now held on the last two days of July and the
first of August, but in old days at the end of the sixth month,
and the Sum6toriesai now held on the rzth, 13th and rath of
October.

The Nagoshisai is an Oharaishiki, and a Himorogi is erect
ed on the banks of the river close to the shrine, and there is a
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great display of fireworks, and many side shows.
The Sumotoriesai, as its name implies, is a wrestling meet

ing, and all the finest wrestlers attend competition. On the pre
vious night is the Yowatarisai, now observed little more than
name, but in old days a festival of importance, when the Miko
shi made a progress to Wakamiya, now close to Hakata station.

Mention may also be made of the Shirohisai of the 3rd of
the 4th month, when, in old days, the deities made a short pro
gress by sea, and the Mitasai of the 7th of the 3rd month, but
these festivals, though in old days of considerable magnificence,
are now quite simply observed.

At the Iki shrine the Reisai is held on the 9th of Novem
ber and after the official service is completed, there is a divine
progress, and a Kagura is offered. There is also a divine pro
gress, and a Kagura at the Shunkisai on the I rth of April, but,
by far the most interesting of the festivals is the Ikusagoe
Matsuri, which is held 3 times a year on the 17th January, the
rSth of May, and the z7th November. Though written with
the characters .. il, it is thought that the meaning is li: §, or
triumphant battle cries. In old days it was celebrated with
great splendour. I take the following particulars mainly from
Jingi Jiten.

The Daiguji, and seven other priests, proceeded on horse
back to Mitsugahama, where the divine spears were erected,
and facing north west, i. e. the direction of the Sankan (Chosen),
prayers were offered for the surrender of the enemy, and the
peace and prosperity of the Empire.

There were ; places where prayers were offered, the first
was Sumiyoshi Ikusagoe, the second Fukae Ikusagoe, and the
third Mikokorozashi Ikusagoe i. e. the three Sessha, and in ad
dition 7 ••:fj-, or cheering places. They went first to Fukae
zaka and here raised .~, Kachitoki. The Kachitoki was ~.:E,

ei 0, !l .k .:E, ei ei 0, !l .k .k.:E, ei ei ei 0, which was repeated and
then down again in a descending scale. Next they worshipped
at Fukae Ikusagoe Jinja, and Shinsen, Heihaku, and Tamagusa
were offered. Next they went to Yugataka, and the kachitoki

Tsuchidango. Tsuchidango.
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was raised as before. Next they went to Kokorozashihara
Ikusagoe Jinja, and esoteric rites for the surrender of Sankan
were offered. Next they went to Mononobe Ikusasonae, and
the Kachitoki was raised. Next Hachimangu was visited, and
worship offered, and then, in the same village, Kachitoki was
raised at Murata no Ura, and then in tum Kachitoki was raised
at Sumiyoshi Kurasabo, and Kakimoto, and then Heihaku etc.
were offered at Sumiyoshi Ikusagoe Jinja, and finally a return
was made to the main shrine, where worship was offered.

Nowadays the Ikusagoesai of the 17th of January is cele
brated at the main shrine only, but, at the May festival, the
priests, on horseback, make the round of the 3 Sessha, and on
the way back also worship at Mononobe Hachimangu. The
October festival is held at the main shrine only, but the Divine
spears are set up in the Hoden, where divine Sake is brewed,
and offered at the next May festival.

The Kunishizumematsuri of the rst of August and the
Umishizumematsuri of the rst September may also be noted.

TREASURES

With regard to the treasures, incidental mention has already
been made to the manuscript roll known as JindajkJ. It was
written by the 19th Kannushi Tsumori no Sukune Shimarnaro,
and bears the date Tempyo 3.7.~, and in several places the
provincial seal (m t-lJ), of Enryaku 8, is superimposed upon it.
It is kept in a wooden coffer, which may not impossibly be con
temporary, enclosed in another large coffer, which bears the
date Keicho 17. It is kept in No. I Shinden, and has certainly
been there for a very long time. It receives to all intents and
purposes the treatment of a Go Shintai (~;jlll). From old
writing it appears to have been considered lost for a long time,
but was then discovered in the Shinden.

Also kept in the No. 1 _Shinden are two very old metal
seals, one with the Characters 1£a ill' l:Jl. and the other 3::;tj:.

They are considered to be among the earliest seals made in

Tsuchidango.
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Japan. They are never used but copies exist, and I am, there
fore, able to give an impression of them.

There are also several carved wooden images of deities
and a fairly large collection of Imperial rescripts, subsequent to
the Kamakura era, and there are Shuin of Hideyoshi, Iyeyasu
etc.. In addition there are a number of old masks, musical
instruments and robes, and an exceptionally large collection of
poems by famous people.

At the Aramitarna shrine, by far the most important trea
sure is a very fine bronze bell, which, according to tradition,
was brought back from Sankan by the Empress Jingii and pre
sented to the shrine. In the opinion of experts it was cast in
the early years of the Koma dynasty and it is, therefore, approx
imately 1900 years old . It is 2. .6 shaku in diameter. It is
said to have been taken down to the seashore and rung at the
time of the Mongol invasion. It is included among the national
treasures. The only other thing of note is a collection of poems
called Hyakushllrenga by a priest called Sogi.

At Fukuoka there is nothing ranking as a national treasure,
but there are a number of fine spears.

Undoubtedly the greatest treasure in possession of the Iki
shrine a poem composed and written by Her Imperial Majesty
Shaken Kotaigo, but there are also 4 suits of armour, presented
by the Lord of Hirado, and a number of small mirrors.
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Ikukunitama Jinja.
Ikushima no Kami.
Tarushima no Kami.
Lower 4th rank (b).

Osaka Tennojiku Ikutama-cho.
It is thus that the shrine is described in the official list of the
Naimusho.

In as much as this shrine, though in the Go kinai, was
neither one of the Nijunisha, nor the Ichinomiya of its province,
Settsu, and, moreover, in official eyes, only the Lower 4th rank
had been accorded to the deities, it may be deemed fortunate to
have been included among the original 28 shrines nominated to
the premier rank, Kwampeitaisha, in Meiji 4 (1871). On the
face of it there would seem to have been other shrines with
superior claims, but it is probable that the Jingikwan deemed it
fitting and proper, that the great city of Osaka should have a
first class shrine, for, at that time, Sumiyoshi was well outside
the city boundaries.

The shrine unluckily possesses practically no records, and
there are singularly few mentions of it in the national annals,
but the tradition is that it was founded by Kamu Yamato
Iwarehiko no Mikoto, when he touched at Naniwa, on his way
to the conquest of Yamato, in the year Tsuchinoe Uma, i. e.,
B.C. 663. There is however absolutely nothing to support this
tradition, and it must, I think, be regarded with grave suspi
cion, though quite likely Naniwa may on this occasion have
been the scene of a general worship of all the Gods of Heaven
and Earth.
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There is strong evidence to show that the original site of
the shrine was in the vicinity of the present castle, and what
seems to me to be the most likely explanation of its origin is
that it is a survival of the palace of the Emperor Nintoko, who,
in 31:3 A.D. fixed his capital at Takatsu no Miya, i. e., approxi
mately the present castle site. Wherever there was a palace,
there was a place of worship, and the probabilities are that Iku
shima and Tarushima were two of the deities there worshipped,
and that. when, in 400, the Emperor Richu (lm {If!) removed to
Ihara their worship was continued in the same place. Ikasuri
or Zama Jinja (~~), with Igasuri no Kami as deity, is almost
certainly a similar survival. As to the deities worshipped, the
general opinion would seem to be that they represent the spirits
of the islands of the Empire, and like Takamimusubi no Kami
and Kamimusubi no Kami were deities who came into spon
taneous being. Unlike these two deities. however, there is no
mention of their issue, and they have therefore no connection
with the rest of the Pantheon. Both are regarded as male dei
ties, and alternative names are Ikukunitarna and Sakukunitama no
Kami, and most people regard them as identical with Ikumusubi
and Tarumusubi no Kami, who were worshipped in the Hasshin
den of the Jingikwan, and are still venerated in the Imperial
palace. Why there should be two male deities is not clear for,
so far as I know, there has never been any idea of one being the
Nigimitama, and the other the Ararnirama, but the tradition has
always been of two separate deities occupying separate za. In
Engishiki (if:&: it) we find, under the province of Settsu,
Higashi Nari gori "Naniwa no Ikukuni tama Jinja, z za,
Tsukinami, Ainame, and Niiname, and is one of the 3 Myojin
dai of Higashi Nari gori." The shrine also appears in
Engishiki as one of 75 to whom 85 bei are to be sent to pray for
rain or fine weather.

It should however be mentioned that both ]i'!/a Keimo,
published by Shirai Soin, in Kwambun 10 (1670), and HonchO
Shoshaichiran, by Sakauchi Naoyori, published in J6kyo z (1685)

Tsuchidango.
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3ay I za, They both give the name of the deity as cc Arne no
Ikutama (X 1;: ::E) (one of the deities who descended with the
Heavenly Grandchild) and quote from Kujiki saying that Arne
no Ikutama (m::s.) no Mikoto was the ancestor of Nitabe no
Atahe. The only Nitabe, however, who appears in Shojiroku, is
Nltabe no Sukune, who is said to have been a descendant of
the Emperor Annei.

Shirai and Sakauchi both go on to say that, according to
the shake, the deity was one of the 32. Mitomo no Kami, and
that the shrine was founded in the year Tsuchinoe Uma, viz.,
B.C. 663. Omononushi no Kami, i.e., the great deity of Izumo
is also worshipped in the Aidono, According to a vague tradi
tion, this was in accordance with the oracle of the deity at
Omiwa, vouchsafed to Yarnatohime no Mikoto in the reign of
the t rth Emperor Suinin.

I should suspect a political motive, but, as already indicat
ed, I believe Ikukunitama Jinja to date only from the time of
the rrth Emperor.

The first mention of the shrine in the national annals is
purely accidental. Nihonshoki opens the account of the Em
peror K6toku's reign by saying that "he honoured the religion
of Buddha and despised the way of the Gods as is instanced by
his cutting down the trees of the shrine of Ikukunitama."
During K6toku's reign, Naniwa was again the capital, but it
must be remembered that the word "shrine" does not neces
sarily imply buildings, quite likely it was merely aHimorogi (JiiIll
~), in a grove of trees, bus it is clear that, by this time, Iku
kunitama Jinja was a shrine of high importance and greatly re
vered, or its desecration would not have been signalled out as
an instance of the Emperor's lack of respect for the deities of
Heaven and Earth.

As to buildings, shrine tradition is to the effect that they
were first erected in the reign of the Emperor Ojin, but no
great importance should be attached to this, for as I have said,
the probabilities point to its not havinz been founded till the

Tsuchidango.
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Yabusame at the festival of Ikukunitllma Jinja on May ,

next reign,anci very few shrines had buildings of any preten
sions before the reign of the Emperor Temmu. I will revert
later to the question of buildings; but it will be well first to
record such facts with regard to the shrine as appear in early
history and they are very scanty. Under date Daido I (860)
Shinshokyakuchokujusho records the bestowal of 2 15 in the pro
vince of Settsu on Naniwa Oho Jinja, an alternative name for
Ikukunitama, and this is the only official record of the bestowal
of property, though shrine tradition is to the effect that in the
27th year of the Emperor Suinin, a plot of ground, 12 cho N.
& S., by 8 cho E. & W., was granted for the shrine, and that,
in the same year, land for the deity was bestowed in Kawanoe
g6ri in Settsu,

Then, under date J6gwan I. I.27, SandaijitsurokJI chronicles
the bestowal of the Lower 4th rank (b) on Naniwa Ikukunitama,
in the province of Settsu, and that IS the only mention of rank
being accorded to the deities in the national annals, but, accord
ing to shrine tradition, they were advanced as follows:
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Jogwan ~ Lower 4th
Jogwan 16 Upper 3rd
Gwangyo 3 Lower znd
Kwanji 4 Lower rst
Kocho I Upper rst

but the Naimusho refuse to recognise these promotions.
SandaijitsllrokN also records that, on Jogwan I.9'~ .. hei "

were sent from the Court to pray for hne weather, but accord
ing to shrine tradition, "hei" were first received in the 2,7th
year of Suinin.

Next there is a tradition to the effect that the shrine was
rebuilt in the first year of Karyaku I (1326) and that Nitta
Yoshisada was sent as messenger from the Court, but there is
no mention of this in history.

5etslfYo gllndan, written by Okada Keishi, in Genroku II,

records that, according to shrine tradition, a priest of Hongwanji
came to the shrine in the Meio era (1492,-Ijoo) and started
building a temple, and invaded the divine boundaries, and that the
deities, incensed at this pollution, punished the priest, who ac
cordingly cherished a desire to rebuild the shrine, and asked for
the intercession of the Kannushi (~ 3:=.), Fujiwara no Yoshikatsu.
Shortly afterwards, the foundations were laid and finally the
deities transferred to the new shrine. Though no records exist,
this is probably history. It was in the j th year of Meio (1496)
that the 8th Hongwanji priest Kenju, better known as Rennyo
Shonin, built his temple on Ishiyama. There is a further tradi
tion that, in Eiroku 1 (I ~ ~ 8), the Emperor Ogimachi despatched
Yoshida Sammi, Jingikwandai, to Naniwa to rebuild the shrine .
If this tradition be true, the buildings must have been of the
simplest, for it was at the time when the fortunes of the Court
were at their lowest ebb.

If buildings were erected in Eiroku I, they were short liv
ed, for, in Genki I (1570), Ishiyama incurred the wrath of
Nobunaga, and was accordingly razed to the ground. Ikutarna
then suffered the first of several disasters, which befell it, for it
was completely burnt together with all its old records, the

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.
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Mitamashiro (~.ft) alone, with great difficulty, being saved.
I have been unable to ascertain the nature of the Mitamashiro.

The fate of the shrine for the next few years is not clear
but, in Tensho II, (1583), Toyotomi Hideyoshi bestowed land
of the value of 300 koku (:p) on it. In the following year
however he determined to build his castle on the Ishiyama site,
and Ikutama Jinja came within the enclosure, and consequently
had to be moved. The old site is believed to have become part
of the garden of the principal keep of the Castle, and there is
still living an old tree which goes by the name of Ikutama no
Shimboku. Whether the shrine was then removed to its pre
sent site is not certain, but after Hideyoshi's death, his son,
Hideyori, in Keicho 6 (1601) confirmed the grant of 300 koku,
and in Keicho II (1606), with Karagiri Katsumoto as bugyo
($ft), rebuilt the shrine on its present site. These buildings
are said to have been of great magnificence, and included Hon
den, Haiden, Romon, Kairo, as well as a Jinguji, and the Hon
den was in the style called Yatsumune, popularly known as
Ikutama zukuri. Again, however, misfortune soon followed,
for, in the summer campaign of Genna 1 (1615), the shrine
with everything it possessed, was completely destroyed, and,
though Hidetada (~JII:*.~) at once rebuilt it, and confirmed
the grant of 300 koku, the buildings were not to be compared
with those of Hideyori, and the Tokugawa were never disposed
to regard anything, which had received the patronage of the
Toyotomi, with very friendly eyes. There can be no doubt that
Ikutama suffered heavily with the downfall of the Toyotomi,
but that it was a highly prosperous shrine in the Tokugawa era
is clear from the list of priests given in Setts« Meisbozue. First
there is a Kannushi of the Matsushita family, then 7 families
of Shashi, and 4 of Miko (~), but that the worship was very
far from pure is shewn by the addition of no fewer than 9
Shaso, or Buddhist priests. Setsl9''ogundan too says "the shrine
was served by Kannushi and Shaso ; it is Ryobu Shinto (AAi:gj5j1j1
ill)." A plan of the shrine in Meisbozue shows that, even within
the Romon, there were 2. Buddhist temples.

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.
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An archer protected in Horo In Meiji 4, however,

when the shrine was
made Kwampeitaisha, it
was purged of all Bud-
dhist influence, and the
temples were all demo-
lished. The Jingiiji was
of the Shingon sect, but
the date of its original
connection with the
shrine is unknown.

On Meiji 45. 1. 16.
disaster once more over
took Ikutama, and the
entire shrine was con
sumed, only the massha
outside the Remon being
saved. All the treasures
and records perished,

though happily the Mitamashiro were rescued, and put in place
of safety. The general appearance of these buildings may be
gathered from the plan of the Kwansei era included in Meisho
zue and there is a memorandum of the Jingikwan, bearing date
Meiji 3.10. which says" Shinden ketayuki 3 ken (6 shaku 3 sun
to the ken) hariyuki 2! ken, verandah on 3 sides, height of
roof 3 ken 1 shaku 5 sun, hihatabuki." The Emperor Meiji
at once despatched a special messenger to the scene, and Their
Majesties both graciously made a special donation. By the
5th month, a temporary building had been erected, and, on
11.23, work was started on new buildings. In addition to
generous private contributions, an appropriation of 82,000 Yen.
spread over two years. was passed through the Diet, and on
Taisho 4.9.12, a special festival, lasting a week, was held to
celebrate the completion of the work. The Romon was not
reerected, but the buildings are on a grand scale. The Go
Honden is described as being in Yatsumune zukuri or Ikutama
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zukuri, and the latter is really the better name, for it is, for
example, quite unlike Kitano, the best known example of
Yatsumune zukuri.

The Go Honden and Heiden form but a single building
and measure, according to the shrine authorities, a shade over 7
ken by 5 ken. It is of unusual height; I was unable to obtain
the exact measurement, but believe it to be approximately 3 jo
2. shaku.

It would appear to be a development from Nagare zukuri,
but at the ends of the ridge pole there are Chigi, or high cross
beams, and, close to the Chigi, a single Katsuogi, or cigar shap
ed log.

On the Southern slope of the roof, there is first a large
Chidori hafii (=fA~Jlt), then a Kara hafu, and then a smaller
Chidod hafu,

The style probably dates from the Keicho buildings of
Hideyori,

Ikutama has 10 massha, but of these only Hachiman Gu
need be mentioned. It stands in an enclosure of its own, east
of Ichi no Torii, outside the old Romon. It is said to have
been founded when th shrine was moved from the castle to its
present site and called Kitamuki Hachiman oe, though written
~15lA:1 i. e., facing the castle, over which it specially watched.
It received the special veneration of the Bushi of the castle,
who used to come to practise shooting with bows and arrows,
and riding, on the Baba. From this arose the "Hachiman Gu
no Yumi," now held annually on the r jth of January. This
festival used to be of great magnificence, but is now confined to
the presentation of decorated bows and arrows to the Deities,
1. e., Ojin Tenno, Chuai Tenno, and Jingu Kogo, after which
the Guji and other priests give an exhibition of their skill with
bow and arrow in the broad space beside the shrine.

Very little is known with regard to the festivals held in
old days, but Naniwa Kagami, a book written by So (ft) no
Doya in Empo 8 (1680), has the following" Ikutama matsuri
9th month 9th day. At the festival, though in old days horses

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.
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used to be led, halberds carried, and Bushi rode in Horo, now,
on the Matsubara (~IJj{) before the shrine, there is Yabusame."
Yabusame was a favourite pastime of the Bushi and consisted in
shooting at a mark, when galloping on horseback, as shewn in
the accompanying illustration, kindly redrawn for me by my
friend Hiyama Ken, from Meishozue.

Then MeishOZlie says "the reisai on 28th of the 6th month
is called " On Harai "; the festival of the 9th day of the 9th
month is called" Aki no matsuri."

Nenchiigyojitaisei says " ~th month ~th day Ikutama Yabu
same. On this day at the hour of the horse (1E -r), there is
Yabusame. They ride from outside the gate of the shrine
towards the Torii. This place is called Baba no mae. They
wear" Haramaki" and" Jinbaori." This is not only not very
illuminating, but somewhat conflicting.

The Reisai is now held on the 9th of September, and, in
addition to this, the following festivals may be mentioned:

~ th May Sornasai
June rst and Dec. 1 Michiae no matsuri

9th July Natsu no matsuri
r sth Oct. Hatsuhosai
rzth Nov. Hoshizume no matsuri.

There is nothing distinctive about the Reisai which is held
in accordance with the provisions of the Naimusho for all
shrines. A" Kyoshinshi " or messenger from the Osaka pre
fectural office, attends, and both he and Gtiji intone the Norito.

Somasai on the ~th May.
According to shrine tradition, this festival has its origin in

the fact that the Empress Jingu, before starting on her expedi
tion to Chosen, came to the shrine, and presented a mirror and
sword, and prayed that the three Kingdoms might be brought
to submission, and, for the entertainment of the deities, an ex
hibition of shooting was given.

Then in the Tensho era (1573-91), after the castle was
built, and the shrine moved to its present site, the Bushi used
to come and practise Yabusame, or shooting on horseback,

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.

Tsuchidango.
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before the shrine, and on the 5th day of the 5th month, a grand
exhibition was given, in full dress before the shrine. Though
with the fall of the Toyotomi, the festival declined in splendour,
it was not allowed to die out altogether.

In the fire of Meiji 45, however, all the old armour and
accoutrements were burnt, and the festival is now confined to
the simple running of horses behind the shrine.

The Michiae no matsuri, though now carried out with
maimed rites, is a very ancient festival, for which provision is
found in the Jingiryo of Taiho, It was a Shosai and perform
ed by the Urabe. It was held twice a year in the 6th and rzth
months at the 4 corners of the capital, to ensure that the
thoroughfares were not molested by evil deities and demons.
Yachimata hiko no Kami, and Yachimata hime no Kami, deities
of the crossroads, and Kunado no Kami, a deity who bars the
way, were invoked. It was also performed in other parts of
the Empire in times of pestilence, and, in later years, was called
Shikaisai or 4 boundaries festival.

Nowadays at Ikutama Jinja, a himorogi is erected before
the shrine, and the deities. above enumerated, invited to attend
and a short ceremony performed.

The Natsu rnatsuri of the 9th July may, not incorrectly, be
described as the great event of the year in Osaka. Foreigners,
and, I think myself, even Japanese are inclined to underrate the
influence of Shinto, and the part that it plays in the life of the
country, and this festival shows clearly the hold that it has on
the hearts of the people of Osaka.

It is a purely private festival and the entire expense is
born by the Ujiko, who moreover have provided all the re
quisite paraphernalia. The festival was inaugurated at the re
quest of the Ujiko in Meiji 8, who, regretting that the Deity
made no progress, presented a piece of land in Hashizumecho,
for the erection of an otabisho, and also a handsome Mikoshi
and Horen. Part of the Hashizumecho site, however, was re
quired by the municipality, rendering it inconvenient for a big
ceremony. and, after several temporary places had been tried, a
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site was acquired in Otemae Koen (~Ill), in front of the castle,
with which Ikutama had such intimate associations, was acquir
ed in Sh6wa 5, and this is now the destination of the progress,
though a short halt is made on the return journey at the old
Hashizumecho site. The procession, which is heralded by a
gigantic drum, carried by 100 people and a " Shishi " composed
of 350, comprises in all some 1000 people, the Mikoshi having
54 bearers, and the Horen 26, and there is besides a miniature
Mikoshi, born by about 100 children. Numerous halberds,
bows, arrows, banners and canopies, etc., are also carried. The
procession leaves the main shrine about 12, and arrives at the
park at 3.3°, and here a service is held. At 5 the procession is
reformed, and after half an hour's halt at the old otabisho, re
turns to the main shrine about 9 p.m.

In old days on the 28th of the yth month the Otaue or
Sanae matsuri was held, when prayer was offered for a fruitful
year, and on the 28th of the 9th month, the Karita matsuri
when the" Sanae" planted at the Sanae matsuri were reaped,
and offered before the deities, but these festivals were allowed
to fall into abeyance. In Sh6wa 3, however, in commemora
tion of the Emperor's enthronement, the Hatsuhosai was in
augurated on the r j th of Oct. At this festival, IZ vestals,
chosen from the Ujiko, and robed in white with scarlet hakama,
and elaborate scarves, come in procession from the old otabisho
in Hashizumecho, to a temporary Shinsensho, in front of the
Hachiman Gii, where bamboo baskets containing the Hatsuho,
or first rice, have been arranged. These, they bear to stands,
placed before the main shrine, and then take their places on the
Haiden, and the priests offer them before the deities, and the
Giiji intones a Norito. This concluded the priests hold a
Kagura, and all present are regaled with divine sweet sake.

In old days the Hoshizume matsuri was held by the Urabe
on the same days as the Michiae matsuri. A fire was kindled
at the 4 corners of the palace, and then extinguished. The
purpose was to protect the palace from flre, and the fire deity,
Ho no Musubi no Kami, the water deity, Mizuhanome no Kami

Tsuchidango.
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and the earth deity, Haniyarna hime, were invoked.
Nowadays at Ikutama Jinja a himorogi is erected before

the main shrine, and the above mentioned deities invited, and
then while the Guji is intoning a Norito, a large pile of fire
wood is set alight, and when the flames are at their height, the
fire is extinguished by pouring water on them from a Hisago (Di)
or gourd, and by applying Kawana leaves, a kind ofgreen vege
table, which have been dipped in water. Hisago and Kawana
were names of deities, to whom Izanami gave birth, to ease her
of the pains caused by the birth of the fire deity, Ho no Musubi
no Kami hence the use of these objects to extinguish the fire.
There can be little doubt that both this festival and the Michiae
no Matsuri are survivals of time when Naniwa was the capital.

At the present day, Ikutama is a highly prosperous shrine
and the Ujiko number upwards of 17°00, extending over no
less than 85 cho. The shrine is served by a Guji, Negi and 3
Shuten, and Maiko are always in attendance to perform a
kagura, and marriage according to Shinto rites has become a
popular feature.
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7l< JIr jji$ ffrf:

VIRTUES OF THE DEITIES WORSHIPPED

Hikawa Jinja at Omiya machi, Takahsra, in Kita Adachi
gori, of the province of Musashi, Saitama prefecture, is the
abode of ; deities, Susanoo no Mikoto, Onamuchi no Mikoto
and Inadahime no Mikoro.

It is described in Engishiki as Myojindai, Tsukinarne,
Ainame 1 za and herein lies a problem that is probably unsol
vable. Since Meiji 29 (I¥) there have been ; za, viz. Susanoo
no Mikoto, Onamuchi no Mikoto and Kushi Inadahime no
Mikoto, but to whom was the one za of the Engi era (901-922)
sacred? Was it Onamuchi no Mikoto, or was it Susanoo no
Mikoto? There is really nothing to guide us and in a sense it
is a matter of no great importance, for there can I think: be very
little doubt that the ; deities have all been worshipped at
Hikawa Jinja since a very early period, It will, however, be
seen subsequently that in Meiji I, it was decided that Susanoo
no Mikoto was the principal deity.

Before, however, entering on the history of the shrine it
will be well to recall briefly the virtues (~'$lI1f,) of the deities.

With regard to the deities of most shrines we have very
few particulars, but in nearly half the stories of the Jindai no
maki of the Kojiki, either Susanoo no Mikoto or Onamuchi no
Mikoro is concerned. In a short paper such as this it is im
possible therefore to give a detailed biography of even the
principal deity, and I must confine myself to one or two
episodes. Seeing that at Hikawa one of Susanoo no Mikoto's
august consorts, Inadahime, is also worshipped, I propose to
recount the circumstances in which he won his bride, but ,
before doing so, his birth and parentage must be chronicled.

Tsuchidango.
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No doubt exists as to his paternity, but it is not clear whether
he was not a posthumous child, or indeed whether strictly
speaking he can be said to have had a mother.

According to the Kojjki he was one of 14 deities born to
Izanagi no Mikoto when, after his visit to his deceased spOl1se
in Yomotsu kuni, he performed lustration in a small river at
Tachibana in Hyuga, and of these 14 children he was the last.
Kojiki records for us an important soliloquy of Izanagi's after
he had completed his labours. "I, begetting child after child,
have, at my final begetting, gotten 3 illustrious children" and
the story then continues that, having taken off and shaken the
jewel strings forming his august necklace, he bestowed it on
Amaterasu Omikami saying" Do thine Augustness rule the plain
of high heaven." Next he addressed Tsukiyomi no Mikoto saying
"Do thine Augustness rule the dominion of the night," and,
finally, he said to Susanoo no Mikoto "Do thine Augustness
rule the Sea plain." Here we have the 3 deities, Arnaterasu,
Tsukiyomi, and Susanoo signalled out as the 3 most illustrious
deities of all the children born to Izanagi no Mikoto, and the
rule of Sea plain assigned to Susanoo no Mikoto. Susanoo no
Mikoto, however, was not a docile child, and not only did he
refuse to proceed to his charge, but yelled and cried saying that
he wished to descend to his mother's land, Nenokarasukuni,
and Koiiki informs us that Izana.gi no Mikoto became very
angry and .. expelled him with a divine expulsion."

It should be mentioned that NihonshokJ, while it relates
practically the same story in one version, in the main text places
the birth of the 3 illustrious deities before the death of Izanami.

Before departing for his divine expulsion, however,
Susanoo no Mikoto obtained permission to pay his sister,
Amaterasu Omikami, a visit in Takamagahara.

The story of this visit is well known, and though its
results were far reaching cannot be given here, but it must be
mentioned that Susanoo no Mikoto's behaviour was so unruly
that it brought him into fresh trouble. The Kojiki records
"Thereupon the Yaoyorozu no Kami took counsel together
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and imposed on Susanoo no Mikoto a fine of 1000 tables, and
likewise cut his beard, and even caused the nails of his fingers
and toes to be pulled out, and expelled him with a divine
expulsion," We are then told that he descended to a place
called Torikami at the headwaters of the river Hi, in the pro
vince of lzumo. In the Kojiki Hi is written lie and NihonshokJ
., but these characters are both phonetic, and it is probably the
same as jj( of Hikawa Jinja. Here he encountered z earthly
deities, Ashinazuchi and Tenazuchi, with a maiden, Kushi Inada
hime, between them, all three weeping bitterly. Deeply
touched, Susanoo no Mikoto enquired the reason of their
distress, and it was explained to him that for many years past
an eight-headed dragon, Yamata no Orochi, had come and
devoured one of the daughters of the old couple, and that it
was now the turn of their last remaining child. Susanoo no
Mikoto bade them be of good cheer, and promised to deliver
the maiden, if they would but give her to him in marriage.
How he inebriated the eight heads of the dragon, and de
capitated them one after another, and how he found Arne no
Murakumo no Tsurugi embedded in the monster is too wel1
known to require repetition here.

Having achieved the rescue of the maiden we are told
that they proceeded to Suga in lzumo. The whereabouts of
this place, which is written :l!I!., is uncertain, but it was pro
bably the modem m~ in Iishi gori where is the Kokuhei
Shosha, Susa Jinja, sacred to Susanoo no Mikoto. Here Susanoo
no Mikoto composed the famous poem Yakumo Tatsu which is
the first recorded poem in the Japanese language. The meaning
is somewhat obscure and many attempts have been made to
render it in English. I reproduce the late Mr. Aston's transla
tion-

e< Many clouds arise
On all sides a manifold fence
To receive within in it the spouses
They form a manifold fence
An I that manifold fence."

Tsuchidango.
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Here they abode, and NihonshokJ in the main text says (C There
upon they had intercourse together, and a child was bom called
Onamuchi no Kami," but in another version the child is called
Suga no yu yama nushi mitsu no saro hiko yashima no Kami,
and it is added that the descendant of this god in the 5th
generation was Okuninushi no Mikoto, and Kojiki expressly
states that Okuninushi no Mikoto and Onamuchi no Mikoto
were alternative names. According to the genealogy of the
Kojiki, however, Onamuchi no Mikoto, i.e. one of the deities of
Hikawa, was 7th in descent from Susanoo no Mikoto, and that
by his marriage with Kamu Oichi hime not Kushi Inada hime.

There is no further reference to Inada hime, but in one
version in NihonshokJ, it is stated that "Susanoo no Mikoto
dwelt on the peak of Kumanari, and eventually entered the
Nether Land." This Kumanari is probably Kumano no Yatsu
oka gori, where is the Kokuheitaisha, Kumano Jinja, which
disputes with Susa the honour of being the first place in which
Susanoo no Mikoto was worshipped.

In view of the many stories relating the violence of Susa
noo no Mikoto there is a possible danger of his being regarded
only in the light of a dire and awful deity, or even as an evil
deity, but this would be a great mistake, for he has many claims
on the love and gratitude of the people . For example he was
largely responsible for the afforestation of the country. Nihon
shoki records for us that he plucked out the hairs from the
various parts of his body, and scattered them, producing Sugi
(#), Hinoki (~), Kusunoki (f*) etc. and, moreover, appointed
the purposes to which each wood should be put, and it is in
accordance with his decree that to this day shrines all over the
country are built of Hinoki.

Moreover it must not be forgotten that Susanoo no Mikoto
has another special claim to our veneration, as he is one of the
ancestors of the Imperial family, for Ninigi no Mikoto was the
son of Masaka akatsu kachihayabi ameno oshiho mimi no
Mikoto, one of the ; sons bom to Susanoo no Mikoto and
Amaterasu Ornikami.

~8%

Kusunoki
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Nowadays at any rate, at Hikawa, Onamuchi no Mikoto
occupies only a secondary position, and therefore his virtues
cannot be rehearsed here, but we may remind ourselves that
while his zentai (~II) resides at Kizuki, he is venerated all
over the Empire as the Deity who pacified the country, and
then handed it over to the Heavenly Grandchild.

The Go Zentai of Susanoo no Mikoto likewise, I think,
unquestionably resides in Izumo, but, while Hikawa is only a
Bunrei, it can, I think, claim to be the oldest outside of Izumo.
Susanoo no Mikoto is known under many different names;
thus he is worshipped as Kaburagi Kumano Okami at Kumano
Jinja in Izumo, and as Ketsumiko at Kumano nimasu Jinja
(Kwampeitaisha) in Kii, and with the admixture of Buddhism
was identified as Godu Tenno (.tFI!ltX.:E), a name specially con
nected, though no longer used, with Yasaka Jinja, Gion,
(Kwampei-taisha) in Kyoto. At Kanasana Jinja (Kwampei
chusha) in Musashi, he is worshipped in conjunction with his
august sister Amaterasu Ornikami, and he is also the deity
of Hinomisaki Jinja, (Kokuheishosha) in Izumo, a shrine
having intimate connection with Hikawa. He is also the deity
of Sata Jinja (Kokuheishosha) in Izumo, where he is worship
ped as Sata Okami and of Susa Jinja m~ (Kokuhei-shosha)
also in Izumo, and of Tsurugi Jinja tD (Kokuheishosha) in
&hizen.

FOUNDATION OF THE SHRINE

According to shrine tradition Hikawa was originally found
ed by the Kuni-no-Miyatsuko of the province of Musashi in
the reign of the Emperor Kosho, and, as it was removed from
Kizuki Taisha, situated on the upper reaches of the river Hi, it
was called Hikawa Jinja. Kojiki informs us that Takehira tori
no Mikoto, the second of the ~ sons born to Susanoo no Mikoto
and Amaterasu Omikami, was the ancestor of the Kuni-no
Miyatsuko of Izumo and Musashi, and it is believed that the
first Kuni no Miyatsuko of Musashi, who was of the Izumo
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Omi family, was appointed in the reign of the Emperor Kosbo
and that he not unnaturally brought with him the worship of
his Ujigami, but there is little to guide us as to whether the
deity was Susanoo no Mikoto, or Onamuchi no Karni, for the
tradition makes mention both of the river Hi, which as we
have seen has intimate associations with the former, and also of
Taisha, the celebrated shrine of Okuninushi-no-Mikoto i.e,
Onamuchi no Kami. One point alone is clear that in the Engi
era there was but I za, which means that the Court offered but
one set of Shinsen (JiiIIl.) and Heihaku (~m), but this by no
means precludes the fact that other deities may have been as
sociated with the principal deity i.e. two deities were venerated
in the Aidono. Deities worshipped in the Aidono, however,
usually occupy the same building as the principal deity, but
though this may of course been the case up to Engi, it certainly
was not so subsequently, for as will be shewn there were 3
separate shrines at Omiya,

Another point of difficulty is where the worship was
originally instituted. The probabilities would seem to point to
the fact that : i: was not at Omiya, for it has now been decided
that the old Kokufu, i.e. seat of administration of the Kuni-no-

Kusunoki
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Miyatsuko, was at Fuchu, and he would naturally have venerat
ed his Ujigami (a;fIlI) at some place adjacent to his residence.
There is however no tradition with regard to the removal of
the shrine, but of course in early days there would have been
no building, merely a Himorogi. Other early traditions are to
the effect that in the reign of the Emperor Sujin, Takenuna
kawa wake was sent with Heihaku as Chokushi, and a great
service held, and then, in the reign of the Emperor Keiko, the
shrine is said to have been visited by Yarnatotakeru no Mikoto,
who came in person to pray for the success of his army.

While there is nothing inherently improbable about these
traditions it has to be bome in mind that they are not confirm
ed in the national annals, but with the exception of notices of
the conferment of rank, which will be quoted later, they are
practically no reference to Hikawa until comparatively modern
times. Apparently the Kosho tradition was by no means uni
versally accepted, for Wakansansaizue says " Hikawa Daimyojin
is at Omiya in Adachi god. Deity, Susanoo no Mikoto, I za,
It is the Ichinomiya of Musashi, Yarnatotakeru no Mikoto
founded it at the time of his eastern expedition." Ichinomiya
]unkeikJ and EngishikJ jimmyocho toch!l both have practically the
same, and Edo meishozue (tr:p ~ JiJi"1II tr) attributes the foundation
of the shrine to Ota Dokwan in the Bummei era (1469-86), but
states that the shrine was then at Miyamura Kiritoshizaka, close
to Omiya, but not the site occupied when Edomeishozue was
compiled.

BUILDINGS

Of pre-Tokugawa buildings etc. we know practically
nothing, though Shimpen Musasbi no KNni FudokJko (tTIi lEtfj liiJ l\.
± ac), a monumental work compiled under the orders of
Daigaku no Kami Hayashike which was started in Bunkwa
7 (1810) and completed in Bunsei 8 (182.5), mentions incidental
ly that the shrine was rebuilt by Minamoto Yoritomo, but,
beyond the fact that Doi Jiro was Bugyo, no details are given.

Kusunoki
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The same book also states that the shrine was rebuilt in the
Bunroku era by Ina Bizen no Kami, but again there are no
particulars.

Fudokiko then gives particulars of the shrine. as rebuilt
with Abe Bungo no Kami as Bugyo, in Kwambun 7 (1667).
The first Torii stood on the right of the entrance to the
Omiya Kaido, and beside it was a stone post inscribed
"Musashi no kuni Ichi no miya Hikawa Daimyojin." An
avenue 1 8 cho in length with cedars and pines on either side.
and a stone post at each cho, led to the 3rd Torii, the znd
being half way.

The shrine itself had from the first stood in a thick grove
of pines and cedars " so that one would know without asking
that it was the site of an old shrine." The Nantaisha (:!JJtHHri:)
stood on the left after passing the Mitarai bashi, and was in
" Miyazukuri" 2! ken by I! ken. This shrine was in charge
of Kannushi Iwai Iyo. The deity was Susanoo no Mikoto, and
the 3 deities Izanagi no Mikoto, Yamatotakeru no Mikoto and
Onamuchi no Mikoto were worshipped in the Aidono. The
Nyotaisha (il: MHri:) stood on the east, and the Kannushi was
Tsunoi Suruga, and the Deity Inadahime no Mikoto with
Amaterasu Omikami, Izanami no Mikoto, Mihotsuhime and
Tachibana Hime venerated in the Aidono. Fudokiko (11.± iir.~)
states that there was considerable controversy about the deities
of the Aidono but that as the arguments were pure sophistry.
they are not given. Hiojisha (il.:E T ffrt) stood straight within
the jrd Torii, The Kannushi was Tsunoi Kenmotsu and the
Deity Onamuchi, or, according to one opinion, Kagutsuchi no
Kaml.

The compilers give it as their opinion that, as the shrine
is said to have been removed from Kizuki Taisha, of which the
Deity is beyond doubt Onamuchi, they consider that he was
probably the deity of Hioji. Then follows a passage of con
siderable interest and I will therefore quote" With regard to
the order of these three shrines there has, from of old, been
two opinions. On the one hand it is argued that Onamuchi
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no Kami is the principal deity, and that Nantai and Nyotai,
being respectively his father and mother, they are worshipped
in Sessha, and on the other that Susanoo is the principal deity,
and that Hioji is the fire deity, Kagutsuchi no Mikoto, and not
Onamuchi no Mikoto, and that his shrine and Nyotaisha are
Sessha.

The argument being difficult of solution, in Genroku 12,

an appeal was made to the authorities, and, in the 9th month,
Jisha Bugyo (~it.fj), Toda Noto no Kami, Nagai Iga no
Kami, Inoue Yamato no Kami etc. decided that on neither side
was there any proof, and that, in future, the 3 shrines should
be equal, with no first second etc., and that the Kannushi
should take precedence according to their families. There
being ali manner of traditions it is impossible to settle which is
the true one, but, as at the rebuilding of Kwanbun, the Muna
fuda was placed in the Hio]i shrine, it would seem that it was
regarded as the principal.

A Kariden stood between the Nantaisha and Nyotaisha, it
was the place where the Mikoshi were put at the time of
festivals.

The Gokusho and Honchido were at the side, and the
Ksgurado on the left facing Hioji.

The Munafuda of Kwambun 7 (1667) above referred to is
still in existence, and states that the shrine was rebuilt in Kyoho
10 (1725), and again in Bunkwa 4, and the conditions described
in Fudokiko continued until Meiji I (1868), when it was officially
decreed that Susanoo no Mikoto was the principal deity, and
the other shrines were declared to be Sessha. Then, in Meiji
12, it was decided to replace the 3 separate shrines with one
building, and the site selected was that on which the former
Nantaisha and Nyotaisha had stood. The Nantaisha was
demolished, but the Nyotaisha was removed slightly to the east,
where it now serves as the Ontake Massha, sacred to Oyama
zumi no Kami, and the old Hiojisha now stands east of the
Sampaido, and faces east, and is I_he Amatsukami Sessha, sacred
to Sukunahiko no Mikoto and Onamuchi no Mikoto. These

Kusunoki
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buildings, which are in Nagare zukuri, and ninuri, i.e, painted
red, probably date from Bunkwa 4. and are of no special
architectural interest.

The new buildings of Meiji I z can hardly be said to be
worthy of a shrine of the first importance. They consist of a
Go Hondcn in Nagare zukuri, but with a copper roof. This
occupies 28.5 tsubo, and measures 19.5 shaku square. There
are chigi and two katsuogi. It is surrounded by a tamagaki
having on its southern front a large Chiimon, the noritoya
standing within the Chiimon. Immediately to the south is the
Haiden in lrimoya zukuri (A jJJ: mit), but open on all sides like
a Buden.

Many Sonsha have more worthy buildings, and it is hoped
before long to replace them with something more befitting the
status of the shrine, and its deities.

Between the shrine and the Sampaido proper is a lake
crossed by the Mitarashi-bashi mentioned in Fudokiko.

PRIESTS AND SHASO

With regard to the Kannushi it would appear that there
were originally 3 houses all of which claimed descent from the
Izurno branch of the Mononobe family. It is known that in
the Genroku era (1688-17°3) the Iwai (*:Jt) were in charge of
the Susanoo shrine i.e, Nantaisha. Their mansion stood on
the Sampaido, on the eastern side, north of the znd torii. The
Uchikura (ti:to) were the guardians of the Onamuchi shrine.
i.e. Hioji, and had their residence opposite that of the Iwai.
The Tsunoi (flJ:Jt) supervised the worship of the Inadahimc
shrine, i.e, Nyotaisha, and lived next to the Iwai on the south.
Later another house branched off and took the name of Hikawa.
(lk )11), and was entrusted with the worship of Monkakujin
Sessha, which stood east of Nantaisha and Nyotaisha, and is the
abode of Ashinazuchi and Tcnazuchi no Mikoto, the parents of
Inada hirne. The Hikawa family were however short-lived,
and the Uchikura family also died out, and their place was taken
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by a branch of the Tsunoi, thus in Meiji I there were the 3
houses of Iwai, Tsunoi, and Tsunoi, and, in order to avoid
confusion, by imperial command the original Tsunoi, living on
the east of the Sampaido, took the name Higashi Tsunoi, and
the other family, living on the west, that of Nishi Tsunoi. In
Meiji 4, however, the hereditary priesthood was abolished, but
the Higashi Tsunoi family continue to live in the old yashiki
(iUi), and the present and roSth representative, Tateomi, has
but recently retired from the office of Giiji of Mikami ]inja,
having previously served as Negi of Hikawa. In rotation each
year one of the Kannushi families acted as Chief priest, but
otherwise precedence was decided not by the importance of
their shrine, but by family seniority. In addition to the 3 Kan
nushi families there were 3 shake (;fIt~) and s Shaeki (Kd:~).

It cannot be said with any certainty from what date, but
from Tokugawa times at any rate. the worship of Hikawa was
not pure, and in addition to the Shinto hierarchy, there was a
Buddhist Betto and several Shaso (m:ftt). The Betto was
known as Kwannonji from the name of his temple, which stood
immediately south of Tsunoi mansion. There is still in ex
istence the Munafuda of this temple, which states that it was
rebuilt in Genroku 14, the builder being Hasegawa Saburo.
At the bottom of the board in the centre is Kwannonji, and, on
the left, the names of the 3 Kannushi viz. Iwai, Tsunoi and
Uchikura, aud, on the right, the four subsidiary temples Dai
shoin (*=2lti;) ]orakuin (~~~) Aizenin (~~~) and Hoshakuin
(. til ~). These temples were of the Shingon sect, and Dai
shoin, ] orakuin and Hoshakuin stood on the east of the
Sarnpaido and Aizenin stood behind ] inkakudo, The Honchi
(*ilh) of Hikawa was Kwannonji Bosatsu. There is in ex
istence one of the Norito used at the shrine previous to the
restoration which contains the following interesting clause.
(lU"';I(.It Jl*~JlL~~it~~A) which many be rendered-

"May the Emperor live ten thousand times ten thousand
years and the success of the great Shogunate house long con
tinue:' and also certain passages which are clearly Buddhistic
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in origin. The reference to the Shogun shows that it is of late
date, and the copy that I saw was dated Kwansei 8. Very little is
known with regard to the possessions of the shrine in old days,
but a Shuin Of;: I'P) of Tokugawa Iyeyasu assessed the shrine at
300 koku, of which 200 Koku was for the shrine proper, and
100 koku for Kwannonji and its dependent temples, and this
was renewed by each succeeding Shogun.

RANK

The first mention of rank being bestowed on the deities
is foundinSandaijitsuroku (-=-:ftllUl) under date jogwan s. 6. 8.,
when we find" Musashi no Kuru Lower ~th rank (a) Hikawa
no Kami receives Upper j th rank (b)," then the same book
records promotion on Jogwan 7.12.1.1 and 11.11.19, and finally
in Gwangyo (5tIl) 2.12.2 when the Upper 4th rank (a) was
bestowed and the Naimusho recognises no higher rank.
FudokJkO, however, has the following interesting passage:
" According to a shrine writing, in the reign of Suzaku Tenno,
at the time of the revolt of Taira no Masakado, Taira no
Sadamori and his brother came to the shrine, and presented
a Kaburaya, praying that they might overcome the enemy.
There was a wondrous divine spirit and, as they had hoped,
they obtained merit, and consequently the deity received a step
in rank. Afterwards, in Eiho I (108I), of the Emperor Shira
kawa, and Eiji I (1141) of Sutoku Tenno, and Jisho 4 (II 80)of
the Emperor Takakura the rank of the shrine was raised one
step each time." This would bring Hikawa no Kami to Upper
second rank. Again very little is known with regard to the
old festivals, but FudokJkO has the following: "There is a
festival for the first 3 days of the first month when prayers are
offered for the peace of the Empire (~T), and, on the 7th,
there is shooting with bows and arrows."

On the I ~ th of the 6th month there is a divine progress,
and on the rath of the 8th month there is the Niinamesai, and,
in addition, besides the Tsukiname, several lesser festivals.
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The old Hi no matsuri. There is a small lawn to the east of
the Honchido, anciently every year here was performed the
service called Hi no Matsuri, but in Empo 4 (1676) the Kan
nushi Hikawa Naiki went to Kyoto, and consulted with the
Jingihaku Yoshida (sic) and it was changed to a purification
(mu) festival.

IMPERIAL AND SHOGUNATE VISITS

It would probably not be wrong to describe Hikawa in
the Tokugawa era as a prosperous provincial shrine, but it had
nothing like the prestige of Hie, which enjoyed the special
favour of the Shogunate, but, in Meiji I, when the great
Emperor Meiji made his first visit to Edo with the intention of
making in the future scene of his administration, he made an
Imperial progress to Omiya on 10.28, and issued an edict
making Hikawa a shrine to be worshipped direct by the Court.

This was an event of the greatest importance and raised
Hikawa above all the shrines of the Kwanto, Nor was this all
for, after Tokyo had become the seat of Government, the
Emperor again came and worshipped in person on 3.11.1, and
in Meiji 6 the Empress and Empress Dowager both made a
progress. Then on Meiji 11.8.31 the Emperor came to Hikawa
for the 3rd time, and in Meiji 29 the Crown Prince, afterwards
the Emperor Taisho, visited the shrine. Nor was the vener
ation of the Court for Hikawa ephemeral for the present
Emperor has twice been to Omiya, the first time as Crown
Prince in Taisho 6, and the second as Sessho (Biilc) in Taisho,
and in Taisho 9 Taisho Tenno's consort made a progress.
Chokushi too have frequently been despatched.

FESTIVALS

At the present day the reisai is held on the rst of August,
but 'except that the Azumaasobi is offered, there are no dis
tinctive features about it, and a more interesting festival is that
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held from the 30th November till the loth December and
known as Daito Matsuri (* ~ ~). On the final day special
Shinsen are offered known as Hyakumi (8'*) as being re
presentative of 100 different of food, the produce of the sea,
the river, the mountains, and the plains, but, as a matter of
fact, there are actually 16 dishes which are specially prepared
according to minute regulations. The origin of the festival is
unknown, but it is found in the records of the shrine in the
Empo era (1673-1680) about which time it probably superseded
the Hinomatsuri (-*~), to which allusion is made in FudokJko.
It is a highly popular festival.

It only remains to add that the shrine precincts now cover
some 24,000 tsubo, and that in addition to the Sessha already
mentioned, there is one more, Munakata Jinja, and, including
Ontake Massha, to which allusion has been made, there are in
all 9 massha.

There are in Saitama Ken alone no less than 160 Hikawa
Jinja.
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MISHIMA JINJA

•• fI1I1 jiif:

THE DEITY WORSHIPPED AND THE FOUNDAnON
OF THE SHRINE

The Mishima Maru, one of 6 ships of 8,000 tons built
in 1908 for the European run, has recently been broken up,
though 3 of her sisters the Kamo, Atsuta and Kitano now main
tain the Australian service. The other two, the Hirano and
Miyazaki, fell victims to German torpedoes during the Great
War. These six vessels comprised, what I called in my Nomen
clature of the N.Y.K. fleet, the original Jinja kyu, or shrine class,
and better built, and more comfortable ships it would be hard
to find. I have been fortunate in per suabing Mr. Saida Moriuji
the present Guji of Kamakura Hachiman oa, who, as it will
be seen subsequently, has original ideas about the deity of
Mishima, to write the title for me. The character Shima may
be written in 3 ways with the mountain on the top as Mr. Saida
has written it, or at the side Ill, or at the bottom th. As a matter
of fact all 3 forms are to be found in connection with Mishima
Jinja, but the claim has been set forth that in old days it was
written i1i" the mountain being put on the top to show, venera
tion for Oyamatsumi-no-Kami, deity of mountains I

There can I think be little doubt that the Mishima Maru
derived her name from Mishima Jinja, the Kwampeitaisha, in
the town of Mishima in Takata gun in the province of Izu,
Shizuoka prefecture, but there is another famous shrine known
officially as Oyamatsumi Jinja, but popularly called O-Mishima.
This shrine, which ranks as Kokuheitaisha, is in Ochigori of the
province of Iyo, i.e. Ehime ken. For reasons which will be
apparent later, mention must also be made here of another Mishi
rna shrine, Mishima Kamo Jinja, a Gosha in Shimashimo gun

fI1I1
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394 MISHIMA JINJA

in the province of Settsu i.e, Osaka-fu. It might be expected
that the deity of these three Mishima shrines would be the same
i.e. Oyamatsumi-no-kami, the God of Mountains, but a glance
at the official fingii oyobi kwankokuheisha well show that such is
not the decision of the Naimusho,

In that compilation, and in consequence, naturally in all
pamphlets issued by the Kwampeitaisha Mishima Jinja, the Izu
shrine is said to be the abode of Tamakushiirihiko Itsu no koto
shironushi no Kami, while Oyamatsumi-no-Kami <* III jl\;jJjl) is
said to dwell at Oyamatsumi Jinja <* III lit ;jJ jf:) i.e. Omishima.
The decision as to the former was reached in Meiji 6, and was,
I believe, based on the opinion of the great Shinto savant,
Hirata Atsutane, but I confess I cannot concur. It is no doubt
presumptuous to differ from so high an authority, but I am not
alone in my opinion, and there are many Shinto scholars who
hold the same view, but there is considerable diversity of opinion
as to who the Deity really is, though probably everyone, in
cluding the Naimusho, is agreed that for several hundred years
Oyamatsumi no Mikoto was, rightly or wrongly, regarded as
the deity. In this short paper I have, somewhat reluctantly
I must admit, decided to confine myself to the story of the Izu
shrine, though it will be necessary to make frequent reference
to both the Iyo and Settsu shrines, for even if the official opinion
be correct and Kotoshironushi no Kami be the rightful possessor
of the Izu shrine, the 3 shrines were for long years considered
as three separate residences of one and the same deity, and that
deity Oyamatsumi-no-Kami.

This is testified to by all the principal pre-Meiji authorities
except Hirata. There has never I think been any question
with regard to O-Mishima, for its name Oyamatsumi Jinja pro
claims aloud the name of the Deity inhabiting it.

The Izu shrine, being included in Engishiki as Myojindai
and being also the Iehinomiya of the province, is described in
practically all the books devoted to a consideration of the
foundation and worship of the principal shrines of the Empire,
and the opinion expressed is almost unanimous.
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Dai Nihonkhinomiya-ki, Ithinomiya jlln!etiki, Dai Nibonsbi,
jingishi, jingi Hoten, Jinja Keimo, Shosha icbiran, jinja IVzkm-oku,
all give *- 111 ~" and do not even mention Kotoshironushi and
Jingi Shiryo, and Hontho Jinja Ko give *- 111 ~". Ban Nobutomo
in his Jimm)othOkoshO, though not expressly stating his own
opinion evidently considers *- 111 il£. the deity. Then under
the heading *- 111 ~(lJIt in ShakN NihonkJ, on the authority of Jim
myothO, it is stated that Oyamatsumi no Kami is worshipped at
Izu Mishima Jinja and Iyo Oyamatsumi Jinja.

There is however one exception viz. Nijiinisha Honen.
Neither Mishima, nor Omishima, was included among the
Nijunisha, but writing of Kamo the author of Honen says
" There is the Kamo of Yamashiro and the Kamo of Katsuragi,
they are separate deities. The Kamo of Katsuraki is Tsuhayae
kotoshironushi-no-Karni, he is the ancestral Onmyodo deity
of the Kamo family.

He is a Kunitsukami, or terrestrial deity. He is the same
deity as in the Mishima no Kami who abides in Kamo gun
of Izu, and the Mishima no Kami of Iyo."

It is perfectly clear that the writer of this passage considered
the deities of the Mishima shrines in the provinces of Izu and
Iyo as one and the same, and therefore if the Izu Mishima Jinja
was Kotoshironushi no Kami, so likewise was the Iyo Mishirna
no Kami. Nevertheless at the present day while the lzu shirne
is ascribed to Kotoshironushi no Kami, the Iyo shrine is said
to be Oyamatsumi no Kami, which seems to be inconsistent.

It must be emphasised that the author of Honen was not
making a study of Mishima no Kami, and mentions him only
incidentally with Kamo, being attracted probably by the fact
that the Izu Mishima shrine was in Kamo gun. He does
not state on what he based his opinion which apparently attracted
little attention for there is no mention of it that I know of till
towards the end of the Tokugawa era.

Nijunisha Honen, however, of which the authorship is un
known, is to all intents and purposes a reprint of Nijiiisshaki,
which is attributed to Kitabatake Chikafusa. The latter how-

Kotoshironushi
Kotoshironushi

KotoshironushiKotoshironushiNihonkJ,
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396 MISHIMA JINJA

ever treats Hirose and Tatsuta as one shrine, hence the NijUissha,
21, as against the Nijiinisha, 2.2 shrines of the former.

Now though the account of Kamo is almost verbalism in
the two books, there is an important omission in Nijiinisha
Honm, which alters the whole meaning and it is I think by no
means unlikely that this omission was accidental.

The following I z characters UJ ~ -I ."& '" ~ jfI =- .".~ A

i.e. " The Kamo of Yamashiro is an Amatsukami Le. a Heavenly
Deity" appear in Nijiiissha/ei. They occur directly after the
statement that Kotoshironushi no Kami is a Kunitsukami, and
immediately afterwards comes, "he is the same deity as the
Mishima no Kami who abides in Kamo gun of Izu " therefore
while Honen states that Kotoshironushi no Kami is the same
as the deity of Mishima in Izu, Isshaki says that he is the same
as the deity of Yamashiro no Kami. Now though there are
of course 3 Kamo deities of Yamashiro, from a subsequent
reference to Yatagarasu, i.e. Taketsunumi no Mikoto it is I
think obvious that Chikafusa was here considering the deity of
Mioya i.e. Shimo Kamo,

There is, then, at least as much justification for regarding
the Mishima of Izu, and, if of Izu, then of Iyo and Settsu, as
the same as the deity of the Kamo of Yamashiro as Kotoshiro
nushi no Kami, but, as far as I know, this contention has never
seriously been put forward, but I will refer to this point again
later.

Mishima Tsuro, an eminent doctor, who was attracted to
the study of Mishima Jinja by the accident of his name, quotes
this passage in his paper, which appeared in Izu no kuni shiseki
kenkyu, to show that Oyamatsumi no Kami is the rightful deity
of Izu Mishima, but except in so far as it goes to prove that
the deity is an Amatsukami, and cannot therefore be Kotoshiro
nushi no Karni, 1 do not see that it really helps his case. The
doctor is a strong supporter of the claims of Oyamatsumi, no
Kami, and wishes to see his worship restored at Mishima.

Katsuragi Jinja, or to give it its full name, Kamotsumiha
Yaekotoshironushi no Mikoto Jinja, appears in EngishikJ as
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Myojindai, 2 za, the second deity being Ikutamayorihime.
According to Klljihonki, Yaekotoshironushi no Kami having
changed himself into a large crocodile married Ikutarnayorihime,
daughter of Mishima Mizokui, and had a son and a daughter by
her. The shrine is in Goze machi of Yamato, and ranks as a
Kensha.

Before considering the foundation of the IzuMishima shrine
it will be well to refresh our memories with regard to the two
principal rival claimants for its possession. Kotoshironushi
no-Kami need not detain us long, for, in recent articles in this
magazine on Asuka Jinja and Nagata Jinja, I have already given
a brief account of his "shintoku." It is therefore I think neces
sary to do no more than remind ourselves that he was a Kunitsu
kami, son of Onamuchi-no-Kami of the Izumo cult, that he
counselled his father to obey the commands of the Sun Goddess
and render up the country to the Heavenly Grandchild, and that
he cooperated with his father, first in pacifying the central land
of reed plains, and secondly in watching over the Imperial
House, and that for this purpose he settled in Yamato even
before the foundation of the Empire. Personally I should be
inclined to regard Miho Jinja in Izumo as the abode of his
Gozentai, Yamato, either Katsuragi or Asuka, of his nigimitama,
and Nagata of his ararnitama, and can see no adequate grounds
for associating him with the Izu Mishima shrine.

In Kujihonki however it is stated that Yaekotoshironushi
no Kami, having changed himself into a large crocodile, used to
come and court Ikutamayorihime, daughter of Mishima Mizokui
no Kami. The venue of this strange, but successful, courtship,
for the lady duly became one of his consorts, and is now wor
shipped with him at Katsuragi mine Kamotsuha Yaekotoshiro
nushi no Mikoto Jinja, at Gozemachi, in Yamato, is not given,
but Mishima, forming a part of the name of Kotoshironushi's
father-in-law, does provide some distant connection between
Kotoshironushi no Kami and Mishima shrines. Hayashi Do
shun, in his HonchO Jinja-ko, though giving Oyanatsumi as the
deity of Izu no Mishima, does add, according to another account,
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Kotoshironushi comes a courting-Drawing by Hiyama Ken

3t a Kotoshironushi, and relates the above story.
The issue of this union of Kotoshironushi no Kami with

Ikutamayorihime was Tataraisuzuhime, who became the
Empress of the first earthly sovereign Jimmu, at least this is
the pedigree given by Nihonshoki, and officially accepted, but,
in Kojiki, it is Omononushi no Kami who is stated to have been
the father of the first Kokubo or national mother, and she is
worshipped at Isakakawamiko Jinja, one of the Sessha of
Omiwa Jinja, the abode of Omononushi no Kami, In this
connection it is noteworthy that both Kojiki and Nihonshoki
inform us that Otataneko i.e. son of, or, according to some
accounts, 4th generation from Omononushi no Kami, was the
ancestor of the Kamo-no-Kimi,

The consideration of Oyamatsumi-no-kami is a much more
complex question. There is of course no doubt that Izanagi
no Mikoto and Izanumi no Mikoto gave birth to a deity named

~98
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Oyamatsumi no Kami, and this deity is of course beyond question
an Amatsukami, but a careful examination of the text of Kojiki
and Nihonshoki leads one to the belief that there are several
deities bearing the name of Oyamatsumi, and we have to decide,
if possible, which, if any of them, is the deity of Mishima. It is
no easy task, and I think it is more than likely that in the course
of centuries the beliefs with regard to Mishima Okami have
undergone more than one change. The first reference to
Oyamatsumi no Kami that we find in Kojikiis ;?1c ~ I1J jII ~ * I1J 1'$ j!

i.e. " next they gave birth to the mountain deity whose name
is Oyamatsumi.' This passage occurs when the names of the
various deities to whom Izanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no
Mikoto are being enumerated.

In the kindred passage in Nihonshoki, in the main text, we
find simply ;?1c 1:. I1J "next the mountains were born" but " in
one writing" it is " I1J jIj1 ~ ~ I1J ~," and "the mountain deities
called Yamatsurni." The character ~ shows clearly that one par
ticular deity is not referred to, but a class, the mountain deities.
Somewhat later, in relating the names of the deities who came into
being when Izanagi no Mikoto slew the fire deity, Kagutsuchi,.
whose birth had cost his mother's life, Kojikigives the names of
6 mountain deities viz. Oyamatsumi no Kami C* I1J 1'$ j!fi), Kura
yamatsumi no Karni, Shigiyamatsumi no Kami, Hayamatsumi no
Kami, Harayamatsumi no Kami and Toyamatsumi no Kami.

Nihonshoki gives several different accounts of the death of
Kagutsuchi no Mikoto. In one account it says that Izanagi
no Mikoto cut his son into 3 pieces, which became 3 deities,
one of which was Oyamatsumi no Kami C* I1J jl£jjiIjl), and, in
another account, into 5 pieces, which became the 5 mountain
deities. The first piece viz. the head became * I1J ;n:, the second
the trunk *11J~, the ;rd Hayamatsumi, the 4th Magakaya
msrsumi, and the j th, the feet, Shikiyamatsumi.

Note that both in the Kojiki, and Nihonshoki, though all
the deities in the former are 11J;l:j! and in the latter I1J ~ only
one, i.e, the first. is *, 0, great, and he is therefore clearly to
be regarded as the paramount mountain deity.

ShigiyamatsumiShigiyamatsumi

Shigiyamatsumi

Shigiyamatsumi

Shigiyamatsumi
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It is not a little interesting to find that in Shizuoka, there is
a shrine called Hayama Jinja, on Shizuhatayama : it is popularly
known as Yama no Miya, and Oyamatsumi no Kami is said to
be the deity worshipped, but its name clearly indicates that
Hayamatsumi no Kami is the real deity.

Nowadays it ranks only as a Sessha of the 3 shrines Asama
Jinja, Kamube Jinja, and Otoshimioya Jinja which are ad
ministered together as one Kokuheishosha. Prior to Meiji
22, when this status was conferred, Hayama Jinja ranked on an
equality with the other 3 shrines.

It will be noticed that the Kojiki and Nihonshoki use different
characters for tsumi, the former invariably writing ~ Ji, and the
latter~. If llJ ~ J! were interpreted according to the meaning
of the characters, it would signify the mountain from which
the harbour was visible, but it is universally regarded as being
phonetic. Prof. Chamberlain, in his English translation of the
Kojiki, renders Oyamatsumi-no-Kami as " Deity great mountain
possessor" and is thus in accord with Motoori who would in
terpret it as Yamamochikami (llJ :Wifll), deity possessing moun
tains, but he considered that *, great, qualifies the jIjI, deity, and
not llJ, the mountain, that is to say he regarded Oyamatsumi no
Kami as the overlord of all mountain possessing deities. The* llJ~;II of Nihonshoki would appear something of an ana
chronism, for the character jl£, though admittedly it has
the secondary meanings of both great and tranquil, signifies
primarily a terrestrial deity, as opposed to a heavenly deity
"". Thus you have ;IIilt, the gods of Heaven and Earth, which
is taken from the Chinese 7( jlfI :t& ill£. It may, however, I think
be taken as certain that in * ru j1£ the character ~ is not intended
to convey the idea that the deity was terrestrial, as opposed to
celestial. It is not, however phonetic, but an attempt, though
not perhaps an altogether successful one, to give the meaning.
Though born here on earth it seems probable that Oyamatsumi
no Kami was a Kakurimi no Kami, (:!till;;), i.e. a deity who
never revealed himself on earth in human form. His earthly
manifestation was the mountains. It is noteworthy that in
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MISHIMA JINJA 4°1

some of the accounts in NihonshokJ the character JII is omitted,
and we have *. l1J jJf: only. This is the case also in KojikJ, which,
after saying that the head of the deceased Kagutsuchi became
*. l1J~, adds another name is Masakayamatsumi no kami
(lE1& l1J i!It J! JiiItI).

In EngishikJ we find the Omishima shrine written * l1J 'fl
JiiItI iitt, and this form has been retained by the Naimusho for
the shrine, though the deity is written * l1J "in:"'. The character
fl is probably phonetic, but it has the meaning of "pile up,"
and is therefore quite applicable, the shrine of the great piled
up mountains.

There can be no question that in spite of the somewhat
deceptive character jJf:, that Oyamatsumi no Kami, the offspring
of Izanagi and Izanami no Mikoto, is an Amatsukami, or the
Heavenly Deity.

The next reference that we have to Oyamatsumi no Kami
in the Kojiki occurs in the following passage il# ill JiiItI *. l1J
i!It J! Jii!II Z T ~ il-t ~ ..Ii!. 4; ~. "Thy servant is the son of an
earthly deity, Oyamatsumi no Kami, and he is called Ashina
zuchi." The occasion will be readily recalled. Susanoo no Mi
koto, on his descent from Takamagahara to the province of Izu
mo, encountered an old couple weeping, and enquired who they
were and the cause of their sorrow. Subsequently after slaying
Yamata-no-Orochi, and rescuing their daughter, Inadahime,
Susanoo no Mikoto made her his consort. Nihonshoki also
relates the story, but is silent as regards the parentage of Ashina
zuchi. Clearly Ashinazuchi was not the grandson of Izanagi,
for, by his own showing, his father was a Kunitsu-Kami. It
would seem therefore that this Oyamatsumi no Kami was a
terrestrial deity of Izumo.

Then shortly afterwards KojikJ relates 3t ~ *. l1J i4t J! JiiItI Z -fr:. -t
jlJI *. mIt. ~ T *. 1fiflJll* ~ iIm Z 1!ll ~ Jii!II "and again having
wedded Kamu-Oichihime, daughter of Oyamatsumi no Kami,
he begot children, Otoshi-no-Kami and Uga-no-mitama." This
likewise refers to a marriage of Susanoo no Mikoto. As far
as the text goes there 1.s nothing to prevent Oichihime being a

Nihonshoki

The next reference that we have to Oyamatsumi no Kami
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4°1 MISHIMA JINJA

grand daughter of Izanagi, or again she may have been a sister of
Inadahime, but I think the probabilities point to the fact that
she was the daughter of another local Izumo mountain deity,
for Inadahime is generally regarded as being the principal con
sort of Susanoo no Mikoto. We come next to a passage in Kojiki
of the greatest importance. It runs as follows 'M: ~ tp 'P 1W ~ K
~Am~~*~sz*w~~~z*~~~~fi~.~~m*~z
tl: A ~!'!. "and at Kasasanomisaki meeting a beautiful
person he enquired of her saying 'whose daughter art thou'
and she replied saying the daughter of Oyamatsumi no Kami,
Kamuatatsuhime, also called Konohanasakuya-Hime." The oc
casion is immediately after the descent of the Heavenly Grand
child, and we are told that he proceeded to the land of
Ata, i.e. part of the modern Satsuma, and it was there that he
met the beautiful maiden, the princess of Ata. The Heavenly
Grandchild then asks the girl whether she is willing to marry
him and she replies 'll1F~ S~ x: * w~ ~ ~ ~ n. "Thy ser
vant cannot say, thy servant's father, Oyamatsumi-no-Kami,
will say, therefore, ask him." Oyamatsumi-no-Kami on being
asked gladly consented, an"d Konohanasakuya-Hime became the
principal consort of the Heavenly Grandchild and the first
Kokubo iIl-GJ: or national mother. In essentials Nihonshoki
relates the same story. The question is whether this Oyama
tsumi-no-Karni was the Amatsukuni, son of Izanagi no Mikoto,
or a local Kunitsukami like the father of Ashinazuchi. At
first sight there is nothing to tell us, but a careful examination
of the story leads me, at any rate, to the conclusion that he was
a terrestrial deity. It is true that he was evidently possessed of
great powers, as witness his curse of the Imperial family, whom,
it will be remembered, he doomed to short lives, because he was
incensed at Ninigi no Mikoto's rejection of his elder and ugly
daughter, Iwanagahime, but, as against this, His Augustness's
action at the time of his consort's pregnancy points strongly
I think to his regarding her as a terrestrial deity. It will readily
be recalled that when, after a single night, Konohanasakuya
Hime announced that she enceinte, Ninigi-no-Mikoto affected
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to believe that he had not been responsible, and that his wife had
had intercourse with some terrestrial deity. Konohanasakuya
Hime was highly indignant, and proceeded to prove conclusively
to her Lord's satisfaction that he was beyond doubt the father ef
the children, for ; were born. Nihonshoki in one version relates
that Ninigi-no Mikoto subsequently explained to his consort
that he had of course really never had any doubts, but had
acted as he had done, in order to avert any possible suspicions
amongst others, and to show that an Amatsukami (SR JiuII) could
cause pregnancy in a single night. It seems to me that the
Heavenly Grandchild would not have considered this demon
stration necessary, if he had regarded his consort as an
amatsukami. I believe the father-in-law of the Heavenly
Grandchild to have been a Kunitsukami of Satsuma. Then in
Engishiki we find Fuji Jinja (iooJ1i1llJirl:) among the 2.2. shrines of
the province of Suruga at one time a Sessha of Asama Jinja,
and the deity of this shrine which according to Suruga FI/doki
was founded in the reign of the Emperor Korei is Oyamatsumi
no-Kami who is regarded as the ill! 3:: ~ of Omiya. It is generally
believed to antedate Asama Jinja. Nowadays this Oyarnatsumi
no-Kami is regarded as the father of Konohanasakuya-hime,
but if Fuji Jinja existed before Asama Jinja, why should a local
deity of Satsuma be worshipped in Suruga, is it not more prob
able that the deity here venerated is the deity of Mt. Fuji i.e.
yet another local Kunitsukami? Quite a good case, however,
can be made out for the deity of Fuji] inja being the Amatsukami,
Hitachi Fudoki, though not speaking of him as Oyarnatsumi-no
Kami, but as ~;@\ JfulI, makes mention of this deity in very early
times, stating that Mioya-no-karni-no-Mikoto (j[ Jii1II ~) paid him
a visit, and was refused hospitality, whereupon he addressed
him iJ( tll fiiJ 'f' ~ m. "How is it that you do not wish your
Father to stay with you?" Mioya-no-Karni is presumably
another name for Izanagi-no-Mikoto, and therefore the deity
of Fuji, being his son, would be the Amatsukami Oyarnatsumi
no-Kami.

Seeing that Fuji is not only the highest, but most beautiful
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of all the mountains of the Empire, it is but natural that the
paramount Mountain Deity should make it his abode. Fur
ther research would I think most probably result in finding other
Oyamatsumi-no-Kaml, purely local deities. It is in no way
surprising that there should be many mountain deities for a
mountain is an outstanding phenomenon of nature, and it is
natural to regard it with awe and reverence, and consider it
as the abode of a deity. Properly speaking, however, if
Motoori's interpretation be correct, there should be but one
Oyamatsumi-no-Kami, i.e. the Amatsukami son of Izanagi no
Mikoto all the others should be simply Yamatsumi-no-Kami,
It is however not by any means impossible to regard the epithet* great, as qualifying not the deity, but the mountain which he
possessed, and in local eyes the neighbouring mountain, even
if really comparatively small, appears great, and thus there are
many Oyamatsumi-no-Kami.

Bearing in mind the fact that as will be shewn subsequently,
there is a strong tradition that the deity of Omishima of Iyo
and of Mishima of Izu and of Mishima of Settsu are the same
deity, the question before us is to decide who this deity is, for,
unless that tradition be proved wrong, it must be a deity suitable
to 3 widely different localities. This would seem to point not
to a local terrestrial deity, but to an all pervading spirit of moun
tains.

It is, however, time to examine the traditions of the 3
shrines and, in particular, those of Izu no Mishima.

The first written record that we have with regard to Mishi
ma-no-Kami comes from VO no PI/doki, but unfortunately this
book is no longer extant, and only one passage from it has been
preserved, and that is to be found in Shaku Nibonei,

The passage runs as follows: The name of the deity of
Mishima (~ ...) ofOchigori of the province of Iyo is Oyamatsumi
no kami (*UJM~), one name is Watashiokami (fJ:t~;E;*iJ1lI).
The deity revealed himself in the reign of the Emperor who ruled
at Naniha in Takatsu no Miya. This deity came from the country
of Kudara, and abode at Mishima in Tsu no kuni, (Settsu)

The next reference that we have to Oyamatsumi no Kami
The next reference that we have to Oyamatsumi no Kami
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Mishima is the name of Mishima of Tsuno Kuni ". Before con
sidering the import of this passage, we must remind ourselves
of the nature of the FNdoki. Though compiled by Imperial
command by the Kuni-no-Miyatsuko of the various provinces,
they are more in the nature of a collection of loal traditions than
sober history. This is proved by the fact that we frequently
find 15 ~ S " an old man says." It is probable that ljo no Fudoki
contained other traditions with regard to Mishima Okami, and
have no means of knowing whether Urabe no Kanekata had
the whole text before him, or merely quoted this passage from
some other book. We can do no more than examine the state
ments it contains, and it must be confessed that they are baffling.
If credence is to be given to the deity having come originally
from Kudara, then it would seem probable that we have yet
another Oyamatsumi-no-Kami, almost certainly a Kunitsukami
of the Susanoo line, but it seems not unlikely that the Kudara
tradition may have arisen from the alternative name of the deity
Watashi-Okami. Though written in the Manyo characters ~ #-;it
there can be little doubt that the meaning is ill i.e, the great
Deity who crossed over. It is stated that he came from Settsu
i.e. he crossed over, and the Kudara tradition may have arisen
from this fact.

There is however another possible explanation of the name
Watashi-Okami, viz that it is a corruption of Watazumi-no-Kami
(* ~ ~ J!~) the great sea deity, for though the Deity of
Omishima is a deity of the mountains, he is most unques
tionably, also regarded a deity of the sea.

Commenting on this passage in his Kasbiden (15 !l! '-), Hirata
Atsutane says, "Though the opinion that the Deity came from
Kudara is a dubious tradition, that it was in the time of Kozu
no Miya seems to be in accordance with facts," and he goes
on to say that the name Omishima was derived from the
Mishima of Settsu, where the deity had resided till the reIgn of
the Emperor Nintoku.

Mishima is now written with the characters =~ i.e., 3islands,
but probably the original form was ~ _ or august islands, or
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even august land, for in old days shima did not necessarily
imply island. Though Motoori is doubtless right in supposing
that the deity of O-Mishima came from Mishima in Settsu, 1
do not feel at all clear that the present Gosha in that province
represents the old abode of the deity, though it is true that until
the Tensho era, when floods caused the Yodogawa to change
its course, the site it occupied was an island in that river. The
opinion is also expressed that the name Mishima, i.e. 3 islands,
refers to the 3 shrines of Settsu, Iyo and lzu, 3 separate abodes
of the same deity, but though there are not wanting points which
tend in this direction, 1 am inclined to think that the Izu shrine
at any rate was an entirely independent creation, and existed,
though not in its present site, even before the founding of the
Iyo shrine.

The matter is further complicated by the appearance of the
name Kamo in connection with both the Settsu and Izu shrines.
The former appears in Engishiki among the 17 za of Shima
shimo gun of Settsu as Mishima Kamo Jinja, (.=: ~ IJlljljljl:), Myo
[insho and the latter among the 36 za of Kamo gun of Izu as
Myojindai, Kamo is here written • it but fa and Jt it are well
known to be interchangeable, as witness the fact that the Ichi
nomiya of Yamashiro uses the former characters for the Wake
ikazuchi shrine, and the latter for the Mioya shrine.

The history of the geographical nomenclature of the pro
vince of lzu is not altogether clear, but even in the Engi era
it seems that Mishima was not really in Kamo gun, but in
Takata gun, the divine territory, only, being specially included
within in Kamo. Unquestionably later this was the case. A
new gun was erected between Takata on the north and Kamo
in the south, and this was called Kimisawa gun (~~), or accord
ing to some books Guntaku (m ~), and geographically Mishima
was certainly in this gun, but the shrine and its territories conti
nued to belong to Kamo gun. Kimizawa gun is found in a map
of the Shoho era (1644-1648), and according to a book called
Kokugunenkakuko came into existence as early as the Sengokujidai
Then in Meiji 2.9, Kimizawa gun was again absorbed into Takata.
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gun, and then for the first time Mishima Jinja ceased to belong
to Kamo gun. Now what significance, if any, should be attached
to this? Was Mishima especially included in Kamo gun in
order to perpetuate its connection with the Mishima Kamo Jinja
of Settsu, and consequently with the Mishima of Iyo? Un
questionably it was not by accident, and must have been done
of set purpose, but, personally, I do not think it was concerned
with the Mishima Kamo of Settsu. That shrine I regard as a
Kamo shrine at Mishima, whereas the Izu Mishima was a Mi
shima shrine in Karno, although in point of fact not really
within its borders.

So high an authority as Izumoii Michiiiro told me that he
thought the Settsu shrine was almost certainly connected with
Katsuragi-ni-imasu Jinja in Gozemachi. Yamamoto Kenzo of
the Kogyo Gakko of that town told me that he was convinced
from a careful study of place names etc., that Kotoshironushi
no Kami was not the original deity of Kamo Tsuha, but that
before him it had been regarded as the abode of Yatagarasu,
i.e. Taketsunumi no Mikoto of Kamo Mioya, and before that
again of a water deity, to whom however he could not assign
a name. What then was the connection of the Izu Mishima
with Kamo?

We may now return to a consideration of why the Izu
Mishima Jinja is chronicled in Engishiki as being in Kamo gun.
In the same gun Engishiki includes Ikonahime Jinja (#1" I!i ~.It Jf)
Myojindai. This shrine is in the extreme south of the Izu
Hanto, at a place called Shirahama, about 3 miles from Shimoda.
The name 1konahime is found in one of the canonical books,
and, though Dainibon ]immei ]isho states that 1ko is a place name,
and that she was a descendant of Oyamatsumi, there is no au
thority for such statement. 1konahime Jinja, now a Kensha,
has but a single za, but, according to shrine tradition, in old
days, there used to be two za, Mishirna Okami and his consort
Ikonahime, and the full name of Mishima Okami was Izu-no
Okunitamahiko. The shrine claims foundation in the 6th
year of the Emperor Koan when the deities crossed over to Izu,
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This is found in IZNshi, but it is not stated there from where the
Deity crossed, but the local tradition is from Izu shichito, and
this would account for the name Mishima, not I think 3 islands,
but august islands. Klljiki-Kokuzo-honki records that as early as
the Regency of jingu-Kogo, Wakatake no mikoto, 8th genera
tion from Mononobe-no-Muraji-no-oya, Ame-no-mihoko-no
Mikoto was appointed Izu-no-Kuni-no-Miyatsuko, but we
know from Fusoryakki that it was in the 7th month of the 9th
year of the Emperor Temmu, that two districts of the province
of Suruga were partitioned off from the province of Izu,
There is, however, nothing surprising in finding a Kuni-no
Miyatsuko of Izu before Izu became a province.

In the first year of Taikwa (645) when we hear of Kuni
(Ie) as geographical units for the first time, officially there were
but 54 provinces, but Kokuzohonki chronicles 133 Kunino
miyatsuko. Now the tradition of Ikonahime Jinja is that on
the establishment of the Kokufu, the Kuni no miyatsuko
installed Izu-no-kuni-no-Kunimitamahiko at his headquarters,
but left Ikonahime at Shirahama. No date is assigned for this
transfer, and it may therefore have been either in the time of
Jingii-Kogo, or of the Emperor Ternmu, or indeed any time
between these two dates. Izu-no-kuni-mitama being known
also as Mishima Okami would account for the name of Mishirna,
and the fact that the Deity came from Kamo gun would be a
sufficient reason for considering his shrine to be within that
gun, though really out of its geographical borders. Though
somewhat hazy the same tradition exists at Mishima as to the
Deity having come from Shirahama.

Ikonahime Jinza is known also by the name of Konomiya
(1l1r) i.e. the old shrine. This is I think the true rendering, not
rg 1r, or consort's shrine. According to one opinion the Kokufu
was at first at a place called Takyo, about half way between the
modern Mishima and Ohito. Wherever it was doubtless called
Kokufu, or Fuchii, the name Mishima arose from Mishima
Okami being enshrined there.

Though this, ifaccepted, undoubtedly leads us a step forward
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with regard to the origin of the lzu Mishirna shrine, and seems
to indicate clearly that it was not a bunrei of the Iyo. Mishima,
which was not founded till 700 years after the 6th year of K6an,
viz ;87 B.C., we are still without any clear idea of who Izu-no
kuni-Kunimitamahiko was, for his name does not appear in
any of the divine genealogical tables. He was not, as is so often
the case, the divine ancestor of the original Kuni no miyatsuko,
for the deity was established in Izu long before the appearance
of the Kuni no miyatsuko. The Mononobe were descended
from Nigihayabi no Mikoto, but, in Yamato they adopted
Isonokami Jingu as their ubusunasha, and no doubt, in Izu,
adopted Mishima, of which, with the name of Yatabe, they
were generation after generation chief priests. This at least
is the claim of the Yatabe family, but, in point of fact, the
genealogical table cannot be regarded as trustworthy for more
than about 26 generations back, and the name is not found in
any existing shrine records of the Kamakura era.

Now, as will be shewn subsequently, proof is forthcoming
that as early as the time of Yoritomo, Oyamatsumi-no-Kami
was regarded as the deity of Mishima, but is it possible to con
nect Izunokuni-kunitamahiko with Oyamatsumi no Kami, or did
the belief with regard to the nature of the deity undergo a
change? Though it must of necessity be a matter largely of
supposition, I am inclined to believe that it underwent not one
but two changes' though these changes were not in reality as
great as they appear on the surface. In view of the Shichito
tradition, and the name Mishima, it seems to be natural to
suppose that Mishima Okami was an island deity, a personifica
tion of the island and the water surrounding it, a similar con
ception to Ikushima, Tarushima no Kami. Islands may of
course be of any shape, but the Shichito are essentially reminis
cent of mountains. It was, however, I would suggest as an
island, i.e. land and water deity, that Mishima Okami was estab
lished at the Kokufu of Izu. Clearly, if the tradition of the
Ikonahime shrine be accepted, Mishima Okami was a male
deity, and yet all the evidence points strongly to the deity having
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at one time been regarded as female. The geographical position
of the town of Mishima has to be taken into consideration.
Not only does it lie at the foot of the Hakone pass, but it com
mands almost unrivalled views of the great Fuji. It is not I
think difficult to see how as the original tradition with regard
to the identity of the deity began to' fade, that its place should
be taken by the belief that Mishima was the abode of the deity
of mountains, and it has to be insisted that such a: metamorphosis
was but a small one. Now the deity of mountains is Oyamatsumi
no Kami, and Mishima Okami came to be regarded as but another
name for Oyamatsumi. Though the shrine lies at the foot of the
Hakone range, it is, however, completely dominated by Fuji,
and the deity of Fuji is now, and has for long been, Konohana
sakuya-Hime, a goddess who was the daughter of Oyamatsumi
no Kami, Unfortunately we do not know at what date Asa
rna Jinja was founded, but, curiously enough, just as there is
evidence that the Mishima shrine was regarded as the abode
of a Goddess, so at Asama Jinja there is evidence that the Deity
was a God. I write only from hearsay, but I am informed that
the PlItt J1~ (chodohin) of the Go-Honden of Asama are largely
of a masculine nature, and it seems to me probable that when
Mishima Okami first took up his abode in the present town of
Mishima, Oyamatsumi was still regarded as the deity of Mt,
Fuji, and that gradually he lost his original signification,and
became associated not with the mountain lik.e islands but with
the great mountain soaring high over his abode. The manifold
beauties of Mt. Fuji, however, suggested a female, rather than
a male deity, and, therefore, while Oyamatsumi no Kami remained
as the Jinushi-no-Kami, in his Fuji Jinja, his daughter Kono
hanasakuyahime came to be regarded as the divine spirit of the
mountain, and the deity of Asama Jinja. I have alluded to
Konohanasakuya Rime as the daughter of the deity of Fuji
Jinja, but I do not myself believe that she was. She was, how
ever, the daughter of an Oyamatsumi-no-Kami, and it was not
unnatural to fix the paternity on to the Oyamatsumi no Karni
of Fuji. All religions are intensely conservative, and if the deity
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of Asama was originally regarded as being a male, this would
account for the retention of male utensils in the shrine. I have
not heard so much as a whisper with regard to the nature of the
mitamashiro enshrined at Asama. At Mishima, however, it
is more or less an open secret that the Mitamashiro is a large
image of a Goddess.. It is walking on dangerous ground to
refer to the mitamashiro at all, but I have been told that the
image dates from the late Fujiwara or early Kamakura era. It
would be easier to explain if it were of somewhat earlier date.
Close to Mishirna Jinja is a shrine called Yudome Sengen, now
a Sonsha, but until Meiji a Sessha of Mishima, and here also is a.
mitamashiro of a female deity, which, though quite small,bears
a strong resemblance to the mitamashiro of Mishima. There
can hardly be a doubt that both represent Konohanasakuyahime.
While it would not be in any way strange to retain the Mitama
shiro of a female deity in a shrine which was the abode of a
male deity, for it must be remembered that the mitamashiro was
never exposed, and its nature known only to the chief priest,
and perhaps not even by him, it would be strange deliberately
to fashion the image of a female deity to reside in the abode of a
male deity. It is for this reason that I have said the anomaly
would be easier to understand if the image dated say from the
beginning of the Fujiwara era. Fujisawa Morihiko, however,
writing on the deity of Asama Jinja in .. Bunkwa Jiho" under
the title cc Reiho Fuji." draws attention to a passage in Nibon
shoki which runs ~:lk 7Ui!\l ~* III jl£ jJ\l)iff ~ ~ ilZ.

Aston, in his English translation, renders this .. Thy hand
maiden is the child of a Heavenly Deity by his marriage with
Oyamatsumi no Karni." but, though he appends a note to
the effect that Oyamatsumi means Great mountain body, or
is possibly a common noun, "a mountain deity," he seems to
miss the significance of the passage i.e. that Oyamatsumi no
Ka.mi is here represented as a female deity. Most of the Japanese
commentators including Hirata and Iida Takesato, are of the
opinion that the 3 characters ::R fill ~ are a later day interpella
tion, but, even without them, though less obvious, * III jI£ ~ P!r

draws attention to a passage in Nibon
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~ ~ if! must bear the meaning of born of Oyamatsumi no Kami,
i.e. Oyamatsumi no Kami was a female deity.

As we have seen however in all the other accounts of the
Heavenly Grandchild's meeting with Konohanasakuya-Hime,
Oyamatsumi is regarded as her Father. In Kojiki also he is
clearly a male deity.

Mr. Fujisawa goes on to say that at Ise, both at the Naiku
and Geku, Oyamatsumi no Kami is worshipped not only as a
male deity, (MjIjl), but also as a female deity, j(ffiIIr.

On enquiring at the Jingushich6, I found this to be to put
it mildly in exactitude. At the Naiku there is a Sessha called
Omizu Jinja, of whom the deity is Oyamatsumi-no-mioya
no-Mikoto (* 111 n)} ~ nJIl1flt) i.e. the father, or ancestor of 0
yamatsumi. It is an old shrine, mentioned in Engishiki, and
stands close to the old Hayashi saki Bunko, near the Ujibashi.
Okauchi Jinja, also a Shikinaisha, in the enclosure of Shitomi
Jinja, Sessha, is also according to Shaki jI: Be. sacred to Oyamatsumi
no Kami. There is no question of this deity being regarded
as a female. Then there is also a very small shrine, ranking as
Shokwansha, !iff 1fit i.e, below a Massha, called Oyamatsumi
Jinja (* 111 ijt), of which the deity is Oyamatsumi-no-Kami, but
it dates only from the Tokugawa era, and there is no question
of the deity being regarded as female. There is no other shrine
at the Naikti with direct connection with Oyamatsumi no Kami,
though the deity of the Massha Asakuma (~JHf~) Jinja is Sakura
toji and the goshintai an old cherry tree. Sakuratoji may per
haps be regarded as Konohanasakuya-Hime, but she is described
as the daughter of Otoshi-no- Kami. Then at the Geku there
is a Sessha called Yamasue Jinja, (111 *), and the deity, according
to !I: lie., or shrine writings, is Oyamatsuhime-no-Mikoto (* I.U 74t
*~). It is probably this shrine that Mr. Fujisawa has in mind
when he wrote that Oyamatsumi-no-Kami was worshipped as a
female deity, but Oyamatsuhime scarcely bears this interpreta
tion, indeed it would be more natural to regard her as a consort,
or possibly daughter, of Oyamastumi-no-Kami. There is an
other shrine at the Geku in connection with Oyamatsumi-
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no Kami, and Mr. Sakamoto, Gishiki-kwacho of Jingii-shicho,
than whom no one knows better the worship of Daijingii, as
sured that he had never heard of Oyamatsumi no Kami being
regarded as a female deity. According to one opinion Toyou
kehime-no-Kami herself is a granddaughter of Oyamatsumi
no Kami, being a daughter of Oichihime, one of the consorts
of Susanoo, to whom reference has already been made, and
sister of Otoshi no Kami, but she' is more generally regarded
as a daughter of Wakamusubi, an Amatsukami. I have men
tioned Mr. Fujisawa's article here at considerable length for
if his theory could be accepted, it would serve to explain why
at a shrine, which, in the Kamakura era, was unquestionably
regarded as the abode of Oyamatsumi no Kami, came to have
a female Goshintai, but, though the passage in Nihonshoki,
even purged of the 3 doubtful characters, lends colour to the
idea that Oyamatsumi no Kami was a female deity, the weight
of opinion is overwhelmingly against such an interpretation.
The commentators do not take up the point at all.

Mishima Okami, having resided for some time at Mishima,
became identified with the deity of Fuji, but, then, Fuji, instead
of having Oyamatsumi no Kami as its deity, adopted Kono
hanasakuya-Hime, and it would seem that Mishirna followed
suit. Again it was but a small change, but the curious thing
is that by Jissho 4, at latest, we know beyond doubt that 0
yamatsumi was regarded as the deity of Mishima. The proof
of this is furnished by Morito Jinja at Hayama. The tradition
of this shrine is that it was founded by Minamoto Yoritomo,
on jissho 4.9.4. and that he obtained a bunrei from Mishima.
The deity of Mortio is now, and has always been Oyamatsumi
no Kami.

The Moriya family have been in charge of this shrine,
generation after generation, and when, about Meiji 2.0, it was
suggested to the Shasho that as the parent shrine, Mishima,
had been declared the abode of Kotoshironushi no Kami,
Morito Jinja should fall into line, he made a careful examina
tion of all his records, and, having convinced himself beyond
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doubt, that his shrine had, from the outset, been sacred to 0
yamatsumi, he entirely declined to change his allegiance. Jissho
4 it may be mentioned was just after Yoritomo had suffered his
defeat at Ishibashiyama, and he was making his way to Kazusa to
recruit. We know beyond question that he had a high venera
tion for Mishima, and, though the founding of the Morito
shrine is not actually recorded in history, references are found
in Azuma Kagami, and Heike Monogafari, to his visiting Hayama.
Nor is Morito Jinja alone. Seta Jinja, a gosha at Kanazawa, is
likewise sacred to Oyamatsumi no Kami, it was founded a few
years later than Morito, and the Shashi was also invited to adopt
Kotoshironushi no Kami, but, after studying his records declined.
There is yet another shrine Mishima Jinja at Soga mura about
1 ri north of Odawara but I believe the Shashi decided to follow
the official dictum. At any rate Kotoshironushi no Kami is
now shewn as the principal deity but Oyamatsumi no Kami is
still also worshipp ed. This evidence proves conclusively that
from just before the beginning of the Kamakura era, at any rate,
Mishima was regarded as the abode of Oyamatsumi no Karni,
but as to when the change from a female deity to a male deity
took place there is nothing to guide us. It must however
have been fairly early for in no book do we find so much as a
hint that the deity of Mishima was a goddess, and ShakuNihonki
goes back to the reign of the Emperor Go-Saga. Though in
face of the evidence of the mitamashiro no one probably will be
four d to deny that at one time a female deity was worshipped
at Mishima, and that female deity must have been Konohana
sakuya-Hime, but that is quite different thing from asserting that
Konohanasakuya-Hime was the original deity of Mishima.

Though unquestionably Fuji dcminates the Mishima district,
the much closer Hakone range must not be overlooked.

Close to the modern town of Hakone, on the shores of Ashi
noko is the well known Hakone Gongen, now Kckuheishosha,
Hakone Jinja, officially said to be the abode of Hakone Okami
1 za. Though but one za Hakone Okami represents according
to shrine tradition 3 deities, Ninigi-no-mikoto, his consort,
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Konohanasakuya-Hime, and their heir Hikohohoderni-no
Mikoto, but, as I showed in an article in this magazine on
Hakone Jinja, this interpretation is open to question, and Hako
ne Gongen seems to have been the creation of the priest Man
gwan in the early Kamakura era. This is not to say that Ko
magatake was not regarded as sacred ground long ere that, but,
to whom the ground was sacred, it is difficult to say.

Saida Moriuji, Guji of Kamakura Hachiman Gu, has an
interesting theory which closely touches Mishima. So far as
I know Mr. Saida has nowhere yet published the results of his
researches on the subject, but he informed me that he had long
satisfied himself that Hakone was the abode of Ihanagahime,
the elderly ugly elder sister of the beautiful Konohanasakuya
hime, and that Mishima was the Yohaisha of Hakone. He
points out that the Hakone range is rough and rugged, and
without the beautiful symmetry of Fuji, and therefore, eminently
suited to represent the princess whom the Heavenly Grandchild
refused for wife. He claims moreover that originally the Mishima
shrine faced west, i.e, had its back to the Hakone range, thus
showing that it was regarded as the Go-Shintai.

It should be stated that Mr. Saida had reached his conclu
sions before he became aware that the" mitarnashiro " of Mishi
rna was a female deity. It is perhaps unfair to give only the
results of Mr. Saida's research, without showing the reason
which led him to his conclusions, but I have not the necessary
data. It must be said that Mr. Saida's interpretation meets
with no favour, or confirmation, either at Mishima, or at Ha
kone, and that the tradition of the former shrine is against its
even having faced west. There is however one rather pleasant
legend at Hakone connecting the two shrines. It is said that,
of old, Mishima Okami every morning, without fail, before
breaking his fast, invariably set out from Mishima, regardless
of the weather, to pay his repsects to Hakone Okarni . To keep
himself dry Mishima Okami provided himself with a rain coat,
Mino, and a sedge-hat, Kasa, and these he left at a spot not
far from where the Hakone barrier used to stand. In evidence
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of this there is to this day a bridge called Myojinbashi, which
spans the Myojingawa, just below the spot where until the end
of the Meiji era stood a shrine called Minokasa Jinja. It would
be of the highest interest if Minokasa Jinja were included in
Engishiki, but such is not the case, and, in all probability, both
the shrine and the legend are comparatively modern, and certain
ly after the Kamakura era.

Too much importance should not be attached to Sansho
mode or the going the round of the 3 shrines of Hakone,
Izusan, and Mishima, which arose probably from geographical
propinquity and certainly does not date back earlier than the
Kamakura age. Hakone and Izusan, both Gongen, and more
Buddhist than Shinto, were certainly intimately connected, and
at one time were under the same Bette, but there is no definite
evidence to connect Mishima with either of them.

RANK, STATUS AND IMPERIAL VISITS.

Under date Kassho 3,10, Montoku Jitsuroku records the
bestowal of the lower 4th rank (a) on Izu Mishima no kami,
and in Santlai ]itsllroku we find Mishima Okami promoted to
the Lower 3rd rank, and this is the last notice in the national
annals, though Izu no kuni Jinkaicho speaks of Upper rst rank
Mishima Daimyojin.

In Engishikj we find Izunokuni Kamo Gun Mishima Jinja,
I za, Myojindai, to receive heihaku, tsukinami, ainame, niiname,
and it is also included among the 2.85 Myojinsai.

Subsequently it became Izu-ichi-no-rniya.
In the first year of Meiji, when the great Emperor Meiji

paid his first visit to Yedo, he despatched a chamberlain with
Heihaku to Mishima and in the following year when the ad
ministrative capital was moved to Tokyo, the Kashikodokoro
was housed at Mishima. Then in Meiji 12., though Jingu oyobi
Kwankokuheisha lchiran does not include Mishima as among the
shrines which have had the honour of an Imperial progress, the
Emperor Meiji, during his tour of inspection of the Tokaido
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and Hokurikudo, came in person and worshipped at the shrine.
Moreover in Meiii 41 his august Empress, now known as
Shokenkotaigo, also visited the shrine. The Emperor Taisho,
while Crown Prince, came in Meiji 29. and His present Imperial
Majesty worshipped in person on Showa 5.6+ Ere this, as
will be chronicled shortly Yoritomo worshipped on 100 con
secutive days. and subsequently on more than one occasion.
he came in full state as Shogun, an example that was followed
by subsequent Shogun and Shikken, during the Kamakura era,
the period of Mishima's greatest prosperity.

BUILDINGS

Actually the first mention of buildings at Mishima recorded
in history occurs in Azuma Kagami under date Genkyu 2.5.
18 (1205). "The shrines of Tsurugaoka, Mishima, etc., un
derwent repairs," but, in view of the fact that, in Jissho 4, as
soon as Yoritomo had determined to raise his standard, he
sought the assistance of Mishima Okami and visited the
shrine daily for 100 days in succession, praying that he might
overthrow the Heike it is manifest that he had a special venera
tion for Mishima, and, though no record now remains of it,
it may I think, safely be said that as soon as he had consolidated
his power, one of his first thought was to see that the deity
was adequately housed, and his shrine endowed, but of these
buildings we know nothing. The establishment of the
Kamakura Bakufu had the result of largely increasing the
prosperity and popularity of Mishima, for it lay on the direct
route to the capital. Doubtless, like all other shrines, Mishima
suffered during the Scngokujidai, but it is known to have been
rebuilt in splendid style by Tokugawa Iyemitsu, in the Kwan-ei
era. and it is believed that these buildings represented the high
water-mark of Mishima's splendour.

Repairs are known to have been carried out in Kwanpo 2,

but then, under date Enkyo 2.8, in Hareh Shusei Shirinroku
we find " concerning Daimyojinsha which was burnt last year"
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so it is clear that the magnificent Kwan-ei buildings perished.
The shrine has, however, in its possession a plan dated Kwan-ei
II, and this I reproduce.

It is not altogether clear when the rebuilding was completed,
but the shrine had to depend largely, if not entirely, on con
tributions from the faithful.

Tokaido Meishozue which was published in Kwansei 9, has
under the heading" Izu Mishima Jinja."

Butai in front of the main shrine.
Zuishinomon. This is in front of the shrine. Toyoiwama

do no Mikoto and Kushiiwamado no Mikoto are enshrined
left and right. Popularly it is known as Romon,

Torii, one is outside the Romon, and one on the ~ ii i.e,
Tokaido. Both are made of stone.

Niornon, this is to the east of the Romon,
Sanjunoto, or three-storied pagoda, this is to the east of

the Niomon.
Shinchi, or divine lake, this is to east and west of the

Niomon.
Toribeya, or bird house, this is beside the pagoda.
Jimmeya, or divine stable; this is east of the Romon.
Yakushido. Behind the main shrine on the eastern side.
Azekura or storehouse and Shinkiisho, or place for the

preparation of the deity offerings ; these are both to the
north of the main shrine.

Baba; this is to the east of the main shrine.
It is noteworthy that in this list, though reference is made

several times to the Honsha, or main shrine, it is not included
in the list of buildings, but there can be very little doubt that
it occupied the same site as at present, and like its predecessor
was in Gongen- zukuri. It is I think more or less clear that
these buildings were a replica, though far less resplendent, of
the Kwan-ei buildings.

In the great earthquake of Ansei I, however, if not entirely
destroyed, these buildings were so badly damaged as to neces
sitate rebuildings, and the Bakufu made a great offering of S00
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ryc5. This sum was, of course, utterly inadequate, and the
Kannushi Yatabe was obliged to appeal to 14 provinces,
besides inadequate Izu, and, eventually. after I I years.
at a cost of 16,677 ryc5. the" shc5sengii was celebrated in the
second month of the second year of Meiji. I have not seen
any plan of these buildings, but they were almost certainly
modelled on those described in Meishozue. and. therefore. when.
in Meiji 4. Mishima was given the status of Kwampeitaisha,
being one of the original 28 shriness elected for that honour. it
required purging of such Buddhist elements as the Yakushidc5
etc. Then. in Taisho I I. repairs on an extensive scale were
carried out at the national expense but, just when they were
near completion. the great earthquake of Taishc5 12 occurred,
with the result that the buildings became more .dilapidated
than when the repairs were first undertaken.

Accordingly in Shc5wa 5, rebuilding was undertaken again
at the national expense, and. in Shc5wa 10. the Shc5sengiishiki
was solemnly celebrated.

As far as possible the old designs were adhered to, and, like
its predecessors. the main shrine is in Gongen zukuri.

The Go-Honden which occupies just over 16 tsubo is in
Nagare zukuri, with chigi and 5 katsuwogi, 3 jc5 I shaku 5
sun east and west, by 2 jc5 I shaku north and south. with a
height of 2 jc5 3 shaku. The Heiden. which covers slightly
under 10 tsubo, is I jc5 9 shaku 5 sun. north and south, by 2

jc5 6 sun east and west, with a height of 2 jc5 7 sun. and the
Haiden, in Irimoyazukuri, with a large chidorihafu and karahafu,
covering almost 37 tsubo, is 6 jc5 2 shaku 6 sun east and west by
2 jc5 6 shaku 5 sun north and south, with a height of 2 jc5 4 sun.
The entire building is made of hinoki, but, unfortunately to
my mind, at any rate, it was decided instead of the Hihatabuki,
proper to a shrine. to use tiles, and these give it a heavy ap
pearance. and entirely rob it of its divine simplicity. The
building faces due south, and south of it is a large Butai, or
dancing stage, in irimoyazukuri open at all sides. South of
this again is a large chiimon with Kairo, east and west, thus
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forming a separate enclosure for the shrine proper. Further
south again is the Somon, a large gate with tiled roof, more
suitable one cannot help feeling to a tera than jinja. Between
the Chfimon and the Somon, on the west, are commodious
shrine offices, and on the east a large treasure house in ferro
concrete. Mishima Taisba ryakushi, issued by the shrine, naively
describes this building as being in the architecture of the Nara
era, with certain features of the Momoyama era superimposed.
I am afraid my description of it could be shorter-an eyesore but
I confess I am no admirer of modern architecture. Outside
the Somon is the Shinchi, or divine lake, crossed by a stone
bridge, and having the Haraido Jinja on the western side. A
stone Torii gives egress to the Tokaido. In old days the precincts
were very extensive and the first gate is said to have stood
over I ri away at the village of Tsukamoto of Kannami mura.
At the present day however the shrine stands in a wood of fine
old trees, and the enclosure covers IS,000 tsubo.

In the inner court there is a fine Mokuse tree (olececa
Osmanthus fragrans) with a height of 30 feet, measuring 9 feet
round the trunk. It is estimated that its branches extend over
7S tsubo. There is also a great Katsura tree believed to be
'well over 1,000 years old.

There are also several interesting stones, known as Mishima
Shichiseki, among which is one called Yoritomo no Koshikake
ishi, or die stone on which Yoritomo sat. It is in shape just
like a chair, and, according to tradition, Yoritomo used to sit
upon it. When Shokenkotaigo visited the shrine, she made
one of her ladies in waiting sit on it. Deer roam about and
a certain number of cocks and hens are also to be seen.

SESSHA AND MASSHA

Light on the deity of the main shrine is sometimes thrown
by a study of the deities of the Sessha and Massah, but at Mishi
ma they are singularly uninformative. True there is a Waka
miya Sessha, just inside the Karamon, and according to pre-
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cedent the Deity should be the son, or at least descendant
of Mishima Okami, but the name of the deity of Mishima Waka
miya is unknown, though, according to one tradition, it is
Monoimi-no-Miko, with Hachiman Okami, and Isuzuhime-no
Mikoto, venerated in the Aidono.

Then close by is another Sessha Miye Jinja, but again the
deity is unknown, though there is a tradition to the effect that
6 consorts of Omishima are there enshrined. Then East
and West of the main shrine are two sets of ~ massha each,
known as Higashi gosha, and Nishi gosha. The Higashi no
sha are Okusu (/Hm), Dainisha, Mike Jinja, Ji Jinja, and Funa
yosa, and the Nishi ~ sha are Okusu (* ftli), Ten J inja, Sei Jinja.
Dai Sensha, and Sachi Jinja, and there does not seem much to,
be learnt from these names. There is also a small Itsukushima
shrine in an artificial island in the divine lake outside the Somon.

Finally in this lake formed by the waters of the Sakuragawa
is the Haraido Jinja, Seoritsu-hime etc. and here in old days
the Kokushi, and other official invariably purified themselves
before proceeding to the main shrine . This is to be found
also at Omiya Jinja.

In the old days there were many more Massha notably
Yudome Sengen, which has already been mentioned, and Kamo
gawa Jinja (Yasaka), but these two shrines are now independent
Sonsha, though they still retain some connection with their
Mother.

FESTIVALS

Passing to a consideration of the festivals we come for the
first time on some evidence which would seem to indicate that
Kotoshironushi no Karni was the deity of Mishima, but, curiously
enough, the powers that be keep this entirely in the background
so that it escapes notice. Nowadays the Reisai is held on the
16th of August, and conform strictly to the regulations laid
down for the observance of annual festivals by shrines of the
premier class, and has no special features, but, on the previous
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day Yoimiya matsuri, and, on the day after, the Atoshizume
matsuri are held, and during these 3 days Kagura are offered.
Unofficially, however, advantage is taken of these 3 days for
a gorgeous procession of decorated floats through the streets of
the town and a display of firework by day and night of excep
tional brilliance, indeed, Mishima Hanabi are famous through
out the country. The procession is, however, not a divine
progress and nor has it ever been so. Why the date 16th of
August was chosen for the festival is not clear, though it is
true that in old days there was a festival which ranked as Daisai
on the 16th of the 8th month, and both GempeiseisuikJ and
Azuma Kagami make mention of it in Jisho 4.

In Mishima-Okami-on-denkJ it is stated that there were 75
festivals in the course of the year, of which S ranked as Daisai,
or great festivals, viz. the first day of the first month, the 17th
day of the rst month, the day of the bird of the 4th month and
r rth month, and the 16th day of the 8th month. Tok.aido
Meishozue says precisely the same, but adds the middle day
of the bird. On- DenkJ adds "the festivals of the 4th and 1rth
months are called Tori-no-matsuri, and from of old have always
been held on the day of the bird. Though the 16th of August
is now the sole Reisai, the Tori-no-matsuri of the 4th and 1rth
months are still celebrated as ;fl.~, (Shisai), and rank as Chusai,
and certainly the general belief is that in old days they were
considered as the most important of all the festivals.

On these days great markets were held at Mishirna, and the
whole countryside flocked into the town to sell their merchan
dise, and at the same time worsh'ip Mishima Okami. Un
fortunately there is no evidence to show when these Tori-no-ichi
or markets of the bird were originated. They are not of course
peculiar to Mishima, and are still held in many places on the
day of the bird of the r rth month. The Tori-no-ichi of Washi
Jinja in Asakusa is now perhaps the most famous of all, but
Mishima makes the claim that her Tori-no-ichi are the original
from which all others were copied, and that they go back to
well before the Kamakura era. It must be made perfectly clear

celebrated
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that though birds formed part of the merchandise, they were
not bird markets, but markets held on the day of the bird.

The domestic fowl however, has a special significance when
Kotoshironushi no Kami is concerned. Though Nihonshoki
is silent on the point, according to the tradition of Nagata Jinja
he is believed expressly to have instructed Jingii Kogo to
esatblish his shrine at Nagata when he could hear the voices
of the fowl, and it is the custom at that shrine always to present
fowl when offering any special petition. They are not I think
regarded as divine messengers, but as birds specially pleasing
to the deity, and the shrine precincts are full of them.

At Miho Jinja, too, which I personally regard as the abode
of the Gozentai of Kotoshironushi no Kami, fowls are taboo.

Now it is beyond question that in old days fowls formed part
of the offering made in the Tori-matsuri, though long ago this
custom was abolished, and eggs substituted. Even at the pre
sent day eggs are offered.

Too much importance should not be attached to this for it
by no means follows that because a shrine helds its festival or
one of its festivals on the day of the bird, therefore that shrine
is the abode of Kotoshironushi no Kami. Many shrines hold
their festival on the day of the bird, a notable example being the
Aoi-matsuri of Kamo, which until the restoration was held on
the same day as the Mishima festival i.e. the middle day of
the bird of the 4th month, but no one holds that Kamo has
any connection with Kotoshironushi no Kami. I have however
given prominence to the Tori-matsuri of Mishima, for I feel
that it is only fair to do so, holding as I do that Kotoshironushi
no Kami has no connection with the shrine. It cannot be denied
that fowls occupied a special place in the worship of Mishima,
and it will be noticed that Meishozue includes the Toribeya, or
fowl house, among the buildings, and there are, today, a con
siderable number of wild fowls in the woods around the shrine.
It seems to me however that the custom of offering fowls may
have arisen because the feast was held on the day of the fowl.

In Nihonshoki, we are told that Takemikazuchi no Kami
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and Futsunushi no Kami came as ambassadors to Onamuchi
no Kami. Kotoshironushi no Kami was absent on an excursion
to Mihonoseki, where he was amusing himself angling for fish,
or, according to another account, catching birds.

Meishozue speaks of mandarin ducks in the divine lake,
eels in the stream which come when people clap their hands,
and fowl before the shrine, as being the divine messengers (jl\1
*) and Sata Saburo, in his list of divine messengers in Sbo
saijinmyosoran under Mishima gives eels and fowl, but I gather
that they are now at any rate no longer so regarded. Be this
however as it may a book calld Sankokudenki narrates a pleasing
story about a fowl at Mishima,

It opens by saying that there were many fowls at the shrine,
and among them, one that was blind. While all the other birds
waxed fat, this poor blind one could not see the food, and
became emaciated, and not being able to distingusih between
light and dark made himself ridiculous by crowing at the wrong
time. Moreover he was often chased and ill treated by children.
One day however a mendicant friar passed that way, and seeing
the bird, was filled with pity. Borrowing pen and paper, he
composed an ode and tied it round the bird's neck. The poem
ran • r ~ if '7 JiilI! t\8 'f "7 ,~, ':I :l !? "£0 Jj '7 J! ~ y~. I do not a
spire to a translation, but the poet's thought was that the hear
ing the piteous cry of the bird the Deity would feel touched and
restore his sight. The story continues that no sooner had the
poem been affixed, than the bird's eyes were opened, and all
the people were astonished at the power of the deity.

But we must return to the calendar. Though probably it
had special features of its own, the Daisai of the rst day of
the year was common to all shrines. That of the 17th was a
Yabusame-e, or meeting for shooting with bows and arrows
while galloping on horseback. Yabusame was one of the fav
ourite pursuits of the bushi of the Kamakura era, and the festival
was probably then inaugurated, or possibly elaborated from an
already existing shooting contest. The Mishima Yabusame-e
was famous and a brilliant spectacle. Yabusame-e are still

composed an ode and tied it round the bird's neck. The poem
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held in a somewhat modified form at several shrines, as for
example at Ikukuni tama in Osaka, but unfortunately it has
been discontinued at Mishima, though on the 17th of January
the Hoshasai is held on the baba. This is a shooting contest
on foot, and the target in accordance with old custom is set up at
a distance of 33 ken and 36 arrows are fired. I have seen no
details of the festival of the 8th month.

Though not apparently ranking as a Daisai, the Mitasai of
the 7th of the first month was of considerable importance, and
had features peculiar to Mishima. It differed from the Mita
uyesai, or rice planting festival, which is found at the majority
of shrines in that it was held in the rst month, but was of the
same nature as the Otauesai (Jt1 f£l fiji~) of Omiwa, held on the
6th of the rst month.

Fortunately, though shorn of some of their old splendour.
both these festivals are still observed. At Mishima after the
customary offerings, which include new agricultural implements.
hoes, spades, etc. presented by the faithful, have been made at
the main shrine, a pantomimic dance is performed in the Maidono
by 13 of the Ujiko wearing masks. The dancers belong to
the old Shake families, and the dance portrays rice cutlure from
its early stages. The accompanying illustration is from an old
picture in the possession of the shrine.

The Chinkwasai of the 7th of April is nowadays highly po
pular, and Mishima is at this time rich in cherry-blossoms.
The object of this festival, for which provision is found in the
Taihoryo is to pray for protection against pestilence, and the
cherry-blossom season is chosen for its celebration because this
is the time of year when epidemics may be expected to start.

Of late years children have offered a dance before the shrine,
and the town is decorated with six-sided lanterns.

The Setsubun, in early February, or entry of spring, is
also celebrated with great enthusiasm, and attracts great crowds
of worshippers, but, though an old time Kagura is offered, there
is little to differentiate it from the Setsubun of many other
shrines. It has already been mentioned that Mishima Okami

Fortunately,
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makes no divine progress. but. though it is now independent,
Mishima Jinja is still concerned in the progress of the deity of
its one time massha, Kamogawa Jinja i.e. Gion. This takes
place on the 14th of the 6th month of the lunar calendar. when
the mikoshi makes the round of the city.

It has for its object preservation from pestilence. and is a
most lively festival.

The above pretends to no more than being a bare outline
of a few features of the festivals peculiar to Mishima. It goes
without saying that such great festivals as the Niinamesai, Ki
nensai etc. are duly observed.

PRIESTS

Mention has already been made of the Yatabe family and
of their claim to have been both Kokuzo of Izu, and Kannushi
of Mishima, from the time of the establishment of the Kokufu.
Far be it from me to say that this claim is without just founda
tion. but proof such as would satisfy as Court of Law is not
forthcoming for more than about 2~ generations. They were
however unquestionably in charge at the restoration, and
were assisted by no less than 43 shake. all more or less connected
with the Yatabe. Of these 43 families. 3 still directly serve
Mishima Okami. Torii Tange in the capacity of Shuten, and
Hibiya Yoshibumi and Yamakishi Genji as assistants. On the
occasion of the special festivals many of the old shake. now
farmers etc. render their assistance in hereditary roles.

At one time however the Yatabe were not the only Kannu
shi the office being shared with the Omura family. the former
being known as the Higashi no Kannushi, and the latter as
Nishi no Kannushi, but the Omura family declined leaving the
Yatabe in sole control. The present representative of family is
Yatabe Morieda, now Giiji of Futarayama Jinja at Nikko.

It is not easy to say to what extent the worship of Mishima
was influenced by Buddhism. but there was certainly a Jingiiji .
Mishima, however. was never dominated by Buddhism in the

Fortunately,
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way that its neighbours Hakone Gongen and Izusan Gongen
were. References are however to be found to the saying of
the sutras etc. at Mishima in AZlima Kagami.

TREASURES

Mention has been made of the unsightly Homotsukwan,
fortunately, however, the contents cause one to forget its ex
terior, for there are several items of great interest, including
a lacquer comb box presented by Masako, wife of Yoritomo
and two sword blades, one a long one by Mitsutada, and
the other a short one by Akiyoshi, all of which are included
among the national treasures. Then there are a pair of 6 fold
screen by Sumiyoshi Hironobu, and a panel portraying the
Ontasai.

The most interesting part of the exhibits however is a num
ber of old writings (1I3t If), including a writing by Yoritomo
with regard to the divine territory, bearing date J isho 5.7.29,
(1I8I) a writing by Kitabatake Akiiye, bestowing a gift of land
on the shrine dated Engen 3+7. (1339) and a sutra wirtten by
Minamoto Yoriiye, dated Kennin 3.8.10 (1203)'

Then Mishima was one of the shrines privileged to issue a
calendar, and that of Kwampo 3 (1743) is still in possession
of the shrine. Mishima however cannot compete with 0
mishima which has probably the largest and best collection of
medieval weapons in Japan.

No one is more conscious than the writer of the utter inade
q~cy of the foregoing, which has practically ignored the history
and traditions of the Iyo shrine, but though the worship of the
two great Mishima shrines has doubtless interacted the one on
the other, I believe them to be of independent origin. I confess
I have not waded through to whole of Yoshoki, the rambling
genealogical table of the Kono family, for I do not believe it to
be wothy of much credence. It would seem to claim that the
worship of Mishima Oka.mi was originated by their ancestors,
3 grandsons of the Emperor Korei, who were shipwrecked in

Fortunately,
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different parts of the Empire. I should however say that Ishii
Hiroo in his Jingi Koseiden expresses the opinion that of the 3
shrines that of Settsu was the original, then that of Izu, and
that the Iyo shrine was a "bunrei" of the lzu shrine in the
time of the Emperor Sushin.

Brief mention should perhaps be made of the Mishima sh
rine in Shibuyadori of Kyoto, which enjoys the status of Gosha,
for there are some unusual points with regard to it.

In the first place, associated with Ovamatsumi no Kami
in the Aidono, are Hikohononinigi no Mikoto and Konohana
sakuyahime no Mikoro and in the second it owes its fame to
the efficacy of the Deities in assisting childbirth.

According to shrine tradition Taira no Shigeko, afterwards
Kenshunmon-in, and consort of the Emperor Go-Shirakawa,
greatly regretting that she had given her august spouse no
heir, prayed earnestly at the Settsu Mishima shrine, whereupon
it was revealed to her that she should become the mother of
an Emperor if she would cause him to be worshipped on Asa
okaza Komatsudani. The Emperor Go-Shirakawa thereupon
at once caused the Naidaijin, Shigernori, to erect a shrine, and
the following year Shigeko gave birth to a son, who ultimately
became the Emperor Takakura. This was in Eiryaku I (1I6o).

Subsequently, Taira Kiyomori made earnest petition and
handsome offerings, on behalf of his daughter Tokuko (Ken
reimonin), who shortly afterwards gave birth to the Emperor
Antoku, and the Kyoto Mishima shrine thus became the shrine
of safe delivery both of the Court and the people . It is in
teresting to note that people making petitions at this shrine
must refrain from eating eels.
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HISTORY OF THE GO-SHINTAI

ATSUTA. Saijin Arne no Kusanagi no on Tsurugi,
AIDONO. Amaterasu Omikami.

Takehaya Susanoo no Mikoto,
Yamato Takeru no Mikoto,
Miyasu hime no Mikoto.
Take Inatane no Mikoto.

Thus the shrine itself describes those worshipped, but the
official list of the Jinjakyoku (j$iI:~) ignores the Aidono, and
retains only Arne no Kusanagi no Ontsurugi, I za, and in this
follows EngishikijinmeichO.

Now before considering the shrine and its foundation, it
may be well to rehearse briefly what is known of the famous
sword, albeit that story is well known. Susanoo no Mikoto,
arriving in the country of Izumo, after his expulsion from
Takarnagahara, met a pair of terrestrial deities, weeping bitter
ly, and on enquiring the cause was informed that their last re
maining daughter, Inada hime, was about to be devoured by
Yamata no Orochi (i\ ~ * ~) . Susanoo no Mikoto bade them
be of good cheer, for, he said, if they would give him their
daughter in marriage, he would deal with the dragon. When
despatching the monster, Susanoo no Mikoto's sword struck
something hard, which, on investigation, proved to be a sword
embedded in his tail. Examining the sword, Susanoo clearly
perceived that it was a heavenly sword, and therefore, re
spectfully sent it up to Takamagahara to his august sister, Ama
terasu Omikami. Nothing more is heard of the weapon until
the Heavenly Grandchild was about to descend to rule the
" luxuriant land of central reed plains." The stories, told in

Fortunately,

Fortunately,
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The Mikoshi of Atsuta ]ingu ascending the Chinko Mon on the occasion of the
festival of the 5th May. Drawn hy Mr. Hiyama Ken.

the Kojiki, various accounts of the Nibonsbobi, and Kogoshiii
are not in entire agreement, but it is perfectly clear that together
with Yata no Kagami, and Yasakani no Magatama, Arne no
Murakumo no Tsurugi, as the blade was then called,
was handed over to Ninigi no Mikoto, who was instruct
ed to regard these objects with especial reverence, moreover
Arne no Koyane no Mikoto, ancestor of the Nakatorni, and
Futotama no Mikoto, ancestor of the Imbe, appear to have been
instructed to assist the Heavenly Grandchild in safeguarding
them. Countless ages passed of which but scanty details have
come down to us, and it is not till the reign of the roth Em
peror Sujin that we hear again of these sacred Treasures, though
it is true, Kogoshiii makes mention of them on the occasion of
the foundation of the Empire by the first earthly Sovereign
Jimmu, at Kashihara. In the Emperor Sujin's reign, however,
we hear that the Sovereign is uneasy at having such very highly
sacred objects in his palace, and he, therefore, entrusts the
Mirror and Sword to his daughter Toyosukiirihime, who guards
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them at a place called Kasanui. There is some doubt as to the
exact location of this place, but unquestionably it was not far
from the Emperor Sujin's palace, and it is generally believed to
have been slightly to the north of Omiwa Jinja in Yamato.
Though the national annals are silent on the point, Kogoshiii in
forms us that copies of both mirror and sword were made,
which, with the original jewel, were retained in the palace. In
the following reign, the princes priestess, Yamato hime, made a
long progress through the provinces of Yamato, Yamashiro,
Omi, Mino and Ise, carrying with her the sacred treasures,
until, at length, she reached Yamada in the last named province,
when Amaterasu Omikami intimated that that was where she
wished to reside. It should be mentioned that Amaterasu
Omikami, on handing over the mirror to her august Grandchild,
had explicitly stated that he was to regard it as herself, and it is
generally understood that the sword was to be similarly regard
ed. In the reign of the Emperor Keiko, the Kumaso, in Tsu
kushi, revolted and the Emperor despatched his 14th son, Ousu,
afterwards known as Yamato Takeru no Mikoto, to subdue
them. Mter encountering many hardships, and displaying
prodigies of valour, the young prince effected the complete
subjugation of the country, and returned to Court. Hardly had
he arrived, when his Father ordered him to proceed to the
eastern counties, and bring them to subjection. This was, of
course, a task of great difficulty and danger, and the young
prince, though intrepid, and ever ready for service, was much
depressed, as he conceived that his Father wished his destruc
tion, and accordingly before setting out on his perilous under
taking, he paid a visit to his aunt, Yamato hime, at Yamada,
and confided his worries to her. Yarnato hime, sympathising
with her nephew, decided to entrust to him the sacred sword in
her charge. We have no further details with regard to this
except the instruction" Be cautious and yet not remiss," but it
may, I think, be taken for granted that the action was taken
solely on the princess' own responsibility, and that the Emperor
was not cognisant of it. Nihonshoki relates a story in which
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the sacred blade miraculously saved the life of the prince by
spontaneously cutting down the burning grass, and states that
it was on this account that it received the name of Kusanagi,
or Grass mower, but it has to be noted that this name appears
prior to this incident. Aided by Katoyo no Mikoto, Kuni no
Miyatsuko of Owari, the Prince conducted a successful cam
paign against the Emishi, and, returning, stayed at the Kokufu,
1. e. close to the present Atsuta jingu, and married Katoyo's
daughter, Miyasuhime. Shortly afterwards, it was reported
that there was disorder at Ibukiyama, in Omi, and thither the
prince repaired. For what reason we are not told, but the
Prince did not take with him the Divine Sword, but, instead,
entrusted it to the care of his wife. That he regretted this
decision we know, for, as he lay dying, he composed the follow
ing poem. " The sabre sword, which I placed at the maiden's
bed side alas I that sword." According, however, to Harima
Fmioki, he handed it to her saying "This is a divine blade,
worship it as if it were myself." This I regard as certainly un
historical, for Yamato Takeru no Mikoto well knew the nature
of the sword, but, nevertheless, it may have had a very definite
influence in forming local opinion. That the sword was not
the spirit of Yamato Takeru no Mikoto is proved from the
following passage in one account of the slaying of the serpent
in Nihonshoki. Referring to Kusanagi no Tsurugi it is stated, it
is now in the village of Ayuchi in the province of Owari. "It is
this deity which is now in charge of the Hafuri of Atsuta."

This story belongs to the God age, aeons before Yamato
Takeru no Mikoto, and, unless the latter was an incarnation of
a deity, a claim which has never so far as I know been put for
ward, "this deity" cannot possibly refer to him. Though
successfully carrying out his mission, the prince was smitten
with mortal sickness, and never returned, dying at Nobono in
Ise. Presumably Miyasuhime knew the origin of the sword,
but she did not return it to Ise, nor does she appear even to
have received orders to send it, but, doubtless, with other re
lics of her deceased husband, she venerated it at Atsuta and to
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this point we will return after completing the story of the
sacred blade. It is perhaps worth recording that Hayashi
Doshun in his HonchO jinjakastates that, when Yamatotakeru no
Mikoto returned to the Kokufu, after his successful eastern ex
pedition "the sword was returned to the Ise shrine" and then
concludes "afterwards the sword was deposited in the shrine
of Atsuta in Bishu." He gives no authority for his statement.
In the reign of the 38th Emperor Tenji, it was stolen from
Atsuta by a priest from Shiragi who endeavoured to take it
over to the peninsula with him. There are several variants of
the story, but they all agree in one point, viz., that the sword
was restored, not to Atsuta, but to the Imperial palace, then at
Shiga, in Omi. According to shrine tradition this was because
the Eastern provinces were then in a highly disturbed state, and
His Majesty considered that the divine blade would be safer in
the palace. Some years later, in the reign of the 40th Emperor
Temmu, that sovereign became ill, and divination being made
as to the cause, it was ascertained that it was owing to the pre
sence of Kusanagi no Tsurugi in the palace, and it was intimat
ed that, if it were returned to Atsura, the Emperor would
recover. The sword was sent back to Atsuta, though unfortu
nately we have no account of its progress, but it was at this
time that buildings of any pretensions were first erected. The
tradition is to the effect that the Emperor was very loath to
part with the sword, and made a compact with the deity to
continue, though far off, to protect the Imperial capital, but to
this reference will be made later. All that we know is that the
sword was returned, and has remained there even since.

INSTITUTION OF THE WORSHIP

So much for the history of the " Goshintai" and we may
now turn to an account of its worship, though there are but
few records, and one can do little more than present the balance
of probabilities. It was in the 43rd year of the Emperor
Keiko's reign, (A.D. I 13) that Yamato Takeru no Mikoto died,
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and it may, I think, be taken for; granted that as soon as the
sad news was brought to Miyasuhime, she gathered together
such relics as she had of her husband, including the sacred
sword in her charge, built a small shrine, and there venerated
them, and this in a sense was the origin of Atsuta Jingu. With
regard to this we have the following account in .Atsuta Daijingu
Engi, a book compiled in the Kyoho era (1716-3j), by Fuj iwara
no Sonun, from the shrine records selected by Owari no Muraji
Kyoine in the 16th year of Jogwan (874). "After the sudden
death of Yamato Takeru no Mikoto, Miyasuhime, in accordance
with her repeated promise, safely guarded the divine sword on
.her august spouse's bed, and it increased in effulgence day by
day. It was a miraculous blade, and, if anyone prayed to it, he
received according to his desire. Miyasuhime assembling her
relations and old friends consulted them and said " I am old
and feeble and know not when I shall die, now, therefore, let
us choose a site by divination and erect a shrine, and transfer
the divine sword to it," and accordingly a site was selected.
Now there was a maple tree there, which spontaneously burst
into flames, and fell into the rice fields, but even so, the flames
were not extinguished, so that the water remained hot, and,
therefore, the shrine was called Atsuta Jinja, or hot rice field
shrine." From the above it is, I think, perfectly plain that, in
the eyes of Miyasuhime, the sword was sacred, not as being the
divine spirit of Amaterasu Omikami, but as having belonged
to her devoted and renowned lord and master. In fact the
earliest beginnings were of a private family nature, and not
official, indeed, I regard it as more than likely that the Em
peror, at this time, was still unaware that the sacred blade had
left Ise. 8 years later, however, the Emperor Keiko made a
progress of his newly subjugated dominions, and, though it is
nowhere expressly stated, probably stayed at Atsuta, and it
would be reasonable to suppose that the worship of the sacred
blade was at this time officially regulated, more especially as
His Majesty went first to Ise, but nothing is said about it. It
should, however, be stated that according to shrine tradition
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Miyasuhime established a shrine at her own house, in obedience
to a divine oracle, and that it was removed to its present site by
the orders of the Emperor Chiiai in the first year of his reign.
Nihonshoki after concluding its account of Yamatotakeru no
Mikoto's exploits, under date Keiko ~ 1.8.4, says «The cross
sword Kusanagi, which was at first worn by Yamato Takeru no
Mikoto, is now in the shrine of Arsura, in the district of
Ayuchi, in the province of Owari," but this of course was not
written until the reign of the Empress Gemmei (708-72.2.).
Moreover this is followed by a passage of great difficulty
"Now the Emishi, who had been presented to the shrine,
brawled day and night, and were disrespectful in their goings
out and comings in." Then Yamatohirne no Mikoto said
"These Emishi should not be allowed near the shrine. Ac
cordingly she sent them up to the Court-s-." This would look
as if by the ~ rst year of the Emperor Keiko not only that the
shrine was officially recognised, but that Yamatohime herself,
if not actually priestess, was still responsible for the sword.
Chronology, however, is not the strong point of the Nihonshoki,
and it is more than likely that this passage has been misplaced
and should belong to a time subsequent to the Emperor Kei
ko's visit, mentioned above, and it is, moreover, possible that
Yamatohime is a mistake for Miyasuhime. Yamatohime, who
was the second daughter of the Emperor Suinin, is reputed to
have been Saikii for 130 years, but is generally believed to have
been succeeded by Iwanuhime in the zoth year of the Emperor
Keiko, i. e., 31 years before these events . Mr. Iida, however,
in his commentary of the Nihonshoki, is of opinion that Yamato
hime remained on at the Saiku, after the assumption of office
of Iwanuhime, Imbe no Hironari, in his Kogoshui, makes men
tion of Atsuta in a passage of great importance "and to my
regret the Atsuta Shrine has not enjoyed any of the special
privileges due to its divine nature." This was written in
Daido 2 (807). Now Hironari, as the head of the Imbe clan,
naturally felt that due reverence to the sacred sword was his
special charge, and his lament seems to me to show plainly that

~07
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at the period at which he wrote, though the sword was duly
enshrined at Atsuta, it did not receive that special veneration to
which it was entitled as one of the San shu no Shinki. Kurita
Hiroshi, however, in his commentary on the Kogosbiii, attaches
little or no significance to this.

The provisions of the Omiryo have not come down to us,
and it is therefore impossible to say with certainty whether the
Jingiryo formed part of it, but the Taiho Ritsuryo, promulgat
ed in Taiho I (701), in the reign of the Emperor Mommu, is
happily extant, and contains minute regulations with regard to
the rank of both Deities, and their shrines, but we have no list
of the ranks originally bestowed. In EngisbikiJinmeicbO, Atsuta
Jinja appears as one of 17 shrines of Aichi gori, in the province
of Owari, and is there designated as Myojindai. The first
mention of rank being bestowed that we have appears in
Nibonkiryaku under date Konin 13. 6 (822), when in it record
ed that Atsuta no Kami is given J ushiige, Lower 4th rank, and
it was advanced to Shosammi, Upper Third, according to some
authorities in Tencho 10 (833), or, according to others, in
Kasho 3 (850). Then Sandaijifsllroku, under date Jogwan I. 1

(850), records promotion to Lower znd, and, in Koho 3.3 (966).
Nibonkiryaku speaks of Upper lst rank Atsuta Okami, and
Kokllnai-Jinmeicbo has the same, but as the date of the promotion
is nowhere recorded, the Naimusho refuse to accept it, and de
scribe Atsuta as Upper znd, Oddly enough, seeing that it was
actually at the seat of Government, Atsuta Jinja was never the
Ichinomiya of the province, that honour belonging to Masu
mida jinja, sacred to Ho no Akari no Kami. In Heike Mono
gafari, and other books, it is definitely referred to as Sanno
miya. This however is of no great significance, for the Kotai
jingu at Yamada is not the Iehinomiya of Ise. Everything
goes to prove, I think, that the sacrosanct nature of the sword
was overlooked, and that it was regarded, not as a representa
tion of Amaterasu Omikami, but merely as a relic of Yamato
Takeru, and it is, I think, not a little remarkable that Hironari's
protest above referred to did not have more effect. In the
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reign of the Emperor Murakami, 16 shrines were selected,
which were to receive Heihaku direct from the Court. Vicini
ty to the capital played a large part in this selection, and, with
the exception of Ise, they were all within the Kinai, but an ex
ception was made for Ise, and Ise was no nearer than Atsuta.
The 16 were gradually increased, by the time of the Emperor
Shirakawa to z.z, but still Atsuta was not included, and, con
sequently, is not mentioned in such books as Nijunithaki, Nijil
nisba chilthiki and Nijanisba Honen. Urabe Kanekata however
writing in the Shoan era (12.99-1;01), in his ShakJI Nihonthoki
says of Atsuta "Yamato Takeru no Mikoto left his spirit
Amenomurakumo no Tsurgi as the Shintai. Now there are
two main shrines, East and West. The Eastern is called
Doyoden. It enshrines Kusanagi no Tsurugi as the Nigi
mitama of Yamato Takeru no Mikoto. The West is called
Shogoten, it enshrines 5 deities. The middle one is Yamato
Takeru no Mikoto, the two western Susanoo no Mikoto and
Inadahime, and the two eastern, Miyasuhime and Takeinatane
no Mikoto. The above constitutes one za, the last four deities
being commemorated in the Aidono." It will be noticed that
there is no mention at all of Amaterasu Omikami even in the
Aidono. Shoshakongenki likewise categorically states that Arne
no mura kumo no Tsurugi is the spirit of Yamato Takeru no
Mikoto. Hayashi Doshun in his Honchijinjako commits him
self to no opinion as to whom Kusanagi no Tsurugi represents,
but relates the following story :_U In Jisho ;.11. (1179) Fuji
wara no Moronaga was banished to the province of Owari, and
paying a visit to Atsuta, played his biwa before the shrine,
whereupon the deity appeared to him riding on a badger saying
" I am the star Bunkyoku, resident in heaven, and you, all liv
ing beings who inhabit the earth, are but babes, so I am in
charge of you." This, however, is certainly not of Shinto
origin. ]inja Keimo likewise makes no statement as to whose
spirit Kusanagi no Tsurugi represents.

.Atsuta ]inja monto Zatsuroku written by Amano Nobukage,
as late of the Kyoho era (1716-;5), is of interest. I quote from
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Kojiruien. Chomiya s za. The above is really I za Ya.mato
Takeru no Mikoto, vide Myojinzashiki, the other deities are wor
shipped in the Aidono. Kusanagi no Tsurugi, This reflects
the nigimitama of Yamato Takeru no Mikoto. Yamat» H01Jki
says "The place, where it is kept, is called Doyoden, it is to
the east of the Shoden, really it is the Shintai of this shrine,
and it is one of the Sanshunoshinki, it is also called Arne no
Murakumo no Tsurugi.

No. I. Susanoo no Mikoto (counting from the west)
Nova. Inada hime no Mikoto.

These two deities.
NO.3. Yamato Takeru no Mikoto.

The principlal deity of this shrine. The one za of Atsuta jin
ja in Engimyojinshiki refers to this deity. Even now on the oc
casion of the progress of the deity there is one rnikoshi .

NO.4. Miyasuhime no Mikoto.
She was the daughter of Owari no Otokoto. Her mother was
Owari no Ohoiki's daughter Mashikitohime no Mikoto. It
was really Miyasuhime, who first worshipped the divine sword.

No. s. Owari no Takeinatane no Mikoto.
He was the ancestor of Owari no Muraji, and elder brother

of Miyasuhime. That this shrine is called Owari seishishi is
because this deity is worshipped.

The above s za, Aidono.
It is called Shoden and stands west in line with the Doyo

den.
Question: In the old records of Atsuta we see No. I.

Amaterasu No. z Susanoo.is, this not different?
Answer ; Yes, this is found in many old records, but

Jusammi Owari no sukune, Nobutane, in his EnJ!:yiiki, says No.
I Susanoo no Mikoto, No. z Inadahime. An old record
states that when the court presented robes for the deities,
among the s Karahitsu, Nos. ~ and 4, were female robes. This
agrees with Enk:Yuki."
This shows that there was a tradition that Amaterasu Omikami
should be worshipped in the Aidono, but that it was discredit-
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ed and there is no question of her being regarded as the Deity
represented by Kusanagi no Tsurugi.

Both Choshiifu.rhi, which belongs to the Horeki era (1751
64), and Tokaido meishOzue of the Tempo era (1830-44) give
Amaterasu Omikami as No. 1 of the Shoden and simply say
co Doyoden," Kusanagi no Tsurugi without committing them
selves to whose spirit it represents.

In no old book can I find any suggestion even that Kusa
nagi no Tsurugi was, after its enshrinement at Atsuta, regarded
as the spirit of Amaterasu Omikami, and I am forced to the
opinion that it was not until the restoration that this error was
rectified, for definitely an error I regard it. Though I think
unquestionably the authorities made many mistakes in the
early years of Meiji, they may at least be congratulated on hav
ing restored the sacred blade the pristine honour as the divine
spirit of the Sun Goddess.

SERVICE & PRIESTS

We may now pass to a consideration of the service of the
shrine. Daijingii engi says "when the divine sword was return
ed from the palace, in the Emperor Temmu's reign, for the
first time, 7 guardians, 1 cho, and 6 wake, were appointed, and
entrusted with the worship of the divine sword in the province.
They were all connected with Miyasu hime and Takeinatane.
When Miyasuhime died, a small shrine was erected, and she
was worshipped as Hikami aneko Tenjin, and the shrine was at
Hikami, and the Urabe family became its priests. Urabe was
another name of the Owari family. Inatane was r rth in de
scent from Ho Akari no Mikoto, and the ancestor of the
Owari family. Thus Atsuta Myojin was the Ujigami of the
Owari, and that family filled the office of Kannushi.' This
shrine, which was originally a Betsugii (Btj 1r), is now a Sessha
(~ iiit). According to shrine tradition, it was founded in the 4th
year of Chtiai (195). This was some 80 years after the death
of Yamato Takeru no Mikoto. Though Miyasuhime talks of

Fortunately,
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herself as old and feeble, she was almost certainly quite a girl
at the time of her association with Yamato Takem no Mikoto.
With regard to the service of the shrine, we know from the
"Owariuji keizu " and shrine records that, during the reigns
of the Emperors Temrnu, )ito and Mommu, Owari no Muraji
Inaki and his son Owari no Muraji Inaoki, held the office
of Daiguji, and that the zoth in descent from Inaoki, Owari no
Sukune, was Tadanobu. Tadanobu had ; sons, but the eldest,
Tadayori took the name of Tajima, and the second, Nobuyori,
that of Baba, and the succession passed to the youngest, Tada
shika, who held office for 40 years from Kwantoku 2. to Otoku
1 (1045-1084). He had no sons, but his daughter, Matsuko,
married Fujiwara no Suekane, and their son, Suenori, in accor
dance with the oracle of the Deity, became Daiguji. The date
of his taking office is not given, but he did in Kyuju 2. (I I 55),
aged 68, and from that date, right up to the restoration, when
the hereditary priesthood was abolished, that family continued
to serve the shrine. According to Owari Fusbi, next to the
Daiguji was Horishi. This office was first held by Tadanobu's
eldest son, Tadayori, who was appointed in Tengyo 2. (937),
and the office was subsequently called Gonguji, and remained
in the family i.e, Tajima. Next was Sokengyo, established in
Shoji 2 (110), and hereditary in the Babafamily. Next was the
Ouchibito, who was called Daiki who was a descendant of
Moribe no Sukune, Magotani, a branch of the Owari, who had
been appointed Saishu in the Sucho era (684-9). The Tajima
Daiki, and Baba were called the Shinkwan. Below the shin
kwan, were the Negi, popularly called Chiiro, of whom there
were eventually, over 400 families. The most important were
Awata Mabito, Ohara Mabito, and Hayashi Asomi, all of Im
perial descent, and Matsuoka Mabito, descended from a follo
wer of Yamato Takem no Mikoto, and Kume, who in particular
claimed to carry out the worship of Hikami ]inja. In Shiojiri,
we find them entering a protest, in Hoei I (1704). because the
Daiguji had, of recent years, sent the Atsuta Hoshi, probably a
priest of )inguji, to exercise their functions, but their protest
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was overruled. To what extent, however, these families enjoy
ed undivided jurisdiction is not clear, for, in common with
practically every shrine of importance, Atsuta had its Jingiiji
(. 'a' ~), and pure Shinto rites were polluted with Buddhism,
and Buddhist priests interfered with the administration of the
shrine.

RELATIONS WITH BUDDIDSM

Choshlifllshi states that the Jingiiji stood south west of the
Shinsenen of the Kaizomon, and had, as its honzon, or principal
image, Yakushi Nyorai. It was built by the orders of the
Emperor Nimmyo, and a Dajo Kwampu, of the Shows era,
(834-46) gives it the name of Kizuzan. In old days there were
3 Bo (tIi), named Join, and Aizen-in, which were to the south
of Omiya, and Fudoin, which was within the enclosure of
Yatsurugi. They were of the Shingon sect. In the middle
ages, however, all fell into ruin, and there was nothing left
except One do (~). In the Genroku era (1688-17°4), a priest
called Gensan went to Yedo, and, under the patronage of Kei
shoin Daifujin, i.e. the mother of the Shogun Tsunayoshi suc
ceeded in getting the 3 in (~) rebuilt as before. 01llarimeisho
ZlIe zempen largely confirms the above, but states that Jingiiji
was rebuilt by Hideyori, in the Keicho era (1596-1614), the
principal building being 10 ken by 131 ken, but it was
abandoned and there was no incumbent. From a list of the
priests given in Shiojiri, under date Hoei 3 (17°6), it would
appear that there was a dual Tendai and Shingon control, for
while the Zasu, Nyohoin, Gonza, Engobo, Hozobo and Jifuku
in, and 2 Shoshi are described as Tendaisba, belonging to Rin
noji no miya, Join, Fudoin, and Aizenin are called Shingonshii.
Choshufushi'states that Nyohoin, who was known as Atsuta zasu
was a member of the Owari family. Engishiki lays down that
64 priests are to recite 1000 volumes of the Kongo Hannya
Kyo at the Atsuta shrine twice a year, in spring and autumn,
and that expenses are to be met from shrine funds, so it is clear

Fortunately,

Fortunately,

Fortunately,
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that the pure Shinto worship was early polluted. From the
above we may surmise that the amount of Buddhist influence
varied from time to time, but never remained strong for any
length of time. Jingiiji existed up to the restoration, but its
influence then was negligible, and early in Meiji the buildings
were demolished.

BEKKO, SESSHA & MASSHA

At the present day besides the main shrine, Atsuta Jingii
has one Betsugii, 12 Sessha and 30 Massha. Reference has al
ready been made to Higamianeko, in old days a Bekkii, but
now a Sessha, and it need only be added that it is included in
Engishiki jinmeichO, and attained the upper znd rank. Of the
others Yatsurugi and Takakura miko and Hikowakamiko re
quire mention. The former, which ranks as Betsugii, stands in
an enclosure of its own just south of the main shrine, and it is
alternatively known as Shimo sha, Its history is somewhat
obscure, but it appears in Engishiki jinmeichO as Myojindai and
according to Kokunai jinmeichO had the lower 3rd rank, but
Owari Meishozue speaks of it as upper rst rank. Two dates,
viz., Wado I (708), and the 7th year of Tencho (830), are as
signed for its foundation, and the present shrine authorities
adopt the former. Though ]inmeichokoshO and one or two
other books give Susanoo as the deity worshipped, the con
sensus of opinion favours Kusanagi no Tsurugi and 7
other divine blades. The present shrine authorities de
scribe it as *1r1ttlft'a". Takakuramiko Jinja likewise appears
in Engishiki ]i~meichO as Myojindai, but the date of its founda
tion is unknown. The majority of the old books give Chiiai
Tenno, znd son of Yamatotakeru no Mikoto, as the deity wor
shipped, but the present official pronouncement is Takakura
shinno no Mikoto, a son of Nigihayabi no Mikoto. According
to Kokunai jinmeicho it attained the Lower znd rank. Hiko
wakamiko Jinja is sacred to Arne no Hoakari no Mikoto, son
of Arne no Oshihornimi no Mikoto, and ancestor of the Owari

Fortunately,
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family. The shrine appears as Myojindai in Engi.rhiki and it
has the honour of receiving a visit from the Mikoshi of the
main shrine on the 8th of August, every year.

BUILDINGS

The oldest plan of the shrine in the possession of the
shrine is one bearing date Kyoroku 2. (152.9), and this shows
the building which had been erected in Eisho 14 (1517)'

Shrine records, compiled in Temmon I I, (1542.) record
that the shrine was destroyed by fire in Eisho 13, and this is
confirmed by Nakamikado Dainagonki- who, writing under date
Eisho 14.II, records "Atsuta Jinja, which was burnt last year,
has now been restored."

This, however, was by no means the first conflagration.
Hyakuren.rho, under date Kempo 4.8.19, (1216) records, "Divi
nation was held in the Konro (of the Imperial palace) as to the
fact that the doors of Atsuta Jinja would not open, and that it
had been completely burnt," and then in Teiohennmki we find

Old plan of Atsuta Jingu dated Kyoroku 1 (1'19) in posseslloe
of Atsuta Jingu.-Drawn by Mr. Hiyama Ken
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"In Shoo 4.2.2. (1291), the shrine of Atsuta in Owari was
burnt," and Shiojiri speaks of extensive repairs in that year, and
also in Oei 26 (1419) by Ashikaga Yoshimochi, and in Choroku
2. (1458) by Yoshimasa. Then following the rebuilding of
Eisho 14. Shiojiri chronicles extensive repairs made by Oda
Nobunaga in Genki 2. (1571), by Toyotomi Hideyoshi in Ten
sho 19 (1591) and Keicho 5 (1600) by Tokugawa Ieyasu, and
Jokyo 3 (16S6) and of these last repairs we have a fairly full ac
count in a record called "jok:;o j Aisma OmiJa gala shinzo
shiifllku l(Jmo so mllne kazu no oboe," which I quote from
Kojlruien. It will be seen that it was far more than repair and
several new buildings were erected.

This account enumerates both the buildings repaired and
newly erected and gives their dimensions but no other details.
"Dwari meishozue," however, written by Okada Kei, and
published in Tempo 12 (1841), gives practically the same list of
buildings, and adds some interesting items, and these, and in
formation I have gained in other ways, I have added under each
building in the record of "jok:;o J no oboe." "Repaired,
Doyoden, Mune 1 Jo. Tsuma 9 shaku 5 sun." Though no
longer occupied, this building is still happily in existence on its
old site, directly facing the Kaizomon, According to shrine
records it was erected by Kunikata Yoshirani in Eisho 14 (15 17)
but it was then almost certainly constructed on the old model.
It is in a style popularly called Irozukuri, having many of the
features of the old store house. The roof however is thatched
in Nagare zukuri (it it). It was in this building that Kusanagi
no Tsumgi was enshrined. "Shogoten Mune I [e. Tsuma 9
shaku 2. sun." This was demolished in Meiji 26 (1893), but,
except that it was 3 sun less in depth, it was identical with the
Doyoden. "Wataridono 5 rna of 7 shaku 5 sun by 3 rna of 6
shaku 2. sun." The character used for" rna" is no, i.e., the same
as for ken, but it is here not an exact measurement, but
signifies the space between two pillars. The picture in Meisho
Zlle shows this building immediately south of the Doyoden and
Shogoten,
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Plan or the precincts or the mainbuildings,
Atsuta Jingu.

Ie Tsuridono 21 ken square."
Presumably M here stands for the ordinary measurement.
"Saimonden I jo 6 shaku 2 sun by I jo 6 shaku." "Kairo
going round all 4 sides 44 rna of 8 shaku I sun by 2 rna of
8 shaku."

The buildings hitherto enumerated stood within the Kairo
to which the plan shows a large gate on the south. " Go Hai
den, 5 rna of 8 shaku 2 sun, by 5 rna, of which the centre
" rna" I jo 4 shaku 2 sun, and the remainder of 8 shaku 2 sun
each".

This stood due south
of the gate of the kairo.

"Chokushiden, 5 rna
of which the centre one I

shaku; the remainder 8
jo 5 shaku by 3 rna of 8
shaku."

This stood south of
the Haiden, and was also
known as Watarahidono.
Meishozue says " In old
days every year in the
znd month, on the
occasion of the Kinensai,
and on the r rth month
on the Niinamesai, a
Chokushi came to the
shrine."

"Suigaki 3 rna of S
shaku 5 sun."

This was an open
fence south of the Choku
shiden.

"Kaizomon 3 rna,
of which the centre I jo
5 shaku and the 2 sides 9 shaku each, by 2 "rna" each of 9
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shaku." According to tradition the shrine, as first built in
Sucho I (684) had 4 great gates, of which the Kaizomon,
standing on the south, was the principal. It had a tablet
from the brush of Kiikai ~ i/ii: (Kobo Daishi). It was one of
the buildings rebuilt by Oda Nobunaga in Genki 2. (1511).
It has been under the special protection of the Government
since Taisho 9 (192.0).

" On-umaya 3 rna, of 6 shaku 8 sun, by 3 rna of 6 shaku."
This was outside the Kaizornon.

"Chinkomon, 3 rna, of which the centre I jo 2. shaku,
and the sides 8 shaku 5 sun, by 2. rna of 9 shaku each." This
was the western gate of the shrine, and is said originally to
have born a tablet from the brush of the Emperor Temmu,
but this was burnt in Showa 4 (837). The history, or rather
tradition, with regard to this gate, is most interesting. It is
said that the Emperor Temmu was most reluctant to return the
sword to Atsuta, and made a compact with the deity that,
though removed far to the East, divine protection would still
be extended to the Imperial capital, and it was for this purpose
that the Chinkomon was erected on the west of the shrine, so
that the Deity from this gate might watch over the capital, and
as will be seen later, the mikoshi proceeds to the top of the gate
every year on the 5th of May. ill Shizumeru signifies tranquilise
and :1i! Sume, the Emperor, and by extension the Imperial
capital. At a later date, the Emperor Go-Fushimi wrote a
tablet, but this perished in the fire of Eisho 13 (1516). In
Keicho 4 (1599), the gate was rebuilt under the superintendence
of Kato Kiyomasa, and the Emperor Go-Yozei inscribed the
tablet, but this too fell a victim to the flames. In Taisho 15,
gate was moved some 80 ken to the north of its original site.

"Go Kusho, 9 " rna" of 8 shaku 8 sun, by 4 rna of 6 shaku
2. sun."

NEW BUILDINGS.

"Mikoshibeya, 2.1 ken shimen, i.e., a frontage of 2.1 ken
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running back for 4 rna."
.. Maidono 2.t ken square."
Between the Haiden and Chokushiden but not shewn on

the plan.
"Well, 2. Ken square."
Shewn on the plan as west of the Haiden.
"On Kura (store house), 5 ken by 3 ken."
" 3 Ga:kusho, or Music halls, 4 rna of 8 shaku, bu 2. rna of

9 shaku, called respectively, Uchigakusho, Sagakusho and
Ugakusho."

Meishozue mentions but two, shewn in the plan, east and
west, between the Chokushiden and the Haiden.

"Shunkimon, 2. "rna" of 4 shaku, by I J0 2. shaku."
This was the eastern gate of the shrine. It is here spoken of
as a new building, but by tradition had existed since Sucho r.
Presumably it had not been rebuilt after the fire of Eisho, and,
as the dimensions show, it was now erected on a considerably
smaller sak than the southern and western gates. "j0A:yO J
no OM" makes no mention of the northern gate, but Meisbo
Ztlt states that it was called Seisetsumon, but that it was not
rebuilt after the middle ages, though the northern gate of
Yatsurugi Jinja bore that name. It still does, though it is
generally referred to as .. Akezumon " from the fact that it is
never opened.

"Gokusho Gomon, 2. rna square, 5 shaku 1 sun to each
"ma." "Ma.ndokoro, 10 rna of 7 shaku 5 sun, by 3 rna, of
which the centre I je 5 shaku, and the sides 7 shaku."

This was outside the Chinkomon, and corresponded to the
modem Shamusho, One small room, which was used by the
Emperor Meiji as a resting place, when His Majesty visited the
shrine in Meiji I (1868), is still preserved.

"Doshomon, the same as Gokusho Gomon."
I have not identified this gate.
"Miyuki Bashi, 6 ken 6i sun in length, by I J0 2. shaku

in breadth."
"Hashiokisho, 4 ken I t ken."
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Meishozm also mentions a Kaguraden, which stood ins~de
the Kaizornon, and it is stated that even on ferial days) dancing
girls were in attendance. An extra store house is also mention
ed and 9 torii are enumerated.

Shiojiri mentions repairs to sessha and massha in Genroku
6 and 16.

There is nothing further to chronicle with regard to the
buildings until Meiji 2.2. when the Emperor Meiji presented the
porch and anteroom of the Kashikodokoro of the temporary
palace at Akasaka which H.M. had occupied since Meiji 6
(1873) when the old Edo castle was burnt.

This building was reerected within the Itagaki of Yatsuru
gi no Miya and now serves as the Mikeden where the morning
and evening food offerings are prepared.

At the same time) part of the Shingaden of the same palace
was also received) and now stands within the Kaizornon, and is
known as the Osaden) and is used for keeping various utensils
required in the service of the shrine.

Though) as will have been gathered from the foregoing
account) the old buildings were of considerable magnificence
and interest) with the realisation of the specially sacrosanct na
ture of Kusanagi no Tsurugi, a desire was born) in view of its
intimate association with Yata no Kagami, to bring the build
ings into line with those of Ise. Various reasons) notably ex
pense) precluded this for several years) but finally, in Meiji 2.3,
all difficulties were overcome and work was commenced and
on Meiji 2.6.4.2.6 everything was completed, and a Chokushi ar
rived from the Court, and Kusanagi no Tsurugi was solemnly
installed in the new buildings, which were somewhat to the
east of the old site. The architecture is in the style known as
Yuitsushimmei zukuri (11ft - jjlll~ it)) and no doubt reflects the
primitive architecture of Yamato. In old days it was, unques
tionably, devoid of all decoration, but, and I cannot but regret
it, this plain simplicity has now given way to considerable gilt
ornamentation. The outstanding features of this style of
architecture are the high cross beams. known as .. chigi," and

Fortunately,

Fortunately,
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the cigar shaped logs called Katsuogi, placed horizontally on
the roof. I have not been able to ascertain the exact dimen
sions of those at Atsuta, but Daijingii gishikicho (x jjl1r til:it~)

laid down that the Chigi of the Naikii at Ise should be 2 jo 8
Shaku 8 sun in breadth, and 4 sun in thickness, and the Katsu
ogi 7 shaku in length, and I shaku 7 sun in diameter, and
those of Atsuta probably do not differ materially. Though,
here and there, the dimensions vary slightly, Atsuta Jingu is
practically a replica of the Naikii of Ise, With the adoption of
this style a new system was inaugurated, and instead of having
two Goten side by side, one for Kusanagi no Tsurugi, and the
other for 5 deities, there is now one single Goten, in which
Kusanagi no Tsurugi is worshipped, and the 5 deities revered
in the Aidono. In the following, measurements are all given
in shaku and sun. The sacred enclosure is surrounded by an
itagaki, or plain boarded fence of hinoki wood, 9.3 in height.
It extends 196.2 N. & S., by 392.3 E. & W., but, included in
these measurements are the following breaks for torii, viz.,
one of 17.5 on the south, this being the main entrance, one of
13.3 on the north, and two, close together, one of 9.3, and the
other of 5.3 both on the east and west .

Inside the southern and northern torii, on the west, are
Shukueiya, or guard houses, 21.8 by 12.4. Facing the South
torii, 59 shaku to the north, is the gate of the 3rd tamagaki,
25 by 13, with 5 katsuogi.

The 3rd tamagaki, sometimes called the aragaki, 10.I in
height, runs 74.6 E. & W. of the gate, and then turns N. for
102, but E. & W. is interrupted by a Torii of 7,9, 8 shaku from
the spot where the znd tamagaki joins the second. In the
centre of the courtyard, formed by the 3rd tamagaki, stands a
large torii, 17.5 in width, and 18.6 in height. In the S. E.
angle stands the Yojinden, 40 by 26, with 6 karsuogi. At Ise
this building is called Yojoden, but, at Atsuta, out of respect,
the character ~ Jin, has been substituted for3t je. This build
ing is utilised for part of the Reisai in case of wet weather.

In the centre of the znd tamagaki, on the south, is a large

Fortunately,
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gate, 3I.2 by 14, with 6 katsuogi, and 13 shaku on the E.,
and 14 on the W., are plain side gates, respectively 8.4 and 7.3
in width. On the south, the znd tamagaki, 8.4 in height, runs
from itagaki to itagaki, but E. & W., 19 from the itagaki, it
also turns N. and runs for 210, when it turns E. & W. respec
tively, for 72. I and is joined by the northern gate, a plain struc
ture, 14 in breadth, and 12.6 in height. From the centre of the
main gate of the znd tamagaki, on the east and west, another
fence runs 2S.2 E. & W., and then turns N . for 48.8, till it
joins the Mizugaki, thus forming a courtyard between the gates
of the znd tamagaki and mizugaki. It is considered as being a
portion of the znd tamagaki. In the centre of the mizugaki,
which is 9 in height, on the S. is a gate, 22.S by I I, with 6
katsuogi, and from this gate the fence runs E. & W. for S6.8,
and then turns N. for 142.7, and then E. & W. respectively for
61, meeting at the plain northern gate, which is 14 in breadth
and 12..6 in height.

In the centre of the courtyard of the mizugaki stands the
Go Shoden. The building proper is 36,9 by 18, but it is sur
rounded on all sides by a verandah called Oyuka, 6 in breadth,
making the total dimensions 48,9 by 30. In the centre of the
southern frontage is a flight of 13 steps, projecting 9.6 and 12.3
in breadth. There are 10 katsuogi.

The roof is "Hihada buki" whereas at Ise it is "Kaya
buki." Moreover, the pillars rest on foundation stones, but,
at Ise, the ancient practice of erecting the pillars directly in the
earth is still adhered to, E. & W. of the Go Shoden and parallel
with it, are the E. & W. Hoden, 21 by 14, each with 6 Katsu
ogi. They are used for keeping the robes and other posses
sions of the deity. Here the arrangement differs slightly from
Ise, where, at the Naikii, the Honden stands E. & W., behind
the Go Shoden and at the Gekii in front of it.

In addition to the above, north of the Go-Shoden, the yrd
tamagaki runs from the eastern itagaki to the western itagaki,
i.e., 196.2, but it is pierced by .1 torii near the centre, the one
on the east being 9.3, and the one on the west S-3- Outside
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the Itagaki, facing all the torii, are Bambei or screens, 2I in
length by 9.3 in height.

I have been unable to ascertain exactly the cost of this big
undertaking, but it is understood to have been approximately
250,000 Yen, of which 100,000 came from the public purse.

At the same time Yatsurugi no Mira was also entirely re
built in Yuitsu Shimmei zukuri. Though the sacred enclosure
was thus completely renewed, much remained to be done to
beautify the surroundings, and a considerable amount of land
which had once belonged to the Shrine, had become alienated.
At length in Taisho II, an appropriation of 250,000 Yen was
passed through the diet, and the Kunaisho made a special don
ation of 20,000, and the work was put in hand, and finally com
pleted in Showa 2.6 at a cost of approximately 600,000. The
shrine precincts now extend over some 50,000 tsubo.

As everyone knows, at Ise, both the Naikii and Geku are
completely renewed every 21 years, but though representations
have been made that this precedent should be followed at
Atsuta, it has not been sanctioned, and the buildings beyond
trifling repairs remain as they were in Meiji 26. Last year,
however, it was resolved that a complete renovation must be
made, and on the 16th of the loth month, in the presence of a
" Chokushi " the" Kariden Go Sengu Shiki" or transference
to a temporary building was solemnly carried out, and work at
once commenced.

The estimates have not been published, but it is under
stood that a sum of 1,500,000 has been voted, to be spread
over 5 years. This sum however will suffice for no more than
a thorough overhaul of the buildings, and a renewal of the
fences.

FESTIVALS

To give anything like an adequate account of the various
festivals held in old days would be to extend this paper to
undue lengths, and 1 shall, therefore, confine myself to men-
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tioning, briefly, 3 great festivals, which are now celebrated an
nually. The Reisai is held on the zrst of June, representing
the date on which, in Meiji 5, the Emperor Meiji first despatch
ed a Semmyo.

A Chokushi, from the Kunaisho, attends, bearing a Sem
myo on yellow paper, which he reads before the Deity, but
there is otherwise nothing distinctive about the ceremonies, and
no dances are offered, nor does the deity make a progress.
Since Meiji 39, on the conclusion of the sacred rites, a popular
festival known as " Shobusai " is held on the "Hiroba" when
exhibitions of "Judo," wrestling, "Gekken" and shooting
with bows and arrows, are given for the gratification of the
Deity.

On the 5th of May is the" Shinyo watari go shinji." This
festival claims to go back to the first year of Sucho, (687) and
to have been organized as the result of the compact entered
into between the Deity and the Emperor Temmu, to which re
ference has already been made. On this day, the Mikoshi is
born from the Kaguraden, in procession, to the top of the
Chinkomon. There is nothing of the noise, or jolting of the
Mikoshi up and down, and from side to side, which forms a
feature of so many divine progresses, but it is born in solemn
silence and, on the top of the gate, a short service, lasting some
20 minutes, is held, and then the Mikoshi returns, as it came.
The Mikoshi, together with complete sets of robes, etc. was the
gift of the Shogun Yoshimasa on the occasion of the repairs of
the Choroku era (1457-9).

Then on the 8th of the 8th month the Mikoshi makes
another solemn progress this time to Hikowaka miko Jinja.
By some this festival is said to be commemorative of Yamato
takeru's victorious expedition against the Emishi, but the more
popular story, and that found in such books as "Owari
Meishozue" is to the effect that it was instituted on the peti
tion of Taira no Masakado, when in Tengyo 2 (939) he raised
his standard in revolt, ,and sacrilegiously called himself Em
peror. As at the Chinkomon, a short service lasting 20 minu-
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tes is held and the mikoshi then returns to the Kaguraden.
These two festivals now rank only as Shosai, but it seems pro
bable that prior to Meiji, the festival of the 5th month, was the
most important in the calendar. It is only on Daisai and Chii
sai that the doors of the Go Shoden are opened, and the food
offerings made on the Oyuka, on all other occasions they are
made at the Mikeden, within the itagaki of Yatsurugi no
miya.
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ASAMA JINJA

11 rFJ' jjJIJJ /iii:

CAREER OF THE DEITY

When it is realised that Messers. Miyaji and Hirano's
Asama .Jinja no Rekishiis a book of over 900 pages and the former
writer edited a further book of nearly 600 pages on the M.S.
of the shrine, it will be obvious that no more than the merest
bird's-eye sketch can be presented here. I aspire to no more
than a brief outline of the famous shrine and its beautiful and
revered Deity.

Though the name of Konohanasakuyahime, the principal
deity of Asama Jinja is familiar to every child in Japan, it will,
nevertheless, be well to rehearse briefly such particulars as we
possess of her earthly career before entering on the history of
her shrine. We have but one episode in her life, and that is
narrated both in the Kojiki and Nibonsboei, and the accounts
are in substantial agreement.

After relating that the Heavenly Grandchild descended on
the peak of Kushifuru of Takachiho of Hyuga of Tsukushi the
Kojiki continues "Then Amatsuhidaka hiko ho no ninigi no
Mikoto met a beautiful person at Kasasanomisaki and enquired
whose daughter she was. She replied saying "the daughter
of Oyamatsumi no Kami and my name is Kamu Atatsuhime
and another name is Konohanasakuyahime." Again he
enquired "Hast thou any brethren?" and she replied saying
"There is my elder sitser Iwanagahime." Then he deigned to
charge her saying "I desire to marry you, what do you say? "
She replied saying "Thy servant cannot say, thy servant's
father is Oyamatsumi no Karni, he will say." Then when he
sent to enquire of her father, Oyamatsumi no Kami, he was
greatly rejoiced and sent her off with her elder sister Iwanaga-
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General View of Asama j inja,

Side View of Go-Honden, or Main Hall,
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ASAMA JINJA 4n
hime, and sent also gifts. But the elder sister, being very
ugly, he was alarmed at the sight of her, and sent her back,
keeping only Konohanasakuyahime, with whom he cohabited
for a night. Then Oyamatsumi no Kami greatly shamed
because Iwanagahime had been sent back, sent a message saying
"the reason that I respectfully sent you my two daughters
together, was that, by sending Iwanagahime, the august son of
the Heavently Deity, though the rain fall, and the wind blow,
might, like the rocks, live eternally, and , by sending Konohana
sakuyahime, might flourish like into the flowering of the blos
soms of the trees. It was for this I respectfully offered them.
Now, as thou hast returned Iwanagahime, and kept only Kono
hanasskuyahime, the years of the august son of the Heavenly
deities shall be but frail as the flowers of the trees." So later
Konohanasakuyahime waited on the Heavenly Grandchild,
and, said "Thy handmaid is enceinte, and now is the time of
her delivery. It is not meet for her to be delivered of the august
child of the august son of the Heavenly Deities unbeknown,
therefore hath she spoken." Then he said " Konohanasakuya
hime 1 to be pregnant after one night I The august child is
not mine. It must be the child of an Earthly deity." She re
plied. saying c. The august child, to which I am to give birth, if
it be the child of an Earthly deity, the birth will not be fortunate.
If it be the august child of a heavenly deity, it will be fortunate,"
and building a hall of 8 fathoms without doors, she entered into
that hall and, plastering it with earth, closed it. When the time
for delivery came, she set fire to the hall and gave birth. There
fore the august name of the august child that was born, when
the fire was burning fiercely, was Hoderi no Mikoko (this was the
ancestor of the Hayato and the Lords of Ata), and the august
name of the august child who was born next was Hosuseri no
Mikoto, and the august name of the august child who was born
next was Hoori no Mikoto, another august name was Amatsu
hidaka hiko hohodemi no Mikoto." The Kojiki then relates a
story of the brothers Hoderi and Hosuseri and no further
mention is made of Konohanasakuyahime, and we are merely
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4~6 ASAMA JINJA

told that Ninigi no Mikoto dwelt in the palace of Takachiho for
~ 80 years, and that his mausoleum is on the west of the moun
tain. As already stated the account in Nihonshoki is in agree
ment, but, instead of the name Kamuatatsuhime, we have Kamu
Atakaashitsuhime, and one or two additional details are given
as for instance that the fire did not harm her, or her children,
and that she fixed by divination upon a rice field, to which she
gave the name of Sanada, and, from the rice grown there,
brewed Heavenly sweet sake with which she entertained her
august spouse, and from another rice field, called Numada, she
made boiled rice, and offered it to him . As Prof. Aston
points out, this was an early instance of the Daijosai,

As is frequently the case Nibonsbaei gives another version
of the story, somewhat different in detail, but the same in pur
port, and this account ends by the Heavenly grandchild saying
cc I knew from the first that they were my children, only, as they
were conceived in one night, I thought there might be suspicions,
and I wished to let everybody know that they are my children,
and also that a Heavenly Deity can cause pregnancy in one
night. Moreover I wished to make it evident that thou dost
possess a wonderful and extraordinary dignity also that our
children have surpassing spirit. Therefore it was that on a
former day I used words of mockery."

Here we have set forth in clear terms the greatest
claims that Konohanasakuyahime has on the veneration of the
people of Japan, for she was the first ancestress of the Imperial
family, her 3rd son Amatsuhidakahiko-hohodemi no Mikoto
being the father of Hikonagisatakeugaya Fukiaezu no Mikoto,
who was the father of Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no Mikoto, i.e.
the first Earthly Sovereign, Jimmu Tenno. It is noteworthy
that from the outset primogeniture was not followed, for Hiko
hohodemi no Mikoto was the 3rd son, and Jirnrnu Tenno the
4th son. Of Konohanasakuyahime, we have no further par
ticulars and it is not known who her mother was, and, though
we know his name, the identity of her father Oyamatsumi no
Mikoto is by no means clear. In the Kojiki, among the deities

4~6
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ASAMA JINJA 457

to whom Jzanagi no Mikoto and Izanami no Mikoto gave birth,
we find" the Gods of Mountains, Oyamatsumi, etc." (1lJ Z ~
* IlJ • J!), and in the NihonshokJ, it is in one version related that,
when Izanagi no Mikoto slew Kagutsuchi no Mikoto, whose
birth had caused his mother's death, he cut him into 5 pieces
which were each changed, and became the 5 mountain deities.
The first piece, viz. the head, became Oyamatsumi (* 111 j1t), but
these are clearly Amatsukami, or heavenly deities. Oyama
tsumi, however, merely signifies cc Deity of the mountains," and
in the Kojiki we find Ashinazuchi informing Susanoo no Mikoro
that he is a son of an earthly, Oyamatsumi no Kami (1ilI~, * ~
J! J\iIIl). Clearly then there were at any rate two Oyamatsumi no
Kami and Miyaji Naoichi and Hirano Saburo in their Asama
Jinju no rekJsbi, state that Konohanasakuyahime is the daughter
of a Kunitsukami, and, judging from the fact that one of
Konohanasakuyahime's names is Kamu Atatsuhime i.e. the
princess of Ata which is in Satsuma, and that the venue of her
meeting with the Heavenly grandchild was in Hyfiga, "her father
would appear to have been a terrestrial deity of Tsukushi
(Kyusha). The point, however, is not really material. Kono
hanasakuyahime, is now, and has long been, regarded as the
deity of Fuji, but to the best of my knowledge there was no
definite revelation, and there is nothing to tell us how she was
so identified, or when that identification took place. Fuji is
not only the highest peak in Japan proper, but it is a peerless
one of great beauty, and it may, I think, safely be asserted that
it has always been regarded with veneration. It should, how
ever, be mentioned that according to tradition it was not till
the 5th year of the reign of the Emperor K6rei that the moun
tain was formed as the result of a great volcanic upheaval:
Lake Biwa in the province of Omi appearing at the same time,
but this appears neither in KojikJ nor in Nibonsboki, and may
therefore be discredited.

Now Konohanasakuyahime was a deity of surpassing
loveliness whose name became a synonym for beauty, and Fuji
was the same, and Konohanasakuyahime had a connection with

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,
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458 ASAMA JINJA

fire, vide the story of childbirth, and Fuji too frequently burst
forth in Barnes, and it may have been these two circumstances
that led to their identification, especially as the Deity's father was
a god of mountains. According to shrine tradition it was in the
8th month of the 3rd year of the Emperor Suinin that Asama
Okami was first worshipped at a place called III ~ Yamaashi at
the foot ofFUJi. III ~ probably did not signify the name of any vil
lage but merely a place at the foot of the mountain. Though
there is no record of it, it is extremely probable that at this time
the mountain was extremely active, and causing much suffering,
and it was quite natural that the Emperor should order worship
to be offered to placate its spirit. It is probable, however, that
Konohanasakuyahime was worshipped ere this. This is a shrine
called Tsuma jinja (1'fl)1.lti$iit), now ranking as Kensha, in
Koyugori Tsuma cho (~PIJ) Tsumamura, in the province of
Hyuga, Miyazaki ken, which, though the date of its foundation
is unknown, is believed to be of great antiquity and I should
be inclined to regard it as the original place of worship of the
Deity of Asama.

FOUNDAnON OF THE SHRINE

Asama is now written, with the two characters ~, Asa,
shallow, and 00, rna, space or interval, but this is certainly purely
phonetic, and it is more likely that the characters should be lJI,
Asa, morning, and 7;, Kumo, clouds, signifying the clouds so
frequently enveloping the mountain, but, though FUji is known
by many names, Asamayama, which is a well-known mountain
in the province of Shinano, is not one of them; it has, however,
been contended that the deity of the two mountains is the same,
and the name Asama used for both. Asama is frequently read
Sengen i.e. the Sinico-japanese rendering, but unquestionably
Asama ib C; ~ is the primitive form of the name ~ 00.

Then, in the 40th year of the Emperor Keik6 (IIO) Nibon
shoh relates how, when Yamatotakeru no Mikoto reached
Suruga, the brigands of that place lured him on to the moor,

Oyamatsumi,
Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,
Oyamatsumi,
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ASAMA JINJA 459

and then set fire to it, but the Prince, kindling a counter fire,
made good his escape. Kojiki relates practically the same incident
but places the scene in the province of Sagami. In neither book
is mention made of Asama Okami, but, according to shrine
tradition, it was to the intervention of that deity that the prince
owed his deliverance and, consequently, when he had subdued
the brigands, he worshipped Asama Okami at Yamamiya which
is some four miles north of Omiya i.e. the site of the present
shrine. The authority for this removal from Yamaashi to
Yarnamiya is a book called Fuji Hongu-zakki ('It± *lt *lUe)
dating only from Shotoku 5 (1715). It must, however. be
stated that the deliverance of the Prince is more generally believed
to have been due to Kusanagi no Tsurugi i.e. Amaterasu Omi
kami,

Then under the heading Fuji Asama Gosengu a book calld
HOjokudaiki (;jt~ :fLft iie) which dates from Empo ; (1675) states
" This shrine was first built in the first year of Daido (806) of
the Emperor Heizei " and according to shrine tradition it was
in this year that the shrine was removed to its present site in
Omiya, displacing Fuji Jinja (~± j1jJ iitl:) which became a Sessha.
Fuji Jinja appears in EngisbikiJimmyocbO as Myojin shosha, and
according to Suruga Fudoki (~7flI.IiI. ± lie), was founded in the
znd year of the Emperor Korei, but further mention of this
shrine will be made under the sessha.

Now, though there is no reason to discredit this tradition,
it is not till nearly 50 years later i.e. under date Ninju ;.7.5 that
we first find mention of Asama in the national annals, when
MontokN ]itsuroku (:3t ~ !t ~ ) states " Asama no Kami of the pro
vince of Suruga is styled Myojin," and then 8 days later we find
the Lower ;rd rank conferred. Now the lower ;rd is a high
rank, and certainly would not have been conferred on any but a
highly venerated deity. Montoku Jitsuroku, however, gives us
no more than the name of the province, and, though under date
Jogwan 6.5.25, Sandaijitsuroku ( -=ft.~) adds" Fujigori." It
is not till the Tenryaku era (947-957) that we get a definite
indication of the site when a poem of Taira no Kanemori's

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,
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460 ASAMA JINJA

mentions a pond (Yugyokuchi m~ i1!!.) and Mitarashigawa (:jllI
'foiSt JII), both of them still close to Asama Jinja, and we know
for certain that the shrine occupied approximately its present
site. There are in addition to the Asama Jinja of Omiya several
other Asama Jinja, notably one in Shizuoka which ranks as
Kokuheishosa, but they are all Bunrei (~Ii) of the Omiya shrine,
which is known as Hongii (* tt), or original shrine, in con
tradistinction to Shingii (~"B"), or new shrine, at Shizuoka, which
is said, according to one tradition, to date from Engi I (901) and,
according to another, from the reign of the Emperor Murakami.
Mention must also be made of the Ichi no Miya of the province
of Kai in Higashi Yatsushiro gori of Yamanashi ken. Accord
ing to shrine tradition it was founded in the 8th year of the
Emperor Suinin (B.C. 22) at a place some 12 cho east of where it
now stands. Sandaijitsuroku under date Jogwan 7.12.9 (865)
records its erection on the present site. Hikohohodemi no
Mikoto and Oyamatsumi no Kami are worshipped in the
Aidono. It was raised from the rank of Kensha to that of
Kokuheichusha on Meiji 15· 9· 13.

It is perhaps worth mentioning that there are in all 943
Asama Jinja, including 3 Kwan-kokuheisha and 5 Kensha.

Though Asama Jinja has always had but the one za, viz.
Konohanasakuyahime, since Tokugawa times, at any rate, 2

deities have been revered in the aidono, and, in a Norito used
on the first day of the monkey of the 4th month, we find .=. ttz Jii1Il

z fI{ IDJ te S ~ < literally "respectfully spoken in the broad pre
sence of the 3 august deities." The names of the deities are
not mentioned, but, according to shrine tradition, they were
Konohanasakuyahime in the centre, Futamoto no Mikoto no
Kami on the left, and Oyamatsumi on the right. Futamoto no
Mikoto no Kami is said to be another name for Kunitokotachi
no Mikoto, one of the original Amatsukami, but, in the jinja
MeisaichO of Meiji 1, that deity is omitted and Ninigi no Mikoto
substituted. It would certainly seem natural that the august
consort, and the august father of the principal deity should be
revered.

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,
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ASAMA JINJA 461

In addition to the main shrine in Omiya, there is the Oku
nomiya on Asamayagamine also called Dainigamine at an eleva
tion of 12,200 feet. The origin of this would seem to have
been the founding of a Buddhist temple called Daihiji with
Dainichinyorai as the Honchi, or Buddhist avatar, of Asama
Okami. According to a book called HonchOseiki the temple
was founded by a priest of Suruga called *it (Suedai), who
had several hundred times made the ascent of the mountain,
and finally in Kyiian 5 (1149) erected a temple. This temple,
however, does not appear to have long endured. When, how
ever during the Muromachi period the practice of climbing
the mountain increased, various ijlilJ ~ were erected, notably,
on Dainigamine, Daihido, and, on Ryakushiga-mine, Ryaku
shido, and by the Tokugawa era the chief priest of these
temples had become the Bette of Asama Jinja, and the worship
was definitely of a Ryobu nature.

Then, in the early years of Meiji when Shinto was purged
of its Buddhist influence, Daihido was consecrated to Asama
Okami, and renamed Asama no Miya, Ryakushido was dedicated
to Onamuji no Kami and Sukunahiko no Mikoto, and called
Kusushi Jinja. Then, in Meiji 10, Asama no miya was made a
Sessha, and, in Meiji 13 declared to be the Okunomiya of Asama.
Thus, though as a pure Shinto shrine, the Okunomiya dates
only from the Meiji era, the Honchi of Konohanasakuyahime
has been worshipped there since Kyuan (114)-11)0).

BUILDINGS

Though buildings existed on the present site in Omiya
Sakuragaoka almost certainly from the time of the Emperor
Heizei, the first mention of them that we have in history is con
tained in Azuma Kagami under date Joo .2.6.2.0 (12.2.3) "Today
Fuji Asawa of the province of Suruga was rebuilt and Sengu
(im -a-) performed. It was the work of Oshii (Hojo Tokimasa),"
but there are no particulars of these buildings. Next a record
exists of a rebuilding by the Shogun Ashikaga Yoshimochi in
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462 ASAMA JINJA

Oei 25, but again no details are available, though the buidlings
are generally believed to have been of considerable magnificence.
During the civil war of Onin, however, they were destroyed,
and for a long time lay desolate, indeed as late as Eiroku 3 (156o),
there were nothing but temporary buildings. In that year Ima
gawa Ujizane essayed to rebuild, but it is not clear how much
was achieved. Then in Tensho 4 (1576) Takeda Katsuyori
caused Takano Yoshishige to carry out a complete renovation.
Work was commenced in Tensho 4.5 and Shosengu was per
formed in Tensho 6. I 2. Fairly complete details of this restora
tion are extant, and they include the reroofing of the Shinden,
Heiden and Romon, and the building of a Butai, and the cost
was over 3469 hyo (~). These buildings were, however, but
short lived, for, in Tensho 10, Katsuyori was defeated by Nobu
naga at Ternmokuzan, and committed suicide, and the priests
of Asama, having sided with Katsuyori, the shrine was put
to the flames.

Over 20 years of strife ensued, and it was not till Keicho
9 (1604) that Tokugawa Iyeyasu was in a position to order a
rebuilding. The work was completed in the 6th month of the
t rth year, and the Shosengir performed on the aznd of that
month. It is said that Iyeyasu undertook the work in fulfil
ment of a vow made when he invoked the assistance of Asama
Okami before the great battle of Sekigahara (1600).

At the main shrine, though there are, as at the majority
of shrines, a Go Honden, Heiden, and Haiden, they are in
one continuous building in the style known as Gongenzukuri
(~:mi!l), a name redolent of Buddhism. The Go Honden itself
is in Nikai Rokakuzukuri, more popularly called Asama-zukuri,
for it is peculiar to Asama Jinja, and there is no other specimen.
As its true name implies, it is a two storied building, though the
second story is considerably smaller than the ground floor.

At the time of its erection in the Keicho era (1596-1614),
the dimensions of the ground floor were 5 ma (rdl) shimen (ug 00),
that is to say, 6 pillars by 5 and each ma was of 7 shaku. There
are, however, no pillars in the centre, so the total number is

Oyamatsumi,

Oyamatsumi,
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ASAMA JINJA 46~

26. In the centre of the south front a flight of lacquered steps
with railings leads down to the Tsukuriai, which was the old
name for the Heiden. On the top of the steps is an ochien, or
lower verandah, and then on a slightly higher level is the Hiroen,
or broad verandah, and then the Oyuka sometimes called Chiijin
($Il4i). Facing the Oyuka are 3 pairs of double folding doors,.
the centre of which is the Gojinza (" jljI ~), in which Konohana
sakuyahime dwells in the centre with the Aidono no Kami on
either side of her. The doors of the Gojinza are opened only
on great festival, when the Shinsen are offered on the Oyuka,.
on other days they are laid on a table in the Hiroen. The two
apartments left and right of the Jinza are unoccupied, and the
doors are not opend. Immediately north of the Gojinza occurs
a feature peculiar so far as I know to Asama. There is a low
chamber approximately 6 shaku square with a sloping roof,
but it is not much over I shaku high. It is regarded as sacro
sanct and never to be entered even by the chief priest, indeed up
to the restoration in Taisho 14 it was never even cleaned. It is.
now, however, covered with white silk hangings and kept clean.
The origin and meaning of this place is unknown. Some people
suppose that it contains some sacred object which has been
buried, others that there is a deep well beneath, and others
again that it contains nothing, but is a sacred quiet spot to be
kept pure and undefiled by man. North of this again is a cham
ber with doors opening on to the broad verandah, which sur
rounds the building, north-east, and west. There is a flight of
steps leading down from the northern verandah so that the shrine
may be approached from the north. The remainder of the int
erior of the Go Honden is entirely unoccupied except that to
the west of the Gojinza, a staircase leads to the znd story. The
roof, which is thatched with hinoki, and has a total superficies
of 191 tsubo, (roof measurement) is in the style known as
Hoden-zukuri. From the exterior at anyrate there is nothing
specifically Shinto about its appearance but superimposed upon
it is the second story, a building of a pure Shinto nature in Nagare
zukuri.

Oyamatsumi,

~0746~
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464 ASAMA JINJA

This upper story consists of 3 rna by 2. rna, each rna being
6 shaku, and in addition there is a verandah with a railing on
all sides, with a flight of steps on the south. The roof with a
superficies of 114 tsubo is of course of hinoki thatch with a
hakomune i.e, wooden ridge, proper to the abode of a Deity.
This hakomune is 3 shaku in height by 2..,. in breadth, and is
emblazoned in , places with Aoi (Asarum) and ~ with the Shuro
(Trachycarpus excelse) the last named being the crest of the
shrine.

This second story is unused and unoccupied and its purpose
is hard to determine, unless it was intended for a summer re
sidence, but there is no tradition of the Jinza having been changed
winter and summer. At the time of the restoration of Taisho
14, on the Hakomune rested Katsuogi, and, from the ends, rose
Chigi, but these had been added in Meiji 8, and, as it was decided
that they were not proper to Nagarezukuri, they were removed.

The height from the foundation stones to the Hakomune
is 5 jo , shaku, i.e., 5~ shaku.

The entire building with the exception of the roof is lacquer
ed vermilion (*) and the eaves and rafters picked out with red
(:Pt) blue and yellow. It is altogether undoubtedly a highly
interesting and striking building.

The Tsukuriai (fF..g.) now called Heiden is on a lower
level than the Go Honden and Haiden and consequently broad
flights of steps lead up to them north and south respectively.

The Haiden which is in Irimoya zukuri is like the Go
Honden ~ ma shimen, but, as each rna is but 6.5. shaku, it is
somewhat smaller. It is also lacquered vermilion and the eaves
and rafters picked out with red blue and yellow.

In Keicho, a tamagaki, with a hinoki thatched roof, ran
east and west from the Oyuka, and then turned north and com
pletely surrounded the Go Honden, having a total length of
30 ken, but, in Taisho 14, more commodious Shinsenya etc.
were erected east and west of the Haiden, and the tamagaki
now runs from these buildings.

Immediately south of the Haiden was the Butai or dancing
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ASAMA JINJA 465

stage, 31 ken by 3 ken. It was thatched with hinoki, and open
on all sides.

It would require technical knowledge which I do not possess
to convey a true picture of this unique bulding, but an adequate
idea may I think be gleaned from the accompanying ground
plan drawn for me by my friend Hiyama Ken, and several photos.

The Go Honden only, in view of its unique architecture,
was placed under the special protection of the Government in
Meiji 40.

The Romon is 4 rna by 21- rna (71 shaku to the rna) with a
hinoki thatched roof which extends to a height of 39 shaku and
has a superficies of 137 tsubo. There are no particularly distinc
tive feature about it, and it follows the usual lines of Romon.
It is lacquered red, and left and right are carved images of
Zuijin (gft,!lt) which bear inscriptions on the back . That on the
left is inscribed" Keicho 19. 2 Kai no Kuni Kawachi Shimoyama
Bansho carved by Ishikawa Kiyosuke," and that on the right
Keicho 19. 2 builder Yamashiro no Kuni Uehara no jo Sakurai
carved by Sanzo." They are thus practically contemporary
with the building. I reproduce pictures of the two Zuijin.
From the Romon a Kairo of 2 rna, or double corridor, ran east
and west and then turned north and enclosed the Go-Honden.
This Kairo which had a hinoki thatched roof extended in all
for 18o ken, and the roof had a superficies of 820 tsubo.

As will be seen unhappily the Kairo is no longer in
existence.

In addition to the buildings already enumerated, there were
the Shinsen sho, Hozo, Shimbe sho, Shimbashi, Wabashi,
Torii, Mizugaki, and the following subsidiary shrines, Sanno
miya, Shichi no miya, Hinomiya, Iisake ojisha, Amaterasu
Omisha, Tenjinsha, Arajinja, Gozu Tennosha, Mizuya myojinja,
Hachiman GG., Mizu Jinja, and Tsuika myojinja, and no less than
14 Buddhist buildings.

Reference will be made subsequently to the revenue of
the shrine, but it may be said here that it did not suffice to keep
the elaborate and beautiful buildings in repair, and, by the
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Kwambun era, they had become seriously dilapidated. Repre
sentations were made to the Bakufu, and, in Kwambun 16,
(1676) fairly extensive repairs were carried out, but, by Genroku,
they were again in need of renovation, yet, though repeated
appeals were made to the Bakufu, no help was received. Then,
in Hoei 4, (1707) occurred the worst eruption of Fuji since the
Jogwan era (859-877), and the shrine was terribly damaged.
Representations were at once made to the Bakufu, and a dona
tion of 2,000 ryo was made in the 6th month of the following
year. In the r ath month the Kariden senzasai was held, and
by the loth month of Hoei the work was completed, and the
Shosengu celebrated on the 27th, the Shogun Tsunayoshi making
a personal donation of 70 ryo.

From time to time further small repairs were effected with
contributions received from the Bakufu, but then, on Kaei
7.11.4, (1854) started a series of violent earthquakes which con
tinued almost without intermission till the 9th month of the
following year (Ansei 2) and almost all the buildings of Asama
Jinja suffered heavily, the Butai and Kairo actually collapsing,
and the Go Honden and Haiden becoming seriously out of the
perpendicular.

Urgent representations were made to the Bakufu, and, in
Ansei 6, a contribution of 30 ;It of silver was received, and per
mission was given to solicit alms in the 3 provinces of Suruga,
Ise and Settsu, and in the Fu ff'f . It would appear that the
result of this appeal was not very successful, for. though we
have no particulars regarding the repairs effected, in a petition
sent to the Imperial Government in Meiji 4 we find it stated
that only buildings in good condition were the Go Honden, a
fence, the Haiden and Ramon. Three temporary buildings,
a Shinsenya and two massha, San no miya and Shichi no miya
are mentioned, and then a fairly long list of building in a sad
state of dilapidation is enumerated. It would seem therefore
that all that it had been possible to do in Ansei was to rectify
the Go Honden and Haiden, and replace the Kairo by a plain
fence. On Meiji 8.12.26 a petition was sent to the Kencho
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at Shizuoka forwarding an estimate for 8,83 S Yen for repairs
to the Go Honden and the rebuilding of the Haiden, Heiden,
Eastern, Western and Northern gates and the interior and ex
terior tamagaki, but all that was sanctioned was the repairs to the
Go Honden, and these were completed by the 7th month of
the tenth year of Meiji. On this occasion Chigi and Katsuogi,
which had formed no part of the Keicho building were added.
It was at this time, too, that the term Heiden was first used,
hitherto the building, 4 ken by 3 ken, connectiong the Go Hon
den and Haiden was called Tsukuriai fF it, a name which still
survrves.

In Meiji 18, 29, and 40, repairs, chiefly rethatching of roofs,
were carried out, but, in Taish6 14, a complete restoration of
the Go Honden and tamagaki was carried out at a cost of nearly
90,000 Yen, and this was followed by repairs to other buildings,
and the erection of more convenient and commodious Shinsenya
etc.

It is not possible with the space at my disposal to give a
descritpion of the shrine as it stands at present, but happily
the buildings are now all in good repair, though, it is greatly
to be regretted that it was not found possible to replace the old
Kair6.

The shrine authorities give the following dimensions of
the Go Honden.

Lower story 31 shaku S sun by 24 shaku 4 sun.
Upper story 19 shaku 3 san by 12 shaku 2 sun.
Height 49 shaku S sun.
It will be perceived that while the lower story has been

contracted, the upper story has been slightly expended and
that the building is S shaku lower than it was.

This device it may be suspected was resorted to in order
to save expense without sacrificing the dignity of the building.

It goes without saying that it is in reality practically a new
building though following closely the lines of the original.

I owe the accompanying drawings to the courtesy of
Nukaga Taiko, Shuten.
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SESSHA & MASSHA

At the present day there are but 2 Sessha and 4 Massha.
The Sessha are Sannomiya, and Shichinomiya, and stand re
spectively west, and east, of the Go Honden within the tamagaki .
Sannomiya is sacred to Hikohohodemi no Mikoto i.e. the ;rd
son of Konohanaskuyahime, and Shichinomiya is said to he
her 7th son, though neither Kojiki nor Nibonsbohi chronicle
the birth of more than ; sons.

During the Tokugawa era, however, there were no less
than 19 Sessha and 15 Massha, and Sannomiya and Shichinomiya
were then included among the latter.

Like that of the main shrine, the worship of these Sessha
and Massha was conducted with mixed rites, and with the com
plete separation of Shinto from Buddhism, they were purged
of all Buddhist pollution, and many of them had to be renamed
theirs, for example, Gozu Tenn6 became Yasaka,

Various changes in the classification of the shrines took
place, thus, in Meiji 4 (1871), there were declared to be 4 Sessha
and 14 Massha, but this includes only those shrines within
the precincts of the main shrine. Then, in Meiji 8, while no
change was made in the Sessha, the Massha were increased to
29, and ; more shrines were classified as Zokusha. In Meiji
10, a further change was made, and the Sessha were increased
to 9, and the Massha became 28, and, finally, in Meiji the
present arrangement was come to, the other shrines being
declared independent. Though independent some of them
have an intimate tie with the old Mother shrine, thus Wakano
miya and Ninomiya are the abodes respectively of Hoderi no
Mikoto and Hosuseri no Mikoto, the eldest and second sons
of Konohanasakuya hime. Yama no miya, sacred to Asama
Okami, is believed to have been the principal site of her wor
ship till the time of the Emperor Heizei. Here for long years
past with the exception of a small & mfor the use of the priests
on the occasion of the Yama no miya Shinko in the 4th month,
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there have been no buildings, merely stone foundations, and a
sakaki tree represents the Go Shintai,

There is an amusing reference to it in Hitachi Pudoh ('lit If!!!
ii. ± iiC) under the heading Tsukuba gun " An old man relates
that in old days Mioya no Kami (~mI.Jii1l!) went on a round of the
abodes of the deities and came to M ~ -ffi (Fujitake) in the pro
vince Suruga. It had grown dark, and he said he wished to stay
the night. Fukuji no Kami, however, replied saying "we are
celebrating the first fruits of the millet, and are fasting in the
house" and refused. Then Mioya no kami was angry and wept
saying "You I why do you refuse your father? The mountain
on which you dwell for your life shall be covered with snow
Winter and Summer, and it will always be cold so that people
shall not be able to climb it, and there shall be nothing to eat
and drink." The story continues that Mioya no Kami no
Mikoto went on his way and came to Tsukubasan, where the
deity, in spite of the fast, welcomed him. Mioya no Kami was
highly gratified and promised that snow should not fall, that
there should be abundance to eat and drink, and people coming
offering dances and songs. and this continues to the present day.
This is the reason why Fuji is always under snow while Tsukuba
is free from it.

Fuji written indifferently 1ir~, 1ti±, ~=, gi& and B1~

is of great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
of the Emperor Korei. It is unquestionably the abode of the
Jinushi no kami (ill; 3::. jJItI), called Fuji Tayii and generally identified
as Oyamatsumi. According to tradition it originally occupied
the site now occupied by Asama Jinja, and was moved to its
present site in Omiya (~m) in the Daido era (806-9)' Suzuka
Tsuretane in his Jinja Kakuroku believes Fuji Jinja to be the same
as Yama miya, but this is clearly a mistake. In the Daiguji
Fuji uji papers it is stated that Asama Okami took up her abode
at Fuji Jinja while the main shrine was being rebuilt.

Oyamatsumi,
Oyamatsumi,

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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RANK AND STATUS

With regard to the rank of the Deity and her shrine mention
has already been made of the fact that, in Ninju (8j 1-3), Kono
hanasakuya was given the Lower 3rd rank, then, on Jogwan
1.1.2.7, when all the principal shrines of the Kinai and Shichido
were advanced one step, she was promoted to Upper 3rd. It is
worth noting that at this time that outside the Kinai, and im
mediate neighbourhood, the only deities of higher rank were
those of Kashima and Katori, both Lower rst, and Atsuta,
Upper znd, while these of Mishima and Imbe were of the same
rank.

In view of the fact that no further promotion is recorded
in the national annals, the Naimusho refuses to accord the deity
of Asama more than the Upper 3rd rank, but, in Shojinki ~ ~ lie
and Sbosba Kongenki, we find, under date Engi 7.j .2.. Suruga no
Kami Fuji Myojin, Lower znd rank, and in KoknnaimyojinchO
~ Pi~ jlfl~ "Upper rst rank Asama Daimyojin in Fuji Gori."
Then in Engishiki Asama is described as Myojindai, Towards
the end of the Heian period, the shrines of all the provinces
were graded, and Asama was made the Ichinomiya, or principal
shrine of Suruga. When in Meiji 4 a new system of grading
shrines was introduced, Asama was made Kokuheichiisha, or
provincial shrine of the znd class, (there was originally none of
the rst class). Finally on Meiji 2.9.7.8 Asama was declared
Kwampeitaisha, or national shrine of the rst class, and on I I.3,
Viscount Maeda, as Chokushi (4ifJ~), presented a sernmyo (1i:1fIt)
from the Emperor Meiji.

TERRITORIAL POSSESSIONS ETC.

Some 180 pages of Asama jinja no Rekishi are devoted to
the territorial possessions and income of the shrine, but I must
here dismiss the subject briefly. There are no records prior to

the Kamakura age, but it may safely be asserted that, in the old
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days, the shrine was handsomely endowed, and, though with
the rise of the Buke, the Court and Kuge declined, Asama
Jinja received the veneration of the Buke, and the Hojo, Takeda,
Imagawa etc. in particular made handsome gifts of lands and
at the height of their prosperity they undoubtedly owned exten
sive tracts in Fuji, and Abe god, in Suruga and Iwata, and
Suchi gori, in Totomi, but, from the time of the troubles of
the Yoshino era, their tenure was at the best precarious.

On Tensho 18.12..18 Hideyoshi in a Shuin appears to have
fixed the possessions of the shrine at 380 Koku. Of this 36
Koku was earmarked for the daily offerings, and 135 for the
expense of the 75 festivals. It should, however, be mentioned
that the original of this Shuin is no longer extant, but only a
copy. This, however, refers only to a portion of the revenue,
for a Shuin of Bunroku 1 makes clear that the gross total was
1710, but this it must be understood included not only all the
Sessha and Massha, but also the Betto, and Buddhist establish
ments.

Subsequently during the Tokugawa era each Shogun shortly
after accessions issued a fresh Shuin, and certain changes were
effected, but for all practical purposes the revenue of the shrine
remained more or less the same.

With the establishment of the Okunomiya in Meiji 13 there
were two separate shrine precincts. At Hongii they now extend
over 17,077 tsubo of which 1I,12.0 tsubo left and right of the
shrine are laid out as a Shin-en, or divine garden, including the
famous Sakura no Baba (.!!fr :1;;), the cherry tree being considered
symbolical of Konohanasakuyahime.

The precincts of the Okunomiya are far more extensive
for everything above j\..g., i.e. the 8th stage, is included, giving
an area of 1,151,845 tsubo, but all of it being at an elevation
of 10,600 feet and over, no tree or grass will grow. This was
finally determined in Meiji 33. The present buildings which
date from Meiji 34 are naturally small and unpretentious. The
Go Honden which is in Shimmei zukuri covers 5 tsubo and the
Heiden 1t. The Haiden is in Kirizuma zukuri, and covers
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2.7 tsubo, and there is also a small Shamusho, and a plain torii
in Shimmei zukuri.

PRIESTS

Up till the restoration the shrine was served by a Daiguji
(* 'a' ~), Kumon (~x), Anzu (~3::), and numerous Shake and
by a Betto (ilU ~) and many Shaso (Ml: «t), or Buddhist priests, but,
at earliest, probably this system dated only from the Kamakura
era. The titles Kumon and Anzu are not commonly met with
in shrines. In old days, in the Imperial Court, the Kumonjo
was a kind of record office, which dealt also with accounts, and
it may be presumed that the Kumon of Asama was in charge of
the records, and financial side of the shrine. The Anzu were
the scribes of the Kebiishi (~~F it ~), and the Anzu of Asama,
therefore, no doubt, superintended the legal side of the shrine.
Unfortunately there is little to guide us with regard to primitive
times, but Sandaijitsuroku, under date Jogwan 6.8.5, makes men
tion of the Negi and Hafuri of Asama Myojin, Then in a book
called "Kokinmonogatari." "There is a Kannushi of Fuji no
Miya of Suruga. He is called Waki no Mitsutoki," and in
those days a Kannushi was superior to a Negi. There is then
complete silence with regard to the service of Asama till Genko
3.9+ (1333), when an Imperial rescript makes mention to Fuji
Daigujikwan ("'- ± *1r m1'r). It is not, however, until a rescript
of Kwansh6 3 (1462) that we meet with the family name of
Fuji, and this man seems to have been Wanibe Tadatoki, and
an inscription on a statue of Daihi, in Daihido, dated Bummei
10.3.2.1, we find "Daigiiji Saki no Noto no Kami Tadatoki and
his son Chikatoki " and, from this time down to the restoration,
the Daigiiji was always of the Fuji family, the last and 44th
being Nobumoto. According to the family tradition the Wanibe
were descended from the Emperor Kosho, and the 17th genera
tion, Toyomaro, being a large land owner in Fuji gori, served
the shrine from Enryaku 20 (801). It was Toyomaro who first
assumed the family name of Fuji, and his descendant in the 17th
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generation, Tokimune, who first became Daiguii, probably at
the beginning of the Kamakura era. Takatoki mentioned in
the rescript of Kwansho was 14 generations from Tokimune.

The Kumonke were originally a collateral of the Wanibe,
but practically nothing is known of them till, in Tensho 5,
Chiyomaru, the znd son of Washino Kiheie no Suke, Tokushige,
revived the office. The Washino family were Seiwa Genji
(m fI:I imt ~), descended from Yoshikuni, son of Yoshiie. The
last and loth representation Reitoku became Gon Negi in Meiji
4, after the abolishment of the office of Kumon. The Anzu
were, likewise, originally of the Wanibe family, but practically
nothing is known with regard to them until Ubanosuke, younger
brother of the 33rd Daiguji Nobukimi, revived the office in
Genna 2 (1616). The last and r zth Anzu, Nobutsuna, retired
on the abolition of the office in Meiji 2.

In addition to these 3 superior grades, there were, until
the restoration, no less than 2 I offices held by Shake. I do not
propose to enter here into the question of the Buddhist per
sonnel, but it is necessary to recall that up to the restoration in
Meiji I, there was a mixed hierarchy.

It is not clear when the worship of Konohanasakuya was
first contaminated with Buddhist doctrines and practices, but,
in all probability, by the time that Asama Jinja was removed
to its present site, i.e. Daido, a departure from the pure rites
had already taken place, and it is believed that before the end
of the Kamakura era a Betta, at the head of numerous Shaso,
had already been installed. The Betta was responsible for the
reading of sutras before the Deities, and for the offering of Goma
(\\I 1t:).

It has already been seen that from the Yoshino era Asama
fell on evil days, and the office of Betta fell into abeyance, but
it was certainly revived in the person of one Soen in the Tensho
era (1573) and the office continued in existence till the restoration,
when the 30th in succession, Kenko, was secularized at the
time of the purging of Shinto from its Buddhist accretions. In
Tokugawa days the Betta ranked more or less on an equality
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with the Daiguji,
The Buddhist establishment comprised the Bette Hodoin

7 Bo (#i) and one "$ Dairenji, a branch temple ofHodoin. Hodoin
itself was a branch of Hoshoin of Koyasan i.e. Kogi Shingon
shii, A shuin of Ieyasu provided a revenue of 136 koku, of
which 76 was for the Betto, and the remainder for the Bo,

The Buddhist establishment at Asama underwent various
small changes during the Tokugawa era, but continued on the
same lines.

Then with the revival of the Jingikwan not only was Asama,
in common with all the other important shrines in the Empire,
purged of its Buddhist pollution, but the entire system of ad
ministration was changed, and the hereditary Shake were
abolished. In Meiji 4, Asama became a Kokuheisha, and, as
such, had a Giiji of the upper 7th rank, a Gon Giiji of lower
7th rank and 2 Negi, I Gon Negi, and 4 Shuten were appointed.
Since then various amendments have been made, and the staff
now consists of a Giiji, Negi and 3 Shuten.

FESTIVALS

We have no means of telling what form the festivals of
Asama took in primitive times, but, in view of the fact that under
date Jogwan 17.11.5, (on the first day of the monkey) we find
an entry of a festival being held in accordance with ancient
practice, we know that this day has been observed for well
over 1,000 years, and the "reisai" now held on the 4th of
November represents this date. But, up to the Meiji era, the
first day of the monkey of the r rth month was but one of 3
great festivals, the others being the first day of the monkey of
the 4th month, and the r j th day of the 9th month. There is
no means of knowing when these dates were fixed, but there is
evidence in the shape of a Nenchugyo]i called Fujiomiya Go
ShinjichO, dated Tensho 5.5.21, to show that they were then
observed. This book is somewhat disappointing, for it was
compiled mainly to show what offerings and preparations had
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to be made, and when, and gives no indication of the nature of
the festivals, but it appears to provide for 65 different rites, some
of which, for instance Hannyae (N ~ -€f), were purely Buddhistic.
In this connection it should be remembered that Hideyoshi's
Shuin ofTensho 18provides 135 koku for 75 festivals (~ If -I::;?a-li
l1t~Ht). There is also extant a Nenchugyoji of Keian 3 (1650).
This omits some of the items in the Tensho calendar, but adds
several, and brings the total up to 93.

It is manifestly impossible to name, much less describe,
the ceremonies of these festivals, and it must suffice to say that
the two Saru (Jtl) no hi festivals of the 4th and r rth months,
and the festivals of the r j th of the 9th month, were by far the
most important, and were solemnised with elaborate ceremonial,
and that the Betto and Shaso took part. On the day previous
to the two Saru no hi Matsuri, i.e. Hitsuji (:*) no hi, the Yama
no miya Go Shinko took place. A splendid procession com
prising the Daiguji in black robes, the Kumon in scarlet, the
Anzu, in green, and the remainder of the Shake in hunting
costume, and the Betto in scarlet robes, and the Shaso in black,
escorted a Sakaki tree, called Shikishiba, to the site of the old
Yama no miya, where rites were performed, and the procession,
including the Shikishiba, returned to Hongii.

In Meiji 6, the observance of the festival of the 15th of
the 9th month was discontinued, and, in the following year, that
of the first Sam no hi of the 4th month was no longer permitted
as a Daisai, and is preserved merely as a Shosai as the Yamano
miya Shinko, The Daisai of that r rth month, too, follows the
rules laid down for the Reisai of Kwan-kokuheisha, and is shorn
of its distinctive features. Happily two old festivals, distinctive
to Asama, survive, and they rank as Chiisai. After being in
abeyance for some years, in Meiji 6, permission was obtained
to revive that it•.~ matsuri, and it was held on the 5th of the
6th month, was fixed and it now extends from the 3rd to the
6th. This festival is said to have originated in Kenkyii 4 (1193)
when Minamoto Yoritomo encamped at Susono for hunting,
presented Yabusame horses. Other shrines, notably Tsurugaoka
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Hachimangii in Kamakura and Ikukunitama Jinja in Osaka had
a somewhat similar festival. The former shrine has renovated
it of late years.

The Taue no Matsuri, or planting of the divine rice, is a
festival common to almost all shrines, but performed with vary
ing rites . In old days at Asama it was celebrated on the 28th
of the 6th month, but fell into abeyance after the restoration,
but was revived on the 7th July in Meiji 12, and is now observed
annually on that date, with considerable magnificence, and old
time rites.

Though having nothing catalogued as a national treasure,
Asama Jinja has the honour to possess a "Go Shimpitsu ,.
in 8 characters 7( r::t:.:if fill ± :tcm of the Emperor Go-yozei
and the " gaku " of the Romon is from the brush of Shogoin
no Miya, dated Bunsei 2 (1819), and here is a fairly large collec
tion of old letters of the Hojo, Miyoshi and Takeda families.
There are also some swords and armour, and two Koto, which
were presented by Takeda Katsuyori on the occasion of the
rebuilding in Tensho , (I' 77)'
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IWJ ~ fJ$ ffd:

HISTORY OF THE DEITIES WORSHIPPED

The Aso Maru is one of half a dozen comparatively small
vessels primarily for cargo though provided with passenger
accommodation that took their names from mountains, but
Asozan, though an active volcano of some 5,000 feet, unques
tionably owes its fame to Aso J iinisha and I have, therefore,
no hesitation in regarding Aso-no-Okami and his spouse as
the godparents of the vessel.

I have been fortunate enough to induce Suzuka Sanshichi
of the library of the Imperial University in Kyoto to inscribe
the title for me. The Suzukas were for generations retainers
of the Urabe (Yoshida) family who held the hereditary post of
Jingikwan, and Sanshichi is the grandson of Tsuratane, author
of Jinja I0Jkuroku, one of the most useful books for the study
of the shrines included in Engishiki. I take this opportunity
of tendering him my warmest thanks for the honour he has
done me.

Officially Aso Jinja is described as being one za, the abode
of Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto, and a visitor knowing nothing of
the history of the shrine would consequently be surprised to find
that there are 3 separate Goten. Though the term za (~) is
by no means synonymous with Hashira (a), as a general rule
each Goten has its za which however may be the joint abode
of two or more deities. It is quite common for one Goten to
contain several za; thus for example, at Iwashimizu there is
but the single Goten but within that Goten there are ; separate
za, one for Hondawake no Mikoto, one for Hime Kami, and
one for Jingu Kogo, and various similar instances might be
quoted. It is however very rare for a shrine with more than
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one Goten to have only one za.
The Kamo Wakeikazuchi shrine at once comes to mind,

but there one Goten is the Gonden or building for temporary
occupation; habitually it is unoccupied and when it is occupied
then the Go Honden is empty. Takebe is a curious example, for
though there are two Goten one of which is called the Gonden,
that Gonden is permanently occupied by a deity and not the
same deity as the occupant of the Go Honden and yet there is
but one za. Hirota (,.1II), however, is a parallel instance to
Aso. At Hirota though there are 5 Goten there is but the one
za, the abode of the Aramitama of Amaterasu Omikami, but
the other 4 Goten were added long after the Engi era. The
Naimusho in fixing the number of za are probably largely guided
by Engishiki. Now in this book only 4 shrines appear for the
whole of the province of Higo, I at Dai and the other 3 at Shoo
There is no such shrine as Aso Jinja, but Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto
Jinja (fft§ft1fir;fljl:) appears as Myojin-dai and Asohime Jinja
and Kuninomiyatsuko Jinja as Myojin-sho. By what process
these three shrines are converted into one za under the name of
Aso Jinja requires the official mind, but it must be remembered
that the number of za really resolves itself largely into a question
of finance. Engishiki lays down that certain offering shall be
made by the Court at certain seasons in the case of Takeiwatatsu
no Mikoto, Niiname, Ainame and Tsukiname and also Myojinsai
and a Rinjisai and these offerings were made to the za, not to the
deity or deities. Thus if Aso Jinja were regarded as 3 za the
offerings would be 3 times the amount. The Naimusho must
however not be accused of having invented the name Aso Jinja,
which appears to have been used, for Tsukushi Pudoki (it~1I\.±

RC) speaks of Aso Jingii.
According to the shrine tradition of Aso, Asotsuhime, con

sort of Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto, was from the outset wor
shipped with her Lord, but we will return later to this point.

Before proceeding further it will be well to see who
Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto was and how he came to be worshipped
in Aso and in order to do so it will be necessary to go back to

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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ASO JINJA 479

the days of the Heavenly Sovereigns who held their Court in
the province of Hyuga, Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no Mikoto
was the 4th son of the third and last of those Heavenly Sovereigns,
Fukiaezu no Mikoto, and Kojiki informs us that he esposued
Ahira hime, sister of Obashi no Kimi of Ata, and that she bore
him two sons, Tagishimimi no Mikoto and Kisumimi no Miko
to. Of Ahirahime and Kisumimi we hear no more, but when
after the death of his august father, Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko
no Mikoto decided to proceed eastward and found the Empire,
Tagishimimi no Mikoto almost certainly already of mature
years accompanied his father. When after many vicissitudes
Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no Mikoto had pacified the country
he ascended the Throne at Kashihara and became the first of
the A ~ or earthly Sovereigns and is known in history as the
Emperor Jimmu. He then enquired of his ministers who would
make him a suitable consort and he was informed that there
was a surpassing fair miaden, the daughter of a Deity, and His
Majesty caused her to be summoned and being graciously pleased
with her, wedded her and nominated her Empress. The Ko
jiki gives her name as Isukeyorihime, but Nibonsboki calls her
Himetatara Isuzuhime and moreover though agreed that she
was the daughter of Mizokuihime, the former gives Omononushi
no Kami as her father and the latter Kotoshironushi no Kami,
Both are deities of the Izumo cult and the Emperor Jimmu's
consort was accordingly a Kunitsukami.

It may be as well to mention that the official Imperial
genealogical table regards Kotoshironushi no Kami as the
father-in-law of the first Emperor. Isukeyorihime, according
to Kojiki, bore the Emperor 3 sons, Hikoyai no Mikoto,
Kamuyaimimi no Mikoto, and Kamununakawamimi no Mikoto,
but Nihonshoki makes no mention of the first name. In the
fullness of the time the Emperor J immu departed from this
terrestrial sphere and in the absence of any special reason to
the contrary Hikoyai no Mikoto should have succeeded.

But the third son, Kamununakawamimi no Mikoto, finally
succeeded and is known in history as the znd Emperor Suizei.
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We hear no more of Kamuyaimimi no Mikoto, except that he
was the ancestor of the Aso no Kimi and many other people,
Takeiwatatsu no Mikot.o, the chief deity of Aso Jinja, being a
son of his. Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto however was not in
Yamato when his grandfather died. As a matter of fact the
name Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto appears nowhere either in Kojiki
or Nihonshoki but Dazaikannaishi under Takeiwatatsu-no-Mikoto
Jinja we find and I quoted from KojiNlim- "In Engi (i.e. the
history of Aso Jinja) Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto was the 6th son
of Kamu Yaimimi no Mikoto, second son of Jimmu Tenno,
when his grandfather Jimmu Tenno going on his Eastern
expedition from Hyiiga, founded the capital at Kashihara in
Yamato, the distant provinces, has not submitted and in the
spring of the 76th year being anxious, he ordered his grandson
Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto to go from Ujigo in Yamashiro to
Aso. Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto made a circuit of Aso and build
ing a palace dwelt there. The palace was at. Miyaji... His
augustness married Hime Kami, daughter of Knsakabe Yoshimi
no Kami, who gave birth to Hayamikatama no Mikoto. His
age was 107."

Dazaikannaisbi (;;t*'If I"J 15) states that there are several
books called Asa Sha Engi, all of them containing much that
is obscure. Dazaikannaishi is a book in 82 volumes compiled
in the Tempo era by Ito Tsunetari and is drawn from a num
ber of old manuscript books. The fact that Engi writes Jimmu
Tenno shows that it is not very old, for his posthumous name
was not bestowed until the Enryaku era (782-8°3) and. pro
bably did not come into general use until considerably later.

According to the Aso tradition Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto
is said first to have arrived in Hyiiga, and here at the modern
Miyazaki he worshipped his august grandfather and this is
regarded at Aso at any rate as the founding of the Kwampei
taisha Miyazaki Jingii. Now in view of the fact that the Heav
enly Sovereigns had resided in Hyuga for many aeons and 80
years had elapsed since Kamu Yamato Iwarehiko no Mikoto set
forth for Yamato, but it is not to be supposed that the whole of
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Tsukushi was uncivilised, nor do I think should we be justified
in supposing that the country was in revolt, but it required
an accredited representative of the Imperial family to control
and develop it.

The configuration of the Aso country was then very dif
ferent from what it is today and the whole of the high tableland
surrounding Aso was a huge lake with a circumference of over
100 miles. One of the first objects to which Takeiwatatsu
no Mikoto turned his attention on arrival in Hynga was to con
vert this lake into a fertile place suitable for agriculture. He
therefore set out from Miyazaki and proceeded northwest till
he came to a place called Kusakabe some two ri inside the borders
of Higo and here he found Yoshimi no Kami who had already
drained a portion of the great lake. It is here necessary to
pause and consider who this Yoshimi no Kami, who became the
father-in-law of Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto, was, and it is a matter
of considerable difficulty.

There is to this day at Kusakabe mura in Aso gun a Gosha
(_ti:) called Kusakabe Jinja where Yoshimi no Kami is worship
ped, and according to the tradition of this shrine, he was no other
than Hrlcoyai no Mikoto, eldest son of the Emperor Jimmu by
Isukeyorihime, and he is said to have come to Kusakabe from
Hyuga in the 69th year of his father's reign. As to when he
left Yamato for Hyuga and why the heir to the Throne should
have been sent on a distant mission, I have heard no tradition,
but presumably it was as Viceroy and a subsequent similar in
stance will be recalled when the eldest son of the Emperor Sujin
Toyokiirihiko became the Viceroy of Kenu no Kuru.

If this tradition of Kusakabe be accepted, then Takeiwatatsu
no Mikoto joined his uncle and having married his daughter,
set forth for the northern side of the great volcano to undertake
there the work that his uncle had commenced on the southern
side. Though some 3 cho (PIJ) behind Kusakabe Jinja the Misa
sagi of Hikoyaimimi no Mikoto is shewn, there are considerable
difficulties in accepting the story, for it seems incredible that the
national annals should make no mention of so important an
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event as the despatch of the heir to the Throne to Hynga,
According to another story, Yoshimiko was a local Kunitsukami.
There can be no question that the tomb is very ancient indeed,
for it is surrounded by giant cedars which must be well over
1,000 years old and they are said to be seedlings from the stump
of an old cedar which stands in the centre of the tumulus. It
is worth mentioning that Kusakabe Jinja occupies a very curious
site at the bttom of a hollow and that, instead of ascending flight
of steps as in the case to most shrines, worshippers at Kusakabe
Jinja have to descend over 100 steps. I make no apology for
dwelling on Kusakabe Jinja, for as will be seen subsequently
it had an intimate connection with Aso.

Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto having successfully accomplishd
his great engineering feat of draining the land, then set himself
to the task of instructing the people in the science of agriculture.
Doubtless for a considerable time while the draining work was
in progress Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto had no fixed abode moving
about to superintend the work, but as soon as it was finished
he settled upon the site now occupied by the town of Miyaji.
In this town there is a small Sonsha forming a Massha of Aso
called Yamura (* t-t) or the arrow village, and the tradition is
that when there one day he took his bow and let fly an arrow
saying where this arrow falls there will I fix my abode. The
arrow fell on the site of the present Aso Jinja, and the place
therefore received the name of Miyachi ('8" iIfi) or palace land.

The withdrawal from this earth of his corporeal presence
is nowhere recorded, but according to Engi, in the 6th month
of the 9th year of the reign of the Emperor Kiire: i.e, B.e. 282,
Aso no Miya was built (~i!) by Imperial orders. That at this
date there was anything in the nature of what we should now
call buildings is highly improbable. If the report is to be credited
at all we should, I think, picture no more than a fence.

We may pass now to the reign of the Emperor Keiko and
a curious passage in Nihonshoki which must be quoted in full,
for it is the only reference to the deities of Aso in the canonical
books. It occurs under date 16th day of 6th month of the t Sth

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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year of the reign while His Majesty is making a progress in
Tsukushi and runs as follows:-" He arrived at the land of
Aso. The level tracts of that land were wide and far reaching,
but no dwellings of men were to be seen. The Emperor said:
, Are there any people in this country?' Now there were two
Deities, one called Asotsuhiko and the other Asotsuhime,
who suddenly assuming human form sauntered forward and
said .:g.=A tEfiiI ~ A Jm ittt! j(: PI! S PI'* we two are here, how
can it be said there are no people. Therefore that place was
called Aso."

There can be no doubt that Asotsuhiko is Takeiwatatsu
no Mikoto and Asotsuhime his spouse, but the signification of
the passage is hard to interpret. It must however be remembered
that Aso is a volcano and if there had recently been a serious
eruption this would account for no dwellings. The probability
is however that the whole passage has been inserted to explain
the etymology of the word Aso. Just previously we find with
regard to Higo "therefore this land was called Hi no Kuni
j( fiiIll." The supposed etymology of Aso ~. is by no means
easy to explain, but the deities enquired of the Emperor Keiko
why fiiI he said there were no people there. fiiI is now read
" Naso " but Iida Takesato quotes several passages from
Manyoshii showing that the sounds "Na "and "a" were in
old days practically interchangeable; thus we find !Ji: £ Aze
i.e. Naze why and again !Ji: ff Ii! Adoka i.e. Nadoka also meaning
why. Now though as before related, Engi states that Aso no
Miya was built in the reign of Korei the passage above quoted
continues: "at the time of the progress of the Emperor Keiko,
His Majesty ordered Hayamikatama no Mikoto to build Aso
Jinja at Miyaji." We must assume therefore that the original
shrine had been elsewhere but we will return later to the question
of site. There is some little difficulty about Keiko's orders to
Hayamikatama no Mikoto.

According to Kokuzohonki (1iII a *Ie.) Hayamikatama no Mi
koto (ilK.~ 1l'It), son of Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto, was appoint
ed Kuninomiyatsuko in the reign of Mizugakinomiya i.e. the

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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Emperor Suijin and therefore at least I zo years before the visit
of the Emperor Keiko.

Moreover the Emperor Sujin was unquestionably the loth
generation from the Emperor Jimmu whereas Hayamikatama
no Mikoto is said to be but the 4th. His father Takeiwatatsu
is said to have come to Hyuga in the 76th year of Jimmu B.C.
585. The Emperor Sujin reigned from B.C. 97-30 and the
rSth year of the Emperor Keiko was A.D. 88 and there is there
fore clearly something wrong in the chronology. Either Haya
rnikatama no Mikoto must have been a name borne by several
generations or Kokllzohonki in describing Hayamikatama no
Mikoto as a son of Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto meant no more
than a descendant. Too much importance however must not
be attached to these apparent discrepancies and we must be satis
fied with knowing that already in the beginning of the Nara
era the worship of Aso no Okami had been established so long
ago that the details regarding its foundation had become con
fused.

THE SITE

We may now return to the question of site. Nowadays
officially it is described as being in Kumamoto ken, Higo no
kuni, Miyaji machi and that it has been there for many hundred
years is beyond dispute, but there is considerable doubt whether
it occupies its original site.

Shaku Nihongi quoting from Tsukushi Fudoki now no longer
extant says, "Higo no Kuni Aso (R *) Agata. There is a bald
mountain zo ri to the south-west of this Agata; it is called
Asogatake. On the summit is a sacred lake with stones round
it forming a fence.... Half-way up the mountain (If:! m) is a
place called Aso Jingu."

Higochishiryaku (e f&ilIl~~) under the heading Aso Dai Jingii
oyobi Kuninomiyatsuko says, " Aso Jiinigu is in Miyaji mura.... "
Aso Uji no Ki says: "the place where Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto
made his dwelling is called Miyachi. Some 50 cho south-west

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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of this is a place called 'F Jt (Shimono) where Takeiwatatsu used
to go hunting. After he had ascended and the shrine had
been instituted the people of the shrine (11' A) used to hunt there
and in accordance with his wishes the boar and deer slain were
offered to him. When Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto first descended
he took the wife Himekami, daughter of Kusakabe Yoshimi
no Kami who gave birth to Kuninomiyatsuko Hayamikatama
no Mikoto. Yoshimi no Kami was the ancestor of the Gon
Dai-Guji, Sannomiya Kunitaki Daimyojin." It seems that in
the opinion of the Aso family Aso J iinigii was the original
shrine and that in old days there was no shrine on the top of
the mountain. The shrine on the top was established in later
days by the Buddhist priests and is not to be credited. In the
opinion of the Buddhist priests however the shrine on the top
was original and is called Kami no Miya. The Miyaji Jiinigu.
is called Shimo no Miya. But according to Shaku Nihongi
quoting from Tsukushi Fudoh Aso Jingii in very old days was.
half-way up the mountain.

In the shrine on the top of the mountain a Jiiichimen
Kwannon (+ - 008 if) is installed and it is said to be the Honchi
of Aso no Okami, but this is a mistake. The great deity was a.
grandson of Jimmu Tenno and at this time Buddhism had not
been introduced. Why then Senju Kwannon (thousand-handed
Kwannon) it may be asked. A distinction must be made be
tween what was called the Jingii half way up the mountain and
the Kwannon to the top: they are not the same."

Higochishiryaku, it should be said, is a M.S. book in 10

volumes written by Izawa Nagahide in Hoei 3 (1706) and my
quotation is taken from Kojiruien.

Kojiruien also quotes the following passage from Hisba
meishoryakki. "The fact that Shaku Nihongi quoting from
Tswshi Fudoh says that in old days the Jingii was half way up
Asozan is not widely known. The shrine at Miyaji is now called
Shimo no Yashiro and this is a proof. When Miyaji Jiinigu
was founded is not clear. There is a tradition to the effect
that the present Jiinisha was built by Kai Soun (1508-1583).'~great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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From these quotations it will be seen that there are three distinct
opinions, but that authors place implicit confidenec in TSllkNshi
Flldoki. We have, however, to ask ourselves whether Urabe
no Kanetomo had this book before him or whether he was
merely quoting from hearsay or from some so-called Flldoki
of later date.

On the summit of Asosan there are 3 lakes called Kami no
Ike (JiIIIlIl it!!.) or more commonly simply Miike (~itP.) and to this
day these 3 lakes are regarded as containing the spirits of Takei
watatsu no Mikoto, his consort Asotsuhime and their son Haya
mikatama no Mikoto and there is a small Sessha known as Sanjo
no Miya, but as we have already seen, the tradition of Aso
Jinja is against the summit of the mountain being considered
the original shrine. Strictly speaking neither the lakes nor
the shrine are on the summit, that is to say, on the highest peak
of Aso, but stand at an elevation of 1,142 metres and it was
here that the Buddhists established a Honchido, First and
foremost Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto was a deity of agriculture
and his great work was the draining of the high tableland and
the rendering of it fit for the production of grain, and it would
seem natural that his worship should be instituted on the scene
of the principal labours. Though Baron Itozu, Giiji of Aso,
is disinclined to accept the theory, I do not feel sure that the
worship of the mountain was not one of the steps taken by
Tskeiwatsarsu no Mikoto himself to safeguard the country he
had reclaimed and ensure its fruitfulness, or in other words,
he recognised the constant eruptions of the mountain as the
greatest menace to the prosperity of his territory. Mter his
death the most natural place to institute his worship would have
been the vicinity of his tomb. Now on the vicinity of Miyaji
there are many old tumuli and though it is not possible to point
to anyone of them and say definitely that that is the tomb of
Takeiwatatsu no Mikoro, there are two large mounds within
about a mile to the north of the present Aso Jinja that may well
be those of the deity and his spouse. Now if Takeiwatatsu
no Mikoto had during his life time taken steps to propitiate
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the volcano those steps would almost certainly have been con
tinued by his son and it would, it seems to me, be a natural
development that in the course of time the worship of the moun
tain should become associated with Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto
himself, for his spirit would be regarded as taking possession
of the lakes and calming the angry elements in the mountain.
I must admit that I am submitting no more than a hypothesis.

Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto did not content himself merely
with the draining and planting of the Aso tableland; he went
much further and set himself to counteract the drawbacks
from which the district suffered owing to its geographical
position. Though the deposits from the volcano rendered
the soil fertile, the frequent eruptions lay the harvest open to
the danger of being destroyed at any moment and like a far
seeing man Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto insured himself and he
propitiated the crater. Unluckily we have no means of knowing
what premium he paid nor what were his yearly charges in this
respect but we are fortunately rather better off with respect
to another of his measures. The Aso tableland lies at an eleva
tion of some 1,600 feet and consequently suffers from early frosts.
He established a frost shrine (JI It) at least, that is the tradition
of Aso and the frost counteracting measures instituted by him
are still carried out as we shall see when we come to a considera
tion of the Calendar.

INFLUENCE OF BUDDHISM

In IEgo Cbisbi, as we have seen, reference is made to Buddhist
priests in connection with the worship of Aso and we must there
fore see from what date and to what extent the worship of Aso
was influenced by Buddhism. There is still at the present day a
small temple called Saigenden- Ji in Kurakawa mura quite close
to Miyaji machi and this, though having now no connection
whatever with Aso Jinja, is the survival of the old Jinguji
which was one of the most influential temples in the province
of Higo and had no less than 37 B6 tJi.
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The temple claims to have been founded by a priest called
SaieiTokushi in the reign of the Emperor Shomu, but among the
Aso papers is a statement that in Ten.-yo 1 (1144) it was founded
by Saieitokushi under the directions of Aso Dai Giiji Tomotaka.
It will be seen that, while both accounts are agreed that the
founder was Saieitokushi there is a discrepancy of some 400
years in date. While it is not impossible that a temple was
founded in the Aso district in the Emperor Shomo's reign
I think it may safely be said that the connection of Buddhist
priests known at Aso as Kuso (~ft) dates only from the Tenyo
era but there is not wanting evidence that from that date they
exercised very considerable power and influence and it is, I
think, clear that the worship of Sanjo was almost entirely in
their hands.

ASO }ONIZA

Though, as I have said, officially there is but one za even
nowadays Aso ]inja Ymshoryakki speaks of Aso Jiiniza that is
u za of Aso.

These twelve za and the deities enshrined are:

Itbi no I'1Irya.-Takeiwatatsu no Mikoto, son of Karouyaimimi no
Mikoto.

Ni no mrya.-Asotsuhime, daughter of Kunitatsu no Kami.
San no I'1Irya.-Kunitatsu no Kami (also called Yoshimi no Kami),

and Hikoyae no Mikoto,
This deity was the father of Asotsuhime who lived at Yoshi no miya,

Kusakabe.
There are to this day in Kusakabe Mura a shrine with the status of

Gosha called Kusakabe Yoshino Miya and San no Miya, i.e. a Gobunrei
of this shrine (vide supra).

Sbi no mrya.-Himemiko no Kami, Consort of Kunitatsu no Kami.
Go no miya.-Hikomiko no Kami, also called Korehito no Kami and

Yaimimi no Mikoto, grandson of Takeiwatsu no Katni and son of Hayami
katama no Mikoto,

Like Sannomiya this is a Gobunrei, the original shrine being Kosa
Jinja, a Gosha in Kami.

Roku no mrya.-Wakahime no Kami, Consort of Go no miya.
Shithi no mrya.-Niihiko no Kami, son of Kunitachi no Kami and

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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brother of Asotsuhime.
HiUhi "0 ";.1'" Nlihime no Kami, daughter of Shichi no miya.
KJI no mry".--,Wakahiko no Kami, son of Shichi no miya and youngest

brother of Hachi no miya.
j" no "';.10;-Yahime no Kami, consort of Shichi no miya.
[uicbi flO .i1o.-Hayamikatama no Kami, eldest son of lehi and Ni

no miya.
This Waka miya Is slso a Gobunrei, the original shrine being the

Kensha Kuainomiyatsuko Jin;' about 3miles from Aso Jinja. The name
of this shrine is derived from the fact that the deity Hayamikatama no Kami
was the first Kuni-no-Miyatsuko of Aso whose appointment we find
chronicled in KDluizo Honki under the reign of the Emperor Sujin.

From this it must be inferred that Takeiwatatsu no Kami's was in
the nature of a special mission of superior status to the ordinary Kokuzo,

[uni nomryo.-Kanagori no Kami, otherwise known as the and Emperor
Suizei, uncle of Takeiwatatsu no Kami.

These JUniza (+=*) are undoubtedly of gradual growth
and it seems probable that Hayamikatama no Mikoto originally
instituted the worship of his father and mother, i.e. 2. za and
that after his death his worship was added. It might therefore
have been expected that the shrine of Hayamikatama no Mikoto
would be Sannomiya, while in point of fact, as we have seen.
it is J iilchi no Miya, but this is I think explained by the fact that
originally Hayamikstama no Mikoto had his own separate shrine.
viz. Kuni no Miyatsuko Jinja and that his worship was incor
porated at Miyaji very considerably later.

Mention has already been made of the fact that the Kusakabe
family came to occupy the important office of Gon Dai Giiji
and doubtless when they took over this office they brought with
them the worship of their own Ujigami and Sannomiya and
Shinomiya are thus readily accounted for. though it is not possible
to say at what date they were added.

The other za all followed as natural developments, for they
are all in close relations.

It would, however, be interesting to know at what date
the shrine of the Emperor Suizei was added. for the worship
of Emperors except at their Misasagi was most uncommon.

I started by saying that there are now 3 separate Goten.
In the centre standing somewhat further back, then the
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other two is the Moromoro Jinja U""i1: in which the ,,13~

za recorded in Engishiki are accommodated together and it is
obvious that this is a comparatively late development.

Then in the Goten on the west are the 6 Male deities (M II)
and that on the east 6 f;r: III or female deities.

This arrangement and the present buildings however date
only from the Tempo era (1830-43) and it is believed that at
one time there were I z separate Goten in addition to that of
the Moromoro Jinja. Be this as it may, there is no doubt that
in the Kemmu era these 7 Goten included the Moromoro Jinja.
for we find them represented in an Emakimono Ot~4'm) bearing
date Kemmu 2. (I33S) in possession of the Aso Family.

The seven Goten all faced east, as they do to the present
day and in the centre were Ichi no Miya and Ni no Miya and
behind them to the west was the Moromoro Jinja. Then south
of Ichi no Miya was a Goten containing San, Go, Shichi and
Ku no Miya and to the north of Ni no Miya another Goten con
taining Shi, Roku, Hachi and Ju no Miya. Then east of the
combined Goten on the south was Jiiichi no Miya and east of
the combined Goten in the north was Juni no Miya.

This arrangement probably dated from after a £ire of Bunki
3 (ls03) when the shrine was completely burnt. Of the pre
Bunki buildings we have no certain knowledge except that they
are said to have been modelled on the palace buildings of the
capital, a style of which architecture being repeated on the
rebuilding.

Unfortunately these buildings were all burnt in Temmon
2.'; and the troublous times of Eiroku (I SS8-69), Genki (157°-2)
and Tensho (1573-91) ensued and the fortunes of Aso Jinja
and the Aso family fell to a low ebb and for many years they
were fain to rest content with makeshift buildings.

FORTUNES OF THE ASO FAMILY

The fortunes of Aso ]inja were largely the fortunes of the
Aso family and this family apart from the vicissitudes common
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to all experienced 3 distinct phases.
During the first phase they were Kuninomiyatsuko or

Imperial representatives and as such were in charge of all things
pertaining to worship within their jurisdiction. From this
they passed to being territorial magnates with castles all over
the Aso district and during the height of their power Aso Juni
sha flourished exceedingly. Then at the time of the Yoshino
the Aso warmly espoused the Nancho or losing cause, and for
this reason and also for a certain amount of family dissension,
for apart from the Kitabatake and Kusunoki who wholehearted
ly never faltered in their loyal allegiance to the southern Court
there was hardly a family in the whole Empire that had not a
foot in both camps, they emerged from this prolonged contest
greatly weakened. Consequently they became an easy prey
to the various military families such as Shimazu and Omura
during the Sengoku-Jidai and though I don't think there was
even a time when there was not at least a titular Daiguji, the
family fell on evil days and most of them and their branch houses,
Shake, either perished or fled or lived secretly in the mountains.
Then in Tensho when Hideyoshi invaded Satsuma, the titular
Daiguji was but a boy and Aso was late in sending to welcome
the great man and though the Mother of the Daiguji was astute
enough to remedy this, Hideyoshi regarded them with but tolera
tion and accorded them only a scanty revenue. It was not till
the Keicho (1596-1614) era when Kato Kiyomasa received the
province of Higo in fief that the fortunes of Aso became once
more prosperous. Kiyomasa endeavoured as far as possible
to revert to the system of the Yoshino Jidai and the old Shake
families were sought out and reinstated. The Daiguji however
as Daigu]i and nothing else, he never again became a territorial
magnate.

Kiyomasa was a fervent adherent of the Nichiren (B 3)
sect and therefore though the Jinguji was revived, the Buddhist
influence, I fancy, made itself less felt than it had been.
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FESTIVAL

An examination of the calendar shows clearly the paramount
importance attached to agriculture and especially rice culture
and is evidence of the Shintoku of Aso Okami in this respect.
Most shrines hold a Taue Matsuri, but at Aso this was the great
festival of the year and was held on the z6th of the sixth month.
I say it was the great festival, but in point of fact it is still, for
directly the formal official Reisai on the morning of the z8th
of July has been completed, the real business of the day, viz.
the Taue Matsuri, is held and the Deities in solemn procession
are conducted to the rice fields. Higo no KNni Shiryaku gives
the following synopsis of the personnel etc. :-

11 long spears. 60 muskets. 1 small girl dancers. 14 Unari.
100 men for planting rice. 100 women for planting rice. lOX.

1 lions. I big drum. 1 flutes. Dengaku, ~ big and small drums.
4 children. I Sakaki tree. I Sarutahiko mask. 1 samll halberds.
4 metal Tamagusa. u white Tamagusa. 1 big swords. ..
Mikoshi. J Tomoso, 11 Shake. Daigiiji.
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~ A * jjilJJ ffit

In 1924 the N.Y.K. embarked on an entirely new venture
and built two cargo vessels of some 7500 tons which they
equipped with Diesel engines.

The first of these to take the water was the" Asuka Maru,"
her sister, the ce Ata.go Maru," following shortly after
wards.

Asuka and Atago are names familiar to every child, and,
though Atago is the name of a mountain, and of a gun 111I,
of the province of Yamashiro, and Asuka of a district in the
province of Yamato, there is no doubt, I think, tha.tboth vessels
owe their names to shrines.

Asuka was, however, the capital of the Empire for many
years, and, in order that the shrine may be seen in its proper
setting, it may be well to recall briefly some of the chief points
in its history.

It is often said that Nara was the first permanent capital,
but this is, I think, true only in a sense, and Asuka may justly
claim that honour, and, indeed, it was the capital for a longer
period than Nara was. Asuka, however, was never a city, but
more a collection of hamlets, the palace and offices were not
permanent buildings, but each Sovereign selected the site which
appeared to him most suitable.

The KojiJej informs us that the 19th Emperor Ingyo, who
ascended the throne in 412, cc dwelt in the palace of Tootsu
Asuka (~:m.fif,) and ruled the Empire," but this was not a per
manent capital, and the next Emperor Anko lived at Anaho at
Isonokami. Then the 2;rd Emperor Kenso, during the 3
years of his reign, ruled from Chikatsu Asuka (ili:m .~). There
is some controversy with regard to this place, some people con
tending that it was in Kawachi, but Motoori is emphatic that
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it was approximately the same place as the Emperor Ingyo's
capital. It was, however, short lived, but, from the time that
the 33rd Sovereign, Suiko, established her Government at
Asuka Toyoura no miya in 592, Asuka remained the capital
until 719 when the 43rd Sovereign Gemmei removed to Nata,
though there were two brief intervals, i.e, the reign of the
Emperor Kotoku (645-654), when Naniwa was the capital,
though Asuka was also maintained, and the years 668-672, when,
first the Emperor Tenii, and then the Emperor Kobun, ruled
from Shiga in Omi. Asuka was thus the capital for 128 years
as against the 66 years of Nara, and it must be remembered that,
during these 66 years, the Emperor Shornu more than once
removed the capital, as for example, to Kuninomiya in 741.
During the Asuka period we have however the Toyoura no
Miya and Oharido no Miya of Suiko, the Okamoto no Miya
of Jomei, the Itsuki no Miya of the Empress Kogyoku, the
Kawara no Miya and Nochi oka no Miya of the Empress Saimei
the Kiyomihara no ~iya of the Emperor Temmu and the
Emperor J ito, and the Fujiwara no Miya of the EmperorMommu,
though it is possible that this last named should be considered
as outside the confines of Asuka proper. It may, I think, be
safely asserted that all these palaces combined including Fujiwara,
extended over an area less than that covered by the Emperor
Gemmei's city of Heijo (Nara). The foundations of what is
believed to have been the Daigokuden of Fujiwara no Miya
have recently been excavated at Kamoko rnura, aza Daigo, close
to Yagimachi, and this village is, as the crow flies, well under
a ri from Asuka ni masu Jinja. The original city of Hei jo
measured something over 45 cho north and south, by 40 cho
east and west.

An attempt must next be made to explain why Asuka is
written with characters which would, in an ordinary way, be
read at Tobutori or Hicho.

It is in the reign of the Emperor Richu that we first find
mention of Asuka in the national annals. The Kojiki, in re
cording the story of the killing of the unfaithful Sobakari, by
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Shaka-Sanzon in gold and copper housed in the Kondo,
or Main Hall of the Horyuit temple, Nara, so called be
cause it represents the Buddha with two followers sittinJ
on either side, produced in the Asuka period (552-644).
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Mizuhawake (afterwards the Emperor Hansho] says: ce Then
on the morrow he made his progress, so the place is called Chikatsu
Asuka (ili:m .~). The Prince was on his way from Naniwa to
Isonokami and Chikatsu Asuka was in Kawachi. Chikatsu,
near, referring to near Naniwa. Kojiki then continues " going
forward and reaching Yamato he said "I will halt here today,
and, having purified myself tomorrow, I will go forth and wor
ship at the shrine of the Deity, therefore the place is called
Tohotsu Asuka." Clearly the meaning of these places is con
nected with the word tomorrow, and tomorrow may be read
Asu . Tootsu, means far, far from Naniwa and is used in con
tradistinction to Chikatsu Asuka. Motoori commenting on
this passage in his Kojikiden says that he believes Asuka to mean
tomorrow dwell place and it was probably written PA B IF or
PA B 1m and the characters m.~ i.e, Tobutori were probably not
used until after the time of the Emperor Temmu.

Nihonshoki informs us that, in the r jth year of his reign,
the Emperor Temmu made %: .~, (Sucho), the Nengo and there
is a note saying that the characters were read Akarnirori, that is
to say Red Bird. Shoki then continues that at the same time
the palace of Kiyomihara at Asuka was given the name of m.~.

Now obviously the palace was not called Asuka Kiyomihara no
Miya, but almost certainly Tobutori Asuka Kiyomihara (m.~ PA B.
~ ~ ~ m! ) . The facts are not related for us, but, clearly, a large
red bird flew over the capital, and as it was regarded as of good
omen, "* .!if" (red bird), was chosen as the Nengo and m.~ (Tobu
tori), a flying bird, for the palace. In this way Tobutori became
" makuta kotoba " of Asuka, and finally though Tobutori was
dropped the characters were retained and PA B ff discarded .
This seems to be a reasonable explanation of a difficult problem,
for it must be remembered that though the Emperor Temmu
ordered the compilation of the Kojiki, it was not actually written
till many years after his death, and there is therefore no anach
ronism in finding Asuka written m.til in the reign of the
Emperor Richu . Asuka it is true, appears as m.~ in Klljiki,
which purports to have been compiled about 620, but the
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authenticity of this book is open to grave suspicion, and no
old text of it is extant.

Though a place called Asuka still exists in Kawachi, it
never became of importance. Motoori is of opinion that though
Chikatsu and Tootsu, near, and far, given in K'!iiki, originally
applied to distance, in the case of Keese's capital of Chikatsu
Asuka, Chikatsu referred to time, and was incontradistinction
to Ingyo's older capital of Tootsu Asuka, but that the locality
was the same.

We may now turn our attention to Asuka ni masu jinja,
and, in Engishiki, we find it described as being in Takechigorl
of the province of Yamato, 4 za, and the 4 za, are included in
the 71 Ainamesai no Kami, the 285 myojindai no Karni, and the
85 Kiu no Kami. Unfortunately Engishiki does not give the
names of the deities, but I do not myself think there can be any
reasonable doubt that Kamotsumiyae Kotoshironushi no Kami
is the principal deity, though the identity of the other 3 deities
is not so clear. Kujiki Chiki Honki, under Tsumiyae kotoshiro
nushi no kami, has the note "he abides at Takechi no yashiro
of Takechigori in the province of Yamato ; it is also called
Kamunabi no Asuka no Yashiro." This is clear enough, but
unfortunately in Engishiki there is another shrine called Takechi
miagata ni masu Kotoshironushi Jinja. There is some doubt
as to where this shrine was, but it is generally thought to be in
Unademura which however could not possibly be called Asuka
Kamunabi. Clearly there were two separate shrines, and it
occurs to me as possible that the ~ ji; "also called" of Chigi
Honki (:IIHIIt*i2.) should be ~~ "also abides." Though as I
have said somewhat of a suspect source it is important to bear
in mind that Kujikidefinitely gives Takechi no Yashiro, otherwise
calledKamunabi no Asuka no Yashiro, as the residence of Koto
shironushi no Kami, and no reference is made to Mihonoseki
or Nagata or Mishima, nowadays better known residences of
this deity, though, I think, it is now generally recognised that
Hirata was mistaken in believing Kotoshironushi to be the deity
of Mishima, which is really the abode of Oyamatsuoll.
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Though hardly necessary it will perhaps be well to recall
that Kotoshironushi no Mikoto was the son of Okuninushi no
Mikoto by Kamuyatatehime no Mikoto, and that prior to the
descent of the Heavenly Grandchild, he assisted his Father in
the administration of the land of central reed plains, and resided
in the province of Izumo. The high estimation in which his
father held him is demonstrated by the fact that whenTakemika
zuchi no Kami conveyed to Okuninushi no Mikoto the com
mands of the Sun Goddess, and asked whether he was prepared
to obey, Okuninushi no Mikoto replied that it was for his son
to decide. Kotoshironushi no Mikoto chanced to be absent
on a fishing expedition at Mihonoseki, but Toribune no Kami
was sent to fetch him. When the situation had been explained
to him, Kotoshironushi no Mikoto at once said ~ Z JItIII ~ :ft $
;R jlJIz; ~ T i.e. "Heard with reverence, do thou respectfully pre
sent this country to the son of the Heavenly Deity." Cham
berlain renders ~ Z as "I will obey," but I venture to think
that it expresses no more than respect, and that Kotoshironushi
no Mikoto merely advises his father to cede the country.

This is followed by a passage of extreme difficulty I'!P mill
~ Rl'i ffij ;R ~ =f ~ 1ft W~ mtr IlX ffij. itt. The commentators disagree
as to the meaning of this, but for our purposes I think it is suf
ficient to understand that having given his Father his opinion,
he respectfully withdrew, whither it is not stated, but not to
Yamato, that was to follow later. It will be remembered that
Okuninushi no Mikoto stipulated that a residence should be
provided for him at Kizuki, i.e. the present Taisha, and I think
it is not unlikely that Kotoshironushi no Mikoto retired to
Mihonoseki and that this should be regarded as the abode of
his Gozentai (JII~a). Subsequently Takamimusubi no Kami
entrusted Okuninushi no Mikoto with the important office of
guarding that Heavenly Grandchild and his descendants, and,
though we are not specifically so informed, doubtless as of yore
he was assisted by his son Kotoshironushi no Mikoto.

Countless years passed, and the Heavently Grandchild
and his descendants lived in the province of Hyuga, but in
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660 B.C. the first earthly Sovereign (A~) established his capital
at Kashihara, in the province of Yamato, and it was at this
time that according to the tradition of Asuka nimasu Jinja that
Kotoshironushi no Mikoto took up his abode at Kamunabi
Asuka. some z miles from the capital. that he might guard the
Imperial family. Though a Kunitsukami, Kotoshironushi no
Kami had a close connection with the Imperial family for he
was father-in-law both to the first and second Sovereigns) and
grandfather to the second and third.

Omiya Bunshinruishasho) compiled in the Bunei era) (IZ64
1274) by Hikikawa Awa Shashi Omiya Ietsugu gives Kamo
Tsumiyae Kotoshiro no Mikoto as the principal deity of Asuka
nimasu, and adds a note "A Shinden was established in the
reign of K6sh6 and the deity invoked." Whether this is in
tended to mean that this was the origin of the shrine) or that
buildings were then for the first time erected is not clear) but)
I confess, that I am sceptical about any buildings, beyond, per
haps. a simple himorogi, at so early a date) and it seems probable
that the deity had already chosen Asuka as an abode many years
before. Probably in the first instance Kotoshironushi no Mikoto
the sole deity. but before dealing with the other 3 deities) it
must be stated that there is an opinion that Kayanaromi no
Mikoto is the principal deity of Asuka nimasu. The authority
for this is Izumo no Kuni Miyatsuko no Kamuyogoto, which
says j£ ~ ~ Vff ~ 1flr li~ taP ~ '1-m.I$b J~ ffiIIl ~ Wi ilI5 ~ F.. ~ 1.tP f,f.$ )~ ili:~ ~

~ A fI :R. "The mitama of Kayanarumi no Mikoto is at
Kamunabi ofAsuka, and is enshrined as the near guardian deity
of the Heavenly Grandchild" i.e, the Emperor. The identity
of this Kayanarumi no Mikoto is by no means clear though it is
inferred from Kamuyogoto that he is a son of Onamuchi no
Mikoto, and consequently a brother of Kotoshironushi's,
but none of the canonical books mentions a son of this name.
There is a Kayanaromi no Mikoto Jinja included in Engisbiki,
and mentioned in Sandaijitsuroku as receiving the Upper 5th
rank (b) in Jogwan r. This shrine is in Takeichimura Oaza
Kayanomori, and the deity is generally believed to be Takateru-
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hime, a daughter of Onamuji no Kami's. According to some
authorities this Takateruhime occupies one of the za of Asuka
nimasu Jinja and Takateruhime may, I think, be regarded as
an alternative name for Kayanarumi no Mikoto, though the sex
is wrong. RJiijiisandailgakll, however, makes mention of the
shrine of Kayanaruhime, as one with an intimate connection with
Asuka ni masu Jinja.

The tradition of the shrine that Kotoshironushi no Mikoto
is the principal deity of Asuka nimasu Jinja is strong, and, per
sonally, I see nothing in the statement of Yogoto inconsistent
with this tradition, Kayanarumi no Mikoto may be regarded
as occupying one of the other za.

Asuka ni masu yonza Jinja Kayanarumi no Mikoto no
Yashiro and Asuka nimasu Kawakami Usutakihime no Yashiro
were known as Asuka nimasu mutokoro no Yashiro. The
last named is believed to be in Takechimura Oaza Inabuchi, and
the deity Shitateruhime, a sister of 'KotoshUonushi's. At the
present day the other 3 za of Asuka nimasu are said to be oc
cupied by Takamimusubi no Okami, Amaterasu Omikami, and
Omononushi no Okami, but this is frankly an entirely modern
interpretation. Washu Gogun jinja Myocho Chukwai Maki no
Yon Hoketsu, written by Miyamichi Kiminobu, in Bunan 3
(1446), in addition to Shimo Kamo Yaekotoshironushi no Mikoto,
who, however, is placed last in order, gives Onamuji no Mikoto
of Kizuki, i.e. the father of Kotoshironushi no Mikoto, Kamu
nabi Asuka mikahime no Kami (a deity difficult to identify
but perhaps Kayanaru-hime), and Kamikamo Ajisukitakahikone
no Mikoto, brother of Kotoshironushi no Mikoto.

Bunshuruishasho gives Takateruhime, according to Kujiki
the deity of Mitoshi Jinja, and a sister of Kotoshironushi no
Mikoto, Kinomata no Mikoto, a brother of Kotoshironushi no
Mikoto, also known as Ino Kami or the deity of wells, and Take
minakata no Kami, the deity of Suwa, another brother of
Kotoshironushi no Mikoto who dissented from the cession
of the country to the Heavenly Grandchild. There are, howe
ver, several other opinions, and I think the most that can be
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Copper seal of the shrine

said is that they are deities of the Izumo cult, having close
association with Kotoshironushi no Mikoto, and that one of
them is a female deity.

There are disappointingly few references to the shrine in
the national annals. In the 7th
year of Yiiryaku (463) we read
in Nibonsboki that the Emperor
wished to see the form of the
deity ofMimorooka .=::If -Iii, and
bade one Sukaru capture him.
Sukaru brought a large serpent,
which terrified the Emperor,
who fled to his palace, but he
caused the serpent to be let
loose on Mimorooka, and gave
it a new name Ikazuchi •.
Now in Manyoshu Kamunabi
is called Kamunabi no mimo
royama, and tradition is to the
effect that Asuka nimasu Jinja
was originally on Ikazuchi-
yama, and therefore this
passage is generally taken
to refer to the Asuka shirne, Nihonshoki has a note "some
say the Deity of this mountain is Omonoshironllshi no Kami"
but this is probably a confusion with the other Mimoroyama
i.e, Omiwa, the unquestioned abode of Omononushi no Kami.
There is no further reference till the reign of the Emperor Temmu,
when, under date Sucho I, Nihonshoki records that Kampei
were sent to Kunikakasu Jinja in Kii,Sumiyoshi Jinja in Settsu,
Asuka yonsha m.~ l!Q jI:, to pray for a cessation of the earthquake
which were troubling the country. It is clear I think that
Asuka was selected as being the guardian shrine of the capital.
No mention is to be found anywhere of an Imperial progress,
but it seems highly probable that the Emperor Temmu, who
neglected nothing to inculcate reverence to the deities of
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Heaven and Earth, proceeded to the principal shrine of his
capital, and worshipped in person. It stood, moreover, within
a stones' throw of the Itabuki no Miya of the Empress
Kogyoku.

Then on Tencho 6.3. Nihonkiryaku records, that, in obedience
to the divine oracle, Asuka Jinja was removed from Kamunabi
Yarna, Kamigo, to Torikatayama i.e. the present site. Karnu
nabi would seem to apply to the whole range of hills, and to
have included Ikazuchiyama, Torikatayama etc. The distance
between the old and new sites is trifling.

Curiously enough there is no record of rank (~tr) having
been bestowed, though Sandaijitsuroi» chronicles the promotion
of Asuka yamaguchi ni masu Jinja from the lower 5th (b) to
the upper 5th (b) on Jogwan 1.1.2.7. The same book, however,
records the despatch of Kwampei to Asuka ni masu Jinja to pray
for rain, but 8 months later. In Sbtifirokuunder Yamato no Shim
betsu , we find Asuka no Atae, descendant of Arne no Kotoshi
ronushi no Kami, and this family has, generation and generation,
served the shrine, the present Shasho (n$) Asuka Hirokuni,
being the 85th Kannushi.

From RJlijiisandaikAku it is clear that Asuka ni masu Jinja
was well endowed, for a Dajokwampu, dated Jogwan 16.8.2.8,
directs that as the parent deity (if!. jj1) has Fuko j:t F, i.e, revenues,
and the descendant deities (~~.) have none, therefore the *n,
i.e. Asuka, should carry out repairs to the IJ'n, and at this
the Futotama, Usutaki and Kayanaruhime shrines were all re
stored.

These shrines were not I fancy Sessha or Masha, but were
shrines sacred to deities with affinity to the Asuka deities.
During the troubles of the Nambokucho era, . however the
Asuka family took the side of the Nancho, and, in Shohei I,

the Emperor Go-Murakami presented a sum of money for the
rebuilding of the Nakano sha, In the following year, however,
the Kannushi, Upper 5th rank Asuka Yasuharu, died fighting
against the Ashikaga in the province of Kawachi, and, in con
sequence, during the Ashikaga regime, the shrine fell on evil
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days, and lost an its property except the actual shrine precincts,
amounting to some 3500 tsubo. The worship was carried on
by the Asuka, but it may be said to have been a purely family
concern, for there were, and indeed, to this day are no Ujiko.
Renewed properity however came, when, in the middle of the
17th century, the Uemura family became the lords of Takatori
castle. Asuka ni rnasu Jinja stood to the Kimon (!l r,), N.E.
i.e, the direction of evil omen, of the castle, and the Uemura
consequently regarded it with the highest veneration, and spared
no money for the conduct of the worship. In Temmei I (1781),
in particular, Uemura Ietoshi carried out a grand restoration
of all the buildings, and his successors made it their care to keep
them in repair, right up to the restoration. With the aboli
tion, however, of the feudal system, and the removal of the
Uemura to Tokyo, the shrine was again reduced to poverty,
When in the early years of Meiji a new system of grading shrines
was introduced, Asuka ni masu Jinja, though an undisputed
Shikinaisha, having no influential supporters, was classed as a
simple sonsha ffit, and, though in Meiji 21, the Naimusho
made a special donation of 100 Yen, and in the following year
the Kunaisho one of 50 Yen, it has never received promotion.

Miho 00 Jinja., which claims to have been founded in the
reign of the Emperor Korei, ranks as Kokuheichusha, and
Nagata, the abode of the aramitama of Kotoshironushi no
Mikoto, founded in obedience to the divine oracle, by Jingii
Kogo, as Kwampeichusha, but Asuka ni masu Jinja the abode of
Kotoshironushi no Mikoto for some 25°° years in unhappily
without recognition.

Asuka also makes the proud boast of being Moto Ise
(*.fjt~), or the first abode of Amaterasu Omikami after she left
the Imperial palace. It will be readily recalled that in the 6th
year of the Emperor Sujin, His Majesty, fearful of living under
the same roof with the great deity, entrusted her worship to his
daughter Toyosukiirihime at the village of Kasanui in Yamato
where "iLliI ~ jI!I& " he established the divine enclosure of Shiki."
The village of Kasanui has not been positively identified, but

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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it is on the grounds that Kasanui and Asuka were one and the
same, that Asuka ni masu bases her claim to be Moto Ise, a claim
however that, I think, it is hard to substantiate. The Emperor
Sujin ruled the Empire from the palace of Mizugaki at Shiki
(Iil~). The exact spot occupied by Mizugaki no miya is not
known, but Yamatosbi says Mizugaki no Miya was to the south
east of Miwa mura, west of Shiki, ;E;~, no Miagata Jinja. This
shrine is believed to be the present Shiki no miya in Kanayamura
a mile or so south west of Miwamachi. In view of the fact that
the Kasanui himorogi was, like the capital itself, called Shiki
would seem to me to indicate that the himorogi was in close
proximity to the palace. Asuka ni masu Jinja is however over
3 miles to the south east, and 3 miles was in those days a very
considerable distance. I would not presume to say that Asuka
ni masu Jinja did not become the abode of Amaterasu Omikami,
throughout the reign of the Emperor Sujin, but I am bound to
say that the probabilities seem to me to be against it. It remains
only to give a brief description of the present shrine. It oc
cupies Torigatayama, the southern spur of the Kamunabi range,
and the Shamusho, and residence of the Asuka family, lies at
the foot. A steep flight of stone steps on the west leads up to
the buildings which, however, face south. The Go Honden
with 4 za, having a separate door, is in Shimmei-zukuri with a
thatched roof. It is said to date some 400 years back but it has
no great architectural pretensions, though it has the peculiar
feature of having Kohaibashira (rRJ n £1:) not usually found in
Shimmei-zukuri, and, as there are 4 za, there are five of these
pillars. In front of the Go Honden is the Haiden with tiled
roof, and in front of that again, on somewhat lower ground,
the Kaguraden, commanding an extensive view up the Asuka
valley. Above the Go Honden, on higher ground, facing west,
is the Naka no sha to which reference has already been made.
When this was founded is unknown, but it is sacred to Okuni
nushi no Kami, the deity of Taisha, and Ornononushi no Karni,
the deity of Omiwa, different names for the same deity, and father
of Kotoshironushi no Mikoto. The present building is interest-

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign

great antiquity and claims to have been founded in the reign
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5°4 ASUKA NI MASU JINJA

ing for it consists in two small separate shrines under one roof
in Shimmei-zukuri.

Further to the east is the Okunosha, sacred to Amaterasu
Omikami and Toyoukehime no Mikoto i.e. the Naikii and Gekii
of Ise, It is a modem building in Nagare zukuri, and doubtless
owes its origin to the Moto Ise tradition. Then there is a very
small shrine Asukayamaguchi ni masu Jinja, a memorial of the
old Shikinaisha of which mention has already been made. The
original shrine is no longer in existence. 10 addition to this,
there are no less than 135 small massha, of these 70 were esta
blished, in accordance with the divine oracle, for the worship
of the deities of 3132 shrines mentioned in Engishiki, and 65
for the worship of Myojindai.

At a place called Saketaniyama, slightly to the south of
Asuka mura, is a large stone, over 10 feet long and 5 feet
broad, where it is believed in old days the divine sake was
brewed.

The shrine now possesses practically no treasures, but
there is a large mirror, 5 shaku 3 sun in diameter, and I 5 shaku
6 sun in circumference, and weighing 100 kwamme, which is
said to have been made in the Tempyo era, and to have been
originally at Arne no Iwato. There is also an old copper seal.

It may be mentioned that there is another Asuka Jinja, in
the province of Kii, a sessha of Kumano Shingti, believed to
have been the abode of Hayatamao, before he removed to his
present shrine.
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APPENDIX I

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A

Achiki: scholar sent by the King of Kudara to bring tribute to the Em
peror Ojin in 2.83 ; being conversant with the Chinese classics, he was ap
pointed tutor to the Crown Prince. On his recommendation the Emperor
sent also for Wani, a better scholar, who arrived in 2.85 .

Aramitama : literally "the rough spirit" in contradistinction to
Nigimitama or "peaceful spirit." They are immanent in Shinto deities.

B

Bakufu: literally, curtain government, is a term used for the Shogunate
or military government.

Buke: the military class otherwise known as Samurai.

C

Chaan-Cu: The capital of T'ang dynasty.
Chokushi: Imperial Messenger.

D
Daigenkyil: literally" Great Original Shrine" was regard ed as embodi

ment of the essence of the Yoshida Shinto doctrine. The building was
primarily erected within the residence of the Yoshida family at Sakyo
Muromachi for worshipping all the Gods of Heaven and Earth, but in
1484 Yoshida Kanetomo moved it to the present site at Kaguragaoka
It is a red-lacquered octagonal hall with thatched roof, to which is added

hexagonal temple at the back. Its construction is quite unique among the
ordinary shrine buildings. In 1903 included among the buildings of
special protection by the Government. Now it is ranked as a national
treasure.

Dainihonshi (:k El * ~): literally A History of Great Japan. The
work of its compiling was commenced by Tokugawa Mitsukuni, Lord
of Hitachi, whose posthumous name was Giko (_ ~), on the establish
ment of the famous Shokokwan (~;# tt), the institution for the compila
tion of a national history in his Komagome residence in Yedo in 1657,
and the great history was completed in 171 ~ though it had remained in
manuscript. Rekko (1,I.J~) seventh in descent from Giko was at last able
to publish it in 1 8 ~ 2. and sent copies to the Emperor and the Shogun, and
laid one before the tombs of his ancestors. History of Japan dealing with
from the Emperor Jimmu 660 B.C. to the Emperor Go-Komatsu A.D.
141 I.

Dajakwan : Great Council of State.

work of its compiling was commenced by Tokugawa Mitsukuni, Lord

work of its compiling was commenced by Tokugawa Mitsukuni, Lord
work of its compiling was commenced by Tokugawa Mitsukuni, Lord

work of its compiling was commenced by Tokugawa Mitsukuni, Lord
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F
Fu and Ken: prefectures, the districts comprising the three great cities of

Kyoto, Tokyo and Osaka being called Fu, the remaining districts Ken.

G

Gekii: literally outer shrine; it is the shrine of Toyoukehime-no-Kami at
Ise and stands in contradistinction to Naikii, inner shrine, sacred to

Amaterasu-Omikami.
Genji-Monogatari : written by a Court lady Mursaaki Shikubu (978

1015). A novel describing the life of an Imperial prince named Genji
no Kimi in the Heian period. The work is one of the master pieces in
the history of Japanese Literature.

Gokinai : See Kinai.
Gongen: according to Ryobu Shinto, Shinto deities are manifestations of

Buddhas.
H

Hachiman: the God of War, now identified with the r j th Emperor
Ojin.

Haiden: hall of worship of a Shinto shrine. The sanctum where the
Shin/ai dwells is called Honden or ShinJm.

Hakama : a garment of the nature of a divided skirt.
Haniwa: clay ligures buried around a mausoleum. They are said to

have been invented in ~ B.C. by Nomi-no-Sukune as substitutes for living
retainers.

Heihaku : offerings.
Himorogi: an enclosure made of evergreen trees for the reception of

the Divine Spirit (Shin/Ill).
Ho-O: cloistered Emperor. The title was first assumed by the Emperor

Shomu and subsequently used by ex-Emperors who took the tonsure.
Hotoke : Buddhas.

I

Imbe no Hironari : of the lower fifth rank, was a descendant of Takamimu
subl-no-Kami through Futotama-no-Mikoto.

wei: a system of government under the ex-Emperor.
Ise Niaho KotaijingU Gochinza Denki: or Traditions concerning the

institution of worship of the two great August Shrines at Ise, One
of the , books on matters of the two great August Shrines Naihi and
Geki1 at Ise, which are said to have been written about the Koan era (1278
1287) by the priests of Gehi, to the deity of which they served, only with
a view to enhance the superiority of their Shrine GekJI to NaikJI.

It

Kagura : sacred dance.
Kami : Shinto deities.
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Kasbikodokoro: literally, awe-inspiring or august place. The term is
applied indifferently to the Sacred Mirror itself or the place where it is
enshrined. It is also called Naishidtlkoro.

Kinai: the home district comprising the provinces of Yamato, Yamashiro,
Settsu, Kawachi and Izumi. Kinai is more familiarly known as Gokinai
i.e, five metropolitan provinces.

Kitabatake Chikafusa: (1295-1354) a loyal subject of the Yoshino Court,
particularly faithful to the Emperor Go-Daigo and his son. He was also
a great scholar on national history and Shinto and his work "Jinno
Shoto-Ki " is well known, in which he asserts the legitimacy of the
Southern Court as the right sovereign of Japan, on the ground that the
Court was in possession of the genuine "Sanshu no Shinki " or the three
sacred emblems.

Koshi: the great Chinese Sage, Confucius.
Kudara: a kingdom in ancient Korea.
Kiikai (KobO Daishi): (744Z835) great founder of the Shingon-sha, a sect

of Buddhism in Japan. See also Saicho . Kiikai is more popularly known
by his posthumous title Kobo-Daishi. In 801 when Saicho crossed over
to China, he also went there and studied the doctrines of the Shingon
sect which, returning to Japan, he introduced into his country. He
made Mt. Koya his base of spreading his doctrines.

Kunaisho : Department of the Imperial Household.
Koni no Miyakko or Koni no Miyatsuko or Konitsuko: local heredi

tary nobles or governors in the Ancient times.
Kwampaku: the chief adviser to the Emperor; instituted in the Fujiwara

period. h . fJ . dis" K .KWllnto: t e eastern provlOces 0 apan 10 contra tmction to wansai,
the western provinces.

M

There are various forms of

Hokke-do
To

Millaaagi: the Imperial mausoleum or tomb.
Misasagi ;

Yama-gata
Yen£un
HOfun
Zempokoyen
Joyenkaho

mountain shape.
round mound.
square shape.
mound square before round behind.
round (mound) superimposed on square
mound.
a Buddhist temple building.
pagodas and stone monuments of various
shapes.

Monbusho : Ministry of Education.
Motoori Norinaga: a famous Shinto scholar who lived from 1730 to

1801. His best known work is Kojikidt" a minute and learned comment
ary in 44 volumes on the Kojiki,

Joyenkaho
Joyenkaho

Joyenkaho
1801.

the the
the the
the the
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N
Naimullho: Home Office. All affairs of Shinto shrines now regulated by

a bureau of this ministry.
Nakatomi no Kamako: a collateral of the great Nakatomi family and

prime mover in Taikwa no Kaishin. He is better known under his later
name of Fujiwara-no-Kamatari. He died in 669'

o
0: Prefix meaning" grea/." Oyama/o, for instance, means" great Yamato."

Oyamato was founded in the Emperor Sujin's reign by Okuninushi-no
Mikoto's intimation that pestilence then raging was due to his .Aramitama,

Onamesai: afterwards called Daifdsai ; the greatest of all the harvest
festivals.

O-no-Yasumaro: ofthe upper fifth rank, was a descendant ofKamu-Yaimimi
no-Mikoto, the second son of the first Emperor Jimmu. He died in 72.3'

R

Rinjisai: literally, a special or extra festival in contradistinction to the
regular annual festivals: but in many cases the RinjiJai became regular
annual festivals.

Rokuza Go-Shin-Ei: or The Divine Image seated on a deer. Kasliga
Shika Mandara is classified into two, namely

I. Kashima/achi Go-Shin- Ei or the Divine Image leaving Kashima
mounting on a deer.

2.. Rokuza Go-Shin- Ei or the Divine Image seated on a deer .
The picture, showing the latter case, has a mountain as a cover at the upper
part and below it there is a white deer with a saddle, on which planted a
Sakaki tree hung with a divine mirror, wherein are painted five seated
images of Buddhas Sakyamuni ,.~, Bhaisajyaguruvaidiiryaprbhaas ~ ffiIj,
Ksitigarbha Jt!!lil, Avalokitesvara Ill.'if, Manjusri ~~, of the original
place (India). This picture is said to have been painted in the Juci era
from a dream dreamt by Fugenji Kampaku i.e, Lord Konoe Motornichi the
supreme adviser to the throne and it is also said that the picture of this
sort was painted for the first time.

S

Saicho (767-82.2.): better known by his posthumous names of Dengyo
Daishi. In 801 he crossed over to China, where he went to T'ien-tai-shan
and studied the Tendai doctrines. On his return to Japan he founded the
Tendai sect of Buddhism in Japan. He sanctified Mt. Hiei. See Kiikai.

Saikii or I/sliki no Mrya: the virgin Imperial princess priestess of Ise. The
priestess of Kamo was called Sai-in.

Sanshu no Shinki: literally, the three kinds of divine utensils. They are
Ya/a no Kagami, or eight spanned mirror, now enshrined at the Naikii
at Ise with a replica in the Imperial palace; KJisanagi no TSlirligi, or grass
mower sword, also called .Ame no Mlirakllmo no TSllrllgi, now enshrined at

BhaisajyaguruvaidiiryaprbhaasBhaisajyaguruvaidiiryaprbhaas
Bhaisajyaguruvaidiiryaprbhaas
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APPENDIX 511

Atsuta with another sword serving instead of the original replica at the
Imperial palace, and Yasakani no Magatamo, or jewel kept in the Imperial
palace. These three treasures form the Imperial regalia of Japan.

Shinshoku : Shinto priests; also known as Konnruhi. There are several
grades such as Giji, Negi, etc. Under the present system they rank as
government officials. Boson, Buddhist priests.

Shintai: literally "God's body"; used to express the divine manifesta
tion.

Shotoku-Taishi : also known as Umayado no Oji ; eldest son of the Emperor
Yomei (173-621), was appointed Crown Prince and assisted his aunt the
Empress Suiko in the work of Government and was entrutsed with all the
details of administration. The Prince, then 2 I years of age, was a fervent
Buddhist, the greatest scholar of his time and a really good man. He
inaugurated many reforms. In 603 he adopted the cap ranks then in use
at the Court of China (Zui ffi). In 604 promulgated a short code of 17
Laws known as Jushichijo Kempo and introduced the Chinese calendar.
In 607 he established an interchange of embassies with the Zui Court.
He learnt Buddhism and also studied the Chinese Classics. He is the
real founder of Buddhism in Japan. Many Buddhist temples and monas
teries were founded by him, most notable among them being Horyuji in
607, now the oldest Buddhist temple in Japan. In 620 in conjunction
with Umako , he compiled histories of the Emperors and of the country,
and not the least of his many services to his country was the fact that he
was able to keep Umako under control. Unfortunately he died, universal
ly beloved, in 68 I at the comparatively early age of 49.

Sokuishiki : this ceremony corresponds to the coronation of a Christian
sovereign and is the public manifestation that the Sanshu no Shinki are in
the charge of the new sovereign. Senso, a private ceremony which takes
place immediately on the demise of a monarch, corresponds to
accession.

T

Taikwa no Kaishin: or reformation of the Taikwa era (645-650), amounted
to the complete sinicisation of the country.

Takamagahara: literally , the plain of High Heaven; it was the abode of
the Heavenly Deities.

To: in Chinese T'ang, a Chinese dynasty existed between 618 and
903 A.D.

Tokuhon: school readers issued by or under the sanction of the Mornbushd.
Toyotomi Hideyoshi: he was on his death apotheosized as Hokoku Dai

myojin, and is worshipped at Hokoku Jinja in Kyoto; Tokugawa Iyeyasu
was apotheosized as Tosho Daigongcn and is worshipped at ToshogU at
Nikko, .nd Oda Nobunaga has been worshipped at Kenkun Jinja in Kyoto
since 1871.

U
Ujigami: tutelary deity of a family or village.
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Umayado no Oji: see ShOtoku Taishi.

Y

Yamata no Orochi: an eight-forked or eight-headed serpent.
Yedo: modern Tokyo. It was the seat of the Tokugawa Government.
Yoshino Jidai : (IH~I~92), the period of the Northern and Southern

Courts.

Z
Zempc') Koyen Fun HiT 11tllll J1t: a form of Misasagi meaning a mound

square before, round behind. Aho called Hisago-zNka i.e, gourd-shape.
See also Misasagi.

Bhaisajyaguruvaidiiryaprbhaas
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APPENDIX n
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

• EMPRE SS

n
No. EMPERORS JalB:aese Christian No. EMPERORS Japanese Chr istia

Era Era Era

I J immu 660B.c. 39 Kobun 671
a Suizei ~81 4° Temmu 673

3 Annei H 8 41 · Jito Shucho I 686

4 Itoku ~IO 42 Mommu 697
~ KosbO 4 7~ Taibo 1 7°1
6 Koan 392 43 *Gemmei K yoU1l 4 7°4
7 Korei 290
8 Kogen 214 Wado 1 708

9 Kaikwa In 44 *GmshO Reiki I 71~

10 Sujin 97 Yoro I 717
11 Suinin 29 4~ ShOmu Shinki I 724
12 Keiko 71A·D. Tempyo I 729

13 Seirnu 131
46 *Koken {Tempyo- 749

14 Chiiai 192 Kamp6 1

l' Qjin 27° {Tempyo-
74916 Nintoku 313 ShObO I

17 Richii 400 {Tempyo- 7n18 Hanzel 406 Ho ji 1

19 Ingyo 412 47 Junnin .. 2 7,8
10 Anko 453 48 ·ShOtoku .. 8 764
21 Yiiryaku 4~6 {TempY6- 76,
22 Seinei 480 Jingll 1
23 Kenzo 48, {Jingo- 767
24 Ninken 488 Keiun 1

2' Buretsu 498 49 KwOOin Hoki 1 77°
26 Keitai '°7
27 Ankan HI 50 Kwammu Tmo 1 781
28 Smkwa H~ Enryaku I 782

J1 Heizei Daido 1 806
29 Kimmei 539 '1 Saga .. 4 809
3° Bidatsu n 2 Konin 1 810

31 Yomei ,8~ 13 Junna .. 14 823
32 Sushun ,87 Tencbo 1 824
33 *Suiko '92 ~4 Nimmy6 .. 10 833
34 Jomei 629 Jowa 1 834
35 *Kwogyoku 641 Kajo 1 848.. 3 8~0

36 Kotoku Ta ikwa 1 64' 55 Montoku N inju 1 851
Hakuchi 1 6~0 Saiko 1 814

37 *Saimei 655 Tcnan 1 8n
~8 Tmji 661 , 6 Sciwa .. 2 8~8

Era Era

Era
192
27°
313
400

406
412

453

453
453

453

453

453
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Jogwan 1 8S9 Kobei 1 JOS8

H Yozei .. 18 876 Jiryaku 1 106S
Gwangyo 1 877 71 Go-Sanjo .. 4 1068

S8 Kw6ko .. 8 884
Ninwa I 88S Enky1i 1 1069

S9 Uda .. 3 887 72 Shirabwa .. 4 1°72

Kwampyo r 889 Joho 1 1°74
60 Daigo .. 9 897 Joryaku 1 1°77

Yooo I 1081
Shota i I 898 Otoku I 1084
Engi I 9°1 73 Horikawa " 3 1086
Enjo I 923 Kwanji I 1087

61 Suzaku .. 8 93° Kaho I 1094
J6hei I 931 Yo ch6 I 1096
Tengy6 I 938 Jotoku I 1°97.. 9 946 K 6wa I 1°99

62 Murakami Tenryaku I 947 Choji I 11°4
Tentoku I 9H Kazo I 1106
O wa 1 961 74 Toba .. 2 11°7
Koho I 964 Tennin I 1I0S

.. 4 967 Teny6 1 1110

63 Reizei Anna I 968 Y6kyii I 1I13

.. 2 969 Genei I 1118

64 Enyii Tenroku I 97° HOOn I 1120
Tenen I 973 n Sutoku .. 4 1123
Jogen I 976 Tenji I 1124
Tengen I 978 Daiji I 1126
Y6kwan I 983 Tenj6 I 113 1

"
2 984 Ch6j6 I lip

65 Kwazan K wanna I 98S H <:en 1 113S

"
2 986 76 Konoe Ei ji I 1141

Y6en I 987 Koji I 114%
Yoso I 989 Tenyo I 1144
Sh6ryaku I 990 K yiian I 1I4S
ChOIOku I 995 Nimpyo I liSt

66 Iehijo Chob o I 999 77 G o-Shirakawa K yiiji I 1154
Kwanko I 1°°4 .. 2 II H

67 Sanj6 .. 8 1011 78 Nijo Hogen I II S6
Ch6wa 1 1012 .. 3 115 8

68 Go -Ichijo Chowa S 1016 Byo ji 1 IIS9
Kwannin I ror r Yorvaku 1 II 6o

J ian I 1021 01>6 1 1161

Manju I 1° 24 79 Rokujo Chogwan I 1163
Cho gen I 1028 Yornan 1 1I6S

69 Go-Suzaku .. 9 1036 80 Takakura Ninan I 1166
ChOryaku I 1°37 " 3 1168
Ch6 kyii I 1°4° Kao I 1169

Kwantoku 1 1°44 Shoan 1 1I71

70 Go-Reize i .. 2 1°45 Angen I 1I7S
Yo jo I 1046 81 Antoku Jisho I 1177
Tengi 1 lOB .. 4 1180
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No. EMPERORS Japanese Christian No. EMPERORS Ja~ese Christian
Era Era Era

Yowa 1 1I81 ShOan 1 1299
Juei 1 1I82 94 Go-Nijo " ~ 13°1

b Go-Toba "
2. 1I83 Kengen 1 1~02

Genryaku 1 1I84 Kagen I 13° 3
Tokuj i I 1306

Bun ji I 1I8} 9} Hanazono En kyo I 1308
Kenkyii 1 1I9° OchO I 131I

113 Tsuchimikado
" 9 1I98 Showa I I ~ 12

Shoji I 1I99 BunhO I 1317
Kennin 1 12.01 96 Go-Daigo

"
2- 1318

Genkyii I 12°4 Gen o 1 1319
Kenyo 1 1206 Genko 1 I pl

Jogeo I 120 7 Shochii I I p4
84 Juntoku

" 4 1210 Karya ku 1 13206
Kenryaku I 1211 Gentoku 1 13209
Kenho I 121 3 Genko I I BI

8} Chiikyo Jokyii 1 1219

86 Go-Horikawa } JM ' ~ 1221 Kcmmu I IB4
1 1222. En gen 1 I B6

Geno in I 1224 97 Go-Murak ami " 4 I B9
Karoku I 122 5 Kokoku I I Ho

Antei 1 1227 Shohei I I H6

Kw angi I 122.9 98 Chokei " 2~ 1368

Joyo 1 up Kentoku 1 1370

87 Shijo Te mpuku 1 12H Bunchii 1 1372

Monryaku I 12H 99 Go-Kameyama
"

2. 1373
Katei I 1235 Tenju I 1375
Ryakuoio 1 1238 Kowa I 1381

Eno 1 12 39 100 Go-Komatsu
"

2. 1382

Nioji 1 1240 Genchii 1 1384

" ~ 1242
118 Go-Saga Kwangen I 124 ~

Meitoku I 1390

" 4 1246 Od I 1394
89 Go-Fukakusa Hoji 1 1247 101 Shokwi> " 19 14 12

Kencbo 1 1249 102 Go-Hanazono Sh&ho 1 14 28

Kogen 1 12 56 Ei kyo 1 1429

Shoka 1 12 57 Kakitsu 1 1441

Shogeo 1 12}9 Bunan I 1444

90 Kameyama Buno 1 1260 H6toku I 1449

KochO 1 1261 Ky6toku 1 145 2

Bunei 1 1264 K6sh6 1 145}

"
11 12.74 Choroku I 1457

91 Go-Ucla Kenji 1 un Go-TlUchi-
Kwansho I 1460

KOan 1 1278 10 3 mikado " } 1464

10 1287 Bunsbo 1 1466

92. Fushimi Sh66 1 1288 Onin 1 1467

Eioio 1 129~ Bummei I 1469
93 Go-Fuahimi

"
6 1298 Chokyo I 1487

Era
istian

13°1

2~

1240

1240
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Entom I 1489 114 Nakarnikado .. 6 1709

Go-Kashiwa-
Mdo I 1492 Sh6toku I 1711

1°4 bara .. 9 1500 Kyoho I 1716
Bunki I 15°1 115 Sakuramachi .. 10 17H
Eisho I Is04 Gembun I 1736
Daiei I 1521 Kwampo I 1741

1°5 Go-Nan .. 6 1'26 Enkyo I 1744
Kyoroku I 1528 116 Momozono .. 4 1747
Temhun I IBl Kwanen I 1748
KOChi I ISS5 *Go-Sakura-

Horeki I 17P
106 Ogimacbi .. 3 I'H 117 machi .. U 1762-

Eiroku I ISS8 Meiwa I 1764
1I8 Go-Momozono .. 7 1770

Genki I Ino And I 1772
Tensb6 I IY73 119 Kwokaku .. 8 1779

107 Go-Y6zei .. 14 1,86 Temmei I 1781
Bunroku I 1'92 Kwansei I 1789
Keich6 I 1'96 Kyowa I 1801

108 Go-Mizunoo Keicbo 16 1611 Bunkwa I 1804
120 Ninko .. 14 1811

Genna I 161S Bunse i I 1818
Kwanei I 1624 Tempo I 1830

109 *Meisho .. 6 1629 Kokwa I 1844
110 Go-Kwomy6 .. 10 1643 121 K6mei .. 3 1846

Shaho I 1644 Kaei I 1848
Ke ian I 1648 Ansei I 18S4

j oo I 1652 Manen I 1860

III Go-Sai .. 3 1654 Bunkyii I 1861
Mei~ki I 16SS Genii I 1864
Manji I 1658 Keio I 186S
Kwanhun I 1661 122 Meiji .. 3 1867

111 Reigen .. 3 1663
Enh 6 I 1673 Meiji I 1868

Tenwa I 1681 .. 4S 1911

j 6ky6 I 1684 123 TaisM Taish6 I 19u

1I 3 Higaahiyama .. 4 1687 124 Kinjo (reigning) .. IS 1926
Genroku I 1688 ShOwa I 1926
Hod I 17°4

Manji
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APPENDIX III

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF
Dr. R. PONSONBY-FANE

Richard Arthur Brabazon Ponsonby-Fane (he wrote his
name *~~f1J ~m: in Japanese way) was born on January 8,1878,
at his parents' residence, East Terrace, London. His father was
John Henry Ponsonby and his mother was Florence, daughter
of Harvie Farquhar. His genealogy can be traced as far back as
the twelfth century, and his ancestor was a peer holding a great
estate. It was in the r Sth century that the name of Brabazon
appeared as the First Earl of Bessborough. His grandfather
Sir Spencer, was the younger brother of the seventh Earl. Upon
the death of his grandfather, Sir Spencer, and his father John
Henry, in 1916, he became head of the great estate, the dominion
of Brympton and took over the name Fane.

In his boyhood he had a very happy time visiting his uncle at
Montacute, whose residence was a castle built in the seventeenth
century and one specially protected by the government; and his
grandfather at Brympton whose mansion was still older, its
chapel having been built in the days of the Anglo-Saxons. It
was because he was brought up in such surroundings that he
was much interested in and had a good deal of knowledge of
architecture. His father was in delicate health and often went
abroad for the change of air, and he, with his sister, used to ac
company him and spent several winters there.

In 1889 his mother's parents had their house on the Thames
and there he began his school life. In September of the same
year he entered a preparatory school of the name of St. Neots,
but due to ill health he had to absent himself quite frequently.
But fortunately his health, it seems, did not in the least retard
his development in his studies. His wonderful memory, ma
thematical acumen and writing capacity, which characterized his
later career, seemed to have developed favourably from early
school days. In 1891 he entered Harrow where he was placed
in the charge of the head-master of the school. While at Harrow

grandfather,
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he distinguished himself as one of the champion players of the
game of cricket, a result of his great effort and perseverance.
Proficiency in this game had become a tradition in his family.
His great grandfather, the Earl of Bessborough, his grandfather
Sir Spencer, his father John Henry, and now the heir were all
well-known cricketers.

Unfortunately he began to suffer from frequent attacks of
bronchial colds which became a chronic disease in later years·
He had to leave school when he was sixteen years old. On his
doctor's advice he made frequent voyages between Australia and
England on board a sailing vessel. It was from having to
travel so much in boyhood that he became very fond of sea
voyages. It is a well-known fact that he had a record of having
travelled over six hundred thousand nautical miles by sea.

In 1896 he went to a colonial post as Private Secretary to the
Governor General of South Africa, and then for about twenty
two years, until he took up residence in Japan in 1919, he
served as Private Secretary to various Governor Generals of
the British Empire. His career took him to Natal. Trinidad,
Ceylon. Hongkong, and the Fiji Islands.

In 1901 he visited Japan for the first time and he began to
have a deep attachment for Japan and things Japanese. Thus
he sowed the seeds of a study which was to become in later years
his life's work. In 1903 he became Private Secretary to the
Governor of Hongkong where he had many Japanese friends;
with their help he began to study Japanese and made very careful
preparation for what was to be his life-long interest. the study
of Japan. Availing himself of summer and winter vacations
he visited Japan as many as seven times. The first result of his
study, "The Imperial Family of Japan ., was published in 1915,
the year of the enthronement of the Emperor Taisho, In the
winter of the same year, after having served in several other
posts, he returned again to Hongkong as Private Secretary-to
the Governor and began to teach English and history as an
honorary lecturer in the Hongkong University for four months
every year, from December to March. This continued for
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more than ten years until 1926. In recognition of this service
the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred on him
in January of the same year. While he was serving as Private
Secretary to the Governor of Hongkong, he came to Japan
almost every year availing himself of his leave of absence, and
spent his time in visiting Imperial mausolea, various Shinto
shrines and historic places.

His attachment for Japan and things Japanese became
increasingly greater, and this seems to have led him to devote
his remaining years to the study of Japan. In the autumn of
1919 he left Hongkong for Tokyo, where he had his permanent
residence in Japan and concentrated his whole heart on the
study of Japan. While residing in Tokyo he gave his services
in teaching English at the Seikei Gakuen School. In 1920 the
foreign missionaries living in Korea for a long time severely
criticized the Japanese colonial administration of the country.
Then a British colonial official, he went over to Korea at once
to study the Japanese system at work there, and afterwards made
public his genera] impressions confirming that the Japanese
colonial administration of that peninsula was almost a perfect
one. In the same year at the regular general meeting of the
Meiji Japan Society he made a speech in the Japanese language
on "Sovereign and Subject," one of the results of his many
years' study of Japan. This speech attracted such attention
among the Japanese scholars interested in this field that the
gist of it was taken into the late Mr. Sugiura's lectures for the
then Crown Prince, the reigning Emperor.

In 1921 when the Crown Prince landed at Hongkong on his
way to Europe he served as interpreter for His Imperial High
ness, and after his return to Tokyo he was graciously received
by the Crown Prince and was honoured with the Fourth Order
of the Rising Sun. The papers such as the " THE IMPERIAL
MAUSOLEA OF JAPAN," "THE STORY OF THE
EXILED EMPERORS" and "ANCIENT CAPITALS AND
PALACES OF JAPAN" written during this period were
contributed one after another to the Transactions of the Japan
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Society of London.
In April, 1925, the year after the great Kwanto earth

quake, he moved to Kyoto, where he made his permanent home
as he had previously desired. The old capital seemed to him
to be a place not only most convenient for his study but ex
tremely suiting his disposition. For several years following his
removal to Kyoto he occupied himself in the study of the
history of the old capital, with his spare time devoted to teaching
English unpaid at the First Middle School of Kyoto Prefecture.
A series of papers such as "THE CAPITAL AND PALACE
OF HEIAN," " KYOTO IN THE MIDDLE AGES," " KYO
TO IN THE MOMOYAMA PERIOD," and" THE CAPITAL
IN PEACE" written about the history and vicissitudes of the
ancient capital of Kyoto were successively published in the
Transactions of the Japan Society of London.

On the occasion of the Enthronement Ceremony of the
present Emperor in November, 1928, he was the only foreigner
who was privileged to witness it standing in front of the Ken
reimon gate, of which he wrote" SOME IMPRESSIONS OF
THE RECENT ENTHRONEMENT," appearing in the Trans
actions of the Japan Society of London. Previous to this i.e.
a year before the Enthronement Ceremony, however, he con
tributed "ENTHRONEMENT CEREMONIES" to the
Transactions of the Meiji Japan Society of Tokyo.

In April, 1930, when he returned to England, he unexpected
ly had the honour of being on board the same ship with Prince
and Princess Takamatsu, and during the voyage he was often
honoured to dine with them, while in England he attended al
most all the welcome receptions for Their Imperial Highnesses,
even breaking once or twice his strict rule not to go out at
night. Mer their return home, he called at their palace when
ever he went up to Tokyo, and had the honour of being received
in audience more than once.

With the progress of his research, his interest which had
hitherto been in subjects connected with the Imperial House
of Japan now gradually turned to Shinto and shrines, the proof
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of which may be observed in such papers as " THE MPERIAL
FAMILY AND SHINTO" contributed to the Transactions
of the Japan Society of London in 1930, and "VIGSSITUDES
OF SHINTO" written in the following year for the Journal of
the Royal Anthropological Institute of London. "THE
JAPANESE PERSONALITIES THROUGHOUT THE
AGES," "MAIRES DU PALMS IN JAPAN," "THE
EMPEROR GO-DAIGO AND THE RESTORAnON OF
KEMMU," "ABDICATION IN JAPAN," "IMPERIAL
CONSORTS IN JAPAN" and "CHRONICLES OF THE
TEl FAMILY, ROYAL SERVANTS OF MING" that were
annually contributed to the Transactions of the Japan Society
of London from 1932 to the very year of his death i.e. 1937,
amply show that he was a royalist student of Japan and things
Japanese, and further they remind us how much his heart burned
with reverence for the Emperor. The history of Shinto shrines
was his favourite subject as may be seen from the fact that for
five years up to the very time of his death he regularly con
tributed to the monthly magazine "TRAVEL BULLETIN"
of the N.Y.K. Line the results of his historical investigations
of the shrines after which the ships of the company were named.

It was always the case with him in his inquiry of historical
facts that when he found passages hard to understand in making
researches into Japanese classics or old records, he made a
round of calls on his senior Japanese scholars on the subject to
ask for their opinions, and if necessary, he spent a great deal
of time and money in making thorough field investigation.
It is, therefore, no wonder that his investigations and descrip
tions were rather too close and minute. Moreover, being as a
foreigner in a position free from old Japanese traditions, he could
often form unprecedented conclusions through his original
point of view, and put not a few times the Japanese authorities
in this line into the shade.

Indifferent to fame or profit, blame or applause, he went
his own way and found his true pleasure of life in study and
writing, and in spite of his serious illness he came back to Japan
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in October, 1936, and little concerned about his health, con
tinued to set out on his toilsome journeys of investigation to
Formosa, Izu, Tosa, Kyiishii and Hokuriku, never passing a day
quietly. In his spare moments from his research journeys he
arranged the results of his investigations and contributed to
the Transactions of the Japan Society of London and the
TRAVEL BULLETIN.

In November, 1937, his illness took a tum for the worse,
and he was confined to bed, never getting up again. At last
early in the morning of the tenth of December he passed away
quietly like a saint at the age of sixty saying parting words for
ever to his pupils and closest friends who were sitting at his
sick-bed, thus his study of Japan to which the latter half of his
life was devoted coming to an end. All his friends and ac
quaintances, native and foreign, mourned the death of this great
Japanologist.

He had such a good command of the Japanese language
that he conversed, and wrote letters, in Japanese in his daily
life, and further he was capable of reading difficult Japanese
classics, and of writing short papers in Japanese as he pleased.
He was well versed in Japanese history to such an extent that
ordinary Japanese people were ashamed of their scanty know
ledge of it, and he also understood the essence of the fundamental
character of the Japanese Empire, respected Japanese shrines
and reverenced the Emperor as sincerely as they did.

His liking for Japan as reflected in his daily life was amazing
ly thoroughly Japanese. For instance, his new Kyoto house
which was built at Kamikamo in the northern suburbs of the
city five years before his death was in purely Japanese style
with a touch of classical taste; the garden planned and laid out
becomingly and elaborately by his direction was entirely Japa
nese. In the garden as well as in the house there was neither
furniture of foreign style nor trees or flowers of Western
sort. Being of simple taste by nature, he was always plainly
dressed in haori and hakama and wearing wooden clogs. What
was peculiar to him or looked strange about him was his ap-
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pearance of tall and thin stature with that long woollen shawl
dangling from his shoulder as far down as his knees, which
formed the only article of his personal belongings made in a
foreign country. His food and drink were also purely Japanese,
such as rice, mise-soup, sashimi (sliced raw fish), Kikumasa
mune, a Japanese sake of the first quality, green tea of Uji and
Japanese cigarette.

His sister Mrs. E. Clive spoke of him as being old-fashioned
or going against the times, for he was disgusted with modern
culture, nay even cursed it to such a degree that he hated out
and out such modern things or inventions as concrete buildings,
radios, telephones, tram-cars and trains. He, of course, disliked
modern ideas and thoughts. It is natural he who opposed or
resisted to modernism in every way found great satisfaction in
the old Japanese culture, in the Japanese culture which had not
been Europeanised.

Like a monk of the Zen sect of Buddhism, his daily life was
orderly, punctual, simple and plain; he was a fine gentleman
of such virtues as sincerity, modesty and propriety. In spite of
the fact that he was serious-minded, he was very humorous, and
was so generous and philanthropic that not a few of the young
generation in Japan have cause to regard him as the architect of
their fortunes; he was so very kind and devoted at home, his
sister Mrs. E. Clive speaking of him as the best brother in the
whole world. After his mother's death he continued to write
to his aunt Miss Helen Farquhar every day up to the very time
when he could no longer take up a pen. He was a high English
Churchman and both in Japan and England he never failed to
go to church every Sunday, and on such occasions as visiting the
British Embassy in Tokyo and landing in his native land, En
gland, he always wore the clothes of his own country.

In closing this short biography of the late Dr. Richard
Ponsonby-Fane, let us quote the words of his bosom friend Dr.
Thomas Baty: No more constant friend; no more high-minded
thinker; no more encyclopaedic worker, ever landed on these
shores.
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LIST OF DR. PONSONBY'S WORKS

Enthronement Ceremonies. (ffIJ 8Jflt 1928
*d)

The Capital and Palace of Heian 192'
(:ZP:~ Jj( ~ * ~ JO

Aramitama no Osore or awe of the 1926
Rough Spirit (1a: ~ (1J ilo)

Kioto in the Middle Ages (If' ti (1J :cc 1926
:0)

The Fallacy of Democracy (7":e- P:7 1926
s- - (1J lUI)

Kioto in the Momoyama Period 1927
(Momoyama-Jidai no Rakuchii
Rakugwai) Olt I1lI1tt ft (1J ~ If' m- M-)

The Failure of the Kemmu Restora- 1918
tion (It lit If' Jll (1J ~ ia)

ShOkyii no Ran. (~~ (1J 11.) 1928

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XX.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXII.

Rekishi to Chid, Vol. 20.

NO·4· P.29',
The Transactions of the Japan

Society of London, Vol.
XXIII.

Rekishi to Chid, Vol. 20.

No.6. P.483.
The Transactions of the Japan

Society of London, Vol.
XXIV.

Ohosaki GakuhO, Vol. 74.
RisshO Daigaku Dosokwai,
Tokyo.

Rekishi to Chid, Vol. zz,
NO.4. P.269'

Meiji Japan Society, Tokyo.
ShOwa 3.

19
1' Printed at the Kobe Chronicle

Press.
1920 Meiji Japan Society, Tokyo.
19u The Japan Advertiser, Tokyo.

192 1 The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XVIII

19u The Japan Chronicle, Kobe.

1923 Seikei Gakuen, Tokyo.

1923 Seikei Gakuen, Tokyo.

The Imperial Family of Japan (B *
~~m)

Sovereign and Subject (It c la)
Japanese Administration in Korea

today, An English Observer's
Testimony to its Success

Misasagi: The Imperial Mausolea of
Japan (flTIIFi)

Independence: The Struggle of
Subject Peoples for Freedom.
Obstacles and Difficulties

The Power of the Soul. Translated
into English (u (1J 13) ~"

Pictures illustrating The Road to
Enlightenment, translated into
English (ftf 9 :1J (1J iI) ~,.

Ancient Capitals and Palaces of Japan 1923
(il ft JIll ~ 1f~)

grandfather,

grandfather,

grandfather,

grandfather,

grandfather,
grandfather,

grandfather,

grandfather,grandfather,

grandfather,grandfather,

grandfather,

grandfather,

Imperial
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Chokei-Tenno : The Emperor Chokei 1928
(:IHi! 7i:Ji)

The Capital in Peace (Taihei-Kan no 1928
Miyako) (:i: If£/Ill U) fi)

May,

The Journal of the Royal
Anthropological Institute,
Vol. LXI.

Nippon Yusen Kaisha

The Transactions ofthe Japan
Society of London, VoL
XXV.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXV.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXVI.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXVII.

The Rock, Hongkong.

The Transactions of the Meiji
Japan Society Vol. 36.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXVIII.

The Tokei, Seikei Gakuen,
Tokyo.

The Transactions of the Meiji
Japan Society Vol . 37.

1929

1931

1931

1931

1932

1931

1931

1931 Kamo Mioya Jinja.
ShOwa 7.

1932 The Echo, Tokyo.

The Shima, Tokyo.
The Transactions of the Japan

Society of London, Vol.
XXIX.

The Japan Chronicle, Dec.
H & 24. 1932.

The Hongkong University
magazine.

The Japan Advertiser, Tues
day, April 4, 1933.

1932

1931

1931

19H

Some Impressions of the Recent En
thronement (lfII*A ~ f{ lC)

The Imperial Family and Shinto (1i! 1930
Ii Co '" ii) (Koshitsu to Shinto)

Daigakuryo (* ~ • ... If£'1i.' ~ ft)
(Daigakuryo : Japanese University
Life in the Heian Period)

The Vicissitudes of Shinto. (jill ill U)
IUt)

The Nomenclature of the N.Y.K.
Fleet (E:eg ~)

First Class Government Shrines and
Their Deities, Part I. (fr M* jl:
c.~I8IJ~JII~U) -)

Jinshin no Ran (x $ U) It) (An
episode of early Japanese History)

First Class Government Shrines and
Their Deities Part II. (fr M*it
:Jttill~ " ~ U) ::)

Kamo Mioya Jinja (_"if. fI1Il ill jI!I jftJ:)

:: 1i ~ 15 U) 1ft .II: (in Japanese)

Changed middle school course urges
to eradicate communism (Course
should be amended so graduates of

Nihonsei or The Japanese Make
(B*~)

The Island Empire (7\ a 1/i, Jl, U) *II)
Jidai Ijin no Riakuden (Japanese

Personalities throughout the Ages)
(~ft$AU)@.)

Japanese Educational System. (B *
U) ~ ff IttJ It)

The Vice-Chancellorship

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions
Riakuden
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Yasukuni Jinja (#11 14 jlJI it)

middle school should be fitted to
seek employment.)

Nanyo lnin Toji Islands (ifjff;~a: 19H
tit 1fi JtI!)

History of Atsuu Jingii ('-I Ea" 'IA'.lie) 19H

Ikutama Jinja (§: III~ .. jj: 10) 19H

Oyamato Jinja (* ~ .. it 16) 19H
History of Heian Jingii. (If ~ .. 2!r 1933

.lie)
Nibukawakami Jinja (ft.§;.}11 1: JHI: 19H

~)

1933
1934

~D:" ~ L ~ ti'fi (in Japanese) 1934
Maires du Palais in Japan (~H. ~. 19H

~]~ ~ 12r)

.It If jIjIl::. it L (in Japanese) 1934
Yatagarasu (J\ .R8 .~) 1934

Kamo Mioya Shrine (jIt 1t. tall Kilt jillid: 1934OOm
Divine Spirits of Shinto and Hirota 1934

Jinia. (la1J ~ ~ Co rJJi III jIfi iftt)
Tokiwa Jinja (~" .. n) 1934

Hiye Jinja (El ~ jIfI id:) 1934

Tat suta Jinja (Ifl EI1 jIfI iI:) 1934

Hikawa Jinja (:7.k )II" id:) 1934

Yoshino J ingii (E' If jIf! 'IA') 1394

The Emperor Go-Daigo and the Re- 1934
storation of Kemmu. (tllllJ::R Ji
Co If! lit !P00)

Asama Jinja (~IIII .. it) 1934

Tsukuba Jinja (~ft;ll itI:) 1935

The Travel Bulletin, No. 95,
of N.Y.K. Tokyo.

The Travel Bulletin, NO'96
& 97· June & July, 1933·

The Travel Bulletin, NO'98
Aug. 1933.

Meiji Japan Society. Vol. 40,
The Travel Bulletin, No . 100

& 101, Oct. & Nov. 1933.
The Transactions of the Asia

tic Society of Japan. Vol.
10.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 102
& 103. Dec. 1933and Jan.
1934·

The Sakko, Kyoto.
The Transactions of the Japan

Society of London, Vo.
XXX.

The Sakkd, Kyoto.
The Travel Bulletin, No . 104.

Feb. 1934. .
J. L. Thompson & Co. Ltd.

Apr. 1934. Kobe.
Naigai Shuppan Insatsu Kabu

shikikai sha, May, 1935.
The Travel Bulletin, No. 107

May, 1934.
The Travel Bulletin, No . 108.

June, 1934·
The T ravel Bulletin, No. 109.

Jul y, 1934·
The T ravel Bulletin, No . 110.

Aug. 1934.
The T ravel Bulletin, No. III.

Sept. 1934.
The Transactions of the Japan

Society of London, Vol.
XXXI.

The Travel Bulletin. No. 112,
111, 113, 114. Oct. Nov.
& Dec. 1934.

The Travel Bulletin. No.
115 · Jan. 1935.

Transactions

TransactionsTransactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions
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Shrines in Taiwan (•• .-:8Ht 7.> jI!I 1936
it)

Abdication in Japan (:i: 1: :JC a lit a 1935
a)

Asuka ni masu Jinja (~ .. ~ .. jf:)

Terukuni Jinja (00 1/1 jI!I ijf:)

The Nomenclature of the N.Y.K.
Fleet . (fli fi ~ Jft IT Ili)

Futarayama Jinja (= 1ft WjI!I it)

Shrine Office of Isonokami
Jingii, Feb. 1935.

Meiji Japan Society, Vol. 43.
The Travel Bulletin, No. 117.

118, 119, IZO. March, Arpil,
May, June. 1935.

Cultural Nippon, March 1925.
Vol. III No. I.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 121,
July, 193'·

Naigai Shuppan Insatsu
Kabushikikaisha, Aug.
1935·

The Travel Bulletin, No. IH.

Aug. 1935.
Meiji Japan Society, Vol. 44.
The Travel Bulletin, No. 123

Sep, 1935.
The Shiikyo Koron, Tokyo.

Cultural Nippon, Tokyo.
The Travel Bulletin, No. 1 24

Oct. 1935.
The Transactions of the Japan

Society of London, Vol.
XXXII.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 125
& 126. No. & Dec. 193"

Nippon Yiisen Kaisha.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 127,
128, & 129. Jan. Feb &
March, 1936.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 1 ;0.

April, 19;6.
The Travel Bulletin, No. I; I.

May. 19;6.
The Travel Bulletin, No . 132.

I;;, 134 & 135. June.
July, Aug, & Sept. 1936.

The Shrine Office. Utsuno
miya,

1935

1935

1935
1935

193' The Sakko, Kyoto.
193' The Travel Bulletin, No. n6.

Feb. 1935.

1935

1935

1935

1935

1935

1935
193'

193'
1935

1936

1936

1936

1935

1936into(Transtaled

ff M*it ffII fa (in Japanese)
Zoku Senmeiko (.it; 'ti~) (Nomen

clature of the N.K.Y. Fleet supple
mented)

Isonokami Jingii (;0 1:" a")

Nibukawakami Jinja (ft ~ J111:JII it)
Kamo Gejo Ryosha (Jl if; 'F 1: Wi it)

Japanese Education viewed by an
Englishman.

Zoku Zoku Senrneiso (M. E 'ti ~)
(Naming of S.S. Pa1ao Maru)

Surninoe no Ohozami (tl: n: *. f1i)

Taiwan Jinja (a 111 .. it)

Yasoshima no Matsuri (J\ T a ~)
Chichibu Jinja (fJ: 3t .. it)

~.K.ljHt7.>ti::1!f::aQ.)JliJ. c. ~W.
.. iP± (in Japanese)

Shisangan (z w_)
N.Y.K. Ana .

Hakone Jinja (ft til! .. jf:)

n.=~wj"t
Japanese)

Transactions

TransactionsTransactionsTransactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions
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Koru : Imperial consorts in Japan (15 1936
fe)

The Travel Bulletin, No . 1'o.
Dec. 1937.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 14I,

& IS2. Jan. & Feb. 1938.
The Travel Bulletin, Nl. 113,

IS4 & IS'· March, April,
May, 1938.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 156,
& In· June and July, 1938.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXXIV.

The Travel Bulletin. No. 149
Nov. 1937.

Meiji Japan Society.

The Transactions of the Japan
Society of London, Vol.
XXXIII.

The Travel Bulletin, No.136
& 137. Oct. & Nov. 1136.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 138,
139, 140 & 141. Dec. 1936

and Jan. Feb. & March,
1937·

The Travel Bulletin, No. 138,
139, 140 & 141. Dec. 1937
and Jan. Feb. & March,
1937·

The Travel Bulletin, No. 142,
143, 144, & 14'. Apr. May,
June and July, 1937.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 146.
Aug. 1937.

Naigai Shuppan lnsatsu Ka
bushikikaisha. Sept . 1937.

The Travel Bulletin, No. 147
Sept. 1936.

1937

1937

1938

1938

1937

1938

1937

1937

1937

1936

1936
1937

1937

1937

Nagata 1937 The Travel Bulletin, No. 148.
Oct. 1937.

Okami. 1937 Meiji Japan Society

Izushi Jinja (HIli .. it: )

Ube Jinja (!P mjill it)

Mishima Jinja (= ., jill it)

Hiraoka Jinja (tlcIlII jill it)

Kiu Senmeiko (.mfi ~)

Kashima Jingiiki (1m a jill g fa)

Kodokwanki, translated into English.
~.~iiUniJC

Takebe Jinja (Il $ jI!I it)

Zoku Zoku Zoku Seomeiko (. -+ -+
~fi~)

Zoku Zoku Zoku Zoku Senmeiko
(Nomenclature of Asaka MaN,
Awata MaN, and Azuma MaN).
(M -+ -+ -+C'fi~)

The .. Nagata MaN" and
Jinja. (~III::JL lk ~ EEl jill it)

Kashima Okami and Katori
(11E a *-j!fllkwlOC *-ptI)

Chronicles of the Tei family, Royal
Servants of Ming. (00 z. !t. C!: • Ii!
lJJ f$)

Tosa Jinja (±Vi .. it)

Temmangii (5R it~) (patron Deity of 1937
Learning)

Kashima Jingiiki (l!. A" a- fa)

Transactions

Transactions

Kashima

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

TransactionsTransactions
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Haitei Monogatari: (The Story of 19Z%
the &iled Emperors (lfir1ft&Jrf).

Aso Jinja (JiiI Ii ill' it)

Omiwa Jinja (* iJI ;II it)

APPENDIX

1939

1939-194°

529

The Travel Bulletin, No. 169
& 170. July, Aug. 1939.

The Travel Bulletin, No . 171.
171., 173, 174, & 171.
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 1939,
and .Jan. 1940.
The Transactions of the
Japan Society of London,
VoL XIX.
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INDEX
(M. K.. J.IUnds for U Mikoto." II Kami....aDd .. Jinja" rupeetively. The:titles of books ace Italicized.)

A
Abe Princess, (Gemmei, Empress) II6.
Abe-Naishinno (Koken, Empress) the Em

peror Shomu's daughter, 57, 66.
Abe no Omi, 34.
Abe no Sukernaro, first Kannushi of Iki

Suminoe shrine, H7.
Abstinence Palace, 28,29, n.
Accession of Jimmu, 15.
Achiki, scholar of Kudara, 42.
Adacbimachi, 349.
Ade, Crown Prince, (Heizer, Emperor)

II 5.
Agata-no-Nyoo, 6.
Agatanushi, 216,217,219.
Age of the Gods, 102.
Ahira-hime, sister of Ohashi no Kimi of

Ata, and consort of Iwarehiko no M.,

479·
Aidono, 12,234,438;- of the Hinokuma

Jingu, 182;- of the Naiku, 182 ;-no
Kami (Asama ].), 463.

Ainame. See Ainame Matsuri.
Ainame Matsuri, 61, 249, H9, 383 ; number

of the deities worshipped in, 496.
Ainan-dokoro of the Dajo-kwan, 82. 92.
Akamatsu family, 101. 102, 112·
Akanbashi, 226.
Aonigite, forerunners of Gober, S.

Akiguchi J., Sakai, 343, 348.
Aki-no-miya, 29.
Akusha (~1?i'). 219, 220.
Amagoi no K., 166.
Ama-no-fukine-no M., 6.
Amanuma, Prof., an authority on Japanese

architecture, 325·
Amashi-no-K. (i'fijllilijl\l), 264.
Amaterasu Omikami, two versions about the

birth of, 3; instructed to rule the Taka
maga-hara, 3,380; Imperial Ancestress,
3,4; withdrawal of, into Arne no
Iwato, 4, 181, 290; decision of, to
send down the Grandchild, 7; first-

abode of, after leaving the palace,
5°2; last residence of, 29; Aramitama
of, 307, 439; as Wakamiya of Kasuga
and Hiraoka, 293-294; 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,
10, 24, 28, 30, 39, 41, 42, 46, 47, 64,
67, 68, 176, 177, 181, 182, 183, 190,
193, 197, 228, 229, 232, 236, 237, 313,
317, 429, 431, 4H, 437, 439·

Arnatsuhidaka hiko ho ho demi no M.,
9, 450, 454, 451, 456.

Amatsukami, 28, 118, 144, 201, 203, 396,
399, 403, 404, 457·

Amatsukami Sessha (Hikawa), sacred to

Sukunahikona no M., and Onamuchi
no M., 387.

Arne-no-Akarutarna-no-M., called Tamaya-
no-M., the Maker of the Jewel, 5> 8, II.

Ame-no-kushitsu Okume no M., 12.
Ame-no-futotarna no M., 5,9, II, 182,4;0.
Ame-no-hahakiri-no-Tsurugi, 6.
Arne-no-Hihoko of Shiragi, 27, ;6, 42.
Arne-no-Hirohoko, sent up to Arnaterasu

Omikami by Okuninushi, 8. 10.
Ame-no-hiwashi-no-K., 5.
Ame-no-hoakari-no M., II.

Ame-no-hohi-no-M., ancestor of Senge
family, 7, 26, 182, 185.

Ame-no-Ikutama-no-M., ancestor of Nitabe
no Atae., ;69.

Arne-no-Iwato (the Heavenly Cavern). 4.
181, 182.

Arne-no-Iwato-wake-no-K., 12
Arne-no-Kaguyama, 262, 290.
Arne-no-Koyane no M., 5, 9, 10, II, 12, 28,

177, 181, 182, 192; genealogy of,
290; first mention of, Kojiki, 290 ;
deeds performed by, in front of Arne
no Iwato, 290; sent down as one of 5
chiefs of companies, 291; description
of, Nibonsbaki, 291; in charge of divine
matters, 291; instructed to guard
Heavenly Regalia, 191; identified with
Omoi-Kane or Otori no Muraji, 292;
worshipped as Kwannon or jizo,

Transactions
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INDEX 531
292; explanation of the name, 293 ;
ancestor of the Nakatomi, 430 ;
himekami, 124; 496.

Ame-no-manoi of the Jindai, 352, 314.
Ameno-Michine-no-M., ancestor of Kuni

no Miyatsukoof Kii, 190, 191.
Ame-no-Mihashira, interpretation of, 2B

2S4; 191.
Amc-no-Mihashira-no-M., 2SI; named from

the connection with Ame-no-Nuhoko,
2H·

Ameno-Mitsutamatauhime, daughter of
Toyomikatama, 293.

Ame-no-Murakumo-no-Tsurugi, (or Kusa
nagi-no-Tsurugi), discovery of, 6 ;
given to the Grandchild as one of the
Regalia, 8, 9, 10 ; entrusted to Yamato
hime with the Mirror, 24; presented
to Yamato-takeru by her, 37; its
miraculous action for rescuing him
out of danger, 37, 432; enshrined at
Atsuta after his death, 38; stolen away
by a Buddhist priest, 39; finally sent
back from the palace to At suta, 39 ;
93, 179, 190, 191, 236, 313, 381, 43C>
433, 438, 448.

Ame-no-Nuhoko C ~ m ;f) , 2H·
Arne-no-nukado-no-K; 4, II, 12.
Ameno-Oshihi-oo-M., 12.
Ameno-Oshihomimi-no-M., 7, 9·
Ame-no-Oshikumo-no-M., worshipped in

Wakamiya, of Hiraoka and Kasuga, 294,
296.

Ame-no-Tajikarao-no M., S, 12, 182.
Arne no Tamahoko, (Heavenly Jewelled

spear), 254-
Ameno-Taneko-no-M., lineage of, 296 ; one

of the Emperor Jimmu's most trusted
advisers & the founder of Hiraoka J.,
16, 188, 291.

Ame-no-Tomiko-no-M., 15, 16.
Ame-no-Ukihasbi (Floating bridge ofHeav-

en), 2H.
Ame-no-Uzume-no-M., 50 181, 182.
Arne-no-Yasukawarn, 4.
Amewakahiko, 182.
A mptiki (~m, 81.
Anaho, Isonokami, capital of the Emperor

Anko, 493.
Anase (1tli!i Anashi), the village where

the Great God of Yamato was first wor-

shipped, 21, 229, 242.
Anase ni masu Hyosu J., 242.
Anato, -93.
.u:.cestral Onmyodo deity of Kamo family,

Kotoshironushi, no K ., 395.
Angii, 90, 98, 99.
Animistic worship of Mountain, 404.
Anko, Emperor, 30.
.Ansei-Dairi-Zoei-sbi, 106.
Ansei, the great fire of, 219.
Antoku, Emperor, progress of, to the west ,

89; vis its to Usa etc. , 116, 172; 90.
Anzu (~ ), duty of, 472.
Aouma no Sechie (s.m'mi1t) 7th January,

310; originally palace ceremony, 352;
origin of, 352; rite of, 312.

Aoi and katsura as wigs (Kamo festival),
2°3·

Aoihashi, Kamo, 225.
Aoi leaves, 2°3, 209, 213, 217, 220, 226.
Aoi-Matsuri, the nature of, 74, 200 ;

date of the institution of, 74, 204,
205 ; expenses of, 75, 218; revival of,
219; procession and ceremony of,
21?,"-224; preliminaries of, 224-226;
Middle day of the bird Q1.W) of 4th
month, 217, 219, 423.

" Aoi no Mon" 208, 212.
Aonigite, (blue hempen cloth), 4, 5.
Aoyagi Tanenobu, Zolul FuknJU;M; by, HI .
Apotheosis, 39-41.
Arahito kami no ko , (son of a Deity of

visible men), 40.
Aramitama., 41, 42, 61, 69, 127, 190, 193,

223, 231, 240, 2B; nature of, 313;
ofAmaterasu Omikami, 192,311, P 3,314;
of the Sun Goddess, 177: of Suminoe
Okarni, 312, 313, 314; of Sawara Shin
no, 69.

Anunitama Sumiyosbi J ., site of, 316;
origin of, 312; buildings of, 3P ;
Mabee sai, 332; deities worshipped
in, 332; priests of, 337 ; divine rank,
338 ; Ichinomiya of Nagato, 339 ;
myojindai, 339; kwampcichusha in
Meiji 44, 339, territorial possissions of
old days, HI; present shrine precincts,
HI; despatch of Chokushi on occasion
of Gosengii-Shiki, 344; two sessha,
347; festivals of, 363; treasures of,
366.

Transactions
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53 2 INDEX

Araragi (a word used in lieu of" Pagada "),
one of .. inner" taboo words, 3:.

.. Are", (Kamo) setting up of, :03.
Arihara, family, :'U.
Arihara no Hirotsuji, 243.
Ario-Zan, 94.
Arisugawa-no-in, n .
Aritoshi Daimyojin, (U*!lijjlfl), :76.
Asagao, retired saiin princess, 73.
Asahi J., 241.
Asaka Gori, Kibi, where Totsuka no Tsurugi

had been placed prior to the installment
in Isonokami, 190.

Asama Gohonden, .. Cbodobin " of, 41 0;
probable explanation of Asama deities
being masculine nature, 410-411.

Asama, probable meaning of, 2 p.
Asama Daimyojin, 470.
Asama J., career of the deity, 454-456; date

of the foundation and the original site,
458; date of the removal to the present
site and the first building of, 459; first
mention of, in the national annals, 459;
number total of Asama J. including 3
Kwan-Kokuheisha & 5 Kensha, 460; two
deities as Aidono-Kami, revered since
Tokugawa era, 460; Okuno-miya, date of
its origin (Kyiian) and its establishment
as a pure shrine, 461 ; shrine-rebuildings
and the Buke, 46z; several disasters on,
462, 466; repairs made by the Tokugawa
Bakufu, 466, 467; by the Government,
467; Sessha & Massha, 468; rank &
status, 470; the rise of the Buke and the
prosperity of the shrine, 471 ; the revenue
in Tensho era & the Tokugawa period,
471; the precincts of Hongii and Okuno
mira, 471 ; the system of the shrine ser
vice from the Kamakura era , 471 ; Shake
families, 473; probable beginning of
Buddhistic influence, 473; changes of
Betto system, 473-474; Restoration of
Meiji and the alterations of, 474; festivals
of, 474-476; treasures of, 476.

ASIJ11IQ jinjQnoRlfejshi, by Miyaji and Hira
no, 454.

Asama Okami, as deliverer ofYamato-takeru
from the peril, 459; honchi of, 461.

.Asama Shrine-buildings, a peculiar feature
of, 462; arrangement of, 463.

Asama 3 great festivals, 494.

Asamayagamine, 461.
.Asama Zukuri, 46:
Asamike, 126.
Ashihara no Nakatsukuni, :3:
.Ashikaga age, 77, 108. 146.
Ashikaga, family, 98 ;-Takauji, 97. 101;

Yoshimitsu, 103 ;-Yoshimasa, 443;
Yoshimochi, 446, 461.

.Ashinazuchi, father of Inadahime, 6, :p,
381, 401•

Aso, etymological interpretation of, 483.
Aso J., three separate shrines converted into

one under the name of, 478; site of, 484 ;
genealogy, marriage and virtues of the
deity of, 478-483; opinions about the
original site of, 484-487 ; descriptions of,
48... 485; originally a volcano worship,
associated with ancestor worship in the
course of rime, 488; influences of Budd
hism, 489; r a, Za of Aso, and their
gradual growth, 488, 489; building of,
490; fortunes of the Aso family, 491;
festivals of, 491, 492.

Aso hime J.,myojinsho, 478.
Aso no Okami. See Aso J..
Asotsuhime, consort of Takeiwatatsu, 478.
Aso uji, no Ki, 484.
Aston, Prof., translation of Nihonshoki by,

cited, 9, 13, 19, ZO, :n, ::, 35, 36, 40,
IU, u8, :51, 456.

Asuka, H, 137, 138; compared with Nara,
493-494; interpretation of, 495 ; 496.

Asuka family, descent of Arne no Koto
shironushi no K., 501 ; loyal to the side
of Yoshino-cho, 501; 503.

Asuka ni masu J., 144, 493-5°4; original
site of, 496; removal of, to the present
site, 501; description of, in Engishifej,
476; Kotoshironushi no M., the principal
deity, 496--498; different opinions as to
the other 3 Za, 499; no record of rank,
S0l ; despatch of Kwarnpei for rain, SOl;
endowment and shrine property, 501,
502 ; bad times of the shrine, S0:; shrine
status not promoted in Meiji ... 502 ~

claiming of Moto Ise, improbable, 50:;
buildings of, 503 ; only treasure of, ~t'
mirror made in Ternpyo, 504.

Asuka J. Kii, Scssha of Kumano Shingu,
5°4; -ni masu Mutokoro no J., 499 ~
- Toyoura no Miya, palace of the Hrd

treasure

alterations alterations
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sovereign Suiko, 494; -YamAgUchi ni
masu J.. 501, 5°4; -Yasuhatu. Kan
nushi who died lighting against the
Ashikaga. 5°1; -Yonsha. 500.

Atago gori. the whole of. announced to be
considered Kamo Shrine territory. all.

Ataka-ashitsu-hime, I 13.
Atoshizume Matsuri, 422.
Atsuta, Owari, as the Ebisu boundar.

174> 176, 177, 236• 313.
.Atna« Daijingu Engi. compiled in Kyoho

era, by Fujiwara no Sonun, account of
Atsuta J.'s orgin in, 434.

Atsuta Jingiij i, details of, #1.
Atsuta J .• principal deity & Aidono deities

of, 39, 429; Only one Za recognized
officially, 429; history of Go-shintai,
429-434; origin of, 38, 434; service and
priests of, 4~9-#O ; relation with Budd
hism. #1-#2; particulars of the old
buildings, #3-447 ; arrangement of new
buildings, 448-45 I ; the shrine precincts
451; festivals of, 452-4H; ~8. 39. 109.
Ill, 118, 177, 191, 192.

Atsuta Jinja monto ZatsUToku, by Amano
Nobukage, Kyoho era, 438.

Atsuta Myojin, ujigarni of the Owari family,

439·
Atsuta, 3 great festivals of, 452.
August Imperial ancestors, 178.
Awaji, province, 69.
Awa. J..deity of, II ; claiming to date from

the first year of Jimmu's reign. 188.
Azechi no Tsubone, described in Azuma

Kagami, to have jumped into Danno
Ura, holding the Emperor Antoku in her
arms. 90.

Azuma Asobi, 221 .

A~_a KAgami, 90, 414, 417, 422, 427, 461.

B
Baba, (A), 225, 227.
Bakufu, 1', 466.
Barnba, Omi, 100.
Ban, (low oblong stands), an utensil for

G06shinji, 149. 150.
Ban Nobutomo, Ji","'.JtKbiMsbO by. 109.

395·
Banzairaku, 3So.
Baron Itozu, Giiji of 1\so. 486.
Bekkii (Bctsugii), 2~0, 232. :&66, 267.

Bells of Naisbldokoro, ringine of without
any reason. enquired into by divination.
88,89·

Bending races at Kami Kamo, u7.
Benkan, 91.
Bessha, 2~9, 268.
Berro, the office of. 75. 389. 472 • 474
Bidatsu, Emperor. H. 48• 49. So.
Bifukumon-in, 115.
Birshana, 164.
Biwa, Lake, 41.
Black horse or white hone, u offering

(heihaku), 267.
Boddhisarrva, 43.
Bokkai, tribute brought by. sent to the

shrines. 65.
Bornon-no-tsubone, one of the consorts of

the Emperor Goshirakawa, 89.
Branch Kumano Shrine, in Kyoto. lSI

in Tokyo, 151, 152.
Brewery of Hcavently sweet Sake. 456.
Bridge of Keicho, (Hiraoka J.), 309.
Bronze bell, one of Aramitama Suminoe

shrine treasures, 366.
Buddha, 47,48,49, 50, 62. 63,64, 65 ; the

embroidery figure of, H.
Buddha Birushana, 64.
Buddha image . two of. first made in Japan,

48.
Buddhism, the introduction of, 47-58;

date of first introduction, 47; contest of
adoption, 47, 48, 49 ; date of znd in
troduction. 48; the Emperor Bidarsu's,
attitude towards, 48-49; Suiko's, 50 ~

Shotoku Ta ishi's code, 50 ; extermination
of the Soga family, 51; Tenji's attitude
towards, 53 ; Kam ako's , 53, 54 ; Temmu'a
57; J ito, a fervent Buddhist, maintain
ing Kami cult , her abdication. and crema
tion on her death, 57, 58; no fusion be
tween Shinto and Buddhism before the
Nara age , 58 ; attaining to its greatest
power during the Nara peri od, particular
Iy in the reign of Shomu and Koken, 63
64,66; Ryobu-Shinto, its origin and de
velopment. 64-66, 70-72; establishment
of Jinguji, and the institution of Bud
dhist shrine priests, :&07. 278. 304> 327,
328, ~89. 427, 441,473 ; 31• ~2, 43. 48. 49.
5°.52. 54. 62,66,73. 79. In. 144, 207.
See Buddhist.

relation

relation

relation

relation

relation
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Buddhism and Shrines, 145, 194-
Buddhist, a3, 44. So, n, 62, 63, 6s, 69,

70, 79, 15a, z07 j- apologists, 64 j
baptism, 71 j - connection with Hachi
man, 4S; - establishment in Kumano
Sanzan, 14S ; in Asama J., 474; in Atsuta
Jingu, 441-44Z; in Aso J., 487-488; in
Hiraoka J., 344; -faith, 49 ;-Hall in the
interior of the palace, S3 i-image thrown
into the canal or newly made, 48; -im
portation into Shinto, 78 ;- influence on
Suminoe shrine, 327, 3a8; --persecution
caused by pastilence, 48, 49 j -priests,
43, S8, 64, 66, 71, n; -nun, 43; -in
fluence, Kumano under, 115 ; - religion,
49; -rites, 58 ; -scriptures, 48; -tem
ples, 48, n, 71, 72, 113, 117·

Buddhistic tendency, 51.
Bugyo-nc-kami chujo Kimihide, 104.
Building under the special protection of

government, ZI3, 448, 465.
Bunji I, return of the mirror and Jewel in,

from the west to the Ommeiden, 90, 9Z.
Bunkwa I I, Kamo Rinjisai rev ived in,

z ro, ZI8.
Bunkyii III, the Emperor Komei's visit to

Kamo in, 116, ZI8.
Bunrei, (:9-11), 383, 460.
BUt/rhuruirharho's opinion about the deities

of Asuka J., 499.
Buretsu, Ernpror, 30, 56, 1%8, 136.
Bushi, the , 146, 179.
Butai, (Dancing stage), 46S, 466.
Buzen, province, 44-
,By6doin , Vji, 94.

c
Canons of Shinto, a,H, 180.
Centenarian Emperors, last of, 46.
Central Reed Plains, the Land of, 7.
Chamaro Kasa, 348.
Chamberlain, Prof., English translation of

Kojiki hy, quoted, 13, lIZ, 113, 31%;
The Imention of New Religion by, quoted,
a3, Z51; Thingr Japanue by, cited, 13.

.. Chan chan matsuri ", 245, %46.
Change of 2f'1lill into itl/ilJ, a98.
Characters :iR~ for Asuka, reason of being

used, 495.
Charcoal made of Young Kashi for divina

tion (Hiraoka J .), 307.

Charms for safe delivery, lSI.

Chidori Hafu (=f.ll;iltl!l), 3%" 374. 419.
Chief Imperial Hall, the, 15.
Chigi, al3, 3a3, 388, 464; of the lse Naikii,

breadth and thickness of, 4S9.
Chigusa-dake, Omi, 41.
Chijin-Godai (JtI!~.n:ft), a8, 3a8.
Chikafusa, Kitabatakc, 84.
ChikallagakyOki (1ll~.lIO), a69·
Chikatsu Asuka (~~IU'), capital of Em-

peror Kenso, 493, 49" 496.
Chikuzen, province, 4a, 43.
Chimaki, z47.
Chimata-no-Kv, z9.
China, 19, zo, 36, SZ, B, H, 71, 114. 166.
Chinese classics, 4a.
Chinese philosophy, z8, 4z, 114.
Chinese practice, imitation of, 46.
Chinkomon, the western gate of Atsuta J.,

an interesting story regarding, 446.
Chinjusha, ZB.
Chinka-sai, 61.
Chinkonsai (tJl~~), 61, 168, 17z, 173, ZIO,

aI7.
Chinowa, (large hoop made of miscanthus),

359·
Chinushi no Kami of Sumiyoshi, 345.
Chiryaku IV, 88.
Choanfu, (Capital ofTo-dynasty), 137.
Chodoin, the, 66.
Chogakujl, Jingiiji for Oyamato J., Z4Z.
Chogen IX, Nijuichinen ZOei of Kamo

decreed in, ZIO.
O1okei, Emperor, loa, 116, 3a9, 34Z.
Cho-ko-ji, 97.
Chokushi, specially appointed Imperial

messenger, duty of, 116, 208, Z09, ZI8,
ZI9, zao, aZI. az" aa6, 344

Chokushiden (Atsuta J.), 445.
Chokutei (IOCr), 59·
O1okyii I,Iire ofKyOgokuin and the damage

on the Mirror in, 87, 89.
CbOIoku II, retum of the jewel to the palace

from Yoshino, 10Z.
Choryaku, 81, 168; increasing of 16 sha to

zz Sha in the 3rd year of, ZI4
Chosen, (Korea), 6.
Chosen J., 177, 198.
CbOrbiifuFhi. Horeki era, 438.
ChOya gUt/rai (~!llHlfe). z10
Chiiai, Emperor, 19,40,41, 4a, 41,119-161.

establishment

establishment
establishment

establishment

establishment
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169, 178, 183, 192, 193, 197; expedition
against Knmaso, 310; subsequent death,
3I I ; his reign's 4th year, foundation of
Atsuta, 440.

Chiigii no Suke, 223.
Chiijo, (rpM), 220.
Chiijo Minamoto no Tadaaki, 96.
ChuMki, 106.

ChuM no Ra¥, 99·
Chiikyo, Emperor, ~6, 93.
Chiimon, 74. 7~, 95, II6, 222, 386, 419.
Chiinagon Fujiwara Fujifusa, 93.
Chiinagon Fushimi Minamoto no Mori-

nakakyo, 89.
Chiinagon Tenji Kageko, III.
Chiishi (rpie), kinds of, 209.
Chii (rp) shrine building (Hoki era), sketch

of, 302.
Chiiwa-in, 61.
Chiiytiki, 74. 87, 174, 238, 239·
Chtiyiiki Mo!eslrokN, 175.
Civil war of Onin, 462.
Conflagrations of Dairi in Tokugawa era,

Joo II (MI, 10~; Kwanbun I (n),
105 ; Empo I (B;Jf), 105 ; Hoei V (ft7k>,
1°5; Shotoku III OE~) in danger of,
1°5; Temmei V, III (:;ROO), 10~; Kaei
VII (lli7k>, IO~.

Comb of Parting, 31.
Commentary on Montoleu ]ilsll1"okN, 161.

Confucianism, ~o, 53, ~4, II2.
Confucius, the philosophical teaching of,

(see Confucianism,) 53.
Contamination of shrine worship with Bud-

dhism, beginning of (Asama), 468.
Coup d'etat of Taikwa, 137.
Court ceremonies, the, 8~.

Court festivals, 5~2; divided into three
classes, rst class, 60; znd class, 62; 3rd
class, 62

Creation of the world, 2.
Crest of Hiraoka Shrine, 288, 309.
Crow, as the messengers of Itsukushima

Deities, 152; the shrine tradition of, 152.

D
Daibursu, (colossal Buddhist image), 44, 64,

65·
Daibutsu (Osaragi) Sadanao, 94.
Laidairi, 66, 85, 92, 100, 103,106,108,227.
Daido era 8o, 143, 206, 207.

Daigo, Emperor, 136, 139, IH, 172, 174.
186.

Daigoji, 136.
Daigoku-den, 3I, 80.
Daigokuden of Fujiwara no Miya, newly

excavated, site of, 494.
Daigiiji (*a-il'J), 109, 440, 472.
Daihan-sho, 81.
Daiji, 348.
Daijingu, Ise, 3I, 33, 58, 63, 64, 70, 98.
Daijingu Engi, describing the return of the

divine Sword to Atsuta, & Owari family,

439·
Daijingtl GisbiJ:klKj, 29, 32, 45, 46.
Daijingu no Saishu, 59.
Daijingu-ZOreisbii, 82.
Daijoe, 33.
Daijo-sai, 17,49, 56, 6o, 66, 79, II3, 153,

155,157,165, 169,171,172,173,2°9; an
early instance of, 456; regulated by
Temmu and later regarded as an essential
part of the coronation ceremonies, 56;
history of, 56.

Daikakuji, 97, 99, 100.
Daikehama, 168, 169.
Daikokusha, a Sessha of Itsukushima, re-

lated with pictures of crows, 152.
Dainagon Fujiwara no Morokata, 93.
Dainagon Kirnmune, 96, 100.
Dainichi nyorai, 461.
Dainigamine, 461.
Dai Nihon I.hinomiya Ki, 289, 395.
Dainibon fimmei [isba, 407.
Dai Nibonsbi, 15,26,43,49,65,79,80,81,

84, 88, 89, 90, 91, 96, 97, 100, 101, 102,
1° 3, II3, II7, II9, 329, 343, 395·

Dainibonsbi ]ir.gisbi, 160, 193, 195.
Dairenji, a branch temple of Hodoin, 474.
Dairi, 82, 103.
Daishi (*iiiE the Daijosai), 209·
Dai Shimpo, 169.
Daishoji, 348.
Daishoji of Asagaru, II I.

Daitoku-ji, 74.
Daitosai <*W;~), 392 •

Dajo-daijin, 31.
Dajokwan, 82, 92 ; edict of (*itlc1?7!f), 268

269, (dated Tempyo 7); 16, 501 (dated
JOgwan); 441, (dated Showa era) ; --eho
(the office of), 100: - no Ainan-dokoro,
88.

Emperor,
Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,
Emperor,

Emperor,Emperor,
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Dajo-Tenno, 80.
Dan-no-Urn, battle of, 90, 102.

Date of the foundation of Sumiyoshi, dif
ferent opinions llS to, H6.

Dazaifu, 90.
D"'taiJ:atmaishi. description of Takeiwatatsu

in, 480.
Decree issued in the 4th year of the Em

peror Jimmu, 23.
Deities, I; 80 myriads of, 27; - accom

panying the Heavenly Grandchild on his
dessent, names and genealogies of, 11
12 ; - enshrined by Jingii Kogo afte r
her victo rious return, 314 ; - of agri
culture, 183. 2°4,482; -of Itsukushima,
152 ; - of Kamo, 2°4; - of Kashima and
Katori, 298; - of the wind, 249, 260;
- to receive prayers for rain, (ifTPI§jIfr),
539 ; - who revealed to Chtiai the
necessity of Sankan Expedition & accom
panied the Empress as her guardians,
311, 312 , 313, 314·

Deity, 41, 42, 43, 60, 65, 148, 150, 203, 208,
210, 221 ; - for fine weather, 240; - of
agriculture, 183; - of Fuji, 457; - of
Mishima, 399.

Deity of Mimorooka (=!lffl), tradition
regarding, 500.

Deity of visible men, 52.
Tenryaku, 174.
Deriso Shindainagon Norihide, 104.
Department of Divination, 113.
Descent of Heavenly Grandchild, 7-10,

401.
Description in Nihonshoki of Jito's en

thronement, two ways of interpretation
of, 21; different views about the Regalia
resulting from, 21, 22.

Dissolution of Shinbutsukonko, 66.
Divination, 112-114 ; lust mention of, in

Nihon-shoki, I I 2, I 13 ; occasions practised
in old days, 113 ; examples of its use for
trifling matters in later days, II3 ; forma
tion of the dep artment of divination, I 13 ;
Urabe, members of, 113; families in
charge of, 114; 170, 224, 229, 232, 250,
262, 290, 456; Okayuura in Hiraoka,
306 ; Cases in Nukisaki J ., 308.

Divine Ancestress (Amaternsu-Omikami),
144·

Divine Emblems. See Three Regalia.
Divine Enclosure of Shiki, 502.

Divine Grace, 155, 165.
Divine Herb-quelling Sword, 24. See

Kusanagi no Tsurugi.
Divine Imperial Heirloom, the, newly ma

king of, -4.
Divine Imperial Regalia, the, IJ. See

Three Regalia.
Divine Instruction regarding the Mirror,

8, 9, 10; - - - the guardianship of the
Regali a to Arne no Koyane no M. and
Futotama no M., 9, 10, 292.

Divine Jewel, the, 81, 91, 101, 102; and
Sacred Sword, 101.

Divine Messengers (jl!t{i ), 424-
D ivine Mirror. the, 3S, 67, 82. 8s, 87, 88,

91, 96, 100, 102, 1°3; and the Divine
Jewel, 92; and the Great Sword, 82;
and the fires of Daidairi, (Heian period)
in Tentoku IV ., 82; in Kwank6 II, 85 ;
in Ch6kyti, 87; discussion of recasting of,
85 ; opinions as to whereabouts of, after
Go-Daigo's progress to Kasagi, 100;
miraculous flight of, on occasion of
Tentoku lire, 82.

Divine participants, names and works of,
on occasion of Ameno lwato Festival,
4-5 ·

D ivine progenitor and progenitria, 180.
D ivine Province, the. 137.
Divine Regalia, the, and Imbe family, 2+
Divine Spirit, the, 87.
Divine Sword, the, 38, 39; and the Jewel,

88.
Divine tax (jlIl&), 320.
Divine treasures brought from Heaven by

Takehiteru no M., story of the, 27.
Divining bamboos, number, length, dia

meter of, 306.
Divinity of the Emperor, a religious 02

tional faith made into a political tenet
from about Taikwa, 52, 55 ; Pere Martin's
view of its formulation, 55.

Division of shrines according to the divine
rank, 302.

Doen, priest, 119.
D6gy6, Buddhist priest, 39.
Doi Jiro, Bugy6, 385.
D6kyo (0), 68, 69, 185·
Doy6den, enshrining Kusanagi no Tsurugi

as Nigimitama of Y.T. no M., 437, 438.
D6y6 no Goren, II I.
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Dragon deity, 241, 265.
Dragon'. head, 246.
Dream, revelations in. 189, t9I, 20~, 2~I.

2~2, 249, 250.
Dry Bed of Heaven'. Tranquil River (or

Eight-Sandbank), 4.

E
Earth Goddess. Sec Haniyama-himc.
Eastern and Western Go-Honden, 149.
Echizen, province, 19.
Edict of Dajokwan (Hoki II, 2.) dealing

with Shrine buildings, ~02.

Edo (i!F ). 152. 185.
Edo Meishozue, ~8~ .
Eigo Monogofori. 88.
E ight-hand-Span Mirror (or Large Mirror),

10.
Eikya-miyulei. 104-1°5 .
Ernishi, 37, ~8. S1.

E mbassy from Mimana, 28.
Emperor. as the High priest of nation as

well as its ruler. 23, 27.
Emperor Keiko's reign. despatch of Ousu

in the , to subdue Kurnaso, 431 ; his death
in the 43rd year of. 433.

Emperor Keiko's progress in Chikushi, a
passage regarding, in Nihonsholei, 482

483.
Emperor Mciji, the, and Mishima J., 416,

417.
Emperors, deification of, 178-179.
Emperor's birthday. 14.
Emperors of the Southern Court, 56.
Emperor Suizei, the Shrine of, as Aso Jiini

no Miya, 489.
E mpero r Sujin's reign, removal of the

sacred objects from the palace to Kasanui
in the, 4~0.

Emperor Taisho's visit to Hikawa Shrine,
as the Crown Prince, ~9I.

Emperor Temmu's reign. return of the
Sword from the palace in the , 439.

Emperor Tenji's reign. the Sword stolen by
a priest from Shiragi in the , 4H.

Empire of Japan, " Shima no Yasoshima"
stands for, in Toshigoi no Matsuri, 162.

Empress Shoken and Empress Dowager
E isho's visits to H ikawa, in Meiji 6. 391.

Empress Taisho's visit to Omiya, the, ~96.
Engen I., 97. 98.

Eng; Do!iingu Gishilei(!JO. 109.

Engi era. a, I15, 158, 165, 166, 167. 178,
20a, ~8,.

Eng; KaIeM (JIM). a68, 351.
Engishilci, H. 44. 60, 66, 92, 158. 160, 161.

162. 164. 166, 167. 177, 196. 2H. a~"
a49. 2'2, a63, 265, a66, a71, 3°5> ~19.

339. 344. H5> 368• 379. 394, 406, 407.
416• 441, 464, 478, 496, 498.

Eng;shilei jimm,khO. 4a9. 436, 442 • 4'9.
Engithilei jimmyot!JO fothii, a'4. a64.38,.
Engithileimy5jinlei, 438.
Engi system, 160, 209.
Enkyii I, Yasoshima Matsuri celebrated in.

169.
Enkyiilei, 438.
Enomoto no Muraji K iyoko, 1,6.
Enryaleii- Doijingii-GiJhileithO, 109.
Enryaku era, zoj , ZI~ , a14. 217.
Enryaleii Gishilei (hO, 108.
Enryakuji, 70, 71, 94, 95. 97, 101, III, I15..

136.
Enthronement at Kashihara , 479.
Enyu, Emperor, 76. 78. 116. 167.
Eruption of Fuji, 466.
Eto Masazumi, Shogiiji, founder of Nibu.

Okunosha, 274.
Exhibition of shooting for the entertain

ment of deities, 37' .

F
Fire deity. Sec Ho-no-Kagutsuchi-no-Kami.
First earthly Sovereign's establishment oE·

the Capital at Kashihara, 660 B.C., 498.
First Imperial palace building, account of,

Nibonsbaki, 17.
First Imperial priestess, 3a.
First-market held in Japan, 361.
Food deity, 46, 254. See Toyouke Okami,

and Gekii.
Foundation of the Empire hy the Emperor

Jirnrnu. 430.
Founder of the Empire, the, 178.
Friction of a Hinoki hoard and an Utsugi

board, an ancient ceremony to produce
fire, 306.

Frost shrine (tlMI: Aso , established by,.
Takeiwatatsu), 487.

Fuchii, site of old Kokufu, (Izu), 385.
Fudolei. nature of. 144. 405.
FiiJoleikD (ll\±~ ). 386• 387. 388, 390.·

Emperor,

Emperor,
Emperor,

Emperor,
Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,

Emperor,
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Fuji, mt., 187; tradition of tbe fonnation
of,4S7·

Fuji deity and Konobanasakuyabime, identi
fication of, 458.

Fuji family, chief persons of, in charge of
Daigiiji of Asama, 472, 473·

FNji Hongii ZaW ('M±*1fr~, 459·
Fuji ]., (.~ ..iit) Suruga, 403·
Fuji J., 459; date of founding, 469; deity

worshipped in, 469 ; relation witb As=
J., 469.

Fujikata-Katabi-no-Miya, 29.
Fujinami, viscount, retainer of prerogative

to read Nakatomi no Yogoto, 295.
FNjiomiya GofhinjkbO, 474.
Fuji Tayii, (Jinushi no K ., JIIEEjlfI), 469.
Fuji Tokimune, first Daigiiji of Asama, at

the beginning of Kamakura era, 473.
Fuji Toyomaro, 17th generation from

K6sh6, (Enryaku), 472.
Fuj iwara clan, 65, 76, 77; tyranny of, 139,

194·
Fuji wara Arimitsu, JOl; - Fujifusa, 94;

- Hiroko, 139; - Momokawa, 299; 
Morokata, 94 ; - no Ason lzumiko,
156 ; - no Atsuyori, 336; - no Fuhito,
58,63; - no Ieko, 175 ; - no Kamatari,
51; - no Kimmune, 95> 100; ---floO

Masazumi, writer of the Commentary of
Monyo!hii cau l!I.), 262; - no
Michihira, 97 ; - no Mitsuko, 175; 
no Moronaga, 437; - no Nakanari,
39, 72,205, 239; - no Norimichi, 140;
- no Otero, builder of Oharano Shrine,
6, 7; - no Sonobito, 8o, 90; - no
Takecbimaro, 58; - no Tsunefusa, 92;
- no Tsunetsugu, author of Kitayomll
MiyuJ:j, 1°3 ; - no Ujimasa, 88; - no
Yasumicbi, sangi, 92; - no Yorinaga,
autbor of Dailei heW, 294; - no
Yoshifusa, 76 ; - no Yosbikatsu, Kan
nushi ofIkukunitarna, 371; - no Yoshi
ko, 139; - no Yukinari, sangi, 8S.

Fujiwara no Miya, capital of the Empress
Mommu, 494.

Fujiwara Ubusunasha (Kasuga ].), 299.
Fukayunusbi, ancestor of Nakatomi no

Muraji, 229, 232.
Fukiaezu no M., 28, 47; third and last of

Heavenly Sovereigns, 479.
Fukubua, 89, 90.

Fukuoka Sumiyoshi J., site of, 316; old
site of, 333 ; Deides now worshipped in,
333; dual nature of worship uuring the
Buke era, 333; Honden, Heiden, rlaioen
of, 333 ; priests of, 337; divine rank, 338 ;
ichinomiya and myojindai of Chikusbi,
339; KwampeisbOsha, (Taisho 4), 339;
present sbrine precincts of, 341 ; shrine
precincts in Buke era, 341; despatch of
Hobei twice, to report the Sbiragi affairs,
343 ; Scssba , 347; Massba, includin g a
shrine sacred to Hitomaro, a poet, 347;
festivals of, 364.

Fuku6zan Chogakuji, Yanagimoto, 241..
Funatama J., 344; Sessha of Sumiyoshi,

site of, 345 ; deity worshipped in, bdieved
to be Sarutabiko no M., 345.

Furuaki of Hirano J., 178, 183.
Furuichi,40.
Furuzu, 94.
FworyaW, 82, 103, 195, 343, 408.
Fusumi, 145.
Futamoto no Mikoto no K., 460.
Futotarna no M., work assigned to, on

occasion of Arne no Iwado festival , 290 ;
sent down as one of 5 chiefs of Com
panies, 1.91 ; instructed to guard Heaven
ly Regalia, 1.91; 9, 10, 181; ancestor of
Imbe, 430.

Futsunomitama no Tsurugi enshrined at
Isonokami, history of, 6, 190, 1.37.

Futsunushi no K., one of divine envoys to
Izumo, 7, 12, 182-183, 184, 185, 424.

Futsunusbi no Tsurugi, 190.

G
GaW-Iei, 83, 84.
(;gilciniW, 175.
(;ginO sbo, 85.
Gakusha of the palace, 224.
Gakusba (Music Hall), Atsuta, 447.
Gejin (~ ), 323.
Gekii, establishment of, 46; 12, 31, 47,

74, 176•
Gemmei, Empress, progress of, to Ise,

63 ; 143, 194, 2° 5, 494·
Gempeiseisllilei, 90, 422.
Gempuku (coming-of-age ceremony), 92.
Genji, family, 89.
Genji Monogatari, 35, 73, 21.1, 21.3.
Genkeiji, 84.

Fuji, mt., 187; tradition of tbe fonnation

Konobanasakuyabime,
Konobanasakuyabime,

Konobanasakuyabime,

establishment
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Genko 0f;W.) no ran, 94, 95, 96, 97, 100,
101, III.

Genroku era, 152, 340.
Genryaku II, downfall of the Taira clan

in, ~2.

Gensho, Empress, 62, 342.
Gen-yo/ei, <JeJ!:Ja), a manuscript book, pro

bably written by a priest of T6daiji in
early Tokugawa period, 299.

Gesengii CFiJl1ir), 2H.
GioJ:Mzen-ibii, by Tamaki Masahide, 109.
Giokwa sha, 85.
Gion, 1°4, 116, 118, 217, 224.
Gishumon, 225, 258.
Giyo-den, 8I.

God age, the, (or the age of Gods), 44, 60,
61, 71, 147.

Go-Daigo, Emperor, progress to Kasagi,
next to Oki, 94, 950 96 ; return to the palace,
97; progress to Yoshino after many rounds
of misfortune, 98; 99, 100, 101, 116,
117, 136, 141, 147, 211, Zl8, 336, 342.

God of War, 43, 45.
Gods, Council of, 7; alloting land and

houses for the service of, 28; the Way
of, 51.

Gods of Agriculture, 183, 206, 214, 234
235. See deities of agriculture.

Gods of Heaven and Earth, the, 12, 50,
52.

Gods of lzakawa, 61.
Go-Fukakusa, Emperor, 343.
Gofukuen-in, (Fujiwara no Yoshitomo),

100.
Go Fushimi, Emperor, 96, 97, 446; Ex-

Emperor, 97.
Go-Hanazono, Emperor, 75, 102.
Gohei, Origin of,S, 245.
Gohonden, 147, 148, 149, 150, 212, Zl3,

Zl4, 388, 462, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468.
Gohonden, (Asuka), peculiar feature of,

5°3·
Go Horikawa, Emperor, succession of,

93; 101, 172, 175.
Go-Ichijo, Emperor, 87, 116, 174, 211.
Gojinza, 323.
Gojiinen Z6ei, (50 yearly rebuilding), 212.
Go-Kameyarna, Emperor, 99, 102, 116,342.
Gokechi (or Mikechi) no Matsuri, (Sumi-

yoshi) 15th January, 350; meaning of,
352; ritual of, 352. r174·

GOleubidai, 154, 155, I~, 170, 171, 172,
Go-K6gon-in, III. rBosatsu,43.
Gokoku-reigen-iryoku - jintau- daijizai - dai
Go-Komatsu, Emperor, 99, 100, 102; pro-

gress of, to Kitayarna, 103.
Go-Komyo, 105.
Gokusho Gomon, (Atsuta J.), 447.
Go-Mizunoo, Emperor, 116, 218.
Go-Murakami, Emperor, 98, 99, 101, 116,

173, Zl8, 336, 342, 501.
Go-Murakami and Sumiyoshi, 329. r92.
Gon-Chiinagon Fujiwara no Tsunefusa,
Gongen (manifestation of Buddha), 65, 71.
Gongen Zukuri, 324, 325, 418, 419, 462.
Gon-Giiji, 440.
Gon Hafuri (#Ifill), Zl6.
Gon-Kannushi, 335.
Gonkwan, (Gon-Kannushi), 335.
Gon negi (IIi1ro, Zl6, 335,472.
Go-no-Miya, probably the fifth son of the

Emperor Kameyama,97. r282.
Gonomiya (Nibu), deities worshipped in,
Gon-sachiiben Minamoto no Kanetada, 92.
Go-6 (If'-:=E), 147·
GoO Daikoku no Shimpu, (pictures of

crows, distributed from a sessha ofItsuku
Go6jo (4'-:=Ett), 149, 150. Lshima),15 2.
Go6-no-Shimpu (If'-:=E'''~), their use in

old days, 146; that expressed in Norito,
148; how used at present, 151; their
form, 152; 149, 150, 152.

Go6shinji, 151.
Go-Reizei, Emperor, 88, 139.
Gorin no Sonae, Kakuyoku no Kamae,
Goryo-den, 8I. Lp I.

Goryo J., (QjIIIjJ:), 10·
Go Saga, Emperor, 93, 343.
Go-Sal, Emperor, 105.
Go-Sanjo, Emperor, establishment of Kiro

kusho, 140; originator of Insei, 139;
88, 116, 136, 169, 174; Ex-Emperor, 343.

Gosengiishiki, 344.
GOsha (~if:), 282.
Goshimbashira, (a central pillar), 323.
Go-Shimboku (lbiiki), 304.
Go-Shimpitsu of the Emperor Go-Y07.ei

(Asama shrine treasure), 476.
Go-Shirnpo, despatch of, to Ise, 156.
Go-Shinden, Zl6, 226.
Go-Shintai (or Shintai), 231, 234,236, 2H,

278, 415. See Shintai.

downfall

downfall

downfall

downfall
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Goshinza (lIIJjlflOO. 463.
Go-Shirakawa, Emperor. 88. 89. 91.116,

113. 343; Ex-Emperor, 145. 113, In·
Goshirakawa's procession to Kumano

(illustrated), 114.
Gosh6den (Atsuta J.). 450.
Goshoguruma, 3Z4.
Go-Suzaku, Emperor. 81. 118. 139. 168.

174, 211, 212.
Go-Toba, Emperor, 56. 92. 93. 100. liS,

118, 119. 136. 140-143. 15h In. 216;
Ex-Emperor. 115. 113. 231. 343.

Go-Tsuchimikado, Emperor. 56. 160.
Go-Yozei, Emperor, 446, 476.
Gozagamine (lIIJ~.). 211·
Gozentai (fltIJH), 383. 391• 497.
Gozu Tenno (+~E. Yasaka J.. Gion.

Kyoto, 383.
Great crow. sent from heaven to guide the

Imperial army from Kii to Yamato. 184
Great Goddess, the. 28.
Great God of Ise, the. 83.
Great God of Kehi the. 42.
Great God of Kumano, the, 47.
Great purification (Oharai). 3I. n;

norito, 146.
Great Temple of the Great Palace, the. n.
Guardian deities. (Gods) 15. 311; - of the

harvest. 254.
Guardian Shrines of the Capital, 500.
Guardian spirit. 186.
Giiji ('g'P]). 116. 146. 147. 149. In. 217.

226, 247 ; of Kami Kamo, 30; of Taisha,
118. 119.

Gwangyo era, 209.
Gyogi Bosatsu, his theory about the Shinto

deities, 194; his visit to Ise, 64; 63. 71.
Gyokuza, 86, 116.
Gyokyo (fl'It), priest of Usa. 78. 195. 196.

H
Hachiio-dono (Taira no Munemori), 91.
Hachiman, 43. # 45. 65. 68. 78. 131. 132.

136• 214.
Hachiman and Seiwa Genii. 78.
Hachiman as Ojin. date of first recognition

of. 195.
Hachimandaijin, 44.
Ha.-bimQ/lgU How. 335, 341, 348.
Hachimangii in Kamakura, 476.
Hachimangii no Yumi, 3740

Hachiman Hime-Okami, 178, 179
Hachiman Worship, 185-196.
Hafuri (jlV, 158, 216.
Hafuribe-no-Toshishige (Willtkflift:D),

266.
Hafuritsu no Miya, Naniwa, 318.
Haiden, 150, 417, 445, 462. 464. 465, 466.

467, 5°3; - (Surniyoshi), interesting
feature of, 323, 326.

Hakomune ($lim, 213. 464-
Hakone J.. (Hakonc Gongen), Kokuhei

chiisha, abode of Hakone Okami, 414
Hakone Legend connecting the 2 J. of

Hakone and Mishima, 415.
Hakozaki no Miya, 116, 195, 339
Hakucho, 245.
Halberds, 246.
Hall of fathoms withoutloors, 451,
Hall ofsword and jewel. the, 108.
Harna Kito, a great service at Nagaura,

(Suminoe), 342.
Harnashima Shosei, the ShOgiiji of. Oyama-

to J., 239·
Hana no Gosho, 104.
Hanakasa, 220, 221. 222.
Hanashizume-no-matsuri, 61.
Hanazono, Emperor, 96, 97; Ex-Emperor,

97, 100.
Ha1/aZOIIlJ-in-ow (:tEIi\~~Jill, I I I.

Hanie no Tsukae (Surniyoshi), origin of,
353; rituals held at present, 354·

Haniyama-hime (Earth Goddess), 264, 318.
Hannyae (~;l;'ff), 469·
Hara, Prof., L'Histoire du Japan by. cited,

71 •

Haraido no K., 164.
Harido J., 420, 421.
Harima-Plidolr:i, 192, 226, 432.
Ham no Miya no Suke, 223.
Hashidono, the, 116.
Hasshin (.i\jIfI), establishment of, 18, 61 ;

Hasshinden of Jingikwan, 59, 60,74, 78,
In, 159, 181, Ih, 214, 368.

Hashiokisho (Atsuta J.), 447.
Hata family, 189,2°4.
Hatsuho (ilJf!II), 308. rceremony of. 377.
Hatsuhosai (Ikutama), 15th Oct., 315;
Hatsuse, 34-
Hayaakitsuhime, 164.
Hayamahime, 192.
Hayama J", Shizuhatayarna, Shizuoka, known

downfall

Tsuchimikado,
Tsuchimikado,

Tsuchimikado,

Tsuchimikado,

Tsuchimikado,

43.
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as Yama no Miya. the real deity of, 400.

Hayarnatsumi no K., 399.
Hayamikatama no M., 480, 483, 484. 48S.
Hayasasurahimc:, 164.
Hayashi Doshun, HolKhOjinjole6 by, quoted.

1B, 171-173, 178, 397, 437·
Hayatama-no-O, of Kumano-ni muu J.

14h 181.
Hayatarnao J .• Shingii, lB. 144. 145. 148.
Heavenly Amhassadors, merits of the.

11 ; shrines they are now worshipped in.
ra,

Heavenly ancestors, the, 9; revered in the
Hasshinden of the Jingikwan. 59; in
old days the Emperor made obeisance
to, in the court yard . 61.

Heavenly and Earthly Deities, distincition
of, in narrower or brooder sense. 18.

Heavenly Deities. 14. 88. IU. 148.
Heavenly Divine Ancestors, the. 160.
Heavenly eight deities. birth of, 3, 4.
Heavenly Grandchild, the, II. u, 18,

15, 17. 18. 183. 134. 454. 455, 497·
See Ninigi no M..

Heavenly Grandchild's descent from
Heaven. an account of, in Kojiki, 8;
in Kogosllfli. 10; four versions as to. in
Nihonsboki. 9; some differences between
those stories, 9""10.

Heavenly Grandchild, a story of his wedding
and subsequent event in Ata. 401. 403.

Heavenly Guides, 176.
Heian (Kyoto), 59. 66. 67, 70. 71, 71,

76, 79, 80.
Hei an Daidairi, Jingi-Kwan of. 59.
Heian J ingii, the erection of, 177, 198.
Htian-kyo. 59. 69·
Heian period. 72, 79, 114. 109, 213, 3]0.
Heiden, 116, 419, 462. 463, 464. 467.
Heihaku (or hei), 17, 60. 69. 74. 81. 87.

91, 116. 117. IS8, 161, 162. 164. 165,
]66, 171. 108, 209. 211, 213, 21S. 12],
221, 238, 271, B9, 385, 416.

Heiji no ran. 89.
Heij6, original city, dimension of, 494.
Heike, Taira family. 90.
Htikt MonogaJari. 89, 414. 436.
Htiki (2ftW. 168. 174.
Hei of the Nozaki, 117, 118.
Heizei, Emperor, 70, 71, 81, lIS. 134. 206,

341 • 343. 46].

Hi river, 6.
Hi/tUm FU4ki• • story in, about Fuji Deity. ,

4°3·
Hideakira Ason, 103.
Hidetada, Tokugawa, 371.
Hideyori, Toyotomi, 303. 310. 372.
H ideyoshi, Toyotomi, 2U, 217, 227. 308"

320. 340; his establishment of Koku
System as to the shrine revenue, 471.

Hiei , Mt .• 71.
Hie J., (aw). 71, 79, 91, 118. 176. 187.

202. 203. 339.
Higarnianeko, a Sessha of Atsuta, 442.
Higashi-Sanjo-dono, 88.
Higashisanj6in, 343.
Higashiyama, Emperor, 17,56,75, ]05, 218.
Higata no Kagsmi, Shintai of Hinokuma

Kunikakasu Jingii, 191.
Higo ChishiryaleM, a M.S. books in 10

volumes by lzawa Nagahide in H6ei 3.
484. 485.

Higo no Kllni ShiryaleM, 492.
Hihadabuki, 450.
Hihoko. 345.
Hihoko no Kagami, Shintai of Hinolruma

Kunikakasu Jingii, 191.
Hiiragi J., (Kamo), 2]6, 217.
Hikawa J ., origin of its name, 353; site

of, 379 ; description of in Engishiki,
379; deities worshipped in, 379; I za
in Bngl, 3 za since Meiji 29. 379; career
and virtues of the principal deity. 379""
383; foundation of. 189.383-385; build
ings of, 38S-388; particulers of, in Fudoki,
386-387; three houses of Kannushi and
Shas6 Oii!:fl!t). 388-39°; divine rank. 390 ;
festivals of. 390. 391; imperial visits of.
391; relation to K izuki Shrine, 383;
Buddhistic influence on. 389; rank of.
390 ; the precincts of. 391.

Hikonagiugaya-fukiaezu-no-M.• 44
Hikishima, Angii of, 90.
Hikohohodemi-no-M,; 43, 44. 195, ]97 .

460, 468.
Hikoisaseri-hiko, 46.
Hiko-Itsuse-no-M., 179. 188.
Hikonagisatake ugaya Fukiaezu no M.• 456.
Hikowakarniko J., sessha of Atsuta, sacred

to the ancestor of the Owari family,
443·

Hikoyaimimi no M., Misasagi of, behind

subsequentsubsequent
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Kusakabe J., 481 .

Hikoyai no M., eldest son of the Emperor
Jimmu, Kojilei, 419 .

Hirnekami, 43, 183; kinds of deities re
presented by, 18; generally first Saishu
(~=E) ofshrines. apotheosizcd after death,
293·

Hirncokami, 118, 241.
Himetatara Isuzuhime, Empress of the

Emperor Jimmu, 419.
Himorogi, 16, 16o, 203, 231, 255, 38J.
Hino-imasu-no-Tsurugi, 92, 93.
Hinokuma Kunikakasu Jingii, origin of, .

4, 111; Shintai of, 191; present site of,
191 ; date of the transference, 191.

Hi no Matsuri (Hikawa), 391.
Hinomisaki J., Izumo, 383.
Hinunomanaehara J., near Mineyama, Naka-

gori, Tango, the original shrine of Toyo
uke-hime, 46, 41.

Hiojisha ~:FHit) Hikawa, site, Kannushi,
and deity of, 386, 381.

Hirakawatoki, 3H.
Hirano-J ., four deities of, 10, 183; relation

to the Emperor Kammu, 183 ; its removal
from Yamato, 11; Himekami of, 111;
Furuaki, Imaki, and Kudo of, 183;
kannushi of, 184; date of removal of,
196; 111, 195, 224.

Hirano Saburo, Asatltll J. fit) R"leishi by,

4n·
Hiraoka Daimyojin (lJ"IfilI:k!l1Ji'f/), 289.
Hiraoka J., ichinomiya of Kawachi, 288

289; site of, 290; Kwampeitaisha, 290;
deities worshipped in, 290; virtues of
the principal deity, 290--291; different
opinions as to Himekami, 293-294;
promotion of divine rank, 291; removal
to the present site, 298; priests of, 299.
300; the present order of Goten, 300,
301 ; not included in 22 sha, but revered
by the Court and the buke, 301 ; destroyed
by frequent fires, 303; arrangement of
the present buildings, 303, 3°4; date of
their erection, 3°3; dimension of the
shrine precincts, 3°4; festivals and their
history, 304-301 ; territorial possessions
of, 308; treasures of, 308-3°9.

Hiraoka no Muraji, descendants of Tahimi
no Omi, roth generation from Arne no
Koyane no M., 300.

Hirata Atautane, 2, 3, II, 12, 154. 160,
182, 183, 292, 394, 405, 496.

Hironari, Imbe, Kogosblli by, quoted. 25-
29, 38, 151, 154. 156, 413.

Hirose J., 41, 61, II1, 124, 178.
Hirota J. ,foundingof, 42,192,313; II8, 111.
Hisago (gourd) and Kawana, (a kind of

green vegetables) specially used in Ikuta
rna Hoshizume Matauri, 318.

His present Imperial Majesty's visit of
Misbima J ., 411.

Historical and Geographical Dictionary of
Japan, by Papinot, 108.

Hitasbi FrlJolei(nJIl±W, a Stoy regard
ing Mt . Fuji and Tsukuba in, 469'

Hitogaki (human fences), prohibited by
Keiko, 36; clay figures used instead of,
36; Aston's view of, \6; Pere Martin's
view of, 36; Motoori's view of 36.

Hitogata (A~), 138, 165.
Hoakarino M., son of Arne no Osbihomimi

no M., 240, 334.
Hoan era, 115. 211.

Hoan-ji, 132.
Hoden, 450.
HOden zukuri, 463.
Hoderi no M., ancestor of Hayabito and

Lords of Ata, 4H, 468.
Hodoin, 414.
Hoel v ., the great fire of, lOS, :u8.
Hogan Minamoto no Yoshitsune, 91.
Hogen era, 88, II 8, 132.
Hogen disturbance, 88.
Hogwan, 222.

Hobei, 116, 188, 343, 344.
Hohodemi, 44. See Hiko-ho-ho-demi-no-M..
Holn Shinji. 136, 145, 146.
Hoinshoyaku (.I'IJEJT~), 146, 141.
Hojo family, 90. 94, 98, 100, 101, 111,

141; - Nakatoki, 100; - Takatoki,
94. 336 ; - Tokimasa, 100.

HOjo lVtdailei (.:1f;~7Lftm. 459.
Hojii-ji, 90.
Hokkaido, colonization of, 197.
Hokoku J., 113·
Ho);yo-bileD, by Ban Nobutomo, 109.
Holtom, JajJaMll EntbrolllmmJ C#n",tmi,s

by, cited, 18, 60, 108.
Home Province, 31. See Gokinai.
Hornuda-Tenno, Hirobata-Yahata, 43.
Homutate (~ft), or Homutate no Atac,

subsequent

subsequentKannushi,

Kannushi,

Kannushi,

Kannushi,

Kannushi,
Kannushi,Kannushi,

Kannushi,

Kannushi,
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I

Ichibamura, Tango, a story regarding Saijo
at, 77.

Icbidoi Yokoi, II9.
IcbidoiyoJ:i, 82, 8" II9, 319, 343.
Ichijo, Emperor, 8" rr6, II8, 167.
Ichijo Kanenaga, author of IVgi Kongn,

244·
Ichijo-Higashitoin-Gosho, 102.
Ichijo-Oji,223.
Ichijo Shinno, II I.

Ichikawa, ancestor of the Mono-nobe,
ordered by Sujin to erect a shrine for
Futsunomitama at Isonokami, 190.

Ichikishimahirne-j., the erection of, 194
Ichi-no-in (Gosaga), 104.
Ichinomiya, 367, 394. 470.
Ichinomiyo ]tmkeiJ:i, 289, 38" 39'.
Ichinotorii (--"Jig), 226.
Ichishi, 29, 242.
Ichishi family, 243.
Ichishimura, renamed Oyamato-mura, es

tablishment of the worship of Oyamato
Deity at, 231, 236.

Ichishi no Nagaoichi, 190, 232.
Idashi Kuruma, 17I.
Igasuri no Kami OM.IIiIJ1l), 368.
Ihanagahime, 41'. See Iwanagahime.
Ihara (~~), palace of the Emperor Richu.

Yarnato, 368.
Ihoki, river, 34.
Ihokibe no Muraji, H.
Ihotsu Misumaru no Tama, 109.
Ihukiyama, Omi. See Ibuki, Mt., 432.
lida Takesato, Prof., a commentator of

Nihonsholri, 20, 4II.

linotake-no-Miya, 29.
litaka, Iinotake no Miya of, the temporary

Shrine of Amaterasu Omikami, 29.
litoyo 0, princess, 22, 42.
lkashikowo, ancestor of Monobe no Muraji,

232.
Ikazuchi-no-K., account of his birth, 256.
Ikegokoro, Wakigami, Yamato, 231.
Ikenobe, Imperial Prince, 35.
Ikenobe GizO, KDshitm by, quoted, 29.
Iki, province, 31, 59.
Iki Sumiyoshi J., site of, 316; original site

of, 3H; erection of present building of,
334; priests of, 337; divine rank, 338;
ichinomiya and myojindai of Iki, 339;
kokuheichiisha, 339; present shrine pre-

230, 238,
LZ40.

174. 227, 301.

312,337; genealogy of, 337; subsequent
change of the name, 337.

Honchi (~, 46I.
HonchidO, at the elevation of 1142 metres

of Aso, 486.
HOn<bO-Jinsbaleo (*~J1l~), 272, 278,

39', 397, 437·
Hon<bOnmdaiJ:i (*~'¥ft~), 308.
Hon<bOseiJ:i, 81, 46I.
Hon<bO Sbosboicbiron (*~~ffi:f;-~, pub

lished by Sakauchi Naoyori in Tokyo, 12,

368.
Hondawake no M., 42, 177.
Hondowoh no Mikolo Hirobata Yabatasbi,

19'·
Honden, 44, 77, 1050 III, II6, 151, 419.
Hondo of the present Sekizen-in, 10'.
Honen-Sbonin, life of, '0.
Hongii. See Kumano ni masu J..
Hongu (*~), 144, 1450 1'1, 152, 253,

276, 280, 281, 282, 28" 4'4. 471.
Honoikatsuchi-no-Kami, (or M.), 202; a

Son of, 184.
Ho-no-Kagutsuchi-no-Kv, fire deity of

Atago, 264.
Honomusubi no K., 377, 378.
Hoo, 88, 91, 92, II,.

Hoo Toba, 88, 91.
Horakuen of Heian, 66.
HoreJ:i SOOei Sbirinrokti, 417.
Horibe Oyamato no Toshishige,
Hori Hafuri, II 6.
Horikawa, Emperor, 62,
Horishi, 440.
Hoshizume no Matsuri, (Ikutama) rath

Dec., 61, 37'; ceremony of, 378.
Hoshoin of Koyasan, 472.
HosbOji sessoJ:i, 8" 87.
Hosodono, 10', rr6, 218, 222.
Hosuseri no M., 455, 462, 468.
Hotoke (Buddha), 70.
Human Sacrifice, beginning of, 46.
HyoJeurensbO, 87, 89, 175, 320, 443·
Hyobu Takachika's poem of visiting

Sumiyoshi, 173.
HyohonJ:i, 173.
Hyiiga, province, 10, 497.

Ibuki, Mt., Omi, 37, 38.
Ibukidonushi no K., 164.

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama
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dncts of, 341 ; Shinryo (jIfI~ of, ~4, 341 ;
first despatch of Chokushi in Enryaku 7.,
~44 ; sessha, abode of Yachihoko no
Kami, 347; Ikusagoe Matsuri, ~64;

treasures of, ~66.

Ikonahime J., (f1i1»l1Jt.) Kamo Gun,
Izu, Myojindai, now in Shirahama, 407;
sacred to Mishima Okami & his consort
in old days. 407 ; tradition of their hav
ing crossed over from lzu Sbichito, 408 ;
known by Kono-miya (ii1ir), 408.

Ikukuni, tarukuni, 161.
Ikukunitama, 164, 18~.

Ikukunitama and Sakikunitama no K., ~68.

Ikukunitama Okami, 144, 146, 154, 16r.
Ikukunitama ]., 18~; description of in the

official list, 367 ; shrine status, 367; origi
nal site of, 368; origin of, 368; tradition
about the date of foundation, ~67, 369;
identity of the deities worshipped in,
367, 368, 369; description of in Engishiki,
368; divine rank, 370, 371 ; bestowal of
property, 370, 372; frequent dissasters
on, 371, 372, 373; rebuilding of, 371,
372, 373; removal to the present site,
372; priests of, 372; style of building,
~74; massha of, 374; festivals of, 375.

lkumusubi and Tarumusubi no K., 368.
Ikuraga-no Miya, Mino, the temporary

Shrine of Amaterasu Omikami, 29.
Ikusagoe ]inji, 337.
Ikusagoe Matsuri, lki Shrine, particulars of,

364-3 65.
Ikushima no Kami, 154. 160, 161, 163, 166,

169, 172.
Ikushima and Tarushima, worshipped by

the Emperor'Nintoku, 162, 183, 346, 368,
4°9·

lkushima no Kamunoko (or Kanko), 158,
159, 168. See Ikushima no Mikanko.

Ikushima no Mikanko, 158, 159, 161, 162,
163, 164, 172.

Ikuta Shrine, founding of, 42, 314.
Ikutama j., Osaka, 476; - no Shimboku,

372. See Ikukunitama ] ..
Ikutamayorihime, a consort of Kotoshiro

nushi worshipped in Katsuragi ]., mother
of the Empress of Jimmu, 397, 398.

lkutama zukuri, 372.
Imagawa Ujizane, 462.
Imaki of Hirano ]., 179, 183.

Imanomiya J., or Imamiya J., (4-1irj$j!:),
73, 74, 220.

Imbe family, ancestor of, 11, 12, 1~, 16, 24,
59, 182.

Imbe no Hironari, author of Kogoshiii, 150
67, 181, 434, 437·

Imi no Kagami, called Great God of Ise,
83·

Imi no Kotoba, division of, 32; subdivi
sions of, 32; supposed origin of, 32.

Imperial ancestors, the, 23,62 ; - command,
the, 29; - court, the, 18, 36, 67, 112;
- daughters, the, 31; - Dignity, the,
15, 20, 45; - edicts, the, 39, 52; 
family, the, 2, 34, 46, 47, 48, 55, 58, 60,
65, 69, 70, 141; - foundation, of new
temples, 6~ ; - headdress, 67; - Mau
solea, worship of, 118; - messenger, 31,
59,163; - messenger to Ise, 117; - of
ferings, 208; - Obaraishiki, 154, 164,
165, 166, 187; - power, 215; - prince
and princess, actually connected with the
divine matters, 37; -princes and deities,
179; - princess, the, 26, 33, 34; 
progress to Ise, 58; ~rogresses, 210,
211; - progress to Rokuhara, 89; 
Regalia, 24 (see Sanshu no Shinki); 
residence, the, 17, 53; - robes, the, 167,
168, 170, 171, 172; - Seal, the, 22; 
Shinto priest, only case of, 119; - signet,
20; - state visits, the, 177; - succes
sion, 154, 155, 188; - succession cere
mony, five stages of, IH; - succession
viewed from blood relation, 136; 
vestals, appointment of, 24; - villa at
Yoshino, 58.

Inadahime (or - no M.), 6, ~9, 177, 180,
401, 438.

Iname, Soga, 47.
Inari J., 71, 79, 116, 117, 166, 178, 182; the

erection of, 194; under the influence of
Kukai, 195; as Chinjusha (.<:fijl:) of
Toji,242.

Inatane, r rth in descent from Ho Akari no
M., and Ancestor of Owari family, 439.

Incarnate Deity, idea of, expressed in the
official sayings, 52.

Incident on the Empress ]ingii's voyage
for Naniwa, 314.

Ingyo, Emperor, 18, 19.
Inishiki no M., 36, 37. 191.

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

~64;
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the people
r3 88.

Mononohe family,

architecture, 303.
Itsuki no Miya, palace of Kogyoku, 3I,

206, 219,220,224,225,494.
Itsuki no Miya no Tsukasa, H, 7%. See

Saiku .
Itsukushima, 76, 91, 11~.

Itsukushimahime, 241.
Itsukushima J., 1p .
Itsuse-no-Mv, (:Ii:M:11ti), 40, 297·
Itsutomo no Kam i (:Ii:$ " ), 1I-12.
Iwainushi no K ., (or M.), 177, 18~ , 2H,

290, 294, 298, ~02 .

Iwanagahime:, 402, 4~4, 455.
Iwanu-hime, 38.
Iwashimizu Hach iman (or lwashimizu),

ori gin of, 43, 78; date of its found ing,
196, 214; deities worshipped in, 78;
imperial visits to, 79, 116, 117, 210;
fest ivals of, 136, 137, 218, 219, 224, 244.

Iwashina no M iya, 261.
Iyahito-Shinno (Go-Kogon), 101.

{yo no Fudo/ei, 404.
l zanagi and Izanarni, divine: exploits of, 3.
Izanagi Izanami no M., 214.
lzanagi J., Awaji, 187.
Izanagi no M., works of, after his lustration

at Tachibana, }80; instruction of, to
thre:e illustrious children, 380; bestowal
of Jewel strings to Amaterasu Omikami,
380 ; soliloquy of, after the completion
of his works, }80; 13, 11%, 178, 18o,
187, 310, 38o, ~99 , 4~9'

l zanami no M., (or K.), 112, 180,264,399,

451·
Iza sawake no M., great God of Kehi, 193.
Izumiko, 174.
Izu Mishima Deity Oyamatsumi theory,

authorities of, 391.
Izu Mishima J., di sasters befell and its

rebuilding, 418, 419; list of buildings of.
4 18.

Izu Mishima no Kami, 416.
Izumo, province, 6, 7, 10, 27;

of, 184, 18~ .

Izumo Branch of the
lzumo Clan, 18h 187.
lzumo cult, conciliation of, 190, 2~6.

Izumo Great Shrine, origin of, 6, 7. See
lzumo no Oya-shiro.

lzumoji Michijiro, his view of inauguration
of Yasoshima rnatsrui, I ~6, 164, 16~;

Inner taboo words, 32.

Inokosasu, a style of timbering the gable
known as, 323.

Inokuma Asamaro, Mr., 68, 109, 1ra.
Inoue Naishinno, 70.
Inoue Tetsujiro, prof. , 22.

Insei system, the, 140.
Inuhirne, 230.
lrimoya Zukuri (Afij:a~) , 304, 329, 330,

419, 464.
Irishinoomi, 19~ .

Irohajiruishii (..l.;.{B mt*li1:FP), 2 ~ 4, 319.
lruka, Soga, p .
Isakawa-matsuri, 61.

Isasa mura, 144.
Isasa wake no M., 42.
Ise, province, 12, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

38, 40, 46, 47, ~o , 56, n, 58, 62, 6~, 64,
74, 85, 87, 92, 93, 98, 101, 108, 109, 11I,

11~, 117, 118, 206, 214, 216.
Ise Great Dc iry of, 3~ .
Ise Daijingii, 117. See Ise Jingii.
Ise Jingu, foundation of, 28, 34, 37, ~6 ,

51,62,74·
Ise Naiku, history of the removal of, 29.
Ise Shimmei no Miya, 261.
Ise Teijo, 22.
Ishibai-d an , 62.
Ishibashiyama, 414.
Ishii Hiroo, jingi Kostidm by, 428.
Ishi-Kawa, a first Buddhist temple being

erected by Umako at bis house of, 48.
Ishikoridome no M., 4, 5, II, 24, 181.
Ishiyama, erection of the temple at, by

Rennyo, (Mei o ~), 371 ; beg inning of the
battle there: between Nobunaga and
Ikkomonto, (Genki I), ~71.

Isonokami J., the foundation of, 190;
Shintai of, 190; 36, 37, 117, 190, 237.

Iso-no-Miya, 29.
lsasawake-no-M., God of Kehi, 42.
Isukeyorihime, E mpress of the Emperor

Jirnmu, (Koji/ei), 61, 479.
Isuzu, the shrine of, 28, 29.
Isuzu gawa, Watarai, Ise, 23%.
Isuzuhime, %14.
Isuzu-no-Kawakami, %9, H .
ltabuki no Miya, capital of Kogyoku, 101.
:takura Iga no Kami, a prohibition board

of, dated Keicho 19., 309.
Ito Chuta, Prof., great authority on shrine

Futsunomitama
Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama
Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

FutsunomitamaFutsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama

Futsunomitama
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J

Z9S, 407. Jingikwandai of the Yoshida mansion, ZI9.
Izumo-Kizuki-Taisha, z30, Z31. See Izumo Jingilcwm-dairi, 78.

no Oyashiro. Jinjakyoku, 4z9.
Izumonoinoo ]., zz7· Jingi-no-Kami, n, 114.
Izumo no Kuni Miy:ltsuko no Kamuyo- Jingi no Suke, ZIS.

goto, 498. ]ing,; oyobi Kwankolesibei.rba-itbiran, z9O.
lzumo no Oyashiro, 177, 184, 18S, 186,187,[ Jingi -ryo, inauguration of, n; ZI, S8, S9.
Izu no KuniJinlcaicbO, 416. 194, z03, 436.
lzu ?o Kuni. Kunirnitamahiko, deity ~ Jingi Sbiryo, 81, 8z, 160, 39S.

Shlra~ ama, Installed ~t Kokufu by KWlI Jingi Taifuku, (the same office with Tai-
no Miyatsuko, 408; Its date unknown, suke), z7z.
408. Jingi-Taisuke, occupied by the head of

lzu no Okunitamabiko. full name of Yoshida family, n, II4·
Mishima Okami. 407· Jing; 10 Kokmbi, by Miyachi Naoichi, Prof.•

Izusbi,408. 161.
Jingo-Keiun. Kasuga's removal to the pre

sent site in. 6S.
James I. of England. H, H. Jingiiji, 207, z4z, z78, z80, Z81. 304-
Japan, 3, 13, 14. Ih 19,43.48. SI, n. 71. 3S1, 37Z; of Kami Kamo, 7Z, 7S; of

136, 138, IH, 166, zoo, :l2S. Sumiyoshi, 328; of Aso, 487 ; of Atsuta,
Japanese Buddhism. SO. 44 Z.
Japaruu Enlbrot/4",ml tlre",onies. by Holtom, Jingii Kogo. her communication with the

18, 108. deities, 41. 310; expedition against
Japanese sect, the. 71. Shiragi, 41. 313; foundation of shrines
Jewel, the, 8, 9. 10. II. U. IS. 16, 19.22. after her victorious return, 4z , 314, 31S;

zS, z6, S8, 68. 93.100, 10Z, III; safekeep- 43. 44, 4S. 78• uS. 177, 183, 192• 193.
ing of, III-II2 ; renewal ceremony of the 19S, 196, 197. 311, 334, 337, 362• 36h
coverings of, II I-I u; and Mirror, 94; 366.
and Regalia, relation of, az ; ana Sword, Jing;; l!Y0bi KWaJ1tptiiailba, 394.
the boxes of, the (lIneztl). 80. 81. 108. Jing,; /!yobi Kwa",plilaisba Icbiran. 416.

Ji (D). 16, ZI. 22, 26. Jinja KahnokN, by Suzuka Tsuretane, 177.
" Ji " (JII). ambiguity of the term. 19. 183, 234, 238, z69. 30S, 345. 39S, 469.
Jibako (.~). (jewel Box), IIO. III. Jinja Kdmo, by Shirai Soin, (Kwambun
Ji",fnlicba, IS6. 157. 10.), Z44, 273. 305. 306. 368. 39S, 438.
Jimmu, Emperor, 10. II, ra, 13. 14. IS. Jinja MtisaicbO, 460.

18, 23, 26, 37, 40. 44, 78. 143. 144, 160. Jinjin (j/lA) or Jinnin, z16, 33S.
178• 213, 243, 479. Jinkonjiki, 33·

ji",myocho, 157, IS9, 348, 39S. Jinno, 10.
JimmyocbOlOtbii. z33. JinnOshOlolci (jI/l&DEaua>, 8z. 93, 98, ZS4-
Jimyo-in. III. Jinnoza, repairing of, (Ninji II), 93.
Jindai, 10, II. Jinushi no K., Z40, 469.
j indailci, a roll written by the 19th Swni- Jinza (Imperial couch), 17-18, 114.

yosh i Daigiiji Tsumori Shimamaro, Jisho IV, removal ofthe capital to Fukuhara,
(Tempyo 3), 356• 36S. 89·

jingi benran, 264. Jito, Empress, attitude towards Shinto
Jingihaku, S9. and Buddhism, S8 ; progress to Ise, S8;
]ing; [itm, 31, H 44, 146. 161. 163. first sovereign cremated. S8; beginning
Jingikwan. 53, 57, S8-S9, 60, 69, 73, n. of abdication, S8; 14. 57. IIS. 238. po.

78, II4. Is6. In. IS9. 160. 167. 170./ 34Z.
171, 194. 197. Z44, 263, 268 ; revival of. Jo (ri), Z22, 223.
474· Jooan-no-ma, 107.

Kunirnitamahiko,

Kunirnitamahiko,
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Jogwan era, 76, 77.
Jogwan I, establishment of Iwashimizu

in, 214.
jogwo" Gishi!eieoo, 76, 77.
Jokyakuden, 3S%.
Jomci, Emperor, 30, p.
jee, 104.
Josengii (1:.1r), %77,
Jiibu-scn, 94.
Juei , the disturbance of, 89, 90, 91, 9%, 93.
Jiiicbimen Kwannon (T-_ir), bonchi

of Aso Okami, 48S'
junko-nibon, (widow of Kiyomori), 90.
Junna, Emperor, H.
Junshi (Udying with .. Jf;]JE), 36.
Juntoku, Emperor, 92, 172., 17S.
j uraku-dai, 10~.

Jii rokusha (-f7:;iir\: Sexteen shrines) selected
in Daigo's reign, (Kobo II), 1I8, 176,
2.3 8, 339·

Jiishichimoku, So.

K
Kaburagi Kumano Okami, Kumano J.,

Izumo, 383.
Kaburaya, 390.
Kachiko, Nimmyo's Empress, 79.
Kad omatsu, 149.
Kagam i, 85 of, offerings for the deities of

Yasoshima, 158, 16S.
Kogomi to Tsurugi to Tama, by Takahashi

Kenji, 108.
Kagehiro, priest of Itsukusbima shrine, 91.
Kagura, 88, 89, 92, 100, 104, I2.1, 163, 170;

ori gin of, S ; offering of, to Kasbiko
dokoro, 85.

Kagoshima J ingii, 196, 197.
Kagu, rnt ., 4, 150, 354.
Kaguraden, 330, 50~ .

Kagutsuehi no M., 386, 387, 399, 4n.
Kaibara Koko, Hoehimo"gu!ei by, 338, HI,

H 8.
Kairo (ilOOi), 4450 46S, 466.
Kaizomon, southern gate of Atsuta J.,

under the special protection of the
Government, 448.

K ajii no Gosho, 9~.
Kashima-Jingii, 182..
Kakehiko J., sacred to Taketsunumi, Nachi ,

Ip.
Kakitsu III, incident of, the Treasures

stolen, 101, 103, I2.1.
Kakurimi no Kami ~ ..), 400.
Kama, mt., 40.
Kamado J.. Fukuoka, Chikuzcn, 89.
Kumagawajiri, 168.
Kamako, Nakatomi no muraji, (Fujiwara

no Kamatari), the Great minister to the
Emperor Tenji, 137; appointed as Jingi
baku , p, 53; his two dicta cited by
Urabe Kanetomo, 53, 54; attitude ta
wards Shinto and Buddhism, H .

Kamakura, 141.
Kamakura Bakufu, 417.
Kamakura era, 72, 73, r r a , 14S,473.
Kamatari, Fuj iwara, SI; belonging to a

collateral of the Nakatomi, who had
settled in Hitachi, 299. See Kamako,
Nakatomi,

Kamayama J., Kii,40, 179, 188; - no
rnissag i, 40.

Kambe (jlflmn, 59. 159.
Kameyama, Emperor, 97, 1°4; - Ex-Em

peror, H~ .

Kami, 27, n, 62, 65, 66. 70, 71, IB, 1S8,
2.09.

Kam i-asachi , the plain of, wbere the Em
peror Sujin assembled 80 myriads of
Deities, 2.7.

Kamidana, 15I.

Karni-Goryo, lOS; founding of Goryo J.,

7°·
Kamikakari (inspired one), 41, 2.29. 2p.

31°·
Kami-Kamo, ~o , 7~. 74,105,119.200.
Kamimusubi-no-K.(Kamimusubi), 14~. 201,

368.
Kam inaga, renamed word for .. So" (a

Buddhist priest), a tabo o word, 32, 207.
Kami no Miya (on the top of Mt , Aso) ,

said to be original shrine of Aso J., 485.
Kaminosha (Nibukawakami) and its deity,

275·
Kami-no-tsukasa, S9. r401.
Kam i Oichlhime, daugbter of Oyamatsumi,
Kami Shrine, the , (Kamo), 1I7, 2.17, 225,

2.2.6. 227.
Kamitsuyama , Nakakawachi gorl, summit

of (Old site of Hiraoka J.), %98.
Kamiwarehiko-no-M., 190.
Kami-yai-mimi no M., 37. See Kamu

Yaimimi no M..

Emperor

Emperor

Emperor
Emperor

Emperor

Emperor

EmperorKaibara

Kaibara
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Kamo, 70, 71., 7~, 74, 91., II~, 116, 117, 119,
2.05, loll, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18, 1.1.6.

Kamo, three deities of, 184.
Kamo Agaranushi, 143, 144; branches of,

216.
Kamo and Iwashimizu, festivals of, Z44,

306.
Kamo Chokushi, status of, :11.6.
Kamo deities, 1.05, 207, 210, 1.12, 1. 14, 1.1.3,

227·
Kamo district, 1.09.
Ka1110 Eng;, 2.01, 2.35.
Kamo fest ival , 73 ; one of 4 Chiishi (lfrie),

2°9·
Kamo Gejo Ryosha, 1.00-:11.7; names of,

2.00; sites of, zoo; deities worshipped
in , zoo, 20I, 2.02. , 2°3; early history of,
202, 203 ; reverence and honours by
Imperial family, 2.0h 206, 210, 211;
festivals and their origin, 203, 204, 205,
1.07, 208, 210; Imperial visits to, 210,
2.12.; prominency attained among many
others, 204, 206, 2. II , .112, U 4 ; establish
ment of Saiin, 206; endowment of, 211 ;
building of, 212, .113; priests of, 2.1h 216,
2.17; bad times of, us, .116, .117;
special honours of, .118, .119.

Kamo Keizu, 119. 174, 184.
Kamo Kwansai, 2.09. See Aoimatsuri.
Kamo Mabuchi, z.
Kamo Mioya ]., 143, 144, 184, 2.00, 2.17, 233.
Kamo Mioya no Kami, .103.
Kamo Myojin, .114.
Kamo no Kahara, :11.4.
Kamo-no-Saiin, establishment of, 73, 206;

supposed reason for establishment of, 73,
206 ; duty of, at Aoi-matsuri, 74; pro
cession of, 2.20.

Kamo-no-Taketsunurni-no-M,; 184.
Kamo no Ujih isa, 118, 119-120; descend

ants of, 120.
Kamo Okami, 1.14.
Kamo Saijin, confusion as to identity of,

1.15·
Kamo Semmyo, 2.09.
Kamo Shake, origin and genealogy of, 2.15 ;

change of their names, 2.16.
Kamo Shrine at Mishima, Mishima Shrine

in Kamo, 407.
Kamo Shrines, dace of first rebuilding,

2.13 ; of actual building, 2.13; 7°,74, 116,

144, 189, 194, 204, 2.05, 2.08, 2.09, 2.11,
2.12, 1.14, uS.

Kamo Sume Okami, 2.14, 218.
Kamotsurniyae Kotoshironushi no K., 496.
Kamo Wakeikazuchi ]., (K. W. no Kami),

2.00,2.02., .103 .
Kamu Atakaashitsuhime, 456.
Kamu Atatsu hime, also called Konohana-

sakuyahirne, 4°1 , 4H.
Kamube ] ., 400.
Kamuikushi no K., 2.30.
Kamuiwarehiko no M., 190.
Kamukotohiki, 156, 157.
Kamunabi no Asuka no Yashiro, Takechi,

Takechi gori, Yamato, 496.
Kamunabi no Mimoroyama, 500.
Karnununakawamirni no M., 3rd son of

the Emperor ]immu, (the Emperor
Suizel), 479, 480.

Kamu Shiritsuhiko no M., 2.43.
Kamuyairnimi no M ., znd son of the Em

peror Jimmu, 37, 478, 480.
Karnu Yamato Iwarehiko no M., 4th son

of Fukiaezu no M., 143, 144, 147, 184.
188, 2.02., 2.08, .134, 235, 2.67, 2.97, 367,
456,479.

Kamuyatatehime no M., mother of Koto-
shironushi no M., 497.

Kanasana J., Musashi, 383.
Kaneie, Kurodo no Kami, 84.
Kanetomo, Urabe, H .
Kangakari, 41, 2..19, .1p, 310.
Kanirnake, 60.
Kan-in, 88, 93. 106.
Kanitsuyama, top of, the site of old

Hirnorogi, (Hi raoka), 304.
Kannarnesai , 13, 14, 60, 2.09.
Kannush i (ii'lJ3=.), 151. 164, 216, 335·
Kannushi Tsumori Kuninarsu, - Kunikazu

(sznd), - Kunitomi (nrd), P9 ; 
Kunifuyu, 340; - Kuniyoshi, 341. ;
(Suminoe J .).

Kannushi of Ikukuni-rama J., 161..
Kanzalci, the, 169.
Kao, 175.
Kaoruko- Naishinno, 139.
Karahitsu, the, 82., 88, ~9, 91, 99, 108, 1°9,

11 0, 111, 213, 221, 222, 223.

Karabitsu, the , of the Divine Mirror, 88 ;
of the Na ishidokoro, 102. ; of the Kashiko
dokoro, 89.

Agaranushi,Agaranushi,

Agaranushi,

Agaranushi,
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Karafuto ] ., 198.
Karahafu, HO, 374, 417.
Kara j ., 62.
Kariden Gosengushiki, 4S0.
Kari-in, 93.
Karita Matsuri (lkutama), 28th, 9th Month,

377·
Kasagi, 94, 9S, 100, 189, 190·
Kasanui, 24, 2S, 189. 190, 228, 236, 431,

S02.
Kasasanomisaki (~tl>lalJiitr), Satsuma,' 4°1,

4S4·
Kashihara, 12, IS, 17, 430.
Kashihara ]., the erection of, 197.
Kashii , Chikuzen, Chuai's head-quarters,

41, 4S, 179, 310, 317.
Kashii-no-Miya, supposed date of the build

ing of, & origin of, 19S, 196.
Kashikodokoro, n, 67, 90. 96, 1°3;

number of offering tables for, 81; only
case of its leaving the palace, 1°4, 208.

Kashima Jingu, 12, 118, 182, 183,188,212.
Kasuga, 312 ; - festival, 71, 211, 306; 

J. , II. 34, 63, 6S, 76, 77, 116, 117, 182,
183. 194, '9lo 212 ;- Saiin, 76.

Komgo Yuraiki (ff. BE!:l*lfa), 299.
Kasuga zukuri, 248.
Katagiri Azuma no Sho (Katsumoto),

303, 320, 372.
Katako, first Sai]o, 76.
Katano J., Makino Go, Kawachi Gun,

Kawachi, 289.
Kataoka, strictly Katayamahiko (Kami

Shrine), 227.
Kataoka T'lro Tsuneharu, 91
Katatagai (Jj.e), III, 114.
Katayamamiko (Katayama, popularly), 247.
Kato Genchi, Prof., 2, 12, 29, 128 ; English

translation of the Kogoshlli by, quoted,
122.

Kato Kiyomasa, 446.
Katori Jingii, 12, 182, 183, 188, 212, 24S.
Katoyo no M., Kuni no Miyatsuko ofOwari,

432 •

Katsuogi (~~ ), 213, 323, 388,464; of
Ise Naigii, 449.

Katsuragi J ., Goze machi, Yamato, 397.
Katsura leaves, 2°3,217.
Katsura zukuri, 241.
Kawachi, ODe of Go-Kiruai (home-prov

inces), 40, 69, 20' ; seat of the govern-

rnents of Hansho and Keitai, 288, 289.
Kawashi Meishozue (liiJP'J~wrlill.), 306.
Kawakami in Isuzu, Ise, 28, 34.
Kawakuma-suzuka Oyama-no-Miya, 29.
Kawarabuki (tiled roof), 32.
Kawara no Miya, capital of the Empress

Saimyo, 494.
Kawawatarisai, instituted by Mori Motonari,

363.
Kayanarumi no J., Takechi mura, Kayano-

mori, Yamato, (shikinaisha), 498.
Kayanarumi no M., (Kayanarumi), 498.
Kayocho (PT>, 220.
Kazahinomi no Miya, Bekku of Gegu,

Ise, 260.
Kazan-in, 98.
Kaze-no-Kami-no-rnatsuri, 61.
Kaze no Miya, 29.
Kaze no Miya, Bekkii of Naiku Ise, 260.
Kazuhito Shinno (Kogon-in), 117.
Kebiish i, 223, 472.
Kebiishicho, 222.
Kebi ishidai, 222.
Kebi Jingii , 42,179,183; Saijin and founda

tion of, 193, 194.
Kehi no Ortami, 42, 4S, 173, 181 ; identity

of, 183.
Keiko, Emperor, stay in Kyiishii, 37; 13,

41, S8, liS, 178, t88, 192, 313, 38S;
account of the progress of, to Aso, 482.

Kei o peri od, I.

Keish i (* 1i.J), the seven priestly houses
belonging to Sumiyoshi, HS.

Keisboin Daifujin, mother of Shogun
Tsunayoshi, 441.

Keitai, Emperor, IS, 18, 19, lSI, 194;
enthronement of, 19-20.

Kemari, 141.
Kengamine (elll), 2S4·
Kenj i no Ma (Room of the Sword and

Jewel), 8o, t08.
Kenju, 8th Honganji priest, known as

Rennyo, 371.
Kenrei Mon-in, 90.
Kenryaku II, abolition of Saiin institution,

206.
Kenzo, Emperor, 22, 30.
Ketsumiko. See Susanoo no Mikoto.
Ketsumiko, Kumano ni masu J., Kii, 383.
Kibitsu] .,foundingof, 46; deities worship-

ped in , 46.

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka
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Kibune J.. supposed branch of Nibukawa
kami shrine, II7. 2.70.

Kigen-Setsu, 13. 14-
I)ii no Kuni no Okami, the divine mirror.

83·
Kii no Tsubone, wife of Fujiwara no Michi

nori, 174.
Kikei-jitSlIrOhI, 102..

Kimizawa 00llIl) gun, (Guntaku ~ Izu,
406.

Kimmel, Emperor, 31, 43. 47,74, 189, 197,
2.°4·

Kimon oarJD N.E. direction of evil omen,
5°2.·

Kimpi MisbO. 81, 93. II3. 12.1.
Kindaitno Kiji, 106.
Kineki-bishO, 92..
Kinensai (i'Pf:~, 33, 60. 441.
Kingai (brocade canopy, ""ft), 2.46.
Ki no Naishi, 84.
Killin Nibon KohlmillSbi, H. 134.
Kirishima J., 196.
Kirizurna zukuri, 471.
Kirokusho, 139.
Kissuiin (alm), 197.
Kisumimi no M., 479.
Kitabatake Chikafusa, 82., 2.14
Kitakoji-dai, 104'
Kitarnuki Hachimangli ~~), revered

by the Bushi of the castle, 374,
Kitano, H, II6, II8, 374; - J.,89; -Tcnjin,

32.5·
Kitayama, 100, 103.
Kitayamadai, 95, 96, 97, 103.
Kitayama Miyuki, 103.
Kiu (iITm) no K., number of, 494
Kiyohieo-Shinno's son Naganobu, 19.
Kiyomasa and Aso shrine. 491.
Kiyomizu, 101, 103, III.
Kiyomori, Taira. 89.
Kizugawa, mouth of the, 169.
Kizuki Taisha, 383, 384, 497.
Koan, Emperor, 407.
Kobun, Emperor, 54, 56, 149. 161.
KOdaijingii (~2;Y). 2.9.
Kotlai Kohlto, ~ 4.
Kodan-sho, the, 84.
Kofukuji, 65, 164, 194-
Koga, the neighbourhood of the present

Mikageyama, 2.02..
Kogaht. a Magazine, 154. 169. 187, 2.02

Kogen, Emperor, 47.
Kogi Mon-in (Empress of the Emperor

Gofushimi), reply of, to Takauji, 101.
Kogon-in, 95, 96, 97. 100.
Kogon-ill-OnJ:i, 91.
Kogosho, 2.2.1.
Kogosblli. 2., 8, 10. 12.. 15, 18, 2.0, 24, 2.5.

28, 29, 38, 47, 67, 160, 176, 18o, 2.91.
2.93, 430, 433, 436.

Koho II, 16 shrines selected in. 2.14.
Koin-SbOlI1I-rohl, 104.

Kojitlan, 84.
Kojiki, I, 2, 8. 12.. 13, 14, 11, 18, 19. 20,

22, 2.1, 2.8, 36, 38, 40, 46, 47, 112., 12.2,
12.9, 130, 143, 145, 147, 148, 110, 152,
114, 158. 160, 167, 176, 180, 184, 186,
187, 188, 189, 193, 200, 226, 233, 2.11,
264, 265, 290, 293, 310, 311, 312., 313,
317, 379, 3~o, 381, 382, 383, 398, 399,
4°0, 401, 402. 414, 455, 456, 457, 419,
468, 479, 48o, 493, 494, 495·

KojikiJm (i5.lJCft.J, 143, 2.30, 312., 315.
Kojiruien (i5~, 15, 2.2., 8o, b5. 108,

110, III, 161, 194, 228, 2.38, 265, 2.99,
HI, 438, 480. 485.

Kokaku, Emperor, 105.
Koken, Empress, 41, 63, 68, 167.
Ko/ee'hidai, by Oe Masafusa, 67, 68, 81.
Kokon&homOIllM (i54-Wr..Il.), 66, 83. 108,

271, 32.8.
Kokin mOllogatari, 472..
Kokkwa Man-;yoki (Jfl:ttjU\~ia). ~8.
Kokubunji, 63.
Kokufu, 408, 432.
Kohlgun-enkakuko, 406.

Kokuhei, 60.
Kokuheichusha, 44, 470,
Kokuheisha, 178.
Kokuheishosha, II.
Koksmai jimmekhO, 436, 442..
Koksmai M)'Ojin&hO (m~~jlflm, 470.
Kokusai (m~), 2.07, 208, 2II, 241, 244.
Kohlsbi (1iI.,1), 60, 176, 2.°5.
Koku daka (;fii%> system, 308, 340.
Kohlzobonki (m~*w, 483.
Kokyo, (the palace), 66, 105, 106; of Nara,

66, 67; of the Daidairi, 82, II4
Komatsu no Miya, 2.09.
Komei, Emperor, I, 105, II6, 139; visit

of, to Kamo, 2.18, 273, 342.-
Komori, J., Yosa gari, Tamba, claiming

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka

Kawakuma-suzuka
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to be the original of Gckii, lac, 47.

Komyo-in 0I':!11}~), 98, 101.
Komyo-Kogo, the Emperor Shomu's Em-

press, 63.
Konntdtzi-ryaleJ:j, 93, 9S. 96·
Kongcbu]i (~~), Koyasaa, 72., 2.73.
Kongo Hannya Kyo, 7S, 442..
Konin, Emperor 01':1=), accession of, 80.
Konin era (!lL.t:), compilation of Shojiroku,

and the institution of Kamo Saiin, 72.,
73, 2.01, 2.06, 2.°7, 2.09.

Konoe, Emperor, 88, 10,S.
Konoe jikwan, 2.2.0.
Konoe mansion, lOS.
Konoe-no-meshihito, 86.
Konoc no Sakahi sa, 3°1.
Konoe-no-shi, 91.
Konoctsukasa, 2.20, 2.21.
Konohanasakuyahime, career of, 4H, 4,S6;

as the first earthly ancestoress of the
Imperial family, 4S6; regarded as the
deity of Fuji, 4H; 10, 410, 4II, 412.,
4 1S, 4S8•

Konro, the, II3, II4.
Konro-miura (divination at the Konro),

tI3·
Konzosfi, prince priest of Manjii-ji, set up

as the head of Kakitsu incident, 101,
102, III .

Korea, 36, 44.
Korei, Emperor, 46, 4H.
Koreiden, 14.
KOfbiden, 160, 40S.
Kiifbilfu, by Ikenobe Giro, 29.
Kosho, Emperor, 189, 2.31, 383.
Kotaijingu, 2.9, 35, 38, IS4, 176, 189, 2.14-

239, 2SI, 436.
Kotoamatsukami Itsuhashira (five special

Heavenly Deities), 180.
Kotobiki, 40.
Kotohiko, 40.
Kotoku, Emperor, 14, 20, 137, 2.98, 369.
Kotoshironushi no K. , (or M.),I2, 41, 42.,

61, 192, 193, 241, 314, 394, 39S, 424,
479 ; parentage and virtues of, 397,
497 ; high est imation of, paid by Okuni-
nushi,497 ; exploits in Izumo and Yamato,
497 ; taking up his abode at Kamunabe
Asuka to guard the Capital, 478; account
of his strange courtship to Mizokui no
K., 397; close connection with the Im-

perial family, 398, 498.
Koyasan, 71, 272., 278, 280.
Kudara, 42, 47, 48, .so, 138, tn, 1.s8.
Kudo of Hirano J., 183.
Kuge, the, 81, 87. 88, 89, 99, 100, II4
Kuhaibashira (rRJJl1.tt), 503.
Kuimata J. (ti), IS2.
Kuji,16.
Klfii-Honlei,397·
KJijilei, 2, 10, 16, 21, 228, 2.30, 293, 369,

49S·
KJijilei ~hilei how, 496.
Ksgilei /eoleuzo honlei, 408.
KJiji/eongen (~"'Hl~iNi) , by Ichijo Kancnaga,

Oei era, 244, 351.

Kujo-in, 93.
Kiikai, (~Wi Kobo-daishi) founder of

Shingon sect, 6S, 71, 72, 242, 272.
Kumagawa Jiri, 168; possibly ncar modem

Utaiima, place for Yasoshima matsuri,
346.

Kwnano, lIS. 143: tradition in, as to
Yatagarasu, 144 ; 14S, 147, l.s I, 152,
202.

Kumano, Imperial vis its to, I 15.
Kumanogawa, the, 14S.
Kumano-Hayatarna J ., supposed period 01

foundation of, 194.
Kumano J., (Kwampeitaisha), a dispute as

to the priority of Susanoo worship,
between Susa and, 382..

KJimano MiytJ:iIei, 343.
Kumano Nachi J., sa ijin of, and date of

founding of, 145.
Kumano ni masu J., deities worshipped in,

145 ; date of founding of, 145 ; 178, 191.
Kumano Sanzan, Buddhist establishment of,

14S; customary pilgrimage of Ex-em
perors to, 14S.

Kumano shrines, 144, 15I.

Kumaso, 37, 41, 189, 310, 3II, 431.
Kurne, ancestor of, 12..
Kurnonke, the , 473.
Kumonjo, 472..
Kunado no K. , (a deity who bars the way),

61, 378.
Kunaisho, 62., n, 78, II7, :z.I9, 306, 451.
Kunikakasu J ., Kii , ,Soo.
Kunimi, 34.
Kuninomihashira J. (or - no M. J.), Izu,

261.
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Kuni no Mihashira, 191.
Kuni no Mihashira no M., (or K.) 2p;

interpretations of, 2H-254.
Kuninomiya, 494.
Kuninomiyatsuko (Imperial representa-

tives), 191, 242, 383, 40~, 490.
Kuni no Miyatsuko J., myojinsho, 478, 489.
Kunishizumernatsuri, 36~.

Kunitama no Kami, local, 164.
Kunitokotachi-no-M., 2, 4~4.

Kunitsukami, 28, 18o, 2°3, 401, 457, 479.
Kunitsukasa, 171.
Kuno-Zan, 79.
Kurahashi, the bank of, site of the Abstinen-

ce Palace, 57.
Kura inetama. no M., 2~4.

Kuramitsuha, birth of, 26~.

Kura no ryo, 170, 171, 22~.

Kuranosho, 167.
Kura no Suke, 221.
Kura no tsukasa, 221.
Kuraokami no K., birth of, Koji/ei, 26~;

264.
Kurashidai, 225, 226.
Kurayamatsurni no K., 265, 399.
Kurazukai (~~fi), 221, 222.
Kurita Hiroshi, view of Kehi deity, 42;

of Hachiman, 43, 44, 81; of Tentoku
fire, 82, 83, 8~, 87; of the damage on the
Mirror, 88; of the transfer of the Regalia
to Kogon, 94, 96, 98, 154, 160; of
Shohachiman, 19~, 196, 242, 436.

Kurodo, 170.
Kuro-Hangwan, Minamoto no Yosbitsune,

91 •

Kurokawa Michisuke, Ni&hiji-/eiji, 119.
Kusaka, the battle of, 40.
Kusakabe family, Gon Daigiiji of Aso, 481.
Kusakabe j. Kusakabe mura, Aso, GOsha

sacred to Yoshimi no K., 48I.

Kusakabe Yoshimi no K., identified with
Hikoyai no M., 48o, 48r, 48~.

Kusanagi no Tsurugi, 10, 38, 39, 93, 177,
190, 191, 236, 313, 438, 448. See Arne
no Murakumo no Tsurugi.

Kusanagi no Tsurugi as the Spirit of the
Sun Goddess, right recognition of, in
Meiji Era, 439.

Kushifuru of Takachiho, Hyiiga, 4~4.
Kushi Inadahime no M., 379, 381.
Kuso (1tI<!ftJ, 488,

Kusuko, consort of Heizei, 72, 134. 200.
Kusunoki Masashige, 289, 301.
Kusushi J., 461.
Kuwana, 29.
Kuzu, primitive inhabitants of, 268.
Kwaei Sandai/ei (1E~.=:ftJill, 329.
Kwaisando of Eihoji, Tajimi, Gifu, 32~.

Kwammu, Emperor, 62, 70, 71, 74, 80.
183, 198, 20~, 342.

Kwampaku Fujiwara no Tsunetsugu, 1°3;
- Norimichi, 88; - Takatsukasa Fuyu-

KwampaJ:u/ei, 174. [hira, II I.

Kwampaku mode, day of, (Kamo), 211.
Kwampei, receiving heihaku direct from

the Jingikwan, 60; despatch of, to Usa,
in Tempyo III., 19~.

Kwampeichiisha of Kitano, 179.
Kwampeitaisha (l1M*iill, origin of, 176;

date of establishment of, 176; number
of, 177; of Za comprised in, 177; of
ichinomiya included in, 177 ; of myojindai
shrines included in, 177; of different
deities really worshipped in, 178; of
the deities & Za of Kunitsukami, 18o;
of those represented by Imperial ances
tors, five generations, emperors, their
consorts and princes, 178, 179; First
Imperial ancestors and their offsprings
well included in, 181 ; divine participants
in Arne no Iwato festival not well re
presented in, 182; two divine envoys to
Izurno well represented in, 182, 183;
consideration of the foundation of the
shrines included in, 184-199, shrines of
supposed ]indai foundation or claiming,
187, 188; claiming ]immu era founda
tion, 188; founded in Sujin's or Suinin's
reign, 190; in Keiko's, 192; in the period
of ]ingu Kogo's regency, 192, 193, 194;
in Temmu's reign, 194; erected in
Nara Period, 194; erected or removed in
Heian period, 19~; established in Meiji
era, 197-199; 47, 176• 178, 470.

Kwampu (111-1), 238.
Kwampyo era, 81, 8~.

Kwan-ei era. 16, 213, 218.
Kwanko II, the fire of the palace in, causing

the Mirror to be seriously damaged, 8S.
Kwannonji (Hikawa), 389; Kwannon,

Honchi of Hikawa Deity, 389.
Kwansai (Kamo), 207, 208. See Aoi-ma-
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tsuri.
Kwansei, rebuilding of the palace in, 106.
Kwazan, Emperor, 84, 8,; Ex-Emperor,

145, 167.
Kwokaku, Emperor, :n8.
Kyakukata, 3H.
Kyobusho, 263.
Kyogoku-in, the residence of the Emperor

afte r tbe fire of Daidairi in Kwanko II .,
87·

Kyoshinshi (fltjjgif), 305, 350.
Kyoto, 151, 161, 172, 200, 205> 224.
Kyiishii, 37, 43, 116, 138•

L
Land of Ata, Satsuma, 401.
Lustration of Izanagi, 14 deities' birtb as

its result, 310, 380.

M
Maidono, 218, 447.
Masakayamatsumi, 399.
Magatama, 109.
Magatsubi-no-K., 148.
Maidono, 221, 222.
dLaiudo:1!.f.A), 220, 221, 223.
Makie, 93, 109.
Makura Kot oba, 495.
Mamori , 146.
Mamuta ( ~eJ), embankment, 46.
Mandokor o , 349, 447·
Manjii-ji, a prince priest of. Konzosu, 101.
Man:J0shll, <1(U>, '00.
Map of Meirek i, treasure of H iraoka J., 3°9 . '
Maruyama no Haka (or Arne no Taneko

no Haka) probably the original Goshintai
of Hiraoka J ., 304.

Masafusa, Oe, author of GOkeshidai, I H .
Masaka akaeh i kachihayabi arne no oshi-

homimi no M., 382.
Masakanc-kyo in Daiji, 112.
Masakayarnatsumi-no-K., 401.
Mashikitoh ime no M., mother of Miyasu-

hime, 438.
Massha, 151, 217, 240, 304, 442, 470.
Masu Kagami, 96, 97, 343.
Masumida J ., sacred to Ho no Akari no

K., Ichinomiya of Owari, t a, 240, 436.
Masumiko, sometimes called Wakamiya,

24° ·
Masuno ichi, 361.

Matsunoo J ., 74, II6, 187, 189, 202, 339.
Matsushitafarnily, KannushiofIkukunitama,

372•

Matsushita no SOshi, 88.
Matsushita Tametsune, father or brother

of Ujibisa's mother, 119-120.
Matsushita Yoshinari, another name for

Ujihisa,the youngest son of the Ex-Em
peror Gotoba, II 9.

MeigetsuJ:i, 208 .

Mei ji, Emperor, 136, 178, 199, 207, 342;
H. M.'s visit to Kamo, 219.

Meiji era, I, 14, 23, 75, 106, II I , II6, 117,
183, 210, 213, 217.

Meiji Jingii, erection of, 177, 198.
Meij i Tenno's progresses to H ikawa and

His Majesty's edict issued at the first
case, 391.

Meitoku III (southern Genchu IX), transfer
of the Shinki from Go-Karneyama to
Go-Komatsu in, 99.

Merits of the Gods, (jilfl;lJ." Shinko Ojin),
44·

Meryotsukai em.if), 221, U2. 233·
Meshishajibori , Oharaishiki performed at,

(Sumiyoshi J .) 3'9, 360.
Miare,237'
Miare matsuri, 203. 207, 208, 217.
Miareyarna, 203.
Michiae no matsuri ( ill . ~ ) , (Ikutama)

June rst and Dec . I., called Shikaisai,
61, 375.

Mich ikane, 84.
Michodai, 213.
Mido/et;mpakJlki (lfll ~JlSlr2) , 167.
Miho J ., abode of Gozentai of Kotoshiro-

nushi, 423.
Mihonoseki, Izurno, 424, 496, 497.
Mihukammukezo Komonjo, (ii"X1§), 238.
Miike (/JllI;il!), three lakes called Kami no

Ike. believed to contain the spirits of
Aso deities, 486.

Mikage matsuri, 204, 2°7, 208.
Mikage shrine, 208.
Mikageyarna, 202, 204. 207.
Mikamibe, 216.
Mikamunoko, In. See Mikanko.
Mikanko, 60, 156, In, 158, 1'9, 167, 168,

170, 172.
Mikare sai, last day of the year, old style,

(Aramitarna shrine, Nagato) 362.
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Mikawa, province, 212.
Mikochiyumi, 348.
Mikeden, (Atsuta J.) formerly a portion of

Kashikodokoro of Akasaka Gosho, 448.
Miketsu no Kami, 47, 178, 183, 191, 193·
Miko, H5.
Mikoshi, lIS, 220, 224, 243, 244, 245, 246,

348, 349·
Mikoshi Arai no Jinji, 14th 6th month old

style, 350; salient features of the present
ceremony of, 35?-360.

Mikoshiaraishiki, preparation for Oharai-
shiki, 14th 6th month, old st)'le, 358.

Mikoshibeya (Atsuta J.), 447.
Mikoshiden, HO.
Mikoshigata, 158, 165.
Mikoshi of Hie, II1.
Mikotohiki, 119.
Mikusa no Kandakara. See Sanshu no

Shinki, or Three Regalia.
Mikusayama, Harima, 341.
Mimana, one of the Korean Kingdom, 28.
Mimoroyama, 186, 188, 231.
Mimurodo Miwa, Yamato, first temporary

residence of the Mirror, 29.
Mimuroyama (=~J.4), 214·
Minamoto family, 141, 210; - Kwazan

Genji, 59; - no Kanetada, 92; - no
Tadaaki, 95, 96; - Sanetomo, 141; 
Yotitomo, 385; - no Yoshinaka and
Yukiie, 91, 92; - Yoshitsune, 91.

Mineyama, 47.
Mioya, (deity of Kamo J.), 144, 208,214.
Mioya no Karni, episode of, Hitachi Fiidoki,

464.
Mioya no Kami no M., (lIIIU), 403.
Mirror, the,S, 9, 10, II, 12, IS, 16, 20, 22,

24, 250 35, 58, 67, 8o, 81, 83, 84, 87, 92,
100, IIO; Ban Nobutomo's description
of, 1°9; Per Martin's, 1°9; safe-keeping
of, 1°9-110; and Jewel, 92; and Sword,
22, 24, 25, 26, 430.

Misasagi, 36, 43, 63, 69;- worship, 188,
189, 196, 197; that worship of, leads to
the erection of shtines near the mausolea,
179·

Mishirna, Iyo, passage regarding, Shohl
NihollShoki, 404.

Mishima (.:::=:~), different meaning of, 406,
408.

Mishima Daimyojin. See Mishima Okami.

Mishima J., site of, 393; worshipped deity
of, decided in Meiji 6, 394; myojindai and
ichino-miya, 394; different views about
Saijin, 394-413; origin of, 408; relation
to Ikonahime J., 408; rank, status,
and Imperial visits of, 416-417; building
of, 417-420; Sessha and Massha, 420
421; festivals, 421-426; priests of,
426-4 27; treasures of, 427-428; 192,
193, 496; one of the shrines privileged
to issue a calendar, 437.

Mishima J., Soga mura, Odawara, 414.
Mishima Kamo J., (.:::=:••jlflit), Shimo

shima gun, Settsu, (GOsha), 393, 394,
404 ; relation to Omishima, 406 ;
possible change of the site, 406.

Mishima Mizokui no K., 397.
Mishima Okami, 416, 417, 496; no connec

tion with tbe original Kuni no Miyazuko,
4°9; conception of, according to the
tradition, 4°9; first enshrined in Shira
harna, next installed at Kokufu by Kuni
no Miyatsuko, 4°8; a male deity, yet
changed into a female one, 410; first
identified with Fuji deity, finally with
Konohanasakuyahime, 4II, 418.

Mishima Okomi 011 tlenld, 422.

Mishima Shichiseki (.:::=:kiE1), 417.
Mishima Shrine, Shibuyadori, Kyoto, tradi-

tion about the origin of and the petition
made by certain consorts of Taira, 428.

Mishima Tsiiro, IZII 110 Ktmi Shiselei KellJ;.m
by, cited, 396.

Mishima Yabusame, 424.
Misogi, 31, 73, 165, 224·
Misonobashi, Kamo 226.
Mitamashiro (iltlJEHt), 213, 247, 372; of

Asama and Mishima J., 413.
Mitarai Massha of Kamo Mioya J., 360.
Mitasal.-jrd 3rd month, (Fukuoka Sumi

yoshi) 364; - 7th 1st month (Mishima),
425.

Mitauesai (Suminoe) 14th June, special
feature of, 348, 349, 350, 357·

Mitearai-bashi, 386.
Miro Komo (Tokugawa Mitsukuni), 16,

IH, 160, 311·
Mitomo-no-K,; worshipped at Gekii in

Ise. See Appendix Iv.
Mitoshi no K., 60, 228, 2H, 237; legend

regarding, 234.
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Mitsui Sessha , the, (Kamo), 214-
Miwa, Great God of, 186 ; universal belief

as to his identity, 186; the name under
which he is worshipped, 186; deity
suggested by Revon as his real identity,
186.

Miwa (1() Kirni , licst ancestor of, 190.
Miyahito (courtier), 100.
Miyaji ('8"3=.), an officia l of Jingikwan, 1~6,

157, 167, 171, 346.
Miyaji ('8"itl!) or Miyachi, Aso, the site

of Aso J ., 482, 484.
Miyaji Naoichi (ogitl!lJ[-), Prof., 154, 161,

4~4·
Miyako, Tenji, 174.
Miyamura, Kiritoshisaka close to Omiya,

supposed old site of Hikawa shrine, 385.
Miyasuhimc, Kat oyo's daughter, 38, 39,

192, 236, 432, 434, 438, 439, 440.
Miyazaki Jingii, 179, 189, 197.
Miyuki bashi , 447.
Mizokuihime, de ity of Mishima, 479.
Mizugaki ( ~ JI) , 330, 4~0.

Mizuhai 0k*), and Torii(.~'1t'), Kannushi
of Hiraoka J., (Tokugawa era), 300.

Mizuhanome no K., (or M.), 181, 263, 264,
27~, 377·

Mizuhawake (afterward Hansho, Emperor).

49~ ·
Mizugaki Palace, Shiki , 24.
Mizumato Sai ( 7kJ'J' 1 ~ ) , znd tst month.

(Nukisaki J .), 308.
Modern Shrines, 197, 198, 199.
Mornbu-sho, 117.
Momoyarna-goryo, 198.
Mondono-tsukasa (tlii) , 223; - tsukai,

223·
Monkakuj in Sessha (Hikawa), abode of

Ashinazuchi and Tenazuchi, 388.
Mommu, Emperor, 14, 22, 58.
Mononobe, family, 32, 37. 47. 49, 137;

descendants of Nigihayahi, 4°8; - no
Omuraj i Moriya, 37, 47. 48. 49; extermi
nation of, 137.

Montoku, Emperor, 34, 750 76, 1550 In.
163, 174. 342• 345, 436.

Montolestjitsuroku ~ ••jl), IH, 156, 159,
161, 174, 238, 298• 351, 416, 453, 459·

Moriguchi Narakichi (~o~.litS), 262;
his memorial to the Na irnusho regarding
Nibukawakami shrine, 283-284.

Morinaga Shinno, 96, 100.
Mori Nagato-no-Kami, 117.
Morito J ., Hayama, Sagami, deity Oyama-

tsumi, bunrei (~11) of Mishima, 413.
Morokata, Fuj ihara, 94, 95.
Moromoro J., (Aso), 489.
Moronaka, Minamoto, 89.
Moto Ise (Asuka ].), 502.
Motomego, a dance, 225, 226.
Moto-no-Nibu Kawakami, 240, 267.
Motoori Norinaga, Kojifejden by, quoted,

2, ~, 36, 143, 176, 229, 293, 312, 315.
493, 49~ , 496.

Moto Sumiyoshi, 315 ; site of, 316 ; Shrine
tradition of, 316; regarded as gohunrei
( ~ 1t) , 3 1 ~ .

Mountain deities, 457.
Mountain worship, 188, 203, 2~~, 298.487,

488.
Mozunomimihara Misasagi, Mausoleum ot

the Emperor Nintoku, 289.
Mubaragi, Imperial Prince, 35.
Mukakusha (~~iill, 282.
Muko, supposed position of, 309, 315.
Mukoyarna, 3I ~ .

Munafuda, 387, 389'
Munakata-J., 179, 183, 187, 194; - u

sessha of H ikawa, 392.
Munemori, Taira , 90, 91.
Murakami, Emperor, 84, 117. 167. 174.

238, 257, 454·
Murasakino, Yamashiro,73, 74. 220, 224.
Murasaki-no-in, site of, 73.
Murasaki Shikibu, author of Gt,yi Monoga-

tari, 35,73.
Murdoch. Mr., 138.
Muromachi dono, 104.
Murornach i era. 325; and mountain

climbing. 461.
Mutsu, province, 65.
Myojin (!lJJjIfI). 66; abolishment of the

usc of the term, 282.
Myojinbashi , Hakone, 416.
Myojindai (!lJJ{;1fl*), 177. 233, 249. 164-.

339. 383. 394. 436, 47°·
Myojindai no K., number of. 494
MyOjin Honfej, 168.
Myojinsha, 65, 66.

N

Nach1. 145. 148, 149. Ip, 152•
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Nagano, prefecture, 12.

Naganobu, Min amoto, chief of ]ingikwan,
ancestor of Shirakawa-Hakke, 19.

Nagaochi no Sukune, ancestor of Yamato
no Atae, 21, 229, 232, 242, 243.

Na gaoka , Yamashiro, 70, 76, 80, 213'
Nagaoka Misaki, Anashi, 242.
Nagaoura, Settsu, 342.
Nagare zukuri, 2IZ, 213, 223, 321, 341,

374, 386, 419, 463, 464.
Nagasakino urn, west to the Sumiyoshi

Shr ine, the Mikoshi taken down to and
purified in the sea water there, prepara
tion for Oharaishlki (Sumiyoshi), 318.

Na gashirahe-no-K., 4.
Nagasunehiko, 297.
Nagata J., orig in of and fowls there as

taboo, 42, 314, 3110 42;·
Nagato, prov ince, 90, 92.
Nagoshirne, 359.
Nagoshi no Sukune, 25.
Na goshi Oharai, no, 358, 359; details of

the ceremony of, (Sumiyoshi), 319.
Nagoshisai, (Fukuoka Suminoe), 363.
Nai.in, ~ ~ .

Nai jin ( ~ KilI ) , 107, 213, 323.
Naikii, Ise, 29, 30, 31, 74, 176, 449.
Nairnusho, 177, 2IZ, 262, 297, 338, 394'

470,478, 152 ; attitude towards establish
ment of shrines, 274-271.

Naishi , 67, 68, 76, 80, 81, 119, 168, 220.
Naishidokoro, 66-68; Hall of, 66; 81, 82,

85, 86, 87, 88, 89 ; - temporary, 91, 93,
106, 107, 157; - supposed places for
installing of, during Juei, 90 ;-Anchinsai.
1° 4 ; - Shinsai , 77.

Naishihara, 77.
Naishino Suke, 156, 157.
Naizen-sho, 113.
Naka Gori, Tango, site ofHinunomanaehara

J., claiming to be the original of the
Gekil, 47.

Nakama, one of the shrine officials whOle
duties were connected with Shinryo
(jiljlOO, (Sumiyoshi), 3n·

Nakamikado, Emperor, 56, 1010 106.
Nokomikado DainogonJ:i, written in Bisho

14, 443·
Nakamura Naokarsu, Prof., 167.
Nakano-&-no-Oji, (Tenji, Emperor), 10,

P. p; nis grand exploits, 137-138 .

Nakanosha (Nibukawakami), site of and
deity of, 285.

Naka no Sha (Asuka), 5°3; two deities
really one, worshipped in, 5°4; two
shrines under one roof, 101, 104.

Nakano-shima (IflA'b) , 163.
Nakatomi family, ' 13, 31, 32, 78, 291;

ancestor of, II, 182.
Nakatomi , abbreviation of Nakatoriomi,

292.
Nakatomi Kamatari, 137. See Nakatomi

Muraj i Kamako.
Nokolomi Ke;zu, 293.
Nakatomi Muraji Kamako, 47, 48, 49, 11.
Nakatomi no Muraji, 229, 232.
Nakatomi no Tsuka no Muraji, the des

cendants of Tohimi no Omi, 300.
Nakatomi no Yogoto ( Ifl g! f,j ~) , a portion

of, 295 ; origin of, 295 ; its relation with
Daijosai, 295; its abeyance and revival,
295·

Nakatomi Sumaji J., 341.
N akatsukasa, sub-department, I 14.
Nakatsukasa Tenji , 174.
Nakatsuhime, 179.
Nakatsutsunoo no M., 310, 3II, 312, 316.
Nakayamanimasu J., 241.
Nakayamatsumi, 399.
Na-na-ki, 119.
Nanase no Harai, 165.
Nancho, 99.
Naniwa, 48, 68, 137, 159, 162, 165, 168,

298, 315, 346; capital of Nintoku, 386;
of Kotoku, 494; - harai, 155, 164; 
Kawajiri, 169; - no umi (l'i\!l), 159; 
gata, 173; - tsu (l!It), 160, 169, 170, 171.

Naniwa Sumiyoshi J., foundation of, 314;
original site of, 3I 5 ; date of the removal
to the present site, 3I 5; deities wor
shipped in , 3I 1; building of, 319
32I ; history of their rebuilding and re
pairs, 320; priests of, 334-33 7; d ivine
rank, gradually promoted to lower Ist
rank in Daido I, 338; included in 16 sha
and 22 sha, ichinomiya, myojindai, 339;
Kwampeitaisha, Meiji ... 339; riceland
presented by the Emperor Temmu, 339 ;
divine lands and .. Koku-daka .. in old
days, 340 ; old and present shrine
precincts, }41; Imperial visits 10, 342
343; more than 30 sessba, comprising,
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:u za in old days, 344; present sessha
4 within the precincts, 344-345; re
lation with Yasoshirna Matsuri, 345
346 ; possible explanations of .. no
festivals" written by Urabe Kanetomo,
347-348; old time customs of festivals,
349; of 96 entries on the calender, 10
peculiar to Sumiyoshi, HO; treasures or,
365- 366.

Naniwa Kagami, (Empo 8), 351, H6, 361,
374·

Naniwa Oho J., (Ikushima), 370.
Nantaisha (Hikawa), site of, 386; Kannushi

in charge of, 336; principal deity and
3 deities in Aidono, 336; demolishment
of, Meiji 12, 388.

Naohito, the crown prince of Suko, 98.
Naoraishiki, 147.
Nara, the first permanent capital, '44, 62,

63, 6" 70, 76, 77, 94, 493; removal of
the capital to, 494.

Nara Age, 44, 62, 64, 68, 76, 80.
National festivals, origin of, 13, 14.
NagoshJ Oharai (Sumiyoshi), 31St July

& 1st August, HO; the Oharaishiki
of, 359; the procession of Mikoshi
to Shukuin and its return journey, 360.

Natsu no Masruri, (Ikutama) 9th July, 375 ;
grand procession of, 377.

Nawa Nagashige, 99.
Negi (DI!l:Jt), 146, 150, 216, 217, 221, 226,

246, 335, 474; called Chiiro, 440.
Nenchii-gyoji, (~~fi.), 470.
Nen.hugyOjitaisai, 375.
Nenokatashikuni, 380.
Ne-no-Kuni, 2, 3, 6.
Neribakama, 90.
Nether-land, 382.
New system of classification of shrines,

176.
New system of grading shrines, introduc-

tion of, Meiji 4, 2", 273, 305, 464.
New year (Ceremony), 13, 14, 149.
Nibu, shrine, II7.
Nibukawakami (fj~I\...I::), sacred place

from the earliest period, 72, 262, 278.
Nibukawakami ]., 262-287; three shrines

now bearing the same name, 263;
their sites and deities worshipped in,
275, 285; origin and history of this
triple existence, 271-278; shrine status

and deity of the old Nibu shrine, 264
271 ; connection between the above and
Oyamato, 261; exact location of, 268;
its disappearing in middle ages and
reappearing under disguise of Aritoshi,
276; supposed process till renaming,
278-279; change of saijin in Aritoshi
shrine, Meiji 4> 282; Moriguchi's ef
forts to discover the old Nibu, 282; 8
points of his memorial proposed to the
Naimusho, 283-284; final arrangement
of Saijin and shrine-building, Taisho II,
285; founding of, 194; the rain deities
of, 183; Nakanosha no Aidono, 316,

Nibu-Myoiln, as guide ot Kiikai to Koyasan,
272, 278.

Nibutsubirne ]., origin of, 192, 193.
Nibutsuhime-no-Ks, 193'
Nigimitama, 42, 61, 231, 2H, 253; of

Sumiyoshi no Okami, 312, 313, 314,
~34; of Yamato Takeru no M., 438.

Nihonkiryakll, 80, 82, 8~, 87, I", 160, 167,
174> 269, 320, 343, 436, 500•

Nibon Kiiki, 80, 134, 319, 338•
Nibonsbi-mika-dm, 119.
Nibonshoki, great care paid for its composi

tion, 5" 56; certain foreign authors's
view of, 55.

Nihonshoki, 1,2,8,9, 12, 13, 14,15, 18, 19,
21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34, ~5,

36, 37, 38, 39,40,43,45,46,47, 48, 51,
54, 55, 58, II2, 143, 144, 157, 178, 18o,
181, 184, 186, 187, 188, 192, 193, 200,
202, 228, 232, 238, 242, 251, 252, 256,
262, 264, 26" 291, 292, 293, 297, 310,
3II, 312, 31" 317, 334, 355, 356, 369,
380, 382, 398, 399, 400, 4° 1, 4° 2, 423,
454, 456, 457, 458, 468, 478, 479, 480,
482, 495, 500.

Nihonshoki Tsiishaleu, 21.

Nii-dono, (Nii no Ama), Grandmother of
the Emperor Antoku, 91.

Niinamesai, a national fetival, Godage
origin, 13, 14; instituted by Temmu,
56; 60, 61, 209, 249, 339, 349, 445; in
'fakamagahara, II3.

Nijo, Emperor, 89, 153, 173, 175·
Nijo Castle, 1°3, II6, II7, 218.
Nijiibari, 323.
Nijiiden, 67, 68, 80.
Nijiiichinen Z6ei (21 yearly rebuilding),

377·
377·

Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,
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%12.
NijiiiuboJ:i, (:::-t-itlID, attributed to

Kitabatake Chikafusa, %54. 395, 396; its
theory about Izu Mishima Deity, 396.

Nijiinen ZQei (rebuilding every twenty
years), beginning of and its abeyance,
319, 320, 323.

Nijiinisha (it-=ID, increased in Shirakawa's
reign (Choryaku llI), 118, 176, 177, 288,
339, 361.

NijunisbachusbiIU (it-:::~, %IS, Z44,
264, 265, 437·

Nijiinisba HOfl..", (=-t=it*tI>, author
unknown, 234. 253, 264. 395, 396, 437;
its theory about the deity of Izu Mishima
and Iyo Misbima, 395.

NijNiuhaJ:i,437·
NijunisharyaJW (:::-t:::ijj:Illal, %64.
Nikai rokaku zukuri, 462.
Nikko, 79.
Nirnmyo, Emperor, 33, 67, 76, 81, 342,441.
Nirnmyo's Empress, 76.
Ninigi no M., 8, 9, II, 12, Z41. 382, 402.
Ninken, Emperor, 22, 30.
Ninna III, Uda's accession to the throne

and establishment of Kamo Rinjisai,
%10.

Ninnaji, 135.
Ninno-kyo, 70.
Ninomiya (Asama), 468.
Ninotorii (=~1.!i), 221.
Nintoku, Emperor, 43, 45. 46, 178, 183.

197, 3I5, 368.
Niotaisha (Hikawa), site of, 386; Kannushi

in charge of, 336; principal deity and 4
deities in Aidono. 336; removed to the
East, now serving as Ontake Massba,
336; 388.

Nishida Naojiro, Prof., his opinion of
Nibukawakami and Shrine there, 263.

Nishi Go-Honden, lSI.
Nishihama Misogi Jinji, 28th June, (Arami-

tama Sumiyoshi), 363.
Nishinomiya, 315.
Nishi Tsunoi family, 389.
Nitabe no Sukune, descendants of the

Emperor Annei, 369.
Nitta Yoshisada, as Messenger from the

court to Ikushima, 371.
Nobono. Prince Yamatotakeru struck down

by the illness on the moor of, 38.

Nobono (~g), 40, 432.
Nobunaga, Oda, %17.
NobwtagaJ:i, 106.

Nobuyori-kyo, 89.
Nochioka no Miya, capital of the Empress

Saimyo, 494.
No-no-miya, site of, 34; Saiin's duties held

in, 34; 31, 32, 33, 35, 73, 220.
Noribide, 104.
Noriko Naishinno, last saiin, 74.
Norito, the origin of, 5; 22, 23, 57, 116,

146, 150, 157; for Toshigoi no Matsuri,
161 ; of Kumano Hongii, 147; of Kasuga
J., 301 ; used at Hikawa, previous to the
restoration, 359; of Tatsuta Kaze no
Kami Matsuri, 247, 250, 251, 2S2; of
purification on occasion of expulsion of
Susanoo, 291.

Nui-ryo, 82.
Nukisaki J., Icbinomiya of Kozuke, 307.
Numada,456.
Number of Kuni (11/), in the 1st year of

Taikwa, 408.
Nunakiirihime no M., daughter of the

Emperor Sujin, 24, 25, 189, 190, 229.
Nunakiirihime )., 241.
Nyakuoji, Kumano, 145.
Nyo berto, 220.
Nyobo, (Imperial consort), 89.
Nyohoin Atsuta Zasu, a member of the

Owari family, 441.
Nyokwan (:tz:1fr), 96, 170, 171.

o
Oama Oji (Temmu, Emperor), 138.
Ochien, (lower verandah), 463.
Oda Nobunaga, 106, 462.
De family, ujigami of, 123, 184.
Oe juho, Sumiyoshi Zensbo by, cited, 328.
Oe Kageshige, the only attendant of Go-

Daigo, when he left the palace at night
for Yoshino, (Engen I), 98 ; - no Hiro
moto, 141; - no Masafusa, 60,154,115,

Official list of the Jinjakyoku, 117.
Ogawa-dai, 104.
Ogimachi, Emperor, 371.
Ogura-no-miya, 102.
Obagurwna (flIj]~.), 110.
O-hagurwna-oki, 107.
Ohaku Naishinno, daughter of the Emperor

Temmu, appointed SaikU, 56.

Nenokatashikuni,
Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,

Nenokatashikuni,

Shirakawa'sShirakawa's

Nirnmyo's Empress,

Niotaisha (Hikawa), site of, 386; Kannushi
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Ohar:ai, ordered by Temmu to observe
annually, n, 63. 166, 167; - Sumiyoshi,
348; - ritual, 359 ; Oharaishiki, 31, 1~4,
164, 16~, 168, 172, 343.

Oharaido no K., 167.
Oharaigawa, (Hirota), 304-
Oharano shrine. 76. 77, 79, JJ6. JJ7, u6.
Ohari do no Miya, palace of Suiko, 494.
Ohirnme-no-M.• 293.
Oimi shrine of Hirose, 191,224; - matsuri,

61 ; Oimi Deity of. 212.
Oimi Sai, 8th-1 ~th Decern., (sumiyoshi),

363.
OJin, Emperor, 22, 42, 43, 44, 4~, 78, u3,

u6. In, 16s. 177, 178, 191. 197, 210,
2JJ, 224, 230. 369; story of his revela
tion as Hachiman, 43.

Oji zukuri, another name for Kasuga
zukuri, 3° 3.

Okako, znd Saijo, 77.
Okami Higi, 43. 44.
Okamino K.• (declared deity of ft~llJ:.

"Fif:), 273·
Okamitamaro. a descendant of Higi, builder

of Usa shrine, in the reign of Shomu,
43. 44·

Okamoto no Miya, palace of jornei, 494.
Oleaya KwampahJ.i. 175.
Okayu Uta goshinji , (Hiraoka), object of.

306; held on 14th and l~th January,
306 ; ritual of. 306. 307 ; - at Kami Kamo
shrine. held on l~th January, no divina
tion. 308.

Okayu lIT" bileitnJ:i MiW, 306.
Oki (Island), 94, 9S. 96, JJ9, 132, 142.
Okinaga Tarasbi hime no M.• Oingli Kog6),

124. 12~ . 177, 310. 313. 31~.

Okuni no M.• 180, 213.
Okuninushi no M., parentage, 6, 231, 382;

submission to the wishes of the Sun
Goddess. 7. 182, 18~; conclusive solicita
tion for his own abode. 7, 8. 18~; oc
cupying no fewer than 8 za under different
names in Kwampeitaisha, 177; his Saki
mitama worshipped at Miwa, 186; his
aramitama at Oyarnato, 190; Onamuchi
no M., as his alternative name, 382;
6, 10, U. 61.

Okunitama J., (Fucha, Musashi), JZ7, 188,
190·

Okunitama no K., 177, 197, 228, 230, 236.

237·
Okunoin of Sumiyoahi, 344-
Okunomiya (Aaama), precincts of, 471;

huildings of, 471; site of, 461; origin
of, 461.

Okunosha (Asuka), ~04.
Okura-kyo Yasursune, 91.
Okuraryo. 81, IJJ.
Okura-sho, 82. I ~9.
Oku Tenjiasha Ikuna J., of Engkhiki,

346.
Old metal Seals, one ofSumiyoshi treasures,

36~ .
Oimi Deity of Hirose, n.
Omi, province. 29. 41, 138. 20S.
Ominakuchino Sukune, ancestor of Hozu-

mi no Omi, 229. 232.
Omi no Tenii, 174.
Omiryo, S2, H , 138. 4,6.
Omiwa, God of, 71. I8S. 186.
Omiwa J., Yamaro, 27. 61. 184, 186, 187,

190. 23S. 431.
O",;ya Btmlbi"ruiJbasbo. compiled in Bua-ei

era, 498.
Omiya Gosbo, 226.
Omiya-hikandokoro. 97.
Omiyanome-no-M., I I. 67; identified with

Ama-no-U:zume-no-M.• 183.
Omiya Sakuragaoka, site of Asama J., 469.
Ommei-den, construction and site of, 80,

106; 66. 67, 68. 92, 104.
Omoikane-no-M., 4. 181, 290.
Omononushl no K.. 62; aramitama of,

190; in the Aidono of Ikukunitama,
369 ; father of the Empress of jimmu,
'98• 479·

Omonoshironushi no K.. '00.
Omura family. Nishi no Kannushi of

Mishima J., 426.
Omuraji, 20.
Onakatsuhime, daughter of Inishikino M.

who was put in charge of the divine
treasures of Isonokami, 37.

Onarnesai. 6rst celebration of. 12; obser
vance of. in Takamagahara, 13 ; history
of, ,6 ; regulated by Temmu, S6; annual
ly celebrated as Niinamesai, S6; 155.

Onamuchi no M., different opinions as to
the genealogy of, 186. 231. 23h 382;
383.384, 386. 387.461; called Yachihoko
no K.• and venerated in Iki shrine, 347;

Oharaishiki,
Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,

Oharaishiki,
Oharaishiki,
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as one of deities of Shlmo Kamo, u 5 ;
enshrined in Sapporo J., 197; in the
Kunaisho, at Sono J., 61; civilizing
work, specially of aHorestation 6, 7. See
Okuninushi no M..

Onaohi-no-K., 61.
Onin I, The Emperor Go-Tsuchlmikado

and the Joo's removal to the Hana-Gosho,
owing to the disturbance of, 104.

Oninki, 104.
Onin no ran, its bad dfects on court festivals,

85, 99, 103, 104. 106, II" uo, 1U, U7.
244, 302. 3°5.

On Kura (Atsuta J.), 447.
Onmenoto, 170. 174.
Onmyo-ryo, function of. 114; basis of

its system, 114; 167, 170.
Onokoroshima, 154.
Ono Michikaze (,J*U), 151.
Ononomiya, Sadaijin, 82, 83.
Ono (,Nlf), Tatsuno, Tatsuta, abode of

Sbinatsuhiko and Shinatsuhime, 151.
Oooyama, Seta. Omi, original site of Takebe

J., 41.
Ontake Massba (Hikawa). sacred to Oyama-

zumi, 387.
On-Umaya (Atsuta). 446.
Onusa, 170, 171, 146, 359.
Oomi,50.
Oracle,44. 69, 131, 135, 165, 168; declared

to Gyoki by the Sun Goddess, 64 ;
of the deity at Omiwa, 369.

Original Imperial residence, 16-17.
Osabe Shinno, one of unfortunate member

of the Imperial family revered in Goryo
J., 70.

Osaden (Atsuta J.), formerly part of the
Shingaden of Akasaka Gosho, 448.

Osaka, 162, 163.
Osaka Jodai, ,61.
Osaragi Sadanao, 94-
Osasagi and Wakiiratsuko, 45.
Osasa-no-M,; entrusted by Euryaku with

the task of removing Toyouke shrine in
Tamba to Ise, 47.

Oseii-no-Mikuma-no-Ushi, one of first
envoys sent down to Izumo for the des
cent of the Grandchild, 182.

Oshihomimi-no-M., 4. 8, 9, 178.
Osumi shohachimangu, 196, 197.
Otabisho, 223, 245, 253.

Ota DOkwan, ,85'
Otataneko, lineage of, 348; ancestor of,

Kamo no Kimi, 398; chief priest of
Omiwa, 132; ancestor of Miwa no Kimi,
190·

Otaue or Karita matsuri (Ikutama ].), 17th
May, 377.

Otauesai of Omiwa, 6th lit month. 415.
Otegura, 189.
Ote~jima, 169.
Otokonushi no K., (Otokonushi), 1'1, 131,

134·
Otokoyama, Yamashiro, 319; - Angii,

98•
Otomo, ancestor of, 10. 12, 13, 14; - no

Kanamura, 10.
Otonohogai,I5.
Otori J., 191, 191.
Otori zukuri, 313.
Otoshimioya J.,400·
Otoshi no K., 61, 130, 137, 401.
Otsu, Omi, 53.
Otsune Goten, 108.
Otsu no Munagura no Nagae, the original

site of Sumiyoshi Shrine, 314; geopoli
tical meaning of, 314.

Otsutsugayu no Shinji, 306, 307.
Ouchibito, called Daiki, 440.
Ousu, 14th son of Keiko, knownas Yamato

Takeru-no-M., 43I, 433; date of his
death, 434. See Yamato Takeru-no-M..

Outer taboo words, 32.
Owake-6 (j;jjij:£), a supposed member of

Imperial family and the first to embrace
Buddhism, 47.

Owari, province, 38.
Owari Mthhozue, by Okada Kei, published

in Tempo 11, 444; - ztmptn, quoted,
441.

Owari family, Kannushi of Atsuta Myojin,

4'9,440 •
Owan FlUbi, 440.
Owarij,gi Ktizu, 440.
Owari no Otokoto, father of Miyasuhime,

4,8.
Owari no Sukune, Nobutane, 4,8.
Owari Takclnatane no M., ancestor of

Owari no Muraji & Elder brother of
Miyasuhime, 4,8.

Owatatsumi J., 160, 166.
Owatatsumi no K., 16o, 165, 166.

Oharaishiki,

Shingaden of Akasaka Gosho, 448.
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Owatazwni Sessba, (Iso no Onmae Yuhiro),
328; deities worshipped in, 344; build
ing of, HS (Sumiyoahi).

Oyamakui no M., (or K.), the deity of
Matsunoo and Hie, 71, 177, 184. 187,
2.02.,2.03'

Oyama.to, (- Ok2mi or - Da imy6jin),
117, 2.~O, 2.~4. 2.4~·

Oyamato J ., deities worshipped in, 2.2.8;
date of founding of, 2.2.8, 2.2.9, 2.36;
official recognition given to the Izumo
cult, 2.3', 236; identity of Okunitamll,
2.2.9, 2.30, 2.3 I; Okunitama's Shintai,
as a separate deity, 236 ; site of, 2.18, 2.~O,

2.42 ; status and rank of, 238 ; possession
of, 2.38; Goshintai of, 2.39; Oyamato
family and Ishiki family, 2.43 ; procession
of the festival, 2.44; buildings of, 2.48;
connection with NibukaWlikami, 2.40;
bessha, sessha , and massha of, 2.40
243; shr ine precincts of, 2.41 .

Oyamalo Cbii/binj6 (*~, 2.30, 2.~I,

2.32.·
OyamoJo Daimyojinlti, 2.43 .
OyamaJo M StJume, 2.43 .
Oyamato-Toyoashihara-Nakatsukuni, 2.31.
0YllIIllltsumi no K., Amatsukami, as off-

spring of Iza.n.agi & Izanami, 2.6h
399; regarded as the paramount mountain
deity, 400; as Kakurimi no Kami, only
manifesting himself as the mountains,
401; several Kunitsukami under the
same name , 401-403, 4H, 4H, 4,6; as
Fuii deity, Jll!3:.jIfI of Omiya, 403-4°4;
al the deity of Mishima, 413, 414; not
only as a male deity, but as a female
deity, according to a certain scholar,
4u; 192, 193, 2.94. 39' , 397, 398, 402,
40', 409, 414. 411, 460, 469.

Oyamatsumi J., (Omishima J.) Ochigori,
Iyo, 393, 394, 391,404; relation to Settsu
Mishima J ., 406•

Oyashima (::kJ\H!), 162..
Oyashima no rei, 166.
Oyosami, 160.
Oye deities of Sumiyoehi, 173.
Oyosami, (*Yill>, 118, 160, 166, 193, 199.
Oyosami J ., Sakai, 343.
OyudMw-nikJei, 106.

Oyuka (IPJ*), 226, 450, 4n, 463.

p

Palace at Mizugaki, Shiki, supposed site
of, S03.

Papinot, Hi/lorUIII _ G.ograpbitIJl IJK
tiona? of [apa« by, cited, 108.

Peak of Kumanari, probably Yatsuoka
gori, Kumano, supposed lut abode of
Susanoo no M ., 382..

Perc Martin, ra, I" 19, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2., 2.6, 36,
43, 46, 47, ,4. H, 74. 83, 84. 8h 87, 109·

Place of Awe, (Kashikodokoro) 67.
Places venerating Suminoe deities , number

of, 316.
Poem, the, composed and written by Sh6ken

Kotaigo, "T reasure of, Iki Suminoe), 366.
Poem of" Yakumo Tatsu," translated by

Mr. Aston, 381.
Precedent for Imperial progress, 103.
Present Emperor's visits to Omiya, first

as Crown Prince and nat as Sessbo, 391.
Priest Emperor, 13.
Primogeniture, not followed from the

outset, 4S6.
Prince Karu, SI.
Princess Asagao (Saiin), n.
Propinquitty to the capital, chief standard

for the selection of 16sha or usba, 176.
Purification, 31, 171, 172..

R
Rain deity of the valleys, 2.'4.
Ranks , assigned to shrines and deities, 194.
.. Red lacquered arrow," story of, 2.02..
Reform of Taikwa, S0, ,I, 137.
Regalia, the, hIS, 18, 19, 2.0, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4.

39, 42., 41. S7. S8. 67. 68, 88. 89, 91,
93, 94, 101; and Imhe family, 2.2..

Regency of Jingii Kogo, 408.
Reij in (~A), 2.2.1, 2.2.4.
Reijinnakarna, 33"
Reisai, 135, 111, IS8, 2.09, u8, 2.2.1, us,

350, 391; of Kwampeitaisha, 30S.
Reizei, Emperor, 84, 88, 167, 174.
Reizei Tameie, 173.
ReJei/bi 10 cbiri, 69.
Relation between the shrine and ujiko

(ff;.:r). 303, 308, 376•
Religion for political purpose, 2.18, 2.B.
Removal of Capittl to NaniWll, 137.
Removal of Capital to Omi, 138.

OwatazwniOwatazwni

Owatazwni

Owatazwni

Owatazwni

Oyamatsumi

Oyamatsumi

Oyamatsumi
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Replica of the mirror, safekeeping of, 1I0.
Revivalist Scholars, a.
Revoo, Mous, 186.
Riehii, Emperor, (Rift), 46, 368, 494.
Riojisai (Kamo), origin of, IH, 1~8, 161,

209, 210, 218, 221, 22~.

Rinnoji no Miya, 441.
River God, 46.
Rokuefu, 22~.

Rokuhara, 89, 95.
Rokuhara-dai of Kiyomori-asoo, 89.
Rokuhara Nampo, 94.
Rokujo, 175.
Rokuiodono, 91.
Rokujo-in, 103.
Rokuonji (rm~';}:), 103.
Romon (MI]), 221, zz3, 4'9, 465.
Rough spirits (h), 31Z.
Ruijii Kohuhi, 266, z67, z69.
RuijiisandaikakN, 501.

Ryakushido, 461.
Ryakushigamine, 455, 461.
Ryobu Shinto, 64-66; 70-72; explanation

of, 71; commencement of the assimila
tion of Buddhism and Shinto, 63 ; neces
sity of starting such a move, 63; Gioki
as a leader of, 64; SaiehO and Kiikai,
as great contributors to the develop
ment of, 65, 71, 7z ; Honchi and manifesta
tion, 64, 65, 71; adoption of Shinto
deities as tutelary deities of Buddhist
temples, 71, 7Z; building of a temple
near shrines and ruling over them, 74;
194, 195, 372, 455·

Ry5Iei-dm, 86.

s
Sachiijo Tadachika ason, 89.
Sachiijo Tamemitsu, 120.
Sacred emblems, the, 22, 109; (see Three

Regalia), - Jewel, the, 84; - Mirror,
the, 15, 20, 68, 93; - Sword, the, IS.
16, 20, 101; - treasures, the, 10.

Sadaijin Fujiwara no Michihira, his opinion
as to the procedure regarding Go-Daigo's
return to his capital, 97.

Sadazumi Shinno, (~~:E) son of the
Emperor Seiwa, ancestor of Seiwa Genji,
78.

Sadami Prince, (afterward the Emperor
Uda), 2°9, 210.

Sae, deities of, invoked against pestilence
at the Haoashizume-Matsuri, 61.

Saga, Emperor, 34. 72, 80, 139, z06, 207.
Saho 00 tongii, ({£~), residence of Saijo

in Nara, 77.
SahonoshO, village, site of Asahi J., 24.
Saicho, (~ founder of Japanese Tendai

sect, 65, 71-72, 131, IH, 134.
Saida Moriuji, his theory of Mishima J.,

with Mr, Hakooe as Goshintai, 415.
Saiden,34·
Saieitokushi, founder of Aso Jingiiji, io

Emperor Shomu's reign, 487.
Saigenzen-ji, Kurakawa Mura, close to

Miyaji, Aso, 487.
Saigusa-matsuri (or lsakawa matsuri), one

of court festivals, iovoking Gods of
Isakawa, 61.

Salin, H, 73, 76, 79, 134. 137, 157, 160,
198, z06, z07, z08, 210, 218, Z20, 227.
224; first holder of the office, 53; pro
cedure from the appointment till her
residing io Murasakino-in, 53; site of
Murasakino-in, 83 ;---QfJingi Kwan, 159;
- of Kamo, 165; - Shi (bureau),
75 ; the last Saiin, 74.

Saiin-lei, II I, 134. 206.
Saijo, the establishment of, 76; the first

saijo, 76 ; her residence in Nara, 77 ;-5ho.
77·

Sai J., a Sessha of Omiwa, 240.
Saikemura, N. W. of Sumiyoshi, site of

Daikehama where Yasoshima Matsuri
was held, 169.

Saiki Ariyoshi, &o",,,,,ntary on MontohtJitsu
rokN by, cited, 161.

Saiki Kagehiro, Itsukushima 00 Kannushi,
9 2 •

Saikii, change of the meaning of, 3I; ap
pointment of, 30; order of preparation
till her departure for Ise, 29; periods
devoid of, 30; account of, in Jingijiten,
36; H, 34, 35, 38, 50, 53, 56, 73, 76, 79,
II3, 134, 137, 165, 206, z07 ;--and saiin,
79, II 3 ; - rnura, H ; changes of her re
sidence and its trace, H ;-ryo, organi
zation of, and buildings of, H ;-ryo
no-Kami, H.

Sail;yo-lei, 167.
Saimei, Empress, reascending the throne,

138.

Haoashizume-Matsuri, Haoashizume-Matsuri,

Haoashizume-Matsuri,

Haoashizume-Matsuri,
Haoashizume-Matsuri,
Haoashizume-Matsuri,

Haoashizume-Matsuri,
Haoashizume-Matsuri,

Rokuefu,

Sadazumi
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Saimonden (Atsuta J.), 44).
Saimotsu (~4fu), 17:, 173.
Sainaishinno. See Saiku.
Saio ('JI:8. See SaikU.
Sai6-gttnlei, 31.
Saishi, 31.
Sakai Bugyo, 361.
Sakaki, origin of its use, ~ ; :6%, :90, 463,

469.
Sakamakura,(HillpiJIowof triangularshape),

the southern end of the Jima, 18.
Sakamoto, Omi, 33, 88.
Sakauchi Naoyori (JJii~O), HONhOrhorba-

kbiran by, cited, 368.
Sake, z:~ .

Saketaniyama, ~04 .

Sakikunitama, 183.
Sakimitama, 186.
Sakon-e-shosho Michitsune, 84.
Sakon-e-no-chujo Minamoto no Tomotada,

98•
Sako-no-Jl1nisha Gongen, its development

from village shrine to Kampeiraisha, 274
Sakuheimon of Daidairi, I71.
Sakuramachi, Emperor, ~6.

Sakuramachi Sento, 101.
Sakura no Baba , 471.
SaJeusba Burui, no.
Sakwan, 2U, 2:3.
Sambon Tenjin-do, site of the jewel on its

return from Yoshino (Choroku II), 102.
Sameryo, 2U.
Sammon, the (Enryaku-ji), 103.
Sampaido, u~ , 386.
Samurai-dokoro minamizashiki, 107.
Samurai eboshi, 146.
Sanada, name of a rice-field given by

Konohanasakuyahime, II3, 456.
Sandaijururoku( ~ft1kilU,76,:33, 238,:40,

:~6, 297, 298, 301, H8, 370, 371, 390,
416, 4~9 , 47%, ~ol.

Sanio, Emperor, 167, 174.
Sanjo J ., Sessha of Aso J., 486.
Sanjo Kawara, 93, 94.
Sankan (modem Chosen), 3II, 318.
SankohJdmJ:j, a story of a blind fowl at

Mishima in, 424.
Sankosbo (=l'i1If) of Kukai, story of, 27:.
Sankwai-lei, IH, 175.
Sannomiya (Nibu), deities worshipped in,

282.

Sannomiya (Asarn2), 468.
Sannomiya, 436.
Sanro (8111), u6.
Sansho MOde (=ma), going the round of

3 shrines of Hakone, Izusan, and Mishima,
416.

Sanshu no Shinki (Three Regalia), names
and historical sketches of, rao-rar (Ap
pendix I.); history of, 14-:8, 8o-II:;
1,4. 14, IS, 21, 80, 97, 99,100,10:,104,
II2, IH, 438; association of, with San
toku (three virtues), 1I2. See Three
Regalia.

Sapporo J., erection of, and deities wor-
shipped in, 197.

Sam no hi Matsuri (Asarna), 47).
Samtahiko no M ., II, 143, :35, %40.
Sasahata no miya, Uda, Yamato, temporary

abode of the Sun Goddess, :8, 29.
Sasaki Kurodo, 101, 103.
Sasamui-no-Miya of Take, temporary abode

of the Sun Goddess, 29.
Sasutsuka, a style of rimbering of the gable

in Sumiyoshi zukuri, 323.
Sata J., lzurno, sacred to Sara Okami,

(Susanoo no K.), 383.
Sara J., Kanazawa, sacred to Oyamatsurni

no K., 414.
Sata Saburo, ShoraijinmyorDran, 424.
Satodairi, 106, I71, U7.
Satow, Sir Ernest, translation of Norito of

Atsura Shrine by, quoted, 249"-25°; n.
Sawara Sh inno, aramitama of, 69, 70.
Sei11l4npi/ru, by Gyoshosai published in the

Ansei era, 3H.
Seimu, Emperor, 30, 41.
Scinei, Emperor, u, 30.
SeiryOden, 62, 66, 67, 80, 81, 83, 930 106,

108, I3h uh 360.
Seisetsumon (Atsuta J.), 441.
Seieai-Tenno, u.
Seiwa, Emperor, 70, 76, 78, II8, 139, In.
Seiwa-Genji, 4~, 78.
Sekigahara, Mino, 46:.
Semi no Ogawa, 20:.
Semmyo ('Ei:1l!r) , (document written in pure

Japanese) . 3I , 87, 208, 209, 214, 218, 22I,
270, 464; addressed to Nibukawakami
and Kibune, :70; for Kamo, 209 ; to Ise
(Shimpirsu) reporting the damage of the
Mirror, (Kwanko III), 8).

Sakamakura,(HillpiJIow

Sakamakura,(HillpiJIow

Sakamakura,(HillpiJIow

Sakamakura,(HillpiJIow

Sakamakura,(HillpiJIow

Sakamakura,(HillpiJIow

Sake,

238,:40,

ShoraijinmyorDran,

ShoraijinmyorDran,

ShoraijinmyorDran,

ShoraijinmyorDran,

297,
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Senge &mily, 7, ItS.
Senkwa's reign, zo,
Smshii-shO, 66.
Senso (accession), IH.
Sento, 104.
Seoritsu hime, 114.
Sessha, :n6, :n7, %%7, %40, %8%, 344. 387,

47°·
Sessha and Shokwaosha at Naiku, venerat

ing Oyamatsumi as a female deity, 4U.
Sessha of Itsukushima, I1Z.
Seta, the present site of Takebe J., 31, .p,

I9z.
Setsubun,4zy.
Se/stgo GlI1IIhn, 344. 349, 37z.
Settsu, province, I y6, 168, 169.
Se/tsll Meis!xT{.., published in Kwansei 10.,

HO, 3H, 37Z, 373, 371·
Se/tsushi, 3H, 340.
Seven Generations of Heavenly Deities, 3.
Shaka, 17,64.
Shake (priestly family), :n y, 47z.
Sba!eN Nibongi, by Urabe no Kanekata about

the end of 13th century, Z96, 318, 39Y,
404,4370 484, 48y.

Shaku Yukimori, the first to recognize
Hachiman as the Emperor OJin, #.

Shamusho (shrine office), 7Y, 146.
Shash i (itii'J), I1Z.
Shasho (~), Z47.
Shaso (itftt, Buddhist priests), 47z.
Shichidogahama, 349.
Shido (~~), Angii of the Emperor Antoku,

90·
Shiga, Omi, Capital of Tenji and Kobun,

494·
Shiga J., Sessha of Sumiyoshi, 344.
Shigaku, a final rehearsal held in the court

yard by selected Maiudo and Rcijio 3 days
before Aoi Matsuri, %%1.

Shigemitsu-Ason, 8z, 83.
Shigisan (or Shigiseo) battle of, which

ended with enermioation of the Mono
nobe,49, 139.

Shigiyamatsumi no K ., 399.
Shij6,I7Y.
Shijo, Emperor, 93, 173, 34Y.
Shijo Nawate Bckkaku Kwampei sha, z89.
Shij6 no Miya, 343.
Shikaisai (four boundaries festivals 19!t~),

316.

Shikan, Jl6.
Shikinaisha ~~iI:>, 10%.
Shiki no Miagata J., 103.
Shiki no Miya, Kanaya mura, south west

of Miwa machi, Yamato, 103.
Shiki-no-soshi, 81.
.. Shikishima" (in Norito), different inter-

pretations of, %10.
Shikofuchi, Imbe no Sukunc, ar,
Shikwan of Kamo, 119.
Shimarnegurishiki (Alli{~ , 11Z.
Shima no Yasoshima, I6z, 164
Shimatsuhimc, zp, zoo.
Shimbetsu Amatsukami, :n1.
Shimbutsu konkd (mixture of Shinto and

Buddhism) , I, 66.
Shimenawa, origin of, 1.
Shimrnei zukuri, 30z, 3:n, 471, 103.
Shimo (or shimo Kamo), 7Z, 74. 101, z08,

:n" 2.41; - shrine (Kamo), 74, 117,2.01,
z04. z09, ZU, ZI3, :ny, zzo, ZZI, 2.zy,
zz6, 227.

Shimo and Kami shrines, 233.
Shimo-Kamo Matsubaracho, 74.
Shimo no Miya, the Miyaji Jingii (Aso),

48,. .

Shimosha (Nibukawakami) and the deity
worshipped in, 27Y .

Shi",pen Musasbi no Kuni FiitkJki, 381.
Shimpu, t jo, 111, 112.
Shimpukuden, lOY, 106, 218.
Shinatobe no M. (HPJI), (God of wind).

249·
Shinatsuhiko (~nJtii, Prince of long

breath), God of wind, 181, Z,I, 260.
Shinatsuhime, 181.
Sbino/JO K:Jhubohifwbo, 370.
ShinobO-ki, 104.

Shinden, 74. 117 ; - of the Imperial palace.
181.

Shinden zukuri, :n3.
Shin-en, HO.
Shinga-den, 61.
Shingetsu-bO, 103.
Shingon Sect (or Shingonshli), 6y. 71, z78.

312,441.

Shingu ( * ~, Kumano), site of. 14Y ;
deities worshipped in, I4Y; date of
founding of, I4Y, 146; 148, 1'1.

Shingii ~1!), 213.
Shin- in (Hanazono), 96.

Shimarnegurishiki

Shimarnegurishiki

Shimarnegurishiki
Shimarnegurishiki
Shimarnegurishiki

Shimarnegurishiki

Shimarnegurishiki
Shimarnegurishiki

Shimarnegurishiki Shimarnegurishiki

ShimarnegurishikiKanekata
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Shin-ji (jlflJI), 21.

Shinji (jill.), z:6.
Shinjij o (jIfl*W, an utensil for GoO

shinji, 149, 150.
Shi,!jikO, by Ise Teijo, cited, u.
Shinki, 18, 8o, 81, 90,91,9:,93,9'" 9S, 96,

97,98,99,101, 103, II'" ISS. See Three
ShinJwleNsbi, 2~8. [Regalia.
Shinkwan, 440.
Shinnushi (Kogon or Komyo), 96, 98.
Shiaobi-goto , 2 ~ .

Shinomiya, (Asarna), 470.
Shi-no-miya, (Emperor Go-Toba), 9:'
Shinradera, p8.
Shinroku, a token consisting of two wigs

ofAoi, a present to the Chokushi from the
Deities (Kamo), 208, 221.

Shisai (~tR, Kamo), :07, :08.
Shinsen (".), 226, 38h 463.
Shins'" Shojirohi, :43.
ShinshO Kaleuchohifurho <tJrtJI*&tfJ?'n) , :38,

308, HO.
Shinshoku ( jtII ~ ), 216, 217, 246.
Shintai, 25, 26, 39, 47, 190. 23I, 23'" 236,

237, 239, 437·
Shinto. basis of all the purification rites of,

6 ; - and burial rites, 23; -, Buddhist
and Confucian ideas, mixture of, S5 ;
Canons of, 2 ;-<eremonies, regulated by
Temmu, 55, 56 ; - deities, 'I, '2, '9,
68, 78; department of, (Jingikwan),
n; - doctrines, 12, II2, 114; due re
cognition of, by Temmu, 56; - festivals,
date of establishment of, 13 ;-pantheon,
I, 43; - religion, :3, H, 64; - rites,
inauguration of, S; - shrines, 3: , n,
72, 1I8; I, 2,6,12,23,28,41,43,44,49,
50, B. 54, n. 56, 51, 60, 62, 63. 6" 66,
68,71,72,78,79,112,113,114,118,119,

:°7·
Shinto Architecture, two prototypes of,

321; kinds of, 213, 303, 323, 372, 374
444,462.

ShinJo SOjDrM (jIflmJll~tJI), one of writings
of Urabe Kanesuke, Biroku 8., 271.

Shinto theology, 2-14; polytheistic, 2;
many incoincidences in the canonical
books, z ; Kunitoko-tachi-no-M., 2 ;
Seven generations of Heavenly Deities,
3 ; hanagi and I2:anami, their works, 3;
hirth of chief three deit ies, 3; of the

deities oE nature, :64; Takamimusubi no
K., his works and offsprings, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,
n ; Amaterasu Omikami, her ascendency
over the Heaven and Heavenly deities,
4""9; origin of Imperial family , three
Regalia and Shinto rites, 4-10 ; Susanoo
no M., expelled and punished, 4-{);
origin of Izumo family, 6, 7; Unificat ion
of the earth hy Heavenly Grandchild, 8
10; Chief deities enshrinements, II-I:;

Nakatomi and Imbe, in charge of divine
matters, 12, 13; Oname-sai and other
festivals, 13-14.

Shinto worship, development of,-worship
of Imperial ancestors by Jimmu in the
Tomi Hills, 23; foundation of 2 shrines
and appointment of 2 vestals, (Sujin's
reign 6th yr.), 24; settlement of heavenly
and earthly shr ines, allotting of land and
houses for divine services, and founding
of Isonokarni J ., (no), :8; erection of
the Great Shrine at Uj i, lee, and establish
ment of Saikii, (Suinin's reign :5th yr.),
28, 29, 30; enshrinement of many deities
in the regency of Jingii Kogo, 192, 193.
31~, 314 ; erection of Gckii at Yamada,
(Euryaku's reign 25th yr.), 46; Kamako
appointed Jingihaku, (Kogyoku 3rd yr.).
51; rev ival of Shinto ceremonies and
worships in Temmu's reign, 51; establish
ment of Jingikwan, 59; court festivals.
60; distinction of Kwampei and Kokuhei,
60; 16 sha selected by Murakami to re
ceive Heihaku direct from the Court,
117. 238; number increased to 22 in the
reign of Shirakawa, 118, 238; establish
ment of Saiin in the Konin era, 74-78 ;
Imperial visits to shrines, 1I 5-117; no
fusion between Shinto cults and Buddhist
doctrines before the Nara age, 62; shrine
worship strictly observed by the court
through in the Nara period, 63; majority
of the shrines contaminated with Buddhist
and Jingiiji attached to them, from the
Kamakura period, 72; d issolution of
Ryobu Shinto, (Meiji 4), 66.

Shintsuka, 323.
Shin-yo watari go Shinji (.Atsuta J.), sth

May, 452.
Shiojiri, 441, 44'.
Sbiragi, 27. 41, n, 343, '44·

Kanekata

Kanekata

Kanekata

Kanekata

KanekataKanekata
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Shirai SOin. ]iflja hi",o by. cited. :131. :170,
~6,.

Shirakabe, crown prince of the Empress
Shotoku, appointed on the day of her
death, 80 ; the name adopted by the Kamo
family in early period, :u6.

Shirakawa, Emperor, 140, rj r, 176, 390;
ex-Emperor, II,.

Shirakawa family, '9, II4, II,.
Sbiranigite, forerunners of Gohci, ,.
Sbiratori no Misasagi, 40.
Shiryosoran, In.
Shishinden, 80, 84, 9:1, 106, 108, II4, :1:1'.

:lH·
Shisho (scribes), :1:11.
SbinyoWahuhii, 3:19.
ShObusai (Atsuta J.), 4':1.
Shoden OEIt), 106, 321, 438.
Shoen OtEil), 139, 140, :III.
Shogoin <Ill_), 10'.

Shogoten, enshrining , deities (Atsuta),
437. 444·

ShOgun, 218, ~20; - Iemocbi, II7; -
Tsunayoshi, 446.

Shohachiman, 43, 44, 19'·
Shohei era, 98, 101. 160, 170, 213. :118.:lp.
Shoho-sha, 84-
ShOinden,(Sumiyosbi), Augii ofthe Emperor

Go-Murakami, 3:17.
Shoinden OHIJiR>, origin ofthe name, 3:1S;

particulars of, 3:19. (Sumiyoshi),
Shojinfej &ljJfIifG), 470.
SbOjirokM, 143, 144, :100, :101, 215, 300, 369,

,01.
Shokei II, Go Daigo's return to the Capital

in, 96, 97, 100.
Shoken Kotaigo, I9S, 34:1. 417.
SbokM-Fiidolei, 18S.
SbokM Nihongi, 63, S:I, 213, 269, 33S.
ShokM NihonkDlei, :193, :197, 33S.
Shokyii no ran, 93, 141, In, :III, u6, u7,

:124, :1:16, 320.
Shomu, Emperor, progress to Ise, 6, ; first to

take the tonsure as an abdicated sovereign,
6, ; 43, 44, 4', 63, 64, 6S, 194, 34:1,494.

Shoreiji, 94.
Shosaiin, 31, 73.
Shosengu CiE~a-), 46:1.
Shosbiifmbi, 441.
Shosha Iebirllfl, :164, 30', 395.
Sbasb« Kongmki, :l44, 437.

Shosha KOflgenki, 470.

ShOshi ('J~~, an official of the Jingiryo,

'9'
Shoshi ('~if), 209.
Shoshidai, 'ts-
Shoshinji, west of the first torii (Karni

KamO),7'·
Shosho (!PJIf), of the ,th, or Chiisho (IPJIf),

of the 3rd rank, Chokushi ofKamo, :1:10.
Shosuke ('NtU), an official of the Jingiryo,

'9'
Shoten (:1;,,",,), 146, :146.
Shotencho, 1,6, 157.
Shotoku, Empress, 19'.
Shoroku-Taishi, '0, p, ", ,S, So, 194
Shoyo-sha, 88.
Shrine building of Hinoki, origin of, 38:1.
Shrine festivals and agriculture, 306, 318.

377. 42', 476, 491; - and the Budo
(military arts), 3'3, 374, 3n. 4:14,4n;
and wrestling, 361. 364.

Shrines for Susanoo no M. under different
names, 38~.

Shrine status, :l3S. 257, 33S, 367. 416. 470.
Shrines' territorial possessions, :I~S. 30S.

339"""34~, 37:1, ~9:1, 470.
Shrines with no building in early days, :137.
Sucho, 39.
Sucho C:*~), the Nengo, its connection

with Asuka, 49'.
Shiigakuin-mura, 70.
Shuin <!;J::fIJ), 46,. 468, 469, 471, 474, 4n;

of Hideyoshi and Iyeyasu, ~66; of Toku
gawa Iyeyasu (Hikawa), 390; from Toku
gawa Shogun, 340.

Shukueiya, (Atsuta), 449.
Shukuin, 349.
Shunju-Korei Sai, 14.
Shunki-Korei-sai, 13, 14.
Shunkimon, the eastern gate of Atsuta

J.,447·
ShunkOden, 106, lOS.
Shunkyoden, 106.
Sbiki (i$/il). :I~8.

Simultaneous promotion of divine ranks
(Jogwn I. Tengio II.), 338, 464, 470.

Sixteen Shrines, selected in the reign of
the Emperor Murakami, II9, :I~8. 437.

Sobakari, 494-
Sobasai, (lkutama) ,th May, origin of,

36, ; vicissitudes of. 375, ~76.

:170, KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki, KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,KOflgenki,
KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,
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Si)en, Asam2 Betta in the Tensha En, 473.
Soga, family, p., 47, 48, ~I, 51·, H; 

Iruka, 131; - no Emishi, 131; - no
Oomi Iname, 47, 48, 49; - no Oomi
Ishikawarnaro, memorial of, to the Em
peror Kotoku, ~2; - no Umako, 48,
49, ~o. 5' ,

Sokengyo <a!f'fte'O, 440.
Sokotsutsunoo no M., one of three Suminoe

deities, 1%5, 310, 311, 312.
Sokui (Enthronement), a puhlic ceremony

following Senso (accession), q6.
.. Somegami" (stained paper), renamed

word for .. Sutra " one of taboo words,
32 •

SOmon _'), 420.
Soncho (:t.j~), 147.
Sono-J., Omononushi enshrined in, a

shrine in the court, 62.
Sono-Kara-no-Kami-no-Matsuri, one of

court festivals, 61.
Sonsha (:Mm>, 70.
Soreisha, 24I.

Sorihashi, gift of Yodogimi (Sumiyoshi),
330 •

Southern Court, the, 98, 99, 101, 103.
Southern (Yoshino-cho) princes, genealogy

of,1I2.
Sovereign of Japan, regarded in early days

as the High Priest, 13; 52, H.
Sovereigns of Nara Court, the, 68.
Sovereignty of China, ~2, 55, 166.
Sovran Deities, 161.
Special protection of the government,

Atsuta Gohonden under, 465; Kamo
shrines under, 213.

Star Bunkyoku, 431.
State religion, the , 50, ~ I, n, 60.
Sudo-j., Shugakuin mura, 70.
Suga, Izumo, probably modern ~{ti:, where

Susanoo no M., composed the poem
•• Yakumo Tatsu ", 381.

Suga no Yuyama nushi mitsu no Saro hiko
Yashima no Kami, 382.

Suganuki (ifJl:), small hoops ofMiscanthus,
359·

Sugatehime, 50.
Sugawara Michizane, 118, 179.
Suigaki (an open fence, Arsuta J .), 44~.
Suiko, Empress, 21, 26, ~o.

Suinin, Emperor, 24, 2h 27, 33, 35, 36,42,

67, 179, 188, 189, 190, 191,206, 242, 243.
369, 370; 25th year of -'. reign, 28,
2.29·

Suishi-miko-den, 119.
Suizei, Emperor, 23, 37, 21h 480.
Sujin, Emperor, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 36,

61, 67, IIh 1450 177, 186, 189, 196, 197,
385 ; sixth year of -'s reign, separation
of the deities from the palace, 228, 236;
sixtieth year of, the Emperor wishing to
see the divine treasures of Izumo, 27.

Sukatehime no himemiko. See Itsuki no
miya .

Suki-den, 17.
Suko, 98, 101.
Sukunahikona no M., (or K.), occupying 3

za in Kwampeitaisha, 183; genealogy and
merits of, 183; as deity of agriculture,
183 ; 1%, 177, 184, 197, 461.

Sumaji, 158, 160.
SumiMasakata,IH, IH,I60, 163, 164, 173.
Suminoe, three deities (Gods) of, 41, 42,

44,450 181,310,31%,3 13, 314. 317 ; date
of first building of, 319; relative position
of 4 Shinden, 321; details of Suminoe
Nanasei (-f:;~), Kannushi Nanake (jIjI=l:
-b*l, 335· See Naniwa Suminoe J.
and Surninoe Okami.

SlI11IiNJt Kirya!eM, 335, 340, 346.
Suminoe no K., IH, 160, 165, 169, 172, 173'
Suminoe Okami <lilHI:kjlfl), identity of

the deities, 310; their birth, 310; en
shrined for their virtues, 312, 314; their
representative shrines and their sites,
316, 332, 333, 334; venerated as God of
navigation and commerce, 336; as patron
deity of poets (in Naniwa), 336, 337;
having a different rank at a different
shrine, 339 ; receiving Heihaku on oc
casion of Yasoshima Matsuri , 346; 331.
See Suminoe no Kami.

Sumiyoshi, 42, 48, 116, 117, 159, 160, 161,
165, 166, 169, 173, 212, 218; - angii,
173; - four Za, 158, 160, 193; 
Daikehama, 168; - ]ingiiji, story of
founding of, 328; - Kannushi, 158;
-no oyu, 3~8; - no Tsu, 315; -odori,
3n. 358; - Reisai (popular festival) rst
August, HO; - shrine building, sketch
of, 326-327; -shrine worship, dual
nature of, 327; - Keen (park), 341.

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,
KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,
KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,
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Sumiyoshi gO. Tahara gun, Settsu, site of
Suminoc J.• 315.

Swniyoshi J .• 42 u5. lB. 158. 165. 168.
I~. 191. 192. 193. 198. 201. 202. 226.
244. 3 I 8. 344. 500. SecNaniwa
Swninoc J.•

SlIIfIiyosbi Jin}a Yoshi, 344.
S_i,yoshi Meis!Jozm, 340, 344, 350, 356, 357,

361.
Sumi,yoshi Nenthtigy6ji. 169. 346.
SlImi,yoshi RyakJ:j. 328.
Sumi,yoshi Taisba Tohnhli Sbinji. published

in Showa 5, 350. 355, 356.
Sumi,yosbiura, 361, 366.
Sumi,yoshi Zensho ({:£E'~.). 328.
Sumiyoshi zukuri, characteristics of, 320.

324, 345·
Summer Campaign of Genna I.• 372.
Surnotorie (Sumiyosbi), 361.
Surnotoriesai, r zth, 13th. 14th October.

(Fukuoka Suminoe), 363.
Sun Goddess, the. II. 18.65. 177
Sunumahi no K.. 234.
Suruga, province, 37.
SliTliga Fiidoki (~1iiJ.±~). 459.
Surugamai, :t25.
Susa J. (~~). Ishi gori, lzumo (Kokubei

shosha), 381. 383.
Susanoo no M.• birth of. 3. 180. 38o; in

structed to rule the sea plain. 38; finally
expelled to Nenokuni, 3. 38o; his mis
behaviour on Heaven. 4; expelled from
Heaven under heavy pains and penalties.
4. 381; adventure on the River Hi. 6.
381, 401. 429; discovery of the divine
sword. 429; civilizing work. particularly
of afforestation. in Izumo, 7. 382; wor
shipped under many different names. 178.
383; his abode at Suga, 381; 2.4,6. 13.
78• 145, 178• 180, 181. 183. 185. 190. 193.
379.380• 381• 382• 384, 4°1,438.457-

Sushun, Emperor. 49. 50.
Sutoku, Emperor. 175.
Siitras, 50. 75.
Suwa J .• 187.
Suzaku, Emperor. 174. 210; first Emperor

to visit a shrine. I II.

Suzuike, eastern boundary of the site of
Saikii, 33.

Suzuka, 31.
Suzuka, family. always designared as Urabe,

114; - Taurctanc. author of Ji"O ICahI
f'O!eJI. 344; - Ssnshlehi, librarian at the
Kyoto University. 477.

Sword. the. 8. 9. 10. 38. 39. 58. 68. 83, 94.
100. 109. 110; (sec Three Regalia. Arne
no Murakumo no Tsurugi, Kusanagi no
Tsurugi), and the Jewel. 83. 84.850 87.
88.96, 103. 105;_ Goshintai 190. 236;
-in the palace. safe-keeping of. III.

Sword at Atsuta. size of the. 1°9; authori
ties in support of the above. 1°9; saCe
keeping of the. 110-11 I.

Sword worship. 6. 37. 190. 231. 23....

T
Tabitaki deity. 150.
Tachibana, Hyuga, 310.311.380.
Tachibana Miyoshi, l~hif/O",i,ya Jl/f/kOki by,

cited, 289.
Tachibana Moroe, his visit to Ise, 64, 79.
Tadayoshi-o, offspring of Go-Kameyama,

102.
Taga shrine. Omi, 31. 187.
Tagishi, the shore of. site of the Great

shrine of Izumo, 8. 185.
Tagishimimi no M.• 479.
Tagoshi (a palanquin). 220.
Talhei-gokoku-ji, 100.
Taiheiki. 96. 97. 98. 100.
Taiho, the first year of. the promulgation

of Taiho-ryo. 17. B. 58. 118,
Taiho Riesuryo, promulgated in Taiba I.,

13.22. 52. 57, 62. 138.436.
Taikenmon-in, 115.
Taikwa no Kaishin, 51. 52. B, 58, 137·
Taira, family. down-fall of. 90. 91. 92.

1I 5 ; usurpation of. 141 ; - no Kanemori,
455 ; - no Kiyomori, 115. lB. 3° 1; 
no Masakado, '-10; - no Sadamori,
390; - no Tokitada, 91 ; - no Mune
mori (Hachijo dono). 91.

Taisha zukuri, 18. 185.
Taish6. Emperor. 417.
Taishamyojin, Watazumi J.. in the island

of Tsushima, mentioned in Engishiki
under the name of, 44.

Taish6 era, 219.
Taisuke <:kiIDj), an official of Jingiryo. 59.
Taiwan ]., 179, 198.
Tajikarao-no-K,; (or M.). u, 181.
Takachiho, Mt., Hyuga. 10. u; palace

KOflgenki,

KOflgenki,KOflgenki,

characteristics

characteristics

characteristics

characteristics

characteristics

characteristics

characteristicscharacteristics
sword. 429; civilizing work. particularly
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Of,4S0.
Takagi-no-K., (Tabmimusubi no K.), 8.
Takuhataehi-hime no M., mother of Ninigi

no M., 8.
Takahashi Kenji (jIiHS), Kaga",; to

Tntnlgi to Ta",a by, 108.
Takahide-o, one of offsprings of Go

Kameyama, 102.
Takahito, 88, 139.
Takaichi miagata ni masu Kotoshiro nushi

J., 3S4·
Takakuramiko J., sessha of Atsuta, myojin

dai, deity worshipped in, W.
Takakura, .ex-Emperor, lIS.
Takamagabara, 3, 6, 8, 28, 1I2, 149, 181,

182, 18S, 186, 380,429.
Takamasa-o, one of the southern princes,

Takamikura, 108. LI02.
Takamimusubi no K., (Takagioo 1(.), one

of Seven Generations of Heavenly
Deities, 3; important role played by, in
God Age, z, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 13, 181,
183, 190, 21S. 368, 497·

Takamiyama, Yatagarasu shrine on the
summit of, 144.

Takaoaga Shinno, 94.
Takaoo Yoshishige, 4S6.
Takaou no Niikasa, mother of Kammu,

Emperor, 183'
Takaokami J., 240, 241.
Takaokami no K., 181; birth of, z64, z6S;

small massha (Oyamato) sacred to, 240;
dragon deity, rain deity of tbe mountains,
Z4I.

Takaraicbi (treasure market), Sumiyoshi
festival, H9.

Takaraichi no Jinji, 17th Oct., HO; origin
of, 361; old festival of, 361; present
ceremony of, 362.

Take Nunakawa Wake, sent as Otokushi
to Hikawa, 38S.

Takatoki, Fuji, 14 generation from Toki-
mune, the first Daigiiji of Aso J., 473.

Takatsu J., 46.
Takatsukasa Fuyumicbi, H3.
Takatsu no Miya, 368.
Takauji, rebellion of, 97, 98, 101, 301.
Takawo no K., account of the birth of, 26S.
Takayoshi-o, one of tbe Soutbern princes,

102.
Take, Ise, Sasamui no Miya of, 29'; no

Miya, abode of Saildi, 31, 33.
Takebe J.,old site of, 41, 192; removal of,

to the present site, 41.
Takebe no Ioayoriwake no M., 41, 192.
Takecbimaro, Fujiwara, S8.
Takecbimiagata ni Masu Kotosbironusbi

J·,496.
Takeda Katsuyori, 4S6.
Takeda Sbioan, S_iyoshi Engi by, HI.
Takehira tori no M., ancestor of Kuni no

miyatsuko of Izumo and Musasbi, 383.
Takehiteru no M., 27.
Takeioatane no M., one of tbe deities in

.Aldona of Atsuta, 429, 439.
Takeiwatatsu no M., 37, 179, 189, 192;

genealogy of, visits of to Miyazaki, his
founding of Miyazaki J., marriage of,
and several exploits of in Aso, 480-482,
484, 487, 488; - J., Myojindai, 478.

Takemikazucbi no K., one of Heavenly
ambassadors to Izumo, 7, 177, 182-183,
184, 18S, 189,234,290,294,298,3°2,423.

Takeminakata no M., 187.
Take no Miya, 29, 31.
Takenouchi no sukune, 44,169, 3II, 517.
Takeo Hirokuni Oshitate no M., 20.
Takerube, founding of, 40.
Taketeruhime, a daughter of Onamuji no

K., probably alternative name for Kaya
narumi no K., 499.

Taketsunumi no M., 140, 143, 144, 14S,
147, 148, lSI, IS4, 200, 201, 202, 203.
204, 21S. 216.

Takuhata-iratsu-Hime, 34.
TaIeN-sen-Shii, 44.
Takuzutarna J., Tsukusbi, 237·
Tama (jewel), 19, IS8, I6S.
Tamagaki, 449, 465, 468, 476.
Tamagushi, 247.
Tamaideshima Tongu, 361.
Tamaki palace, Makimuku, 28.
Tamakushiirihiko Itsuno Kotoshironushi

no K., 394. See Kotosbironushi no K ..
Tamanooya ]., II, 182.
Tamanooya-no-M. (or K.), II, 181, 182.
Tamashizurne-no-Matsuri, 6I.
Tamayorihiko, 202, 204, uS.
Tamayorihime, 44, 166; genealogy of,

184; consort of Fukiaezu no M., 195;
196, 200, 202, 203, 204, 208, 213, 214,
21S.
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Tarnayorihime of Kami shrine, 200. 233.
Tamba, province, 46, 47, 202.

Tametsune, Matsushita, a shinkwan of
Kamo shrine, the reputed father of
Ujihisa, (really a son of the Emperor
Go-Toba). 229.

Tamura, Yamato, the old site of Hirano j.,

7°·
T'ang.(To, 1M), the civilization of, 13, 137.
Tango, province, 47.
Tanornai, a dance special to Sumiyoshi

Mitaue Matsuri, 588.
Tanomi no Mai, a dance of the o,.amato

Festival, 247.
Taoism, H.
Tarashinakatsuhiko (~lfln1flt), one of

the deities of Kehi Jingii, 185.
Tarumi J., 158, 160; deities of, 166;

closely associated with Sumiyoshi, 545.
Tataraisuzuhime, the Empress of Jimmu,

598, 489; worshipped at one of Sessba
of Omiwa J., 598.

Tatari, 41, 49.
Tateomi, present and 108th representative

of Higashi Tsunoi, (Hikawa Negi), 589.
Tatsugashira-mai, a dance of Oyamato

festival, known as Tatsuno Kuchirnai,
247·

Tatsuta J., present site of, 249; old site of,
255; date of removal, 255; selected one
of 16sha, 1I7; deities worshipped in,
250, 251, 252; relation to Tatsutahiko,
Tatsutahime J.. 213; deities invoked at
Oimimatsuri, 61; first mention of, in
Nihonshoh, 252; date of the first
erection of. 213; connection between
Hirose and, 254; building of, 255 ; rank
and Status, 257; festivals of, 257; Im
perial visits of, 257; 181, 191.

Tatsutahiko, Tatsutahime J., many theories
about. 255 ; tradition about the establish
ment of, 213.

Tatsuta ni masu Arne no Mihashira, Kuni
no Mihashira j., Heguri GOri, Yamato,
249·

Taue no Matsuri, 7th July, held in Asama,
476; 28th 6th month, in Aso, 491, 492.

Tei5hmnenh, 82, 90, 125, 157, 174, H2, 445.
Temmokuzan, 456.
Temmu, Emperor, exploits of regulating

and instituting state ceremonies, 56;

of appointing Ise sailro, and rebuilding
Ise Shrines every twenty years, 56; of
ordering to compose the chronicle, 54.
55; of promulgating Omi-ryo, 52; 15,
21, 33, 41, 52, 13, 54. 62, 154. 155, 189,
192, 205, 252, 2B, 257, 520, H9, 542,
370, 408, 433, 495·

Tempyo II, the passage in Dainihonshi
under, cited, 65.

Tenazuchi, mother of Inadahime, 6, 381.
Ttn&ingongttl-rekidaizll, 102.

Tencho-setsu, 13.
Tendai sect, 65, 71, 441.
Tendai and Shingon Control over Atsuta

Shrine, 44I.

Tendai-zasu-ki, (~ti'Jil!=l:W, 70.
Tengu Mask, 245.
Tengyo V., the first Kamo gyoko in,

1I5, 2II.
Tm-in-no Daijo-rai, by Oe Masafusa, 60.
Tenji, Emperor, date of accession of,

52; his religious view, 53; 30, 39, 54
136, 137, 138, 153, 156, 157, 159, 17°,
171, 172, 174, 2°5; Murdoch's opinion
about, 158.

Tenji Asaoo Asomi, Yasoshima no matsuri
performed by, in ShOhei 3. 160.

Tenjin-sama, Sugawara Michizane, 118, 179.
Tenjin Shichidai (the Seven generations of

Heavenly deities), 3, 28, 180.
Tenjobito, (I!U:A), H6.
Tennoji, Osaka, 169, 529, 543.
Tenroku II, Kampaku MOde instituted in,

2II.
Tenryaku X, first building of Kamo shrines

in, 213.
Tensho era, 212.
Tentoku IV., first conflagration of Dairi

since the founding of the Capital, 82,
87, J08.

Thirty-two Mitomo no Kami, ~69.
Three Mishirna shrines, relation of the

deities of, 394, 404-
Three Regalia, origin of, 5,6, 14, J5, 25.

26; differences of their treatment of,
80,81,85; shapes and forms of, J08-109;
custody of, 109'"""1I2; opinions as regards
Go-Daigo's progress to Kasagi and, 95.

Three Regalia as the emblems ofsovereignty,
arguments as to, 14-20, 120-121. See
Three Regalia and accession.

sword. 429; civilizing work. particularly Ttn&ingongttl-rekidaizll,

Hirose and, 254; building of, 255 ; rank Hirose and, 254; building of, 255 ; rank

Kami,
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INDEX HI

Three Regalia, treatment of, in the case of
Imperial progress, or the removal of the
capital, 68, 10~-104-

Three Regalia and Accession Ceremony,
case of access ion of Jimmu, 15 ; of Ingyo,
18-19; of Keitai, 19-20; of Senkwa, 20;
of Kotoku, 20; of Suiko, 21 ; of Jito, zr.

Three Regalia , supposed false set of, ac
cepted by Komyo, 98, 101; presented
to Go-Murakami , 101; handed over by
Go-Kameyama to Go-Komatsu, 99 ;
details of the above, 99-100; stories of,
in Zohl jinno-rhOlolei, 102; in Yiirbohlsbo,
102-1°3·

Three Sacred Emblems, 108. See Three
Regalia .

Throne, 52, 53, 55, 1~6, 1~8, 1~9, 141,210.
Toba HM, (Ex-Emperor), 89, 115·
Tobutori Asuka Kiyomihara no Miya,

palace of Temmu, ( m . ~ !!IJ a ~~fIlJM'8')

494, 495·
Tochine no Omuraji, despatched by Sujin

to Izumo to examine the divine treasures
and appointed to the charge thereof, 27.

TOdaiji, 44, 64, 65·
Tofukumon-in C ltl : jK r ~ ~) , consort of Go

Mizunoo, 218.
Togakushi-J., 12.
Toguishiki (~P:A~) , held at Itsukushima

J.,lp.
Toichi-Naishinno, n .
Toji (.~ ) , 71, 97.
TOleaitkl Mtirbozut, published in Kwansei

9, 418, 4~9·
Tokasai (Surn iyoshi ), 4th January, history

of, ~50 ; process of ritual, 351.
Tokoyo-no-Omoikane-no-M., 12.
Tokugawa, family, 10', 138, 139, 212;

Bakufu, 116, 218 ;- Hidetada , 372;
Iyeyasu, 206, 417, 44~, 456 ;-Mitsukuni
(Mito Komon), 61, 193 ;-Shogun, 79;
period, 14, 146. 152, 471, 474.

Tohlsm jimmyoshii, 40.
Tokyo, 106, 1'1, 177, 198, 219.
Tokyo H ie J., 187'
Tomi hills, (AJUl.l) 22, 188.
Tomi no shima, Osaka, 16~, 169.
Tomomi no Sukune, first Kannushi of

Nigimitama Suminoc, ~ 54 ; genealogy of,
334 ; 345·

Tone (JJijfj), origin of, 216.

Toneri (~A), 1'9,167'
Toneri Shinno, Son of the Emperor Tern

mu, 2'2.
Tongii (a temporary palace), of Kawa

guchi, ~I, 63.
Tonoo-Misasagi, .Yoshino, 197.
Tonsure, first example of, taken by ab

dicated sovereigns, 6,.
Toribune no K., 497.
Torigatayarna, southern spur of Kamunabi

range, site of the present Asuka shrine,
'01 , 50~.

Torii (archways), origin of. ,; 34, 15, 449.
Torii and Toro, Sumiyoshi zukuri of, 326,

33°·
Torikami, head waters of the River Hi,

Izumo, ~81 .

Tori no ichi, great market held in Kwanto
on the day of the bird (II) of the r rtb
month, cla imed by Mishima J. to have
originated there, 422.

Tori-no-Matsuri, day of the bird of 4th
and r rth month, (Mi shima), 423.

Toshigoi no Matsuri (jf1Ftl>, 60, 161,
162, 165, 231.

Torbinlei (JJ!ll!!lc), 168.
Totsu Asuk a, capital of Ingy6, 493, 495,

496.
Totsu Asuka & Chikatsu Asuka, meaning

of, 495.
Totsuka no Tsurugi , 190.
Toyoakirahime no M., 241.
Toyoashihara no Nakatsukuni, 162, 234.
Toyo-ata-tsu-hirne, 10.
Toyohime, 183.
Toyosukiirih ime no M., daughter of Sujin,

first princess entrusted with the divine
Mirror, 24, 28, 29, 228, 431, '02.

Toy oramahiko, 166.
Toyotamahime, 166.
Toyotomi, family, 320; - Hideyoshi, 212,

372, 443, - Hideyori, 372 •

Toyouke-hime, Goddess of food, 46, 47,
176, 254; genealogy of, 47; worshipped
also at Hirose, 47; conducted to Yamada
in aand year of Euryaku's reign, 47;
two shrines in Tamba claiming to be the
original one sacred to, 47.

Toyoura shrine, founding of, 42.
Treasures, the , 89.
Treasure Sword, the, 81, 90, 91, 93, 102,

Torigatayarna

Torigatayarna

Torigatayarna

TorigatayarnaTorigatayarna

Torigatayarna

'01

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima
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103, 118.
Tsuchimikado, Emperor, 92, 93, 168, 191.
Tsuchimikado Dairi, 99, 100, 102, 104. 106.
Tsuchimikado-dono, 99, 104
Tsuchimikado Higashi no Toin I<okyo, 91.
Tsuchimikado palace, 102.
Tsuhayae Kotoshironushi no K., (.?I:IAm

-.ttl,,), 39J. See Kotoshironuahi no
K ..

Tsukaibe <00:$), 19·
Tsukiname, 53, 60, 209, 249, 539, 383.
Tsukiname-sai. See Tsukiname.
Tsukisakaki-izu-no-mitama-amagakaru-

mukatsu-hime-no-Mi, aramitama ofAma
terasu Omikami, 41, 177, 192.

Tsukiyomi no M., birth of, 380; instructed
to rule the dominion of night, 38o; 3,
18o, 181.

Tsukubasan (~~W ), 463.
Tsuhlde (or Tsukune), jars made of earth,

fashioned by hand, the ritual utensils In.
Sumiyoshi, 3H .

Tsukuriai, old name for Heiden, 4n, 461.
Tsukuabi, province, 41, 431.
TruhlJbi FiuJoJ:i, 478, 484, 48,.
TSUDlll ]., Tsuma rnura, Hyilga, 412.
Tsumori Ketinl (~{f ), 3209, 536.
Tsumori, tamily, Kannushi of Sumiyoshi

J., 169, ;24, 33J; ancestor of, ;31;
noted for the appearance of many poets
and men of great distinction, In the line,
33J; - Kunifusa, H6, 340; - Kuni
natsu, a loyalist to the cause of Nancho,
173, 3209, 336, 340 ; - Kuniyoshi, 74th
priest of his line , made a baron in Meiji,
336; - Soshitsu-ne, ; 1St priest, 338.

Tsunoga (Tsuruga), Echizen, 42.
Tsunuzashi, the Palace of, 22.

Tsuridono (Atsuta j.), 44J.
Tsurugaoka Ha ch iman, 78.
Tsurugi J., Echizen, 38;.
Tsushima,44. n, 59, II;.
Tutelary shrines, 6J, 70.
Two large mounds, north of Aso shrine,

supposed mausolea of Aso deity and his
spouse, 486.

Two Naishi, services separately performed
by, on Kitayama Miyuki, 103.

u
Ubusunasha <iii±.mJ of Mononobc, Iso-

nobmi J., Yamato, and Mishima J ..
Izu, 409.

Uchisori no Tachi (PiIit:i;:]J), said to date
from the Suiko's reign, 2J6.

Uda, Emperor, 67, 74. 81, 111, 139, 14J,
In, 210: - Ex-Emperor, 343.

Uda, Yamato, 28, 29.
Udaijin Kiyomaro, the lint Onakatomi,

299·
Udo Jingii (N"'ill'2!'), Hyuga, 197.
Ueme, Kami ueme, Shimo uczm, 317.
Uemonfu (:tilir,!l'f), 222.

Uemura family, lords of Takatori castle,
patron of Aluka j., J02: - Iyetoshi,102,

Uesugi Sadamasa, 189.
Umczono Koretorno, 329.
Uga-no-Mitama, 401.
Uji, Imperial PrinCCS8, 29, 31.
Uji, shrine, 18o.
Ujibito, 33J.
Ujidera, 6,.
Ujigami, 41, 65, 76, 77, 132, 194, 211. 282,

;8J, 489.
Ujigawa, Yamashiro, 172.
Ujihisa, the Youngest son of Go-Toba,

prince-priest of Kamo, 118, 119.
Ujiko (parishioners J:{;'f-), 241, 24J: 

Sodai , 146, 147, 246.
Uji-no-waki-iratsuko, Prince, 42.
Ujitamamaru, another name for Ujihisa,

Kamo,1I9·
Ukanomitama-no-M., of Inari J., 178.
Umako, Soga, 48, 49, JO, ,I. See Soga

family.
Umayadooji, 50. See Shotoku Taishi.
Urnayadooji, 49.
Urned a J., Asah i mura, Minami Kuwata

gun, Tamba, 292.
Umeda Yoshihiko, his essay on Yasoshima

Matsuri, in two numbers of Kogaku,
cited, 154. 155, In, 161, 194, 196.

Umehara Tadajiro, YalDlhi",a M1Jtsun K~

by, cited, 114.
Umen o Miya, 79, 118.
Umen otsuji, 216.
Umishizumematsuri, a festival of Iki Sum!

yoshi, ;6J.
Ummei-den, 82, 83, 84, 81, 86, 89, 90, 106.

See Onmeiden.
Unade j ., Takaichi, Yamato, 312.
Unebi , 17.

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima
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Unebi goryo, 197.
Unebiyama, Tabraichi god, Yamato,

(Jimyoji Yama), ~~4'
Unebiyamagucbi j., .ummit of, Unebiyama,

deities worshipped in, ~~4 '
Union of the offices of Pricat and King,

noted by Aston, :t~, 2.7.
Unique of Japan, 1~6 .

Unohanome, rain deity, 3~6.

Unoha no Shinji (Sumiyoshi), first day of
the hare ClIP) of ~th month, commemorat
ing the founding of the HO shrines by
jingii Kogo, 3JO.

Vtr'{u-sbD, 8~ .

Uo no Karachi, d ivine mirror, 83.
Urabe family, J9, 61, 113, 114; - Kane

kata, author of Shahl Nihongi, ~I8,
40J; - Kanesuke, 2.7:t; - Kanetomo,
writer of Nijiini-sha Cbiishiko, ~ 3, ~4

2.1J, 2.44, :tH; - Kaneyoshi, :t43 ; 
Takesada, IJ6.

Urabe Mansion, Yoshida, 10J.
Usa Hachiman's oracle as to the completion

of Daibutsu casting, 6~.

Usa Shrine, founding of, 43, 44. 6~, 68, 78,
113, 116, 118; ,tory relating to first
building of, 19~ .

Utaiima, 163, 169.
Utsushi Kunitama, :t34.
Uwatsutsunoo no M., one of 3 deities of

Suminoe, 310, 311, 312.
Uzume no M., ~, 10, 2.40.

w
Wado era, 43, 74, 19~ .
Wakahirume no K. (or M.), daughter of

Amaterasu Omikami, Ikuta, 4:t, 314;
deity of Nibutsuhime J ., Kii, 181.

Wakamiya, :t40, 3°4, 344, 34J, 3S:t; 
Aramitama, U J; - matsuri, a great
festival of Kasuga, 2.97; Wakanomiya
(Asama), 468.

Wakare no Kushi, 31, H.
Wakasagawa, 73.
Wakatake no M., JzunoKuninoMiyatsuko,

40 8•
Wakatarashi-hime, episode of, :t4, 34.
Wakaukame no M., identified with Oimi

no K. (Hirose) and Toyoultehime,
Goddess oHood, 47, 178, 2.J+

WtJkansansai:ou (~.==:::r ••), 38~.

Waka yamato neko hiko ohobibi no M.,
(9th Emperor Kaikwa) as manifestation
of Aritoshi, 2.8:t.

Wakazakura no palace in Iware, Yamato,
the palace of jingii Kogo, 311.

Wakeikazuchi J.. Himorogi of Miare at, an
example of the fact that in early days
shrine did not imply buildings, 2.37.

Wakeikazuchi no K., genealogy of, 184-
2.03, :t°4·

Wake no Kiyomaro, 68, 19~.

Wakiiratsuko, 4~, 180.
Wakitsuka, 3:t3.
Waley, translation of G#ttji Monogolari by.

cited, 73 ; Tu SarredTre« by, cited, 3J.
W0111YOlbD, its opinion of the original site

ofSumiyoshi, 31h 316.
Wani, scholar of Korea, 4:t.
Wanibe, descendants of the Emperor

Kosho (Asama Kannushi), 47:t.
Wash J., Asakusa, Tokyo, 42.2..
Washino family ( m ~ ) , Kumon of

Asaroa shrine, 473.
Washino Tokushige, 47:t.
WOlbN Gogun ]iqia MftbD CbNleDloi, its

opinion about the deities of Asuka j.,
499·

Wasurekusa no Matsuri, H6.
Watarai, Yamada, Ise, 31, 33.
Wataridono, 86, 32.4,444; -(01okushiden,

Atsuta), 44~.

Watashiokami ( ~ ~ i!t * jlII ) , meaning of,
4°4 ·

Watazumi no K., (or Watatsumi), 44, 1J8,
2.8:t , 2.8~, 40~ ; - j., Tsushima, sacred
to Tamayorihime, 44, 19J·

Weapon, offering of, in sacrifice to the
Gods of Heaven and Earth, 37.

White cock, white boar, white horse, offer-
ing to Mitoshi no K., 2.34, :t3S.

Willow box, 1 U .

Wind deities, 2. H ; - of Tatsuta, n .
Wohari (Owari), 39.

y

Yabusame (l'ilQ), at Ikutama Matsuri,
HS ; - Matsuri at Asama, 475.

Yachihoko, 2.31, 2.36, 2.H; - no K., 61,
2.2.8, 2.33, 2.34, 2.37·

Yachimatahilto DO K., male deity of the
crossroads, 376.

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

Itsukushima

180

180

180

180
180

180

180

180

Wataridono,Wataridono,

Wataridono,Wataridono,
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Yachimata-hime, female deity of the cross
roads, 61, 376.

Yadanotagami-no-miya, ~9.

Yagi Hiroshi, a monograph dealing with
locality of Yasoshima Matsuri by, cited,
169.

Yahashira no Kami of Yasaka J., 177, 178.
Yahata (yawata), 44, 45.
Yahata-no-K,; 44.
Yakumo Gosha, 93.
Yahmto'1fIisho, 93.
Yakushi Niorai, bonzon of Jingiiji (Atsuta),

441.
Yamabe no Akahito's poem of Yoshino,

z6z.
Yamada, Ise, 47.
Yamada, Anato, site of Suminoe Am

mitama Shrine, 31Z, 313; geopolitical
signification of, 313.

Yamaga Castle, 90.
Yamaguchi-Sai, 340.
Yamakawa Uichi, Jingi Ji/en by, cited, 31,

p, 146, 154, 161, 163.
Yama no Miya, 469.
Yama no Miya Go Shinko (Asama), 47J.
Yamashiro, province, 168, 170.
Yamasbiro Fiidolei, 143, 144, zoo.
'Yamasbira Ko/eMshi, z08.
Yamashiro no Kuni no Matsuri, 74.
Yamashirotsukai, ~z.z.

Yamata no Orochi, 6, 8, 190, 381,4°1.
Yamato, province, Z4, ~9, 40, 44, 69, rzo,

143, 144, 148, 200, zoa,
Yamatohiko, funeral of, H, 36.
Yamato-hiko Oji, 19.
Yamatohime no M., first Sailtii of Ise, 28,

z9, 30, 37, 38, 39, 23%, 369, 431•
Ya1fla/ohi1fle-no-MiIeo/t>-seilei. 29.
Yamato Hirotari, chief priest of Oyamato

J., 168.
'Yamato How, description of AtsuIa Jingii,

438•
Yamato Katsuragi-ni-imasu J., 407.
Yanta/ole%ba noShiori, 77.
Yamatomai, 147, 306.
Ya11ll1/o Meish¢{III, 144, z64, 173.
Yamatoneko, Emperor, J2.
Yamatonimasu-Okunitama-J., 1H.
Yamato no Atae, Nagaoichi no Sukune,

ancestor of the , 25.
Yamato no Atae Ycshitsure, Kannnshi of

Oyamato, 244.
Yamato no Okunitama no K. , 24. 189, 190,

228, 229, 231, 232.
Yamaro-no-Omononushi-no-Ki, 186
Ya1fla/o Ihi <*fU~), 2«, 273, 279; its

opinion of the site of Mizugalti no Miya,

J03 '
Yamato shiryo, 238, 243.
Yamatotakeru no M., expedition against

Emishi, 37; receiving the divine Sword
from his aunt, 37; stay in Owui and
marrying, 38; death at Nobono, 38, 40;
three burial places, 40; apotheosizcd,
39-40; p., 179, 183, 191. 192, 2;6, 38J,
386, 438, 44°·

Yamatsumi, the birth of, 397; shown in
different Chinese characters, 397, 398;
the meaning of, 400.

Yanagiura,90·
Yano mura (auow village), 48.
Yaoyorozu no Kami , 2.4,380.
Yasaka,9'
Yasaka J ., 19J, 196•
Yasakani no Magatama, 8; color and shape

of, 109 ; fabricator of, 182.
Yashima, the an~ of, 90.
Yashiro, Prof., (Aft), 329.
Yasoshima no Matsuri, In-173; inaugura

tion of. I JJ, I J6, 346; a rite connected
with the Imperial succession ceremony,
IH-IJ6; locality of, IJ6, IJ9, 160, 16J,
168, 169; infonnations of, in &gishilei,
IJ8-IJ9 ; the nature of, IJ4. IJJ, t60
167, 172; Sumiyoshi theory, 160, 161;
Ikushima Taroshima no Kami theory,
154, tOO, 161 ; Oharai theory, I,.. 164
167 ; description of, in SNmi.JOlhi NtMhU·
gye;i, 169 ; in GOklshitlai, 16~172 ;
vicissitude of, 172, 173. See 34J-346.

Yasoshima no M4/StJri Kosbo, 18.
Yasoshima no M4/StJri KayO, 160, 164.
Yasoshima matsuri messengers, 167.
Yasll/onti-Iei (1Jt1irBC), 269.
Yatabe family, chief priests of Mishirna J.,

Izu, known as Higashi no Kannushi,

4°9·
Yatagarasu, identification of, 1'43-14J;

Kumano tradition of, 144; information
of, in the Shinto Canon, 143 ; description
of, in Yalllashiro Flidolei, etc ., 144 ; reward
ed for his services, 144, 202; in Kurnano,

Wataridono,

Wataridono,

Wataridono,

Wataridono,

Wataridono,

Wataridono,
Yamatohime no M., first
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the Yatagarasu cult observed, I4~; two
shrines sacred to, in the place marking
the progress of Jimmu's march, 144;
interesting ceremonies in connection
with, I49-I~I; IS9, 201, 202, 21'; 
Be (illustrated), 149, t j o, I ~ I; - in
cident, interpretation of, 144; - Shimpu,
1'1, IF; - Shinji, Hongii, 146-147;
Nachi, 149-1' I.

Yata no Kagami, removal from the palace,
24, 29; shape and size of, lOS; authorities
in support of the above, lOS; 8, 10, 3',
S3, 120, 13', lSI, IS4, IS9, I9h 236.

Yatome, 3'S.
Yatsumune zukuri, or Ikutama zukuri,

372, 373·
Yatsurugi, Betsugii of Atsuta, site of, 442;

divine rank, 442; date of foundation,
442; deity worshipped in, 442.

Yatsurugi J., 447·
Year Kanoto Tori (¥&!i), Spring, rst

month, rst day, I,.
Yodo, 170, 171.
Yodogawa, 169,4°6.
Yoimiya Matsuri, 422.
Yojinden (Atsuta J.), called YojOden at

Ise, 449.
Yokota Masateru, claiming Hrd descent

from Yosarni, 318, 337.
Yomei, Emperor, 49.
Yomei-mon, 94.
Yorneimon-in, consort of the Emperor

Go-Sanjo, 343.
Yornino-kuni, 3.
Yomotsukuni (hades), 310, 380.
Yone urasai, at Izumo J., Tamba, 307.
Yori1Wbu-ky6-ki OliH'glQlifC), II 2.

Yoritomo, Minarnoto, 3°1,4°9,413,414;
- and Mishima J., 407, 4 14> 417·

Yosami, first Kannushi of Fukuokr. Suminoe
shrine, 337·

Yoshida, - J., 78, 79, IIS; - family, 77,
7S, 114; - Kanetomo, 104; - mansion,
219; - Sammi Jingikwandai, 371;
establishment of Saijo-sho and jingi
kwandairi within the shrine, 78.

Yoshihisa Shinno, 179, 198.
Yoshiko, first holder of Saiin, 73.
Yoshimi no K., ancestor of the Gon Daigiiji,

Sannomiya Kunitaki Daimy6jin, 48,.
Yoshimizu j., 197.

Yoshino, ~4, ~8, 98, 99, 101, 102, 174;
cho, II, ;-Era, 340, 473 ;-palace, sup
posed as existing from the commence
ment of Jimmu's reign, 262.

Yoshino Jingii, history of, 23tr-23I; 198.
Yoshino Kujiki (W!I!I-Ii$l1C), 282.
Yoshitsunc, Minamoto, 90, 301.
Y6wa (Antoku), Emperor, 92.
Yowatarisai, 364.
Yozci , Emperor, SI, 84, In.
Yuchiko N"ishinno, 206.
Yudono Sengcn, sonsha, rnitarnashiro re

sembling to that of Mishima J., 4II.
Yuiitsushimmei zukuri, (Atsuta J.) com

manding feature of, 448.
Yukiden, dimension and construction of,

17-18 ;-and Sukiden, 47.
Yumike, 226.
Yiiryaku, Emperor, 24, 46, '2, ,6, 136,

179, 216, 315, 500.
YNshokurhO, 99, 102.
Yutahito, (Kornyo-ln), 98.

Z
Za, meaning of, 498; its relation to .. Ha

shira", 477; to Goten, 477, 478; Cases
of Iwashimizu, Aso, Wakeikazuchi,
Takebe, Hirota, 478.

Za in Kampeitaisha, total number of, 177.
Za occupied by the deities of several kinds

in the shrine of premier rank, respective
numbers of. 178, 179, 180, 182, 183.

Zama j., ~.iI11lliill Fusha, Osaka, (Igasuri
no K.), 368.

Zcmpokoen (JiUJj~IIJ) mausoleum of the
Emperor Nintoku, 289.

Zenku, 220.
Zen sect, 112.

Zodenj!,i'hiki, by Kitabatake Chikafusa, 302.
Zoku-fNdoki, 40.
Zoleu-jinr.o.,hOtoki, 10.
Zok.u Koji-dan, 84.
ZOkM KokinshN, 173.
Zoleu Kosbiden, 84.
Zoku/dhhflin wakashii, 343.
ZokuK6shiiishii & Daiki, 17'.
ZOkM Senzai wakashii, 343.
Zokurha,468.
Zoku-shigusho (i!JUe!l&:rP), 104
Zuijin &ti~). 465.

THE END

Yamatohime no M., first Yamatohime no M., first

Yamatohime no M., first

Yamatohime no M., first

Yamatohime no M., first

Yamatohime no M
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